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ERRATA IN THE JOURNAL TOR 1858.

VOL. XXVII.

Page 230, notcB, last line/or adjective read adjection.

„ 235, notes 1. 3 ub infra read

„ 210, notes, 1, 15for and read are.

„ 248, notes, 1. Gfor

„ 219, notes, 1. 2for Gautama read Gotama.

„ „ notes, I, 4for Ras read Rao.

„ 302, 1. l l/or occidtmtul read accidental.

„ 303, 1. 23 read ^fsfursf^ and

„ 305, 1. 20for which read while.

„ 313, 1. \J'or oiU j.Uj| read cJb

The conclusion of Mr. Hodgson's paper, given in this Vol. having been sent

to England for his revision, we are enabled to publish his corrections.

The Editors are glad to find that in this part (the MS. having been legible

throughout) there are hardly any errors of importance.

We give till? following extract from Mr. Hodgson's letter.

“Till* errata amount to little more than a perseverance in that titular misnomer
whereby comparutivc vocabulariesof the empirical kind were confounded with gram-

matical treatises. Papers one and two, on the langi ages of the broken tribes and on
the dialectic diflerences of the Ian ? of the Kira ti tribe, wcih? of the former sort.

Papers three and four on the Vayu and Baliintr, w< re of the latter sort, ami should

therefore have been kept apart, as well from eacli other as from the preceding

papers, even though you had deU rmined to throw the descriptive part of Vayu
and Bahing to tlie etid of the papers on tlienr. Whereas you have run tlie whole

of the four papers into one, under the style and title of “Comparative Voca-

bulary of the languages of tlie broken tribes of Nepal," a designation which is

true only in regard to the first of these four papers; for the Kirantis are not

one of the broken tribes ; nor is there tlie least affiniU between the empirical

treatment of the vocabularies of both one and the (fther and the gramiQi^ical

analyses which follow^, though of the samples of language chosen for this analysis,

one belonged to a tribe classed with the broken, and the other to a tribe classed

among the septs or clans of the Kirantis.

Therefore I have erased the headuig of the part now returned to you (Com-
parative Vocabulary, &c.) and substituted “grammatical analysis of the Bailing



2 Errata.

dialect of the Kiranti langunge and, for ilio top of each succesBive page,

^*Bahing grammar” in lieu of Bailing Vocabulary.”

Page 393, Beclension, case 7, dole ^1.

„ 396, dele comma between that and which, voce Eelative of all genders

:

and in the notefor it read The relative.

Page 399,/or kwag-nainme read kwagnamme,

„ 409/or Transitives in to read Transitives in do.

„ 421, to the note affd FoS a paradigm of transitives in “to” which change
the t into d, see on to jiageS 439*441.

Page 438/or Jito be born read dito be torn*

Bottom of same page in notefor Dravidianum read Bravidianism.

To note at page 443 add It is published as Ko. XXYII. of Extracts from the

Heeords of the Government of Bengal.

Page 446, 1. 7for fermed read formed.

„ 450, 1. 4for pasung read Pasnng.

„ „ 1. 22for and superest ager, read ei superest ager.

„ 454, 5 lines from bottom after of good size add a comma.



COEEIGENDA AND ^DENDA
»

To the papers on the languages of the Iroken tribes ofNepal^^c*

B. H. Hodgson, JEsq. B. C, 8,

[iSfftf Journal^ Nos. V. and VI. for 1857.]

[We have received from Mr. Hodgson the following list of the

corrections and additions w hich he has found it necessary to make
in Lis papers published in Vol. XXVI. We have already stated in

* a former number that much of the MS. was left with us in a very

rough and illegible state, and in spite of every care, many errors

could not but creep in. In fact it was only at Mr. Hodgson’s

own earnest wish, that we consented to have it printed at all, as

we did nut consider the MS. in a lit state for publication. We
therefore gladly publish the list in full, by way of an appendix to

the whole series of communications
;

for tiie additions^ of course,

we are not responsible, as they were not in the original MS.
We may also add that the latter half of the series of papers was

fairly legible
;
and we are gratified to notice that throughout that

portion the errors are very trifling. Had all the MS. been in the

same condition, w e could, with infinitely less trouble to ourselves,

have given the whole with equal correctness.

—

Eds.]

Page 318, line 2 from bottom/or 6-5 read 5-13.

„ 319, „ 6 from topfor Baking read Bulling.

„ 323, eol. llayu line 13 add note, Aug, Ung, A = my, thy, liia, &c. Ang-
mu, Uiigmu, Amu = mine, thine, &c. and so in plural. See on to complete
view of this tongue in sequel.

Page, 322 col. Iluyu between lines 13 and 14 add A or Amu.
*

„ „ „ „ line 15 dele A-rou.

„ „ „ „ „ 16/or Ang-ku read Ang-ki.

„ „ 9, „ „ 18/or ITn-ni-ma read l/ii-ni-mu.

„ 323 „ Pahri „ 4 add note, Gu is the minor sign ; hme, the major.
They are affixed to all qualitires, numeral, pronominfil and other : see on^

Page 324 col. Pahri Line 16 read Guhma and add note. See note at the wora ten.

„ 325 „ „ „ 13 add note, Dha is sometimes substituted for, and
sometimes superadded to, the major sign or hma, as in Newari, to which tongue
the Pahri bears a close resemblance.

Page 333 and onwards, as the heading of the pages/or ** languages of the Iroken
tribes qf NepaV' read “ dialects of the Kirdnli language'*



4 En'ata,

Page 333 col. Bodung liae 18 add note. In tins and the following columns sa

prefixed means flesh. It is the segregative and is dropt as usual in cumpo*
sition, thus in column two, pi being cow, pi yiiba or pf >uva is cow’s horn aud
not pi sayuba, see on to the word skin.

Page 334 col. Kodung line 6 add note. Literally cow its male its calf. This is

the genei'al way of expressing a possessive or genitive : See father and mother
and the 3rd possessive pronoun. It will be seen liiut the latter in iis conjunct

form is a general prelix to tfic radical word wliercvcr reialionbinp can be predi-

cated even wlicn a noun stamls alone, thus, uiiipa luLiicr, iilcruiiy ins imiier,

pater illius \el istius. liut the prelix is olteu used wiicn no rciutiunslnp exists

or Clin be irnagincil, thus, u khoien = day in column ;ind. In fact it is nearly

an inseparable j)ttrticle. *

Page 334 col. llungchliLnibung, line 32 dele Pa.

„ 33o „ Chowrasya, hue 30 add as note on a/>d.—For change in the root,

pa to pd SCO Balling in sequel, aud observe, the root cun never be used alone.

Page 335, col. Kiilung ya, line 33 dele pa.

336 „ Kodung

Buiigchhdiibiing between lines 23

yybr Ciihong gara read Chhonggurachha.
32 dele mu.

and 24 for womau read

„ „ „ „ ^
„ 32/or ma read eumo.

„ „ „ Chhintangya 1. 20Jar Pa read L pii.

M » »» ,
n -7 dele ma.

91 99 99
Nachhereng ,,

30 dele mu.

,, „ end of the note^br Tiiul read Thulung.

„ 337 col. Y^kha hue 32 dele mu.

,, „ „ Kulung ya 1. 31 dele ma.

99 99 99
Tlmlungg'ya 1. 38 add note, gna-u = gna-wa, and gnawa, gnamx

like tawa tami, boy and girl, in Vayu.
Page 337 col. Thulungg'ya 1. 4 from bottom for Kesepma grain read Kesep-
ma Ma is grain.

Page 337 col. Thuluugg'^j'a 1. 2 from bottom for ITpiip Bheda read U'pap-
bheda.

Page 338 col. English 1. 30 add note, Dual omitted accidentally. It exists

generally. The note below gives it for Kuiigchhen.

Page 338 dele note* and read as loilows.—dee note ut bone and at calf. U'-hok'wa
= its cover : daliokwa flesh cover. 8o 8iuguoxwa is treu cover or bark.

Page 338 col. Kuchliercng 1. 22 deie notef.

99 99 9>
Kuugclilieubuug 1. 32 add § at the word Ungkang.

„ „ „ „ i. 36 read O Ko &c. as in sniguiar.

„ ,, „ „ I. 33 dele§ at the word Ungkung.

^ ,, 1. 2 from bottom read sign oi number.

„ ,, 1. 1 „ read vei Oko-chi, vel Euyakochi.

„ 339 col. Thuluugg^ya 1. 16 read JSepsung, suiislimc. Kem sun.

„ 340 „ English 1. 5 add note. The two lorms of these posaessives were
not obtained in tlie plural. Perhaps from msuflicient questiouuig whereby the
dual was missed.

Page 340 coL^Euglish L 7 dele * and^also the note.

„ „ ,9 ,» 1. 23for Coiij. read Acc. aud dele § and also the note.

99 99
notes t and X read Kukia is the separate lorm ; and so aho heusa

sumya, Ac. chha is for beings, and jiop lor things, tiius eukeha maua is one of
human kind, eukchhu duwacnha one man, eukeiiha meuchliaehlia, one woman
euk pop topti, one hatf Bangpaug lor the untjor and pop lor the nimor is

. Mikir. Other segregatives were named to me but coulusediy, aud if they bo
proper to Kiranti they are fast becomiug obsolete.

Page 340 col. Kodung dele Chi, D. K'm, Ac.

„ 99 99 Kungchiieiibung 1. 4ybr Kukhlia read Eukohha,

^ 99 „ 99 1. 6 dele unchanged.

99 341 col. Thulungg'ya 1. 7for JSi read humans*
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„ ,, 1. 8 read, animalB and things. Ni, root»

„ „ „ „ 1. 10 add and things.

,, „ „ „ 1. 12/or Gnoio read Gnole.

j, „ „ „ 1. %%for Kwongus-ang Ko-dyum” read Ewongu-
sangkod^'um.

„ 342 col. English dele No genders D. and Pr. &c.

„ „ „ „ 1. 13 dele note *. •

„ „ „ „ 1. 16 add note. There is no relative when, and then is not

properly a correlative. Tlic native equivalents ab, jub, &o. and cho, yu, kbu,

infra, are from Urdu and Newari and were used only to prevent misappre-

hension when questioning.

Page 342 t*ol. English 1. 26 for (cho) read above.

» » » » J-
^7 <ifl« Hbove.

„ „ „ „ 1- 28 dele Below (yu).

„ „ „ „ 1. 29/or (Khu) read Below.

„ „ „ Uodung 1. 5 dele Hie hecc hoc, &c.

„ „ „ „ 1. 7/or (htio read H\h ko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 8./or J)dsd read Tyako,/or Tyaho read Tya and add
note, Hya and Tya, are of all genders. Their dual and plural are formed as

in the next dialect.

Page 312 col. Kiingchhenbung 1. 8 dele Oko*

„ „ „ „ 1. 9 dole Okochi &c.

„ „ ,, „ 1. 10 dele Sin. PI.

„ „ „ „ J. 11/or Hynoko &c. read Mo.

„ „ dele note*.

„ „ dele notef.

„ „ add in the 2nd line in the bottom Chi is the dual and nin the plural

sign for all.

„ „ last line at bottom dele subs.

Page 311 col. English 1. 2 dele Uj) A:c.

„ ,, „ „ 1. 27 dele J4ual, Plural.

„ )} If Kuugchheubung 1. 2 dele Bhutnansr &e.

„ „ „ „ 1. 29 read Im’sa, Singular.

„ „ „ „ 1. 31/b/* (80 shitese, read (so shit = esei

—

and/or
Piss chesa rend Piss = chesa).

Page 3 14 add at bottom as note, Chi and nin, passim, are the dual and plural signs.

„ 316 col. English 1. 5 dele sign * and note.

,, „ „ „ 1. G dele sign * and Jiote.

,, „ „ „ 1. 16 dele »ign X note.

„ „ „ Bod ling 1. 17 dele notc.J

,, „ „ lliuigehhenbung 1. 10 add note That is, puang, givc'to me, makes
])uaTig ehang in dual and puuiig nang in plural ; but pil, give to any, makes
pu-ehi dual and pu-nin, plural. So Ne = take from me has chi and nin for
dual and plural : but battu = take generally has ehu for dual and uuin for
plural.

Page 346 eol. Ruiigchhcnbung 1. 27 /or yen mettu read yeng mettu and dele
khangmusa? •

Pago 346 col. Rungchhenbung 1. 29 add as a*note,—Mettu is causnl and yeng
mettu is cause to see, khung mettu, cause to hear, both used for tell.

» it »t 1* 3 from botlSm/br Ehan read Khang.
Page 346 at the end^br note note § tend—Generic signs stick to numerals but

can’t attach to the adjective, e. g. nuwa maua, euk chiia^uiwa maini nuwa chihfi,

euk pop nuwa chiipi. In Newari these segregatives attach to both nuniAdl
and adjective, thus chhahma bhinghnia maua = eukchha nuwa muiia and
chlingu bhing-gu chupi = eukpop nuwachupi.

Page 348 col. English 1. 1 dele sign * and note.

n >} 99 99 h 14 dele Circular,

n 99 99 99 h 18 dele Unlevel, uneven.f
M Buiigchh^ibuiig 1. 1 And 2, dele iiotes.t
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„ „ at the endfor former read = great. Pang toI bang toI wang is the

same as tlie numeral suffix.

„ 350 col. Baiali 1. 14 add^.

M 350 „ Ldhdrdng 1. 23 dele fresh, and add §.

Page 351 col. Englisli 1. 11 dole(|.

„ „ „ Balling, 1.20 add
II

.

„ „ „ Ldlidrdng 1. Pcpasa read PipasfL.

„ „ 1. 5 from fho bottoni/or Dangtnaling read Duiigmali, ng.

„ „ 1. 3 from bottomfor Bucha Lami read Buclia and Lami.

,, „ 1. 2 from bottom/or SiHhe read Se.

,, „ at the eudfor any oue’s fUius istius. read any one’s child, filius istius or
illius.

„ 352 col, English 1. 3 dele Wa fami my girl.

„ „ „ Loiiorong 1. 5 odd sign
||
and note “There is no proper name for son

and daughter, the words arc the same as those for boy and gii-1, nor !o thc-c eaii

the 1st or 2nd pronoun prefix bo added, as tlic 3rd is, nor would that serve

the turn, umpasa being filius cujusvis and hence urn being the alnHti»t in«)epar*

able adjunct of nouns. See the words father and mother and the pronouns
possessive. In Bailing there is an anomalous cliaugo of the radical word
however which must be remembered.”

Page 352 col. Bahiugya 1. 19 dele Mo po dad and Mam po.

„ „ „ „ 1. 22 dele i[»o thy, apo his.

„ „ „ Ldlidrdng 1. 2 add — my.

„ „ „ „ 1. 24 dele l‘a. Ung pa, &c.

,, „ „ Lambiolihoiig 1. 17 dele Pa

„ ji I,
Sang|iaiig 1. 1 for Ar* read Aa.

„ „ „ Diingmali 1. 19 dele Pa, and add note “ Tliroughout this column fho

prefixing of the ])ossesi*ive pivnioun sign is indisjiensable. The r<»ot jui cannot

be used alone. The furl her change of pa into pd is peculiar to Bailing.”

Page 353 col. Ldhdi dug 1. 2 dele gen. sign.

„ „ » ,,
1. 5 dele Lang leir.

,, „ „ „ 1. 6 add note Throughout this column kholi and Ian,

lung, lak are = leg; and bleiii tern, pliek phak arc segregalives or rather one
segregative u.sed for flat tilings. Sec arm and leg and compare hand and foot.

Page 353 col. Ldhdrdng 1. 9 add note Sing ~ tree in this and next column is

segregative. Sing i-sa is lilerully tree its fruit.

Page 353 coJ. Lambichhong 1. 9 dele (ma feem, passim.)

„ „ „ „ 1. 10 read mendiina.

•9 5 » » Baiali 1. 11 for Miliiu read Mithi.

,, 354 „ Balling. 1. 6for arms read arm.

„ „ „ Loliordng 1. 6 add all and only.

„ „ „ „ 1. 8for arms read arm.

„ „ „ Lambichhong 1. 7 add fiat arm.

„ „ „ „ 1. 12 dele “sa gen, sign,

„ „ „ Baiali 1. 8 add sign * and arm flat.

„ „ „ Sangpung 1. 8 add arm fiat.

„ „ „• Dumi 1. Ufor head read l)o = head.

„ „ „ Khaling 1. 6 add flat *arm.

„ 355 „ Balling 1. 18 dele Mo.*

„ „ „ Ldhdidng 1. 23 dele Ma. Ma.

„ „ „ Lambichhong 1. 16 dele Ma.
» „ „ Baiali 1. 13 dele Ma.

„ „ „ Sangpung 1. 17 dele Ma.

99 )) 99 Butigmali 1. 16 dele Mfi.

„ 355 1. 11 from bottom for as ad doubled and read always added but,*--and

add See arm and hand, leg and foot.

Page 356 col. Bailing. 1. 7 dele from so to signs and add note—Gna-wa gna>nii

agree with ta-wa, ta-mi, &c. but pa-sarig ma-sang of column 6f.h makes the

sex signs prefixual. Dumi and Khaling, W. compare Dihong of Assam.



Errata, 7

»>

Page 356 col. Bahing. 1. 20 dele = Kho-la Dihong of Asam.

,, „ „ Ldbordng 1. 11 /or no read not and add sign*.

„ „ „ 1. 20 (K-Ie Sing hok* tree skin = bark.

.. ,, „ ,, 1. 22 dele llesh cover.

„ „ Lambiclihdng 1. 6/or root sex repeated read root : sex sign repeated.

„ ,, ,1 1. 8 add ditto.

„ „ „ 1. 19 add cover.

357 9 )
Sangpang 1. 22 add U*yu.

*

,, „ „ Dunginali 1. 10 dele sky bird and sign *.

„ „ 1. 1 notcH, dele from see flesh to sa atid for see other paper read
So also sing in sing hok = tree cover or bark. Hok or hokwa if alone takes the

inseparable pro»oun preflx, hence umhowka = its cover, but if sa be used the
compound suhokwa needs no such pronoun adjunct.

Page 357 at bottom add See on to note at His, Her’s Its.

„ 358 col. English 1. 9 dele Thee.

„ „ „ „ 1. 11 dele Himself.

„ „ „ Bahing. 1. 5/or Sevalacha recid Swalacha, and add note Swala-
cha, m. Swulumi, f. Here the suflix cha takes the place of wa in gua wa
gna riii, Ac. aforegone.

Page 358 col. Bahing. 1. 9 dele Xa.

• „ „ „ „ 1. 12 dele O-ii.

„ ,, „ Ldliorung 1. 9 dele Hana.

,, ,, ,, ,, 1. 11 dele Mo. Mose.

„ „ „ Lanibichhdng dele 1. 8 and 9.

„ „ „ „ 1. 11 foT Toma read Tona.

„ „ „ ,, dele 1. 12 and add note,—Xlic 3rd pronoun is always
minutely specific, not merely as the person referred to is near or far oii‘ the
speaker but as he is on a level, or above or below him. Youa Mona Tona
mark these latter distinctions.

Page 358 col. Balali 1. 10 dele Mo d.

„ 359 „ Bahing. dele 1. 3.

„ „ 1. 2 from bottom add See p. 171.

„ „ last linefor Akoi sing read Akoim sing,—and add—Sec back to note at

riant.

Page 360 col. English dele 1. 3, 4, 5, 6.

,, „ ,, ,, 1. 9 dele generic signs S. ^1. P.

„ „ „ Bahing. dele 1. 6, 7, 8, 9.

„ „ „ Lambiehhdng 1. 4 add note—In Lambicbhong Balali, &c. the dual
and plural are not throughout discernible.

Page 360 col. Laiiibichlidug dele la. 11, 12, 13, 14, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20,—
these being merely author's notes of comparison with the Dravida tongues.

Page 360 col. B^li 1. 9 add Hippang.

,) „ „ „ 1. 10 add Sumbung.
„ „ „ „ 1. 11 add Libang.

M M »> Sang-pung i. 6 add Euli.

,, „ „ „ 1. 6 add Hissali.

„ „ ,, „ 1. 8 add Sumkali.

,9 ,, „ „ 1. 10 add Lakkttli. •

„ „ „ Dungmali 1. 7for m. po read m : Po.

„ 361 col. English dele Is. 8, 9, 10. •

„ ,9 ,9 Bahing. 1. 14 add note,—Genitive sign rarely used, never when
two words united as horse’s foot, silver jug, Ac. 1st of two nouns by position
alone is genitive. *

9, 9, 99 D4m. dele Is. I*—5.
9, ,9 last line dele 1 cow, 2 cows andfor Ac. read two men Ac. The separate
form is Itta = Ikku of BalalL

Page 362 ooh English and Billing, lines 14—17, read thus :

Above, on top.
A juju di Aead inj^

ktyu. Apiye di.
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Below, on bottom.
r llayu. Apum di.

\ (iU bottom or base in),

,, „ „ „ 1. 18 dole on middle.

,, 363 col. English 1. 19/or primitive read privitive.

„ „ 1st line from bottom/or Ilona read Klioiia.

„ „ 2ncl line from bottom/or we read wo—in the same line/or wa read wo.

„ ,,
5th line from bottom read up, Ac. Kugimfor up, Kugna.

„ „ 6tli line from bottoln add 1 before Pi*gna—add 3 bcl’ore Pi-Ra add 1

before Pi-te.

Page 363 add in the bottom,—See prepositions, adverbs and verbs in sequel.

The expression of jioaition is thrown as much as possible on the verbs, tliero

being very few proper adverbs, thus go up is either ascend, cr, its top to go.

Page 364) col. English 1. 2 dele Dual PI.

„ „ „ Bahing. 1. 5/or Syu, seu, &c. read Caret.

„ „ „ „ 1. 15 dele tung.o.

„ » „ n 1.23 dele syo.

„ „ col. Ldhdrdng 1. 9 dele causal mette.

„ „ „ „ 1. 12 and 17 add D.

„ „ „ „ 1. 13 add PL chai mette and add note,—Mette is every

where the causal, thus cliayo makes chayemetto and Dungc Dungmette, Ime
Iminette and Pogc Pogmette. •

Page 364) coL Ldhdrdng 1. 14 dele Dung mette Cha cho mette.

„ „ „ „ 1.18 add PI.

,, ,, „ „ 1. 19 dele Immette.

,, ,, „ 5,
1. 20for Ipseche read Imaclio.

I, ,, „ I,
1« 24 add C.

„ „ „ „ 1. 27 read Icheche, D. lehane, PI.

Page 365 col. Lohorong 1. 2, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31 add D.

„ „ „ „ 1.3,8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 33 odd PI.

,, „ „ ,, 1. 5 add or and dele mete.

„ „ „ „ 1.6 add or.

„ „ „ „ 1. 7for—che read —gache and add D.

„ „ „ ,,
1. 10for —che read —ache and add D.

„ „ „ „ 1. 13/or —che read —ache and add D.

„ „ „ lAmbichhong 1. 27 dele Pita.

„ „ „ 1. 28for chu read Piruchu and after P add note—Pirang

give to me makes dual in cliing and plural in ning : but pira give to anj
, has

chu and nu respectively.

Page 365 col. Khaling after 1. 10 add Biye.

„ 866 col. Bahing. 1. 5for Tyu.po read Lommette causal.

„ ,, coL Lohorong 1. 2 dele Lorn-mette.

‘•5.10.22.ddD.

„ „ „ „ 1. 6, 23, 28 add P
„ „ „ „ 1. 8 dele Its causal Sed mette.

„ „ „ „ 1. 11 add P. causal Sed mette. Sed metta cho D. Sed
mettane, PI.

„ „ „ 1. 16/or —che read Ladappache D.

„ „ ,/ „ 1. 17/or Ladapam read Ladapamne P.

„ „ „ „ 1.18 dele —no.

„ „ „ „ 1. 20, 26 add vel.

„ „ „ „ after 1. 24 add Yuksache D. Tuksamne P.

„ „ „ „ 1. 27/or—che read Tbepogache D.
Ddngm&li k 13/or Kha-ye read Kha-de.

;e 367 coL Lohorong 1. 15/or—che read Isache.

1. 18 addD.
1. 19 dele not good. *

1. 20/or meha read miha P.

1. 21 add ohia-miha.

p4<
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Page 367 col. Loh(Sr6ng 1. 23/or ne-nia read ne-oliia-mia.

„ „ „ n after 1. 26 odd —mia.

„ ,, ,,
Lambiehhuug 1. 1 to 4 dele Numda, &c. down to suffix.

„ „ „ „ 1. 12 dele yuk = yak.

„ 868 col. Ldhdrdog 1. 2 & 8 odd D.

»f >» 99 99 1. 3 & 9 add P.

„ „ „ „ from lines 12 to 16 dele Turn te &c. and add The verbal

forms are Tumte, imperative. 1. Tumtigna. 2. Tumtane. 3. Tumta» indicative.

Page 368 „ „ 1. 17 dele limte.

„ „ „ „ 1. 19 to 21 dele Lim ku gna, &c. and add so also Limte.
Pe sweet whence Indicative Limtigna vel Limukgna^ 1 am sweety &c. And
Khiktigua vel Ellikgna. I am bitter, &c.

Page 368

Lambi.

1. 23 for not read sweet not.

dele lines 26 to 29.

1. 30 & 34 add D.
1. 31 Si 35 add P.
1. 1 dele Bon est.

Page 369 col. Luhdrdng 1. 3 add — chia D.—mia P.

yi ,y yy 1. 6 Odd mia.

>y y, I, ,y 1. 7 otld—clua^mia.

•
y, y, „ „ 1. ll/or Bi ha rearf veL

,y ,y y, ,y 1. 12 odd to Blyo—chia—^mia.

,y „ yy „ 1. 15 sdd to Phiyo—0100-0110.

,y yy ,y ,y 1. 16 odd chio-mia.

„ ,y yy yy dclO foOt nOtO.

,y 370 col. Bahiiigya 1. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12, & 13 add—daasi and—daa.

Page 371 col. English 1. 2for of read or.

yy „ transfer lines 9 and 10 above lines 6 to 8.

Page 371 col. Bahiugya 1. 2 A; 4 add daasi*daa.

99 99 19 99 ^ loot ootc Sd := flosh : neuba= good
:
gnolo =»

great.

yy 373 coL English after line 34 add Evening Komothipsing.

99 99 99 Vayu 1, dSfor swain read sworn.

yy yy ,y y,
h 5/or got rood Got oud add note to line 6 Wo for the

males, mi for the females. Angki namsang = our own smell, Gyeti namsaiig
other smell. Therefore the suffixes wo and mi here form derivative substan-

tives. In Ta-wo, Ta-mi they are merely sex signs. See on to adjectives for

other uses.

19 99 99 99 h 1 to 3 from bottom add note Chhyang is the instrumental
and vi the agentive suffix. The verb is to p’ to strike.

Page 374 col. Vayu 1. 8/or Mechho-tunvi read mechho-tunvi.

y, yy 9i yy L 14/or kliochi rcod khocho.

yy yy yy yy 1* 18 add to Pok (abrupt accent),

yy ,y col. English last line add Moriuiig, Nomoloksing.

99 99 99 Vayu 1. 9 from bottom/or Mynung read Minung.

99 99 99 99 h 6 „ „ foT Cliaju rood Chhaju.

,y 375 col. English 1. 12for Oor read Oar.

99 99 99 Vayu 2nd col. 1. 17 add to Puchhi ra. = head bone.
*

,y 376 col. ,y 1. 1/or Choli read Ghoti.

99 99 99 99 1- 7foT pronouu conveys read pronoun or verb oonv^.
yy 877 1. 3 of foot note for gothpto* read gothato.

yy 879 1st coL Crude 1. 44 to Luphta add (Lusta).

,y ,y col. Aifixes 1. 8/or Partioipal read Participial. *

Page 379 ool. Affixes 1. 10, add to follow. fObserve that all the nnmeromi
adjectives endiim in yi, ta, or tang, are really participles, and also that none
ot them take a formative suffix such as belongs to tbe adjectives proper, as
noh’ka, good. But in truth such adjectives almost never affix these signs,
thus nohka tawo is a good boy and nohka tami is a good girl, and nohka sing-
phun is a good tree. If you add the sign to a proper adjeotive, you make it
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•ubstantiTal, as nohka wo the good one (male). Adjectives derived from
substantives (abstracts) mdispensahlj require the suffixes, e. g. ciioti strength,

ohotiwo, strong, and also the strong one. See further remarks under the head
of substantives.

„ 380 L 13/or Healthful read Asleep.

,, 8 from bottom of note add and tuntang, what fit to be drunk.

„ 381 1st col. 1. 28,/br assert read a]>ert.

„ „ 3rd „ 1. 4for partie read partitMpial.

„ ,, 1. 16for Particijial read Participial.

„ „ 1. 23 add Participles.

Page 383 2nd col. 1. 15 dele ma.

„ 384 1st „ 1. 8 add or.

„ „ 2nd „ 1. 24for Pinkiimn read Penkumii.

„ „ „ „ 1. 33 add Genitivul. But the mu neuter sign not. required with

» » Srtl

*• *) >*

Page 386 Ist col.

,, ,, 2nd ••

nohka. With jingsa and with jekhom it is for thej are subatantives. See p. 379.

Page 385 2nd col. 1. 13for Chhingjinm read Chhingji.

„ „ „ „ 1. 16/or Jishta read Jista.

1. ZOfor Kwonghliet read Kwongkhet.
1. 1 for Partieipal read Participial.

1. 7 add — iiiii.

1. 22 read fixed, firm or unshakonhle.

1. 24for Melee read Melbe and add as note, ]^ld fire : Mebd
khosta dressed in fire or with fire. Ti = water : Tibe kliostu dressed in or

with water.

Page 387 add at bottom. N. B.—In reference to the suffixes, wo, mi, niu, Seo

notes at p. 57 and 59 and 63. One of tbe equivalents for wo is elio, and pu is

another. But the latter is rarely used and tlie former cun be u»>ed with the

ordinary signs of sex superudded as bing-cho = hamUome and bang-chu
adult, whence bing*cho*wo formosus, bing-cliO‘mi foriiiosa.

Insert tbe Numeral Collectives at p. 893 after tliC Vayu ^^utiierals in p. 388.

Page 389 at 1. 19, 27 A 44 add foot note. All these forms in he, amt (\vitti tlie

root doubled) in ha arc gerundial ; see on to p. 436 &c. As tlie Adjt^ctives are

.so often participles, so are tlie adverbs (and prepositions too, in less degree)

gerundial.

1 Wathi, lorn klieu.

1. 2for Kha khakha read kbakkiiakha.

1. 27 add after Tinvinha, (rounding, or rather, haring rounded).

1. 5 1 for Cho’iui ithijila,’ readdxomi. Hatha ithijiia.

1. 36/or Modesty read Modestly.
Page 393 2nd line from bottom add foot note. Literally, in the top ami in tlie

bottom for upon and under, super et infra. This form^ of prepositions, i. e.

locative of the noun, is common owing to rarity of prepositions proper or case

signs.

Page 394 2nd col. 1. 5 A 6for be read e.

„ „ „ „ L 19 add foot note. fObserve that bek is come in, and bekla

go in. So lok is come out and lokla is go out. The root lu, to go, is thus

added t^ many verbs.
* Page 395 „ „ 1. 3 A 4 put *

„ „ „ „ 1. 5/or hutimrekri read butimrekkurachhig.

„ „ „ „ 1. 21/or wanhe read or Chaju wanlie,

„ „ „ „ 1. 23for huthe read or Chaju hut he. ^

„ „ „ 1.£8/or yongha rood yonkha.
.f'age 3^ n $f b 7 dele nungna and add Kamung nungna.

w . «» >9 99 k 32 add foot note. Better Aohho cheji'chephd sastum.

literally, fads body having perforated be pierced*

' page 397 n • 2,\foT md read miL
„ 396' „ 1. 12, 84 and 48 add foot note. Tlie s is essential, pliasto,

as proved by the conjugation which see. But in tbe imperative it is as spoken

replaced by an abrupt accent, pha*to. In general, such an abrupt accent

Page 390 2Dd coL

S9 391 „ ,,

892 Ist col.
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before ilie eij^n in rerbs transUire indicates a euplionically dropt consonant
identical witli that of the sign, so that the doubling of the sign of transitive

verbs may be looked upon as the normal form, as proved by the conjugations,

thus pho*ko = beget is phokko a derivative of bok’ = be bom, and pu^ko
awaken is pukko a derivative of the neuter buk’. Here are neuters made

transitive by redoubled sign, added to a hardening of the initial consonant
wliich is seen also in dum = become. Whence thum = cause to become.
But besides this, the abrupt tone in transitives denotes a radical consonant
similar to that of tlie sign and necessarily to be restored, thus to’po = strike

must bo toppo and chi’ko = break, chikko, &o.

Page 4)01 1st col. 1. 27 add Ride.

„ „ „ „ •!. 29for Iride read Irride.

„ ^2 2ud „ 1. 14 for pha’to read pha’sto.

„ „ „ „ 1. 17/orpinu read ping.

„ 404> „ „ 1. 27for tha read that*.

„ 405 „ „ 1. 49for Po’ko or Pu’ko read Pu’ko pukko*.

„ „ „ „ dele last foot note.

„ „ „ 1. 2 from bottom add (Tokko).

„ 407 „ „ 1. 27 ad<l (Poppo).

„ 40S 2!id col. 1. 36 add (after Theko)—Thesung, Thesche. Theto.

» „ „ „ „ 1. 48 add, • Liio expresses run this way
; Luii la run that

way, i. c. to and from the speaker. Bo also Rii and Ku la just ahead and all

other neuters to <rliicli la is added.

„ „ „ „ 1. 49 dele * and foot note.

„ „ „ „ 1. 50 add (phasto). Lungpingko.
Page 40i) Ist col. 1. 23 dele or.

„ „ „ „ 1. 45 and 48 add or him.

„ „ 2nd „ 1. 4 add note* Ru expresses flee, or flee here. Rula,flee away,

free from.

„ „ „ „ 1. 16 add note f Hanto is causal as well as the next and
normally causal form. Hanto is one of the numerous class of verbs which
are at once transitive and causal in which the distinction of the two sorts of

verbs is lost.

last line for Suksa met’pingko not’pingko read Suksa
met*pingko or Suksa not*pingko.

Page 410 Ist col. 1. 16for cover read covert,

„ „ 2nd „ 1. 13, 14, 19 & 22for phato read pliasto.

„ „ „ „ 1. 24 for Jekhoin ponchedum read Jekhom ponche, Jekhom dum.

„ „ „ „ 1. 31 add after dura, (become).

„ „ „ „ 1. 45 add (phokko).

Page 411 „ „ 1. 14 add. Tha totnachhe, D.

„ 412 1st col. 1. 10for been read him.

„ „ 2nd „ 1. 19/or Nek’pingto read Nek’pingko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 26 add foot note to Thukto. $Diik neuter makes thub
transitive by initial hardening, just as ddm = become makes thum causal or

transitive. Of thukto thukpingko is the normal causal ; but the latter is one of

the numerous class ofdouble causals, thukto being itself a causal. These double

causals regularly formed, constitute one the many oorrespondeheies with the

cultivated Dravidian tongues.

„ „ Ist col. 1. 8 from bottom add (pliasto).

„ 413 2nd „ L 4 add Literally stay, verbally, by word.

„ „ „ „ 1. 14 add to Lu’ko (iukko).

„ „ „ „ 1. 21/or Teshto read Testo and add^Tessung. Tesche.

„ „ „ „ 1. 22 add Literally, in thee wealth be or become.

I, „ „ „ 1. 33 add Mum pingko.

„ 416 „ „ 1. 2 add (phasto).

91 99 99 ^ 8/or Lumthe read Lumohe. ‘ ^

» „ „ „ 1. 29 add foot note.t See note at p. 408. Ring» arrive here.

Hong U arrive there. S6-yfl = oome down and xflU go down. .
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Page 417 2n(l col. 1. 17 from bottom add foot note.f In composition 14 only is

used, as Bekla, Lokla, Yula, &c.

,, 418 Ist col. 1. 7 dele, tr.

„ „ „ „ 1. 9/or Increase in length, n. read Increase thyself in length

or be lengthened.

,, „ ,, „ 1. 19 add tr.

„ „ 2nd „ 1. 17/or vi^ ye koread rik yekko, and add foot note. §Yekko, nik-

ko, chokko, &c. are the true forms as prored by the reflex, causal &c. of each, and
it is important to gire them correctly in the imperative bi'cause the conju-

gation depends thereon, though in speech these imperntives avoid the caco-

phonous iteration of consonants (jck-ko, ruk-ko) by merging the lirst or

radical one in an abrupt accent ye* ko, ru* ko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 31 & 38 same note.

„ 419 „ „ 1. 2 & 10/or Peshto read Pesto.

„ „ „ „ 1. 6addTupirigko.

» » » » 1. 8 Sp pingko.

» » » » I- 18 “dd Takko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 21/or k^sung read kdsung.

„ „ „ „ 1. 22/or Yo’ho read yekko.

„ 420 Ist col. 1. 7/or vreight read weigh.

„ „ „ „ 1. 3for Thengko read Phengko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 7for Pu*ko, puksang, read Po*ko piikko, puksang.

„ „ „ „ 1. 10 add or Tha puk*.

„ „ „ „ 1. 21 after Piko add Pisung, Pi'che, Pi'to.

„ „ „ „ 1. 25 (beat)/or topsung read (beat) toppo topsiing.

„ „ „ „ 1. 27 afler cliu'ko add chukko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 29/or clyassung read chyasung.

„ „ „ „ 1. 44 add Sasche, 8assung.

„ „ „ „ 1. 48/or chitd read chito, chisung, chiciic.

„ „ „ „ 1. 55 add to chi*po chippo.

„ „ „ „ 1. 2 from botiom/or phato read phasto and to chlio'po add
choppo.

„ 421 let col. 1. 37 & 38 add See p. 424.

„ „ 2nd „ 1. 9/or vekphato read vekph4sto.

„ „ „ „ 1. 16 add Rupiiigko.

» » » » 1.35 add Ji.

„ „ „ „ 1. 36 add Jito. Jisung. Jinche.

„ „ „ „ 1. 88for hhalang-ub-dum, read chhalang-nd-duin.*

„ 422 „ „ 1. 8 add yekko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 10/or Rengle read Nengla.

„ ,, „ ,, 1. 12 add Ningche.

» » » » k 13 adtl Ning»ung.

„ „ „ „ 1. 14 add Nengpingko.

„ „ „ „ 1. 12 from bottom add to Blento foot note $1 ia a constant ad
libitum in fix after initial b.

Page 423 „ „ 1. 23 add foot notef Wash body = bathe is rip’ehe.

„ „ 1. 27 add (phasto).

Page 424 2nd coL 1. 4 Toplito add Toato.

„ „ „ ,» 1. 12 /(>r Dawang Bocho, posung or posungivod Dawang or
Boebbo, po8ui|g or pasung. •

» 9* 99 h 18/or i)4w4ng, Bochho, p4nche read Diwang or Bochlio
panche.

c 99 99 99 99 1- lAV®** Ntfto, nassung, nasche read Nasto, nassung nasche.

„ „ „ „ 1. 86 after Hoii. (kbon) add Hontaduim

„ „ „ „ 1. 38/or pbato read pbasto.

„ „ „ „ 1. 2 from Dottom add Khoktsthumto.
Page 425 2nd col. 1. 3 add to Lok, foot note.** Bek and Lok alone express the

nieanings, and tiie lack of emj^y words in this tongue causes it as often as pos-
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sible to dispense with adverbial forms of speech thus, for come in it uses enter
(belt) and for come out issue (lok) or appear.

Page 426 1st col. 1. 38/or Beliind the house read Behind, in back of the house.

„ „ 2ik1 col. 1. 2,0for Haiia panachhe pociihe. Duals read H^a pannachhe
vcl ponchhe, Duals.

„ „ „ „ 1. 21for (no Dat. or acc. sign.) read Eem (no Dat or acc. sign).

Page 429for Comparative Vocabulary of the Languages of the broken Tribes of
Nepal read Grammar of the Vdju Language.

'

„ „ 1. Vifor nargutig read navung.

„ 430 1. hfor Gonargung read Gonayung.

„ 435 1. 8/or grammar read declension.

„ 441 dele note.

„ 442 1. 3 from bottomfor in comparison read which in composition only, is.

„ „ add note to PI. Im. Mood. The singular, dual and plural here refer as

usual, to the agents. Those which follow refer to the objects the combination
of which with the agents in the conjugation of verbs (transitive) constitutes

the peculiarity of this language, as of the following wherein it is more fully

carried out.

Now turn to the passive voice and you will see the positions of these personal
endings reversed, tlie starting point being the citation of the objects or patients

• whence the verb becomes passive, so far as that voice can be said to exist. The
inversion, however, though usual is not quite indispensable. See remarks in se-

quel. Passivity is denoted by the object : but so also is transitivencss ; and hence
tlie many forms common to both voices. They are denoted by a croos f prefixed.

Page 445 after line 22 add of the object* and foot note. See note at page 442.
Page 449 after negative mood culd of indicative singular.

Page 450 alter lines 23 and 34 add of the object* and foot note. ** See remark
at p. 126.

Page 451 1. 2 from bottom for Sista no-dum read Sista
^

„ 452 1. 3for dam read dum.

„ „ 1. 18 dele kha.

Special forms at pp. 452 and 457 to be inserted at the end of the ordinary conju-

gation, or after " Causals’* of sequel.

Page 453 last line add top-]io.

,, 455 after line 29 add of the object.

„ 457 at top add Indicative present.

„ „ 1. 2for sheer neuters (see phi) read pages 451, 452.

„ „ 1. 3 from bottom for prior note atSishto read prior verb, pp. 451, 452.
and ndd after Vsyu active and passive.

Page 464 1. 3 add foot note. *Oliserve that these are singular, dual and plural

of the object

f

as noted elsewhere.

,, 465 Special forms to be inserted after continuative Mood in p. 465.

,, 467 add to line 4 from the bottom (potius Phok).

„ 468 1. 5 add (phokko).

„ 481 1. 11/or equal fusion in both cases read equal degree of fusion in regard

to both noun and verb.

„ „ 1. 27 for 3rd read 3. •

,, „ 1. 30—36/or compare &c. &c. down to strike reetd

t a-pa, my ^ ( teub-u, 1 1

f-po, thy
a-po, his

apu-ing
apa-m
apa-t

thy V father. < teub-i, thou V strike.

»
bis j (teub-5, he J

Wherewith compare •

Sontol and Kuswar.
dal-eng, ning. Baba-im. Thatha-^-ik-an.

dal-nie, am. Baba-ir. Thatha-ir-ik-an.

dal c, a'i. Baba-ik. Tbatba-ik-aii.
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Pacje 484 1. 23 add foot note. { Take notice that tliis pnmplo of the tankage
ii* also meant to exhibit the status and condition of the people as viewed by
themselves.

„ „ 1. 24/or Pate read Pachya.

Page 486 for Bahing Vocabulaet read Gbamscatical analysis op the
Bahing dialect op the Kikanti Lanofagb.

„ „ 2nd col. 1. 16 add foot note, t So from Koja = belly is formed kojacha

= glutton ; and from Kh(Qim = house, Khojimclia = householder.

Page fes let col. 1. 7 and 35 add foot note. Formed respectively from kholi =
leg and gu = arm. The suffix blem is a segregative indicative of tlio class of

fiat things.

„ „ 2iid col. 1. 29for Kupachd read Bupacho grokso. •

„ „ „ „ 1. 30/or Grokso read Hupaclidme.

„ „ last line read u the first person z=: w'a of the noun.

„ 489 1st col. 1. 1 1 add Lowland = Bhfpte.

„ „ 2nd col. 1. 23 add apobiug.

>. » » 1. 24 dele Gia.

„ „ „ „ 1. 2.“) dele Gai atami.

„ „ „ „ 1. 29 add note JSee note at urine.

„ 490 lust line add literally, cane its juice.

„ 491 Ist col. I. 5/or Muryuacharniku rend Muryeuachiirniku. ,

„ „ 1. 6 add note § Milryeu a charnika, mankind, its urine. Songnra a

charnika, goat kind, its urine, the common form of the genitive. See ordure.'

Page 492 Ist col. 1. 17for bokab read bokba.

„ „ „ „ 1. 2 from bottomfor both are senses read both senses.

« 495 „ „ 1. 3 from bottom add after wala, of Urdu,

„ „ „ „ 1. 2 from bottom for Gigimmo read Gigiinnu*.

Page 497 2nd col, 1. 24/or Kwong asim one score := Kwong und one rend Rwong
isim Kwong = one score and oue.

Page 500 2nd col. 1. 4 add excl.

„ „ „ 1. 5 add inch

„ „ 1st col. 1. 27 add foot note. JObserre tlie gi, to bo born, becomes by
hardening ki, to beget. But ki also means, cause to be born and so far is a

causal tliough the ordinary causal is formed by p6lo. Hence if we add pato

to the transitive ki we have a double causal. This is common to all iiie verbs

of the sort and is a Pravidian trait.

,, „ 1. 5 from the bottomfor wonebo read wouche.

,, 50 L 1st col. 1, 3for Thiyato read Thipato.

„ 512 1st col. 1. 2, 3 and 4for Thyangso read &o. kc, Phyangso.

„ 515 1st col. 1. 42 add foot i\pte after Khyima gw arc. Khyim a*gwarf», liter-

ally, house, its interior in. This use of the conjunct pronominal sign in lieu of a

genitive (house its inside) and of a noun in the locative case, in lieu of an

adverb or preposition, are both normal and common to this and the foregone

language.

Page 618 2nd col. 1. 37/or riskso read Namrikche.

„ 519 2nd cel. L 20for Kewai* dau khwag no, read Kewar dau khwog no.
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DiHcuHsion ofsome Meteorological Observations made on

Parisnath Hill, by Dr. G. VON Liebig.

The follo\viii<» diacussion of a few Meteorological observations

made on the Parisnath Hill in 1856, I submit to the Society less

because they contain any new facts, than with a view of drawing

attention to the peculiar advantages offered in India for the investi-

gation of meteorological questions by the great regularity of all

atmospljeric changes. A few days observations in this country

will suffice to trace laws, the exhibHion of which would, in Europe,

require months and years of continued observation.

I would particularly wish to exhibit the use of conveniently situ-

ated stations, in different elevations, one above the other, as cal-

culated to study the changes affecting the whole of the atmospheric

strata between them.

Parisnath hill is situated nearly 200 miles to the North West of

Calcutta, close to the Trunk road. The hilly country begins about

120 miles from Calcutta, near Baneegiiuge, and the general level,

proceeding to the North West, is gi^dually raised. When the

trunk road reaches the base of Parisnath hill, its level is about 900

feet above that of Calcutta. The hills between fianeegunge and

Parisnath are not continuously connected wifh each other, the^

form no chain, but partake more of the character of isolated eleva-

tions, leaving tracts of open and undulating country between

them.

No. XCIl.—Nj5w Series, Vol. XXVII. b
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Travelling to the North West, the hill is on the right of the

Trunk road. Its crest runs from East and a few degrees South to

the West and a few degrees North. Its highest points are at both

ends, the first and higher one on the western, the second and lower

one on the eastern teriiunation ; the distance between them is about

a mile and a half. Midway and to the South of a straight line

drawn between them is a third summit lower than either ofthe others,

but differing very little from the second. This is K trigonometrical

station, and its height, as taken from the revised calculations of the

Becords of the Calcutta longitudinal series is 44*77.73 feet above the

sea, or 4459.G2 feet above the level of Calcutta. These three sum*

mits are connected by a slightly undulating ridge, the crest of the

hill, on both sides of which the ground immediately begins to slope

downwards, leaving only a narrow strip of ground to walk upon.

—

Immediately below the eastern or second summit, descending about

430 feet on the southern slope, stands, on a partly artificial base a

small Jain temple, in the open verandah of which most of the baro-

metrical observations were made. It is protected towards the North

by the side of the hill, which is very steep and towards the East by

a spur branching off from the summit above. Towards the South

and the South West the view is open, but towards the West it is

hemmed in by protruding masses thrown out from the centre of

the hill.

Observations. The observations were made on the Ist, 2nd, 3rd

and 4th of April, 1856. On the 4th I left the hill, and the last

two observations on that day were made in the travellers Bungalow

at Topchancee, a village near the foot of the hill.
*

On the hill during the first three days the sky was cloudless,

with the exception of a few occasional stratus-clouds in the South

West, an^ the atmosphere, in the middle of the day was hazy and

not very transparent. The wind on the summit was a breeze from

the North West. On the morning of the 4th, white clouds from the

South were travelling northward
; about midday they became very

danse and formed a*good protection against the sun.

In Calcutta, from the 1st to the 3rd, the sky was clear and the

wind from the South and South West. On the 4th, the southerly

breeze was stronger than on the preceding days, and during the

day the aspect of the sky was cloudy.
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It appears that from the Ist to the 3rd, the southerly wind,

which was at first only observed at Calcutta, had, gradually pro-

gressiug, replaced the North Westerly breeze at Parisnath, the

change having been completed on the 4)th.

The barometer used on the hill was a mountain barometer by

Adie, suspended in a tripod, which had been compared with the

standard barometer of the Calcutta Observatory
;
before each read-

ing, the surface 6f the mercury in the cistern had to be adjusted to

the scale. All observations, with the exception of those on the

summits, were taken in the open verandah of the temple. The in-

strument, to avoid the sun, had to be carried from one part of the

verandah to the other, several times during the day.

Tiie thermometers were centigrade
;
they had not been compared

with the standard of the observatory, but with another reliable

standard. The temperature of the air was measured in the shade

of a small tree on the North side of the temple, between it and the

hill side, a place, which was little accessible to the direct ray^ of

the sun, but where the air circulated freely.

A few observations with the wet bulb thermometer were made on

the 2nd and 3rd April.

The Calcutta observations have been obtained through the kind

permission of Major Thuillier from the !Registerof the Observatory,

wdiere observations are taken every hour.

The following table gives the readings of the barometer and

thermometer on the hill, and those at the corresponding hours

at Calcutta. The barometrical readings of both places are correct-

ed for temperature and those of the hill also for the standard baro-

meter of the Observatory. The thermometrical readings are also

corrected.
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1.—Table of

1st April. 2nd April.

Time. Temple.
Summit

Calcutta.
1
Time. Temple. Calcutta..

h. m. Bar. Ther. Bar. Ther.
,
Bar. Ther.

i
h. m. Bar. Ther. Bar. ^Ther.

T 25.963 21.6 29.850 25.7

>• 30

7 25.980 121.9
,

29.875 260 22.3 25.7

»> 40 25.999* 122.5*! 25.611 21.4 29.892* 27.2*

8 26.009* i22.6* 29.900 27.7

ft 15 26.016 '22.9 29.903* 28.1* r

9 26.032 23.1 29.913 29.1
C

f> 30 26.042 23.8 29 915* 3(M)* 15 25.992 23 9 29.880 30.1

10 26.044 24.5 29.918 30.9 ilO • • • * , ,

,

,

,

,

15 26.002 24.3 29.877 31.8

11 26.040 25.8 29.902 32.1

Noon 26.021 27.2 29.880 34.0

1 26.006 28.1 29.842 34.5

2 25.973 29.1 29.806 35.6

3 25.951 28.0 29 787 36.1

4 25.928 27.3*1 2.9.772 36.1

»» 40 29.765* 35.5* 55 25.885 27.1 29716* 35.6*

6 26.6*! 25.553l’25.4 29.762 35.2 25.884* 27.0* 29.715 35.5

9> 25 25.942 26.3 29.762* 34 4* ,

,

, ,

6 25.957 25.0 29 763 33.1 25.885 25 7 29.716 33.3

7 24.8* 29.779 31.3
1

8 25.^4 246 29.796 30.0
11

Interpolation,--AW observatioTis in the table marked with p star,

are interpolated. Tins was done graphically on paper, litho|^raphed

for the purpose. A horizontal and a vertical system of straight

lines, crossing each other, formed a network of accurately drawn

/minute squares, each of one millimetre side. By means of this net-

work the barometric curve could be designed on any convenient

scale, and where the interval of time between two observed points

was not greater than one or two hours, a straight line, connecting
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Observations,

3rd April. 4th April.

Time. Temple.
Highest
Summit.

Temple. Calcutta.

b. m.m Bar. Ther. Bar. Ther. Bar. Ther.

6 • • 25.894| 193 29 778

1!
'M

30 .

.

,

,

--
• • 25.9051 20.8 29.786* 27.3*

/ ,

,

,

,

25.909120.9 2.9.795 27.4

40 ,

,

.

.

.. .. .. ,

.

. .

25.944 22.6 29.816 28.7 25.928 21.6 29.811 28.5

„ 15 , , .. 1
.. ,

,

^ •
25.916 21.0 29.837 30.1 25.952 25.1 29.831 29.7

30 , .

10 25.972* 25.9* 29.849 31.7

M 10 25.971 26.2 129.847* 31.9*

; ii 25.968* 27.0* 29.836 33.2

Noon 25.960* 28.0* 25.508 25.5 29.816 33.9

1 25.935* 29.0* 29.781 35.0 Top ebaneee.

2 25.903 30.0 29.740 36.1 28 817! 35.0 i 29.733 34.1

3 25.872 29 8 29.712 .36.3 128.794 34.6 29 713 33.9

4 25.856 29.0 ! 29.701 36.0

M 40 ,

,

.. 1 ,

,

,

,

5 25.849 1 28.1 1 29.691 |34.7

•. 25 , , ..
1

,

,

1

••

(i 25 852
1

26.6 1

1

29.698 32.3

7 25 860*
.

26.2*
1

1 29.705 '31.0

H 25 872* 25,7*
1

29.726 : 29.5

.. 30 25,885 25 5* 1 29.740* 29.1*

9 25.8.93 25.2 29.754 128.7

» 30 25.903 25.2 2!) 762* 28.6*i
10 25.907 25.3 29 770

1

28.5
j

i

1

them, gave the reading of the Intermediate smaller divisions of time.

Where the interval was greater, a knowledge of the shape of the

.curve at the particular time of the day was employed iu drawing

the connecting piece of the curve. This method of interpolation

could only be followed with a sufficient approJlch to correctness,

where the curve did not deviate much from a straight line. The

only instance of the interpolation of a larger interval was that of

the hours 11, noon and 1 on the 3rd, and it will be seen further on.
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that the interpolated values could not have differed from the real

ones more than the unavoidable smaller errors of observation might

have amounted to.

The temperatures were interpolated in a similar manner.

The curves Fig. 1 and.2 in the plate graphically represent the

hourly changes of the barometer, the first at Calcutta where the

observations were complete for the 24 hours, and the secoud on

Parisnath hill. •

In constructing the curve of the hill, the hours after 4 p. m. on

the 1st have not been included. Their readings are indicated by

dots in the figure. The general regularity of all other parts of the

curve in themselves as well as with reference to the Calcutta curve,

and the absence of disturbing influences in the atmosphere at the

time, justify a conclusion that the observations of the hours in ques-
*

tion should not have formed an exception to that regularity.

Taking into consideration some other external circumstances, accom-

panying these observations, which could have contributed to make

them uncertain, and no data being available for correcting them,

they were rejected. Their evidence goes only so far with certainty

as to show the turning of the curve in the evening between 4 and 5

p. M. The observations of the 2nd April could also be used only

for general conclusions. The first, at 9 h. 15 m. a. m. is evidently

erroneous, as will be seen further on, from the curve of real mean

temperatures.

The observations on Parisnath hill were made by Calcutta time.

The difference in Longitude between Calcutta and Parisnath is 2*^

29' 23'' which would correspond to between 9 and 10 minutes time.

This difference is so small that it would produce no sensible effect

upon the barometrical hours, and its influence may therefore be

neglected in comparing the observations at both places with each

other.

1 shall now enter upon a closer examination of the observations

made on the 1st, 3rd and 4th April, omitting those of the 2nd and

alsoi^the barometric readings of tlie hours after 4 p. m. on the Ist,

retaining however the temperatures of these hours.

Barometric Curves .—The barometric readings for the full hours

are given in the following table:

—
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The most striking feature of the barometrical curves is their great

regularity. The shape of the curve of one day is like that of the

next, and the transition from hour to hour is as gradual and imper-

ceptible, as if we had before us the means of a month or a year,

instead of having the observations of*only a single day.

The pressure is falling without* interruption at both stations on

the 1st, 2nd and 3rd April. The following are the mean pressifres

on each day at Calcutta and on the 1st and 3rd on the hill. Those

at Calcutta were taken from the hourly observations of the Observa-

tory, those on the hill were derived by the combination of hours
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VIII. a + IV. p. + 1. p. + II.
. . , . ^ ^

wlncij gives, for Calcutta, a

tolerably good approximation to the mean.*

Mean daily pressure. 1st. 2d. 3d. 4th.

Calcutta, 29.830 29.789 29.758 29.759

Hill, 25.979 — 25.909 —
Diftereiice, 3.851 3.819

The rate of falling was about the same at both stations. Tliis

diiiuuutioii of the pressure was doubtless connected with the

change in the wind during the same period, the current from the

South or South-west displacing the North-westerly breeze.

It is seen from the table or the figures that the turning points of

both curves during the day fall within admissible Binall limits, upon

the same hours, and we may infer from the direction of the curve

on tlie hill, in such places, where it is interrupted, that the maxima

and minima during the night would have shown the same coinci-

dence, had they been observed. The curve of the hill diflers in so

far from the Calcutta curve, as it is flatter, the extent of its daily

variation being smaller. In the figure, the parts of the curve

between the hours at which the observations had been interrupted,

have been filled up with dotted lines for no other purpose, than

better to define the position of such parts as had been observed. The

readings substituted for the unobserved hours and also the manner

in which they have been obtained, are given in the appendix.

The great regularity of the barometrical curves and the coinci-

dence of their turning points, promising an equal regularity in all

other atmospheric changes during the same period, has encouraged

me to make the attempt to complete such data as were wanting

iu the small number of observations at my disposal, w ith a view of

obtaining a complete picture of the atmospheric processes on the Isb

and 3rd of April. Obliged as 1 have been in doing so, to have

recourse once or twice to more or less conjectural estimations, the

^The means derived by this combination are generally about 0.006 indies too

low. For the month of April, 18^6, it differs — 0.004.

The means of the four days from the Ist to 4th April, derived by the combina-

tion for Calcutta, are

Mean daily pressure. Ist. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.

Calcutta, 29.830 29.793 29.769 29.761
Difference, from real daily mean, 0.000 +0.004 +0.001 —0.008
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result has proved that they did not exceed the limits within which

direct observations rni<;ht have been equally liable to deviation.

Temperature ,—The following table contains the hourly tempera-

tures observed at both stutions on the Ist, 3rd and 4ih April :

—
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The maxiniuin heat at botli stations is a little higher on the Srd

than on the 1st
; the hours of the maximuui are 2 f. m. on the hill

and 3 P. m. at Calcutta.

The mean temperature from all observations of the 24 hours at

Calcutta is for the Ist 30°.l, aud for the 3rd 30®.4. With these the

values derived by the combination
"

t*

which gives very good means for many parts of India, closel}" agree

;

they are 30®.3 for the 1st, aud 30®.5 for the 3rd April. In employing

this combination for the hill, where the observations extend over

only a part of the 24 hours, the temperatures for 10 p. M. on the

1st and for 6 a. m. on the 3rd, had to be estimated by analogy.

This is certainly a very imperfect method, but it may bo admitted

in the present case, as the general state of the atmosphere was

the same on both days
;
and the limits are so well defined, that the

error can hardly amount to more than about half a degree, which

divided by 4 becomes still more diminished. The estimated tem-

peratures are put down opposite these hours in the table. The

daily means derived in this manner for the hill are on the 1st 24®.4

aud on the 3rd 25®.4.

The hour in the morning of which the temperature approaches

nearest to the mean of the whole day falls between 9 and 10 a. m.

at Calcutta, and at 10 a. m. on the hill.

The differences between the hourly temperatures at Calcutta and

the hill on the Ist and 3rd (Cols. 111.) are smallest in the morning

and evening and increase towards 4 in the afternoon, when they

reach their maximum on both days : 8®.8 on the 1st and 7® on the

3rd. The variation during the night has not been observed. On both

these days the variation progresses with great regularity towards

the maximum, but on the 4tb it begins less regular, owing, doubt-

less to the formation of clouds on that day.*

Column IV. in the table giVes the hourly means, computed from

the observations at both stations ; their curve is represented in fig.

.

* I have reason to suspect that the temperature observed on the hill at 9 on

the 4th is too high. It was taken after the thermometer had been removed from

the sheltered spot described above, previous to its being packed up for leaving

the hiU.
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3. Here, tlie inaxittium on the 3rd is also a little higher than on the

Ist ;
it occurs at 2 f. m. on the 1st

;
while on the 3rd the tempera-

ture at 3 is the same as at 2 p. m.

Taking the values obtained for the means of the whole day at

each station, 30°.l and 24°.4 on the 1st, and 30°.4 and 25®.4 on the

3rd, the daily mean temperatures for the air between the stations

will bo 27<>.3 for the 1st, and 27°.9 for the 3rd, showing a differ-

Q a riM u* 4
.* + X. a. + IV. p. + X. p.

4

applied to the hourly means, will give very nearly the same results,

viz., 27°.3 and 27°.9. The temperature at 9J a. m. approaches

nearest to the mean temperature of the 24 hours on both days.

The hourly means, derived from the observations at both stations

are supposed to represent the mean temperatures of the stratum of

air extending between the two stations, and they enter as such into

the calculation of the height. It is well known that they have not,

in reality, that signification, and to distinguish them from the real

mean temperatures, I shall speak of them, in the following pages, as

the mean temperatures of the stations.

Height ,—The height of the temple and the summits was calculated

by Gauss’s formula, with the corrections for the decrease of gravity

by latitude and elevation. The results in English feet, are arranged
*

in the following table by the hours.
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The resulting height becomes greater as the day advances and

reaches its maximum at 3 and 4 p. m., about which time the diiFerence

between the temperatures of the two stations is also greatest.

It decreases towards evening and is smallest about the time of the

lowest observed temperature at 6 a. m. It is well known that

the cause of this variation lies in the difficulty of obtaining at all

hours the real value of the mean temperatures of the column or

stratum of air between the tw*o stations.

A solid body and generally tlje solid surface of the ground, cools

a^d heats quicker than the air in contact with it. In other words,

it becomes hotter and colder in the same space of time, if exposed

to the same heating and cooling influences— the sun during the day

or a clear sky at night. This does not necessarily afiect the mean
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teinperaturo for a period of 24 hours, which might be the same for

the air and the ground.

As the atmosphere receives the greater part of its heat not directly

from the rays of the suu, but indirectly, from the surface of the

ground, the change of the hourly temperatures of the air will follow

the extremes of the ground more closely when it is in immediate

contact with it, than when further removed from the surface.

Tlie temperatuitfS observed at each station as well as the hourly

means derived from both, will therefore show' a greater daily and

hourly variation, than those of the column or stratum of air between

them wmuld, if they could be observed. It is only in the means of

the wliole of the 24 hours, where the extremes of hot and cold com-

pensate each other, that the mean temperatures of the stations can

be supposed to agree with the real mean temperatures of the air.

If we assume the mean temperature of the whole day, as taken

from the hourly observations at both stations to be the same, or

nearly the same, as that which would be obtained from the real

hourly mean temperatures of the whole mass of air between them, then

the curve of the hourly means of the stations wull, in consequence

of its greater variation, rise higher above the line of the common

mean temperature during the day and sink deeper below it during

tlie niglit, than the curve of the real hourly mean temperatures.

These curves must cross each other twice durir,g the 24 hours,

once ill the nioriiiiig, aud once in tlie evening. At the moment of

crossing tlio temperature of both is the same, and if the tempera-

tures and the pressures be then observed, the resulting height must

be the true one.

To obtain from the results in the table the true height of the

temple, it will be necessary to find in the curve of the hourly mean

temperatures of the statious, the hours of which the temperature

will coincide with the real mean teniperature of the column of air

between the stations. •

It is at once apparent that this hour cannot be far distant from

the hour which will show the mean temperatuA of the 24 hours^n

the present case about 9^- a. m.

The crossing will take place after 9|, if the curve of real mean

temperatures should reach its daily meau, which I have assumed to
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be the same or nearly the same, as that of the stations, earlier than

the curve of the stations. If later it will take place before O-J'-

Considering (Fig. 8,) the rapid ascent of the mean temperature

of the stations from 6 a. m. to 2 p. m.—it rises iu 8 hours to the

same height, from which it takes 16 hours to descend again—and the

necessarily retarded progress of the real mean temperature of the

stratum of air from its lowest point to its highest, it becomes extremely

improbable, that the latter, although its starting point at 6 a. m. is a

little above that of the former, should at 9}, after only 3 hours, have

reached a higher point than the temperature of tlie stations.

If I therefore take 10 a. m. as the extreme limit in the direction

of the rising temperature, this will probably be a little higher than

would be strictly required. It now remains to iiud the limit on the

side of the lowest temperature. 6 a, m. being the hour of th^

minimum of the day, is out of the question. The temperature at

7 A. M. having risen comparatively little above that at 6, is probably

too low, but to make up for the transgression on the other side, 1

will fix upon 7 as the lower limit.* Among the results included

between the hours of 7 and 10, the true height must be found.

To be certain, I have taken the mean between the heights at 7, 8,

9 and 10 on the Ist, 3rd and 4th, a combination, iu which the higher

and lower values would partly compensate each other. The observa-

tions were complete for these hours on the 1st April. On the 3rd,

the hour of 7 and on the 4th the hour of 10 had not been observed

For each of these the mean of the values at the same hour on the

two other days was taken instead.

The resulting height is 4039.3 feet.

I have stated that the trigonometrical station, which is very little

lower than the second summit, directly above the temple, was

4459.62 feet above the level of Calcutta, by the Bccords of the

Longitudinal Series. The second summit is, by an observation

taken at 7 h. 40 m. a. m. on tlu3 1st April, 429.4 feet higher than

the temple, a result, which is probably a little too low. This added

tojbhe computed height of the temple, 4039.3 feet, would make the

« In Europe the best time for taking heights barometrically is between 8 and 9

A. H.
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second summit 44G8.7 feet above Calcutta, or 9 feet higher than the

trigonometrical station. This can hardly differ much more than

about 10 feet from the real heiglit.

Real Mean Temperatures,*—The real hourly mean temperatures

of the stratum ot air between the two stations, are found, by intro-

ducing into tlie Barometrical formula the known value of the height

(H.) and the observed Barometrical pressure (b, b*). The shape of

the ecpiation wifi be this

—

+ t^ = num
I

Log Jl—c—Log
^
Log ~

j |

— 2 s

where t + 1' stands for the sum of the temperatures of both stations.

II, c and a are constant quantities for all hours. An error of 10 feet

in the height of the temple (1030.3 feet) would cause a difference of

about 0®.7 ill the temperature of each hour, but it would not alter

the character of the curve or the magnitude of tlic variation. The

following table contains in the second column under each day, the

real mean temperatures as obtained by tlie formula :

—

Tahle V,—Real Mean Temperatures,

S
H

1st April. 3rd April.

1

1

4tli April. 2nd April.

I. Observed jVleans.

"5

'c3

III.
Corrected.

o ti.

« S 5
II.

Calcidftted.

s

t,

5
CJ

•S
^ s

5-
o

IJ
S'**

04
**

S’!

() 23.0 25 0 23.0

1

1

1
• • 23.2 25.2

i

7 23.0 2o.3 • • .. , , 24.1 25.2

8 25.2 25.9 • • 25 1 26.5 20.2 25.0 25.5

9 20.1 20 7 27 0 20 4
1

27.4 20.1 270 25.9**
10 27-7 27.3 2S.8 26.5* 20.7 28.0 26.9**

11 :?8.!» 2S.1 . 30.1 27.0 27.1

12 30.1 2S.I 28.5 30.9 27.7 27.6
1 31.3 29.7 29.2 32.1 28.1

•

1

1

2 32.3 29.4 • • 33 0 2S.4
, ,

1

1

1

5 32.0 29.0 33.0 27.!> !J8 0
4 31.7 28.1 • m 32.5 1 27.4 27.6
5 30.9 • • • • 31.3 i 27.5' 27 4 • 31.2 128.8

G 29.0 • • 29.4 27.3 , , 29.5 28.6
7 28.0 • • • • 28.6 ! 27.4 27.1
8 27.3 • • • • 27.6

1

27.0
i

9 . • • • 26.9 1 26.7 • • 10 h. 10 ** 9 h. 16 in.
10 26.3 • • 26.9

I

26.7 • • m. 10 h. 15 m.

• A. and H. Sclilagintweit, Neue Uiitersucliungcii, Ac. Leipzig 1854.

Page 409.
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The curve of the real hourly mean temperatures, Fig. 4, a. presents

on the lat and 3rd April some slight inequalities, which must be

corrected, in order better to exhibit the real shape of the curve.

We know that the ascent from the minimum in the morning to the

maximum in the afternoon, must be gradual and continuous, nni?i-

terrupted by irregular and sudden deviations. The corrections will

have to he regulated by tlie turning points of the curve, which it is

therefore of importance to fix beforehand.
*

In a similar case* the maximum hour of the real mean tempera-

tures of tlie air between the stations has been found, in a greater

height, to full after the maximum hour of the mean temperatures of

the stations.

In the present case the shape of the curves of both days distinctl^’^

forbids us to look for the maximum after 2 r. m. On the 1st there

is a doubt between 1 and 2 F. M., but on the 3rd the hour of 2 r. M.

decisively predoutinates. The hour of 2 p. m. also preponderates in

the hourly means of the stations, and, such being the case, theore-

tical reasons, as wxll as experience, speak strongly against the

occurrence of the real maxiiuuiu of the air between the stations

before that hour. In tiie present instance the height of the stratum

of air is so small, that a near coincidence of the hour of its maxi-

mum temperature with that of the maximum temperatures of the

stations cannot be considered irregular, and we may safely admit

the hour of 2 f. m. as that of the maximum temperature in the curve

of the real hourly means.

The hour of the minimum, 7 K., whicli is clearly indicated as

such on the Ist and not contradicted on the 4th, was not altered,

as there are reasons, which will be mentioned further on, for consi-

dering a further slight decrease of the temperature of the air for a

short time after sunrise, as a not unusual occurrence. The correc-

tions were effected graphically, by adopting, wherever the continu-

ous line was broken, a mean course between the deviations on either

side, supposed to have caused by the real mean temperatures

l^aviI1g been found too high or too low. They are put opposite the

respective hours in Col. III. of the table. On the 1st April only

the hours 12 and 1 required readjustment, all others having been

taken as correct.

* A. and H. Sclilagintweit, k. o.
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The mean temperatures of the 2nd have been inserted in the

table, merely to show the reason for rejecting the barometrical

observations of the hours of 9 h. 15 m. and 10 h. 15 m. . M. made

on that day on the hill. The parallelism of the real mean tempera-

tures of these hou^ with those of the mean curve of the stations

clearly indicates that one of the two readings must have been erro-

neous. The number of observations on that day is not suthcient to

warrant an attempt at correcting them.

The curve of the 3rd April presents some difficulties, the tempera-

tures at 8 and 10 a. m. are equal and both higher than that at 9.

This arrangement could not by any means represent the true relation

between them.

, There being no direct and certain indications to guide us in

selecting one of these temperatures as correct, which might then

serve as a starting point in altering the other two, the following

considerations decided me at last in favour of the temperature

at 9.

It will be recollected from Table III. that the mean temperatures

of the air between the stations for the whole 24 hours, as derived

from the thermometric observations (Col. lY.), showed a difference of

only 0^6. Assuming that the real daily mean temperatures of the air

on both days would’differ rather less than more in the same or the op-

posite direction, from each other, and that, judging from observations

made by others, they would fall later than the hour at which the daily

means had 'been observed to fall in the curve of the mean tempera-

tures of the stations, which was 9^ a. m., I have concluded that the

difference between the real hourly mean temperatures of both days

would be greater after that hour, in the hot part, than before it in

in the cold part of the day. Guided by this supposition it might be

expected that the real mean temperature of the hours 8, 9 and 10

on the 3rd, would differ comparatively little from those at the same

hours on the let.
*

This was made still more probable, from the small range of the

curves, which is less than half that of the curves of the stations. •

The temperature at 9 on the 8rd 26^.4 (Table Y. Col. II.) agreeing

nearest, within the probable limits, with the temperature ofthe same

hour on the let, 26^.7, 1 have taken it as the correct one.

D
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Next the hours 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10 were considered correct and the

remaining hours were altered as the table shows, (Col. III). Fig. 4

in the Plate represents the corrected curves.

On the 4th April no alterations were required.

Having adopted these corrections, I now proceed to point out the

distinguishing features of the curves of real hourly mean tempera-

' tures, Table V. (Fig. 4).

In the first place they have a much smaller range than the tem-

peratures derived from the observations (Col. I.) The range of the

latter, on the 1st is 8®.7, on the 3rd it is 9®.5, whereas the range of

the real means, between 7 and 2, is on the first only 4®.l. not quite

half of that of the temperatures of the stations. On the 8rd, the

barometer had not been observed at the hour of the minimum, but

judging from the small hourly variation, the daily range on that

day must have been still smaller than on the 1st.

It is not possible to arrive at a definite conclusion regarding the

absolute real daily mean temperatures on both days
;
the possible

error in the height and the error which might arise from difierent

degrees of moisture on both days would make it uncertain. Tho

relative values of the real daily mean temperatures as compared with

each other, are also difficult to ascertain. The smallness of the

number of observations hardly allows an estimate being formed from

them. An estimation or interpolation for some of the deficient

hours could not be made with the same reliance as in the instance

of the mean curve of the stations, and the fitness of the coinbinatiou

of hours which had been employed before, would have been to say

the least, doubtful.

As far as a conjecture may be permitted from the average

hourly variation on the Srd, the minimum temperature on that

day could not have been more than about half a degree higher than

that on the Ist* But the maximum temperature of the 8rd is a
whole degree lower than that of the Ist, a difference of the same
magnitude, but in an opposite direction as that between the maxima
df the curve of the stations. If therefore the real daily mean tem-

peratures of both days were not the same, the probability is, that

the real mean temperature of the 24 hours on the Srd was lower than

that on the 1st. The case is the reverse as regards the daily mean
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temperature of the stations, which on the 3rd is higher than on

the 1st.*

The only consequence which could possibly be inferred from this

would be, that on successive days the course of the daily mean tern*

peratures of larger masses of air, removed from the ground, does not

always proceed parallel to the daily means of the stations
;
the

latter may be rising when the former are falling or remaining sta-

tionary, or the r^erse.

In the present case, the small number of days and the omission

of taking the moisture into account does not allow us to consider

this result as an established fact ;
but the possibility of such an

* Such a result might have been predicted from the decrease in the barometii-

cal pressure from ilie 1st to the 3rd. The height obtained by the barometric

formula

H = C Log (1 + /J T)
o

(omitting the smaller corrections for graTity) depends mainly on the value of the

quantity Log This value will increase, when the barometrical pressures
o

decrease, if the dilTerenoc between the latter, (b—b^) remains the same. In such

a case, to obtain a constant value for the height, the mean temperatures should

decrease with the pressures. We are, on the contrary, accustomed to see the

tem]>craturcB at the stations rising, when the pressures are falling, and such is

also the case in the present instance. The barometer from the Ist to the 3rd is

falling and the hourly mean temperatures of the stations on the 3rd are higher

than on the Ist, but the barometrical difierences (b—b') being, on the whole, very

nearly the same on both days, it follows that we must find tlie real mean tem>

peratures on the 3rd lower than on the Ist. To give an instance to which extent

the temperature is dependent on the value of (b—b') 1 will take the observation

at 2 p. M. on both days. The barometrical differences were on the

let. 3rd.

3.833 3.837

and the real mean temperatures were found to he

29<».4 280.4.

showing a difference of one degree. To make the real mean temperature at 2 on

the 3rd equal to that on the 1st, or one degree higher tha^ we found it, the baro-

metrical difference on the Srd should have been 3.824, or 0.013 inches less thin

it was. This would have required a barometrical pressure of 25.916 inches on

the hill instead of 25.903, a difference which is far too great as to have been caused

by an error in the reading.

D 2
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•

occurrence may at least be admitted. Such an admission will be

sufficient to encourage further investigation into the subject.

An explanation of such a phenomenon would not only require a

favourable state of the atmosphere, and observations extending over

a greater number of days, but also accurate determinations of mois-

ture and the direct observation of the greater or smaller resistance

which the atmosphere offers to the passage of the sun’s heating rays.

It would besides have to take into account the changes in the speci-

fic gravity of the air with a rising and falling Barometer-

Particular care would have to be taken to guard the thermometers

against the influence of direct radiated and reflected heat from the

ground. No other climate is so well adapted as that of India to

bring to a satisfactory conclusion an examination into the conditions

of such a phenomenon, and stations in similar relative situations as

Parisnath hill and Calcutta may be found in many parts of the

country.

The course of the hourly mean temperatures of the stratum

of air presents another difference from the means of the stations.

In India the minimum temperature is, as a general rule, observed

at 6 . H., this being the first hour of observation after, or the

lost hour before sunrise. In the present instance the minima

in the curves of the stations, for both days, fall upon 6 a. m. It

is different with the curves of real mean temperatures of the

stratum of air. On the 1st, we find the minimum at 7,—on the 2nd

and drd the hours of 6 and 7 had not been observed,—but on the

4th the temperature at 7 has not risen above that at 6. It is

not surprising that the lowest temperature of the air, far re-

moved from the ground, should occur a short time after sunrise.

The air receives its temperature chiefly from the ground and some

time must be required to heat the latter, and also to communicate

this heat to the air in which,'in the mean time the process of cool-

ing must go on. 1 have (at Baroda), only six feet from the ground,

in the shade of a house towards.the North and protected from the

rays of the rising sun, frequently observed the temperature still

falling for a quarter and half an hour after sunrise, the decrease

between sunrise and the moment when the temperature commenced

to rise again amounting to 2 or 8 tenths of a degree Centigrade.
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This phenomenon will most likelj be observed only under favorable

circumstances and in places where the ground remains in the shade

for some time after sunrise. Mr. Badanath Sikhdar in charge of

the observatory at Calcutta, where once or twice every month read-

ings of the thermometer are taken from ten to ten minutes before

and after sunrise,’*^ has noticed the same circumstance. His kindness

has enabled me to give the following table, containing the observa-

tions made on the 22od January, 7th and 23rd February and 2l8t

March, 1857. The state of the weather on those days was particu-

larly favourable, there having been no clouds or rain, which, in all

other months are apt to interfere with the regularity of the pheno-

menon. 1 give the readings in degrees Fahrenheit, the scale by

which they have been observed.

1857.

Minutes before

sunrise. 1

20 10
I

, Sunrise.

0 10
Minutes after sunrise.

20 30 40 50 60

22d Januaiy, 54.0 53.9
1

53.8 63.7
1

53.6
1
53.6 53.6 53.7

1

7th February, 63.0 62.9
j

62.8 62.6 62.4
j

62.2 62.0 62.0 62.3

23d February, 70.0 70.0
i

69.8 69.8 69.5
i

69.4 69.3 69.5 169.8

21st March,

1

74.8

1

74.6 74.7 74.7 74.6 74.6 74.8 75.2 !

1

1

Means, 65.45 65.35 65.27
1

65.20 ! 65.02
1

64.95 64.92 j65.20

Looking at the means, we find that the lowest temperature took

place forty minutes after sunrise and the difierence between the tem-

perature at sunrise and the lowest temperature, is 0^.35 F. or

about 0®.2 C.

Correction of the Barometrical readings.—The alterations to which

it has been necessary to subject the curve of the real mean tempera-

tiites, in order to reduce its smaller irregular deviations, involve an ex-

amination of the barometrical readings from which these temperatures

have been derived. From the formula for the calculation of the real

mean temperatures, given above, it is seen that the value of the tern-

* Since January 1867.
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perature solely depends on the quantityLog all other terms of the

equation being constant quantities for all hours. An error in the

temperature would therefore indicate an error in one of the baro-

metrical readings, or in both. Having corrected the temperature, we

shall be enabled to find the magnitude of the error in the barometri-

cal reading at the one station, provided that of the other can be

relied on. •

The error to which barometrical observations are liable, is composed

of two parts—the unavoidable error, which is attached to every read-

ing and depends on the imperfection of the instruments and of the

eye of the observer, and the incidental error, caused by unfavourable

external circumstances attending the observation, as for instance

shaking of the instrument, a bad light, unsteadiness of the eye froili

muscular exertion, &c. In converting the readings of one instru-

ment into those of another with w'hich it had been compared before-

hand, the unavoidable error is included in the small allowance which

must be made in adding the correction. In the present case this

allowance amounts to ± 0.003 inches. The incidental error cannot

well be estimated. It must be more or less irregular and may be

greater or smaller than the unavoidable error
;
generally greater.

In cases like the present, wishing to correct the errors as far as

possible, we must be satisHed to assume the readings of one of the

stations as correct and alter those of the other, being guided in our

selection by the circumstances of the case. Sucli a proceeding can

not lead wrong so long as the corrections do not exceed the proba-

ble limits of the errors of observation. Should they appear to do

so, this would prove that in the first instance the correction of the

temperatures must have been erroneous. So we have iu these

barometrical corrections a means of controlling to some extent the

alterations made in the curve of real mean temperatures. In our

case, the readings of the Barometer at Calcutta, the instrument

being a standard, fixed in its position and never removed from its

.p^e, necessarily bad been less exposed to incidental errors than

those of the mountain barometer, which was frequently changed

from one place to another and could not be suspended so as to avoid

oscillation.
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Taking therefore the obBervaiions at Calcutta as correct, the

readings on the hill had to be altered to suit the corrected tempera-

tures. It will be seen from the following table that these altera-

tions, reaching at the most 0.005 inches, keep within the limits of

admissible errors. Tliis is in so far satisfactory, as it confirms the

adjustment of temperatures, showing that the common incidental

irregularities of the barometrical readings might have produced the

deviations.

VL—Table ofcorrected Barometrical Beadinge on the Hill

Date. Time.
Original Read- Corrected Read-

Error.

•

ing. ing.

Ist April. Noon. 26.021 2(5.026
'

1 +om
1 26.0U6 26.002 — U.004

3rd April. 8 25.944 25.940 — 0.004
10* 25.971 25.974 + 0.003

11 25 968 25.969 + O.OOl

Noon. 25.900 25,969 — 0.001

3 25.872 25.873 + 0.001

4 25,856 25.858 + 0.002

5 25.849 25.847 — 0.002

7 25.860 25.856 — 0.004

Barometrical Difference.—There is another way of controlling the

curve of real hourly mean temperatures. It consists in comparing

the curve with the course of the hourly variation of the difierence

between the barometrical pressures (b—b'), obtained by deducting

the pressure of the upper station from that of the lower one. If the

barometrical pressures at each station, as is generally assumed, repre-

sent the Mass of the atmospheric column which presses upon the

Mercury of the barometer, their difference must give the weight of

the column of air between the stations, measured by a column of

Mercury of an equal basis.

The weight of a fixed volume of air, being dependent on the

barometrical pressure and the temperature, changes in a direct pro-

portion as the former and, to a certain extent, inversely with the

latter. The variation in the weight of such a volume of air, when

* 10 h. 10 m.
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the temperature cbauges from t' to t" and the pressure from to

is expressed by the following equation

:

S" _ a + t' b"

S' a + b'

Where S' and S" stand for the weight of the same volume of air

at the respective temperatures t', t" and under the pressure b^ b''.

1 *
. .

The constant a = 272.85 ;
- = 0.003665 being the increase in
OL

volume of a quantity of air measured at O*’ C. for every degree Centi-

grade above zero.

This equation expresses at the same time the ratio of the variation

in the specific gravity of the air.

Applying this equation to the present case, we find that the

factor
b

within a period of 24 hours, changes in narrower limits

than the factor
a + t"

a + t'
’ which is dependent on the hourly variation

of the temperature daring the day. The latter therefore will pre-

ponderate in determining the value of the equation, and we may

expect to find the hourly weight of the air between the two stations

following a similar course as the real hourly mean temperatures,

but in an inverse ratio, the smallest barometrical difference falling

upon 2 p. M., and the highest upon' 7 . m. The following table, in

CoL II., gives the hourly differences as found by deducting the pres-

sure at Farisnath from that at Calcutta. For the corrected hours

the differences obtained frop the original readings on the hill have

been placed opposite, in Col. I.
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Examining Col. II. we find, that oa the 1st and 3rd April, the

barometrical difterences decrease steadily from 7 A. m. till 2 p. m.

aud rise again after that hour.

The hour of the maximum weight on the Ist and 4th coincides

with that of the minimum temperature at 7 a. m. aud the hour of

the minimum weight on the 1st and 3rd with the hour of the high-

est temperature 2 p. m. on those days. If tlie values of the dif-

ference, derived from the uncorrected barometrical readings on tli^

Hill, in Col. I., are substituted for the corrected values opposite in

Col. II., the general character of the series remains the same, but

they would produce slight irregularities at some hours w hich the cor-
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rections have served to eliminate. Between the hours 8 and 9 a. 3i.

on the 3rd, only, have the corrections failed to restore the course

to that regularity, which prevails on the two other days, and the baro-

metrical pressure on the Hill at those hours appears still too high ;

but as any further alteration would only have been arbitrary, it was

not attempted.

The general conformity of the variation in the hourly weight with

the course indicated by the real mean temperabares having thus

been established, it remains to be proved, that the relation between

the hourly weights strictly corresponds to the course prescribed by

theory, with regard also to the barometrical pressure.

The shortest way to ascertain this, would be, to compute the

weight of the column of air for every hour, and to compare the va-

lues thus theoretically obtained, with the observed barometrical

differences.

Neglecting for the present the influence of the watery vapour

contained in the atmosphere, the weight of the column of air be-

tween the stations, measured by a column of mercury of an equal

basis at 0^ C. would be expressed by the following formula

:

_ —
® p a+t B

where S stands for the weight.

H gives the height in English inches (Log H = 4.G854S73) ;

p is the specific gravity of Mercury, that of the atmospheric air, at

0® C. and under the normal pressure being taken as unity. Taking

13.59593* as the specific gravity of Mercury, and 0,001290445t as

* Regnault, in Poggendorff’s Annalcn Tol. LXXTV. 1849.

t The weight of 1 Litre atmospheric air in Latitude <p and the height a above

the sea level is
,

1—0.0025935 cos 2 0.

1. grm 292753 '2 a

JFrom Regnault's detefmination, Foggendor£rs Annalen Vol. XCVIII. page 178.

The latitude of Calcutta is 22° 33', and that of Parisnath hill 23® 67' 37".

Taking the mean of both, 23^ 15' and neglecting the correction for the elevation

above the sea level, which is only 18 feet at Calcutta, the weight of 1 Litre air

at the latitude 23** 15' will be 1. grm 290445 ; Log. = 0.1107395*
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tlint of the air, in the latitude 23^ 15', both being compared with

water, we obtain the value of p = 10535.8 (Log p = 4.0226691.)

If the height of a column of air H = 1, then the height of a column

of Mercury of the same weight and of an equal basis is
^

;

a has the same value as in the last equation (Log. a ==

2.4359260)

t stands for tflie real mean temperature of the air.

b stands for the mean barometrical pressure between the sta-

tions.

B is the normal barometrical pressure at 0® C. B = 29 .9218.

If we put = A, the equation becomes

S==A ^ ’

a + t

and introducing the numerical values we find A = 41.95234 (Log.

A = 1.0227562).

Tho values for t were taken from the table of real mean tempera-

tures. Tlie mean pressures (b) were found by taking the pressure at

the lower station as the first, and the pressure at tlie upper station

as the last term of a geometrical progression, aud the height in feet

as tiie number of terms. The sum of all terms, divided by the

heiglit in feet would approach the mean pressure sufficiently near

for our ^purpose.* To obtain the sums, it was necessary first to

find the common ratio, r, of the progression of each separate hour.

In the Appendix I have given the Logarithms of tlie hourly values

of r as also the values of r—1, and the resulting mean pressures.

The final coincidence of the results of the calculation ofS by

means of this formula, with the observed barometrical difierences,

will depend on the correctness of the determination of U, t and b.

* I have, in calculating the mean barometrical pressures, neglected to reduce

the heiglit of the barometer at the upper station to the gravity at the level of

Calcutta. Tho correction would alter the mean pressure so little (less than

O.OOl inch) that it would form only an iusiguificant part of the error, which, as

I have ascertained, must be allowed in the value obtained by the method I

employed, amounting to about 0.005 inches. The correction would have no

appreciable effect on the value of S.

s 2
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I will now assume the value found for each of these quantities

to be nearly correct and will consider the magnitude of the error

which would be caused by smaller deviations from the truth in each.

In doing this, an error in the height cannot be considered sepa-

rately as it would alter at the same time the values of t and b. A
variation in the height would change the value of the real mean tem-

perature in the same direction, but in a greater proportion.
•

The influence of this error upon the value of H—,
or the

a +

1

volume of the air, reduced to 0® C., would in the present case be

very slight. The alteration in A for ± 10 feet would be ± 0.1.

Tlie value of the mean pressure cannot be obtained nearer than

within about ± 0.005 inches. It would generally, the pressures

remaining unaltered, for a greater height become a little smaller and

for a smaller height greater and thus partly compensate the error in

the temperature, the difference only of both appearing in the final

result. In the present case, the effect of both, for a difterence of ±
10 feet would cause a variation in the value of S, amounting to

about 0.002 inches or less. An error in the barometrical re adings

at either station would tend to produce similar irregularities in tho

computed hourly variations of the weight, as have been found in the

observed barometrical diflereuces.

If my assumptions regarding the correctness of the values which

have been found for H., t and b are right, the foregoing considera-

tions would lead us to expect, that the computed barometrical dif-

ference would not difl'er from those observed by more than a few

thousandths of an inch.

This result will however be modified by the presence of moisture

in the air, which I have hitherto neglected, and which would alter

the specific gravity of the air and therefore the value of p.

The computed values of the barometrical difierences are given in

Table YU. Column III. Corresponding as they do to the weight of

a column of dry air, they are much higher than the observed weights

ih Column II. The deviations between the computed and observed

values of S show very little variation, ranging between 0.028 and

0.031 inches. In every other respect the computed values show

exactly the same course as those observed. We shall see how far

their deviation may be attributed to the moisture in the air.
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Moisture,—Observations of the moisture on the hill had been

made on the 2nd for the hours 9 h. 15 m., 10 h. 15 m., 5 and 6, and

on the 3rd for tlie hours 9, 10, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The observations, and

the tensions of moisture, computed for the hill and for Calcutta by

August’s formula, are given in the following table. The column

headed with t gives the reading of the dry bulb, t— t' the diflferenco

between the dry and wet bulb. The last column contains, only for

the 3rd April, the means between the tensions at Calcutta and on

the hill.

Tahle Till.—Tension of 'Moisture,

• Time.
!

Temple- Calcutta.

2nd April.
!

t
'

1
1

1

t— i

1

1 1

1

Tension.!

1

Inches.
t

1
1— t'

i

Aiean
Tension,

j

Tension.
Inches.

. inches.
1

9h. 15 m. A. M.

1

!
23.3

1

9 6 ! 0.238
j'301 4.3 0.856 1

10 h. 15 m. „ 1
2.3.7 9.3 1 0.264 : 31.8

;

5 3 0.869
1

4 h. 55 m. p. M. . 26.9 10.5 : 0.311 35.6 : 10.8 0.609
1

6
3rd April.

25.0 10.4 0.262
i

33.3 :

1

8.9 0.665
j

1
t

9 A. M. 24.2 102 ! 0.203
ii

3f>l 3.3 0.941 0.572
10 h. 10 in. 25.2 10.0 0.242 31.9 4.2 0.972 O.607
:l p. M. 30.3 12.0 0.283 I 36.1 7.8 0.913 0.5.98

3 «t
30 1 13.7 1

0.230 1 36 3 . 8.0 0.909 0.569
4 30.0

1 13.2
1

0 255 ! 36.0 6.6 1.020 0.637
6 .. 28. 1 1 12,.0

1

0.209
j

34 7 5 2 1 065 0.637
6 „ 26.7 !

1

11..9

1

0.219 I
•^2.3 3.8 1.045

i

0.632

The regular course, which the tension of vapour during the dry

months follows at Calcutta, is this: the tension is at a minimum

between 5 and 7 a. h. or about sunrise, and attains a maximum at

9 or 10. It comes to a second minimum between 1 and 4 p. m. and

reaches a second maximum between O.and 8 in the evening. About

this maximum the tension either bscillates few some hours or it

begins at once to decrease again till sunrise. Tigs. 9 and 10.

A general coincidence with this course can be traced in the few

observations at Calcutta, on the 3rd, which are here recorded. The

figure 7 in the plate gives the curve more complete.
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With the tensions obtained on the third I have computed the

values of S for air mixed with vapour, at the respective hours.

Adapting the formula for that purpose, and taking 0.G22 as the

specific gravity of vapour, that of air of the same temperature and

pressure being unity, it becomes

S = A -i— /b— 0.378 e|
aH- 1 I J

where e stands for the mean tension of vapour between the two

stations. The values for e were obtained by taking the arithmeti-

cal means of the tensions observed at the corresponding hours on

the hill and at Calcutta. (Mean tension. Table VIII.)

An error of 0.04 or 0.05 inches in the value of e would produce a

difference of about 0.003 inches in the resulting weight
;
but in thp

opposite direction to that of the error in the moisture.

Table IX. of barometrical differencesfor moist air on the Srd.

Time. s.

Observed.

s.

Calculated.

Deviation or

error.

9 A. M. 3.876 3.873 — 0.003

lOh. lOm. 3.873 3.809 — 0004
2 3.837

1

3.836 — 0.001

3 3.839 3.838 — 0.001

4 3 843 3.838 — 0.005

5 3.844 3.840 — 0.004

6 3.846 3.842 — 0.004
Average, — 0 003

The computed values of S are now closely approaching the

observed values. The small difierences still remaining are easily ac-

counted for by the probable errors in the height and in the tensions

of moisture. A series of experiments which I made for comparing

the indications of the wet bulb, at temperatures from 28o to 31%

and with tensions from 0.3 to 0.8 inches, with those of Kegnault’s

Dew point apparatus gave this result : the tensions obtained by

August’s formula vaere always higher than those derived from the

direct observation of the Dew point. The difference was on an

average 0.05 inches and varied from 0.006 to 0.08 inches. It

was smallest with lower tensions and increased as they became

greater. Begnault’s formula gave still greater differences.
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Assuming that the mean tensions in table YIII. each being the

mean between a higher tension, at Calcutta, and a lower one on the

hill, were on an average about 0.04 inches too high, the negative

character of tbe error in the computed values of S, and its quantity,

are at once explained.

The close correspondence, taking the moisture into account, of

the computed values of S with the observed barometrical differences,

allows a conclusion, that the quantities H., t and b, employed in

their calculation could not have differed materially from their true

values.*

It also assures us of the complete control we may, with good

observations and a favorable state of the atmosphere, exert over the

changes in the specific gravity of a stratum of air between two

Itatious, appropriately situated, and their causes. The advantage of

such a control, it its general applicability be once fairly established,

as a means of testing and correcting meteorological observations of

all kinds, is obvious.

I am well aware that conclusions, drawn from so small a num.

her of observations, as in the present instance at my disposal, and

results based upon quantities, which themselves require verification^

have no claim to generality before they have been repeatedly con-

firmed. It is possible, if the height of the tem[)Ie had been determined

by better methods, than 1 could use, and if the determination of

moisture had been more accurate than the method employed will

* Ab it may be of interest to know the influence which an alteration in the

value of p would have upon the value of S, I give the results of table IX. as

obtained if the old values of the specific gravity of mercury (13.598) and of air

(0.0013991) are employed, wliich would make p = 10467.24.

Time. S.

Observed.

• S.

Calculated.

Deviation or
error.

9 . M. 3.876 3.899
lOh. 10m. 3.873 • 3.894
2 3.837 3.861

•

8 3.839 3.363
4 ! 3.843 3.863

5
1

3.841* 3.865
6 3.846 3.867
Average, .. • • .•

1

0.022
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admit of, that the results obtained by calculation might not have

agreed quite so well, or quite in the same way, with the values

observed, as they apparently did t but in all such cases, a deviation

from expected results will teach us something new. My intention

in discussing these observations in the manner I have done, having

been less to establish a law from the conclusions arrived at, than

to direct the attention of meteorologists to the advantage of corre-

sponding observations between stations similarly situated as Paris-

nath hill and Calcutta, particularly in India, and to invite repetition ;

1 shall be fully satisfied, if that object be gained.

In connexion with the latter part of the discussion, I beg permis-

sion to offer a few remarks regarding the action of the watery

vapour mixed with the atmosphere.

1 give iu Fig. 6—8 the curves of the hourly tensions of moisture

on the 2iid (G), 3rd (7) and a part of tlie 4th (S) of April at

Calcutta, and in Fig. 13 a fragment of the same curve on the hill.

Fig. 9 is the curve of the mean hourly tensions for the whole mouth

of April, and Fig. 10 for the whole year at Calcutta; the Figs. 11

and 12 represent the curve for the mouth of April and the whole

year of 1850 at Bombay. The Fig. 6 a — 13 a, give the hourly baro-

metrical pressures for the same dates, and 6 b — 13 b, the curves of

the so-called pressure of the dry air, that is, the curves which

remain after deducting the hourly tensions of vapour (6 — 13) from

the respective hourly barometric pressures (6 a — 13 a).

The tensions of Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 13 were calculated from the

observations, by August’s formula; those of Fig. 10 were computed

from the published monthly results of the Calcutta Observatory,

which are obtained by the so-called Greenwich constants
;
the in-

dividual values are on an average about 0.018 inches low er than

those obtained by August’s formula, but the general course of the

hourly variations remaius the same. The tensions of Figs. 11 and

12 were taken from the Begister of the Bombay Observatory, where

Afjohu’s formula isnn use.*

* The readings of the barometer and tensions of moisture which served for tlic

construction of tlie curves are given in the Appendix, with the exeeption of those

of the monthly eurves at Caloutta, which are published in the Society's Journal,

and the curves of Bombay, which are also published.
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Examining tbo barometrical curves 6 a — 13 a, separately, it

will be seen, that the barometrical curves of the single days, 6 a, 7

a, 8 a, 13 a, show, within very small limits, the same turning

points, the same general proportions, and preserve the same regula-

rity in their gradual transition from one hour to the next, as the

curves of the mean hourly pressures of the whole month (9 a, 11 a)

and the whole year (10 a, 12 a). This uniform resemblance may

be shown for every day in the year.

Turning now to those curves which represent the so-called pres-

sure of the dry air (6 b— 13 b), we observe, that the regularity of

the barometrical curves is at once broken, the moment we deduct the

tension of moisture. The irregularity produced by this operation

is, as might be expected from the nature of the hourly variations

in* the tensions of moisture, greater in the curve of a single day

(6 b, 7 b, 8 b, 13 b,) than in that of a whole month (9 b, 11 b,)

and it is still partially apparent in the curves of a whole year

(10 b, 12 b.) The curves of dry pressure are not only dissimilar

to the barometrical curves, but differ also amongst themselves. A
correction of the possible error in the determination of the tensions

of moisture, particularly for single days, would hot remove the

irregularity, as the error for all tensions is probably on the same

side and the magnitude of its variation comparatively insignificant.

The mean hourly tensions of moisture show locally a certain peri-

odic regularity, when the means of a larger number of days are taken.

But the magnitude as well as the course of their hourly changes varies

with the locality (9, 11) and with the seasons. Taking the curves of

single days, they will frequently be found to be entirely dissimilar

to the monthly and yearly means, and also unlike each other, and

often abrupt in their transitions Pigs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.

This is not astonishing, if we remember how little is required to

effect sudden changes in the* relative saturation of the watery

vapour in the atmosphere. I may add that the hourly variations

in the curve of tensions of single days are often much greater than

the whole of the daily variation in the baroiuetricftl curve. •

Beturning again to the barometrical curves, we find, that they

also slightly alter the magnitude of their daily variation with the

locality and with the seasons, but the uniform regularity in the
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course of their hourly changes remains always the seme. The suc-

cession of the hourly iucrease and decrease is always gradual, and
never suddenly interrupted, as that of the moisture, and the turn-

ing points fall invariably upon nearly the same hours.

On comparing the regular course of the curve of the hourly baro-

metrical pressures of single days with that of the so-called pressure

of the dry atmosphere and considering that the change observed

in the latter is produced by deducting the teusioutof moisture from

the former, it would appear, that the daily course of the pressure of

the dry atmosphere was naturally irregular, and that the vapour

was always present in the exact quantity required to restore the

uniformity of the baronietrical curve, lii fact, it would seem as if

the supply of vapour was at all times and solely governed by the

greater or smaller irregularity of the curve of the so-called pressure

of the dry air.

Knowing the laws which regulate the supply of watery vapour,

and knowing also how many accidental circumstances may alter the

curve of its tension for single days, so as to make it entirely unlike

its monthly or yearly mean, and observing at the same time that

the curve of the hourly barometrical pressures never alters its slia{>e

for one single day, such a conclusion would, to say the least, appear

very improbable.

Assuming, on the other hand, that the course of the pressure of

the dry atmosphere were regular and uniform in itself, we should,

from a knowledge of the frequently altered course of the moisture,

expect to find this regularity disturbed by the casual admixture

of more or less watery vapour. We see, however, that such is not

the case in reality, the barometrical curve being quite independent

of the changes in the tensious of moisture, and never irregular.

The process of obtaining the so-called pressure of the dry atmo-

sphere by deducting the tension of vapour near the surface of the

ground from the barometrical column is based upon tbe supposition^

that the tension of vapour near the surface would, practically, not

•differ much froui tbe tension which would be produced by the

weight of the column of watery vapour, diffused through the whole

height of the atmosphere, if it were separated from the latter, and

sustained its own pressure. This would involve another assumption.
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namely, that an addition of watery vapour to the air would not

affect the equilibrium, or density of the latter, solely increasing the

local pressure upon the mercurial column of the barometer.

From the above considerations it would appear, that this view, if

allowed to approach the truth practically in the mean of a larger

number of days, is hardly admissible if applied to single coses.

1 will subject it to a further test by deducing with its assistance

the weight of the*dry air, at different hours, between Calcutta and

Parisuath hill, and comparing the values which will be thus obtained

with those derived by calculation.

The results obtained for S in the foregoing discussion, taking the

watery vapour into account, agreed well enough w'ith the observed

barometrical differences, to justify a belief, that the quantities

employed in their calculation, although subject to a certain amount

of error, would not differ essentially from their true values.

Determining with the same quantities the individual weight of

each, the dry air and the watery vapour in the composition of the

barometrical difference, the sum of both will always be equal to the

value of S as obtained by calculation.

These weights are contained in the following Table.

Table JTZ— Weights of dry air and Watery Vapour.

3rd April.
Weight of
Dry Air.

Weight of
Vapour.

8.
Calculated.

S.

Observed.
Deviation or

Error.

9 A. M. 3.823 4
,1

0.050 == 3.873 3.876 — 0.003
10* 3.81G + 0.053 == 3.809 3.873 — 0.004
2 P. M. 3781 4 0.052 == 3.83(i

I

3.837 — 0.001
3 3/89 4 0.010 == .3.838 3.839 — O.OOl

4 3.783 4 0.055 == 3.838 1 3.8i;j — 0.005
6 3.785 4 0.055 == 3.840 3.S44 — 0.004
6 3.787 4 0.055 == 3.812. 1 3.S-K> — 0.004

According to this table the weight of the dry air between the

stations, or the specific gravity of the air on the 3rd decreased

towards the time of the greatest heat and oscillated between theT

hours 2 and 6 P. M. round a mean value, without having shown at

that time a decided inclination to rise. The weight of the watery

* 10 h. 10 m.
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apour also decreased from 10 a. ic. towards the time of the greatest

heat and remained stationary between 4 and 6 f. m., following on

the whole the course indicated bj the mean tensions of moisture in

table VIII.

The weight of the dry air, if determined on the assumption upon

which the so-called pressure of the dry atmosphere is founded, will

show a different result. If the Mass of the dry atmosphere be re-

presented by the height of the barometrical column after deducting

the tension of vapour at Calcutta, the same must be true for the

hill, and the differences between the pressures of the dry air above

and below must be equal to the weight of the dry air between the

stations. These differences are given in the following table.

Deducting them from the observed barometrical differences, the

remaining quantities would represent the weight of the watery

vapour between the stations.

Table XII.-^The supposed weights of dry air and vapoumr

3rd April.
Supposed Weight

of diy Air.

Weight of
Vapour.

S.

Observed.

9 A. M. 3.138 4 0.738 = 3.876
10* 3.143 4 0.730 = 3.873
2 F. H. 3.207 4 0.630 = 3.837

3 3.160 4 0.679 = 3.839

4 3.078 -r 0.765 = 3.843

5 2.988 4 0.836 = 3.844

6 3.020 4 0.826 == 3 846

According to these values, leaving the vapour altogether out of

the question, the weight of the dry air between the stations, or the

specific gravity of the air, would have increased at an enormous rate

towards the time of the greatest heat, and diminished still more

rapidly towards evening, a result which would be contrary to all

scientific experience.

It is evident that the assumption upon which these results have

4>een obtained, cannot represent the true nature of the case.

In endeavouring to reconcile these apparent contradictions be-

tween theory and experience, it seemed to me that the difficulty

* 10 h. 10 m.
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of accounting for the absence of any visible effect of the great and

irregular variations in the tension of vapour upon the daily barome-

trical curve might be obviated by applying the view which Bessel has

developed in his paper on barometrical measurement of heights*

with regard to the action of watery vapour. According to it, the

watery vapour, so long as it is not saturated for the existing tem-

perature, would in no way differ in its physical behaviour from a gas.

To explain more distinctly in what way the application of this

view would obviate the difficulties I mentioned, I will make use of

the following illustration.

Suppose Fig. 5, an upright hollow Cylinder, a, b, c, closed at the

bottom, to be filled with a gas g, which I will suppose to be not

apted upon by gravity. This gas shall be subject to a pressure,

which is represented in the figure by the moveable weight p, resting

on the gas, and closely fitting the cylinder like the piston of an air

pump. }n a state of equilibrium between the elastic force of the gas,

and the weight it has to support, the gas fills the volume 2 V and

exerts an elastic pressure, equal to the weight p. If now, through

a stopcock B a quantity of another gas, g', of a different density be

introduced, which, under the pressure p would occupy the volume

^ Y, the weight p will be raised from b to c, and the space filled by

the two gases will now be 3 Y. Each of the two gases will be dis-

tributed equally throughout the space 3 Y, and both together will

exert the pressure p.

By the increase of volume, to which each of the gases has been

subjected, their densities must have been diminished in proportion,

that of the first gas g, being now one-third, and that of the second

gas, g', two-thirds less than what it was before. The pressure

or elasticity of a gas, all other conditions remaining unchanged,

will vary in the same proportion as its density, and consequently

the elastic pressure of the first gas g, which was equal to p, will now
only be I p and that of the second gas, only i p, the sum of both

being equal to p, the weight they have to support.

If we now deduct the elastic pressure of the gas g* from the sufh#

of the pressures of both gases, we shall not obtain the pressure

* Astronouuscho Nachrichten B^ov. 356, 357. Taylor’s Sdentifio Memoirs,
VoL II. 1841.
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which the Arab gas, g, would have ahowD^ if the other gaa had never

been introduced, but a amaller one.

The apace between the marka a and b, which waa at Arab only

Ailed with the gaa g containa now two gaaea, the quantity of the

Arab having been diminiahed and replaced by a corresponding volume

of the other. To express the process in one word, it may be said,

that in the original apace the second gaa has displaced a part of the

Arab, the pressure remaining the same.

Seturniug again to the original Agure, if instead of the gas g^, a

quantity of another gas, be introduced, which, occupying the

same volume, 2 Y, as the gas g, exerts an elastic pressure, p', which

is smaller than p, then both gases, the volume remaining the same,

would exert the pressure p + p\ But the weight they have to

support being smaller, they will raise it until the volume they

occupy will be to the original volume, 2 Y, as p -(* p'
: p^ when equili*

brium will again have been restored, the sum of their elastic pressures

Dot exceeding p. The individual pressure.of each gas would again

be diminished in proportion with the alteration of its density.

Any circumscribed space in the lower part of the atmosphere, in

which the circulation of the watery vapour principally takes place

may be compared to the space Ailed by the Arst gas g, in the cylinder,

and the moveable weiglit would then represent the weight of that

height of the atmosphere which is pressing upon the circumscribing

surface and which is balanced by the elastic pressure of the air. The

third gas of the same volume and smaller elastic pressure

would be the watery vapour, which during the day is continually be-

ing supplied wherever water is present on the surface of the ground,

or by currents of moist air.

The weight of the watery vapour itself must increase the weight

of the whole atmosphere, but the variation in this addition in weight

must be comparatively small, and may be neglected in applying the

illustration, the greater part of the absolute quantity of watery vapour

contained in the air being peroQ^^nent and not subject to changes.

# * So long as the supply of watery vapour is equably and continu-

ottriy kept up from a large surface, a state nearly approaching equi-

librium must soon be established between the stratum containing

the vapour and the remaining part of the atmosphere which presses
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upon it. The lower stratum will expand and the tensions or

elastic pressures of the air and the vapour in it will divide them-

selves, according to the proportion in which they are mixed, iuto

the pressure which they have to support, whether that pressure be

produced by the weight of dry air alone or of both air and vapour.

Deducting, in the lower stratum, the elastic pressure of one of its

constituents from the wliole pressure, the remaiuiug quantity will

not represent the»Mass or weight of the entire column of the other

constituent, but solely its local tension or elastic pressure.

When the equilibrium is locally disturbed by the watery vapour

being supplied in irregular quantities, or withdrawn by condensation

or the up-curreut, the tendency to restore it between the disturbed

body of air and the surrounding masses must, owing to the elasticity

of the medium, immediately come into play, and thus small inequali-

ties between the elastic pressures of neighbouring masses of air,

being distributed almost instantaneously over larger bodies, will not

be felt upon the barometer.

In the locality where the disturbance takes place, consequently,

the diminution or increase of watery vapour will only alter the re-

spective proportions in which the elastic forces of both constituents

of the atmosphere share in supporting the whole pressure, without

sensibly altering the pressure itself.

In consequence of the expansion of a volume of dry air^ depen-

dent on an admixture of watery vapour with it, the density of the

mass in the space which was originally occupied will be slightly dimi-

nished, as a part of the air is displaced and replaced by an equal

volume of watery vapour, which is specifically lighter than air. This

diminution will create in the moist air, independently of the endea-

vour to put its clastic pressure into equilibrium with that of the

surrounding body already alluded to, a tendency to interchange its

position with that of specifically heavier masses. (Such an exchange

cannot be accomplished in a moment, and is probably efiected very

slowly, if wo remember that the transition between very dry and

very moist air, laterally and in a verlical direction, must be gradual.

The process must be particularly retarded, where large masses are

concerned, and will not interfere with the more instantaneous equali-

sation of the elastic pressures.
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If the view here developed be correct, this will in no way oppose

the assumption that the mass of watery vapour contained in the at-

mosphere in a vertical direction is in most cases, on an average,

proportionate to the tension found near the surface of the ground.

According to the foregoing, the mode in which the watery vapour

chiefly affects the barometer must be two-fold : in the first place by

its tension or elasticity, and secondly by its weight. The tension

is found by the Hygrometer and its^action has just- been considered.

The weight can only be determined accurately after finding the

mean tension throughout the atmosphere, or within the limits of a

space for which the weight is required. Directly a palpable effect

of the changes in the weight during the daily period can hardly be

observed, as its variation must be a very small part of the daily

barometrical variation. 1 will, however, not omit to notice a circum-

stance which may perhaps partly be traced to this cause.

In the regular daily course which the hygrometric state of the air

undergoes, the quantity of moisture is, as a general rule, found smal-

lest at sunrise, when the temperature of the day has reached its mini-

mum, and when the vapour contained in it is nearest to its point of

saturation. This minimum of moisture is caused by the condensa-

tion of a part in the shape of dew and fog. The quantity of dew de-

posited varies with the nature of the surface,—being greater, where

the ground is covered with vegetation than where it is bare, and

varying for different kinds of soil. I have seen it in the month of

February under a group of trees near Foonah, equal in its effects

to a slight shower of rain, coming down from the leaves. Its daily

quantity will be regulated besides, as well as that of the fog by the

mean degree of saturation, the mean temperature of the day (the

tension of saturated vapour at the mean temperature) and the

daily range of temperature. In tropical climates, not far from the

sea-coast, where the mean temperatures and the state of saturation

in the different months change comparatively little, the infiuence of

the daily range would probably the most prominent.

If a merely loca^ diminution *of the water suspended in the atmos-

phere, confined to a small space, such as for instance is caused by a

shower of rain, is not always observed to effect a perceptible change

in the barometrical column, this is easily accounted for by the in.

stantaneous restoration of the equilibrium which must take effect as
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the rain is falling. Widely spread and continnous fails of rain are

generally accompanied with a falling or rising of the barometer, de*

pending on other primary causes, which would screen from observa-

tion the similar or contrary effect of the rainfall. But a very slight

diminution of pressure by condensation extending simultaneously

over many degrees of longitude, and following the meridian as far as

the sun rises and sets once every 24 hours, is much more likely to be

felt, as it could nSt possibly be compensated for in a short space of

time. Its effect, if not great, must be constant, and will be found

in a smaller mean pressure during the night, than during the day.

The tropical regions, where the time of sunrise, about 6 in the

morning, varies throughout the year at furthest about an hour and

a half would be best adapted to show such a difference, if it is great

enough to cause a visible depression of the barometrical column. I

have before me the observations made in 1849 and 1850 at the

Colaba Observatory in Bombay and those made at Calcutta

Observatory in 1856. At Bombay the mean barometric pressure

in the curve of the hourly means of every month will fall very

nearly upon 6 . M. and at Calcutta between 5 and 6 a. m. In-

cluding for the mean of the day the readings from 6 a. 1£. to 5 p. ic.

and for that of the night from 6 p. H. to 5 a. h. the pressure of

the day always shows a slight excess over that of the night, as may

bo seen from the following table.

Table XIII.

—

Excess of the barometric pressure during the day over

that during the night. In Inches.

iioinbay. Jail. Feb. March. April. May. June.

1849 0.011 0,018 0.022 0.015 0.016 0.009

185U 0.012 0.016 0.019 0.019 0.021 0.01

1

Mean. 0.011 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.010

Calcutta. .

1856 0.021 0.029 1 0.029
11

0.017 1 0.006

Bombay. July. August.
1

’ Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
1

Year.

1849 0 007 0.0118 0.044 0.007 0.009 0.011 0.012

1850 0.008 0.013 0.009 0.U09 0:012 0.014 0.013

Mean. 0.007 0.010 0.012 0.008 0.010 0.012 0.012

Calcutta.

1856 0.003 0.006 0.015 0.016
1
0.009 1

1 0.017

1

0.015
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This excess cannot be ascribed to an excess of the tension of

moisture in the same direction. The mean tension of moisture of

the night is, during the cold months equal to or slightly greater than

that of the day.

In table XIY I have given the mean daily ranges of temperature

for the same years and months.

Table XIV.

—

Daily range of temperature in ® C.

Bombay. Jan. May. June.

1849 7.4 6.7 65 6.1 5.2 2.9

I860 7.4 9.1 6.5 6.7 5.3 4.1

Mean. 7.4 7.9 6.5 5.9 5.2 3.5

Calcutta.

1856 9.3 9.8 7.8 75
1

6.0
1

3.7

Bombay. Jul3’. August.
1

Sept.

1

Oct. Nov. Dec. Year.

1849 2.7 2.8 2.6 5.8 7.3 7.9 5.3

1860 2.8 3.5 4.0 5.8 7.8 7.3 6.6

Mean. 2.7 3.1 3.3 5.8 7.6 7.6 5.4

Calcutta.
1856 3.3 3.0 1 3.8 _4.1 7.0_ i 9.0

1

' 6.2

If their variation from month to month is not always proportion-

ate to the variation in the excess of pressure, they show at least,

that in those months for which the excess of the pressure of the day

is smallest, June, July and August, during the rains', the range of

temperature is also at a minimum, and increases, as the former, in

the cold and hot seasons.

Supposing that the excess of barometrical pressure during the day

be owing to the amount of *daily precipitation by condensation, the

average daily quantity of the latter would in round numbers cor-

respond to about the following quantities of water

:

Bombaj 1849, 0.160 IncboB.

1850, 0.180 „
CaIcuttal8S6, 0.200 „
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which appears excessive, even for tropical climates
;
Bombay being

situated on an Island, and Calcutta not far from the Sea, in a coun-

try largely intersected with canals and rivers, it is not impossible

that the excess of the barometric pressure during the day time may

partly be attributed to the difference between the quantities of eva-

poration during the day and during the night. Observations of the

hygrometer at the sea level alone would not decide the question, as

they are only of local importance. Here also simultaneous observa-

tions at some elevation above the sea level would be of great use in

determining the hourly mean quantities of water contained in the

atmosphere in a vertical direction.

It would be premature, at present to attempt a full explanation

of the phenomenon which may, besides, depend on other causes, and

is most likely connected with the regular daily variation of the height

of the barometrical column. Further observations in different parts

of the country would be required. A direct test of the share which

the amount of daily precipitation by condensation and the quantity

of evaporation have in producing the excess of barometrical pressure

during the day would be found in accurate estimates of the average

amount of dew and fog for every day in the year, and in determina-

tions of the quantities of evaporation during the day and during the

night.
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Buddhism and Odinism^—their similitude ; illustrated bff Extracts

from Professor Holmhoe^s Memoir on the “ Traces de Buddhisme

en Norvegey—By EdhuBUmmaLLL Mitba.

The obscurity in which the early history of India is enveloped,

has led the antiquary to hope that some light may be cast upon

it by the acquisition of monumental evidence. In that hope he

has laboured with assiduous care on inscriptions, coins, ancient

buildings and sepulchral mounds. He has met with relics which

keep alive his hope, and induce further investigation, and he has

clung to the expectation of one day finding enough to fill up the

gap which has been left in the annals of the country by the poverty

of its historic muse. Experience has taught him not to anticipate

great results from any particular research, for the unremitting labour

of days and months often brings him nothing better than a rude

mouldering urn, or a simple heap of ashes
;
but he knows that little

as such results are, they still add that little to our scanty stock of

knowledge, and will in time accumulate, and be the means of elucid-

ating much in connexion with the manners and customs of the

ancient inhabitants of this laud and their relation to other nations

of antiquity.

The gleanings which have thus been brought together during

the last fifty years in connexion with the history of Buddhism, are

already considerable. The era of S^kya Sinha has been established

on the most authentic testimony, and his biography is now nearly

as well known as of any other individual who lived two thousand

five hundred years ago. Yibdras, cbaityas and pillars point out

the city of his birth, the places where he sojourned, the spot where

he died, and the monuments that were erected on his mortal re-

mains. The history of the religion he taught is being daily more

and more developed, and the darkness which hung over the course

that religion took in its spread over the different regions of Asia

is well nigh dispelled.

3ir William Jones was the first who was struck by the similitude

of the words Buddha and Odin, and others noticed the coincidence

of their use in designating the fourth day of the week
; but fifty

years ago there was nothing but vague suspicion that in its onward
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course, Buddhism had travelled across the bounds of Asia and gone

on beyond the furthest limits of the European coutineut to the

freezing isle of Iceland, or that Odinism was nothing more than a

modification of the religion taught by the renowned prophet of

Magadha. The fact, however, has now emerged from the region

of crude conjectural speculation, and though not yet established

as a positive antiquarian discovery, has an array of evidence in

its favour, which will direct the course of subsequent inquiry and

lead to a definite consequence. Professor Westergaard and others

have shewn that the old Icelandic language bears a strong re-

semblance and, most probably, owes its origin to the Sauskrita, and

the work, of which we propose to make this paper a brief summary,

points out the relics which still exist both in Iceland and Scandina-

via of the former predominance in those places of a religion akin to

Buddhism.

It is much to be regretted that our enquiry into this subject has

to be conducted under serious disadvantages. History in Scandina-

via, until after th6 eleventh century, was as sterile as in India, and

the reader of Pagan literature knows even less of the doctrines and

usages of the Paganism which existed among the Northmen, than

does the Purinic, with reference to the Hinduism of the middle ages.

Of the doctrines and institutions of the religion of Odin we have

little that can be used for historical purposes. They are vague

and mystified, and evidently never formed the subject of the records

(Eddas) which have been handed down to us. Nor are we more

fortunate in the material remains of Odinism. The North is even

more poor than the East in relics of temples, statues, emblems,

images and symbols. The little, however, that are still available

both of legends and antiquities, bear so strong a resemblance to

Buddhist relics in India, that it would be bold indeed to declare

that their similitude is the result of an* accidental coincidence.

Buddhism is characterised as eminently spiritual and free from

idolatry, so was the religion of the Oerroanic race from whom
Odinism was taken into Norway. Tacitus says* that the Germans

held that God is the Buler over all
;
every other thing is subject

to and obedient to him, regnator omnium Deus, cetera subjecta

a Chapter 35.
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atque parentia/*) ; and again in another place ** They do not think

that they can confine Qod within walla, nor liken him to any form of

the human face, as the greatness of the celestial bodies/’ Herodotus

says, ** the Getes (ancient Norwegians) were theists and held the

tenets of the soul's immortality ;"t and the Buddhists hold that these

doctrines are intimately connected with their religion. The esoterics

of Buddhism inculcate a trinity of Gods as supreme Arbiters of the

universe; and Odinism doth the same. The Buddhists have their

Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, and their counterparts appear among

the Scandinavians as Odin, Thor and Frigga. Adam of Bremen, who

lived about the middle of the 11th century, in describing the princi-

pal temple of Odin, says, This nation has a most noble temple

which is called Upsala, situated not fur from Sictona or Birka. In this

temple are statues of three gods entirely made of gold. The people

worsiiip them. Of them Thor the most powerful, occupies the fioor

in the centre, Woden and Fricco have places on the sides.’* This

position of the Odinic Trinity is unmistakeably the same as that which

the Buddhist trinity occupy to this day on the covers of Tibetan

Manuscripts or on the Sanchi gateway. Nor are they different in

their attributes. According to Grimm and other German writers,

Odin, Woden and Goden were names of the Supreme diviuo power

among the Germanic race, and Thor and Frygga were impersona-

tions of Divine attributes. With the Buddhists, Buddha is Primitive

Intelligence, and Dharma and Sangha its attributes.

Very little is known of the literature of Odinism, and of that

little we have but an imperfect knowledge. From the £dda of

Stemund or that portion of it which is still extant, it would seem

that the religious books of Odinism were divisible into three parts

;

the first or " Yoluspa” referred to the creation and destruction of

the earth, the doings of the gods and the futurity of the soul. The

• Chapter 9.

Ccterum nec oohibere parietibaa Deos, neqne in ullam humani oiia apecioiu

aaaimilare ex magnitudine coBleatiiun arbitrantur.”

t Tod’a Bajaathan If83.

} **Kobili88imum ilia gens tcmplum habet quod Upsala dicitur, non longepoab

turn a Sictona civitate vel Birka. In hoc templo, quod totuin ex auro paratum

eat, statuas trium deorum veneratur populua, ita ut potentissiinua eorum Thor in

medio solum habeat triclinium, hinc et inde locum posaidoiit Woden et Fricco.**
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second or ^‘Havamar’ included the moral precepts; and the third

was devoted to the magic powers of Odin. With the Buddhists, the

division of their books is equally threefold : they too have their

Sutra, Yinaya and Dharma, or fundamental principles, morals and

metaphysics ; and if we make a sufficient allowance for the altered

physical condition and social states of the two races, the difference

will be but slight.

Laiug, in his translation of the Heimiskringla, after a careful ex-

amination of geneological data, deduces the date of Odin to be

about the end of the third century before Christ. That would be

nearly three centuries after the death of Buddha. But if we bear in

mind that the Buddhist colonists to the West must have progressed

but slowly, and many of them started from India even in the

middle of the third century before Christ, in the reign of Asoka,

and that in their translation from their Indian or Scythic homes to

the bunks of the Baltic, their religion suffered considerably in its

purity, we will be at no loss to find the cause for the anachronism in

question. To the same cause may be attributed the confusion that

may be noticed in the name of Buddha. Gautama is his name elect,

and this name is curiously enough reproduced in Norway as that

of his son. This may be an accident. But the fact of the name

being well known in two such distant places, ds of itself a matter

worthy of notice, and offers strong temptation to the enquiry, is

Tuisto a Norwegian reproduction of the Buddhist Tusita P

In the Buddhist mythology, the greatest opponent to goodness

is an immortal named Mara. He plays the same part as an adviser

of evil that Satan does according to the Christian theologians.

For years he tried to mislead S^ya Sinha from his resolve to attain

Buddhahood, and invariably stood in the way of all who attempted

to excel in knowledge or religion. In his career of mischief he has

travelled to Scandinavia, and without even much altering his name
still rides the modem Saxon in his sleep (nightmare) as he did thp

Yugling king Yanland.”* He commanded a prominent position in

the Odinic mythology, and was known exactly by the same appella-

tion (Mara) and for the same disposition whicli has given him an

infamous notoriety among the Buddhists.

* Laing's Sea Sings of Norway I. 92.
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Col. Tod has noticod a number of eurious analogic botween the

euatoma, habits, manners and belief of the Bajputs and theaneestora

of the Northern Scythians
; and these go a great way to shew that

they could not hare existed, unless we admit a community of origin,

inie worship of the sword, the rererence for the horse, the sacrifice

Of that animal as a religious obligation, were alike common both in

India and Scandinavia. In Iceland, where the horse is not indi-

^nous, there existed the same reverence for the sacrifice of that

animal as it did among the Asiatic Scythians, and the early Chris-

tian fathers had to issue strict injunctions to restrain the people

from indulging in that unchristian ritual.

The Indo-Scythians were an equestrian race, and unlike most other

nations, used the horse both for the saddle and in the war-chariot.

The charioteers were always the fiower of their armies, and the heroes

of the Mahdbhdrat and the Bdmdyana and even of the Vedas always

appear in their chariots. Such was also the case with the Getes
;

they too centred their chief strength in the chariot. These analogies

are, no doubt much more ancient than Buddhism, but the Hindus

and the Scythians, by becoming Buddhists changed their code of

theological belief, not their customs and their knowledge, and there-

fore they may be fairly taken, ad valorem^ as proofs of a community

of origin of the difibrent races among whom they are found.
** In the last rites for the dead,’* says Tod, '* comparison will

yield proofs oforiginal similarity. The funeral ceremonies ofScandina-

via have distinguished the national eras ; and the ’ age of fire’ and

the *age of hills,’* designated the periods when the vrarrior was

committed to mother-earth or consumed on the pyre. Odin (Boodha)

introduced the latter custom and the raising of tumuli over the ashes

when the body was burned
; as also the practice of the wife burning

with her deceased lord. These manners were carried from Saca-

dwipa or Saca Scythia * w*here the Gete,* says Herodotus *waa

Consumed on the pyre or burned alive with her lord.* ”t It is not

necessary to enquire whence the Buddhists obtained their practice

bf burning the deifd and raising tumuli on thmr ashes; SufiSce it to

#ay, that they have it from an ewiy ^;e, long before it was introduced

* Mallet’s Northern Antiquities, chap. XII.

t Bajaathan I. p. 73.
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into Scandinavia, and therefore it muet follow tbfit either the Bnd-

dhiste gave the practice directlj to the people of the North, or both

must have received it from one common source, the plateau of

central Asia—that officina gentium whence in the darkness of a

time far bejond the limits of history, peoples and races have come

forth to take possession of the earths

That the former is the case appears probable from the fact of the

practice in question having been carried to the North a}ong with

the religion of the Buddhists. •

Monumental remains of the Odinists, whether in Scandinavia or

elsewhere, may be described as consisting principally of megaliths

and mounds. The former include a variety of structures from a

single erect block of stone implanted on the road-side to the most

complicated and cyclopean structures, such as the Stonehenge.

They are found universally distributed from India to Scandinavia,

and mark the progress of the Buddhists in their migrations to the

North.

The monoliths of India such as the Sati stones and lats are

reproduced iu Western Europe in the standing stones,’* so .abun-

dant in the Channel Islands, and so peculiar to the Druidical priests.

The ortholiths and parallelliths or single and double rows of standiag-

stones, are equally common in both places, and alike devoted to

ceremonial purposes. The next are the cycloliths or circles of

erect distinct stones. They sometimes enclosed open spaces, where

most probably the Druids performed their ceremonials, and some-

times surrounded cromlechs or temples. In Southern India, these

are still abundant, and their full development gave rise to the

colonnaded enclosures which surround the topes of central India.

In the large tope of Sanchi, they are rough-hewn blocks surinoupited

by top stones.

Dolmens, cistvaens, cromlechs and peristaliths are not without

their counterparts in India—and they were evidently devoted to th.e

same purpose. Dr. Wise, late Secretary to the .General Committee

of Public Instruction, in an eau^ellent paper on the .subject published

iu the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,* has collect-

ed a large number of instances in which ** the .ge4eral identity, in

• Vol. XXI. pt.II. p. 255.
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idea and. design,*' of the Celtic structures of Europe and the Bud-

dhist relics of India, are most curiously illustrated, and from their

study, the learned author was led to the inference ‘‘ that races of

Asiatics proceeded westward at different ages and established them-

selves along the shores of the Baltic and the Mediterranean seas,

and part of the Atlantic ocean ; along which they have left character-

istic monuments which resemble those of their original country.*’*

The next source of evidence of the identity of the Buddliists and

the Odiuists are their tumuli or mounds, which, in their most

primitive form, were cairns or burrows—small heaps ofearth marking

the spots where were deposited the dead or their aslies
;
and in

their full development appeared as the Topes of India and the

haugs or tumuli of North Western Europe. In idea and design,

they bear even a greater similitude to each other, than do the

megaliths. Tiiey are generally, though not invariably, sepulchral,

and are always intended to record the memory or the acts of saints,

or men distinguished for their superior knowledge of religion.

Professor Holmboe’s object in the memoir under notice is to prove

this similitude. With that view he has examined the topes with

reference to their size, their design, their grandeur, their symbolism,

their interior arrangements, and their accessories, and his work

attests the zeal, industry and success with which he has achieved

his purpose.

The first section of the w ork is devoted to the examination of the

Topes as the memorials of saints or their actions. He says '* accord-

ing to the legends of the Buddhists, they had, several centuries before

the commencement of our era, adopted the custom of raising large

monuments for preserving the relics of Buddha and of his principal

disciples; and sometimes for perpetuating the memory of some of

his actions on the spots where they had happened.
** These edifices are generally of colossal proportions, and are con-

structed of stones or bricks on a basement which is sometimes

formed of a regular quadrangular wall ; and at other times of blocks

of rough stones tlirown together without any order. These are

calied in Sanskrit ttupa,wbich strictly signifies ** a heap,” a mound,”

* Vide passim the Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Yds. XIII. and

XIY. pp. 47 and 77 et seq. respeotively, and Cunningham’s Bhilsa Topes.
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or tumulus.’* This word has been altered and abridged, so that

the people ui‘ lliudustan and Afghanistan now call these moaumeiits

topes : in Afghanistna thej are also called hurj or “ towers.” In

Cevloii they are called tupa ; but more frequently dagoha, a word

altered from the Sanskrit dhatugopa^ that is the receptacle of preci-

ous relics. la Tibet they bear the name of chostin or chkodtin,

“The following legend contains a description of the Stupa and

may be taken as it% beau ideal.
^

* At that time, in the presence of Bhagavat, (Buddha) in the

middle of the assembly which was facing him, from the South, there

arose a stupa of seven precious substances ;* it was five hundred

yojanas in height, and of a proportionate circumference. It was

raised high in the air, and seemed as if suspended from the skies ;

it was handsome and pleasing to the sight, ornamented with five

thousand balconies, and strewed over with flowers, embellished with

many thousands of doors, with thousands of standards and flags, and

surrounded with thousands of garlands made of precious stones .

having a belt made of cotton cloths and little bells, and the whole

was redolent to a great distance with the perfume of the sandal and

of tho leaves of the tamala. The line of umbrellas with which the

edifice was surmounted reached the habitations of the gods.’t

To this legend, which describes the ideal, we will add what Mr.

Cunningham says of the real tope.

“The tope” says he, “is a solid hemispherical building, varying

in grandeur from the great chaitya of Sanchi, which has a diameter

of 106 feet, to the smallest atBhojpur, the diameter of which is only

six feet. The most ancient topes were simple hemispheres, as the

great chaitya of Sanchi, which dates probably six centuries before

the era of Jesus Christ. This was continued to the period of

the Bhilsa topes which date from the eud of the third century of

our era. In these, the hemisphere is raised some feet (from the

ground) ou a plinth, by the addition of a cylindrical portion. The
topes of the third class are found in Afghanistan, and are not older

than the commencement of the Christian era. In them, the hemis-

* i. e. of gold, silver, lapis lazuli, emerald, rook crystal, red pearls (coral ?) and
diamonds.

t Lotus de la bonne loi, p. 146.
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phere is considerably raised on a plinth. The last class, of which the

Sarnath tope near Benares is a magnificent specimen, has a hemis*

phere raised to a heiglit as great as the diameter of the tope.”

• ••••••
In the topes dedicated to the celestial Buddha nothing was.

deposited
; but the divine spirit, which is light, was supposed to

dwell in the interior, and this was proclaimed outside by a pair of

eyes, placed opposite to each of the four sides, either at the base

or the summit of the building. Thus in the great chaitya in the

neighbourhood of Kathmandu in Nepal, which is dedicated to

Sambhu or Svayambhunatho, the eyes are placed on the sides near the

crown of the edifice ; such is also the case in numerous chodtens (m-

chhod r-ten) of Tibet, which are dedicated to the celestial Buddha,

and distinguished from the Bung-tens (g-Dungr-Ten) which are

erected to the honour of mortal Buddhas. The first name signifies

an offering to the divinity, the last a receptacle for bones (g-Bung),

that is to say a building containing the bones or relics of some one

of the mortal Buddhas. In that case the eyes occupy a place

near the base.

** These monuments were not used exclusively for the preservation

of the remains and the memory of saints, but were sometimes used

for those of kings, as M. Burnouf inform us. * According to the

traditions of the Buddhists of the South,’ says he, Hhe relics of

Buddhas were not the only objects which were entitled to preserva-

tion in these large edihces (the stupas). 1 find on the subject a

positive injunction in Tupa vamsa pali

:

* a venerable tathagata, who

is perfectly and completely a Buddha, has a right to a stupa ; a

PratchtchekaBuddha has a right to a stupa
;
an auditor ofa tath4gata

has a right to a stupa ; a cbakkavatti has a right to a stupa.’

As the legends of India attribute to Buddba, the origin of the

stupas or topes, so does traditions of Norway attribute the origm

of tbeir hangs (or large artificial mounds) to Odin. The author of

the History of the kings of Ngrway, Snorro Sturlason thus expresses

himself on this sulyect

:

Odin established the same law in his land that bad been in

force in Asaland. Thus he established by law that all dead men
should be banted, and their property laid with them upon the pile,
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and the ashes be cast into the sea or buried in the earth. Thus, said

he, every one will come to Yallialla with the riches he had with him

upon the pile; and he would also enjoy whatever he himself had

buried in the earth. iFor men of consequence a mound should be

raised to their memory, and for all other warriors who had been

distinguished for manhood, a standing stone ; which custom remain-

ed long after Odin’s time.’*

« Thus we have* not only express statement that remains of the

brave should be disposed in hangs, but history iuforftis us that

such was most frequently the case. Again, as the topes were the

objects of veneration and adoration, so were the haugs in Scandinavia.

There may be found traces of this respect even in later days in

Norway, for there was a custom for a long time not to allow any

body to fell trees or disturb the herbage in the neighbourhood of

these edifices.

The autlior of the work entitled the Lalita Viatara^^ biographer

of Gautama Buddha, says, that on his death, men of eight different

countries disputed for his corpse, and the quarrel was not appeased

until the body was divided among the combatants, of whom each

raised a stupa on the portion he had got.

Snorro relates an analogous occurrence in the History of Halfdan

Swarte (or the black) king of a part of Norway. Here are his words

;

** The people thought so much of him, that when his death was

known, and his body was floated to Bingerige to bury it there, the

people of most consequence from Haumarige, Westfold, and Hede-

mark, came to meet it. All desired to take the body with them to

bury it in their own district, and they thought that those who got

it would have good crops to expect. At last it was agreed to divide

the body into four parts. The head was laid in a mound at Stein

in Bingerige, and each of the others took his part home and laid it in

a mound
; and these have since been called * Halfdan’s mounds.’

The Saga tradition, it will be perceived runs on all fours with the

* Apud Laing, vol. I. p. 223.

t The Lalita Viatara doea not advert to this circumstance. M. Caoma de

BerOs noticed it in the Dulva. See hia Eaaay on the Life of Sakya Sinba ;

Aaiatio Beaearbhes, vol. XX. p. 815 et aeq.

t Apud Laing, vol. I. p. 269.
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description of the disposal of the remains of Buddha, as given in the

Tibetan books, aud although relating to circumstauces which occurred

at a very distant place, still affords an instance of a coincidence

which cannot be altogether valueless in examining the relation of

the two systems of religion.

In the manner of treating the remains of the dead, the analogy

is borne not only in burying the body and erecting topes thereon,

but we find that in Scandinavia, the ashes of men ef little importance

were deposfted in urns and buried under earth or thrown into the

water, just as the Buddhists of Ceylon put tlie ashes of their dead

into urns and deposite them under the earth, or as the Buddiiists

of Nepal, who throw the ashes of their dead into water*’ (p. 8.)

The second section of the work is devoted to shew the identity

of the form of the hangs of Norway with the topes of India
; aud

then follow iu the next section a few hypotheses as to the

symbolism of the tope ; tlie most probable of which appear to be

that they represent a bubble floating on the sea as emblemutic of

the vanity of the human body.

In the fourth section the author conveys an idea of the iiu-

mense masses of materials that are brought together to give to these

monuments an imposing appearance, by describing the size of some

of the largest topes and huugs.

He says, “ the Yuldershaug at Yalderoe, an island near the

coast of Sondinor, a district in the diocese of Bergen, is nearly four

hundred feet iu circumference, and from 14 to 16 feet in perpendi-

cular height. It appears to iiave been twice as high before.

The Aushaug in the parish of Ulfsteen, diocese* of Bergen, has a

circumference of 450 feet, and a height of 82 feet. A haug at

Yigeroe in the same diocese, has a circumference of 330 feet and a

height of 24 feet. In the parish of XJrland of the same diocese,

there are several haugs, some of which are more than 400 feet in

circumference. In the parish of Glopen of the same diocese, there

is a haug having a circumference of more than 530 feet and a per-

pendicular height of 24 feet. In the parish of Yttre Hoimedal of

the same diocese, there are two haugs, one of which is 840 feet in

circumference and 82 feet in height, and the other 400 feet in cir-

cumference and 16 to 18 feet iu height.
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** It should be remarked that the dimeDsious above gifren, have not

been measured by instrumeuts, but that the circumference was

ascertained by a man walking round the ruins, and the height by a

comparison with the height of man.

** We shall now measure a few of the most considerable topes in

Asia. The Manikyala tope^ between Attock and Lahore, is 310 to

320 feet in circumference, and, even to our days, has a height of

80 feet ; it was considerably higher before.

The Amardvati tope^ near the river Krishi^^, in the Ountoor

Sircar, has a circumference of 500 feet, and a height, at present, of

16 feet only.

“ The Bhilsa tope^ in the neighbourhood of Sanchi, S. W. of Bun-

dlekund, is 554: feet in circumference, and 120 feet in height. It

was higher before.

The Abhayagiri Dagoha, in Ceylon, at present has a height of 220

feet
;
but tradition says that at one time it had a height of 408 feet.

The Jaitavana Dagoba^ also in Ceylon, had, it is said, a height of

360 feet, and still contains a number of bricks which would, accord-

ing to the cnlculatiou of Major Forbes, suffice for a wall six feet high,

two feet broad, and 97 English miles iu length (nearly 30 leagues

French.)

The topes of Afghanistan are rarely more than 150 feet iu cir-

cumference, and their height is ordinarily 30 to 40 feet.

The Mahdstupa^ also called Sonndoali, which Raja Uuchtagamani

had erected near the ancient capll^ of Ceylon, is placed on a square

terrace 180 feet on each side, and paved all over with flags of

granite. The stupa itself is 120 feet iu diameter and 189 feet in

height.’*

Compared with Indian topes the hangs noticed by M. Holmboe

appear to be wanting much iu height. But they are not always

quite so low. Professor Yerelius, in his* notes on the Harvrar Saga,

adverts to 669 tumuli^ of which three, near Gamle Upsala, are said to

be three hundred and fifty paces in circumference, and the ascent

to them on any side takes about seventy-five steps, which would

give them a perpendicular height of more than ninety feet.

With reference to the construction of these monuments, M.
Holmboe observes that while the Indian edifices are all built with
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cemenfc, those of Norway and Fiurnark shew no signs of any cemeut

having been used in their construction.

In the interior of the tope as well as of the haug there is a quad*

rangular cliatnber formed of flags of stone, and placed generully on a

level with the ground surrounding the monument, sometimes on a

level with tlie upper surface of the basement, and sometimes higher

up, but never below the level of the surrounding land.

As appendages to the topes and the haugs may b» enumerated flags

on the summit, pilasters on the sides, pillars around, pavements and

ditches surrounding the tumuli, tanks and tombs in their vicinity,

and cells of the officiating priests.

Flags were common to the monuments both of India and Norway ;

but of the other accessories, Norwegian monuments seem to have

had less than those of India. Tanks and wells are invariably found in

the neighbourhood of topes, because supplies of water were absolute

necessities for ceremonial purposes among the Indian Buddhists

;

but in a country like Norway, where ablutions could not be generally

enforced, they must necessarily be few. They are, however, not

altogether wanting. At Yigeroe, near the coast of Sondinor in the

diocese of Bergen, there is a large bang, having in its neighbourhood

a rectangular excavation, 54 feet long, 40 feet broad, and 6 feet deep,

the sides being regular and sloping. It is singular in appearance and

attracts the attention of all who visit the locality. To account for

its origin, it has been said that it was excavated to afford the neces-

sary material for the erection of the haug; while others suppose it

to be the foundation of a house
; but both these hypotheses seem

to be inconsistent with its regular shape and sloping sides, and

we must therefore take it to be the remains of a tank. Similar

excavations exist in the neighbourhood of haugs in the dis-

tricts of Indre-Holmedal, Yttre-Holmedal, Sieloe and Tysnaes.*

M. Stromt supposes that there existed at one time a subterranean

* “ It is curious, that in the United States of America may be found artificial

mounds, consisting of many layers of diflerent materials and formed in the shape

of cupolas, often having a tank in its vicinity (Transact. American Ethnological

Society, Vol. III. p. 157). These mounds suggest the idea of a population pro-

ceeding firom the Norwegians, who discovered America in the year 1000 of our

m.” fiolmboe^ p. 23. t 8(md/mdrs BeskrivtUe 11. p. 41.
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passage from the excavation at Ganile Upsala to the hang in its

neighbourhood : traces of such passages have been found under

mounds and barrows in the north of England ; and Indian antiqua-

rians have suspected their existence under the topes of Ceylon and

Central India. Mr. Masson notices them in the neighbourhood of

Afghan topes.

Pilasters are not necessary adjuncts to topes : they occur on the

cylindrical shaftedof the topes of the second class, such as those of

Afghanistan,and may be compared with a peculiar construction on the

Kongshaug at Augvaldsnffis in the island of Karmoe. M. Holraboe

describes it thus :
“ The sides of the haug are ornamented with a

series of small cells or chambers open in the front, of which the

intermediate spaces, at some distance, present the appearance of

pilasters.’**

Coliouaded verandas round the central hemisphere are unknown

in Norway. In India, they are noticable only in the most finished

topes, such as those of Auur£dh^pur of Ceylon, and of Bhilsa and

Afghanistan. Bauges of pillars of brick or stone, and wooden pali-

sades are not uncommon around topes. They enclosed spaces which

used, most probably, to be occupied by the congregation on days of

public worship. In some topes two and even three ranges of pali-

sades have been found.f They do not seem to have been very

frequent around haugs, but around the boutroehaug^ (mound of the

bou tree) there may be seen a range of stone shafts set up vertically

wliicli bear the closest analogy to the palisades in question.

Around the great temple of Qamle Upsala, a wooden palisade is

supposed to have existed, and we read in Scaldic poetry of a golden

ring, or chain, or serpent, surrounding the temple of Odin which, it

would be no great stretch of imagination, to reckon as the counter-

* Holmboe, p. 18.

t A fence similar to this has been noticed by Dr. Wise around a Hindu
temple at Calna, belonging to the Raj& of Burdwan. In a neighbouring temple

I was struck by the appearance of a stone figure which was represented to me as

that of Yishuu, but which bore the closest similitude to the Buddhist figures

excavated by the late Major M. Kittoe irom the ruins of Buddha Gaya.

t Urda 11, p. 325. I have no means of ascertaining the Norwegian meaning

of the word 5oa, but its use in connexion with a haug suggests the idea of its

similitude with the Buddhist ** bo*’ being more than accidentaL
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part of the Indian palisades. In Burmah the fences of tlie kiungs

are made of the tails of dragons and monsters whose heads orna-

ment the sides of the gateway.

Small tombs in the neiglibourhood of topes and hangs owe their

origin to an idea of sanctity attached to these monuments, and the

desire, so common in mankind, to place the reintiins of their relatives

in or about places reputed to be holy. In Afghanistan these tombs

differ from the topes in not having the cylindrical %haft which joins

the hemisphere of the tope with the basement, and their contents be-

ing purely sepulchral in their character, consisting chiefly of bones,

ashes and charcoal, and having none of the precious articles notica-

ble in the topes. “ They are placed generally, to the north, the south

or the west of the tope, but never to the east.*’ In Scandinavia, it

is not possible to distinguish, by their form, the tombs from the more

sacred monuments, but from the groups of these mounds, it is to be

supposed that the most sacred monuments are the largest ; and when

they are opened their contents in every instance are different.’ *

The interior arrangement of the topes and hangs has been

already observed to be generally the same, but in the topes of

Darounta, in Afghanistan, Mr. Masson observed that the w hole

mass of the structure is divided into four parts, by passages inter-

secting each other at right angles; the passages extend the entire

depth of the building, and have a breadth of five or six feet or more.

Inferior tumuli do not always exhibit this peculiarity of construction,

which may nevertheless be deemed genuine, and possibly prescribed,

being found in the more ancient monuments. A^ similar con-

struction is noticed in the mound raised over the remains ofFrey king

of Sweden, which had a door and three openings forming a cross.}

We shall now notice the relic eontents of the topes and bungs.

M. Holmboe says, ** the articles deposited in these monuments are very

much alike.” In the recesefes of the topes occur fiuely powdered

earth, sand, charcoal and ashes, preserved in vases of terra cotta,

stone, gold, silver, copper or iron. In one instance a wooden vase has

bben found. Around the vases, and sometimes within them, occur

ornaments of gold, silver and copper, precious stones, various resins,

small bells, gold foil, glass and crystal cylinders, and bottles con-

* Holmboe, p, 28. f Ariana Aniiqna, 928. } Holmboe, p. 24.
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taining a brown acrid fluid, and fragments of leaves and of bark

written over with the Indo-Bactrian characters. The contents of

hangs include finely powdered earth, brownish sand, oclierous

earth, and vases or urns of stone, iron, copper and wood, but

rarely of glass, gold* or silver; containing gold coins, fragments

of bones, ashes, ornaments, and of gold, silver or bronze. Various

resinous and fatty matters, ingots and foils of gold, pearls, frag-

ments of wood aad bark, once a bit of birch wood, once a glass

vase containing a brown rancid fluid, and at another time a glass

phial containing traces of a fluid, have also been observed among the

contents of haugs. Among the articles most common in topes are

earthen lamps, which seem to have formed one of the principal

offerings with the Buddhists to the manes of their ancestors.

They inivo never been met with in the haugs, where tlieir place is

supplied by fragments of swords and spears. This difference is

owing, no doubt, to the bellicose propensity of the people among

whom the haugs were erected.” The coins found in the haugs are

inferior in execution to those found in the topes, but they bear a

strong resemblance to the mintage of Azes and of his successors,

which have been found in abundance in the topes of Afghanistan.

Buddhist coius have generally a m\Btic cross (swastika) im-

printed on them. The eiiibletn is held in high veneration, and the

Hindus have adopted it to give to their coins, inscriptions and

ceremonials a sign of benediction and happy augury,” although

they have no distinct conceptiou of the manner in which it is to

produce the beneficial results they seek, lu the Bracteates found

ill Scandinavia, whether within haugs or elsewhere, we find this

mystic symbol reproduced in all its entirety ;
and ancient sepul-

chral stones found iu the cemetery at Gjerde in the parish of Etue^

diocese of Bergen, and at Su^de in the parish of Skeftuna, pro-

vince of Upland, shew it with but slfght variation. M. Mionnet

notices this cross as a monogram of ancient Gaul, where it must have

travelled with the religion of Odin before the advent of Jesus Christ.

It is uncertaiu if the phallic worship had ever been transported to

Scandinavia, but some sacred stones found in bangs admit of a very

close comparison with the linga of India
;
and the jarkanasteen baa

* Many gold vases are said to have been found in Denmark.
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been supposed to be an imitation of the Vaishnavite Maligr&m*

After adverting to these, M. Holoiboo dwells at some length on the

peculiar veneration with wliich the Buddhists and tlie Odinista hold

the adoration of trees. The Bo tree of India is the prototype

of the birch of Scandinavia, and we find them both as unfailing

attendants of topes and haugs aud equally the objects of almost

divine veneration.

In the neighbourhood of topes may be noticed a large number of

cells or caves which formed the dwellings of the officiating priests, who

from their vicinity, in the palmy days of Buddhism in India, chanted

forth their adoration toPrimeval Intelligence Adi Buddha. Their coun-

terparts are not quite so abundant in Scandinavin. Dwelling-houses

therewere generally built of wood and othereasily perishable materials,

which cannot be expected to leave traces behind them after the decay

of centuries. We nevertheless find there remains of houses aud caves,

whose situation indicates that they must iiave been attached to

some sacred monument. The cells around the Ousbaug has been

already adverted to. From them a road six feet broad and a hun-

dred feet long, leads to two houses which most likely were at one

time the domiciles of priests. A number of caverns have been noticed

by Bishop Newmann in the diocese of Bergen,—a place which seems

to have been at one time the head quarters of Odinism in Norway.
* « Dragons or imaginary serpents having limbs of diifereut ani-

mals and even of man, play a prominent part in the mythology

aud the ornamental arts of the ancient Scandinavians. They may
be seen on their Bracteates of gold and on divers ornaments of

gold and silver. Even after the introduction of the Christian reli-

gion, sculptors transported figures of dragons on their household

goods and on a large number of sepulchral stones
;
and the walls and

the doors of our ancient churches had no commoner ornament than

interlaced dragons.

“The serpent does not occupy a remarkable place among the

animals of Scandinavia
;

it becomes difficult, therefore, to explain

how it came to enjoy that high position on their monuments,
unless we suppose it to have been borrowed from some country

where it attracts a large share of attention, as is the case in

* Holmboe, p. 58.
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India, which abounds in serpeuts, the most dangerous on account

of their poison, their size, and their force. As a consequence of

tiiis abundance, the ancient legends of India are full of narrations

about dragons endowed with extraordinary qualities. (According

to those legends) they speak, they reason, they are their princes

and princesses, they perform miracles, they unite with men in

marriages, Ac. &c. The Biographer of lliouen Thsang makes men-

tion of tanks peop^d with dragons in the neighbourhood of topes
;

and these dragons are so pious that having metamorphosed themselves

into men, they respectfully circumambulate the topes or stupas. The

same biographer informs us that the Buddhists figured dragons on

their sculptures
; he mentions for example a convent at Pataliputra

which had pavilions with pillars ornamented with dragons.* Among
the ruins of other Buddhist towns we often find sculptures repre-

senting serpents and lizards t lu the cell of a dngoba, opened in

lS20, near Columbo in Ceylon, there were found, among other ordi-

nary articles, clay images of serpents called the cohra di eapello.X

The same taste for sculptures in wood representing interlaced

figures which w*as in vogue iu Norway during the middle ages, may

now be seen iu the Buddhist kingdom of Nepal; and we thus find

at Kathmandu, the capital, near the approach of a bridge a gateway

having over it a kind of coat of arms supported by two Berpents.’’§

M. Holmboe devotes the seventeenth section of his work to the

examination of a class of long narrow mounds peculiar to Tibet and

Scuiidinavin. Dr. Thomson, in his travels in the Himalaya, noticed

one of these near Leh, in the province of Ladak, which was nearly

half a mile in length. “ It consists,” he says, of two parallel

walls, twelve or fifteen feet apart, and nearly six feet high, the

intervals between which are filled up with stones and rubbish, and

the whole covered with a sloping roof. • * * On the roof are

laid large slabs of slate every one of which is covered with Tibetan

letters, and more rarely with a rude design of a temple.”
||
The height

• Hiouen Thsang, 128—51.

t Sirr II. p. 332. Bitter, die Stupa^s^ p. 210. Forbes I. p. 415—16.

t Ih, 90—91.

§ Egerton I. p. 189—190.

II Thomson's Himalaya amt Tibet, p, 183.
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and the breadth of these constructions are generally very much alike,

but the length varies from a few feet to near half a mile. The charac-

ters represent the mystic formula Om mani padme hum repeated a

number of times, and the construction itself is called after the

second word of the formula a Mani, In Scandinavia these con-

structions have undergone hut little change. In their height and

breadth they are alike, and in length they vary just as much as

the Tibetan Manis. Their roofs have suffered much from decay,

and, in many instances, are altogether gone
;
and they have no

inscriptions.

In the eighteenth section M. Holraboe passes on from relics to

historical testimony to prove the birth of Odinism in the bosom of

Buddhism.” He avails himself of the opinion started by Suorro

that on the fall of Mithridates, Odin and his followers proceeded

northwards from Asia to escape the Homan yoke, and that on reach-

ing Scandinavia they supplanted the Celts who had before them taken

the country from the Mongols—a race whom we now recognize

in the Laplander, the Sammid and the Esquimaux. He says,*

—

The father of Norwegian history Suorro Sturlason, after having

pointed out Tanaqvisl (Tanais on the Don) as the frontier between

Europe and Asia, continues in these words :

—

“ ‘ The country east of the Tanaqvisl was called Asaland (the

country of Ases) or Asaheim (the home or native land of Ases), and

the chief city in that land was called Asgard (the city of Ases)

.

In that city was a chief called Odin, and it was a great place fur

sacrifice.’t

** A little after he says; 'There goes a great mountain barrier

from North-east to South-west, which divides the great Svithiod from

other kingdoms. South of this mountain ridge it is not far to Turk-

land, where Odin had great possessions.’{ The great mountain

barrier mentioned is the * Caucasus, for he has said before that

Svithiod was situated to the North of the Black Sea; and by the

country of the Turks he alludes evidently to the country which at

present bears the name of Turkistan, for he says subsequently that

Odin, quitting his native home with his companions, proceeded on
tow^ards the West and arrived in Qardarike (Russia).

• Holmboe, p. 63, et seq. f YngUnga Saga, Chap. II. J Id. Cliap. V .
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Having thus demonstrated that Snorro places the birth-place

of the Ases in Turkistan, we see that Chinese, Greek and Latin

writers speak of a people or of a race of Ases in the same regions.

A Chinese author mentions that, in the second century before Jesus

Christ, there arrived at Lo-Jaug, capital of China, a Suroan* of the

race of Ases, who lived on the banks of the river Oxus, and who had

translated the holy book which he had brought with him, and which

led to the convergion of a large portion of mankind to Buddhism.t

StraboJ says that, among the people who, issuing forth from beyond

the banks of the Jaxartes, invaded Bactriu and snatched the posses*

sions of Alexander's successors, the most distinguished were called

the (Acrioi) Asioi. Trogus Pompeius makes mention of the same cir-

cumstance in these words ^ Sarancss et Asiani Bactra occupavere,’

and in another place, he calls “ reges Tocharorum Asiani,"§ expres-

sions wliicii led M. Lassen to start the opinion that the Asii or

Asiani were not the sumo people, but tribes of a distinguished

race, from whom the kings of Tochares deduce their origin.
||

This

hypothesis acquires some appearance of truth, if w'e suppose that

it is the same u;ime w hich we n^ad on the coins with the legend

BASIAEOS BASIAEGN MEPAAOY AZOV. A great number of

these coins were discovered in the topes ; and they have been

found elsewhere, particularly to the North and East of Peshawur, in

inueb larger quantities than any other variety. It is worthy of

remark tiiat the coins of Azes present a greater number of types

than those of auy other sovereign whose coins have been found

in the topes ; a reason which led Mr. Wilson to suppose that they

are not to be attributed to one single king, but to Azes and several

of his successors who flourished in the first century before Christ

and laterally.^ The hypothesis of M. Lassen is supported by Jor*

naudes, who says, Gotbi proeeres suos ansee^ i. e. semideos voca-

* Saman or rather Cramaea, ** aacetioe who have subdued their seuees/’ im

a term which designates the Buddhist clergy.”

t ZeiUchriJt/. d, k, de Mor^mU, III. p. J21— 123.

X Strabo I. XI. 8, 2, (p. 61 1).

§ Trog. Pomp. XLl. XLII.

II
Indiache AUerUinmakunde^ II. p. 360.

^ .^riaaa AfUiqua^ p. 320, et seq.

IL
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vere.” Now the word ans of the Gothic language is identical with

the ds of the ancient language of Norway.*

“ It is probably the same dynasty of which the Chinese annals

make mention when they say that in the first century after Christ

the prince of Kuei-Chuang, conquered all the country of the Amszus

around Kabul, Kandahar and Kophen.t The same annals speak, in

another place, of a people or a dynasty of Amsi in Soghdiaua, in the

first century before Christ.

J

“ I hope I have now produced satisfactory arguments to prove

that the Asaland of Snorro is identical with tlio country of the

Azes, of which we have spoken above. We shall now demonstrate

that Buddhism had extended into those countries in less than

two centuries before Christ, and continued to be professed for

several centuries after that period.

“ The first powerful sovereign who embraced Buddhism was the

king of India, Asokn, who reigned in the third century before Christ ;

and to record that event he erected pillars and large blocks of

stone with inscriptions mentioning the adoption of that religion.

One of these blocks has been discovered in Kabiilistan. This

monarch sent envoys to the Greek kings of Syria and Egypt, to

obtain their permission to preach Buddhism in their dominions.

“ The Chinese annals record that in the second century before

our era, their general Hukiuping, when carryingon a war against the

Hiungnus, met at the king of Hin-thia, to the West of the mountains

of Yarkand, a gilt statue to which olFerings were made ;§ and the

commentators of the Chinese historian Pan-ku declare that that statue

was of Buddha.
II

1 have already shewn from those annals that in

• When the rowel a reccires the long accent (a), in the !NrorwegIan language,

it is pronounced as au or ao, and often corresponds with the syllable an in the

cognate languages ; for example Sanskrit Kama ; German, pans ; Norwegian, pde

** goose.” The Norwegian aa and the Gothic, ans, are undoubtedly derived from

the Sanskrit, ansu^ a ‘‘ray,” ‘‘light,” splendour,” and consequently atui or an
means splendid, a very convenient epjthet for a distinguished family.

t Foe Koue Ki, p. 83.

J- A. Remusat, Nouv, Melangeey 1 . 1, p. 175.

§ Lassen’s Indiache AUerth, IT. p. 54.

II
Journal dee Savanta, 1854, p. 280.
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the second centni'y before Jesus Christ, a Buddhist priest arrived

from the banks of the Oxus to China, aud converted a large number

of men.

“ About the end of the fourth century, the Chinese pilgrim

Ifa-Hian proceeded towards the West, in company of some of his

countrymen to search, in the words of his historian, ybr the precepts

of the Lawt tliat is to say, to learn the precepts of Buddha in the

countries wliere he had preached them for the first time. In the

course of his travels lie arrived at the town of Khoteu, and found

that the religion of l^uddha was professed there with great zeal

;

there were a large number of spacious and magnificent convents,

some of which contained thousands of the clergy ;
they possessed

precious images of Buddha, which they used to take about during

their numerous processions, in which even their kings took a part.*

After leaving Khoteu he pursued his travels towards the West, and

traversed the countries which we have seen to have been inhabited

by the Azes, and met a number of his co-religionists.

Another Buddhist pilgrim of China, Hiouen Thsang by name,

undertook a peregrination in the seventh century with the same

object as Fa Ilian, tliat is to say, to study the doctrine of Buddha

in the countries where he had preached it himself. He passed

through the w hole of Higher Asia us far as Bamian, among the

mountains to the North of Kabulistau, and found that place to be

a thriving centre of Buddhism.

One may form some idea of the flourishing state of Buddhism in

these places when he is told that the kings ofLassa in Tibet, in the

seventh century, sent to the valley of Kabul for architects to erect

Buddhist temples.f We see now that Buddhism flourished in those

countries before the period when Odin forsook his native land to

establish himself among the ancestors of the Scaudiuaviaus, and the

topes attest that the profession of Buddhism was continued for

several centuries.

“ The true situation of Asgard \fill no doubt remain unknown

* Foe Kowe Ki and VHisioire de la lUle de Khoten^ traduit du Cliinois par

A. Uomusat, Paris 1820.

t Sanang Seetsen, OescJuvhte der Ost MongoUn con 1 Schmidt, St. Peteni-

burgh 1829 ; Abschau II. Ttbelitc/te Ossc7*ichte, p. 41.

K. 2
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until the epoch of Odin’s emigration is thoroughly ascertained. It

appears to me that the name Asgdrd is identical with Asagarta of the

Bisdutoun (Bagistana) inscription, which in the enumeration of the

provinces which belonged to the monarchy of Darius is named im-

mediately above Pnrthia. M. Lassen thinks that we should search for

Asagarta to the West of Partliia. If, on the contrary it be situated to

the East of that country, the situation will accord better with the

countries which we have found as those of Azes. Asgard is perhaps

an oriental name slightly altered to confirm to the rules of the Nor-

wegian language. The words guer^ kart, kert are met wiili in

most Arian languages, with the same signification which gdrd has in

the Norwegian, for instance in Persian Darabguerd means the town

of Darius.”

Allusion has already been made to the similitude of the words

Buddha and Odin. M. Holmboe says that the arguments both

for and against the identity of the two words are too weak to lead

to a conviction.” He adds, however, that “ it is to be presumed

that the most illustrious of the missionaries who proceeded to the

North must have borne the name of Buddha or at least some

epithet derived from the Sanskrit root hudh “Intelligence,” “know-

ledge,” for example hodhan,* or hodhant, participle present of the

verb; and from that the Scaudinaviaus may have formed their Odin

and the G-ermans their Wbdan, The transition of the letter htov still

occurs in the Sanskrit itself, and in the Hindustani and Bengali which

are derived from it, the difference is entirely lost. The omission of

the first letter in the name of Odin is conlbrmable to the rules of tiie

ancient language of Norway, in which v is often elided before the labial

vowels o and u. The German appellation Wodan accords more with the

nominative masculine of the present participle hodhan, and this ac-

cordance becomes the more striking when it is considered that in a

glossary on the work of Jonas de Bobbin, this word is written Vuo^

tant ;t thus answering for the oblique cases of the participle present

* The form Bodhin enters at least in the name of the sacred tree, which is

aometimes called Bodhin Wahanoa, Bitter, die Stupa's p. 161, Forbes p. 213.

t Gimm Beutsch, Mythologie 2te Ausg, p. 120.

Several conjectures have been proposed about the derivation of the name Oden

or Wodan ; for example from the Gothic Wodeor Norwegian Odr, “ enraged,” or,
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of hodhant. The hypothesis about the identity of the name of Odin

with Buddha or with some word derived from that root, is likewise

proved by the name of Wednesday, whicli, in Scandinavia bears the

name of Onsdag^ a contraction for Odins-dag the day of Odin,” as

in Sanskrit Buddhav&ra the day of Buddha,” and in Hindustani,

budhlar.

It may perhaps be objected to this identification that, in the

annals of Norway,* Odin is represented as a warrior and not as a

preacher, and that the warlike life of the worshippers of Odin little

accords with the mild and pacific doctrines of the Buddhists. But

we find from the fragments of swords in religious places that such

an alliance in the beginning of Buddhism was not very astonishing ;

and, on the other side, it must be remembered that the Buddhic

religion has its esoterics very different from its exoterics, and that

according to the Chinese annals, the people of the North accepted

only the lust, i. e., the morality and mythology, as they were the

most conformable to their nomadic habits and warlike propensities.*

The circumstance, lastly, that not only Odin himself but several

other Azeses’ having been elevated to the rank of gods, justifies the

supposition 1 make that they enjoyed a religious veneration during

their existence. Odin was probably, as Buddha, placed at first

among the inferior gods, and subsequently among the superior gods,

until at last he was recognized as their chief. That which evidently

proves that a long time passed before Odin attained the supreme

rank is the fact, remarked by Adam of Bremen, that in the temple

ofUpsala the image of Thor occupied the place of honor in the

centre between Odin and rey.”t

as suggested by Grimm, from the Old German Watan or Norwegian Vada ** go

and walk.’*

* Foe Koue Ei p.l2. The biographer of Hiouen Thsang likewise speaks frequent-

ly of warlike Buddhists ; thus at page 278, after mentioning that the people of

Khoten profess a great respect for the law of Buddha, he adds : ‘The king is bnwe^

prudent, warlike^ and full of respect and affi»otion for virtuous men.” Again at

page 382, it is said of the king of Ho-tan (Eboten) : **Tbe king is vexy wariiis^

and bears a profound respect for the law of Buddha.”

t Grimm. Beutsch Myihologie %te Augs, 146.
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ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BEJIGAL,

Foe Notembeb, 1857.

The monthly general meeting for November was held on tlie 4th

instant.

The Hon’ble Sir J. Colvile, Kt., President, in the chair.

The proceedings of the October meeting were read and confirmed.

A presentation was received from the Iloyal Observatory, Green-

wich, of a copy of “ Tables de la Science, construites d’ apiiis le

Principe Newtonien de la Gravitation Universelles,” by P. H.

Hassen.

The appointment of Captain C. H. Dickens and Mr. Cowell as

members of the Council, in the room of Dr. Spilsbury and Arch-

deacon Pratt, was confirmed.

The election of Mons. Robert Schlagintweit as a corresponding

member of the Society, was again postponed, under rule 6 of the

Society’s Bye-laws.

A note from Captain Haughton, withdrawing from the Society,

was recorded.

Communications were received.—1. From Mr. H. Piddington, a

paper on the spontaneous combustion of Coal.

2.—From Mr. B. H. Hodgson, C. S., a description of a new

species of Himalayan Mole—Talpa microura.

8.—From the same gentleman, a series of Vocabularies, &c., as

named in the following extract from his letter, dated 9th October

last.

“ I am sending you by post through the Bengal Secretary, A. E.

Young, Esq., four big letters, containing two series of Vocabularies,

each in two parts, being, Ist those of the broken tribes of the

.
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Central Himalaya, and 2nd, the dialects of the Great Kiranti

language, and further, an ample and careful dissection of one of the

former class of languages. These will in a few days be followed by

a similar dissection of one of the above dialects of the Kiranti

tongue. All these tongues are of high interest, as I think will be

sufficiently apparent from the grammatical analysis of one of each

group, viz., the Yaya tongue of the former, and the Baking of the

latter class, and 1 think Muller and Caldwell will be now satisfied

that they were very premature in asserting that there is nothing

Dravidiau in the Himalayan tongues.

“ The Vocabularies were prepared long ago, and ought to have

been sent, but when I got into the work of grammar analysing, 1

of course saw faults in the first crude work, and those I purposed to

correct ere the Vocabularies were printed, but life is short, science

long, and I must be content to leave the Vocabularies as they are,

while I go on with my complete examination of such few of the

w*hole of these tongues as seem to me most important in themselves

and most likely to illustrate the class they belong to
;
I wish I

could have had a little more time both for vocabulary and for com-

plete analysis.”

4.—From Lieut.-Col. E. Strachey, Secretary to Government,

Central Provinces, the following account of the old Fort of Bilheree

near Jubbulpore, by Capt. D. C. Vanrenen, Arty.

A description of the old Fort of Bilheree^ situated alout 56 miles

N. N. West of Juhhulpore, which was destroyed in the month of

August^ 1857, hy Captain Vanrenen of the Artillery^ hy order of

Major Ershine^ Commissioner^ Saugor Division.

The old Fort of Bilheree, which was built by Luchmun Singh

Fudhae Chutree in A. D. 1489, consisted of a square redoubt with,

a side of 234 feet and circular projecting towers at each comen
their diameter being 14 feet, and octangular bastions, one on each

side of the principle gateway. A high wall to the north, of irregu-

lar outline, with corner towers, which following the line of an im-

passable swamp, was connected to the main work by a curtain wall,

at the north west comer. It was bounded on the North and East
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by an unfordable tank and swamp, and save a small clear space in

front of the principal gateway, it was further protected both on the

West and South by a deep ditch, its average depth being 12 feet

and breadth nearly 80 feet.

The walls of the square redoubt, were about 40 feet high,

and 4^ feet thick, the bastions being 10 feet higher, and the

whole was carefully loopholed for musketry fire. The fire through

these loopholes was obtained from the roof of a line of buildings,

or verandah, open at the rear. This banquet was of great solidity,

being supported on cut stone pillars. Siugle stone slabs spanned

these pillars, which were faced with lime cement.

The northern wall, facing the jheel, was about 25 feet high, wuth

a thickness of 3 feet
;
immediately in rear and adjoining it was

another wall 5 feet thick, and of a height sufficient to give a mus-

ketry fire over the outer wall. The curtain wall connecting this

with the square redoubt, was 18 feet high and 5 feet thick.

All the works were of immense strength being of stone and lime

cement, and when 1 visited them, they were found to be in excellent

preservation.

Fart of the works, consisting of a curtain wall outside of the

western ditch, as also the detached buildings within the redoubt

and northern wall, had been subsequently built by the Mahrattus,

these being less breached and injured.

Besides the principal gateway (opening out to the south) tliere

w^ere two others leading into the main body of the redoubt, one to

the North, and one to the West. There w^as also an entrance

way in the North West curtain w’all.

The interior arrangements were very complete. The open colon-

nade, with a few interior apartments, would have afibrded ample

cover for a large body of men, with space for their supplies. Water

was obtained from a pucka well within the works, with an additional

supply from the eastern tank, by means of a flight of stone steps

leading down to it.

. Bilheree Fort boasted of an Aamkhassj or Audience Hall, which

with some interior apartments, occupied a space of 78 feet by

.61 feet. This was a floe hall of elegantly shaped stone pillars,

supporting a roof also of stone slabs and lime cement.
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Situated in nearly the centre of the redoubt was the Eanee’s or

Queen’s apartment, a two-storied building 78 feet by 68 feet. This

and the Aamkhass were of the most solid construction.

A place of worship was provided (contained within a rectangular

enclosure) in front of the Aamkhass,

From the above it will be gleaned that a few resolute men,

supplied with provisions, could have held these fortifications for a

considerable period, and against large numbers.

The walls would have successfully resisted the action of field

guns. They were very scientifically loopholed, and with great

care.

The key to the position was evidently by the principal gateway.

AVithout guns of some calibre the place was unassailable from

the north and east, and (unless the attacking party first occupied

the town of Eilheree, which is within range of musketry fire)

it was unassailable from the West ; bearing this in mind, whilst 1

have endeavoured to render the whole of the works untenable, and

uninhabitable, the work of destruction is more complete on the

southern and south western face than elsewhere, the walls of

which have been nearly levelled, and the deep ditch, as far as the

first causeway, filled up, towards Jubbulpore.

(Signed,) D. C. Vakeeneiv,

Chjgt, Artillery and Revenue Survey,

The 30/7* October^ 1857.

Statistics in reference to the old Fort of Bilheree, translatedfrom

pajpers in the possession (^MTrNDLA.H Ka.1£, Mx^Kanoongoe

of Bilheree.

The Fort of Bilheree was built in the year A. D. 14!89 by

Luchmun Singh Pudhar Chutree, who held a Jagheer from the

Nagode Rajah, consisting of 300 villages, which now constitute

Pergunnah Bilheree.

Luchmun Singh, his son and grandson continued in posses-

sion of the Jagheer for 70 years, or until 1559, when it was taken

by stratagem by a Gond Rajah named Mugroo Dooj; who had

married the granddaughter of Luchmun Singh. The Gonds held
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this Jagbeer under the Mundlah Chieftain for 115 years; when on

failing to pay the taxes levied on them by the Mundlah Bajah, the

whole Jagheer was taken from them by the Mundlah Bajah, and by

him made over to Juswunt Boo Mahratta, in the year A. i>. 1674.

JuBwunt Bao, assisted by 300 Sowars, held the government under

the Mundlah Bajah, and on his death was succeeded by his son

Moonga Bao, who reigned 78 years.

The Mundlah Bajah at that time, A. D. 1743, was at war with

the Nagpore Bajah, and, suspecting Moonga Bao of treachery,

caused him to be put to death and the Jagheer to be transferred to

his favorites Nawab Ajeet Khan and Ahmud Khan, who liad it on

the same terms as Juswunt Bao. On their deaths in A. D. 1767

the Jaglieer lapsed to the Mundlah Bajah, who managed it on his

own account, and derived a yearly revenue of 20,000 Bupees.

The Mundlah Bajah was in his turn ousted by the Sagur Bajah,

Bulwant Bao Pundit, in the year A. D. 1779 who again was deprived

of the Sovereignty by Baghojee of Nagpore, from whom we took the

country in the year A. D. 1816.

(Signed) D. C. Vawrenek, Capt. Artillery^

Julbulpore^ Revenue Surveyor's OJfice^ the Zrd October^ 1857.

5th.—Bdbu E^jendralal Mitra read the following note on a stone

bull found at Buddha Gaya aud bearing a Sanscrit inscription, dated

781 of the Samvat era.

Note on a Stone Figure of a Bullfrom Buddha Oayd.

I am indebted to Mr. Grote for an opportunity of examining an

interesting figure of a bull couchant with a Sanskrits inscription on

its back, bearing date 781 of the Samvat, corresponding with 725 of

the Christian era. It is tfn alto*relievo, and measures about 12

inches in height, the length being from the croup to the root of the

neck 16 inches
;
the head is mutilated. Around the back is a string

of bells, and the neck is bedecked with a variety of beaded orna-

ments. The figure is said to have been brought from Buddha Gaya,

but had this information been wanting, the material (basalt) and

the style of sculpture would have left little doubt as to the place of
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its origin. The inscription is in the well-known Kutila characters,

and records that the bull was consecrated by Sri Suphandi Bhat-

tdraka son of Bhimakaull&, for the purpose of securing progeny.

The language is simple, but owing to mutilations, two or three

T^ords are not legible. The second figure of the date is indistinct,

and the word Samvat has the final consonant wanting, which is

owing perhaps to an accidental omission on the part of the engraver,

or more probably to a fondness for abbreviation, as 1 have noticed a

similar omission in two or three other inscriptions. In the present

day the word is generally written without the last two consonants

and their intermediate vowel.

The subject of the inscription offers little for comment. The
practice ot dedicating bulls either alive or in effigy to secure progeny

is a matter of no interest to the antiquarian, while the individual

who consecrated the bull is not an historical personage
; but the

circumstance of the Kutila character being used in an inscription

of the 8th century, afibrds an important subject for the considera-

tion of the Indian Archmologist.

The absence of dates in many of the inscriptions found in India

led the late Mr. James Prinsep to devise a system of palroograjphic

chronology in which the style of the writing was taken as an index

to the age of the document in which it was found. The system was
matured after a careful examination of a large number of ancient in-

scriptions and coins, and recorded in a table (ante vol. YII. p. 276,

plate xiii.) in which difierent centuries have each a particular set of

characters assigned to it. According to this table theKutila characters

are placed against the 9 th century. It is evident, how’^ever, that Mr.

Prinsep intended his table to be merely tentative, and open to consi-

derable corrections and modifications
;
for it is difficult to believe

that he would take each particular set of characters to belong to one

particular century and no more, or that *the same character should

be common over all the Sauskritic Cis-Yindhyau regions for a given

period. Nothing is more common than a single style of writing

spreading over two or three centuries, or predominating in certain

regions, while it is dying out in others. The history of the English

and the German characters affords a singular instance in point.

Mr. Prinsep was fully aware of thi8,^d has accordingly assigned

• L 2
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a range of three centuries to his No. I, or Lat characters, and of

four centuries to No. IV. of the Guzerat plates.

Later chronologists have, however, missed the spirit of his table,

and have used it iu such a manner as to lead to serious mistakes.

A distinguished antiquarian has lately taken so narrow a view

of the table in question, as to argue an inscription* to be of

the 10th century simply because it happened to be in a character

very near the Kutila, without making any allowance for the range

which that character must have had, the locality where the document

was found, or the date which it bore. This, in our humble opinion,

is a very unphilosophical mode of drawing collusions. The inscrip-

tion now submitted, compared with such inscriptions of this type

as have been already published, will shew that the Kutila characters

were current over a large tract, for upwards of four centuries.

The era of the document is Samvat, but whether of the sovereign

of Oujjein or of Balhabi or of the P&l Bdj&s of Bengal, does not

appear. It may, however, be very reasonably taken to be that of

Vicramdditya, considering that the Balhabi Samvat did not extend

much beyond Eajputdua, and the Fala Samvat would bring down the

inscription to a period when the Kutila bad been entirely superseded

by the modern Deva Nagari.

The following is a transcript of the inscription.

^ ^ ( ?

)

v(?) X X Bwg’TTV
wfw a

errata.

Page 76 line 23 for

24 for read %ilT
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Foa Dacembeb, 1857.

The Monthly General Meeting for December, was held on the

2nd instant. *

Major H. L. Thuillier, senior member present, in the Chair.

The proceedings of the November meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received

—

1st.—From the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin, the latest

publications of the Academy.

2nd.—From the Bombay Government a copy of the Magnetieal

and Meteorological Observations.

3rd.—From Raja Slab Chunder Devfi, Bahadur, a copy of his trea-

tise on Infant Treatment in Bengali.

The election of Mons. R. Schlagintweit as a corresponding mem-

ber of the Society was once more postponed under rule 6 of the

Society’s bye-laws.

Babu Kaliprasannd Sing, was proposed for ballot at the next

meeting by Babu Rajendralal Mittra, and seconded by Mr. Grote.

Communications were received

—

Ist.—From Babu Radha Nauth Sikdar, an abstract of the Mete-

orological Observations made in the ofidce of the Surveyor General

during July last.

2nd.—From Dr. G. von Liebig a paper entitled “ Discussions

of some Meteorological Observations made on Parasuath Hill.”

3rd.—From Mr. Grote a letter, of which the following is an

extract, referring to the Tertiary fossils in the neighbourhood

of Kohat, presented to the Government Geological Museum by

Dr. Garnett.

** An interesting letter was read by .Professor Oldham at our June

meeting of 1856, in which Lieut. Garnett of the Engineers de-

scribed the country near Eohat, where Lieut. Trotter’s fossils had

been found. Lieut. Garnett asked for information about the speci-

mens which bad been sent down to the Society, and apparently also
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to Professor Oldham. 1 have dow a letter from Dr. Falconer, in

which he tells me for communication to the Society that among the

fossils sent to Mr. Oldham he has identified

—

Ist.—A species of Dinotherium^ probably new.

2nd.—A species of a genus closely allied to Tapir, new to the

Indian Fossil Fauna.

» 8rd.

—

Amphicyon, a species of a large carnivorous form, as heavy

as the Polar bear. The genus occurs in the European Miocenes

along with Dinotherium.

The specimens which Dr. Falconer has seen, are, he says, very

imperfect. It might be worth while to consider at the next meet-

ing, whether it would not be well for us to send home our specimens,

should they be better than Mr. Oldham’s, and get them described

and returned to us.”

Besolved, that Mr. Grote’s suggestions be referred to the Council,

with power to do what they thought best in the matter.

Babu Bajendralal Mitra read a paper on the traces of Buddhism in

Norway in which he represented that the Odinic relics in N. W.
Europe bear a strong similitude to the material remains of Bud-

dhism inIndia, and that that similitude is attributable to a community

of idea and design. The subject was illustrated by several drawings

prepared by the boys of the Government Wards’ Institution.

On the motion of the Chairman, the thanks of the meeting were

accorded to the Bdbu for his able and interesting paper.

The Librarian and the Zoological Curator submitted their usual

monthly reports.

Libbaut.

The Library received the follow ing accessions during November last.

Tresentation,
•

Abhandlungen dcr Eoniglichen Akademie der Wisseusehafton zu

Berlin, 1855, Berlin, Boyal 4to.~BT the Pbussian Academy of

Sciences.

r

'

— Ditto ditto, Erster Supplement—Band, 1854, folio.

—

By

THE Same.

Monatsbericht der ditto ditto, from July, 1856 to October, 1856, 8vo.

—By THE Same.
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The Transactions of the Linnean Society of London, Vol. XXII. Part

I.—By thb Linnsak Society.

Journal of the proceedings of the ditto, Vol. I. No. 3 .—By the Same.

Address of Thomas Bell, Esq. President, read at the Anniversary of

the Linnean Society on Saturday, May 24th, pamphlet,—By the

Same.

List of the Linnean Society of London, 1856, pamphlet,—By the Same.

Report (33rd Annual) of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland.

—

By Tifa Society.

The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XIII. Part I.

No. 49.

—

By the Society.

Transactions of the Geological Society of London, Second Series,

Vol. VII. Part 4th, 1856.—Bv the Society.

The .) ournal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXVII. 1856,

8vo.—

B

y the Society.

The Journal of the Statistical Society of London, Vol. XX. Part III,

—By the Society.

List of Fellows of the Statistical Society of London up to 30th June
1857.—By the Society.

Zeitschrift dcr Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gessclschaft, Vol. XI.

Heft. 1 to 3.—By the Gebman Obiental Society.

The<jeological Papers on Western India, 8yo. with an Atlas.—By the
Bengal Government.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for October, 1857.—By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for November, 1857.—By the Editob.

The Oriental Baptist for ditto.

—

By the Editor.

Magnetical and Meteorological Observations made at the Hon’ble East
India Company’s Observatory, Royal 4to. Bombay, 1856.—By the
Bombay Government.

The Vividhurtha Safigraha, No. 42.

—

By Ba'bu Ra'jendrala'l Mitba.
La Poesie Philosophique et Religieuse chez les Persans d’apres le

Mantic Utta'ir ou le Langage des Oiseaus de Farid-Uddin Attar, par M.
Garcin do Tassy, Pans, pamphlet.—By M. Gabcin db Tassy.

Note sur les Eub5’iy&t de ’Omar Khalyam, par M. Garcia de Tassy,

pamphlct.-^l^Y THE Same.

Exchanged,

AthenGDum for August, 1857.

The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and
Journal of Science for September, 1867, No. 92.

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacia for July, 1857.
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Purchased,

Grimm’s (Dr. Jacob) Deutsche Grammatik, Vols. I. to lY. 8ro.

Gottingen^ 1822.

- Geschichte der Deutschcn Sprache, Band I, Zweite

auflage, 8vo. lAepzigy 1853.

und Wilhelm Grimm, Deutsches Worterbuch, Band I.

and parts I to 4 of Band II. 4to. Liepzig, 1854.

Deutsche Mythologie, Band I, Dritte Ausgabe, 8ro.

Gottingen, 1854. *

Memoirs sur les contrt^es occidentalcs, traduita du Sanscrit en Chinois,

en Tan 648, Par Hiouen-Thaang, et du Chinois en Fraiicais par M.

St. Julien, Tome I. Royal 8vo. Paris, 1857.

Bamayana Poema Sanscrito di Yalmici traduzione Italiana

con note per Gaspare Gorreaio, Paris, Yol. IX. Royal 8ro. 1856.

Memoires de 1’Academic Imperiale des Sciences de Saint-Petersbourg,

Six Series, Tome YII. Ist and 2nd Livraison.

Rig-Yeda oder die heiligen Liedcr der Brahmancn. Herausgegeben

von Max Miillcr, Zvriete Lieferung 4to. Liepzig I857f pamphlet,

Analectes sur THistoire et la Litt(^rature des Arabes D’Espagne, par

Al-makkari. Publics par M. R. Dozy, G. Dugat, L. Krchl et W. Wright,

Tome I. Seconde Partie, 4 to. Leyde^ 1856.

Catalogue of Lepidoptera in the collection of the British Museum,

Part I. PapilionidtB, London, Royal 4t9. 1852.

Catalogue of Shield Reptiles in ditto. Part L Testudinata (Tortoises), by

J. E. Gray, 1865.

Bowring’s (Sir John,) Kingdom and People of Siam ; with a Narrative

of the Mission to that country in 1855, 2 Yols. 8vo. London, 1857.

List of the Specimens in the Collection of the British Museum, 12mo.

London, 1852.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2117 to 2121.

Journal des Savants for August, 1857*

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, No. 117-

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, No. 7> 1857.

Revue des Deux Mondes, 15th August and Ist Sept. 1857*

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 5 to 8, August, 1857-

Goubdab Btsack,

librarian and Asst, Secy.

Is/ December, 1857.
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Reportfor Decemher Meeting, 1857.

The only donations whioli I have at present to report upon are as

follows

—

1. Bttbu Rajendra Mallika. The carcass of a fine Bdra Sing'ha buck

(Cervus Duvaucelei), the skin of which has been since mounted ; and

ditto of the common large Squirrel (Sciubub Elphinstonsi), prepared

as a skeleton. •

2. C. B. Chalmers, Esq. 44th B. N. 1. A fine skin of the Menura
BUPERBA, or ‘Lyre-bird* of N. S. Wales; since mounted.

3. J. Sweeny, Esq. An example of Ptthon molttrus, 13^ ft. long

;

obtained in the neighbourhood, but not improbably escaped from con-

finement.

4. From myself, the carcasses of two Chitas (Fblis jubata), both skins

and one skeleton set up ;* of a Sia-gosh (F. caracal) ; Bear (Ubsus labia-

Tus) ; and large Monitor DRACiSNA, the skeleton of which has been set up.

Also a number of fishes, procured at the Sandheads : and, by purchase, an

cMiormouB skull of Uitscs isabellinus, and one of U. tibbtanus.

In a native shop where the latter were obtained, 1 found a

large bag of Feline tusks or canine-teeth, comprising (at the lowest

computation) those of about 250 Tigers and 150 Leopards. I have selected

a fine series illustrative of the growth of the teeth, and of the magnitude

attained by them.

I have also purchased, alive, but it has since died and been transferred

to the museum, a very rare Parrakeet, the Palaornis brtthrogenth,

nobis (nec Lesson, nec Fraser), v. P. nicobaricus, Gould, and P. harbatus

apud Pucheran {Rev. Zool, Ac. 1856, p. 209). P. erythrogenye of Lesson

was pre-applied, but is merely a synonym of the common P. lonoicauda

(v. malaccensis, and the young—P. viridimystax^ nobis, J A. S. XXV,
446) ; for which reason Mr. Gould’s name nicobaricus, bestowed under

the impression that erythrogenye of Lesson was a particular species, can-

not be accepted. P. erythrogenye of Fraser, again, is not only subsequent

to ERTTHROOBNT8, nobis, but bears the* prior synonym of Luciani,

J. Verreaux ; and this bird appears to me to be the original babbatus of

Gmelin,

—

habitat unknowi^ but probably from Cambodia or Cochin-

* The following mounted skeletons of Fblis were exhibited at the Meeting.

F. LBO (K. Africa) ; F. TIGRIS (enormoiis) ; F. pabdub ; F. jrUBATA ; F. OARA-

OAL ; F. ORLinoGABZBB (v. viverrina) ; F. bbvgalbnszb ; F. obaus ; and Indian

F. nOHBBTIOA.

M
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China (and to the same little explored region most probably appertains

the P. DERBixNUs, Fraser). The specimen of P. erythrogents now

exhibited was imported from Singapore, but was doubtless originally

obtained from the Nicobar Islands by Malayan traders, no other

hahiiat being at present known for this fine species. The specimen

was a female, and is the only example of that sox which I have yet

seen ; those formerly supposed to be females being evidently young

males. The female differs from the male in having a conspicuously

smaller bill, of a blackish colour, whereas the upper mandible of the male

is coral-red ; though perhaps old females may have the upper mandible

red as in the male, as commonly in P. javanicus, (Osheck, v. Oshcckii,

Latham, v. mystaeeutt Shaw, &c.,

—

'ponticerianus, Gmelin, being a mis-

nomer),—and always, 1 think, in P. longicauda ; the head, nape, and

upper-parts, are also much more uniformly green ; and the red of the

cheeks is less intense. This handsome species is figured in the 9th part

of Mr. Gk>uld*8 splendid ' Birds of Asia,* together with P. caniceps, nobis,

and P. BARBATUS, (Gmelin, v. Ludani^ J. Verreaux). We have now

both male and female of P. erythrogbnys, mounted from fresh specimens

in good plumage that had died in captivity.*

December 1857* £. Blyth.

* I subjoin a synopsis of the species of thus genus with their synonyms, ac-

cording to latest information.

1. P. Alexandri ; PsittacuB AUxanAri, L. : P». eupniria^ L
, ct Psitiaca

ginginiana, Brisson,—the female ; Psitiacus ffuinneensig, Sco[>oli (nec guineeneis,

Gmelin) ; Ps, Slonneratiif Gmelin ; Pal. nipalensie, Hodg:$on. Figured in Ed-

wards’s Birds, pi. 292. Inhabits the hilly regions of all India proper, from the

sub-Himalayas to Ceylon inclusive; with tliose of Asam, Sylhet, Arakan, and
the Tenasserim provinces,—except southward, as in Tavoy and Mergiii. The
ordinaiy Parrakeet of the Punjab generally. The very young arc brought in con-

siderable numbers to Calcutta, the earliest towards the close of February ; and

many old birds also, chiefly from the Midnapur jungles, as I am assured : and

according to Buchanan Hamilton flocks visit the neighbourhood of

Calcutta when the crop of rice is ripe. These doubtless come from the hilly coun-

try westward of the delta ; and,T suspect, return to their distant roosting-places

in the bills towards sunset (for the birds of this genus are apt to roam thus over

a vast extent of territory). Though figured by Sonnerat from the Philippines,

it is probably only known there in a captive state.

2. P. TOBQtTATUS { PHHttca torquata, Brisson {Paittacua torquatua, Gmelin,

in part) : Paittaeua ateptrophorua^ Desmarest ; Pa. cuhicutaria (?), Hasselquist

;

JPa. dooilia (?),. Yieillot ; Pal. Layardi, Blyth (var.) : luHno variety.—'Sulphur

Parrakeet,* ^haw. Inhabits the plains of all India, in great abundance ; also Cey-

lon, but is rarer eastward of the Bay of Bengal, though found (sparingly ?) as
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far southward as ProTince Wellesley. In Africa found from Abyssinia to Sene,

gal, where stated by the late H. E. Strickland to be ** identical with specimens

from India.” Col. Ghesney also notices this species in Syria, as abouhding in

the spring (Journal of Euphrates Expedition^ I, 443, 537). But Swainson states

that Senegal specimens are smaller, with closed wing not quite 6 in.” In In-

dia the ordinary length of wing is 6^ in., and in fine old males 7 in. The late

Prince of Oanino would separate ** the race of Senegal” by the name P. dooilis,

(Vieillot). Comptes Rendust March 1857.

3. P. BiTOBQTTATUfi ; Psittocus hitorquatm^ Euhl : Pe. busoUariSt Vieillot

;

Pal. horbonicus^ C. L. Bonap. Inhabits Mauritius and Bourbon.

4. P. cot.umboides, Vigors : P. melanorhynchos^ Sykes (nec Wagler), the fe-

male or young. Figured in Madr. Joum. XI, 209, and in Jerdon’s * Illustra-

tions of Indian Ornithology,’ pL XVI II. Inhabits the Nilgiris and Malabar

ghats.

5. P. Calthrap.?:, Layard : P. Gironieri^ Verreaux ; P. viridicollis^ Cassin.

Peculiar to the mountain region of Ceylon ; being the only species met with at

Newera Elia.

6. P. scfTi^TiCEPS, Hodgson : Conurus himalayanus^ Lesson. Common in

the middle and lower region of the Himalaya, extending eastward to the Kds’hya

hills, where also common
; but never seen in the plains. Westward, the late

Dr. Griffith observed it in flocks at Pushut. Captive specimens are not unfre-

quently brought to Dacca, but seldom to Calcutta.

7. P. CYANOCEpnALUs
;
Psittocus cyanocephalus^ L. (the female) : Psittaea

henyalemis, Brisson ; PMacus signatus^ Scopoli ; Ps. erythrocephalusy Gmelin

;

Ps. ginginianus^ Latham ; Ps. rhodocephalus^ Shaw : lutino var.

—

Ps. narcissus^

Latham (with coloured figure) : Ps. flavitorquis, Shaw, Ps. annulatus^ Euhl,

and Pal.flavicollctriSf Franklin,—the female. Figured in Edwards’s Birds, pi.

233. Inhabits the upland jungle districts of all India proper, with Ceylon,

Asam, Arakan, and the Tenasserim provinces ; replacing in the lower hilb, for

the most part, the P. tobquatub of the plains. When the rice is ripening,

flocks visit the neighbourhood of Calcutta ; but probably return to their hill

roosting'places by sunset, however great the distance. Though figured by Son-

nerat from the Phili] pines, it is probable that captive specimens only are there

known ;
and the same with China. Immense numbers are taken from Calcutta

in the shipping.

The rest of the genus have a broad black moustachial mark, and constitute the

Belocercus of the Prince of Canino.

8. P. CANiCEPS, nobis. Figured in Gould’s 'Birds of Asia.* A male

obtained in the Nicobars, and a female in Province Wellesley ; the only examples

as yet known.

9. P. JAVAVicns ;
Psittocus javanicus^ Osbeck : Ps. Hmaculatus^ Sparrman

;

Ps. pondicerianus et Ps. bbmeus, Gmelm ; Ps* Osbeeku, Latham ; Ps. mystaceus^

Shaw ; Pal. melanorhynckos^ Wagler (nec Sykes), et P. nigrirostris^ Hodgson,—

the female ; P. modestus^ Fraser,—the young. Figured in Swainson’s Zool. IlL

2nd series, pi. 16. The most common species of the Indo-Chinese countries

generally
; but not seen wild on the western side of the Bay of Bengal (though

pondicerianus is one of its synonyms) ; neither, according to Dr. S. Muller, does

M 2
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it inhAbit Borneo (though homeua ia another synonym) ;
though common in

Jata. It also abounds in Sylhet, Asian, and Nepfil ; and inhabits the Bajmahl

hills, rdsorting in great flocks to the neiglibouriug plains when the crops are

ripening. Buchanan Hamilton obseired them ‘‘ in the woods near Gorruckpore.'*

Vast numbers are obtained by the Calcutta bird.dealers, even when rery young ;

which are brought from Tipperah and Chittagong, as 1 am assured. Jayanese

specimens are undistinguishable from Indian.

10. P. DEBBIANUS, Fraser. Nah.— P

11. P. BABBiLTUB; Paittacve harhaiua^ Gmelin : Pal, Luciani, J. Verrcaux

;

P. eryihrogeiMfs^ Fraser; P. FVcuert, Moore. Figured*' in Gould's ‘Birds of

Asia.* Hab. P

12. P. EBTTHBOOEVTB, nobis : P. mcoharicns^ Gould
; P. harbatu* apud

Pucheran. Figured in Gould’s * Birds of Asia.* Peculiar to the Nicobar islands

where an abundant species.

18. P. LONGICAUBA ; PsUtetcua longicauday Boddaert \ Pa. malaccenaia^

Gmelin (nec Brisson, nec Latham) ; Pa, amheactna^ Shaw ; Pa. ginpinianusy yar,

C. Latham ; Pa. barbatulatua, Beclistien ; Pal, erythrogenya^ Lesson (nec Blyth,

nec Fraser) ; P, mridimyatax^ Beilyth, —the young. Figured by Leraillant, pi. 72.

Inhabits Sumatra, Borneo, and the southern portion of the Malayan peninsula,

—being the only Paljeobnis there met with, and having the same range of dis-

tribution as PsiTTiiruB MALACCBBBis and Lobiculub galoulub; these three

being the only known Parrots that inhabit that range of territory ! and in Java

there are only Pal. jatanicub and Lobiculfb yxbnalib, both of which arc also

common in the Burmese countries.

I add the synonyms of

14. PBiTTnrTTB XALACCBKSI8 ; PaUtocua malaceenaUf Latham (nec Brisson,

nec Gmelin) : Pa. inceriua^ Shaw ; Agapomia azureua, (Temminck), Bonap.,

pauaim; Paittaoula reticulata^ Lesson. Figured in Swainson’s Zool, III., 1st

series, pi. 154. Barely separable from Paljeobbib, but has a short even tail.

Has the same nnge of distribution as Pal. longjcauda and Lobiculus

galgvlvs.
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Fob Janxtabt, 1858.

At the Annual General Meeting of the Society’, held on the 6th

January 1858.

Hoii’ble Sir James Col vile, Kt., President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following

Report por 1857.

The Council re^gret that, in submitting their annual report for

1857, they cannot congratulate the Society upon the state of its

affairs. The troubles into which the country has been plunged

have to serious extent interfered with the Society’s progress and

prosperity.

The rolls exhibit a sudden decrease of 22 ordinary members

Ordinary. Paying. Absent.

1851 130 124 6
1852 139 122 17

1853 146 123 23
1854 155 129 26
18r)5 1G2 128 34
1856 167 131 36
1857 147 109 38

resident in India, the total at

present being 109, whereas it

was 131 at the same period of

last year. The elections during

the year have been only 6, while

the loss amounts to not less

than 26, of which 14 have been caused by retirement, and 12 by

death. The Society now includes 147 members, of whom 38 are

absent in Europe.

Mr. John Nietner, of Colombo, Ceyloti, has been elected a cor-

responding member during the period under review.

Obituary .—The members lost to the Society by death, are Dr.

Spilsbury, Vice-President, and Dr. Walker, Sir Henry Lawrence,

E. C. B., Sir Robert Barlow, Bart., Hon’ble J. R. Colvin, Captain

F. Hayes, Hon’ble Major R. B. P. Byng, and Messrs. Bushby,

Heatly, Oinmanney, Cunliffe and D. Grant, most of whom had, when

resident in Calcutta, taken as members either of the Council, or

the Committee of papers an active pai1> in the management of the

Society’s affairs.

To the zealous and disinterested labours of Dr. Spilsbury, ex-

tending over a period of 20 years, the Society is indebted for some

of the rarest specimens which adorn its Geological Museum, and

many of the valuable contributions which enrich the pages of its

Journal. The Society has, more than once, publicly recorded its
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Ligh sense of the important sernces rendered to it by this zealous

and distinguished member, and recently testified its gratitude by

subscribing for the portrait which now graces its Meeting room.

Dr, Walker, whose zealous and disinterested devotion to science

is well known, was a sincere and cordial friend to, and promoter

of the objects of the Society.

Captain Hayes was a well known Persian and Arabic Scholar,

and for some time acted as Secretary to the Society. His services

in that capacity were acknowledged by a vote of thanks passed

in May 1851.

Such losses as the above, and as that of Sir Henry Lawrence

and Hou*ble Mr. John Colvin, who also took an earnest interest in

the Society’s welfare, are not to be immediately or easily repaired.

By the death of the Baron Von Hammer Furgstall the cause of

Oriental Literature has lost one of its brightest ornaments, and

moat ardent advocates, and the Society its oldest and not least

distinguished honorary member. He devoted a long life of 82 years
‘

to the study of the Arabic, Persian and Turkish languages, and

the success with which he prosecuted his researches is attested by

the numerous works which he has left behind him. The Society is

especially indebted to him for a valuable paper on the navigation of

the Arabs, published in the Journal.

Finanoes .—The steady improvement which the finances of the

Society were gradually making, has received a severe check by the

recent disturbances. The collections during the last year have been

less than what was anticipated, while the statement of outstanding

assets continues to be nearly the same as at the close ofT856.

The total receipts during the last year as shewn in the statement

No. 1, have been lls. 19,828-12-3, exclusive of the subscriptions

(Bs. 2,676) for the purchase of the Stacey Coin collection, which

have been deposited on a separate account in the Bank of Bengal.

The receipts include an item of Rs. 765-5-4, being a part, of the

loan recovered from the Oriental Publication Fund.

The disbursements amount to Bs. 24,001-2-1, inclusive of a sum

of Bsl 4,000, which have been invested in Goverhment Securities.

The cash balance in hand is Bs. 2,830-9-3, which added to the

remaining loan Bs. 1,734-10-8, due from the Oriental Publication
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Fund, will amouut to Bs. 4,065-3-11, a sum adequate to meet

any contingent expences tliat inny be necessary for the purpose of a

thorough repair to the building.

The total of the outatandiug sums due to the Society is Rs.

8,463-2-6. The amount written off to profit and loss since the last

report is Rs. 1,810-5-3, being mostly subscriptions due from deceased

members. The Council apprehend that several items of a similar

nature will have te be removed in the same way.

The estimate of the probable income and expenditure of the

current year is given below. The expenses of the Zoological Mu-

seum have increased by Rs. 45 per month.

Income.

Contributions, Rs. 7,850 0 0

Government Grant at 300, 3,600 0 0

Sale of Books, 1,200 0 0

Journals 1,000 0 0

Interest, 225 0 0

Miscellaneous, 25 0 0
•

13,900 0 0

Monthly average, 1,151 5 4

Expenditure.

Zoological Museum, 4,740 0 0
New cases, 7, about, 900 0 0

Library.

Establishment, 936 0 0

Purchase of Books, 600 0 0

Book-binding, 350 0 0

Contingencies, 200 0 0

2,086 0 0

Establishment, General 1,865 0 0

Journal, 2,896 0 0
Miscellaneous, including building repairs, 3,500 0 0
Deposit, 149 0 0

Monthly average,

16,136 0 0

1,344 8 0
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Reduction of Subscription of Mojussil Members.—In December

1866, Mr. Oldham made a proposition, to the effect that Bale 8 of

the Society’s Code should be modified so far as related to the

subscriptions of non-resident members. That Ordinary Members

should be divided into two classes, Besident and Non-Besi-

dent,” and that the latter, t. e., the members who reside per-

manently at a greater distance than 12 miles from Calcutta or who

may only occasionally visit it for periods shorter than three months,

should pay the same admission fee, but a reduced subscription of 32

Bs. per annum.

The Council to whom the question was referred under Buie 45,

reported, after mature consideration, that the financial position of

the Society was not such as to permit them to recommend the pro-

posed change, and, on its being referred to the Society at large,

very few of the Non-resident Members voted in its favor. The

motion was finally dropped at the Special Meeting held in July last,

in consequence of a sufficient number of members not being preseut

to constitute a Special Meeting as provided in Buie 45.

lAirary.—The Library has received an addition of 150 volumes,

among which are some important MS. works, purchased at the

sale of the late Aga Kurbalai Mahomed’s Library. Several Sanscrit

MSS. have been re-copied, and supplies of the leading Scientific

periodicals have beeu regularly received. All the valuable books are

now preserved iu glazed cases, and every care is taken to keep them

in proper order.

The Librarian has prepared a Supplement to the printed Catalogue,

which includes all the works received from the time the'Catalogue

was sent to the press to the last day of December. This supple-

ment will be available to members as soon as it is printed.

Coin Cabinet^ Stacy's Collection,—In November 1856, the mag-

nificent collection of gems dnd coins belonging to the late Colonel

Stacy was offered to the Society for sale at 5,000 Bs. a sum which

was subsequently reduced to 4,000 Bs. The Council anxious to

secure to the Society this valuable collection, opened a subscrip-

tion among the members, with a view to raise such a sum as would

defray the whole or a large part of the amount necessary for the

purpose. In a short time the sum of Bs. 2938 was subscribed, of
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which Bs. 2,726 have already been realized. The Society has

sanctioned an expenditure of Es. 1,200, towards the purchase, which

has been delayed only in consequence of the disturbed state of the

country.

Some improvement has been effected in the arrangement of the

Society’s Coiil Cabinet by Mr. Freejing
;
and it is hoped that on

the receipt of the Stacy collection, the whole Cabinet will be syste-

matically arrangedf and rendered easily accessible to the public.

Museum of Economic Geology,—On the removal of the Govern-

ment Museum of Economic Geology from the custody of the Society

in 1856, the Government of India invited the Society to permit

their own collections to be also transferred to the charge of the

Superintendent of the Geological Survey in India, under such restric-

tions as the Society might chose to impose. The Council was divided

in opinion on this question, and the proposition having been referred

to the Society at large, was negatived at the last annual meeting.

Museum,—The Museum continues to be an object of interest

From Jan. to Dec. 1857 being 309 aiid attraction to the public. That

it is generally appreciated is ahown
by the figures quoted in the mar-

gin. During the year under review

there were 43,928 Visitors, which,

exclusive of Sundays and other

Christian holidays, give an average of 142 persons per diem.

Several glazed cases have been provided for the preservation and

display of Zoological specimens, and the hands of the Curator in

that Department have been strengthened by an increase of his

establishment.

Dr. Falconer’s important Catalogue of Tertiary fossils in the

Society’s collections, is in the Press, and will shortly appear.

Proposed Imperial Museum,—A careful inquiry into the condition

ef the Museum, its growing importance, and the scanty accommoda-

tion available in the Society’s building, together with the inadequ^y

of the funds at their disposal, impressed the Council with the

necessity of appealing to Government for aid. After mature deli-

berations they resolved that the most satisfactory mode of dealing

with this important question would be to petition the Government

days open, exclusive of Sundays and
other Christian holidays.

Kative Females. European Females.

Males. Males.

38,430 2,090 2,597 811

Total 43,928
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to institute a great Imperial Museum in Calcutta, to which the whole

of the Society’s collections might be transferred under certain

restrictions. The Society approved the suggestion, and authorized the

Council to open negotiations with the Government on the subject.

But before any communication could be made the disturbances

broke out in the North-Western Provinces, and the subject has since

remained in abeyance.

A Committee of Meteorology and Physical Science has been re-

constituted, consisting of the following Members :

—

The Venerable J. H. Pratt.

Major H. L. Thuillier.

Dr. G. von Liebig.

Lt.-Colonel E. Strachey.

H. Piddington, Esq.

Baboo Eadha Nauth Sikdar.

Journal .—The necessity of the times and the absorbing interest

excited by the revolt, have operated prejudicially on the publication

of the Journal. Comparatively few papers having been received,

only 4 Nos. have been issued ;
the fifth is now in the press.

Officers.—The Librarian and Assistant Secretary, Baboo Gourdas

Bysack has been assiduous in carrying on the duties of his office, and

the Council have great pleasure in recording their entire satisfac-

tion with the way in which he has performed them.

OrientalFund.—The reasons which led to the suspension ofthepub-

lication of the Bibliotheca Indica, were explained in the last annual

report. The Council are glad to state that a considerable reduction

in the liabilities of the Oriental Fund has been effected during the

year, and they hope that before long the Fund will be in a position to

enable the Editors to complete the unfinished works, and to com-

mence a new Series under better auspices.

With the exception of *the supplement to the Itqan, and the

concluding Fasciculus of the S^ankhya Pravachana Bh&shya (No.

141), no portion of the Bibliotheca Indica has appeared during the

past year.

The report was adopted.

The Meeting then proceeded to ballot for the Council and officers

for the ensuing year.
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Major Thuillier and Dr. Eatwell were appointed scrutineers,

and at the close of the ballot, the Chairman announced the follow-

ing result

:

Hon’ble Sir J. W. Golvile, Kt., Preeident,

B&bu Bfimgopal Ghose,

A. Qrote, Esq. V Vice PreddmU,
Lieut.-Col. B. Strachey, )

T. Oldhtfkn, Esq.,

C. Beadon, Esq.,

Dr. T. Thomson,

Dr. T. Boycott,

Captain C. B. Young,

E. A. Samuells, Esq.,

Captain Dickens,

Captain Lees,

Bibu Bamdprasdd Boy,

W. S. Atkinson, Esq.,

E. B. Cowell, Esq., ^
Joint Seereiaries,

IX 2
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STATEMENT
Abstract of the Cash Accounts

\<VVA AA AAA AA \ \ \ AA AAAAAA AAA AAAAAAAAiA>^AAAAAAA>SA/\A/\A A«sAAAAAA/k. A*«AAnAAA OAAAAAAAAA A » *

EECEIPTS.

Contributions. 1856. 1857.

Received from Members, •• 8,096 0 0 7>068 0 0

Admission Fee.

Received from new Members, • . 448 0 0 256 0 0

Journal.

Sale proceeds of, and Subscription

to the Journal of the Asiatic

Society, .. .. 768 10 0 1,822 14 0
Ditto received from the Bank of

Bengal on old account, ^ 108 12 5
1,931 10 5

Library.

Sale proceeds of Books, •• 1,662 1 9 1,225 4 0

Museum of Zoology.

Received from the General Trea-
sury, at 300 Rs. per month, • . 3,600 ^0 0 3,600 0 0

Secbetary’s Office, •• 5 3 3

Discount on Postage Stamps, • • • • 111
Refund of Postage, •• •• ,, 7 10

9 6 6

Tested Fund, .. •• 125 12 1

Interest on Company’s Paper from
the Bank of Bengal,.. .. •• 130 0 0

Discount on ditto, . • • . . . 10 0 0
Interest on 2,500 Rs. advanced to the 0. P.

Fund, from Jan. to 3l8t Dec. 1857f at 4 per

cent., .. .. .. •• 100 0 0
240 0 0

General Establishment.

Savings,.. 220 74 99
Deposit Account, •• 216 11 0

Hon’ble R. B. Byng, .. •• .. 64 0 0#
Lt. H. Raverty, .. , •• 90 0 0
F.E. Hall, Esq. •• <• •• 43 5 0
Lt. Terrot, •• •• •• 11 0 0
Rev. Isidor Lowenthallf •. •• 13 0 0

221 5 0

Carried over, 14,626 2
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of the Asiatic Society for 1857.

DISBURSEMENTS.

Contributions. 1856.

Refund of contributions to A.
Cliristison, Esq. • • • • • •

Journal. .T • • 2,912 12 8

Frcifrbt,.. • • 75 1 0
Printing Cliargcs, .. • • 2,086 8 0
Lithographing, 259 0 0
Commission on Sale of Books, 13 1 3
Purchase of Postage Stamps, • f 5 0 0
Petty Charges, *4 11 7 6

LinRARY, .. .r 2,216 15 11

Salary of the Librarian, 12 months,

at per month, 840 0 0
Establishment ditto, at 8 per month, 96 0 0
Purchase of Books, per Messrs.

Williams and Norgate, .. Rs. 4.3.92 8 ^ 7 4 559 c Q
Ditto ditto, Calcutta, •• 176 13

0

Printing Catalogues of Boo^
and Maps in the Library, .9 680 12 0

Book Binding, .. •• 470 12 0
Stationery, •

«

1 14 0
Postage, . • . • 23 11 0
Purchase of Silver Coins, 4 0 0
Commission on sale of Books, 58 7 0
Printing n’ceipts and circulars. 23 0 0
Cleaning Charges, •• 6 12 0
Petty Charges, • • • • 32 14 9

Museum of Zoology, .. 4,133 13 U

Salary of the Curator at 250 per
month, 12 months, 3,000 0 0

House rent at 40 per month. 12
months, 480 0 0

Establishment, • • 815 15 3
Contingent charges. • 149 15 6
Extra Taxidermist’s Salary, 45 10 9
Printing 250 Copies of bills for

Government Allowance, • • 5 0 0

Sbcbbtary’s Office, • . 1,720 15 10

General Establishment, . • 782 0 0
Secretary’s Office Establishment, 6/0 0 0
Copying Charges, .. .. 6 0 0

1857.

32 0 0

2,450 1 9

6,804 8 6

4,496 9 6

Carried over, 1458 0 0 13,783 3 9
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EECEIPTS.

Stacy Coin Collection,

Received subcrijptions for the pur*
chase of the Collection,

Messrs. Williams and
Noroate,

Received from Rajah Badhacant
Deva, . . •

.

„ sale proceeds of a copy ofBopp’s
Comp^tive Grammar, ••

„ for sundry Books purchased, •

.

Brought forward, • . 14,626 2 8

.. 2,676 0 0

.. 2 0 3

.. 26 0 0

.. 4,392 8 0
4,419 8 3

Building.

Received from the Municipal Commissioner’s office, remission

of the Lighting charges for the 1st and 2nd quarters of

1867» •• •• a* a. •• 16 0 0

Oriental Publication Fund.

Received by transfer from Messrs. Williams and Norgate’s
account, Sale proceeds of Bib. Indica, • • • • 766 5 4

G. Ha Plowden, £sa.

Refund of Postage, ^ .. 0 4 0

Badoba Pundurano, £sa.

Received on account current of Freight, . . • • 2 8 0
Balance of 1856.

Bank of Bengal,
Cash in hand.

Inefficient Balance,

6,574 14 10
89 15 3

6,664 14 I

470 0 3

Carried over, 29,639 10 7
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DISBURSEMENTS.
Brought forward.

Postage, • •

Stationery,

Purchase of Postage Stamps, . •

Printing Charges, .

.

Engraving a plate for contribution

bills, .. ••

Petty Charges,

Vbstbd Fund„

Purchase of Government Securi-

tl68| • • • • • •

Commission paid to the Bank of

Bengal for investing in Com-
pany’s Paper 4,( '00 Rs. @ 4 per

Cent., a • • a

Paid Commission for the Collec-

tion of interest on Company’s
Paper,

Do. Interest on Company's Paper,

Ditto for renewing company’s
papers, • • • •

Deposit Account,

F. E. Hall, Esq., ..

Hon’ble Sir J. W. Colvile, Kt.,

W. Theobald, Esq. ,

.

Hon’ble R. B. Byng,
W. S. Blanford, *£sq.

Stacy Coin Collection.

1458 0 0 13,783 3 9
20 3 3

77 5 6
58 8 0
69 9 3

10 0 0
45 6 9

— 1,739 0 9

0 0 0 4,000 0 0

0 0 0 10 0 0

0 5
2 3

.9 0 0
11 8 9

75 7 0
12 0 0
10 8 0
48 0 0
10 0 0

155 15 0

Paid to the Secretary by a cheque
to be kept on a separate acct. 2,726 0 0

Messrs. Williams and Norgatb,

Paid H. Piddington, Esq. as per
their order.

Purchase of Books on their Ac-
780 0 0

count, 77 0
Freight on Do. Do.
Amount paid for purchase of books

11 4

from 1853 to 1857 by transfer of
the sale proceeds of the Society’s

publications in their hands, . • 2,102 7 4

Building,
2,970 11 4

Assessment,
Ditto for Lighting Gas,
Sundry Repairs,

Paving the floor with Stones,

280 0 0
63 0 0
56 11 6

495 7 0
895 2 6

26,291 10 1
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KECEIPTS.

Brought forward, 29,639 10 7

29,639 10 7

Memo, of Deposits.

Balance at the close of 1956, ..

Amount credited io 1857, «• •

Deduct debited in ditto, . •

Balance at the close of 1857, . •

.. 362 1.3 0

•. 221 5 0

5S4
.. 155 1

- .. 4J8 3 0

The Asiatic Societfs Room^
The ‘diet December, 1857'

E. E.

Gouboah Bymack,

Asst. Seiy.

(M

kO
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DISBURSEMENTS.

0. H. Flowoen, Eso.

Postage stamps paid on his 8C>

count, .. ..

Dadota Panddbano, Esa.

Postage stamps paid on his ac«

count, • • • • • •

Misckllanboue,

Advertising Meetings, .

Meeting Charges, .. .

Printing balloting papers, &c. .

New Mats for the Awms, .

Repairing a Clock, .

Gardener’s wages, .. .

Petty Charges, ..

Balance.

Bank of Bengal, .

.

Cash in hau<l, .

.

Inefficient Balance, .

.

Brought forward, 26,291 10

0 4 0

2 5 0

0 0

49 3 0

146 8 0

20 0 0
* 88 3 0

8 0 0
14 12 9

106 4 3
432 16 0

2,321 11 3
8 U 0

- 2,330 9 3
581 15 3

29,639 10 7

W. S. Atkinson,

Secretarff.
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STATEMENT
Abstract of the Oriental

RECEIPTS.

1856. 1867.

Balance of 1856, Bank of Bengal, 283 13 6
Cash in hand, .. •• 1 14 0

286 11 6
Inefficient Balance* •• •• 2,0.9:^ 14 8

2,378 10 2
Sale op Oriental Publica-

tions, .. .. .. 1,323 12 11

Received by sale of Bib. Indfca, . . 1,066 1 4
Ditto by subscription to Do., •• 91 10 0

1,157 11 4
Government Allowance, •• 6,000 0 0

Received from General Treasury at

500 per month, •. •• 6,000 0 0

Vested Fund, .• .. 209 7 6

Interest on Company’s Paper from
Government Agent, .. 140 0 0

Ditto on Ditto from Bank of
Bengal, ,• 70 0 0

210 0 0
Custody of Oriental Works
Fine, 2 0 0

Carried ovcri 9,748 5 6
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No. 2.

Fhndfor the year 1857.

DISBURSEMENTS.
1856.

Sale OF Oriental Publications, 79 11 9
Freight,

Commission, . . . •

Purchase of Books & MSS.
From Messrs. Mackenzie, Lyall

and Co. and others.

Vested Fund.
Commission paid to the Bank of

Bengal for collecting Interest

on Company’s Paper,
Interest paid to the Asiatic So-

ciety on the Loan of Ks. 2,500,

Custody of Oriental Works, 705 1 6
Salary of Librarian at 30 per
month, 12 ms., ..

Establishment at 12 per month
ditto,, •

Book binding.

Books cleaning.

Copying Charges,
Extra Duftry,

Petty Charges,
Printing Charges,
Commission on Purchase of Books,
Stationery,

Asiatic Society.
Amount due to the O. P. Fund
on account of the sale of Bib.

Indica as per Accounts Current
of Messrs. Williams & Norgate,
j^76-10.8,

Copying of MSS., •• 78 9 d

Copying charges, . . • •

Vasavadatta, .. 228 6
'

0

Printing Charges, . • • •

Upanishads.

Printing Charges, •

.

Markandbya Purina, . . 465 0 0
Printing Charges, •

.

Editing Charges, ••

1857.

18 0 0
35 13 6

53 13 6

334 6 0

0 8 6

100 0 0
100 8 6

360 0 0

144 0 0
129 0 0
20 0 0
4 0 0
12 8 0
2 8 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
1 0 0

683 0 0

765 5 4

80 3 9

224 0 0

448 0 0

232 8 0
60 0 0

292 8 0

Carried orer, 2,981 13 1

o 2
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Brought forward, 9,748 5 6

The Asiatic Society’s Rooms,

Tie 31s( Dec. 1857.

9,748 6 6

£.£.

Gourdas Utsack,

Asst. Secy.
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Tadz Kbral.

Printing Charges, ..

Sanhita of thi Black
Yajur Vrda.

Printing Charges, ..

Waqidt, .. t • 675

Printing Charges, .. • •

Brihao Aranya Upanishads, 160

Printing Charges, ..

Balance.

• •

Bank of Bengal, .. • • 3,059

Cash in hand, .. • • 29

Inefficient Balance, .. • f

Brought forward.

8 0

0 0

9 0

4 9

3,088 13 9

2,112 14 8

2,981 13 1

96 0 0

904 0 0

232 12 0

332 0 0

6,201 12 5

9,748 5 6

W. S. Atkinson,

Secretary.
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LIST OF OEDINAET MEMBEES

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

ON THE 31st BECEMBEB^ 1857.

Tho * distinguishes non-subscribing Members.

Abbott, Lieut.-Col. J. Bengal Artillery, Ishapur.

•Allen, 0. Esq. B. C. S., Europe.

•Anderson, Lieut.-Col. W. Bengal Artillery, England.

Atkinson, W. S. Esquire, Calcutta.

Avdall, J. Esquire, Calcutta.

•Baker, Lt.-Col. W. E. Bengal Engineers, Europe.

Batten, J. H. Esquire, B. C. S., North West Provinces.

Beadon, C. Esquire, B. G. S., Calcutta.

Beaufort, E. L. Esquire, B. C. S., Calcutta.

Beckwith, J. Esquire, Calcutta.

•Benson, Lt.-Col. B., England.

Birch, Col. B. J. H. C. B., Calcutta.

Bivai\ Capt. H. S. 18th Begt. B. N. I., Northern Cachar.

Blagrave, Capt. T. C. 26th Begt. B. N. I. Trans-Sutledge Provinces.

Blanford, H. P. Esq. Government Geological Survey.

Blundell, E. A. Esquire, Singapore. •

•Bogle, Lt.-Col. Sir A. Kt., England.

Boycott, Dr. T. Bombay M. S., Calcutta.

•Brodie, Capt. T. 5th Begt. B. N. I.,'Europe.

Burgess, Lt. F. J. I7th Begt. B. N. I., Nowgong.

Busheerooddeen Sultan Mahamed, Saheb, Calcutta.

Campbell, Dr. A. B. M. S., Daijiling.
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Chapman, G. Esq. B. C. S., Bhagulpore.

Chapman, B. B. Esq., B. C. S., Calcutta.

Colvile, Hon’ble Sir J. W. Kt., Calcutta.

Colvin, B. J. Esquire, B. C. S., Calcutta.

•Colvin, J. H. B. Esq., B. C. S., Europe.

Cowell, E. B. Esq., Calcutta.

Crozier, W. Dr., B. M. S., Calcutta.

•Oust, R. N. Esq., B. C. S., Europe.

Dalton, Capt. E. S. 9th Begt. B. N. I., Chota Nagpur.

De Bourbel, Lt. B. Bengal Engrs., Europe.

Dickens, Capt. C. H., Calcutta.

Drummond, Hon’ble E., B. C. S., Calcutta.

Eatwell, Dr. W. C. B., Calcutta.

•Edgworth, M. P. Esq. B. C. S., Europe.

Ellfott, Hon’ble W., M. C. S.

Ellis, Major B. B. 23rd Begt. B. N. I., Bundlekund.

Elphinatoue, Lieut. N, W. 4th Begt. B. N. I., Goorgariah.

Erskine, Major W. C. Commr. of Saugur, Nurbudda Territories,

Jubulpur.

•Falconer, Dr. H., F. B. S., B. M. S., Europe.

Fayrer, Dr. J., B. M. S.

Freeling, G. H. Esq., B. C. S., Europe. Since returned.

Fytche, Major A. 70th Begt. B. N. I., Bassein.

•Gladstone, W. Esq., Europe,

Govinchunder Sen, Babu, Calcutta.

Grapel, W. Esq., Calcutta.

Gray, J. J. Esq., Maldah.

Grote, A. Esquire, B. C, S., Calcutta.

•Gubbins, C. Esq., B. C. S., Europe.

Hall, F. E. Esq. M. A., Saugur.

Halsey, W. S. Esq., B. C. S., Gurruckpore.

•Hamilton, B. Esq., China.

Hamilton, Sir B. N. E. Bart.,^B. C. S., Indore.

Hannyngton, Lieut.-Col. J. C. 24th Begt. B. N. 1., Berhamporc.

Hearsay, Major Geul. J. B., E. C. B. 10th Light Cavalry, Barrack*

pore.

Herschel, W. J. Esq. B. C. S., Jungipore.
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^’Hichens, Lieut. W. Bengal Engineers, Europe.

Hodgson, B. H. Esq. B. C. S., Daijiling. Since gone to Europe.

Hossein Ally Mohanied, His Highness Ex-Ameer of Scinde, Calcutta.

Ishureepershad, Bajah, Benares.

^Jackson, L. S. Esq., Europe.

Jackson, W, B. Esq. B. C. S., Europe.

Jadava Krishna Siuha, Babu, Calcutta.

James, Capt. II. C. 32iid Begt. B. N. L, Harjiliug.

Jenkins, Lieut.-Col. F., Assam.

Jerdon, T. C. Esq. M. M. S.

Johnstone, J. Esq., Europe.

Joygopaul Bysack, Babu, Calcutta.

Kabecroodeen Ahmed Shah, Bahadoor, Sassaram.

Kay, Bcv. W., D.l>., Bishop’s College.

Laidlay, J. W. Esq., Europe.

Layard, Capt. F. P. 19th Begt. B. N. I., Berhampore.

Lees, Captain, AV. N., 42nd Begt. B. N. I., Calcutta.

Liebig, Dr. G. Von, B. M. S., Calcutta.

Loch, G. Esq. B. C. S., Calcutta.

Loch, T. C. Esq. B. C. S., Europe.

Loftie, Lieut. -Col. M. E.

Low, Major Genl. Ilon’ble J., Calcutta.

Lushiugton, F. A. Esq. B. C. S., Europe.

Maclagau, Capt. B., N. AV. Provinces.

Macleod, D. F. Esq. B. C. S., Lahore.

Macrae, Dr. A. C., B. M. S., Calcutta.
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Foe Febeuaet, 1858.

At a monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society held on the

3rd instant.

Major H. L. Thuillier, Senior Member present, in the chair.

The proceedings of the December meeting were read and con-

firmed.

Presentations were received

—

1.

—From the Government of Madras, copies of Selections from

the records of the Government.

The Secretary stated that these publications had been sent, in

compliance with a request made by the Council, who were glad to

announce that the Government of Madras have ordered that the

Society should be supplied with all the Selections that may here-

after be published.

2. From Mr. C. Joseph, a copy of his new map of the country,

from Calcutta to Lahore, shewing the course of the rail, and the

Grand Trunk Hoad.

3. From the Principal of the Grant Medical College Bombay

a copy of the Report of the Grant Medical College, for tlie Session

1856-57.

4.

—From tlie Secretary to the Government of the Central Pro-

vinces, a plan of the Village and Fort of Bilhere.

5.

—From Captain Hill, Baukshall, through Mr. Piddington, a

Dayak Coin from Triogam, Coast of Borneo.

Recorded a note from B. 11. Hodgson, Esq., C. S. announc-

ing his departure for England, and another from Mr. C. Gubbius,

C. S. announcing that being about to retire from the Service, he

wished his name to be removed from the list of paying members.

The Council submitted, a report announcing, that they had ap-

pointed the following Sub-Committees.

•FlIffATrCE.

Dr. T. Boycott.

Captain C. H. Dickens.
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Philolooy.

A. Grote, Esq.

E. A. Saniuells, Esq.

Rev. J. Loti^.

E. E. Hall, Esq.

E. B. Cowell, Esq.

Dr. E. Roer.

Captain W. N. Lees.

Baboo Rajendralal Mittra.

Libuahy.

E. A. Samuells, Esq.

W. Grapel, Esq.

Baboo Ramapersad Roy.

Lieut.-Col. R. Stracbey.

Baboo Rajendralal Mittra.

Captain AV". N. Lees.

Captain C. H. Dickens.

NATUUA.L History.

E. A Samuells, Esq.

T. Oldham, Esq.

Dr. T. Thomas.

Dr. T. Boycott.

Captain C. B. Young.

Lieut.-Colouel R. Stracbey.

H. E. Blauford, Esq.

Meteorology and Physical Science.

The Venerable J. H. Pratt.

Major H. L. Tliuillier.

Dr. Von Liebig.

Lieut.-Colonel R. Stracbey.

H. Piddington, Esq.

Baboo Rada Nauth Sikdar.

The election of Monsieur R. Schlagintweit as a corresponding

member of the Society was deferred under rule 6 of the bye-laws.

Baboo Kaliprosono Sing, duly proposed and seconded, at t^e

December meeting, was declared elected.

Communications were received.
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—From Baboo Eada Nauth Sikdar, forwarding abstraets of the

Meteorological Eegister kept at the office of the Surveyor General,

Calcutta, for August and September last.

2.

—From Dr. Campbell, Darjiling, through Major Thuillier, copy

of a Eegister of the Temperature of the Ocean, with the chart of

the voyage of the “Agamemnon” shewing the daily position of the

ship at noon, from the Sandheads of the Hooghly, to the river

Thames.

3.

—From Mr. Oldham, a notice of the recent additions to our

knowledge of the Cretaceous Rocks of India.

The paper was read by the Secretary and the thanks of the

meeting were accorded to the Author.

Some Terracotta sculptured slabs which Captain Yule had received

from Ava, were at his request exhibited to the meeting, and excited

considerable interest.

The librarian submitted his monthly reports for December and

January last.

The following is Mr. Oldham’s paper.

On some additions to the "knowledge of the Cretaceous rocks of India.

By Thomas Oldham, LL. D., F. B. S., M. B. I. A.^ F. (?. /S. ^"c.,

Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India, ^

At the meeting of the Society for the month of May 1857, IMr.

Henry Blanford and myself were present, with the intention of

laying before the Society, a brief notice of a very important dis-

covery bearing on the Geology of India which had not long pre-

viously been made. This was the fact of the occurrence of rocks

of the Cretaceous epoch in the western portion of the Nerbudda

district. And the specimens illustrative of the intended com-

munication were laid on the table. The attention of the meeting

on that occasion, having been fully occupied by other matters of

interest, and importance, which came before it, time did not allow

of this geological communication being brought forward, and as both

Mr. Blanford and myself shortly afterwards left Calcutta, the sub-

ject was not again brought before the Society. I am, however

desirous of recalling these facts, from the circumstance that the

same discovery has subsequently been brought forward elsewhere.
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aud 1 desire to place on record the facts of the case, more fully than

has hitlierto been done, that the friend whose zeal first led to the

discovery may be rewarded by obtaining full merit for his intelli-

gent research.

All those who have given any attention to the study of Indian

geology, are aware that previously to last year, rocks of the cre-

taceous epoch, were only known to occur, in the South of the Indian

Peninsula, forming a baud, the limits of which were supposed to be

near Trichinopoly on the South, and near Pondicherry on the North.

The true relations of this band of cretaceous rocks, have never been

fully investigated, but a very beautifully preserved, and numerous

suite of fossils had been collected from them by Messrs. Kay aud

Brooke Cunlifie, of the Madras Civil Service, which were presented

to the Geological Society of London. The description of these

fossils was undertaken by the late Professor Edward Forbes, and a

most valuable and instructive memoir, fully illustrated with excel-

lent plates, was published in the 3rd part of the 7th vol. of the

Geological Transactions, London.

After giving a detailed description of the species found. Professor

Forbes entered on a discussion of the inferences to be drawm from

the ^una thus represented. It must be borne in mind that pre-

viously to this publication, the occurrence of any rocks, representa-

tives of the cretaceous epoch in India, bad often been denied, aud

that there was no fixed geological horizon to which such a new

discovery could be referred. The physical relations of the rocks

containing the fossils to any other recognised groups were unknown,

and it was only from a discussion of the organic remains contained

in them, that any just inference as to their geological age could be

attained.

Professor Forbes entered fully into this discussion, and from a

careful analysis of all the evidence arrivbd at the conclusion, that

all the beds from which fossils had been obtained were parts or mem-

bers of one and the same series, and that that series was equivalent

to the cretaceous series of Europe ; the deposits at Trichinopoly and

Yerdachollum, being probably equivalent to the upper greensand

and gault divisions of that series ;
the deposit near Pondicherry,

being equivalent to the Neocomieu, or lower greensand.
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Daring a brief visit to Madras in the autumn of 1856, 1 was

indebted to the kindness of Mr. Brooke CunliiTe, one of the original

labourers at these deposits, for a valuable collection of these fossils

chiefly from the Utatur locality. This collection at once proved

the correctness of the closing words of Professor Forbes* valuable

paper that “ Verdachelluin and Trichinopoly will doubtless yield

many more species than have yet been brought to Europe,” for in

it were many beautiful and well marked forms previously undescrib-

ed. But it also showed conclusively, that a still further and more

careful research was requisite, before it could be supposed that any-

thing like i'air data had been obtained, for arriving at trustworthy

conclusions us to the true character of the Fauna of this period in

Southern India. The relative abundance of species, and even of

genera seemed in many respects very ditferent from that which the

original collection gave, and it appeared probable that much of this

difference in different localities was the result of a difference in

depth of the sea at the time of deposit, and not of difference iu

time—a result not in accordance with the conclusions arrived at by

Professor Forbes.

Among the small collection presented by Brooke Cunliffe, Esq.

not less than 93 species were distinguished. Of this large number

only 33 were known to Professor Forbes from the original collec-

tion ;
leaving an addition to the Fauna known up to that time

from these rocks of 60 species. Without exception these

60 species all tended to confirm the opinion of Forbes, that

these rocks were of cretaceous age. A summary is given below

of these additions generically, reserving the details of specific

description until it is possible to prepare illustrations of the fossils.

But a group or two may be referred to, iu illustration of our remarks.

Thus, taking the several well marked sections of the great genus

Ammonites^ among the hfrge addition to the known catalogue of

B])ecies, which Mr. Cuniiife’s collection has given, we have none of

the Fimhriati^ an oolitic and cretaceous section ; none of the

Flexuosi^ also a lower cretaceous section
; none of the Dentati^

also lower cretaceous ;
none of the Armati, an upper oolitic section

;

none of the Losvigaii

;

while on the other baud of the OHstati^

a section essentially cretaceous, we find one
^
of the Clypeiformi^
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also a cretaceous section, one : of tbe Heterophylli five, and all of

the cretaceous subdivision of this section ; of the Idgati^ a group

essentiiilly cretaceous, not less than ten.

Of Nautilus^ a genus having a larger development in the upper,

than in the lower beds of the cretaceous, we have three allied to other

cretaceous foruis
;
of Belemnitella^ confined to the upper portion of

the cretaceous group, one. And other instances might be given.

These will however suffice to shew, that a vast addition to the cre-

taceous Fauna of India still remains to be worked out.

I would add that Mr. H. F. Blniiford, with others, is at present

engaged in making out the relation of these rocks, and 1 confidently

anticipate, that much light will be thrown upon the subject, by the

careful examination of the Officers of the Geological Survey in that

district.

Abstract offossilsfrom TJtatur near Trichinopolg.

Species previ-

ously known.
Species

unknown.
Zoophyte.

Turbinolia,

Echinodermata

Brissus, 3 2

ucleolites, 0 1

llolaster, 0 1

Crustacea.

Cancer (?) 0 1

Mollusca. (^Acephala.)

luoceramus, 0 3

Pecten, 2 0

Ostrea, 0 4f

Gryphoea, 2 1

Pinna, 0 2

Area, 0 4

Pectuuculus, 0 1

Modiola,
•

1 1

Trigonia^ 1 1

SolecurtuB, 0 1

Cardiumi

« 2

2
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Species prcTi Species

ously known, unknown.

(Gasteropoda)
f

Nntioa, 1 0

'J'rochus, 1 0

Pleurotoiuariu, 1 0

Voluta, 2 0

Phasiauella, 0 1

StronibuB, 1 0

Toriiatella, 1 0

(Cephalopoda)

Baculites, 2 0

PtycoceraB, 0 1

Hamites, 5 4

Turrilites, 1 1

Ammonites,

Cristati, 0 1

Loevigati, 1 0

Clypeiformi, 0 1

Heterophjlli 1 6

Ligati, 3 10

Nautilus, 1 3

Belem nites, 0 2

Belemnitella, 0 1

Annelida.

Serpula, 0 2

Pisces. ^

Odontaspis, 1 0

Otodus, 2 0

Lamna, 0 1

The above list refers solely to the collection of fossils presentea

to the Geological Museum, by Brooke Cuolifie, Esq.

Nebbudda Dibtbict.—During the season of 1855-56, while

engaged in the examination *of the valley of the Nerbudda, I had

the ‘pleasure of meeting Captain B. H. Keatinge, Assistant Political

Agent for Mewar, at Poonassa. Among other things our conversa-

tion turned upon the coralline limestone, of which the ancient town
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of Mandoo had been built. I took the opportunity of pointing

out the extreme interest attaching to this limestone in a geological

point of Tiew, and the utter ignorance under which we

rested as to its age or relations. It had been very ingeniously,

and correctly inferred by Dr. Carter, in his carefully com-

piled ‘‘Summary of the Geology of India,” that this limestone

used at Mandoo bad been derived from near Bang or Bagh, which

inference 1 pointed out to Captain Keatiuge in Dr. Carter’s papei*,

telling him at the same time iny own impression that it would prove

to be, not oolitic, as provisionally supposed by Dr. Carter, but of the

nummulitic age. I strongly urged Captain Keatinge to visit the

locality indicated, and to collect any fossils that might be found,

feeling confident, that it would yield a rich harvest of many forms

other than corals. 1 felt sure that it was only requisite to point

out to this enlightened officer, the interest of the enquiry, to secure

his zealous co-operation. Nor was I disappointed. In a letter

dated Nov. 4ith, 1856, after stating that he bad been prevented

from getting out much sooner, as h^ had intended, he says : “ I

started West, without, however, the least idea of where I was going

to. I got out 20 miles to Kala Bowli all well. I mounted at i to 1

p. M., to go to Cheera Khan, which name sounded well. It was

distant 8, 10, 5, 14 coss, as you pleased. Early in the afternoon I

got it down to 3 coss, but alas 1 rode until after dark, and it was

still 3 COBS, and is 3 coss now I believe, at least I never get any

nearer. * • • 1 talked to the Bheels about black stone, until I suc-

ceeded in making them say that I should find white, which consoled

me much. * • * * From the information I got I started the next

morning in a S. W. direction for Deola, on the Maan river. After

going a coss I saw the limestone in the bed of a nullah, and in a

coss more I was in the midst of it. Where I was (near Deola) the

limestone lay in a valley about a mile bitoad. N. and S. the coun-

try was all hilly, the top of the hills covered with trap
;
and the bed

of the Maan trap. I could make nothing of the general geological

arrangement. In the valley the limestone was horizontal, on the

hill sides it always seemed to slope down hill, but it may have been

merely that the slabs had fallen one over the other. But the fact

is, I had only two days to work in, and occupied them in collecting

fossils.
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Higher up at Surbaperce on the Maan, I thought I traced the

following Buccessiou, (ascending) a light greeft stone metamorphio

or volcanic
; n soft sandstone, very fine grained and white ;

compact

limestone, bluish white
;
and then the. coral limestone, the latter only

containing corals. The compact fine limestone, is found at inter-

vals all over the jungle, ond has been very largely .used for lime in

the Mandoo days
;
the old kilns are without number. Now as to

the fossils, 1 found them wherever an edge of stone lay over a con-

venient mud bed to retain them
;
and oh ! the spear grass ! ! &c. &c*

The JEchinida (Micraster coranqmnuni*) were in great plenty (the

Bheels call them Pauiichia from their five marks) and what I

suppose to be Pecten ^-eostatus,^ Plagioetoma epinoeum and Tere^

hratula oetoplieata were numerous, the latter the most numerous and

in best preservation. There are a good many other things too

you will find in the box I liave to day posted for you. There are

pieces of a large finely marked Echinus (Cidaris) and I have a half

one of the same sort of which I send you a sketcli. I have kept it

to show the natives what I want on some future occasion. There is

also a rude impression on a stone 1 have got, of a very large shell,

say six inches long.|

1 have kept half the fossils to shew Mr. Blackwell, but you will

find some nice small ones wrapped separately in paper.”

On receipt of these fossils, they were at once looked to, and it

was found that although some of these specific distinctions were

not correct, they entirely supported the conclusions of Captain

Keatinge ; and that here to the West of Mhow and Indore, in a

country where such was before altogether unknown, there existed

extensive beds of the cretaceous series. The importance of this fact,

in its bearing on all reasonings as to the physical geography of the

country at former periods, will be obvious to every one who has

considered such questions,*and its influence on the question <ff the

still doubtful age of the rocks in the adjoining district was also

great. Eagerly therefore I congratulated Captain Keatinge on hie

valuable discovery, and urged a further exploration of the field. And
1 bad the pleasure of hearing the result in the beginning of the

* This is ft Briasus, t It is so. i Inoceraanui?
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year. (March 1857.) Captain Keatinge had, in company with

Blackwell, Mineral viewer to the Bombay Government, revisit,ed the

Bang district in tlie month of January, and has favored me witli an

extract from his journal, which being brief, and full of interest, 1

give entire.

Extractsfrom Captain Keating^s Journal.

Uth January^ 1857.—From Mundlaisir marched 15 miles to Khul,

where the Bombay and Agra road crosses the Nerbudda.

If^th .—Passed by Dhurmpooree, and on to Tolie, a small village

in the jungle.

16^^.—Munawer a town on the river Maan, west of the town is

a small temple in a held, some of the pieces of limestone of which

it is composed are a mass of shells.

11th .—To Dherree a large village on the Ourie river. All about

Dherree the country is composed of a Breccia of trap, with some

limestone and sandstone pieces amongst it, some of them are a little

rolled but the most are angular. From Mundlaisir to Dherree, all

the country is of trap with no jungle, except a small babool scrub

and uninteresting.

18^/».—To Bang, the Breccia continuing most of the way. Some

tliree or four miles from Bang, sandstone is seen in the bed of a

nullah, but the high land about is all trap. About two miles out of

Bang, the sandstone commences, it is of a light pink colour easily

broken up, and the plain is covered with silicious sand from it ; in

the bed of the stream, we found pieces of black shale which on

exposure to strong heat, bubble up into a slag, and on being left in

a wood fire for some hours, turn light grey
;
we could trace no vege«

table impressions in them.

Idth .—To see the iron ore, first proceeded east of the town

some Jour miles, and came to the last works which were carried on

somelG or 20 \ ears ago. The ore lies in the body of a small hill, and

has been most extensively quarried, it is a light yellow ore like that

of Naudia, near Burwah, and of Naucoot, but in fur greater masses

tlian any I have ^een at those places, and has been most extensively

worked. The deepest mine we went into measured 48 feet from

top to bottom, and w^as about double that width. Quito close to the

ore is a large hill of limestone, but so hard and deep blue that I was
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oertaiu it was a trap, or uietamorphic stone ;
on burning, howerer,

it turned out a beautiful lime. Near the town are numbers of smaU

pits and burrows, but no large mines like those to the east.

20^^.—In the morning went to see the caves, the figures in them

very fine and imposing, as seen by torch-light, and the situation

very lovely ; the Baugun river seems to liave no single full, but a

continued rapid descent ; the clifi* in wliich the caves are situated

consists of a mass of saudstoues of all colours, sloping up to the N.

E. at a slight angle, and topped with a very hard and white friable

limestone, in which we found some shell impressions. About five

miles from Baug to the east of the Noonsee Boad, is a quarry of

white sandstone, an even bedded and soft stone, which is still carried

a long distance for building purposes, it seems to be near the

bottom of the muss of sandstone. In the evening rode out towards

Chceklee and Bajpoor, some 5 or 6 miles.

21«^.—This morning to the village of Auggur, N. E. ofBaug, where

iron has been very largely worked. Ore in great abundance, also

the hard grey limestone. All about Baug E. and west is a bed of

shales, which seem to be nearly vertical, dipping to the 8. or S. W.

at a very steep angle, the ore seems generally to be in them.

22nd^.—Bode out along the road to Cheekleo, west of Baug to the

village of Mogra, about ten miles distant. At about 6 miles, found

trap covering sandstone, up to that, the country having shewn nearly

alternately sandstones and limestones. In the afternoon leaving

Mogra, we went nearly north to the village of Kbarrwa, and from

that E. to Baug seeing limestones and saudstoues all the way,

except one hiU capped with trap.

23rd.—Left Baug by the same road as entered it from Dherree

but struck off to the N. E. from the second village ; soon got into

the trap again, with sandstones under it. About half way to Bui*

warrie in the Ourie Nulla, *near the village of Khojukoa, found a

considerable thickness of sandstones, dipping to the North and

thickly covered with trap. Near Bulwurrie saw some curious meta*

mbrphic rocks, looking rather like granite ; at Buiwarrie itself all

seemed trap.

2Ath .—Marched to Kutchkonda. Up to half way all seemed

trap, but after that we got into the coral limestones, and continued
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through them to Kutchkonda. A good deal of stone has been quar-

ried in a superficial way at this place both to the north and east,

the quarried stone lies just under trap. In the evening rode East

some four miles, to see a fall in the lliver Maan ; the fall is near the

village of Neemkhera, and is caused by a barrier of trap, the height

from 18 to 20 feet, according to the place it is taken from. A con-

siderable quantity of water was going over it in four streams.

Between the fall and Kutchlconda, the river exposes a considerable

thickness of crystalline limestones and shales in thin beds, dipping

considerably to the N. E. and at Kutchkonda is a gritty shale, used

by the barbers of all Nimar as a honestone.

25/A.—Via Cheerakhan, (meaning cut-stone quarry”) to Deora.

The former is evidently the place from whence cut-stone went to

Mandoo, and is so remembered traditionally. There are two small

mosques in the Mandoo style, built by the workmen of the olden

days. The quarries lie on the top of low hills, and have been

quarried along the top in a layer of about four or five feet, no where

apparently deeper. The rock is here not covered with trap. The

amount of stone that has been quarried is very large. From

Cheerakhan to Deora, the country is all limestone. A mile or two

out of Deora, passed what appeared to be a fossil trunk of a tree

lying on the road ; and about half a mile out, a bed of thin shales

dipping to the north. The thick limestone seems nearly horizontal.

At Deora found that the people liad collected a good many fossils.

2Qth.—In the morning for several hours fossil hunting
; found

some new ones, and saw a bank that appeared to contain more, and

in* which many were found in the evening. The fossil bed is com-

posed of a clay, usually yellow, with some red and white veins in it,

and with about a foot of compact limestone over it, the bed is

intersected by a stream, and shows best near the village ofOdeypoor

:

near it is also a bed of very friable limestone, looking exactly like

that over the caves at Baug, but containing Echini and some small

shells.

27th ,—In the morning marched east, some six miles to the

Village of Putlowed, a deserted site on high ground near a small

stream. The bed of the stream was all trap, but a number of echini

were distributed in the gravel of its bed, showing that it must pass
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through a fossil deposit. From thence to Bacconeer south six

miles, and so into Muudlaiser.*’

From these details it will be evident that to Captain Keatinge

alone is due the merit of having iirst distinguished these fossils as

cretaceous, and to him also belongs the merit of having most zea-

lously and under considerable difficulties, collected a very tolerable

series of them.

I have taken this opportunity of recording the facts above given,

more especially because in the last number of the Journal of the

Bombay Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, there is a notice re-

garding some fossils from the same locality, in which the discovery

of these most interesting fossils, and their identification as creta-

ceous, is not fully assigned to Captain Keatinge. And I desire to

reclaim for that most active and enlightened officer, the fullest

award of credit which his exertions deserve. I do this the more
anxiously also, because unexpected circumstances had prevented our

doing so at the earliest opportunity, as intended, so long since as

May last, the last of the fossils having only reached me a few dujs

previously.

1 shall not here discuss the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Carter

in the notice referred to,^ that these beds are truly neocoinieu,

because 1 think we have not got any sufficient data to reason upon,

} feel confident that the hasty reference of any group of rocks, to

some acknowledged European subdivision based upon the occurrence

of 3 or 4 ill-preserved and ill-identified fossils is both unphilosophical

and injurious. The evidence here is abundantly good to say that

these rocks represent the cretaceous era, but altogether insufficient

to enable one to refer them to any subdivision of that great series.

I(eserving, as before, the detailed specific description of these

fossils, a generic summary is here given of the number, &c.

Summary of Fossils collected at Bang by Captain Keatinge.

Corallines 4 or 5 species Species,

Fcbinodermata. Cidaris, 1

Echinus, (species) 1

Brissus, 2 or 3

* Journal Sombaj Asiatic Spcietyi XX* July 1857, page 621,^
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Cjphosoma, 2

Mbllusca. Acephala Fholadomja, 1

Venus, 1

Cardium, 4

„ altum. Soto ; hillanum^ or very eloeely allied

andtwo others.

Area 1

Modiola, 1

Mjtilus, 1

typicus, Forbes.

Fecten (Janina) 3

P. (5. eostatue common.)

Plicatula, 1

Inoceramus, 1

Terebratula, 1

Oaeteropoda. Bhynconella, 1

Natica, 1

Turritella, 1

Cerithium, 1

Triton, 1

Voluta, 2

Cephalopoda.

Ammonites of the BhotomagenHe Section, 2

I bad hoped to have procured during the past summer an

extended series of fossils from this locality, and with a view of hav-

ing it thoroughly examined, Mr. Wm. Theobald, Junr. was deputed

to remain in that district, after his field work of last season had

been concluded iu the Nerbudda Valley. But the very disturbed

state of all the country in that neighbourhood has rendered it

impossible to carry out these views. Mr. Theobald, after considerable

risk has escaped unhurt, but the examination of the Bagh country,

must be deferred to a more favourable opportunity.

I would merely add that a brief
^

notice of the discovery of the

fossils, was communicated to the Madras Literary Society, on Feb-

ruary 12th, 1S57, and published iu their Journal No. 2, New Series,

and also that I took the opportunity of a brief communication on
some points of Indian Geology, made to the British Association for
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Advancement of Science, at their meeting in Dublin during the past

year, to place on record, the claims of Captain Xeatiiige as the first

who had made out these fossils.*

LibRASY.

The following additions have been made to the Library during the

months of December 1857 and January, 1853.

Presented.

Selections from the Records of the Government of Madras the follow-

ing Nos.

—

By thb Government of Madras.

1854.

No. 1. Report on tlie Navigation of the Godavery.

3. Ditto on the Proposed abolition of the Madras Mint.

4. Ditto on the Paumban Channel.

8. Proposed plan for the Revenue Assessment of Kiirnool, 1843.

1855.

4. Major Maitlaard’s School for the instruction of the Artificers and

Pupils at the Gun Carriage Manufactory.

7. Ditto on the Civil Dispensaries, 1853.

12. Reduction on the Revenue Assessment in North Arcot.

14. Report on the Medical Topography of the South Western Poli-

tical Districts.

17* Ditto on Public Instruction in the Madras Presidency for

1854-55.

19. Ditto on Ports and Harbours of the Northern Circars.

20. Ditto on Vaccination in Madras, 1854.

21. Ditto on Civil Dispensaries, 1854.

22. Papers relating to the Revision of Land Revenue Assessment

in South Arcot.

23. Reports on the Fibres of Southern India.

24. Ditto on the Disturbances in Purla Kiniedy, Vizagapatam and

Goomsoor in 1832-36, 2 Vols.

26. Papers relating to tlie establishment of Village Vernacular

Schools in the Sub-Division of Rajamundry.

27. Report relating to the Budget of 1854-55.

28. Ditto ditto of Public Wdrks, for 1855-56.

2.9. Replies to the collective Memorandum on Public Works in the

Madras Presidency.

* An abstract of this oonununic'&tion was republished in the Edinburgh

New Phil. Journal, No. 12, New Series, page 320.
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30. Beporfc on District lloads, for 1854.

31. Papers relating to the commutation rates of the Madras Presi-

dency.

32. Report of a Committee on a plan for cleansing the drains of

Black Town.

32a or 33 Ditto of Agricultural Exhibitions in the Provinces in 1856.

33. Report on Vaccination for 185.5.

34. Ditto on Civil Dispensaries for 1855. 2 Copies.

37. Correspondence on the scale of Passenger Fares and Goods

Tariff for the Madras Ruilwa}’, Parts 1. and II. in one Vol.

38. Papers relating to the Budget of Public Works for 185ff-57*

41. Report on Grants-iu-aid of Schools unconnected with Government

42. Ditto on Vaccination for 185^5.

43. Correspondence on the scale of Passenger Fares and Goods,

Tariff for the Madras Raihvaj’, Vol. II.

A Map of the Country from Calcutta to Lahore shewing the route of

the Rail and the Grand Trunk Road.

—

By C. Joseph, Esq.

Report of the Grant Medical College for the session 1856-57.*—By thb

PllINClPAL OF THE COLLEGE.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, No. XXIV.
Report on the Guicowar’s Hospital.—Notices on Karen Nee.—Jubbulpore
School of Industry—Statement of Criminals disposed of by the Thuggee

Department—and Survey of the Andamans.

—

By thb Govbbbment of

India.

Naba Prabundhti Sara, or Moral and Entertaining Essays in Bengali,

for the use of Colleges and Schools in Bengal, by Mohendr&nath Roy,

12mo. Calcutta.

—

By the Authob.

Selections from the Bengali Poets, Part II. 12mo. compiled by ditto.

—

By the Same.

Half-yearly Report of the Committee to the Bengal Chamber of Com-
merce, Calcutta, 31st October, 1857.—By the Chamber of Commerce.

The Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, No.

XX. July, 1857.

—

By the Bombay Asiatic Society.

Journal Asiatique, Nos. 36,37, aud 38, 1857.

—

By thb Royal Asiatic

Society of Pabis.

Gelehrte Anzeigen, Nos. 38 and 39.—By thb Royal Acadbmy of

Science at Munich.

Abhaudlungen, der Historischen classe. Band VIL Abth. 2.—By thb
Samb.

"" "
' der Mathematisck-Physikalischen classe. Band VII,

Abth. 2.

—

By the Same.
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fur die kunde des Morgenlandes, Yon Dr. F. Windescli-

mami, 1 Band, No. I, Liepzigt pamphlet, the Same.

Fflagraf Kiipert der Cavalier, Munich^ pamphlet,—By the Same.

Die ClaBsisclien studien und Hire Gcgner, Mvnxoht pamphlet. the

Same.

Ueber das Klima von Munchen, pamphlet,—By the Same.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XV.

—

By the

Society.

Address delivered at the Anniversary Meeting of the Geological So-

ciety of Loudon, on the 20lh February, 1857. By the President, Col.

Portlock.

—

By the Authob.

The Calcutta Review, l^o. 63.-«By the Pbopbibtobb.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for Nov. and Dec. 1857.—By the

Editors.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for December, 1857 and January,

1858.

—

By the Editors.

The Oriental Baptist for ditto ditto.—By the Editor.

The Mutinies, the Government, and the People by a Hindu, pamphlet.

—By the Author.

The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, No. 52, November,

1857.

—

By the Society.

Calcutta Monthly Review, Vol. I. No. I.

—

Bt the Editor.

Discours on Hindoostan, by Garcin de Tassy.

—

By the Author.

Meteorological Tables ofHobert Town for October and November, 1857.

—By the Observatory in Hobert Town.

Yividhkrtha Sungraha, Nos. 43 and 44.

—

By Babu Rajsndralal

Hitter.

Exchanged.

The Athenaeum for September and October, 1857*

The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, Nos. 93

and 94 for October and November, 1857*

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie for August and September, 1857.
.

Purchased.

B. Jehuda Ben Koreisch Tiharetensis Africani ad synagogam judmornm

civitaiis Fea Epistola do studii Jargum utilitate at de linguae, Ac. J. J. L.

Bargia, Porta, 1857» pamphlet.

Le Bouddha et le Bouddhisme par C. Schosbel, Paris, 1857, pamphlet.

Max Muller’s Big-Yeda, Part lU. 4to. Li^zig.

American Journal of Sdenoe and Arts, Nos. 71 and 72, Yol. ZXIY.



Annaire dea Deux Mondes, YII. I856-1B57.

Anuals aud Magazine of l^atoral History for Oot and Nor. 1857.

Annales dcs Sciences Naturelles, No. 6, Tome TI. and No. 1, Tome VII.

Edinburgh Eerietr, No. 216 for October, 1857.

Litrraiy Gazette, Nos. 2122 to 2150.

Journal des Savants, Sept. 1857.

Comptes Eendus, Nos. 9 to 15, 1857.

Bevue des deux Mondes, 15th September, 1st and 15th October and

1st November, 1857.

Bevue et Magasin de Zoologie, Nos. 8 and 9, 1857.

Natural History Beview, No. 4, October, 1857.

Quarterly llevievr, No. 201, October, 1857.

Gourua's Btsace.

Librariaa and Assl. Seey.Feb. 1858.





EXPLANATION OP PLATES.

Pla-th I.

Curve Pig. 1 (includiog Pigs. 6 a, 7 a, 8 a,). Hourly baro-

metrical pressures at Calcutta ou 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th April, 185G.

Curve Pig. 2 (including Pig. 13 a,). Hourly barometrical pres-

sures on the Hill.

Pig. 3. Hourly mean temperatures of the stations.

Pig. 4. Heal mean temperatures, corrected.

Pig. 4 a. Heal mean temperatures, uncorrected.

Pig. 5. Vide page 37.

Pigs. G, 7, 8, 13. Hourly tensions of moisture on 2nd, Srd, 4th

April at Calcutta and ou Srd on the Hill.

Pigs. G a, 7 a, 8 a, 13 a. Hourly barometrical pressures on

2nd, Srd, 4th April at Calcutta, and on 3rd April on the Hill.

Pigs. 6 b, 7 b, 8 b, 13 b. Hourly pressures of dry air on 2nd,

Srd, 4th April at Calcutta, and on Srd on the Hill.

Plate II.

Pigs. 9, 9 a, 9 b. Mean hourly tensions of moisture, hourly

barometiical pressures and hourly pressures of dry air for April,

1856, at Calcutta.

Pigs. 10, 10 a, 10 b. The same for the whole year, 1856.

Pigs. 11, 11 a, 11 b. The same for April, 1850, at Bombay.

Pigs. 12, 12 a, 12 b. The same for the whole year, 1850, at Bom-

bay.

PRIIATA.
Page 5, Table I. Srd April, Temple, Bar. 9 a. m. Instead of

25.916 read 25.961

Page 16. Note. Instead of K, O, read X. C.

Page 17, line 9 from above. Instead of

difficulties^—read difficulties ;

Page 24, line 6 from above. Iustead*of•pressure read pressmes.

Page 24, line 11 from below. Instead of

a + t^ a+t'

Page 26, ^ue 5 from below. Instead of weight, read weight,

expressed in JESnglish Inches.

Page 43, line 1 from above. Instead of climates ; read climates.

Page 43, line 3 from below. Instead of amount of dew read

amount ofprecipitation ip dew*
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Notes of the Karen Language,—By Francis Mason.

The Karens.

Karen is aBurmese word applying to the mountaineers of Pegu and

Southern Burinah. It has been derived from ayen^ foundation, and

ka a form of particle
;
thus signifying aboriginal

;
and I find some

of the Bghai tribes call themselves Jcayay, and this may be the

origin of the Burmese word. It is, however, manifest that the

Karens are not the aboriginal inhabitants of the countries where

they now dwell.

In my early travels, the Karens pointed out to me the precise

spots where they took refuge in the days of Alompra, and where

they had come down and avenged themselves on their enemies
;
but

when I asked them, “ Who built this city P”—as we stood together

on the forest-clad battlements of a dilapidated fortification,—they

replied, “These cities of our jungles were in ruins when we came

here. This country is not our own. We came from the north,

where we were independent of the Burmese, the Siamese and the

Talings, who now rule over us. There ^e had a city and country of

our own near Ava, called Toungoo. All the Karens of Siam, Burmah

and Pegu came originally from that ^region.” When I asked for

the time of their dispersion, they were silent. The fact was cleatrly

before them, but the retrospect was too obscure to determine the

distance. Yet they saw far beyond Toungoo. On the edge of the

misty horizon was “ The river of running sand,” which their an-

No. XCIII.—New Series, You XXVII. . s
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ceators had crossed before coniiiig. That was a fearful, trackless

region, where the sands rolled before the winds like the waves of the

sea. They were led through it by a chieftain who had more than

human power to guide them ;
and Sau Quahi, when he first related

the tradition, remarked that the whole story seemed to him like

Moses guiding the children of Israel across the Red Sea and through

the desert.

To what this river, or waters, of running sand referred, was quite

an enigma tome for several years, till I met with the Journal of

the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim Fa Hian, who came from Cliiiia to

India in the early part of the fifth century of the Cliristian era.

He thus designates the great desert between China and Tibet. The

governor of the “ Town of Sands,” he says, furnished his party with

“ the necessary means of crossing the River of Sand.” “ There are

evil spirits in this River of Sand,” he continues, “and such scorch-

ing winds, that whoso encountereth them dies, and none escape.

Neither birds are seen in the air, nor quadrupeds on the ground.

On every side, as far as the eye can reach, if you seek for the proper

place to cross, there is no other mark to distinguish it than the

skeletons of those who have perished there
;
these alone seem to

iudicate the route.” ICaren tradition says that the chieftain who led

the party stretched out the staff in his hand as they crossed, from

time to time, and stones rolled up in a path before them, to show

the course they ought to take.

Tiiis emigration occurred about the time the Shans first settled

in Labong and Zitninay
;
because the tradition represents the chief-

tain to have come over first with an exploring party, aud that they

selected the region around Labong and Zimmay for their future

home ;
but wheu he returned with his nation, he found it occupied

by the Shans.

The oldest of these cities is Labong, and, according to Dr. Ricbard-

Bon, Shan history states that that city was built A. D. 574 ; so this

emigration of the Karens may^ have occurred some centuries after

the* ^commencement of the Christian era. Their traditions point

unequivocally to an ancient connection with China
;
for Tie or Tien

is spoken of as a god inferior to Jehovah ; and offering to the manes

of their ancestors is as cotnmou among the Karens as it is among

the Chinese.
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No further historical event has been found in their traditions till

they impinge on Scriptural history at the dispersion of nations. The

dispersion they represent to have arisen from want of love to each

other and lack of faith in God, while the difference of language they

attribute to the effect of the dispersion. Beyond this they have a

tradition of the deluge, and then an account of the creation and fall

of man coinciding so minutely with the statements of the Bible,

—

even preserving the names of Adam and Eve,—that they must have

been derived from the written record since the days of Moses.

Where, for example, do we Hud in the traditions of heathen nations

that never saw the Bible, biblical facts so accurately stated as in the

following stanzas P

“ Anciently, God commanded, but Satan appeared bringing de-

struction.

Formerly, God commanded, but Satan appeared deceiving unto

death.

The woman E-u and the man Tha-nai pleased not the eye of the

dragon.

The persons of £-u and Tha-nai pleased not the mind of the dra-

gon,

The dragon looked on them,—the dragon beguiled the woman
and Tha-nai.

How is this said to have happened ?

Tiie great dragon succeeded in deceiving—deceiving unto death.

How do they say it was done ?

A yellow fruit took the great dragon, and gave to the children of

God;

A white fruit took the great dragon, and gave to the daughter

and son of God.

They transgressed the commands of God, and God turned his

face from them.

They transgressed the commands of God, and God turned away

from them.

They kept not all the words of God—were deceived, deceived

unto sickness

;

They kept not all the law of God—were deceived, deceived unto

•death.”

s 2
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The absence, in all their traditions, of any allusion to any thing

peculiarly Christian, proves that they never had the New Testament

among them ;
and that, if derived from a written source, those

traditions must have come from tlie Old Testament alone. The

Karens themselves say they were obtained from their ancient books

of skin, which ara praised as teaching morals, in contrast with the

palm-leaf books, that treat of things to make men wonder. A poe-

tical fragment before me, that has never been published, says

:

‘‘‘ The palm-leaf book that is written in circles.

The book of palm-leaf that in circles is written,

The elders drew out the lines in long coils ;

They became great winding paths ;

The letters of the palm-leaf books

Teach ancient wonders

;

The pages of the palm-leaf books

Show wonders of antiquity.

God sent us the book of skin ;

It is at the feet of the king of Hades
;

God sent us the book that has neither father nor mother.

Enabling every one to instruct himself.

The book of one-sided letters, the letters ten,

Is at the feet of the king of Hades

;

The book of one-sided letters, of letters many.

Ail men could not read.”

It haa been recently ascertained that there have been Jews in

China from time immemorial ; and live years ago the missionaries

there obtained from a few Jewish families at Khai fuug-fu several

copies of the Pentateuch, the only part of the Bible they seem to

possess. The manuscripts are described as beautifully written

without points, or marks for divisions, on white sheep skins, cut

square and sewed together, about twenty yards long, and rolled on

sticks.” Had these Jews, or their proselytes, been thrown among

Buddhist nations, lost their Ppntateucb, and seen no more books of

skiui but only palm-leaf books, what more natural than to sing dirges

like the above over its removal to Hades P

Many of the Karens are quite tenacious in the belief that they

formerly had books of their own. In the September (1855) num-
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ber of the Morning Star, is an article from tlie pen of a native as-

sistant on this subject. He says,—“ Brethren, I wish to speak to

you plainly concerning one thing. It is not true that the Karen

nation had no books. The elders of past ages said, one generation

to another,—‘ Children and grandchildren, the Karens had books,

perfect like other nations.’ But they did not take care of their

books, and therefore lost them. When they lost their books, they

lost their knowledge of God ; and when they lost their knowledge

of God, they could no longer live in peace with each other. The
younger brother became an enemy, the elder brother a foe. The

more they lived in hostility, the more degraded they became

;

the more degraded they became, the shorter the period of life
;

the shorter the period of life, the more they did evil;

the more they did evil, the more severe were the judgments

of God, afflicting them the more with sickness and death.

But the elders left one promise. They said,
—

‘ Though the Karen

nation has deteriorated and increased in wickedness, yet love and

compassion will come to them again
; when love and compassion

come to them again, if they observe and do, they will fraternize

again into populous communities
;
when they fraternize again into

populous communities, they will love each other and improve phy-

sically and morally.’ Again, the elders said : ‘ Children and grand-

children, if you are enticed towards that which is black, follow not 5

if you are enticed towards that which is red, follow not. They are

not the words and commands of your God. Before the word of

your God returns to you, many will come, saying they are your

God
;
but they are not your God. Look towards the ocean. The

great bird shall ascend and spread forth its white wings. That is

the white foreigners bringing you the words of your great eternal

God.* The elders added : * If you observe the words of your great

God, which the white foreigners bring to you, you shall become

acquainted with the righteousness of your God, and be able to dis-

criminate between right and wrongs and when you are able to

discriminate between right and wrong, you will dwell together

again in prosperous communities as in the olden time
; but if you

neglect to observe, then will you remain in the same degraded state

you are now in.’
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The words of the elders have been fulfilled in every particular.

All things have happened as they said. The Karens do not love

each other, so they live apart in small communities. One sets him-

self above another, and no one will submit to the will of his neigh-

bour; so they live in the forests, like the pheasant and jungle fowl,

one in one place and another in another place. The white foreign

teachers have come with our books, according to the words of the

elders, that we may live in cities and villages again, and rise.”

Karen is applied to several distinct tribes united by the common

bond ofhavingone language,though spoken in widely difiering dialects.

The Sgaus are the most numerous tribe, and occupy the widest

extent of country. They are found from Mergui in Lat. 12® N.

to Prome and Toungoo in nearly Lat. 19° N. On the east, they

have wandered over the water-shed that separates the Meinam from

the Salwen, and on the west, a few have passed into Arracan. Tho

Burmese denominate them sometimes Burmau Karens,” but they

call themselves Sgau until passing the Southern boundary of Toungoo

where they assume the name of Mau ne pgha, and on crossing Meet

nan creek, that term is dropped for Paku. The Pwos call them

Shan, but do not confound them with the tribes denominated Shaiis

by the English. These they call Thaing. The Sgau may be dis-

tinguished by his tunic, which is white with a few red horizontal

parallel stripes near the bottom. With a few rare exceptions nouo

of the Sgaus are Buddhists.

The Pwos are found scattered in the same regions as the Sgaus

to a short distance above Sitaug. They ore a more muscular tribe

than the Sgaus, and have almost universally adopted BiTddhism.

Tradition says they emigrated South from the Paku hills, and

tliis tradition is confirmed by the fact that the Paku dialect is much

nearer the Pwo than the ordinary Sgau. The Burmese call them

Talaing Karens, the Sgaus Pwo, but their own distinctive name is

Sho. Pwo, however, their Sgau name, has been introduced into

English by the missionaries. ,
Their tunics are distinguished from

the Sgau by being handsomely embroidered near the bottom.

The Pwos are much less numerous than the Sgaus.

On crossing Thguk-ye-khat, or Draw-drink-water creek, an

eastern tributary of the Sitaug, which comes in about six miles
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south of Toungoo, the country is found to be inhabited by Bghais.

Their limits on the north are not exactly known, but they are

bounded on the east by the banks of the Salwen. They are much

greater savages than the other Karen tribes, and are robbers and

kidnappers by profession. None are Buddhists, but all are wor-

shippers of Indra and stones. There are stones in every house, to

which in connection with Indra, buffaloes, hogs or fowls are sacri-

ficed, and blood poured on them with prayers. Bghai is the name

given them by the Sgaus or Pakus. They have no distinctive

name for themselves, each clan calling itself by the name that

designates man, precisely like DIK in Hebrew, which signifies

both man in general, and Adam, the man. The Karens consider

themselves as the men, for all the tribes have the habit of charac-

terising themselves in the same way. They consist, however, of two

or three sub-tribes, one of which, the most civilised, is distinguished

by wearing tunics or frocks, while all the rest wear short pants

scarcely reaching half down the thigh. The tunic wearers have had

dillerent names given them by the Burmans in different localities,

yome are called Lieh-hg ga gie^ or “ great butterflies,” and others

Liek-hy ga gnay^ or “ little butterflies.” The pant wearers are divided

by the Burmese into the Taing or wild Karens who inhabit the moun-

tains on the east and north, and the red Karens who dwell further

east in the valley of the Salwen. They seem to me, however, to be

essentially the same people. The *^wild Karens” have red radiat-

ing lines WTOught in their white pants near the bottom, as the rays

of the rising sun are sometimes represented
;
and the red Karens are

said to have their pants all red, or the red lines parallel
;
but all the

red Karens 1 have met wore the Shan blue pants
; and some of

tliose hud the radiating lines tattooed on their backs which they

exhibited as their coat of arms with considerable pride
;
and indeed

with one or two wild beasts from theiif forests, for supporters, it

might be worked into a very respectable escutcheon.

The Sgaus, Fwos, and Bghais are the principal Karen tribes, but

there are two or three smaller ones. The Mopghas occupy the

secondary range of hills between Thouk-ya-kbat and Kanuie, red

bank, creeks, whose mouths are about eleven miles apart, the latter

fulling into the Sitang five miles north of Toungoo. There are not
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more than ten or twelve villages left of the whole tribe. They

have some indistinct traditions of having been much larger former*

ly, but were reduced by wars. They skirt the Bghais on the west,

and their dress cannot be distinguished from the tunic-wearers;

nor have they any distinctive mark except their dialect. A few of

the villages call themselves Mopgha, while others know no name

for themselves but the word for man. The Burmans have different

names for them, some being Tauhga gie or great Bees,” and others

Tail hya gnay or “ little Bees.”

There is a small tribe that the Burmese call Tounggthus, from

toung south or mountain, and ihu person, signifying eitlier south-

erners or mountaineers. They call themselves Fa-au; in some sec-

tions they are known only as pedlars, but in province Amherst and

Pegu a few are settled in villages. The natives inform mo that

large numbers are settled on the north-west boundary of the lied

Karens. Tliey do not consider themselves Karens, but their lan-

guage is nearly allied to that of the Pwo Karens, like them they are

Buddhists, and they are a muscular tribe like the Pwos ; but in dress

they cannot be distinguished from the Shuns. They claim Thatung,

the old Talaing capital, as one of their ancient cities, and Bugda-

gautha, who first brought the Buddhist scriptures from Ceylon, as

their countryman, but on no good grounds.

Quala, when among the red Karens, met with a tribe from the

north who were called Taru, nearly the Karen pronunciation of

Tarouk, the Burmese name for the Chinese. They shave the head

leaving a tuft of hair ou each temple. Besides their numerals, he

noted down about twenty words, nearly all of which indicate a

common origin with Karen. They are reported numerous north of

the Bed Karen country.

The Kabeh Language.

The Karen language is* distinguished from the Tai, the Talaing

and the Burmese, the other independant tongues of farther India

by possessing the Arabic sounds of
^

ghain,
^

ain, and ^ kha, and

by being nearly destitute of the initial gutterul imperfectly repre-

sented by ny, found in the other languages. It is remarkable,

however, that these Arabic sounds are most common in Pwo and

Sgau. In Bghai they are found in very few words, especially the

first.
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The Karen is remarkable for using words in pairs, in the signifi-

cation of one of the two. Thus nau or nang^ grass, takes for its

couplet mie or meing wild [things] hence.

(1) Klau [weed,] nauy hlau mie, weed the grass.

(2) Klau nau mie, ,, „

(8) Klau nau, „ „

where the three forms have by usage the same signification,

though literally they read,

—

(1) Weed the grass, weed the wild [things.]

(2) „ „ the wild [things.]

(3) „

The couplet of pho child, is lie grand-cliild, and a story com-

mences : There was a man and his wife in former times, and they

had no pho no where alone would give the same significa-

tion.

An old man, before the fall, is represented as walking through

the forest with his daughter behind him, whom ha warns not to

pluck the leaves from the trees. He says, If you pluck the leaves

and throw them down, they will become haseu, they will become

kalo ; and when kaeeu halo come into existence, travelling will be-

come very wearisome.” Here kaseu is the significant word for

mountain and kah is the couplet.

Again he says, If you throw down the leaves, they will become

paumu, they will become paulay^^ where paulay, signifying sea or

ocean, is the significant term.

The paired word is often chosen from some resemblance or associ-

ation with the significant term, as

:

Ta-u, takhie, cloud, darkness, for ta^-u cloud.

Takhie, tana, darkness, night, takhie darkness.

Die, nya, frog, fish
;

nya fish.

Taphie, tanya, skin, flesh tanya flesh.

Mtwie, hto, dog, hog htwie dog.

Hto, heau, hog, fowl hto hog.

Thama, payo, crocodile, dragon thama crocodile.

Stmt, ehie [Bghai] bird, fowl shie fowl.

Me, htie boiled rice, water me boiled rice.

Thwie, htie blood, water thwie blood.
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Khlie, tha seed, fruit „ fJta fruit.

Me^oOf phahsa fire, asbes „ me oo fire.

Mag^ hau sand, earth „ mag sand.

KlioolaUy bleulau, dig, immerse „ Jchoolau dig.

MiemaUy plauthau^ dream, be in a

reverie „ miemau dream.

Ay, Icwie love, covet „ ay love.

Sometimes the couplet is a foreign word signifying the same

thing, as

Klau, nwa, the bos genus, where nica is Biirman.

Htie, noung, water „ noung is the Siam nam.

Ileuphlong, heuhhaung mau „ hhaung „ „ hhon.

Ta-u, tamgau, monkey „ myaii is Biirman.

Mauhtau, para, pagoda „ para „

Apo, ahau, to spcah ,, hau „

Occasional!}^ the secondary word appears to have been chosen for

euphony, as

Phomu, phomeu, daughter, where meu has no signification.

Lie, lay, book ,, lay „ „

Tamu, tala happiness „ la „

Sometimes a couplet regarded as destitute of signification, proves,

as our knowledge of the language extends, to be a significant word,

thus

:

Htsoo the couplet of hsa to be sick, was regarded as of no signifi-

cation until the Bghai was acquired, whore it signifies fever. So

la the couplet of ta-kapau, or hseuphang light, is probably the Bghui

lie.

This feature of the language suggests a probable etymology for

many words
; thus le way word, w'here xoay the iion-siguificaut term

is probably of common origin with the Sanscrit

The dialects exhibit some singular irregularities iu the use of the

personal pronouns. At Tuvoy, sd or seu is the first personal pro-

noun, singular number in S^au and is iu much more common

use than ya or yeu, which is also used
;
but in Bghai it is the third

personal pronoun, singular and plural, he, she, it, they
; and is used

exclusively in some Sections, but a few villages near the Pukus

use wa.
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lu Sgau and Bghai nay is the second personal pronoun singular,

thou, thee
;
but in Mopgha it is the plural number of the same per-

son, you.

In Pwo, thie is a particle marking the plural number oC the second

and third persons wlien affixed to the singular ; but in Bghai it is

an iudependant pronoun, the second person plural, you.

In Mopgha, the first personal pronoun singular ya, on being

used as a possessive is changed to eV, pronounced precisely like the

English 1.

Objective forms for the third person, au^ eu^ and sai are peculiar

to Karen as compared with the languages of other tribes.

The following table exhibits the pronouns in all their forms, in

the various dialects.

CaseAbsolute, Nominative Objective Foss, Pron,

I as to me. I, me my.

Sgau Ya, or yay Ya, yeu seu Ya or yay As nominative.

Pwo Yeu, or yawe Ya, or yeu Yeu

Bghai Yay Ya Yay

Mopgha Zii Za Zii Ei

Toungthu Khwa

Thou as

to thee Thou Thee Thg

Sgau Na, or nay Na, or neu Na As nominative

Pwo Nou, or nawe Na, or neu Neu

Bghai Nay Na Nay

Mopgha Nai Na Na
Toungthu Na Na Na

As regards He, she^ ity Ainiy her, tIt, Ills, her, its.

^c. they them their.

Sgau Away A, or way , Au A.

Pwo Awe A, or we £u A.

Bghai So, or wa Say A, or Sa.

Mopgha 0, or wo

Toungthu Wa
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Oaee Aheolute. Nominative Ohjeotive Tie. Pose. Pron.

We, as re-

gards us. We Our.

Sgau ya way Pa, or peu Pgha As, Nomin.

Pwo Pa we Pa, or Pea Peu P7

Bghai Kay Ka Kay 99

Mopghai Kay Ka "Wau Oo, or Ei.

Toungthu Ne

Tou, as re- You You Your.

garde you.
\

Sgau Thu way Thu Thu As, Nomiu.

Pwo Nathie Nathie Nathie
. 99

Bghai Thie Thie Thie 99

Mopgha Nay Nay Nay 99

Toungthu Nathie Nathie Nathie

The third person plural is the same as the singular.

Dialects.

The Sgau and Bghai have no final consonants, but Pwo, Mopgha,

and Toungthu have them.

Sgau and Fwo. The moat marked characteristic of Pwo is a

final nasal ng where the roots in Sgau, and most of the other dia-

lects have final vowels
;
as

Jgau, Te To form, create, Fwo, Taing.

99 me Margin 99
Naing

99 See A tunic 99 Ssaing.

99 E To bite
99 Aing.

99 Stau To ascend 99 Htang.

99 Lau „ descend 99 Lang.

99 Miemau „ *dream
99 Miemang,

99 Ohm An image
99 Ohang.

99 Phau To cqok 99 Phang.

99 Khlau To heat 99 KMromg.

99 So Power
99 Saung.

99 Kho Land 99 Khaung.

99 Thu The liver 99 Thung.

99 Loo To follow
99 Laung.
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.'Pwo often takes an aspirate where Sgau has a smooth mute, as

Sgau Ka To break Pwo Kha.

9f Ko To be hot „ Kho.

99 Ku 99
G*^t „ Khuh.

99 So „ carry „ Hto.

99 Too „ receive „ Stony.

99 Flo The spine „ Fhlo.

99 Fla To dismiss „ Fhla.

A middle or flat mute in Sgau, often becomes a rough or smootb

mute in Pwo, as.

Sgau, Lie The cucumber,Pwo, HHe.

99 Ble To be smooth „ Phle.

99 Bghie To rest „ Pwie.

99 Bway The grasshop- Stwag.

99
Be

per „

A branch „ Htaing.

Occasionally it is the reverse, as ;

Sgau, Tau To strike Psro Lo.

99 Iltie To see „ La.

A formative smooth mute in Sgau is often wanting in Pwo, as :

Sgau, Kana To listen Pwo Na.

99 Kale The kidneys „ Le

99 Kaman ,, spleen „ Mang.

99 Kamu Dust „ Mu.

99 Kateu End „ Htu.

99
Kapie Mud Phie.

99 Muhanau A maiden „ Munang.

99 SaJeho The mango „ Kho

99
Thapeu A chatty „ Phung.

99
Thadie The gall blad* Lie

The Sgau ng is not

der •„

found in Pwo, Y usuallj supplying its

place *, as

Sgau, Sga
•

Before Pwo Ta.

99 Ngau To be easy „ Ym.

99 Kanyau To refuse „ Sayany.

99 Thakanyaa Mercy „ Yanytha.
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The letter S in Sgau often becomes gb in Pw'o, as

:

Sgau Sa To walk Two, 01m.

m Evening
99

Qha.

Han To weep
99

Ohang.

9? Hu „ steal 99 Oku.

5» He „ hate
99 Qhain.

Bghai. While Bghai coincides with Sgau in all its words ending

in vowels it differs from it, as well as the Pwo, in introducing a

large number of new words, as :

Bghai I>ie Tear Sgau Hie.

HooMaypoo Field
99 Khu,

99
KhauJelay Door 99 Tray.

99 We Margin
99 Hie.

99 Away VCay Another 99 Ayba,

99 Way An insect
99 Kha.

99 Nay Self
99 Tha.

99 So A slave
99 Hu.

99
Tapheu Fish

99 Hya.

99 Twie A net
99 Pyha.

99 JDatheu A basket
99 Ku,

99
De Boiled rice

J9 Me,

99 Feu A large fish net „ Sa.

99 Tayyautayya An image
99 TaghaiUnphau

99
Mahtau A pagoda

99 Kho,

99 Lookheu A grave 99 Thwakho.

99
Klie Soldier

99 Thu.

99 Kiekay Evil
99 EU.

99 Khauway Sin
99 Tadayha.

99 KJiauwayma Hell
99 Lara.

99 Lie Light
99 Kapau,

99 Kway T?o pour
99 Gha,

99 Khoo To be bold
99 Loo.

99 Khau To bo wide
99 Lay.

99 Khyie To appoint
99 Thepa.

99 Wie » % 99 Too.

99 Weu „ bark
99 Mau.

99 Wephlau „ throwaway,, Kwiele.
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IBghai We To wither Sgau Khe.,

99
Suba „ wash, „ Thesau.

99 8a „ look „ Kwa,

99 Kumiesa
>1 think „ Ilsokamo.

99 Seu „ be cool „ Khu,

9 » Sway „ run „ Khe.

>9 Chu „ perspire „ Kapeu,

91 Shieshay „ fear „ Billie,

99 Oosha „ bathe „ Ln,

?9 Shie » •"‘-•et „ Thagheu.

91 Shuy „ be warm „ Khlau,

59 Shallmitta „ forget „ Thapicnau,

Zay » heal „ Bla.

99 Dje „ laugh „ Nic.

99 Taplau „ ride „ Bo.

9
* Taic „ testify „ U.

Ata ask „ Khe,

99 Na „ be straight
,, Lo.

99 lliie „ throw a net „ Hu.

99 llteu „ be licavy „ Kheu.

99 Pa „ „ diiUeult „ Khau,

99 ILto „ anoint ,, Bhglioo,

99 Deuhayyaha „ reverence „ Tooyau,

99 Na „haveeapacity„ Trau,

99 Pgha „ found „ Thoo,

99 Shauie „ watch „ Kho.

99 llau „ reprove „ Boo,

99 Khoo „ be fierce „ Boo,

99
Botha White Wa,

99 Aychayna Well Kasaudau,

99 Shotahla Around „
*

Watarie,

99 Na Causative par* Men,

tide „

19 Ba Affix of perfect

tense „ Lie [Pwoyotfi

There are many other words in common use differing as' much as

the above.
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It is remarkable that yuwa^ the name for the god who created

the heavens and the earth and all things, is known to a part of the

Bghais only
;
and those use it with a prefixed ta^ and always with

the adjective deu great affixed, making it taguwadeu. The pant

wearing Bghais on the north tell me they use Khwekhwd deu for

the same being
;
and a couple of young men who recently visited

the Bghais near our north east frontier, report Teu mau as used for

yuwh. Quala says that the greatest difficulty he found in address-

ing the Bghais in his journey to the Bed Karens was his inability

to discover the name they gave to yuwa. The name for Satan is

subject to like variations. In Sgau it is Mukaulie^ in Pwo, Mukau*

laing^ and the name I have adopted in Bghai, as being best known

to those who will read the books, is Utoo usay khay^ but there are

several other names, as Modielie the same word by which they

designate the gecko, and Mopraymu, Adam whom the Sgaus call

Thanay^ some of the Bghais call Ayrabay

;

and the Sgau ie~u for

Eve they change to Mora.

The Bghai is remarkable for hissing dentals. The people speak

with their teeth closed when pronouncing many words, and but

slightly apart when uttering others. JEfa, very common in Sgau and

Pwo, has no place in the dialect, being changed to sh. The Bghai

has several consonant sounds as y, z, and a peculiar hissing dj

that cannot be adequately represented by English letters, which are

not found in the southern dialects.

The Sgau gh often becomes wa in Bghai, as

:

Bghai Wie To enumerate „ Okie.

Woo A serpent „ Oku.

Awoo Use force „ Ohoo ksoo.

We Gash, cut „ Okay.

We Concerning „ Ohe.

We Ratun „ Qhe,

We Good „ Qhe.

Wag To rise „ Oeay,

Wau Cold Qho.

• Tliese word^, tliough alike here, arc distinguished bj intonation in the printed

Karen.
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While the Fwo adds to the aspirates in Sgau, the Bgliai some-

times takes a Hat mute where there is an aspirate in Sgau, as

:

Bghai Kookeu Head, Sgau, Kho,

19
Ka Behind 99 Khie,

99 Kauthoo Secret 99 KhooiJioo.

'9 Kau Future 99 Khag.

The Pwo prefix ang to some active verbs, and which has ordinari-

no representative in Sgau, becomes a in Bghai, as •

Bghai A shag To sell Fvvo, Anglisa,

A she To beat in a mor-

tar
99 Anghboo.

99 A woo ,, take bv force „ Anggliooh.

99 A tliateu „ send .. Angmeung.

'9 A hoo „ steal Angwoo.

9 ' Alo ,, borrow 99 Anglaung.

99 Apha ,, cook .. Angphaung

.

The Sgau vowel au often becomes a ill Bghai, as

:

Bghai La To descend Sgau, Lan,

99 Ilia „ ascend 99 Iltau,

99 Kha Foot or leg
9
* Kliau,

*
99 Da To chop '9 Dau,

99 Da To be shallow •9 Dau.

99 Na Area 99 Kau,

99 Lapgha Fall in ruins 99 Laupghau.

99 Lasha * To be difibrent „ Lauhsau,

99 Kha Only 99 Khau,

The Sgau vowel a is often ag in Bghai, as :

Bghut, Khay To step Sgau Kha,

99 Pay Side
99 Fa.

99 Say To be weak 99 Sh,

99 Bay To liit
99

Bh.

99 Bay Night 99 m.
99 Ay Many 99 A.

99 Play A cubit 99 Fla.

99 May To make 99 JUa.

* Distinguished bj iiitonatiou.

U
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,
The vowel eu is a favorite in Bghai. It takes the place of seve-

ral Sgau vowels, as

:

Bghai Then A tree Sgau The.

„ Men, Tbe sun „ Mu.

,, Mcu The eye „ May.

„ Seu A corpse „ So.

„ Hteu High „ Illau.

The most remarkable distinction is found in the numerals. The

names for the first five are almost identical with the Sgau, but

:

Six is then iho literally Three-two.

Seven „ „ „ ta „ Three-two-one.

Eight „ Iwie tho „ Four-two.

Nine ia ,. Four-two-one.

The language of tho Mikirs in Arracan, has something similar;

there

Seven is thor-chie literally Six one

Eight ,, nu-kep „ Two ten i. c. 10—

2

Niue „ chi^hep One ten i. c. 10—

1

There is nothing parallel in any of the languages or dialects

spoken around.

There are a multitude of sub-dialects in tho Bghai, every village

boasting of possessing some peculiarity in its language. In one

the letter tha is unknown, la being always Used in its place
;

and in one day’s walk 1 have found the comnion word for speak to

bo changed from apo in the morning, to Itic at noon, and then

back towards the Sgau to icatau at eve.

Mopgha. The Mopgha introduces several new letters into

Karen, some of which, if nrjt all, are found in Shan.

It has a peculiarly strong/, uttered with a forcible ejuission of the

breath
;
as

Mopgha Feu
•

A cliild, or aon, Pwo Tho.

Feu To fly „ Youk.

» Fu A bird „ Ilto.

n Fo Iluad Kho.
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It has both an initial and final v passing intof 'm

dialects ;
as :

one of the sub>

Mopgha Vuv To offer Pwo Boung.

Veu „ make an end »> Louk.

>»
Vedz „ guide 99 TUoung,

There is a final dz iu ^lopgha, not found in the other dialects, as

Mopgha Kudz To instruct Pwo Tlioung.

Ilsicdz „ seize 9)
Fhie.

Lapodz, the spider 99 Khan.

Several words which arc Ibriiied of m followed by a vowel in the

other dialects, have the same consonant preceded by a vowel in

]\Iopgha, as :

Mopgha Two Sgriu JJghai

Am Mo Mo Mvu Mother.

Km Meing Mie Mir Xame.

Vm Muk Mu Mail Happy.

J^em Mang Thamu Thamo Live.

AVlieii these words are preceded by another word wdth an inherent

vowel, llie inherent vowel is dropped and the consonant is united

wiLli the vowel of tlie root, as :

Za my, and utn mother, become Kim my mother,

thy, „ „ „ „ Nam tiiy „

Na thy, „ umj^o musket „ Numpo thy musket.

When the first word is followed by a distinct vowel, the initial

vowel of the second word is dropped
;
us :

Kay our, and am mother, become Kiim our motlier.

Nai your, „ „ „ Naim your „
AVords with a final v are subject to the same rules, as:

Latu a city av in, become Latui\ iu the city.

Kanay bufialo „ „ „ • Kanaiv in a bullulo.

The Mopgha has a peculiar hissing sibilant wdiich seems to

take the place of ha in the other dialects ; th is wanting, being chang-

ed to t

;

and z i^akcs the place of y. Altogether it is the most pecu-

liar of the Karen dialects, and yet is spoken by not more than two

thousand people, \Yho speak it in two or more well marked sub-

dialects.

u 2
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Toungthu. The Toungthu, or Pa-au dialect has a t? not found

in Sgau or Pvvo, but with this exception, it is nearly related to the

Pwo with an occasional deviation towards the Bghai. No attention

however has been given to the dialect, beyond the collection of a

small vocabulary of words that I made half a dozen years ago, and

which was published, with some typographical errors, by Mr. Hodg-

son in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 1, 1853,

under tlie name of Touiigthoo and credited to Dr. Moreton. It

will be found corrected in my vocabulary of the dialects at the

close of this paper.

Taru. All known of tins dialect is the few words collected by

Quala, and given below, except the numerals which will bo found

in the vocabulary. The numerals show the nearest aliiiiity to the

Pwo, aud are most remote from the Bghai.

Taru il/bo. Heaven Sgau jifookho.

j> Ilaloo, Earth JLiukhoo.

5> Famo "Woman,female,, Fomu,

Fahho Man, male 33 Fokhtra-

3? Takho Child '3 Fliothakhwa

33 Tieta Salt Ugliai le-ta.

93 Kle A road S^jau Klag,

93 La Leaf
33 La,

93 Ta Pruit Bghai Ta,

93 Foola Betel leaf Pwo Fliula,

33 Bghai Thapoolag,

93 Mamoote Areca nut
33 Mamoota,

•? Gnwa The mouth Pwo No,

33 Ldkan The nose Bghai Nagkhede,

93 Say Boiled rice Sgau Me.

33 Zoo *A house Bghai lle,^

93 Te To return Pwo Taing.

33 Ilswa „ jcome Bghai Swag to run.

33 Fhoo Good
3» We-lay.

• lu some of the BgfaM aub-dialccts the h is pronounced as if passing into
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The VocABULm.

The following vocabulary coutaiiis the words which have been

selected by Indian philologists to develupe the affinities and diffier*

ences of languages. In the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Ben-

gal, and iu tho Journal of the Indian Archipelago, Hodgson, Logan

and others have published the same words in all the known lan-

guages from Australia to Siberia, and from the Yellow Sea to the

Black. With these the Karen may now be compared in all its

known dialects. The couplets have been added occasionally, but to

have inserted them iu every instance would have subserved no use-

ful purpose.
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English Sgau JPwo Bghai

Air Kulie Lie Kalie.

„ coup. Thangbau Lang Waytbra.

And Dau Day Lay.

Ant Teu Htung Teu.

Animal Taphotaklia Hseuphobseukba Taypbeutay way

Arrow Pla Pbla Play.

Bad Eu Euug Kiekay.

„ coup. Thau Thaung Moulay.

Beautiful Akliicala Akhieula Aj)eubayaghu\vc

Bee Kauay Ne Kaue.

Believe Na Nay Nay.

„ coup. Soo Soo Zoo.

Belly Heupheu Ghoophoug Kaphoo.

„ coup. Houkho Tiiapboug Thaphoo.

Bird Hto Hto Htubapbeu.

„ coup. Lie Lie Htubasbay.

Bitter Kha K.ba Khny.

Black Tboo Theuug Lay, or ibieebe.

Blood Tbwie Tbwie Tbwie.

Boat Kblie Kblie Kblie.

„ coup. Hto Iltaung Kapay.

Bone Kbie Kbwie Kbwie.

Book Lie Liek Sai.

Bow
Boy Pbotbakbw'i\ Photbakbwa Pbeutbaykbcu.

Brass Tobau Htoungbaug Kreba.

Brins: Has no independant root,but is made from tw’o sigiiify-

ing literally come-carry.

Broad Lay Lay Kbau.

Bufiulo Pana Pana Pauay.

Burn There are several specific words for this generic one.

By. Ids. Leu Leu Lay.
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Mopgha Toungthu Remarhs

Lalie Talie Siam, Lon.

Koreng, Tinghuu,

Lay La Bur. lag Talaiiig la.

Htcn iltung

Tafeutaklia

Pla Pla Koome, pala Shan, pen.

En Kay Compare Greek k a kI a,

J u

Akhcaghaiigl 1C tara

Lane

^ani

Nurii

Pan

Teubo Awa Litiibu, hu.

Teuba

Kha Kha Bur. kha Shau khou.

Tuk Phren Shan lau.

Sweit Tlnve Tibetan thak.

11 lick Phro Bur. hlag.

This couplet signifies by itself

a raft.

lltcu

Khie Hsot Shan sot Chin, kuh, a kweh.

Sii Bur. sa^ Talains:, leik. Chin.

shoo.

Bow difiers from boat in the in-

tonation only.

Feuta

Teuffwa Touus Brass and copper are made from

the same generic root with

the adjective yellow and

red affixed.

Lay
Lana Paua

Which one could be compared legitimately with the other

vocabularies is impossible to conjecture.

Lay
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English Sgau Fwo Bgliai

Call Ko Ko You.

coup.

Cat

Yu
Thamievau Meinjau Mieyaukau.

Cheek Bo Nopalitie Bau.

Child Photlia Photha Piesaypeu.

Chin Kha Kha Khay.

Cloud Taeu Hseueiins: Tayeu.

Cold Gho Gliaung Wau.

Come llay Ghay Le, or "e,

Country Kau Khang Ka.

Copper Toghau lltoiingwau Krieba.

Cow Klau, or po Khlau Peu.

Crooked Ke Kaiug Kc.

Crow Snuwakha Kla Sowa.

Dark Kliie Khie Khic.

Daughter Phomu Phomu Piieumu

Day Nie Nie Kie.

,, coup. Thau Thoung Thay.

Deaf Nataeu Naeung Naykootacu

Deer (sambor) Takhau , Hseukhau Kheu.

Demou Tana Hseuna Taynay.

„ coup. Tawio Hseupho Taykaphoo.

Die Thie • Thie Thie.

Dig Khoo Khung Khoo.

Dog Htvio Iltwie Htwie.
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Mapgha Toungthu Bemarhs

Zeu Tom Chin, gerieh.

Miezau Nyoo Chiu. miau.

Bo

Feu

Kha Sans.Ww chivi.

Taeu The ttty hseu, tag prefixed to this

Ghau Khwa

and many other roots is the

same formative particle.

Shan, kat.

Hay Lou Chin, lay and kwoh. The Bgliai

Klio

Kriebo Iltoung

has no distinct word for

come, but uses le go, or ge

return, for it.

Peu Phou Comp, klau with
;
peu with

Crooked kay Nga keu

los. Tibetan la.

Crow Sagwa Zauka

Khie

Feu meu

No Ya Bur. ne Bur. yet^ embraces both

To

the night and day.

This couplet designates the Bur.

yet.

Nalaeu

Uaeu

Tana

t

Tapoo

Tei The chin.

Kkau Sans.

Htwie Utwie Mru. takwie.
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Ungliih Sgau Pico Bghai,

Driuk Au Au Au.

Duck Htode Htohta Oopayde.

Ear Na Na Naykoo.

„ coup. Nu Noug Naykau.

Earth Haukho Gliangklio Lakheu.

East Muhtau Mubtaung Muhta.

Eat Au Ang A

Egg Die Dio Dio

Elephant Ivahsau Kabaauug Kasha

Eye Jlay Me Hleuladoo.

End, consume1 Leu Louk Leu.

Enter Nu Xu Nu.

Eat Bau Baung Bau.

Eather Pa Pha Pa, or ta.

Flat Beba Papay Bieba.

Eerer Nyagho llsoogliouk Shwie, or shoo.

Few Sgha Sha Sliie.

Eight Du Du Du.

Eire Meoo MeeuDg Me.

Eish Nya Ya Tapou.

Einish Wie Glioung Wa.

Form, make Te Taing Bau.

Flower Phau Phau Phau.

Fly Yu Too Wie.

Foot Ehau Khaug Xha.

Forest Pgalakla Meinglakla Sapoklay.

Frog Do Do De.

From Leu Leu Leu.

Give He Pe le.

Go Lay Le Le.
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Mopgha. Toungthu.

Go Awa

Haupay

Ear Na Na

Nu
Eartli Hau feu, Hamtan

Mculito

Au Am

Dei Die

Lab so Ilsau

3\Iay May
Veu

Lieuni

Day Day

Pa Pba

]3a\ ba Sainpya

Shwie

Sha

Du
Mcouk Me
Za Ilia

Wa
Bu
Foo lieu

Fly Fu

Khuu Kban

Kbuklavu

Dei

Leu

Pba

Lway

Eemarks.

Singpbo na.

Lit. sun-ascend.

The Sgau eat and drinh^ are dis

tinguished by inonation.

Mru. dai.

Sbaii. tsang. Cliiu. siang,

Shan, matta^ Chin. moh.

Botia. me.

Shan, pa Cbm. yu.

Chiu. wan.

Chill, tuon.

Limb. pliu.

QKva.fci.

Tibetan, hang. Foot and leg are

made from the same root.

SlMin.j7a;i. ^\xx.pag.

Suuawar. lau.

Give lie

Lc

X Z
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English. Sgau Pwo JBghai

Girl Pothapomu Phothamu Piesaypheuphou-

inu.

Goat Maytaylay Pe Paykolay.

God Tuwa Tuwa Tayuwa.

Gold Iltoo Htaung Htway.

Good Glie Ghe A\'e.

Guide Sgbeu Thoung Thay.

Great 1)0 Do Dell.

Hair Khotboo Khotboo Kheuloo.

Hand Su Su Su.

Happy Mu Mu Mau.

Hard Ko Kaung Ma or ko.

Head Klio KIio Kookeu.

Hear Nahoo K^agbcung Shaunay.

Heart Tha Tha Tha.

Heaven Mookhoo Mookhoo Maukheu.

Hell Lara Lara Kliauwaynia.

Here Phayie Htaungyo Dauyeu,

nigii lltau Htau Hteu.

Hog Hto Hto lltau.

Horn Keu Kong Neu.

Horse Kathe Katlio Tbie.

Hot Ko Kho Ki*u.

House Hie Ghaing He.

Hunger Tathawie Hsuuthawie Tayfhawic.

Husband AVa AVa.

In Leupoo Leupeung Leupoo.

Iron Hta Hta Htala.

Ivory Kahsautnay Kahsauugmay Kubhathro.

Kill MalLie Muthie Maythie.

King l^aupa Sukhwa Shaparga.

coup. Saulo Salong Shadeu.
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Mopglia Toungthu

Feumeu

Piekoolay

Layuwa

Bay

Tea Khan

Gho

Vudz

Heu

Great Dcu, aud vu Tan

Feuhtook Taloo

Sook

Urn

Su

Ma Ma
Feu, or kho Katu

JSahoo lloiiu

Heart Ta

Maiifeu

Lara

rhayio

Lara

llto nto

lltocik Iltau

Nau Nuiig

Lagho Tha

Ko Kheu

House lleik Lam
Tawaime

AVa

Hookho

Leupo Too

lltala

Luhsome

Pathie

Kill Matoik

Sokaro

Mathie

Shan, pa.

Chin. Icin^ and kum.

Chiu, ta, Tai dL

Chin. sgu. Hand and arm are

made from the same root.

Bur. ma.

Bur. klioitng, Shan ho.

Sans ifT.

Chiu, tehee,

Botia ta, Ako, ghura,

Shan. hie7i.

The leu precedes the noun^ while

poo is uilixed.

Literally, elephanUtooth,

Liberally make^death.

Bur, shenhugen.
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ISnglisho Sgau

Kiss Neumoo

Laugh Nie

Law, (moral) Tatho

coup. Tathau

„ civil Kwau
coup. Beu

Lead Pgha

Leaf La

Leg

Little Hsie

Live Moo

Lift up Sauhtau

Light Kapau

Lightning Lauwaadie

Lord Kasa

Loom Hta

Long Htau

„ distant Tie

„ in time Tie

Man Pghaknyau

„ coup. Pghathaplcu

Medicine Ivcthie

Milk • Nuhtie

Moon La

Morning Slughau

Mother Mo
Mountain Kaseu

„ coup. Kalo

Mouth Htakho

Musquito Paso

Name Mie

„ coup. Tha

Pwo Bgltai

Ncungmeung Numau.

Nie Dje.

Hscuthaung Tadauoo.

Hseuthaug Shauoo.

Kliaungf Beu.

Htwe Kwa.

Slia Pa.

La Lay.

Pe Shie.

Meung Thamo.

ITsalitang Sahta.

Phang Lie.

Langwaadie Lawanadie

Kahsa Biesay

llta ITta.

Htau llta.

Taing Djie.

Tie Djie.

Heuphlong Picya.

Heukhong Pieycu.

Thio Thaukh^ii

Mhte Nuhtie.

La Lay.

Mugliau Muhau.

Mo Meu.

Kbolaung Khaumu.

Htounglo Hhaulau.

No Lamau.

Paso Paso.

Mcing Mie.

Tha Thav.
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Mopgha

Neumuk
JSTe

Tato

Tatau

Beu

Sheu

Pgha

Lu

Hseik

Moo, aud licm

Sotau Ilya

Talapo lltala

Lauwaadtc

Lasa

Hta

llioo Hto

Tzes

Tzcs

Zt*zau, or plau Lau*

Katliie Latoik

NuLteik

Moon La La

Meuwoo
Am Meu
Liisou Koung

Lalau

Mouth Htafeu Prouug

Laseu Takiiia

£m, or meik Meiug

Remarks

Literally smell-happy

.

Murmi nya.

See foot. Chin, kiak.

Literally carry^ascendiny

.

Bur. len. Shau len.

Lit. the thunderflaps his icings.

Chin. yuan.

Distinguished in intonation.

Bur. loo. Shan khounj.

Literally hreasUwater,

Shau leu.

Shan amya.

Chin, khoii^ and hau,

Simanes khamta.

Bhotia and Cldn. ming.

Notes of the Karen Language.

Toungthu

Kga

Soon

La

* Bead Pciclo, zezau, or Plau.
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JEnglish Sgau Pwo

Neck Ko K\io

New Thau Thang

Nigkt Na Na

„ eve Ha Gha

No Tameba May-0,or mway-(

Noon Jloohtoo Muhtang

North Kalieao Liekhie

Mukapa ]\loopa

;}
Hsakahsau Shakahsang

Nose Nade Na

Of A A

Oil Tho • Tho

Old (of things) Laulie Lauglie

„ (ofpersons) Pgha Sha

Paper Sakho Sakhou

Plantain Thakwie Thakwie

„ wild Ya Ya

Poison Su Su

Kain Tahaysu Hseuhseung

Bat Yu Yu

Baw Thiekasay Theinghse

Bed Gbau Wau

Bice (paddy) Boo Boo

„ (cleaned) Hu Woo, or ghoo

„ (boiled) 3Ie Uo

Eeturn Ke Htaing

Bipe Me Meiiig

Biver Lo, klo Lo

Bun Sie Saingtaluing

Boad Klay • Puugtha

„ coup. Kapoo PungthuDg

Bffhai

Gau.

Thay.

Nay.

Hay.

Tamenau, or uau.

or tauiepato.

Moolitiehta.

Kalieakhiesau.

IVLookapny.

Shaykaalia.

Naykhede.

A.

Theu.

Liela.

Pghay.

Savkoo.

Ya.

Waylesu.

Yu.

Thietheu.

Llekau.

Boo.

Iloo,

l)e.

Ge.

Mie.

Lau.

Sway.

Klaypootha.
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Mopgha Toungthu Remarhs.

Khau

Tank

Na
Ha Ha
Me-e or me-

kiiay Taniwateu

Meuhtook

Lalieso

Meupa

Nade

A A
Nayteu Namau

Leik

Pgha

Sokeu

Plantain lakwie (Ina

Za

Khayhaysu

Zu

Siateu Tathiet

Wook Tanya

Rice Beu

Return

Iluk

May
Ga

Meik Hin a

Loo

Sie Laii

Peuta Kinvtan

Literally vnnd-top,

„ sun-side applied also to south.

,, elephant-star i. e. ursa major.

liur. sehkoo.

Shan. hu:a.

Shan. leu.

Bur. hme.

Chin. tsou.
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Miglish Sgau Fwo Bghai

Bound Fhleuthaleu Talookoo Phleu to hie.

Salt (noun) letha Htiela lethay, or ieia.

» (verb) Hau Ghang Hay.

Sand May Me Thame.

Sea Paulay Panglay Palay.

Separate Pha Pha Pha.

Shame Mayhsgha Memay Meuthawa.

Ship Kabau Kabang Thaypau.

Short Phu Pie Pheu.

Sick Hsa Hsa Shay.

Side Kapa Ghupha Eapay.

Silent Bghau Langmang Sau.

Silk Thato Hto Thaie.

Silver So Se Ho.

Sister Daupuwaymu Htungphuwemu Thaypuwaymu.

Sit down Hsenau Hsenang Sbann.

Skin Phie Phie Phe.

Sleep Mie Mie Shaumie.

Slow Kayaukayau Eyaukyau Kbajkhar.

Small Hsie Pe Shie.

Smell Neu Neung Nu.

Snake Ghu Ghoo Woo.

Soft Kapooloo Phook Kapeutaloo.

Son Phokhwa Phokhwa Pbeukbeu.

Soul Tha Tha Tha.

Sound Thau Thau Tbay,

Sour Hsei Plsaing She'

Spirit Kala La Kalay.

South Kalielitio Liehtie Kalieakbabtie.

Maylaka Hsanrung

Speak Kato, and po. Ehlaing Apo,& hie, & yie

Say Sie, and tay Lau Dau.

Stand up Hseuhteu HseunhiuDg Shauhteu.

Ptiar Hsa Sha Shay,
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Mopyha

Htophlau

Deikta

Hau
Me
Pole

Pa

Maykj^

Thaybo

Pheu Pu

lisa

Lapa

Sau

Lapfu&lahteu

Seu, &, theik Ilou

Htauphau-

waymu

Sit down Hsaunau Fnglau

Pahie Phro

Meik Ping

Khajkhay

llscik Fa

Ncu

Ohuk Uru

Bok

Feuhwa

Ta

Lalouk

Sour Shie Hsya

Lale

Po Ungdau

Tay

Sheuhteu UngUtuii;

Hsa Usa

Remarks,

Bur. lung.

Bur. penlag.

Chin. peen.

Bur. themhau. Tal. kalang.

Chin. Sgao,

Hindi sid Tal. sraun.

Chin pi,

Chiu. Sgao.

Literally the heart.

Shan, htsoi.

Chin, ling.

Literally yhof ofthe toind.

,,
constellation of the cross

•

Shan, sat^ lot.

Notes of the Karen Language.

Toungthu

Tunglung

Tatba

Cliiu. sing.
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Englith &gau Fm Bghai

Straight Lo LouDg Na.

Strike Tau Do Peu.

Stone Leu Long Lou.

Sugar Icthaliseu Htielahseuiig lethajshio.

Sun Mu Mu Mu.

Sveet Ilseu Hscung Shie.

Swift Khle Ivbliang l^ha.

Sword Na Na Haslie.

Tell Sieba Lauba Diiuhay.

Tail May Me Xaine.

Take, seize llieue Pboungpie Piene.

„ coup. Piekba Piese.

„ away Keso Taingbso
‘

Gesa.

That Aue Aynau Aim.

This Aie Ayyo Aycu.

Thunder Lauthau Lantbay Lathay.

Tiger £lie, and botba-o Kbe Khoj^ taypoolie

Tin Pgha Sha Pabotha.

To Hsoo Leu Sen.

Tobacco Katbie & nya tboo Katbie, & yatboo Katbie.

To-morrow Khayghau Kaygbai Kaumoohau.

Tongue Pie Pble Pie.

Tooth Mai May Theumay.

Tree The Tbeing Thcu.

Ugly Agliaueu Agliaugeung Akheu aghaukie

kay.

Understand Napeu Natho Naykoonu.

Unto Tu, and hsoo Iltung, leu Ta, tu, sou.

Wake Phutheuau Nangalha Phutheuay.

Walk Ha Gba, & saing Hay.

Wash Thesau Tbieyabseiug Suba.

Water Htio
,

Htie Htie, and shu.

„ coup. No Noung
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Mopgha Toungthu liemarks.

Lo Son

Peu Tway Shan, pautihn Chin. ta.

Louk Lung Lepcha, long Limbu, lung.

Deiktabseu Literally eweet salt.

Meu Mu
Hseu Xeu

Hie

Lazau

Poba Tboutbau

]\Iay

Take Siez Klion

„ away Qaso Literally return^carrg.

Leuba, leuiio Tabau

Ale Yo
Thunder Laupau

Tapaleik Ka Bur. hja.

Pgba Hek

Lou £u
Lateik

Khoumooglio

Pie

Swahteik Tagua Bur. ihva,

Te

Akbeagbauta-

ghe

Anain Tbena

Tu, leu Cbin. tai.

Pbusenau Ting

ila Lay Bur. lag.

Sesay

lltoik lltie Chins, sbui.

Kha Siam, nam.
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JEnylish Sgau Pwo Bghai.

Wax Eho Eho Ehau.

West Muna Mann Mann.

Which? Phaylayghalay Htounglaghalay Daulaypghaylay.

What? Memunulay Mayhseanaulay Memanau

And metraymay.

Why? Bamanulay Baliscunaulay Baymauau,

and baytrayna.

Who? Matataghalay Paulaghalay Pgha nauta pghay

nau.

White Wa Awa Botha.

Wife Ma Ma May.

Wind Ealie Lie Ealie.

With Leu, and dau Leu» & day Lay.

Woman Pomu Heumu Peumu.

Word Takato Hseukhlaieg Tayapo.

Ealu Loo Le.

Yellow Ban Bang Ba.

Yes En, or me Eu, or may Eu, or me.

Young Thasa Tbabang Thasay.

Year Nie Neing De.

Yam Nway Nway Nway.
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Mopgita Toungfku Bemarkt.

Khoo

Meune Lit. tun-enter.

Playlay plau-

lay Haamaynay

Memanaylay Hsomayuay

Baymalay

Plelaglialay Pamaynay Chin, mut.

Gwa Bwra

Ma

Lalio

Lay

Feutneu Chin, mgu

Laluk

Bo

£u, or me

Tasa

Nie, and do

Nvray Nwa
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Numerals.
English Sgau Pwo Bghai Itei Karen

One Ta La Ta Ta
Two Khie Nie Kie Ke
Three Then Thung Theu, or teu Theu

Pour Lwie Lie Ilwie Lwie

Pive Yay Yay Yay Nya
Six Khu Khoo Theutho Theutho

Seven Nwie Nwe Theuthota Theuthota

Eight Kho Kho Lwietho Lwietho

Nine Khwie Khwie Lwiethota Lwiethota

Ten Tahsie Lahsie Tashie Tashe

Eleven Tahsieta Lahsiela Tashieta Tasheta

Twenty Khiehsie Niehsie Kioshie Neshe

Hundred Takaya Laya Takayay Tayay

Thousand Takahto Lahtaung Tukabtnu Tarie

Taru Mopgha Toungtliu Bemarks

Mau La Ta Tal. mu-a

Neu Schheu Nie Shan, htsoung

Tu Teu Thung Tibet, sum

Lwie Lwie Leet Limbu. lish

Gnay Zay Gnat Bur. gna

Hso Khu Thu

Nway Uin Nvrot Limbu. nusli

Hsoo Kho That Lepcha kakcu

Kwie Khwie Koot Shan. Jeowt

llseu Lashic Tasie Chin. s7^i.Thc first

Tasieta root is one.

Schheushic1 Niesie

Aya Laza Talyea

Alie Lahto

llemark. la this paper oo represents the English sound.

ay

e the Continental .«

eu

The long and short vowels are not distinguished, nor are the in-

tonations which distinguish words in Karen that have the sanio

vowel. For the general comparison of languages, it has not been

deemed necessary to distinguish them, and to do so would involvo

the use of many diacritical marks which would confuse the manu-

script.
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Coin Collections lost during the rehellion.—By
Geobqe H. FiiEELiKa, Esq., B. C. S.

It is in consequence of the great stress laid by all who have

written on Indian umisraatics including Wilson, Cuuninghatn and

Thomas, on the locality in which the coins of any race or dynasty

are found, that I am induced to notice the dispersion of my own col-

lection at Allahabad during the late troubles there.

In many cases, and particularly as regards the later Bactrian or

Indo Greek reigns, the principal or only means we have of deter-

mining the area over which the sovereigns by whom they were

struck held sway are the coins themselves and the places of dis-

covering them, and the fact of many of one series being procured

far away from their usual seat may lead into error those who found

theories on and argue from such a basis.

The collection in question was, as noticed by Mr. Thomas in his

paper on Gupta coins published in the Journal in 1856, chiefly

made at Harnirpore in Buudlecund, and was naturally in great

measure formed of specimens obtained in the Doab, the appearance

of which at Allahabad or in its neighbourhood would excite no sur-

prize, and call for no remark. But it had been enriched by many
contributions from the westward, particularly Muttra, and the pur-

chase of a small collection made at Peshawur and another belonging

to the late General Palmer had added a large quantity of those

usually termed Bactrian, and Indo-Scythic, the latter especially

being very numerous and finely preserved, many too with the origi-

nal rust on them, which of itself might be sufficient to lead a pur-

chaser to believe they had lately been dug up in the vicinity.

There were likewise many of the rarer species of those commonly

called the Bull-and-horseman, denominated by Mr. Tiioinas the

“coins of the kings of Cabul,” and chiefly procurable in the Punjab,

or even further n^th. Sassanian and Cashmere coins with many

others from the same direction w'ere included in the loss.

I would also notice at the same time that a second cabinet lias

been dispersed during the mutinies, that of Lady Sale
;

it was in

the possession of Mrs. Holmes, who with her husband was murdered

by the Irregulars at Segoulie
;
they then plundered her property,

aiqpng which were the coius in question. Never having been

fortunate enough to see the collection myself, 1 cannot give any

specification of its contents which, however, were, I believe, rather

rare and choice than numerous ;
all, save a few copper pieces, have

now disappeared.
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A Beginter of the Temperature of the Surface of the Ocean from the

Hooghlg to the Thames,—Bg A. Campbell, Esq., M, D.

To Major H. L. Thcillier,— Deputy Surveyor General, Calcutta,

Sib,—On leaving India for England in February 185(5 I received

through your prompt and kind assistance two Thermometers from

Government to enable me to keep a register of the temperatures of

the ocean fur M. Hermann Schlagiutvveit, and the Asiatic Society.

I kept the register faithfully all through the voyage from the

Saudheads of the Hooghly till we entered the Thames, a copy of this

register with a chart of the vov-

Sli atS**"* “8® was for-

warded with tlie annexed letter

to Colonel Sykes, the Chairman of tiie Honorable the Court of

Directors, and I have the pleasure to forward a duplicate of it for

the information of the Asiatic Society.

For the delay in doing so, the Society will, I hope, excuse me.

The period that lias elapsed since I rejoined my station in the end

of May last, has not been favourable to tliiuking of such matters.

I am, yours very truly,

A. Campbell, M. D.

Darjeeling, January 21«/, 1858

To Colonel Sykes, Chairman, ^‘c,, East India House, London,

SiE,—Previous to my departure from India I was requested by

]I. Hermann Schlagintweit to keep a register of the temperature of

the surface of the ocean on the voyage round the Cape of Good
Hope, as such a register was a great desideratum to him in conuec*

tioii with his other Meteorological researches in the East.

2. Having been furnished with Instruments for the purpose by

the Government of India, I made the required observations, which

are herewith forwarded, and have now to request that you will do mo
the favor to take charge of them for Mr. Schlagintweit.

• I have the honor, &c.,

(Signed) A. Campbell, M. D.

Memoranda on the Register.

1. Begister commenced o& the day after we left the Pilot, 2l8t

February, 1856.

2. On the 2nd of March at the time of both observations the

temperature of the sea was 2^ higher than that of the air, viz. 82^

and 84i^. This being the first time I had observed this result. I
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made double observations, i. e. 1 registered the air and sea from

both Thermometers alternately. The result was the same.

3. On the 29th at 3 p. m. the air and sea were 8G^. At 6 p. m.

a squall came on with heavy ruin, which lasted, the rain, for 6 hours.

This cooled the air from 86° to 82° but the temperature of the Sea

fell 2^ only in the same time.

4. On the 3rd at 3 p. m. the air was 85° the sea 86®. We
had a squall and a sliower of a rain at. 8 p. m. ;

on the 4th at 0.30 a. m.

the air had fallen to 83® tlie sea to 84® only.

5. Since we approached the equator i. e. since we passed 5°

North, 1 have observed that the mercury does not fall more than

2 degrees from the evaporation of the moisture on the iustruuieut.

Nortli of 12° it used to fall 6 degrees.

6. For the first 7 days the observations were taken on the main

deck at the Poop-ladder in the shade, since then they have been

taken in a starboard Poop Cabin aft the Cuddy with open port

and jiliuills; and 1 think that the situation is preferable from

equability of shade to the deck, or any other part of the ship for

registering the temperature of the air.

7. In the Indian ocean we found the Soutli East trade blowing

in the 8th degree of S. Latitude, and we left it in 27®

.

8. To the Wet&t of the Cape we found the South East trade in

31® and left it in 1® South.

9. Found the North East trade in 6® North and carried it to

25®. Found the sea weed in Latitude 19®
,
Longitude 39® West

and lost it in Latitude 31°.

10. Oil tlie 21st of March Latitude 24° 38' Longitude 54® -42'

the iiioruing was calm. Thermometer iu air at 9^ a. m. 80®, sea

79®. At 2 P. M. we had a squall from the South West which

reduced the temperature of the air to 76® at 3 p. m., but the tem-

perature of tlie sea was 80® . It had risen 1 degree before the

squall, I presume, and had not diminished by 3 p. m.

11. On the 25th March iu Latitude .29® 5V Longitude 40® 17'

we had the wind from the North, a land wind from the Island of

Madagascar. The Thermometer in air at 9^ a. m. stood at 79®
; the

temperature of the sea was 75|^. At 3 p. m. the temperature of

the air was 82® (sea 80® ) or 7® higher than on the preceding day
when the temperature of the air at the same hour with the wind
from the South, East was 75® only. On the 26tli the wind w'as again
from the South, the air fell to 77®, but the sea had not cooled with
equal rapidity, and stood at 79®. A. Campbell,
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Description of a new species of Himalayan Mole,

Talpa Macrura,—By B. H. HoBOSOir, Esq.

In preparing a set of skins and sculls for despatch to Europe I

find a marked species of Mole which has not been I think described,

and which differs from the ordinary Himalayan one by being a third

smaller yet having a tail five times as long. The following is its

summary description.

Tip of snout to base of tail, 4 inches. Head ISt' inches. Tail and

hair, 1} inches, tail only, inches, palma and nails, ij inch, planta

and nails, f inch.

Its colour is deep slaty blue, with cauesceut gloss, iridescent

when wet.

The tail is cylindric and pretty well covered with soft hair which

extends a little beyond its tip. As 1 called the other Micrura,

so I name this one Macrura.

Moles are very abundant in the Himalaya, the deep bed of black

vegetable mould, every where prevailing (so long as its protecting

cover of forest and brush-wood is not cleared off), affording a plenti-

ful supply of those earth-worms which constitute the Mole’s chief

food.

The abundance of Moles therefore gives a distinct clue to the

surface character of this gigantic system of mountains, or rather to

the Indian slope of it, and most especially to the central or normal

region.
^
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A Twenty^Fifth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India, being the

H. Company's Steamer Pluto's Cyclone in the Qulfof Martaban

2Zrd and 24^A April, 1854.

—

Jdy Henry Piddinoton, President

ofMarine Courts.

This Cjclono is on many accounts a very remarkable one and a

great addition to our knowledge of that yet uncertain part of our

science, the tracks of Cycloues in narrow confined seas ;
and the

vicinity of an active volcano to one part of what appears to have

been its singularly curved track, and its intense violence and limited

extent make it one of great scientific as niell as of mere utilitarian

interest. 1 give first the abridged documents relating to it beginning

from tlic South as usual, and then a table of them and a detail of

the conclusions upou which the track is laid down.

Abridged Log of the Ship Auatoon Apcar, Capt. Conniew, from
Singapore bound to Calcutta. Reduced to Civil Time.

The Aratoou Apear was at Noon on the 28th April, 1854, in

Lat. 7° 23' N.
;
Long. 97® 44^ East with the island of Pulo ESjah

bearing E. N. E. 35 miles. Daylight gloomy wdth lightning* Noon
line and light airs Northerly, p. m. to midnight standing to the

N. W. b. N. with light variable airs to 8 p. m. when steady S. W,
breeze. At sunset a heavy swell from the Southward.* Midnight

fresh breeze S. West, passing clouds and heavy puffs.

Ry Moon 22nd April.—The ship had run up to Lat. 10® 63' N.

;

Long. 95® 59' East with winds of variable force from calms to

stormy breezes and squalls, variable and Southerly throughout.

Her Barometer had risen from 29.90 at 11 p. m. on the 2l8t, to

80.00 at Noon of the 22ad. The sea is marked throughout as **a,

high cross sea,*’ ‘^a terrific sea,” and a most turbulent sea keeping

the decks awash,” and at 8 p. k. on the 21st, though a calm, it is

marked as a turbulent sea breaking in all directions,” and a protest

is entered in the log of the 22ud and 23rd on account of it. By
midnight 22nd and 23rd Barometer had fallen to 29.70. Oale ^ very

fresh” and a high sea spoon drift and sea passing like a sheet of

* I note in italios this singular swell as it occurs on suocessiyo days, and shall

refer to it in the Summary.

2
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water over the vessel. During these two days ship running up to

the N. W. b. W. and N. W. J N. from 2 to 8 knots. The wind is

marked at 1 p. m. on the 23rd as Southerly.”

On the 29rd April.—4 a. m. cruel weather. 7 a.m. wind marked

S. W. sea making a clean breach over the vessel and described as

awful
; the ship was now under storm sail. Barometer at 29.60 at

6 A. M.
; Noon no position given

;
Lat. by Acct. 12® 47' N.

;
Long.

04® 29' East
; v. M. wind becoming more Westerly, and by 8 p. m.

moderating to light breezes
;

at 10, wind S. W. a 2-kuot breeze

only, and at 11 the Barometer is marked at 29.80. At Noon 24ll»,

Lat. 14® 6' North
; Long. Chr. 94® 33' East.

Abridged Log of the H. C. Steamer Plfto, Qipt. S. G. Boon,

Commander^from Moulmein to Rangoon. Civil Time.

The Pluto left Moulmein on the 2l8t April, 1854, having on

board a detachment of European Artillery with officers and fol-

lowers, in all one hundred and fifty-five persons with their baggage

designed for the relief of the garrison of Bassein. The weather is

described as thick and gloomy, increasing at midnight with light

rain at times and a cross swell from the S. Eastward. Wind vary-

ing from S. East to West. The Barometer at Noon was at 80.00

;

Aneroid 29.77; Sympiesometer 30.00. At midnight Bar. 30.00;

Aneroid 29.78 ; Sympiesoraeter 30.35 ;
Ther, 81®. This kind of

weather it is remarked in Capt. Boon’s report is usual at this period

of the year.

22nd April,—a. m. a long Southerly swell
;

at 4, fresh breezes

S. E. and threatening weather; Bar. at 5. a. m. 29^67; Aneroid

29.40 ;
Symp. 30.25 ; Ther. 81®. Daylight, weather as before, vessel

labouring much, steering to the S. W. i S. with a heavy Southerly

swell. At 8, more moderate. At Noon, moderate but gloomy

;

Bar. 30.1 ; Synip. 30.10*; Ther. 81®. Lat. Obs. 15® 30' N. ; Long.

96® 9^* East. p. m. light breezes Southerly and cloudy with a S.

Westerly swell. 8 p. m. saw Point Baragua from the mast head

bearing W. N. W.f distant about twenty miles. Soundings at 2

* in the log which would have placed the vessel to the Westward of

the points.

t W. S. W. in the log and official reports but W. N. W. is no doubt meant
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r. M. 14 fs. and at 4 p, m. 11 fa. At 4 p. i£. Bar. 30.00 ;
Symp. 80.10

;

Ther. 84 A stroug Northerly current
; at 4 p. M. wind marked

S. East, swell increasing from the S. West. Sunset gloomy and

threatening, made all possible preparations for bad weather, vessel

steering out to the S. S. W. At 8, increasing breezes from S. East,

dark gloomy weather with passing showers and lightning; Bar.

29.90; Symp. 30.00; 9 p. m. Bar. 29.80; Ther. 84®; Symp. 29.905

wind marked S. East at 9 p. m. Every appearance of a gale in the

(rulf to the S. West of the vessel
; altered course to S. East with a

view of clearing its track
;
sea increasing to midnight, when blowing

a gale from S. East with passing light rain and sheet lightning^ Bar.

29.60 ;
Ther. 83°; Symp. 29.70 ;

Aneroid 29.60.

23/Yf April.—A. M. lieavy S. East gale, Artillerymen pumping, as

the Engine could not keep the bilge-pumps going fast enough

;

4 A. M. Bar. 29.40
;
Ther. 84 J° ;

Symp. 29.60. Sea increased and now

mountainous and confused, horizon «at times no where visible from

the height of the wravcs
;
5 a. m., ship unmanageable and in danger

of foundering ; threw all the deck baggage overboard
;
6.30 A. M.

ship more buoyant.

At 7 A. a lull of 15 minutes
;
securing masts, funnel, Ac. for a

shift of wind, Bar. 29.09
;
Ther. 84° ; Symp. 29.20 ;

Aneroid 29.10.

Observed the Bar. rise and fall 1 inch.* Much sheet lightning
; saw

sea birds about the ship and noticed the water effervescing alongside.^

At 7h. 15' wind shifted to the N. W., blowing wuth indescribable

force
; boats, bulwark and paddle-box blown away. Lashed the

helm a lee as the men could not stand the violence of the wind

and spray. All hands lying flat on the deck holding on to the

bolts, Ac. under the lee of the weather bulwarks
;
impossible to

move along the deck without crawling on all fours. Bar. oscillate

ing very much and finally settling at 28.40. Obliged to desert the

pumps from the fearful violence of the wind. Ship buried in the

sea. Foremast invisible from the funnel from the sheets of spray.

as W. S. W. would place the vessel in 4*fathoins water to the North of the

Krishna shoal. I subsequently learned that these were clerical errors.

* From 29.09 to 30.09 and fallhig again instantly as specially noted in Capt.

Boon’s official report.

t The italics are mine tliroughout tins log.

2 A 2
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All who were exposedfelt it exceedingly cold during the height of the

hurricane and experienced a most painful sensation about theface

particularly in the eyes. Could not throw the guns overboard ;
sea

one mass of foam and spray ; 11, Bar. rising, wind abating and

shifting to the westward, 2 feet 9 in. of water in the hold when we

could sound the well. Noon Bar. 29.9 ;* Ther. 84;^
; Symp. 29.40.

Weather moderating fast; p. M. wind and sea moderating; Bar.

29.40 ; Symp. 30.00 ;
Ther. 83^. Finding that the vessel was much

damaged and leaky and that it was useless to take on the troops

without their baggage and accoutrements put back to Moulmein,

and by midnight the weather was perfectly fine.

At Moon on the 24tth,—Lat. 15® 12' N.
;
Long, 96® 52' East

shewing a set of sixty miles to the South during the hurricane. In

his olHcial report, Capt. Boon states that he considers the centre to

have passed up between the liangoon and Sitang Rivers.

1 forw^arded a set of queries to Capt. Boon regarding this Cyclone,

to which he and his Chief and second officers have been good enough

to give me the replica noted below.

Queriesforwarded to Capt, Boon with his replies and those of his

Chief Officer Mr, Hahton and Second Officer Mr. Gales.

The Sky Clouds, <&c.

Queby No. 1.

—

What was the appearance of the sky during the

Cyclone and specially during the lull. Was there any clear space in

the zenith /

Capt. Boon.—The sky was dark and lowering with very little

scud, 1 particularly observed that there was no clear space in the

zenith during the lull, but there was an apparent break in the

weather, so much so, that those on board who were unacquainted

with the law of storms, prognosticated fair weather, and w ere much

surprised when I informed them that the Fluto was in the centre

of the Cyclone ;
it was certainly deceiving, but as 1 am a thorough

believer in the law ofstorms I made preparations for a shift of wind

and bad weather.

Chief Offices.—The sky during the Cyclone was overcast with

dense clouds. The niglit was particularly dark, no stars visible.

No clear space in the zenith.

* So in the MSS. probably 29.09 ia meant.
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Second Officeb.—Gloomy with dark ov'erhanging clouds, there

was no clear space in the zenith.

No. 2.—Was there any remarJcalle light or darkness? Was the

sea luminous. Ifany light whence was it derived? ,

Capt. Boon.—There was no remarkable light and the sea was not

particularly luminous. The night, previous to the lull, was very

dark, I may say the darkest night I ever experienced.

Chief Offices.—The night was particularly dark. Daylight

was a long time breaking. No remarkable light
; sea not more

luinjnous than usual when breaking.

Second Officee.—No particular light or darkness farther than

'1 have generally seen in bad weather. No luminous light observed.

No. 3.—Was there any remarkable lightning during the lull.

Describe all the kinds of lightning carefully.

Capt. Boon.—Flashes of distant sheet lightning at intervals, but

no thunder
;
the lightning was very faint and had the appearance

of being a long way off
;
it came from all quarters of the compass.

Chief Offices.—During the lull very faint long flashes of light-

ning (reflected light ?) No thunder heard.

Second Officer.—Faint flashes at intervals.

The Sea.

No. 4 .—When was the effervescence spoken of in the log first

noticed ?

Capt. Boon.—During the lull, and lasted until the wind came

from the N. W.
;
the sea was very confused, rising very high and

falling apparently with no progressive motion
;
the Fluto laboured

less in the centre than slie did in any other part of the Cyclone.

Chief and Second Officers.—^During the lull.

No. 5 .—How long did it last ?

Capt. Boon.—About a quarter of an hour.

Chief Officer.—Noticed during the lull.

Second Officer.—About half an hour.

No. 6.

—

What was it like ? Did it amount tofrothing?

Capt. Boon.—It was like boiling water ; it amounted to frothing

;

it had a white appearance but gave no sensible light.

Chief Officer.—The rising and falling of water in a boiling
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cauldron. Bubbles rising to the surface as seen in a pond when

stones reach tlie bottom.

Second Officer.—At the meeting of two confused tides.

No. 7.

—

Did it give out any light ?

Gapt. Boon.—No sensible light
;
perhaps if it had occurred at

night, light would ha?e been observed.

CuiEF Officer.—No light.

Second Officer.—Did not observe any.

No. 8.

—

Wae there any smell or other sensationfrom it ?

Capt. Boon.—No smell or other sensation, excepting we all felt

it very cold.

Chief and Second Officers.—No.

No. 9.

—

Any noise ofa peculiar kind such as a hissing or rumbling ?

Capt. Boon.—

N

o noise accompanied it, there was no hissing.

Chief and Second Officers.—None.

No. 10.

—

Did the waterfeel warm or cold ? Was it remarkably

luminous ?

Capt. Boon.—I felt very cold and was of course wet through,

and my opinion is, that it was the sea water that made us feel cold

and not the wind, for it was only when the sea began to make a

breach over us that we felt it cold.

Chief Officer.—Did not try it. Had it (the lull) been during

the night' we might have seen it luminous.

Second Officer.—Felt very cold. Did not observe it luminous.

Personal Sensations.

No. 11.—Describe as particularly as you can the sensation about

theface spoken of?

Capt. Boon.—The sensation about the face was similar to that

experienced in a severe hail storm, when w^alking against the wind,

the eyes were inflamed by the spray, which was very dense, so much

BO, that at intervals 1 could see no one. I afterwards felt as if I

had been stung by nettles over the face and hands.

Chief Officer.—Stand facing a hail storm of severity and you

have.a good description.

Second Officer.—Sharp and cutting, such as experienced with

cold bleak winds in high latitudes.

^ No. 12.^J[bo the cold mentioned ? Its temperatwre ifnoticed ?
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Capt. Boos'.—The cold was very severe, as cold as I have felt it

in England, the temperature was not noted on deck, those who were

battened down below, felt it very hot : the Tlier. stood at 80® in

the cabin, the Doctor registered the Bar. &c. &c. during the height

of the Cyclone.

Chief Offigeh.—The cold was severe and made my teeth chatter.

Thermometer not on deck.

Sf.cosd Officer.—

N

o.

No. 13.— Was there any feeling of oppression or exhaustion or

other sensations differingfrom ichat merejatigue would have produced^

asfor instance that of excitement ?

Ca3*t. Boon and Chief Offioeu.—No.

Second Officer.—

C

old very intense.

No. 11.— Were any persons on hoard affected after the Cyclone

had ceased, more or differently^ from what fatigue alone loould

accountfor ?

Capt. Boon.—

N

o one was particularly affected to my knowledge,

sores broke out about the legs and feet of the let and 2ud officers

and lat Engineer. I was much exhausted, and considerably reduced,

but that 1 attribute to exposure as I was on deck full forty-eight

consecutive hours without sleep or food, and of course very anxious

;

1 also felt much excited for some two or three days after I arrived

in port.

Chief Officer.—The soles of my feet cracked and smarted with

the salt water, felt the eyes very sore from the salt spray.

Second Officer.—A few persons complained of sores on the

feet and legs, also painful sensations over the face and eyes, and

mostly all of fatigue.

No. 15.— any other notes,force of the wind, ^c,

Capt. Boon and Chief Officer.—Force of the wind was 12.

Second Officer.—Indescribable.

No. 16.

—

When the shift ofwind to the N, W, came on, were there

any screaming or roaring noises with it ?

Capt. Boon.—When the N. W. wind came on, it was accom-

panied by a fearful roaring noise, the heaviest thunder could not

have been heard. I can only compare the wind to a metallic sub-

stance pressing against the vessel
;
iu fact I thought at oae time
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the sides of the Fluto would be blown in, she heeled right over her

broadside and remained in that position for four long hours, the

roaring of the wind was similar to a powerful steamer blowing off

steam. If 1 had not been prepared for the shift to the N. W.,

funnel and masts must have gone
;
I think if we had not hud wire

rigging, the masts must have gone and perhaps the vessel.

The Barometer stood high when we left Moulmeiii river, but the

weather looked dirty, but not more so than you would expect in

the S. W. monsoon, even when I sighted the land ^about liarazie

there was nothing extraordinary in the weather.

They had the wind at ]\IouImeia, first at S. E. and then S. W.
it was hardest there at S. W. 1 found tliat the trees blown down

there fell to the N. E. 1 forgot to mention that the Master Atten-

dant of Moulmein on the very day of the hurricane went out to

sea in the Trusty Schooner
;
so little did he expect a hurricane

!

If I had gone to the E. N. E. when I discovered the track of the

storm w^as N. E. how should I have had the wind P Would it not

have veered to the South and S. W. and West ? I should not have

been^r from the centre, and, if the wind veered to the Westward,

I should have had a dead lee shore, shoal water, and an unmanage-

able ship
;
I think the wind would have more power over the hull

of the Fluto than the current, as I have often noticed as well as

others who are accustomed to the small iron vessels, that whoa

lying in a tide-way they will remain wind-rode, while other and

larger vessels are riding with the tide. There was only one way 1

fancy of avoiding the hurricane, and that was jammed up by the land.

Chief Officer.—Saw it coming from the N. W. anti heard it

blow with indescribable violence.

Second Officer.—Heard it approaching with great noise, but no

screaming.

Abridged Log of the IT. C. Light Vessel Tavot, Mr. S. W. Hazle-

WOOD, Commanding Officer. Off Elephant Foint.

2lst April.—At 10 a. u. severe squall from the S. East, during

the dRy fresh breezes E. S, E. to 8. East with heavy rain as noted.

At 6 p. M. weather *4ooks threatening” and at 10 p, ic. “a nasty

sea is getting up.”
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22nd April.—Wind marked E. S. E. till 2 P. M. when N. East.

Strong breezes and hazy weather with severe squalls occasionally.

At 10 P. M. weather is noted as clearing up for an hour, but soon

looked as black as before.’* Preparing for bad weather.

23rfl? April.—About 71i. 80ru. a. m. commenced blowing very hard

from the E. S. Eastward and very shortly blew a perfect hurricane

till about 111. 30m. p. m. when the wind veered rapidly to N. N. W.
and blew harder than before. It was not more than five minutes in

veering or shifting from E. S. E. to N. East, North and N. N. W.
The sea became frightful, tumbling and tossing about in a most dan-

gerous and remarkable manner. Tavoy made very bad weather, lost

boats, &c. and crow utterly paralysed through fear. At 4, wund

West and moderating. At midnight fine.

Memorandum.—No barometrical observations are unfortunately

given with this log.

Abridged Reportfram Capt. H. Lew'IS, Master Attendant, Rangoon.

SiE,—I have the honor to report to you the occurrence of a

severe Cyclone on this coast
;
and am only sorry that I am unable

to give you a clear or minute detail of the changes of wind or

Barometer, as my presence was required nearly the whole time on

the river and its banks. I have examined the Log Books of the

several vessels that were within its influence, but from only two of

them (the Hannah Kerr and Laidmans) have 1 been able to obtain

any iiiforination on the subject, and this but very slight ; no barome-

trical notices have been made by the Hannah Kerr.

At Rangoon, on Friday and Saturday the 21st and 22nd of April.

—We had threatening weather, cloudy with slight rain and occa-

sional strong gusts of wind from the Eastward. Barometer fell

and Sympiesometer during the afternoon of Saturday oscillated

considerably* the tide was much higher than usual for the age of

the moon.

Sunday, 2Zrd.—Commenced with heavy rain, wind blowing in

gusts from East to S. E. Barometer filing rapidly
;
about 11 a. m.

wind N. E.
; 1 p. m. North ;

about 2 p. M. shifted with great violence

to N. AV. Barometer at this time 29.42 and Sympiesometer 29.47,

2 B

* The italics are mine. II. P.
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Die river rose 6 feet, and had it been at the height of the spriuga

the whole of Bangoou would have been flooded.

The Hannah Kerr from Glasgow with 700 tons of coal, in Lat.

N. 15® lO' Long. E. 91® 42' at 8 r. m. bad a strong gale from

the East.

Sunday.—4 a. m. a severe hurricane from 8. E. veered round to

N. W. ;
close-reefed topsail blown away

;
very high sea running.

Noon moderating.

The Laidmans from Bangoon, homeward bound, had to cut away

main and mizeii masts to save the vessel. Enclosed is a printed

extract from her Log book.

This vessel saw the spars and deck planks of a vessel, supposed

to be about 500 tons
;
yards, masts and studding sail boom-ends

painted white.

The Shawool Hammed from the Nicobar^ was totally dismasted

about twenty miles to the Southward of Ballagore Point.

Several other vessels have arrived since, more or less damaged, but

I fear we have not yet heard the worst. Several native kuttoos

and junks were wrecked close to the mouth of the river, and one

schooner, the Wave^ went down at her anchors in the river.

Tlie heaviest of the hurricane was felt to the Eastward of this

between Bangoon and Moulmein, and as yet we have no news i'roiii

that quarter.

Extracts of the Laidmans’ Log.

Saturday^ April22nd, Nautical Time.—p. M. commencing with

light variable airs, 5 p. M. set main top gallant sail, G p. m. single

reefed the topsails, middle part hard squalls and heavy rafn attended

with thunder and vivid lightning and a heavy sw^ell from the

Southwestward. Ship labouring heavily and making more water

than usual, 10 a. m. Wore ship to the S. Eastward, set the spanker

and main spencer.”

Here it is evident that they bad the first token of the gale, and

the following day, as appears by the Log Book, was the one on which

the accident occurred and which compelled her to bear up and re-

turn to this port.

Sunday^ April 23ri.

—

P. M. commencing with strong winds and

squally, veering from East to South with a heavy sea from the South*
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ward. Ship leaking very much. Pumps closely attended to. Ba-

rometer 29.60 2 P. M. Wind increasing, in jib and mainsail and

2ud reef of the topsails. Barometer 29.50. At 4 p. m. wind S. E.

wore ship to the S. Westward. Wind and sea increasing. Sliip

leaking much more. Pumps closely attended to. Observed the

water coloured. Barometer 23.50 ;
and at 6. p. M. 29.20. The

gale and sea increasing. In all, but the close-reefed topsails

and foretopmast staysail. Heavy seas breaking on board and

could not stand properly to the pumps. Midnight, strong gales,

and terrific squalls w ith a heavy sea running, ship labouring and

straining very much, carried on the close-reefed topsails to get the

Prepris channel open. Barometer 29.10. At 4 a. m. it blew with

fury—the foretopmast staysail blew away
;
split the foretopsail and

main spencer
;
ship lying over very much, with a dead body of

water on deck. Found Ve could not keep the pumps clear; water

gaining ou us very fast. Barometer 29.00. At 6.30 a. li. it blew

a hurricane, ship laying down on her beam ends. All hands per-

fectly stupified and could not hear me speak to perform my orders,

and it was impossible for them to stand at the pumps. The dead

water was lying on deck over the hatches. The Master went below

to see tlie Barometer, when be heard the water running in at the

stern and all the cabins afloat. The carpenter was called for, and

knocked all the panellings away. He then stopped a very great

leak ou the starboard quarter; my attention was next drawn on

deck, the ship was laying over so that 1 had great trouble in getting

up the cabiii stairs and when 1 did get ou deck, 1 found the wind

had veered to the Westward. Barometer 28.90. Lost the foresail

ill trying to wear ship. Got a studding sail into the foreriggiiig,

but found it of no use. It then came ou to blow more awfully than

before, tlie ship laying ou her beam-ends, and we saw plainly the

ship settling down fast. The main and inizen mast were cut aw'ay

and the ship righted at once and then hauled to the S. S. E.

Sounded the pumps and found five feqjb water in the hold. Set all

hands to the pumps.”

—

Rangoon Chronielej April 29^it.

Extracts from the Rangoon Newspapers.

Bastgook.

Rangoon was on Sunday last visited by a hurricane, or as the

2 B 2
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scientific world will now have it, a Cyclone, of a most violent

description.

On Sunday evening the near approach of bad weather was pretty

clearly foretold, by the rapid full of the Barometer. Troiii tliis

time the wind, which was from the S. E., began to increase, uccom-

pauiod with heavy rain. The storm reached its maximum violence at

about 2.30 P. m. on Sunday, wheu the Barometer fell to 29.42 and

Sympiesometer to 29.48, but from daylight in the morning had cou-

tiiiued to blow in alarming and destructive gusts, and had veered

completely round from its original point, to the Nortli and West-

w'ard. Much serious damage has been done in the town attended,

we regret to say, with loss of life.

We have only however authentic information of the death of one

old man (a milkman) upon whom a beam of his house fell. Many

of the pucka buildings which the owners Have been so anxious to

get completed before the rains, and upon which large sums have

been expended—the expenditure being more than doubled by the

enhanced jirice of labour and materials—have fallen down, or are

otherwise materially injured, owing chiefly to their not having had

time to set, before exposure, first to such a deluge of rain w hicli

loosened their foundations, and then to gusts of wind acting on their

walls. It has been a severe test for such brick buildings us have

escaped.

Ou the river also much damage has been the consequenco. The

schooner Wave foundered, with loss of three lives, the Flora nearly

sharing the same fate. All the ships drifted mure or less; and

hundreds of boats were swamped and lost. The Engineers’ Depart-

ment and Timber Merchants have sufiVred severely by the breaking

up and dispersion of their rafts: as also we believe the Dockyard.

We cannot learn from the oldest inhabitants, that llungoon has

witnessed such a storm before. We trust that its violence did not

exteud to the gulf of Martaban, or we may anticipate bud news from

the shipping outside ;
and tl\e Tenasscrim will have had a severe

taste of it.

—

Rangoon Chronicle, April 2%th.

A Hangoou paper of the 3rd of May contains a further report of

the mischief doue by the late Cyclone, which we have extracted.

‘*Tbe Zenobia is off in a few hours, so just a line by her. The
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Fire Queen is two days behind her time from Maulmain. She has

most likely been detained to look for wrecked ships and boats at the

mouth of the Sitang river. It is feared that a terrible disaster has

liappened in the Sitang river. A fleet of thirty-five boats leftMaulmain

on the 19th ultimo, having on board the Head Quarters 36th M. N. I.,

and a third of a Company of European Artillery, for Sitang and Shew-

geen. They were cauglii,it seems, in the terrific gale of the 23rd, when

about thirty miles below Sitang, one boat’s company have reached

Pegu, and reported that the bore came mountains high, and caused

the whole of the rest of the fleet to disappear. Whether all have

swamped, or whether they were driven down the river and out to

sea by the gale, which blew from the North, is at present unknown.

Elephants with provisions have been sent from Pegu to look for

people along the bank of the river. The very worst fears are enter-

tained, but as natives oileu greatly exaggerate, it is quite possible

some of the boats may have been driven ashore on the bank of the

Sitang river. The Fire Queen must bring in the news to-day.

“P. J/l, May.—Since writing a few hours ago, the Fire

Queen from ^laulmain has come in, bringing a few particulars

of the accident on the Sitang river. Licut.-Colouel Johnstone, who

w’as proceeding to join his Regiment at Tounghoo, being in a good

boat, weathered the bore and the wind, and got safe into Sitang,

where, however, he was rubbed of all he possessed by the Burmese.

He saw', it is said, ten boats with men in them go down, what has

become of the other twenty-five boats is not known.

A iwivate letter from Captain G. C. Haitghton, Magistrate at

Maulmcin gives thefollowing account of the weather at tJiat station.

On Sunday morning^ 23r</.—We had wet windy weather and

cloudy
;
wind 1 think N. East

;
by Noon it was very high at East. By

2 p. M. it was S. East and gradually shifted to S. W. ; much rain

from Noon. By 4 p. m. it was blowing a hurricane at S. W. and

continued to about 7.30, gradually veering Westerly. After 8 pm,
it was high at W. N. W. and the wind gradually veered and fell till

daylight when we bad a moderate breeze at S. East. The oldest

trees were rooted up, but all things considered, wonderfully little

damage was done to the houses. 1 thought my bouse would have
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been blown away and had to shore up all the doors and windows S.

West to prevent them being blown in.

The trade of the Pluto’s Cyclone,

The foregoing comprises all that I have been able to collect in

the way of documents I now proceed to say on what grounds 1 have

laid dow'^n the track of this Cyclone.

We find that unfortunately the wind is only marked once at II

p. H. of the Slst (civil time), throughout the Aratoon Apear's log

of the 22nd, which is kept in Nautical time, but that throughout the

21st she had unsteady winds varying as to force from calm at sun-

set to strong breezes at 8 P. m.
;
then moderate agaiu with gloomy

threatening weather at midniglit, and at 4 a. m. on the 22nd fresh

breezes
;
but during the whole of the 2Ist, she had the sea even

during the calm at suuset very turbulent and breaking in all direc-

tions. We may then fairly suppose that she was with tins sea in

some part of the wake of the Cyclone, and her falling barometer

from Noon of the 22ad would seem to indicate that her N.

Westerly course was bringing her within the true Cyclone circle.

We have only at 1 p. m. on the 22nd the wind marked “ Souther-

ly” and at 7 a. m. on the 23rd it is marked as 8. W., so that as it

was blowing a hard gale from midnight we may fairly say that at

midnight 22nd—23rd she had run into the Cyclone on its S. Easter-

ly quadrant, and from thence if we take the wind to have been veer-

ing gradually that it may have been about S. W. b. S with her at

that time, or perhaps even S. S. W., either of which estimates would

place the centre of a Cyclone to the E. N. E. of her, or somewhere

about Barren Island, and vague as this is, I have so marked it for

midnight in the Chart for the sake of reference, for, as w’ill be pre-

sently seen, the distance is so great that it is impossible to consider

this gale and the Pluto's Cyclone as the same circular storm.

On the 23rd from midnight up to Noon we find that the Aratoon

Apear had the weather very severe and the sea is described as awful.

After Noon in this day it appears to have moderated rapidly, but

the wind is again most carelessly marked as Westerly,” and we

cannot hence pronounce with any degree of certainty that her gale

was a Cyclone at all or a mere setting in of the 8. W. monsoon.

For it will be seen by the Charts that from the centre, whicli we
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have approximately estimated about Barren Island, for the sup-

posed Cyclone of the Aratoon Apcar at midnight 22nd—23rd of

May, to the spot where the centre certainly passed over the Fluto

at 7 A. M. on the 23rd is a distance of 222 miles, so that if suppose

the Cyclone to be the same storm, it must have travelled at the rate

of nearly 32 miles an hour, a far higher rate of travelling than we

have yet ascertained for the storms of the Bay of Bengal except in

one instance.

The log of the Laidmans unfortunately affords us no assistance, as

no positions are given, but from what is said she appears to have

been dismasted very near to the centre, and not far to the S.

Westward of the Pluto.

It seems therefore safer to suppose that the Pluto^e Cyclone was

an independent storm, and that that of the Aratoon Apcar was also

possibly or probably a Cyclone, which either broke up or ran on ahead

of the vessel passing out, as in the case of the Erin’s Cyclone,

Twenty-second Memoir Journ. Asiatic Society of Bengal Vol. XXIIL
by the Cocos passage. I have thus marked only a single circle for it,

at midnig!)t 22nd— 23rd to remind the mariner of the great probabi-

lity of the Southern, S. Western aud South Eastern gales of the

open part of the Andaman Sea being quadrants of Cyclones of which

the track lies over or near to the two Volcanoes.

We have then only to deal with the Pluto's Cyclone which evi-

dently,—and this constitutes its great interest,—came up from the

South West, and was travelling to the N. East. It appears to

have given as usual its first indications by the increasing swell from

the S. West after Koon ; by midnight it was a gale from the S.

East
;
but we have no data from which to estimate the distance of

the centre at this time, and can thus only murk for it also a circle

with a track of an undefined extent in the directions which we

fortunately know it to have taken, the centre of the circle being, as

nearly as can be estimated, the Pluto's position at 7 a. h. when the

calm centre passed her.

We next find that at the Taooy light vessel, which is anchored

off Elephant poiut in Lat. 16^ 19' N.

;

Long. 96^ 25' East at the

entrance of Bangoon Biver, it commenced blowing very hard from

the E. S. East at 7.80 a. m. on the 23rd, about the time the Pluto
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had the centre passing her, and that it was veering (or shifting says

the log) so rapidly at 1.30 p. m. to N. N. W. from E. S. E. that it

was not more than five minutes in doing so. Hence there is no

doubt that the ceutre passed close to the Eastward of her, and

doubtless, as estimated in the reports from thence, somewhere be-

tween Rangoon and the Sitaug river-mouths, about 45 miles to the

East of her. If we say that the centre bore due East 20 miles

from the Tavoifs position at 1 p. M. we shall then have, from its

estimated place with the Fhito at 7 a. m. to this spot at 1 p. m., a

distance of about 70 miles for its progress in six hours, or 11^ miles

per hour for its rate of travelling, which is not an unusual one, and

one founded on fairly estimated data is, I think, far preferable to

the forced conclusion of supposing the Aratoon Apcar's Cyclone to

have travelled at the rate of thirty >two miles per hour ?

We have thus the remarkable fact of a small but severe Cyclone

forming, or descending perhaps, about Xarcondam, since it dismast-

ed the Laidmans probably at some distance W. S. West of the spot

where its centre passed over the Fluto and travelling up to the

Fast aud our Chart, on which I have placed for comparison the

former tracks of the Briton and Runnimede''

s

aud of the ErMs
Cyclones, will shew that, in confined Volcanic seas like this, the

tracks are apparently subject to no geueral rule, at least to none that

we can at present venture to predicate.

Other Phemmena,

There was in this Cyclone the usual absence of thunder and the

faint lightning described seems to have been more the glaring of

strong electrical action than true lightning.

The frothing of the sea during the passage of the centre is by

far the most remarkable phenomenon in this Cyclone, and I have

endeavoured to elicit, as will be seen in the queries, all possible in-

formation regarding it, and Captain Boon and his officers all agree

together in comparing the motion of the sea to the seething of a

cauldron. I think this has beeu noticed before P but 1 cannot now

find the reference, and on one occasion in the S. East part of the

Cliina Sea between the skoals and the coasts of Borneo, in the month

of October after several days of gloomy rainy weather, perhaps from

a Cyclone in the Northern part of the sea, I myself observed it to
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occur, but in this instance it was more like the bubbling of gas in a

spring, than the frothing described bj Capt. Boon and his officers.

Hhe Management of the Fluto.

The sailors will not fail to remark, and indeed it excited much

attention amongst Nautical men in Calcutta at the time, that this

seems to be at first sight the case of an encumbered Steamer, which

might certainly, one would think, have got out of the way of the

centre, allowing herself to be caught in it to the imminent risk of

the vessel and the lives of all on board
;
but as will be seen by the

following letter addressed to the Superintendant of Marine, Capt.

Boon did all that his vessel would allow him to do, iu the very

difficult position in which he was placed.

Captain T. £. Hogers, Superintendant Marine,

Sib,—In reply to your demi-official communication with copies of

H. C. Str. Flutd^s log and Captain Boon’s letter I have the honor

to say.

1. ‘That it is very certain that our knowledge of the tracks of

the Cyclones in the Andaman Sea is very uncertain, and that, as

quoted by Captain Boon, the only track given in the Horn Book,

which is laid down from the (then) only recorded storm, is one from

the E. S, E. to the W. N. W. My new Memoir, the 22nd of the

series, just sent to you; shews a new track for them, namely from

the S. b. E. S. and S. S. E. to the N. N. W. and N. W. b. N.

between the two volcanos of Narcandam and Barren Island, and out

by the Freparis passage. This memoir however Captain Boon could

not have seen. The present Cyclone gives us another and is pro-

bably an instance of a re-curving track.

2. Captain Boon very rightly steams for an offing and correctly

judges at 9 p. ic. that the centre of the Cyclone bears S. W. of

him, and this is confirmed by the swell from S. W., but he is neces-

sarily still uncertain as to its track, and, as any one would have

done, still steams out for an offing, and so far obtains one that he

deepens off the bank to no ground with twenty fathoms, if 1 read

his log correctly P

3. At midnight, however, there was no doubt of the track of the

Cyclone to the N. Eastward since the wind was steady at S. E. and

Barometer falling fast, and the steamer had not more than held her
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own as to position and the question now became what was beat to

be done P

4(. The ship's true position at this time has first to be consideredi

and, taking into account

—

a. The Northerly set shewn by the bearings and soundings since

point Baragui was sighted.

b. The heave of the S. Westerly sea.

o. The storm current setting him to the N. West.

d. The storm wave setting him to the N. East.

e. The inset of the flood tide to the Sitang and other mouths of

the Delta whenever it made—taking all these considerations into

account, then, 1 think Captain Boon could not have estimated him*

self as having done more than held his own as to latitude, though

he had deepened his water by a few miles of Eastering carrying

him off the bank. So that, at most, point Baragui was still bear-

ing W. N. W. or W. b. N. of him. The extreme of the flat more

Southerly of course.

5. Theoretically, and as a scientific landsman might suppose,

it is true that now (at midnight) with the S. E. hurricane Captain

Boon might have wore round and bringing the S. E. gale on his

port quarter have dashed past to the Northward of the Cyclone

centre, trusting to bring the wind, as he no doubt would quickly

have done, to E. S. E., East, and E. N. E., and N. East, and thus

enabling him to clear the flat by steaming close round the centre on

its N. Western quadrant.

6. But there were many dangers in doing this, such as

—

a. Would the vessel steer well enough in a quartering gale with

lier encumbered decks and the confused sea of a Cyclone p I should

doubt it of any paddle-wheel steamer, especially of the old build,

unless with the wind nearly right aft, and, in any case, with the

frightful seas of a Cyclone, when so near the centre there is cou-

stantly an imminent risk of broaching to.

h. She could not start with the gale at S. East on any Ijbing

nearer^the wind than a W. S* W. course and 1 doubt if she would

have done that P With the influences of which we have spoken in

para. 4, a West course made good would be the utmost that any

sailor would calculate upon with the wind at S, East at such a time#
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d. There was also more danger than an utter want of sea room,

for, short of making a 8. W. course at least, which for the first hour

or two was out of the question, a single hour’s run must have carried

the Pluto into say nine or at most ten fathoms water.

7. And in a Cyclone, this shoaling of the water, it should be

held in mind, is a fearful danger. The deep water sea is, we know,

terrific, but in small soundings it becomes exactly a surf from all

quarters, in which nothing can live. I was assured by eye-witnesses

in 1812, when the ji^reck of H. M.’8 Erigate Lover was yet lying on

the beach at Madras, that the surf in the great Cyclone of 1809

broke in nine fathoms water
; and you yourself, Sir, know well what

the sea is at the entrance to Bombay Harbour, if the shore is too

closely borrowed on in the S. W. Monsoon. If the Pluto then had

even cleared the shoal off the point, I think that in any thing less

than twelve fathoms, she must have been swamped. It is impossi-

ble for the most sanguine to suppose that she could have passed it

at tha£ distance
;
and to Captain Boon’s resolutely steaming out for

the deep water, whether it was done in the contemplation of this

peculiar danger or not, I think we owe the preservation of the

vessel. When the track was ascertained. Captain Boon could not

get to the E. N. E. to be a little out of the way of the centre, for

bis engines were already powerless.

8. The case then altogether appears to be one of those unfor-

tunate ones in which for want of sea-room nothing can be done to

avoid the centre
;
but the advantage which the law of stormsi ill

gives us is that the sailor knows what is coming^ and, as Captain

Boon has most creditably done in this case, takes his precautions

accordingly, so far as he can.

I am Sir,

Tour’s very obediently.

H. P.

Calewtta^ Mag IS^A, 1854.
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The Monthly General Meeting for March was held on the 3rd

instant.

Hon’ble Sir James Colvile, Knt., President, in the chair.

The proceedings of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received :

—

1. From the Imperial Geological Institute of Austria in Vienna,

a complete series of the publications of the Institute, comprising

twenty volumes beautifully illustrated.

2. From the Ven’ble Archdeacon Pratt, some valuable Astrono-

mical works.

Letters from J. J. Gray, Esq., B. Gust, Esq., and Dr. Campbelb

announcing their wish to withdraw from.the Society, were recorded.

Mr. Gray stated, that he had written to announce his intention

in Nov. last. His letter, however, had not been received.

Mens. B. Schlagintweit was balloted for as a corresponding mem-
ber of the Society, and declared elected.

The Council submitted the following report :

—

The Council beg to recommend that Bryan Houghton Hodgson,

Esq., and Dr. H. Falconer be elected Honorary Members of the

Society.

Mr. Hodgson has been /or twenty-five years a member of the So-

ciety, and has been a constant contributor to the Transactions and
Journals. His papers published by the Society amount to the large

number of 118, embracing the most varied subjects in Philology,

Archmology, Geography, Ethnology, and Natural History.

He has at the same time contributed largely to other scientific

bodies, and his reputation is widely spread amongst the cultivators
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of learning and science, not only in India and England, but through-

out the civilised world.

He is a corresponding member of the French Institute, and an

Honorary member of many of the other Literary and Scientific So-

cieties of Europe, and has had the honor of being appointed a Che-

valier of the Legion of Honor of France, in special acknowledgment

of his valuable researches into the History and Philosophy of Bud-

dhism.

Dr. Falconer has also long been a member of the Society. He was

for many years Superintendent of the Botanic Gardens of Saharun-

pore and Calcutta, and is one of the most distinguished naturalists

of India, conspicuous as a botanist, and still more so for his labours

in palsBontology, which have obtained for him the highest honors

the Boyal Society of London can bestow. Dr. Falconer was one of

our most active members, and the Society has recently been under

especial obligations to him for arranging and describing their valua-

ble collection of fossil vertebrata, the catalogue of which is now in

course of publication.

Communications were received

—

1. From Mr. Freeling, a note on his collection of coins lost dur-

ing the rebellion.

2. From Mr. Chapman, Under-Secretary to the Government of

India, forwarding the following memo, shewing the measurements

of the native of the Andamans who was recently brought to

Calcutta :

—

Name Andaman.

Sex—Male.

Age—About 25 years.

Native Country—Andaman Islands.

None.

Measttbxuinxs.

Feet. Inehee.

1. Total height, 4 9^

2. Width of the Arms horizontally extended,... 4 1

8. Vertex to the beginning of the hairs of the

forehead, 4i

4. Vertex to the Orbit, 7i
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5. Vertex under the brows, 9i

6. Vertex to the mouth, lOf

7. Vertex under the chin (the head,) 1 by 4
8. Circumference round the frontal sinuBses, ... 1 Sf

9. Vertex to the claviculm, 1 24

10. Diameter of the head by the temples, 6f

11. Antero-posterior diameter of the head, 74

12. Interior distance of the eyes, 14

18. Exterior distance of the eyes, 44

14. Length of the mouth, 2|

15. Length of the ear, 24

16. Length of the hand, 64

17. Length of the foot, 9

18. Breadth of the hand, 3

19. Breadth of the foot, 8f
20. From the ground to the middle ofthe patella, 1 44

21. Diameter by the acromion apophysis,.. 1 If

22. Length of the arm from the acromion

process, 1 64

23. From the ground to the trochanter, 2 64

24. Circumference round the calves, lOf

25. Circumference round the knee, 1 0}

26. Distance of the malar bones, 54

27. Breadth of the nose, 14

(Signed) F. J. Moitat,

President^ Andaman Conmnttee,

Dr. Thomson gave an account of his visit to the Glaciers of Kin-

chinjunga in Sikkim, in October last.

The thanks of the meeting were accorded to Dr. Thomson for bis

interesting account.

The Librarian submitted bis usual monthly report.
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Libraby.

The Library has received the following aooesaionB daring the month of

February, 1858.

Tresenied*

NaturwiBsenBchaftliche Abhandlungen Gesaminelt and Darch Subs-

cription Herausgegeben von Wilhelm Hardinger, Yols. I. to lY. royal

4to. Wien, 1847 .—By the Impebial Geological Ihstxtutb of Austeia

IN Yienna.

Abhandlungen der K. K. Geologischen BeichBaanstalt, vols. I. to 111.

Wien, 1852, royal, 4to.

—

By the sake.

Jahrbuch der Kaiserlich-Koniglichen Ditto, vole. t. to III. royal 8vo.

Wien, 1855.—By the same.

Bcrichte iiber die Mittheilungen von Freunden der Katurwissens-

chafben in Wien, vols. I. to YII. 8vo.—

B

y the same.

Selections from the Becords of the Madras Government, No. XLIY.
Report of the Railway Department, 1857, 4to.

—

By the Madras Go-
vernment.

Damoiseau’s (M. Le Baron de) Tables de la Lune formees par la Seule
Th6oree de PAttraction, Paris, 1828, folio.—

B

y the Yenerable Arch-
deacon Pratt.

Delambre, (M.) Burg (M.) Tables du Soleil et de la Lune, Paris, 1806,

4to.—

B

y the same.

Bouvard*s (M. A.) Tables de Jupiter, de Saturne et D’IJranus, Paris,
1821, 4to.

—

By the same.

Lindenaw’s (Bernhard de) Tables Neuvelles De Y6anB, Marseilles,

1811, 4to.

—

By the same.

— Tables of Mercury, 2 copies, Goth€B, 1813, folio.—

B

y the
SAME.

Tables of Venus Eisenberg, 1821, folio.—By the same.
Selections from the Records of theGovernment of Bengal, No. XXXVII.

2 copies, on Colonization, Commerce, Physical Geography, &c. &c. of the

Himalaya Mountains and Nepal, By Brian Houghton Hodgson, Esq.
B. C. S.—By the Government op Bengal.

Discours do M Garcin de Tassy, Paris, 1857, pampAlet--BY the
Author.

Zeitschrifb der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, Band XI.
Heft 4. Liepzig, 1857.

—

By the German Oriental Society.

Journal of the Statistical Society of Loudon, voL XX. Part IV. Decern-
ber,'1867 .—By the Society.

List of Fellows of Ditto.—

B

y the same.

General Report of the Director of Public Instruction in Lower Pro-
vinces for 1850-57.—By the Diebctob.

Notices of the Meeting of the Members of the Royal Institute of
Great Bnisin, pamphlet. Part VII.—By the Institution.
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The ViTidharta Sangraha,No. 45.—BjBabooBajekdbiu'l Uiiba.
' A (IfBp) Blan of the oountry bordering the Gree^ Trank Bond between

Benares and Delhi.—Bt Majob H. L. Thuillieb.

The Oriental Baptist for Febraaiy, 1858.—Bt the Editor.

The Christian Spectator for December, 1857.—Bt the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Obserrer for Feb. 1858.—Bt the Editobb.

The Indian Annak of Medical Science for January, 1858.—Bt the

Editor.

The Madras Jonraal, No. 43.—Bt thb Editor.

Hxchanged.

The Atheneum for Norember, 1867.

Annalen der Chemie nnd Pharmacie, October, 1857, Band LIV.

Heft. I.

Purehttud,

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2131 to 2134.

Journal des Savants, October, 1857>

Comptes BenduSiNos. 18 to *22, I9th October to 30th November, 1857.

Bevne des Denz Mondes, 15th Norember and Ut Dea‘mber, 1857.

— ct Magaein De Zoology, No. 10.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, No. 1*20.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Tome YU. No. 2.

The Useful Plants of India, Part I, Trtvandmm, 1856, pamphlet.

American Journal of Science and Art for Norember, 1857, No. 7>>

Livingstone’s Mission to Africa, 8vo.

British Workman, Nos. 34, 35 and 36.

Am. Soe. Boom, Godbdas Bvsack,.

The bth March, 1858. Librarian and Aast, Secy,
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Thr Great Indian Arc of Meridian^ and the figure of the Earth.--^

By the Venerable Archdeacon Pbatt, M, A.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

Sib,—It is not many days since I had the opportunity of seeing

for the first time the Notices of the Boyal Astronomical Society for

January 0, 1857, which contain a paper with the following title,

An Examination ofthe Mgure ofthe Indian Meridian as deduced by

Archdeacon Pratt from the two Northern Indian Arcs; with u
Propositionfor testing thatform by Astronomical Observations. By
Lieut. J. F. Tennant, Bengal Engineers, F. B. A. S. and First

Assistant in the G. T. Survey of India and also a continuation

of that paper read before the Astronomical Society in June of last

year by the same author. The calculation here referred to by Mr.

Tennant was made by me while at the Cape of Good Hope in 1854,

and is published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Boyal

Society for the following year. As the calculations and results of

that paper have in some respects not been understood by Mr.

Tennant, and as the subject is one which appertains to this country,

and interests some of your readers, 1 hope you may not find it

inconvenient to insert this letter in your Journal.

Pretminary Eemarts on the Figure of the Earth.

2.—It will be necessary to preface what I have to say with a few

remarks regarding the Figure of the Earth. After it was known

No. XOIV.—^Naw Sbbies, Vol, XXVII. 2 b
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that the earth is of a globular form, Newton was the first who

demonstrated that it is not a perfect sphere. From theoretical

considerations, and also from the discovery that a pendulum moves

slower at the equator than in higher latitudes, he 'arrived at the

conclusion that its form is that of an oblate spheroid. Modern

Science has confirmed this, and in several ways determined the

depression of the pole to a considerable degree of minuteness
;
and

this is looked upon as well established, because the amount of

depression, though determined in ways quite independent of each

other, is very nearly the same in all. (1). Upon the hypothesis

that the earth was once fluid, and by assuming a (very probable)

law of density of its mass, the depression has been found to be

l-300th part of the radius at the equator. (2). By pendulum-

experiments made in many parts of the earth, the determination is

l-288th part. (3.) From the effect of the protuberant parts of

the earth’s mass on the motion of the Moon in latitude and longi-

tude, Laplace made the depression very slightly less than l-300th.

(4.) By the measurement of arcs of the meridian in different parts

of the world and the latitudes of their extremities, and comparing

arcs in high latitudes with arcs in low latitudes (which has always

been considered necessary to eliminate certain errors of observation),

the depression has been found to be slightly less than 1 -300th of

the equatorial radius. These are so nearly alike that the question

has been considered settled, that the earth’s figure is an oblate

spheroid, and that its ellipticity is l-300th. To be sure we see

mountains and valleys, and table-lands and oceans, and every kind

of surface. But these have been compared for insignificance to

the unevennesses on the coat of an orange, and are indeed still

more trifling in comparison.

3.—But both Fjiysical and Practical Geology have brought new

ideas to light. Though the earth no doubt was once fluid, it must

be countless ages since it was so. The crust, if the mass be not

solid to the centre, is of great thickness, as the only real calcu-

lations on the subject—those by Mr. Hopkins of Cambridge—show.

It is discovered that the earth does not, though solid, preserve an in-

variable form. It is a well established fact that in some parts its

surface is at present undergoing slow depression, while other parts
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are rising, and that this nlterunte action lias been going on for ages.

The huge mass appears like a gigantic monster heaving its riba and

then drawing them in again, but with a deliberation whicli can be

measured only by something like astronomical or rather geological

periods, and through spaces, though minute, yet sufficiently sensible

to destroy the symmetry of its form.

4i.—It is therefore perfectly gratuitous to assume as has generally

been done, that the form of the earth is now an exact spheroid.

And when we look buck to the methods which have been used with

such success to determine tlie degree of oblatcness, it will be

observed that they all of them regard the earth as a whole^ and

take no account of its separate parts. Indeed, as I have already

intimated, it has long been an acknowledged fact, that the 4th

method fails w’heri arcs near each other, and tlierefore appertaining

to any one portion of the earth’s surface alone, are compared
;
and,

I believe myself, chiefly for this reason, that the earth’s form is not

an exact spheroid. The spheroid (of depression I*300th) which

Las been determined by these four methods is, therefore, the average

spheroid
;
or the spheroid which more nearly represents the earth’s

irregular form than any other spheroid
;
some parts being slightly

above it, and some slightly below it, owing to the irregularities

which have arisen since the earth ceased to be a fluid mass. *We

cau no longer assume that the arcs of ineridiau are all equal ellipses,

or are ellipses at all, or that the arcs of longitude are circular.

EemarJes on Sfr, Tennant's Papers,

5.—To ascertain the actual form of the different parts of the

suriaco, each part must undergo a separate examination
;
as the

form, though nearly spheroidal, is not exactly so and follows no

known law. When we wish to measure the curvature of a curve

not differing much from a circle, it is convenient to compare it with

the ellipse which most nearly approaches it in form, as the ellipse

is the next simplest curve to the circle. Any arc of meridian drawn

upon the surface of the earth departs but little from a circle, and

may therefore be thus compared. In this comparison, for conve-

nience’ sako, the ellipse is so chosen ns to have its centre in the

centre of the earth and one of its axes coincident with the earth’s

2 B 2
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axis. The sole quantities, therefore, to be determined are the

semi-major axis, and the ellipticity or compression. In the Problem

of the Figure of the Earth, the ellipse is a convenient curve of

comparison for this further reason, that it was^the form of

each meridian when the earth was fluid, or sufiiciently fluid to

control the external figure.

One of the results of my paper in the Philosophical Transactions

of 1855 is the comparison of the curvature of the great arc in

India, 800 miles long, lying between Kaliana (latitude 29° 30' 48")

and Damargida (latitude 18° 3' 15 ')
; and I find that it coincides

most nearly with an ellipse of which the compression is l-42Gth ;

and not l-300th, the compression of the average meridian—that is,

if no cause can be discovered counteracting the attraction of the

Himalaya mountains.

G.—Mr. Tennant’s object, as announced in the heading of his

first paper,* is to feet this result. But how does he test it? Ho
there proceeds, not to examine my arc, and test it by some other

* I nm indebted to ^Ir. Tennant for having detected a numerical error in p. 98

of my paper.

For a — —0.0039737—0.0061426 u + 0.0016881 ».

Read a = —00019203 + 0.0059576 u —0.00145fll v. This will change the

value of a (1 + a) in the next line but one.

In the lust page 1 have also detected an error. The formula for the height of

the middle point of a small elliptic aiH; above its chord is correct as there given.

But I should not have left it in terms of A, the amplitude, but of «, the length of

the arc ; as A is not the same, whereas a is, in the three cases to which the formula

is applied. This change will make the height above the chord ^

=~
^
1 + e + *^cos 2ft^

I
= 20 (1 + 1.512 c) miles, the same as

before excepting the sit/n of €.

The result of tliis is, that my arc is flatter by i;>7 feet in the sagitta and the

arc when mountain attraction is neglected is more carved by 281 feet, than the

mean curvature.

These corrections have no effect upon the resnlta of my paper. It ia possible

that there may be other numerical errors, for when the paper was written 1 was

away fiom all means of employing a computer, as is usual in such cases, to

verify the long numerical calculations, not one-tenth of which appears in what ia

printed. I feel convinced, however, that there ia no material error : for 1 used

every precaution 1 could, and applied every test. The errors mentioned above
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method ;
but to compare it with other arcs, and to see whether they

are curved so as to belong to one and the same spheroid with mine.

One arc he compare|fit with, runs westward from Kulianpur to

Kurachi; theother^s a prolongation of the great arc southward

from Damargidu to Punnoc (latitude 8® 9' 32'') • only question,

therefore, which he can solve is, whether his arcs and mine belong

or not to one spheroid
;
not, whether my calculation is right or not.

Ill fact, his process goes wholly upon the gratuitous hypothesis,

that all arcs wherever measured belong to one and the same spheroid

;

that is, that every meridian is an ellipse, and all meridians the same

ellipse, and that every arc of longitude is circular. It is a notice-

able coincidence, and by no means unfavorable to my calculation,

that he finds that the curvature of the arc from Damargida to

runncB (the prolongation of my arc) coincides more nearly with

my ellipse than with the average one. Further on, in his first paper,

Mr. Tennant applies a third test, viz. the comparison of the com-

puted and observed azimuth of Kalianpur and Karachi* But the

same objection applies to this also. In fact Mr. Tennant’s calcu-

lations do not afiect my arc ; and simply because he ha% not

examined that arc, nor gone through my calculations.

7. There are other indications that Mr* Tennant has mistaken

the subject. For example (art. 13) tbe attraction is so enormous,

if Mr. Pratt’s values hold good, near the mountains ” But

I particularly specify, and the whole line of reasoning shows, that

my calculation does not apply to such places (see p. 66, note, of my
paper) : and in the continuation of the note in the next three pages

1 point out a method for such places in and near the mountains

;

so that tlie wish expressed by Mr. Tennant in par* 17 was met in

occur at the close, and not in any important place, at least important for my

results, but in a kind of corollary.

With reference to paritgraph 3 of Mr. Tennant’s second paper, I wonld here

observe, that, in the application of the above formnla, the three arcs are brought

to chords in the same line and the cagitte compared, merely as a piece of geometry,

without any reference to the manner in which they lie and cut each other in the

Problem of the Figure of the Earth. The object is simply to compare the degrees

of bending between the two extremities, in the three cases, as indeed 1 state in the

paper
j and the reanlt is given above.
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the paper before him—“ If nii estimate of the attraction at Benop;

[in the mountains] could be made ” Then in Mr. Tennant’

^

second paper there are other expressions whii^ show the same bias.

He sajs “He [Mr. Pratt] has failed* in satii(Ving the geodesical

data of the great Longitudinal Series.” But 1 did not make the

attempt. Mr. Tennant must mean that on applying my results to

the great longitudinal seriesi he failed to show that they tally, on

the supposition that the earth^s figure is a perfect spheroid. This

,
is what 1 should have expected : and quite confirms my general

view. He says further on, “ It [the ellipticity I deduce for the great

arc of 800 miles long] is useless for geodesical purposes.” Of

course it is, if the geodesical operations are carried on with an

assumed, and most probably wrong, ellipticity. If the mean

ellipticity be not the right one, then not that ellipticity, but some

other, ought to be used in computing the latitudes of places

in the neighbourhood of the are, otherwise the geodesical oper-

ations of the Great Survey will be “useless” for the purpose of

attaining to that accuracy which the survey is expected to attain.

1 need not quote other passages. I have read through both Mr.

Tennant’s papers and his interesting calculations with great care.

They cannot disprove the results of my paper for the reason I have

mentioned. The only way will be to point out where my calcu-

lations are wrong, or to show that some other cause is in operation

which nullifies the mountain attraction. One other expression only

1 will notice, as it convinces me, that Mr. Tennant will never clear

up the discrepancies while he takes his present view. He speaks of

my “ hypothetical attractions.” Now the only hypothesdk my cal-

culation of the attraction goes upon are, (1) that the Himalaya

Mountains exist, and (2) that each particle of them attracts accord-

ing to the law of universal gravitation. The amount of this attrac-

tion is a matter of calcufation; and to determine this was the

primary object of my paper in the Philosophical Transactions. The

calculation is there printed, and has been before tlie public for three

years.
^

It is impossible to ignore either the existence or the attrac-

tion of this enormous mass. It is possible to show that some other

cause exists, to counteract this disturbing cause. It is also possible

'io show that the amount 1 have deduced is wrong
\ because I may
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have made mistakes in the arithmetic, or the data regarding the

heights of the different parts of the mass may bo wrong. 15ut

there is the calculation, open to inspection, examination, and correc-

tion. 1 can only say, that when I arrived at my result (in 1S64«)

1 was very much disuppoiuted that it did not tally with the Great

Survey: and I tried every method (see articles 44 to 46 of my
paper) to make it do so : but could not succeed. Aud even now,

if no counteracting cause can be discovered to nullify tho effect of

attraction, I should be very glad, for the sake of saving trouble to

the Survey operations, if the amount I arrive at could be shown to

be wrong. But it must be, not by tho application of tests based

upon gratuitous assumptions, nor by any ulterior difficulties which

the large amount of attraction may appear to lead to
;
but by au

examination of the calculation itself, showing that the data of

heights are so much out, or the arithmetical operations so far

erroneous, as materially to affect the result.

8. One of Mr. Tennant’s calculations in his second paper serves

to show the necessity of calculating and allowing for mountain

attraction. The diagram in the next page will illustrate this.

A B C the actual arc of the meridian running through the three

stations Kuliana, Kulianpur, and Damargida. Aa, Bh^ Co are the

normals to this arc at those three places, and therefore tho direc-

tions in which the plumb-line would bang were there no disturbing

cause. A disturbing cause exists in the enormous mass H of the

Himalayan mountains which attracts the bob of the plumb-line so

as to make it hang in the lines a'A, h'B, o'C making the angles of

deflexion aAa', bBb\ cCc^. These angles are smaller the further re-

moved the station is from H. The spirit-level, the levelling of the

astronomical instruments—every thing regulated by gravity—is

affected by this disturbing cause. Aud the cause, owing to the

enormous mass of attracting matter, has its influence, unlike other

local and minor disturbing causes, along the whole line of the arc

though in a diminishing degree. Thi^ the calculation shows.

If we were to proceed from O and move northwards, laying down

a horizontal line by means of a spirit-level (as in laying down a

base-line), we should find ourselves gradually rising above the arc

CBA; we should be obliged to stilt up the spirit-level, till over B
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Semarhs.

ABOib the actual arc of

llio meridian.

A is Kttliana in lat. 29"^

30' 48".

S is Kulianpur in lat. 24°

7' 11".

vC is Damargida in lat. 18^

3' 15".

H is the mass of the Him-

alayas.

Aa, Bh, Ce are normals to

the arc ABC, or the lines in

w hich the plumb-line would

hang if the Himalayas did

not attract.

Aa!, BV, Cc* are the actual

plumb-lines, inclined to the

above, owing to attraction.

In my paper in the Philo-

sophical Transactions of 1855,

the following are the results

of attraction

i^aAd=ir&tZ,LlBV=

ir.968 ZcCc'=6".909.

Cnm is the curve drawn

from Damargida *which cuts

all the actual plumb-lines at

.

the stations on the arc at

right angles.
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it bad attained the height Bn = 99 feet, and over A the height

Am = 271 feet—these being the heights found by Mr. Tennant on

using my formula of attraction. Cnm (and not CBA) is the curve

along which the spirit-level would move, as this is the curve which

cuts all the plumb-lines at right angles. In ordinary cases the

curve which outs the plumb-lines at all stations on the meridian at

right angles is the curve of the arc. This would be the case in this

instance also, were it not for BE. If H did not exist, Cnm would

coincide with CBA» Now if mountain-attraction is not taken

account of, it is the same as supposing that II does not exist : in

which case while the calculation of the Great Survey is being made

in reality (because H does exist) for Cnm^ the calculators imagine

they are making it for CBA. They come to some station, B sup-

pose, on the arc itself, having well calculated the distance from C

;

they apply the spirit-level, find that BB is the vertical, and think

that CB is tho arc they have calculated in fathoms, whereas it is

Cii', that arc along the upper curve which comes to the same plumb-

line. This arc is shorter than CB by nn^

;

and therefore by that

quantity is B placed in tho map too much north, in consequence of

neglecting mountain-attraction. And this is an error wholly inde-

pendent of tho particular curvature of the meridian and therefore

it affords an additional argument to show the necessity of calculat-

ing and allowing for deflexion.

9. Mr. Tennant’s next calculation shows that the effect of even

much smaller masses than the Himalayas may be of importance

Slid may disturb the local form of the curve cutting the plumb-lines

at right angles, which, as I have said, is the curve to which the

Great Survey calculations refer. The derangements of the curve

may be only local in this case; but if any one or more of the

stations used for finding the astronomical amplitude be situated iu

these localities, the effect may be of serious importance. The effect

of these comparatively small masses 1 have also shown in a paper

on the English Arc printed in the Bhilosophical Transactions for

1850. This only aggravates the uncertainty caused by attraction,

and increases the doubtfulness of results arrived at without a

complete knowledge of tho disturbing causes—at least as far as

those results are supposed to have an extreme accuracy.

2 E
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On the present position of the question of JEEimalayan Mountain’-

Attraction^ as affecting the Great Trigonometrical Survey.

10. 1 will conclude this letter with some remarks on this subject.

The average form of the earth has been already determined with

so much precision, that the Great Trigonometrical Surrey cannot be

expected to improve it. Tiie only new information it can commu-

nicate on this subject is, the extent to which the (^liferent parts of

the Indian continent depart from this average spheroid. This is a

matter of no peculiar interest in itself. Unless as a record for

comparison in future ages it might be found of use
;
just as, at

present, it would be a matter of interest to know the exact changes

of level the surface has gone through in ages past, as these might

serve to verify and to fix* the chronology of those elevations and

sub-mergings of extensive portions of the surface, the evidences of

which geologists see in the fossil remains. This, however, is labour-

ing for generations who may never exist.

The real importance of knowing the exact form of Indian arcs is

seen in the effect which an erroneous determination of the curv-

ature may have upou that accuracy in the Mapping of the Country

which the Great Survey is supposed to ensure.

11. In calculating this curvature, it is absolutely necessary to

determine and allow for the effect of mountain-attraction upou the

plumb-line in all places wlicre the latitude is observed astronomi-

cally. Without this, the curvature cannot be ascertained. I pro-

pose now to show this.

If the determinations in the Great Trigonometrical Survey are

correct, they must satisfy this test, that the computed amplitude

of every arc must be precisely equal to the observed amplitude.

Colonel Everest’s work published in 1847 shows that this test is

not satisfied, for the great arc, Kaliaua (29^ 30' 48") to Kalian-

pur (24° 7' 11''). His calculations show a discrepancy of 5''.236

in the upper portion. In this comparison there are two sources

of error which it is necessary to examine—one, in the com-

•putation of the amplitude ;
the other, in the astronomical observa-

tion of the amplitude. For computing the amplitude of an elliptic

arc, it is necessary to know (1) the length of^thc arc, (2) the lati-
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tude of the middle point of the arc, and (3) the dimensions of the

ellipse of which it is part. The first of these is determined with

great accuracy by the survey, and is altogether unaffected by local

or mountain-attraction (see pp. 54, 55 of my paper).* The second,

which is not required to any great nicety, is readily found. The

third is altogetlicr assumed—and here is the first source of error.

It has been assumed in the Great Trigonometrical Survey that the

great arc belongs to an ellipse of which the curvature is that of

the average spheroid of the earth. This is not only very far from

being certain, but is most probably not the case, as 1 have shown

in my preliminary remarks. Then in the determination of the

amplitude by observation, all the elaborate instrumental observa-

tions and calculations of the latitudes of tlie three stations at the

extremities and the middle of the arc in question (viz. at Kuliana,

Damargida, and Kulianpur near the middle) described by Colonel

Everest in his volume are thoroughly to be depended upon. But

the instruments are fixed by the plumh-line

;

and therefore any

error in this line caused by local or mountain-attraction vitiates the

results. Here, then, is the second source of error. Were there

only one source of error, the error might be determined by compar-

ing the computed and observed amplitudes. But as this gives

only one equation of condition and there are two sources of error-r-

aud this must be the case for each arc, so that no comparison of

arcs will help us—we must determine one, at least, of the errors

* This may appear to be at yariance with paragraph 8 above. But the cases

are different. The fact is, that the correction there pointed out is after all practi-

cally made during the process of the survey ; and in this way. Since B cannot

be seen from C, being more than 400 miles oflT, intermediate stations are chosen

for making observations and connecting B and C by a chain of triangles ; and

these intermediate stations are down upon the arc CB, and not on the arc Cn.

Of course if the spirit-level were actually used aU along, and the stilting process,

which would then be necessarv, were carried on, this would not be the case. But

this course is not adopted in the survey ; but, to make all the intermediate observa-

tions, they come down to the arc CB, and l>egin their curve like Cn, as it were,

over again at each station ; so that the height is not allowed to accumulate to Bn,

and therefore the projected part of this line is not a correction which mast be

applied to the length of the arc, as this correction is practically made by the

surveyors piece^meal, by making their observations from CB and not from On, as

they do not adopt stilts.

2 £ 2
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in some other manner, and then determine the other by the com-

parison of the amplitudes. I can conceive of no means of finding

the curvature of the arc by any independent method: but the

other error, the efiect of attraction, can be determined by direct

calculation, though at first sight a hopeless and in the end a very

laborious operatiou in the case of such a huge and irregular mass

as the Himalaya mountains, and not practicable without some such

expedient as that which 1 have called the “ Law of Dissection” in

the paper in the Philosophical Transactions.

12. The main results of the calculation of attraction in that

paper are as follows :

—

Deflexion of plumb-line in meridian at Haliana= 27^853.

Ditto at Kalianpur == 1V'.908.

Ditto at Damargida= 6" 909.

By means of the property of a curve 1 find the law of meridional

deflexion for all stations on this double arc (hutfor no other places)

to be

Meridional Deflexion= lir.712

i— / + 3.520

I and L being the latitude, in degrees and parts of a degree, of

the proposed station and of Kaliuna, the north extremity of the

arc. It is the application of these corrections to the astronomical

observations, and then the comparison of this corrected astronomical

amplitude with the computed amplitude (as described towards the

close of para. 11) which brings out the corrected ellipticity for

this arc, instead of 39V.T*

13. Mr. Airy in a paper in the Philosophical Transactions for

1855, (p. 101,) states that he was at first very much surprised at the

large amount of the deflexion thus discovered. And he goes on to

suggest a remedy. But he does not call in question the correctness

of my result. He throws but the idea, that there is another cause

in operation which counteracts the effect of the attraction
;

viz. a

dejicieney of attracting mattey immediately beneath the mountain

mass. Three objections were started to this hypothesis in the

postscript to my second paper (on the English Arc), p. 51 of the

Transactions for 1866. They are more fully discussed in the Philo-

sophical Magazine for November 1855. No answer has been given
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to these objections
;
and several competent judges have pronounced

the hjpotliesis to be untenable : I therefore regard it as abandoned.

It is in this direction, however, I fully believe, that a counteract-

ing cause is to be found, if there be any, to modify the large disturb-

ing effect of the Himalaya Mountains. I have recently been con-

sidering this subject again, and purpose communicating a paper to

the Boyal Society on the subject shortly, if my hopes are verified

by further examination. This cannot, however, diminish the import-

ance of ascertaining the true amount of deflexion from mountain-

attraction, as every disturbing cause should be fully examined

and estimated.

14. The present position of the problem of Himalayan attrac-

tion is this. The data which 1 assume in the six tables in pages 78

to 83 of the Diilosophical Transactions for 1855 should be examined,

to see whether the values of h are tolerably correct representatives

of the average heights of the masses standing on the several ^‘com-

partments'* to which they appertain. This the gentlemen of the

survey can beat do. 1 have written to Colonel Waugh, the Surveyor

General, (who first called my attention to this subject) for corrections

of these heights
;
but, having received no corrections, I conclude the

data are rightly assumed.

I am, your obedient servant,

Calcutta^ July Qth, 1858. J. H. Peatt.

Bhaskard's knowledge of the Differential Oalculue,—By Bapu Deya

SiiASTBi, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in the Govern^

ment Sanskrit College^ Benares.

To the Editor of the Asiatic ^ciety^s Journal.

Sib,—It appears to be generally believed that the principle of

the Differential Calculus was unknown to the ancient Hindu

mathematicians. Allow me to correct this impression by the fol-

lowing statement regarding what Bhaskarfeh&rya has written on

the subject.
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Bh4dkar4ch£rja says that the difference between the longitudes

of a planet found at anj time on a certain day and at the same

time on the following day is called its rough motion during that

interval of time; and that its TAtkdlika motion is its exact motion.”

The Tdtkdlika or instantaneous motion of a planet is the motion

which it would have in a day, had its velocity at any given instant

of time remained uniform. This is clear from the meaning of the

term Talkdlika and it is plain enough to those who are acquainted

with the principles of the Differential Calculus that tliis Tdtkdlika

motion can be no other than the differential of the longitude of a

planet. This Tdtkdlika motion is determined by Bhaskardcharya

in the following manner.

“Suppose, a?, x = the mean longitudes of a planet on two succes-

sive days

;

y == the mean anomalies

;

t^, u — the true longitudes and

a= eccentricity or the sine of the greatest equa-

tion of the orbit.

Then, x—

x

= the mean motion of the planet, y—

y

= the motion

of the mean anomaly and u*—u= the true motion of the planet.”

Now according to Bhdskarachdrya, the equation of the orbit on tho

a, sin y
first day=

,
and

Bad
a sin y*

that on the next day = ;

Bad
a, sin yu=x± (1 ).

Bad
a, sin

and u'= x'± ;

Bad
a (sin f— sin y)

u — u— oi—X ± — (2).

Bad

Now, in order to know the instantaneous value of it is

necessary first to know the instantaneous value of the Bhogya-

khanda or the difference between two successive sines given iu

Tables of sines. Thus, suppose the sines of the arcs 0, A, 2Aj

&c. are given in tho Tables of sines^ then
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sin -4—sin 0, sin 24—sin 4, sin 34—sin 24, Ac. are the Bhogya-

khandas.

These are not: equal to each other but gradually decrease, and

consequently while the increase of the arc uniform, the increment

of the sine varies”— on account of the deflection of the arc. Hence

the difference between any two successive sines is not the T&tkdlika

Bhogyor-khanda

;

but if the arc instead of being deflected be increased

in the direction of the tangent then the increase which would take

place in the sine is the T&tkdlika Bltogya-khanda i. e. the instan-

taneous motion of the sine.

Thus, in the accompanying

diagram, suppose the arc l)f

= 4, then, sin Af—%in AD—
fg — DE= fm, the Bhogya-

khanda of the sine DE

;

but

this is not the Tdtlcdlika Blio^

gya^khanda of that sine. If the

arc AD instead of being de-

flected towardsf be increased

ill the direction of the tangent,

so i\mtDF=Df=A; then

FQ—DE=Fn, which would be the Tdtkdlika Bhogya-Jchanda of

the sine DE i. e. the instantaneous motion of that sine.”

Bhaskarachdrya has determined that “ the Tdtkdlika Bhogya-

khanda varies as the cosine of arc, i. e. when arc= 0, its cosine

equals the radius, and 4= the Tdtkdlika Bhogya-khanda. And, as

the arc increases, the cosine and the Bhogya-khanda decrease. Hence,

ify be any given arc, the Tdtkdlika Bhogya khanda answering to

it wdll be found by the following proportion.

As, B (or the cosine of an arc= 0.)

: The Tdtkdlika Bhogya-khanda (=4.)

: : Cosine y.

: Tdtkdlika Bhogyorkhanda of sii\ y.

A. cos y.

Tdtkdlika Bhogya-khanda= .”

The reason of the above proportion can be easily understood

from tlife two similar triangles DCE and DFn in the above diagram.
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After having thus determined the T&tMUJca Bhogya-hhdnda^ the

instantaneous value of sin g
*—sin g is found by the following pro-

portion.

A. cosy cosy X iy —y)
As A ; :

:
^— y

:

(a=s the instantaneous

R ' R
value of sin f— sin y.)

By substituting the instantaneous value of sin f—sin y in tlie

equation (2), the instantaneous value of u'— Uy tlie true motion of

the planet will be found : that is,

a, cos y y
*—

y

u'— u— sS— X ±. .—— (3)

R R
This is the instantaneous motion of the planet.’*

This is the way in which Bbaskardchdrya determined the instan-

taneous motion of the sun and the moon.
* Equation (3) is just the differential of equation (1). As,

a. sin y
d(u) = d(x±: ;

R.

a cos y
or du= d X ± —.— . dy

;

R R
which is similar to equation (3).

Now, the term T&tkMiJca applied by Bh^kar&ch^rya to the velo-

city ofa planet, and his method of determining it, correspond exactly

to the differential of the longitude of a planet and the way for

finding it. Hence it is plain that Bhaskaracharya was fully acquaint-

ed with the principle of the Differential Calculus. The subject,

however, was only incidentally and briefly treated of by him ;
and

his followers, not comprehending it fully, have hitherto neglected

it entirely.

I have the honor to be.

Your obedient servant,

BaPU DeVA ISH.VBTUI,

Ml May, 1858 .
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Of two Edicts bestowing Land, recorded on plates of copper.—Bg
Fitz-Ejjwabd Hall, M. A.

The iDScriptions here edited in the original Sanskrit, with trans-

lations and comments, add little to our previous knowledge of In-

dian liistorj. The first, however, ascertains a regnal year of one of

the kings of Kanoj
;
and it is now settled, beyond reasonable doubt,

that Madanapula Deva was administering this principality in A. D.

1007. The patent which supplies this date is the oldest monument
of the kind, emanating from the dynasty of its donor, that has yet

been discovered.

The names of the sovereigns in question, and one or more of the

years during which the last four of them are known to have borne

rule, shall, first of all, be enumerated, on the authority of grants

similar to those which are to follow.

1. Yasovigraha.*

2. Mahichandra.

^ Colebrooke calls this prince, SVipala; but on iusufficient authority. See

Miscefi. Essays, Vol. II., pp. 286 and 294.

A crude note on this point will be found in this Journal, for 1841, p. 98. Nei-

ther had Dr. Mill nor had any one else pretended—unless it was Colebrooke, and

he only by his silence—the identity, other than ordinal, of SVipala and Yai'ovi-

graha.

The writer of the note referred to was, further, unaware of Capt. Feira re-

marks on Colebrooke, and likewise of Colebrouke*s acknowledgment that he had

confounded Vijayachandra with Jayachandra. Mr. Torrens also mistakes in nam-

ing the work, and the volume of it, from which he gives an extract.

In the Kbalra inscription, which has been partially deciphered, first by Cole,

brooke, and afterwards by Mr. James Prinsep, occurs the name of King Yas'o-

pala. See Miscill. Essays, Vol. II., pp. 277 and 278 ; and this Journal for 1836*

p. 731. Capt. Fell asks: ** Is he the same with iTas'ovigraha ?” As. Bes., Voh

XV., p. 453. To Prof. Wilson it seems not improbable** that he was. Ibid.,

Yol. XV., p. 462. Dr. Mill thinks that the Vigraha of the Shekhava^i inscription

Is, very likely, the Yas'ovigraha of the Kanoj dynasty. Journal of the As. Soc.

of Bengal, for 1835, pp. 369 and 392. These opinions, though they have not been

proved erroneous, still await substantiation.

Another Vigraha has come to light since Dr. Mill wrote as above cited. His

tim^ which was not long prior to 1042, might assist an hypothesis that he was

2 G
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3. Chandra Deva.* A. D.

4. Idadanapala Deva. 1097.t

5. Govindachandra Deva. 1120]: and 1125.§ A. D.

6. Yijajachandra Deva. 1163.
||

7. Jajachandra Deva. 1177, 1179,^ and 1186. *

With Jajachandra, who died about 1193, his dynasty closes ;
at

least so far as concerns Kanoj. But this prince, it should appear,

left an heir, M'hose son, Slv&ji, only seventeen years after the death

of his grandsire, attracts attention as the first of Jodhpur.f

The father of S'ivaji, the only link required to connect him with

Jajachandra, was S'wetar^ya
; if dependence may be placed on the

pedigree^ of the chiefs of Marwad, here appended.

one with Yaa^ovigraha. But it appears as if be died childless ; and mention is

wanting that he adopted an heir. Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal, for 1841,

pp. 668 seq.

If the Yigraha of the inscriptions at Old Delhi is the same with the Yisula

whom they record, his era was as late as 1103 ; and be was contemporary with

Yijayachandra of Kanoj.

* Prof. Wilson, on the latest occasion of bis recapitulating the rulers of the

family In discussion, inadvertently reduces them from seven to six, besides con-

verting Mahiohandra into Muhipala. The individual omitted is Chandra Deva, the

first person in his line, of any recognised importance. It was he that conquered

Kanoj I and we have yet to learn that his ancestors, Yas'ovigraba and Mahichan-

dra, were persons of regal rank. See Ariana Antique, p. 435.

t See the first of the ensuing inscriptions.

t See the As. Res., Yol. XY., p. 447.

§ See the latter of the inscriptions in this paper.

K See Colebrooke’s Miscell. Essays, Yol. II., p. 2B6. «

The Tdrachdndf inscription, which is dated in the Samvat year corresponding to

A. D. 1172, refers to Yijayachandra by name and title. It is not clear, however,

from this memorial, whether he, or his son, was reigning at that time. Most pro-

bably it was the son : and it is positive that it was be, if we may credit the Mar*
a

chronicles ; as they place the death of Yijayachandra in 1168. See Cole*

brooke’s Miscell. Essays, Yol. 11., pp. 289, 295, and 296. Also Journal of the

As. Soc. of Bengal, for 1884, pp. 341 and 342.

f For the first two dates see the As. Res., Yol. XY., pp. 446, 447, 450 and

460.

* See Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal, for 1841, pp. 98, 100 and 103.

t In A. D. 1210. Useful Tables, Part the Second, p. Ill ; after Ooi. Tod.

t In eleven Sanskrit couplets ; for a copy of which, as of his own oomposbg^
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S'weta-r^ya.

1. S'ivaji* Bdva, or S'ivaji R. ; father of

2. A'sth&ua Rava, father of

8.

Dhudaji, father of

4. Rliya-p6la, father of

5. J£lana,t father of

6. Ti^oji.

7. Ohh&doji Rdva4 father of

8. Salashana, or Salakahana
; father of

9. Viramji, or Viraji
;
father of

10. Ghu^oji.

11. Rida Malla,§ father of

4 12. Jodoji,|| or Yoddhaji
; father of

13. SiVjoji Rava, father of

14. Vaghojijlf or Vyaghraji.

15. Gangoji Ruva, or Gangeya R. ; father of

16. Mala Deva.*

I am indebted to a Brahman who gave himself out to be the family-priest of the

present Raja of Jodhpur. This man I saw at Ajmere^ about a year ago. Tho

verses, at their conclusion, claim, for their author, one Day&rama.

* Described as
I

S'iviyi was grandson of Yijayacbandra,

and son of S’wetaraya, the word Imla must be understood as implying paternity.

S'weta-raya little resembles a gentile appellative.

S'ivaji is the reading of the origiual. 1 have annexed the more classical form
;

and so of many of the names in this catalogue. Relationship, where intimated in

the Sanskrit, is also specified in the English.

f Mr. Prinsep interposes ** Kanhul’' between Rayapala and Jdlana.

X
** Cbado*' comes first, according to Mr. Prinsep ; and then ** Thedo.” The

original might be taken as designing these two names for one and the same person :

§ The same sort of doubt as that expressed ii^ the last note, here offers. The

Sanskrit is

:

mnr i

II
The founder of Jodhpur

: I
Baghela*vani'a^hanta

has Yodhapura.

T This name is omitted by Mr. Prinsep.

* Manavati,—daughter of Malla-raya, son of Mdla Deva,—^married Virabhi-*

dra, prince royal of Boghelkhan^, in the Samvat year 1616, or A. D. 1&59. See

2 G 2
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17. Udai Sinha
;
or Udaya S.

;
father of

IS. S'ura Sinha, father of

19. Gaja Sinha, father of

20. Jaswanta, or Yas'asvrnt, father of

21. Ajita Sinha,* father of

22. Bagat Sinha, or BaiAtf S.
; father of

23. Vijaya Sinha, father of

24. Gumdna Sinha,^ or Gum&n S. ;
father of

25. Mdna Sinha, father of

26. Tagat Sinha, or TaHt S.
;
now ruling.

The more ancient of the two inscriptions under notice was exa-

mined, by me, at Benares. It is, I believe, the property of Major

E. R. W. Ellis. Of its history I know nothing. A copy is sub-

joined.

Sftrt I

It, B

^ra*incf%f^s nnsfif«^^*»u®wT

^T^?iKsr?rT^?rfircn^^?riTTO

the Baghela^van^u-ehariiaf by Kank’ina, ion of AVaditya; 17th chapter, «7.

62 and 63.

* Called * a renowned exterminator in the niter destruction of Muhammadans ;*

siwnrw’B ftsnnp i

t Before BaitAt Sinha’s namb, Mr. Prinsep inserts two princes^ Abhaya Sinha

and lUma Sinha, whom onr genealogist omits. The first, at leaat, as being a par-

ricide, brought no credit to his family. BaitAt Sinha is spoken of as " captor of

the chief of the Kachchhapas :*
I

t Mr. Prinsep has Bbima Sinlia.
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Tift:iiTw?r?rTifVt3W
i

^sTT^frar ii?rw^TfiT: s ». D

?r55iT^Sw^T »r^xrTW rfir f^»sr-

fir^riiT^^ssr: i

B^fSTcf 51ff^i;5r: ^ II

»iT^<^w?wr*nfrwjTC«ii^**T’^?TH3t i

: I « g

TR:3i>TfTT:*ii?r?T?:TarTfu-

sj^^^JIT^l^JUlTcTTnunifT^JliJr’lT^irsrifVsCTSrTrCW^ilTJTJTJTT’f-

9T?r w?TmTtrtif«r irwwTkirfw i

^urmr^;: ^Jim-

ircj ’?r«)jmn5^^wr^TWTfV«ira:-

5(TTf^T ^IT# ^cft^ri^ ^TCT-

OT^TW’fr^IRlB^n^T «>?T \\«18 ^
8r?fr?r ^mx ^wt^wanfircTai-

t?rftT^iT38rin3TTTrnr^^w8il^Tf*JW5iiWTtnrflrirf98!:^r5r^^-

TftwT »m *TnTTfTnrmw«ni ^TsraitiftT®^ ^-
fiC8tJh^«r f^’Rrfjiti^^^TTxif^xRirnr ^WTOfg^? irr*

^irs fsiwisnirsi
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nrptf iTT^^ww i(^w *,f<i ’snwiwifir* rM®^i*i!tti“

lllH«lf^ f^NTN WWT

I

V[^ #RiT* I

wfii ^r: wW JRPffii I

3W tl f^N?f H^bnfH^T I \ I

wn^ ipr ^rsw^TTC*!' i

f^yrf^ I R I

^ jT^T ’sinrff ^ww* I

«inir tnwift^i I ^ i

wxfiwwT^ xv^- wrerf^w*-

1

^ # * i

H^TlS^tSRirWJ: I

«rc«if»nwfN NmTWwnF¥?w i !i i

XI f^^RT wfn^WT fuffw' ’HT »l«r(?r D ^ B

^iTTWifiir W5f

^Tr»»RIT X( TOW I «

I

TO
^rtPi I

fimRQ^rwtTOf^ ^Tfv

ilT ^W I 'S B

^rai«»Pf«i^»R'* ^wfTOir*l

UTRWBTnwf’cj fiin5i«mnns i
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WRi XRIWTfllt^rT^ I < I

fts^T’Tptininnj t

Wiftcr: 0 B

f%fjg?r i 1 «ri^ i

fi

Tbanslatiow.

Well be it!

1. May yours, to ^our prosperity, be that transport which was

S'ri’s,* when, in the course of dalliance, her hands wandered over

their support, the neck of Yaikuntha, whose desire was as yet uu-

sated.

2. The lines of monarchsf sprung from the solar racej having

attained the celestial abode, there was born one Yas'ovigraha, by

name
;
munidceut, and manifestly comparable with the suu for ple-

nitude of effulgence.

3. His son was Mabichandra; whose illimitable fame, resem-

bling the lustre of the moon, was spread, by him, beyoud the sea.

4. His son was the auspicious king Chandra Deva,§ whose do-

* S'H, or Lakshmi, personified abundance, or prosperity, is the wife of Vish-

nu, here called Vaikuntha.

t The equivocal import of the word rdjan and its synonymes, which denote any

member of the military class, as well as * king,' has, doubtless, often stood in

good stead to successful Ksbatriya adventurers, wben commemorating their ances-

try, in making it appear as if actual royalty had subsisted in their families as a

long-standing heritage. That Yas'ovigraha and Mabichandra were nothing more

than ordinary subjects, is by no means improbable, as has been intimated above.

$ The word for * auii,’ embodied in the expression here rendered * solar race,*

is, in the original, represented epithetically by a compound signifying ‘ the not

cold-rayed.*

The solar race comprises the first grand division of the martial class.

The translation of Jayacbandra's grant, contained in this Journal for 1841, p.

101, &c., is crowded with errors of the grossest ignorance or heedlessness. The

general character of the thing may be inferred from its distortion of the stania to

which this note is appended. It runs as follows r—•*' The Bajas who were descend-

ed from the lunar line having departed for heaven, one, named Yas*ovigraba, by

his natural spirits was as the sun himself.’*

§ Colebrooke and Ospt. Fell write S'rlobandra Oeva. But it seems preferable

to regard the syllable as an honorary prefix. See Miscell. Essays, Vol. Il.|

p. 286; and As. lies., Vol. XV., p. 449.
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miuant passion was polity ;
discomfiter of the bands of his foes

;

dissipating the gloom produced by the hostile presence of haughty-

valorous warriors
;
and through whose most august graudeur was

assuaged every hardship of the denizens of the unrivalled realm of

Gadhipura* the famous, xohich he had acquired by the might of his

arm :

5. Who, having repaired, os a protector to the religious re-

sorts at Ka!«'i,t Kus'ika,J North Ko8'ala,§ and Indrasthana,|| in

bestowing, time after time, his weight in gold1[ on the twice-

* Gadhipura is the same as Kanyakuhja, as will be seen hereafter.

t Kas^f generally intends the city of Benares ; but it also designated the neigli-

bouring couctry. There is ground to believe that^ at one time, while this name

was more particularly applied to the capital, YMnasi whs employed, perhaps ex-

clusively, to distinguish the province. See this Journal, for 1848, Part I., p. 71.

But a custom, the reverse of this, seems to have obtained, at a certain period.

See the Kalpa-druma-kalikdt by Lakshmi Vallabha, ad finem. This work is a

commentary on the Kalpa^suira of the Jainas.

The word vurdi^asi, said to occur in the Atharva-vedat is explained in the Jd-

bdla Vpauuhadt to be the same with the ansMnnna, or coronal artery ; and mraua

and ati are numed in defiance of grammar, as its constituents. The first of thrsu

is there asserted to be a synonyme of pinguid i the second, of itid; two tubular

vessels, according to the reveries of the Yoga.

In the K(ls%khanda, which rejects this derivation, it is insisted that the Athar^

va^veda means Benares ; its Sanskrit form being analysed into the names of the

two streams which skirt the city near its eastern and western extremities.

X Of Kus'tka it hss been stated that it signifies the river Kaus'aki

—

reale,

Kaus'ikf. See As. Res., Vol. XV., p. 454. But this is very questionable. A

place near some sacred stream is probably here meant, rather than the stream itself.

§ North Kos'ala is supposed to be the old denomination for the vicinity of

Ayodhya. See the Translation of the Jlshnu-purdf^a, p. 190, foot-note 79 ; and

Lassen’s Indische Alterthumskunde, Vol. 1., pp. 128 and 129.

l|
Indrasthana, it is obvious to suriuise, is another name for Indraprostha, or

ancient Delhi.
*

% According to the Matsya^purdt^, he who gives away his weight in gold will

abide in the heaven of Indra during the periods of all the Manus. Afterwards he

reaches the city of Vishiria ; and, whin bis hoard of merit is exhausted, he is burn

a universal monarch on earth. The Agni-purdoa adds that, in bis renewed human

condition he will be free from all disease.

Fitting objects to be given away in quantities equal to one’s weight are, any of

|he metals, precious stones, several surU of grain, various fruits, betel, saccharine
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born,* indented the earth, with his scales, on hundreds of occa-

sions.

6. His son, Madanapala, the crest-jewel of princes, the oma-

mentt of his family,J now bears sway
;
at whose consecration, by

the water that glittered aa it waa poured^ from the aacred vessels,

the dust of ain of the world, contracted from the iron age, was

wholly washed away ;

7. At the time of whoso going forth to conquest, as the orb of

the earth yielded beneath ecen the light pressure of the foot-falls of

his careering elephants, impassioned, and high as lofty mountains,

the aerpent Stesha, gorgeous with the clotted gore that trickled from

his palate, cloven by his head-gem
||
which had been driven into it, as

it were, in consequence^ of being crushed, hid his face for a mo-

ment in his bosom.

substances, honey, milk, curds, clarified butter, oii, smU, and sandal-wood. Par-

ticular benefits are promised to each species of such donation. The recipients of

the presents are Bralimans : but they must subsequently perform expiation.

Minute instructions are laid down for preparing the balance, and the consecrated

ground on which it is set up. A lucky day must be chosen fur the ceremony. The

donor is poised against his gift for as long a time as it requires to milk a cow

;

contemplating Lakshini the while. Numerous gods and sages, together with the

manes, are hallowed on the occasion. The deity presiding over the scales is Vasu-

ki.

The above is selected from tlie Ddna^chandrikd, by Divakara Bhatta, surnamed

Kale s son of Mahadeva Bh.it(a, son of Uames'a Bha(^.

The practice of bestowing one's weight in various substances is now and then

observed, to this day. But, when metals are selected as the gift, they are rarely

other than of the baser sort.

* Anciently, persons of the first three classes; but, for many ages past, under-

stood ill the restricted acceptation of Biahmaus. The regeneration is effected by

investiture with the sacred curd.

t Literally, * the moon.’

X In the Sanskrit, gotra, A note on this word is given below.

§ Aspersion with water and other liquids plays a conspicuous part in the instal-

lation of a Hindu king.
^

II
In the Indian mythology, S'esha supports the centre of the earth on one of

his thouBsud beads.

Hindu superstition assigns a precious stone to the head of every member of the

serpent tribe*

S The original is voi'di
* by force.’ As, however, the verb path means * to

2 u
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The same :—whose feet are justly revered by the entire brother-

hood of potentates : son and successor* of the auspicious Chandra

Deva, supreme sovereign, great king, chief ruler, lord paramount,

emperor ;t who gained, witli his own arm, the primacy of happy

crash,’ * to grind/ and not simply * to press down/ the conjectural reading hhaydt

* for fear’ would yield a better sense :
* in the apprehension of being/ &c.

* Fdddnudhydta. Professor Wilson—Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Voh II., p. 393—errs in supposing that this formula may connect tlie names of

contemporary rulers, aurereign and subordinate, to imply the inferiority of the

latter. In the following volume of the same Journal, at p. 379, he remarks, on

this expression, that it ** is nothing more than a paraphrastic phrase for * succes-

sor.* It means, literally,
* meditating upon his—the father’s—feet / denoting

either the disposition of the son to imitate the paternal example, or to refer, with

reverence, to the memory of his aire.'* Colebrooke, long before,—Transactions of

the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. 1., p. 236 : or Miscell. Essays, Vol. 11., p. 303,

—

had, however, written as follows: Pdddnudhydia, an ordinary periphrasis for

son and successor : literally, ‘ whose feet are meditated, I. e. revered, by

In some cases,—as in this Journal for 1839, p. 491,—the same words are used, by

a chieftain, of his favourite divinity.

For this locution, pdddnta^khydia has sometimes been substituted, in decipher-

ments of inscriptions. See our Journal for 184S, Part 1., p. 71 ; and for 185li

p. 676. This epithet would signify, if anything, ' whose toes are notorious.’

In this Journal for 18.55, p. 487, the Sanskrit may be found of a short inscrip-

tion which 1 translated from a version taken by an archmulogist of ratabhshed

repute, Mr. Edward Thomas, from an obscure copy of what I now know to be a

very rough original. In the second line, as printed, is the phrase pdddnudhyd-

iatya I which is, of course, the cortect reading for Major Cunningham’s ^utterly

meaningless pdddnaddtatya. See Bhilsa Topes, p. 151.

But 1 here mentiuu this record chiefly with a view to express*'the opinion that it

requires further examination before we can be positive about its contents. Four

independent transcripts which I have lately had taken of it, have only served to

increase bewilderment ; with the exception of determining that (Stands

in place of

t Parama bhattaraka^ mahd-rdja, adhi-rdja^ paramn'wara^ parama^mdhes**

wara : and, if regard be had to their etymology, these appellations are not classed

by subordination ; for, to all appearance, the first and the last are indicative o/

co-ordinate eminence. The precise tense of parama-mdheiwara is * supreme

great lord.’ In all cases, however, where bhaUdraka^ qualified, or unqualified, is

met with in a list of this description, it stands at the head. Colebrooke says that

it “ answers to the title of majesty.” Miscell. Essays, Vol. II., p. 303.

The Aiiareya bhrdma^a, in its concluding pentad, has a curious clas«ification of
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the various species of earthly rulers imagined to have derived their styles from the

attributes invoked on Indra, at liis consecration as king of the gods. The ensuing

extract will sutlice for the present purpose :

TT^ wrvw^rfwHi fsraT;%v ^rri vrx:T«*«HK«-

f^*r ?wt %!« 1

^ 8th panchikd^ 3rd adhydya. adfijutm.
“ Thus consecrated by that great inauguration, Indra subdued all conquerable

earths

t

and won all worlds. He <»btaiiieil over all the gods, supremacy, transcend-

ent rank, and pre-eminence. Conquering, in this world below^ equitable domina-

tion (mrnrdjyaj

t

happiness (bhaujyaj^ sole dominion Cswdrdjya), separate autho-

rity (vatrdjya)j attainment of tlm supreme abode (pdrameshthyaj^ sovereignty

(rdjya), mighty power (wdhdrujyaj, and superior xxsXt (ddhipaiya) ; hecominy a

self-existent hemg and independent ruler (swurdlj, exempt ftom early dissolution
;

and reaching all hh wishes in that celestial world; he became immortal: he be-

came immortal.** Mit^cell. Essays, Vul. 1., p. 39.

Til is translation is Coiehrooke*s : with several terms of the original interpolated,

and here and there a new word marked, as being surplus to the rigid letter of the

text.

The various denomination of chiefs—included under the sway of Indra, the

BkardU or * peerless lord’—intimated by the technicalities in this passage, are

called, in the context, Samrdt, Bhoja, Swardly Jlrdl, Parameshthin, and Rdjd ;

of which the first, third, and fourth are known, in more modern language, aud

with a notable chan!:e of character, as f!amrdt^ aiwardt^ and Jlrdt. See the Trans-

lation of the T'tshnu'purdua, p 93 and its 3rd foot note.

Of the possessors of mdhdrdjya and ddhipatya no special powers, entitled Maha-

raja and Adhipati^ are appropriated to certain quarters ; as the Samrdl princes,

for instance, are allotted to the North.

An extensive scope of jurisdiction is assigned to the Rajas:

nTvmTvf 5if»reiiit f<fi( vthjt^issq/Vtv vfir-

Aitareya brdhmaipif uhi supra.

*' Next, the divine t^ddhyas and A*plyas consecrated him, /ndro, in this middle,

central, and present region, with the same prayers from the Rik and Yajush, and

with the same holy words as before mentioned^ in thirty-one days, for local domi-

nion Therefore the several kings of the Kurus and Panchfilas, as well

as of the Vas'as and Us'inaras, in this middle, central, and present region, are con-

• The Vaidik

2 n 2
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Kanyakubja:*—the fortunate Madanap&la Deva, supreme sove-

great king, chief ruler, lord paramount, emperor
;
victorious

;

commands, acquaints, and enjoins the inhabitants of the village of

Ahufim, in the cantonf of Vanesar-Maua and all JiU people;

and likewise sojourners from abroad ; as also kings, queens, princes

consort,§ imperial counsellors, chaplains royal^ warders of the gate,

commanders of troops, stewards, justiciaries,
||

physicians, diviners,

•ecrated to sovereiguty (rdjya) ; and people entitle those consecrated princes,

Rdjd:*

This, too. is Golebrooke’s translation, with a few changes, and such supplemen-

tation as is needed to make it intelligible in a detached quotation. Miscell. Es-

says, Yol. I., pp. 38, 39.

For the origin and exact signification of most of the expressions of dignity,

found in our inscription, it may be that recourse must be had to records of the

heroic or of the Paurdnika period.

* The spelling of this name is observable ; and it is the same in both these

grants. Very little dependence can be placed, here, or in other instances, on the

transcription of J ayachandra's grant in this Journal for 1841, pp. 98, &c. : else

it might be cited for the more common, but anomalous form, Kanyakubja; which

Is, regularly, an adjective. Kanyakubja is found still oftener ; and the Dwirupa-

kos*a has a fourth variety, Kanyakubja.

t Pattala, in the Sanskrit. That this word corresponds to * cant6n,’ mahal,

or pargana, will appear from another iuscription, which 1 am preparing for publi-

cation.

i That is, I suppose, Vanesar near Maua ; there being some second Vanesar,

with which the present might be confounded. This mode of coupling the nunies

of localities is still of very frequent occurrence in India, where, also as in other

countries, a tract of territory is frequently denominated from its principal town.

Or Maua may be an affix, an old word whose sense is lost; unless it be the

same as mahua, from the Sanskrit ntadhu, or madhuka, the bassia latifolia.

Mau and mahu terminate many names of places, besides being found alone.

Possibly they and maiia are one vocable, under various forms. May it have meant

• village ?’

§ Yuvariga, or ‘‘ designated successor and associate in the empire.” Cole-

brooke’s Miscell. Essays, Vol. 11.. p. 286. ** Young king, or Cresar.” Select

Specimen of the Theatre of the Uiiidus, Vol. I., p. 280 : 2nd ed. « Prince re-

gent, or Caesar.*’ Ariana Antique, p. 265. ** Vice-regent.” Dr. Stevenson’s

Kdlpa^sutra, p. 60. But the last definition is untenable. The yuca^rdja is not

auccedaneous, but a coadjutor.

II
Akshapatalika ; be who has cognisance of the pa{ala * litigation* of aksha

*
judicial cases.’ Or does pafah mean * filing V
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officers of gynecia, envoys, and persons who are proprietors of ele-

phants, of horses, of towns, of mines,* and of herds of kine.f

Be it known to you : whereas: after ablution in the Ganges, at

the landing of the divine and blessed Trilochana, at Vdrdnasi;J on

Monday, the third day of the light semi-lunation, in the month of

Mdgha, the sun having entered its northern path,§ in the year

eleven hundred and fifty>four ; or, expressed in numerals, on Mon-
day, the 3rd dag of the bright fortoight|| in Mdgha^ in 1154 of the

Samvat era, at Y^rdnasi: the village designated above; with its

water and soil, with its iron-mines and salt-pits, with and includ-

* Akara-athdna

;

literally, ' the site of a mine.*

t Some of these terms have, as yet, no place in our dictionaries ; and several

of them are, most probably, peculiar to the Sanskrit of the age in which the

dynasty flourished to which the present patent appertains. For most of them, or

of their synonymes, see the As. Res., Vol. XV., pp. 21 and 45 ; Transactions of

the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. I., pp. 174 and IJ**) ; and this Journal, for 18:^9,

p. 486. A number of them, ill-explained, occur in the same Journal, for 1841,

p. 103.

X The quay of Trilochana, * the Three-eyed,^ or S'iva, still maintain its repu-

tation for sanctity, at VaraT.iafei, or Benares.

§ ;
corrected from copper plate ; most of the

minor errors of which 1 have rectified without directing attention to them. Among
these is the constant substitution of the dental sibilant for the palatal. One or

two omissions of uniting concurrent vowels, disallowed by a severe conformity to

the requirements of grammar, have been retained for sake of clearness.

II
Instead of often, and perhaps oftener, find > as in the text.

The U'thma^viveka has both forms. Though no other sober etymology of the

word can readily be suggested, yet Dr. Mill’s derivation of it, by abbreviation from

should, therefore, be regarded with distrust. See Journal of the

As. Soc. of Bengal, for 1835, p. 397. The Pandits look upon it as a word adopt-

ed into the Sanskrit from the vernacular languages. The S^abda-kalpa-druma,

which has is silent concerning its origin, qpd would restrict its use to * the

western country P* corresponding term,

is omitted by the 8^ahda~kalpa-druma

;

and for a reason which not unfrequently

has weight with this Encyclopsedis. It is not in the Dictionary of Prof. Wilaon.

Modern grammarians, fancifully enough, refer to ^ or and or

j
as importing the fortnight in which one * appropriately presents’ offerings

to the gods. In like manner they would derive from after aphae-

resis, as denoting the half-month during which a Hindu ‘ devotes Ablations’ to his

ancestral manes.
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hig* its groves of madMJcas^ and mango-trees, its orchards,J tim-

ber,§ grass, and paBture,|| with its holes and saline wastes, with

everything above and below, its four abuttals being ascertained, as

far as its borders : which had been granted by patent, in perpe-

tuity,^—by the illustrious king and chief ruler,* the fortunate Chandra

* The tautology, in the originf.!, of sa and paryanta * with and including’ steins

to be a speciality of legal documents.

t The madhuka is a sort of bassia, from the blossoms of which a spirituous

beverage, called mddhwit is extracted by distillation. By the laws of the Mana-

vas—XI., 95—the drinking of this liquor is forbidden to Biahmans.

X The Sanskrit scholar will observe that it would have been permissible, if not

even preferable, to connect the word rendered * groves* with mttdhukas, and that

translated * orchards* with * mango-trees es|>ccially if the last are coarsely de-

scribed by the substantive vana. On the interpretation thus suggested, the writer

will have affected the verbal collocation technically known, in tlie writings of the

Sanskrit grammarians and rhetoricians, as yathd-tankkya, or ** construction by

the correspondent order of terms ,** a figure of speech exemplified in this cou-

plet :

** Hsec domus odit, amat, punit, conservat, honorat,

Nequitiam, pacem, crimina, jura, probos.”

Verses distinguished by the style of regimen here illustrated, are said to have

been once called, by the French, “ rapportes.** See Notes and Queries, Vol. Vll.,

p. 167.

§ Vitopa ; trees in request for their wood, in distinction from those valued on

account of their fruit or flowers. So say the native vocabularies.

)|
Trina-yuti-gochara, These words, for * grass and pasture,* arc met with in

an inscription translated by Colebruuke. Ke misreads them, however, frma-dya-

iigochara, Miscell. Essays, Vol. 11., p. 310. Trina-yuti^ corrupted to trinay-

fi/At, has been taken for the name of a place, in this Journal for 1841, p. 103.

^ The original, dpadmasadmano huhukdniam ydvaf n^daamkritya, is, a hundred

to one, corrupt. Unable, however, to heal it by any convincing emendation, and

content with a make-shift rendering, 1 avail myself of the fallacious ingenuity of

a native acbolar, to extract senee from it aa it stands ; more especially as the

copper-plate pretty distinctly bears the phrase hukdkdntam^ in which lies all the

difficulty. The ending— Ird/atn was expected, whatever went before.

Divert pandits have assured me tKat huhdka is a name of the dog, derived from

the animal's cry, huhu ; but no instance of the employment of this word has been

produced. In one of the standard Sanskrit works on omens, that of Vaaanta-

raja, the nearest word to hfUiu is hohd; and this is explained us being imitative

of the scream of the jackal.

Assuming hdhu to be aa the pandits assert by the adjective of ka, from the
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Deva; he having satisfied,t in due form, the divinities of the Ve-

das,}: the saints, deceased mortals, malignant spirits, and his own

group of progenitors; paying homage to the buu,§ of brilliance

potent in penetrating the regions of darkness ;
worshipping him, on

‘ whose brow is a segment of the moon
;||

adoring Yasudeva,^ the

preserver of the triple universe; offering to fire* an oblation of

abundant rice, milk, and sugar ;t in order to enhance the merit and

celebrity of his mother, of his father, and of himself ;
having taken

verb kai, we get huhuka ‘ that which utters the sound k&hu? Huhukdnta may,

then, stand fur * dog-killer a possible equivalent of n^wa^pach * dog-cooker,’

the name of a tribe of pariahs.

Cousonaatly to these premises, the English of the clause is as follows: * Ap-

prizing all rqtifmal heingn^ from Brahma to the outcast.* Brahma is called ‘ the

lotua-tenemented,* with allusion to the medium through which he originated from

Narayana.

Th purport which, on the exposition here set forth, has been attached to the

verb t*da is, to be sure, countenanced by the dictionaries. Yet there is no ques-

tion that, in a laud-grant, the odds are overwhelmingly against the use of a*d8

otherwise than to express * by patent ;* above all, in such a form as t'daanikritga ;

and cunsidering that the present instrument contains no declaration, if it be not

this, to show by what species of document the land was alienated.

The point thus discussed will be dehiiitively cleared up, should another of

Madaiiap/ila*s grants or re-grants happen to be discovered. The formula in dispute

would, doubtless, turn out to be one of duration. It was exchmged for another,

by Madanapulu*s immediate successor, Goviiidachandra, See the next inscription.

* Rdjddhirdjaf ' king and chief ruler.* Culebrooke represents these epithet!

by conspicuous moiiaich.** Miscell. Essays, Vol. 11., p. 258.

t By drink-offerings.

Or gods propounded in the litanies of the Vedas.

§ Uahna.rochiitha

;

literally, * of warm lustre.’ Compare the third note above.

II
The divinity thus characterised is S'iva. * Moon* is here expressed by an

epithet : * the regent of deciduous vegetation.’

^ Vishnu incarnate as Krishna.

* Here, and in many other inscriptions, in similar circumstances, the accusative

is inaccurately put for the locative. We skould read not

'f -s'*
So Colebrooke—Miscell. Essays, Vol. 11., p. 300—has edited fiwf

t The composition formed of these three ingredients* is called, in the Sanskrit,

pdgaaa.
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water in his palm, purified by incuroing it into the form ofo. cow’s

ear, and by kus^a grass to the Br&hman, the aus^cious Vainana

Sw&mi S'arman ; son of the Brahman, the auspicious Y&rdha Sw&-

min, and grandson of the Brahman, Deva Svr&min
;
sprung from the

stock of Kus^ika, and from three branches,t those of Yis^wdniitra,

Audala, and Devarata
;
and of the Chhandoga division of the Ye*

das :% has, by us, cognizant of this transaction^ and with intent to

* Of the correctness of this rendering I am not quite positive. Ookan^ sig.

nifies, primarily, • a cow*s ear and, secondarily, * the length of a cow’s ear, or

a long span,’ and * an auspicious inflexure of the hand into the form of a cow’s

ear.* Fur the last, and least usual acceptation, an authority occurs in the follow-

ing couplet, which is adduced anonymously in the Achdra.mAyukha :

To continue ; while kua*a-laid perhaps intends * sacrificial grass* simply, it may

mean * the grass called kua'a and that known by the name of iatd.’ But the latter

is not, to my knowledge, made use of for religious purposes: neither, by any

forthcoming warrant, is kua'a comprehended under the class of lata, or * creep-

ers nor is latd a generic term for *
grass,* though it does import grass of a cer-

tain species, the panicum dactylon.

t * Stock’ and * branch’ but vaguely answer to the original words, potra and

pravara ; of which Colebrooke says that the first expresses ** descent from an

ancient sage

—

riahi— , whence the family name is derived and that the second

indicates ** lineage traced to more of the ancient sages.” The same venerable au-

thority adds that ** the distinction between gotra and pravara is not very clear.”

Miscell. Essays, Vol. 11., p. 305. See also, Digest of Hindu Law, &c., Vol.

111., p. 327, foot-note : 8vo. ed.

Prof. Wilson, in his Glossary of Indian Terms, affords no additional aid what-

ever towards defining these expressions. Nay ; be does not even lead one to infer

that any the slightest difficulty was ever experienced in discriminating them.

The most that is known as to the difference between them is, that the gotra is

primitive, and that the pravara is somehow derivative from it.

Sir H. M. Elliot justly observes that ** it hss become the custom to call all

subdivisions of tribes, gotea, or gotras.” Supplement to the Glossary of Indian

Terms, Vol. I., p. 351.

In all cases where the family antecedents of a Brfibman are unknown, he is pre-

sumed to belong to the gotra of Kas'yapa, and the White Fajur^veda is adjudged

to him for his portion of scripture.

i This is the Sdma»veda.
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publish our father’s deed of gift, been assigned uneti;; we record-

ing the grant oir a plate of copper, accompanied bj a seal* eugravea

with our name.t

Bearing thia in mind, and observant of our injunctions, you will

pay all dues, as they full to be discharged ; namely, share of pro-

duce,J imposts, money-rent, and the rest.

The annexed stanzas§ are here appropriate

:

* This seal has, for legend, the words * 1'he auspicioui

Madanapala Deva/ The addition deva * divine* is generally affixed to the name of

a Hindu king, to mark his rank.

The figure of a conch is incised, by way of device, beneath the name in question,

which is surmounted by a sketch of Garu^ i.

t Portentous as is the length of this period, it is surpassed in the original.

Considering, however, that we are dealing with a formal deed of transfer, it is

neither unusually protracted nor unusually involved. It will be perceived that,

with a view to greater perspicuity, 1 have transposed, in my translation, several

clauses of the Sanskrit.

Tlie date of the ceremonial washing at Benares I should be disposed, but for the

word amtwdf to refer to Madanapala’s father rather than to Madanapala himself.

But, if it was the former that bathed at that time, the instrumental case of the

past participle, or snateHOf would have been used, to agree with chandradevena.

Oil the construction accepted, the year of the primitive grant is Wanting ; a default

which might be argued as leaving, in ordinary circumstances, an opening to endless

contestation retrospective from the time of its renewal.

The original document, at the issuing of the present edict, was, it should seem,

lost, and not even a certificate of its date producible. But the author of the re-grant

being the king, hia bare admission that the grantor was his royal sire, would be

sufficient to preclude all action at law bearing on the title of the village propound-

ed in the patent.

In the recital of the forms attending the primary grant, it will be remarked that

no mention is made of bathing on the part of Ciiaiidra Deva. The specification

of thia important observance mast, for completeness, be resumed from the notice,

higher up the sentence, of its performance by Madanapdla
; in whose case it is,

perhaps, just to conclude that no other rite over land above ablution was impera.

live. But, to ascertain whether completeness of detail has here been sacrificed to

brevity of expression, requires luvestigatiou which must be remitted to another

opportunity.
*

t WTTOTar, elsewhere. WPITWIST ;
‘ rent in kind in contrast to

* gold,’ *reiit in oesh.’ See Colebrooke’s Miscell. Essays, Vol. II., pp. g06 and

312 .

§ Almost all inscriptions recording charters of land are embelliahed with some

2 I
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1. He that receives land, and he that bestows land, both, as

performing acts of merit, assuredly go to elysium.*

of the nine stanzaB here collected, or similar ones ; little uniformity being ob-

serTed, howerer, in their arrangement. Most of them, if not all, are, somewhere

or other, attributed to Vyasa or the Munis. The probubility is, that they are de-

rived from the Mdhdbhdrata and the Fura^as. One or two may be taken from

the Bdmdyana. A few have been traced to their sources, mediate or immediate ;

as will subsequently appear. Their various readings are numerous ; but it has not

been thought necessary to adduce, in more than one or two instances, such as are

immaterial. The rest are dwelt on at length.

* This couplet, attributed to a Muni, or Sage, will be found translated in Cole-

brooke’s Digest of Hindu Law, &n., Tol. 11., pp. 166, 167 : Svo. ed. In the

original 1 have corrected ^o ^ changed

preferable and more frequent reading. These verses are

very often met with. They occur, with minute variations, in all three of the law .

works about to be named.

In express contradiction to the maxim which they deliver, a metrical precept,

quoted in the ehitia-mayukha and Prayat^MHa^muktdvali, and thj^re

wrongly imputed to the code of the Manavas, pronounces, in substance, that the

acceptor of land falls into a place of torment

:

This bold enunciation is, however, in good part glossed away by refinements and

exceptions. The Hindu Rhadamanthus is wonderfully tolerant of sophistry.

In the first place, the acceptance of land without a spiritual fee is ruled, by the

pdnachandrikd, to be no delinquency whatever. This act is, accordingly, not

viewed as objectionable, unless an attempt is made to sanctify it by religious rites.

See the last note, p. 224.

When ritual observances are connected with it, a new character at once attaches

to the deed. Jt now becomes sinful, and demands satisfaction. One treatise pre-

icribes, as the appropriate expiation, the penance of Prajapati and the bestowal

in charity of one-sixth of the gift ; the donee retaining the remainder. Another

treatise is more unrelenting in its exactions ; requiring three performances of the

ardent penance, three ablations* daily for four months, and alms as before ; the

residne of the donation likewise remaining with its receiver.

The penance of Prajapati is thus described : When a twice-born man per*

forms the common penance, or that of Prajapati, he must for three days eat only

inAhe morning $ for three days, only in the evening ; for three days, food unasked

but preunied io kimi and for three days more, nothing.*’ Laws of the Mdiia-

ass, XL, 212. But compare YHjvavalkya, 111., .320.

Of the ardent penance we have the following account :
“ A Brahman, perform-
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2. A conch,* a throne, an umbrella, the best of horses, and the

choicest of elephants; these royal insignia, Purandara,t are the

requital of giving away land.

3. Again and again does the fortunate B&ma conjure all these

and future lords of earth. This bridge of virtue, the granting cf

land, is common to all princes, and to be cared for, by your majes-

ties, in successive ages.;];

ing the ardent penance, must swallow nothing but hot water, hot milk, hot cla*

rifled butter, and hot steam, each of them for three days successively
;
performing

an ablution, and mortifying all his members.” Laws of the Manavas, XI., 215.

Yajvavalkya—III., 318—makes it to consist in drinking hot milk, hot clarified

butter, and hot water, each for a day ; with fasting for one night. Paras'ara lays

down the quantity of milk, butter, and water.

Land received in free gift it is wrong to dispose of by sale ; but the selling of it

is expiated by a solemn sacrifice

—

yajna. Again, the man who, though able to

vindicate his rights, tamely relinquishes his land, when usurped by another, with-

out recourse to litigation— goes to some hideous hell, there to remain for

one and twenty cycles. If he fureitoes all endeavour to obtain justice, he should

destroy himself
;
and, by this destruction, he escapes the infernal regions. See a

note above, on Akahapa^alika, at p. 228.

The PrdyaH*chitta*mayukha is by Nilakai^tha Bhatta, son of S'ankara ; and the

Traya^chitia^muktavali^ is by Divakara Bhut^a, son of Mafaadeva Blis^U. of the

gntra of Bharadwaja. The Ddna-ehandrikd has been spoken of in a previous note.

* The bare possession of a dakihindvarta^ or conch with its whorls turning to

the right, is esteemed, by the Hindus, as securing, without fail, good fortune to

its 'owner. Its employment for religious ends is also thought to be productive of

extraordinary results. Some verses on this topic, purporting to be taken from a

chapter of the Vardha-purdna^ will be found in the Eabda-kalpa^drumat p.

51 0(). These couplets inculcate, for example, that whoever sprinkles himself, in

prescribed form, with water from such a shell, at a river running towards the

East, is absolved from all past sin. So sacred is a shell of this description, that

one may neither drink out of it, nor strike with it a fish or a swine.

.. t Furandara is a name of Indra.

% The second distich of this couplet has been strangely translated, as follows,

in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, January,

1852, p. 110: ** To preserve what has been granted, a common duty incumbent

on all kings, is like a bridge for their safety, over an ocean of sins.** Yet this ts

as close as the English versions of In<liBn inscriptions are generally.

Dr. Mill thinks that he finds the reading igygiw for in a citation of

this verse, given on the Shekliavati tablet. Journal of the As. Soc, of Bengal, for

1835, pp. 384 and 400.

2 1 2
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4. By many kings, such as Sagara and others, the earth has

been possessed. His, ever, whose is the soil, is its produce.

5. He that wrongfully resumes a single gold coin, a cow, or

even one finger’s breadth of glebe, incurs perdition till the con-

summation of all things.*

6. He that unjustly confiscates land, whether given by himself,

or gken by otliers, transformed to a worm, grovels, with his ances-

tors, in ordure.t

* Another form of this conplet, bnt without affecting the s^iise, has been. no-

ticed in inscriptions

:

Jiravt WRIT i^ vi

A redundancy' is observable in the fourth quarter of this stanza.

t A couplet almost identical with this, as to its first half, but combining, in a

manner, for its remainder, the second distich of the stanza in the text, and the first

distich of the stanza there succeeding it, occurs in the Garuda-purdna. With a

alight variation, it is not uncommon in inscriptions. It here follows, with a pari

of its context

:

wnwR wfw: h

wa I

VWITWTIII

Hw WWW w: wwTw wncfiiwiftr ii

wwnwfwwmw w i

fVRfVWt wif^ itivwiftwN V II

^eia-kalpth ^OtA adAydya, s% 15-19.

* He that usurps land, bestowed by himself, or bestowed by another, is born,

for sixty thousand years a worm in ordure.

* What merit does be acquire w^p grants away earn a finger’s breadth of land

!

And what guilt does be incur who, witAoutjust caute, appropriates even a finger's

breadth of land

!

< The esUte of a Brfibman, possessed through avarice, burns iAe seizer qfit to

the seventh generation. Like theft, it indeed burns Atm while the moon and the

stars endure.
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7. Sixty thousand years does the donor of land abide in the

regions of the blessed
;
and just as many does he dwell in hell,

wlio practices disseizin, or acquiesces in it,*

* A man may digest iron-filingB, powdered atone, and poison. But what man,

in the three worlds, shall digest the property of a Brahman ?

* By the destruction of consecrated wealth, by the inequitable seizure of a Br&h-

man’s fortune, and by disrespect to Brahmans, whole families suffer degradation.*

In some inscriptions, the latter half of the first couplet above cited runs thus :

»r»i. i

<—contracts demerit equal to that of the slayer of a hundred thousand kine.*

In other inscriptions, the first distich of this stanza is materially altered, as

below ; and the second distich is quite different from anything yet given :

anff ai'€t»r*rf^ il

* Diligently do thou guard, O king, land bestowed by thyself or by others.

More meritorious, most eminent of princes, is the protection of land than is the

giving of it,'

The Bhdqavata-purdna confines its denunciations to the sacrilegious

;

^ nvreW ^ v: 1

1

^ wnra aftt: ti

10th sJtandha, latter section, 64th adhydya^ 39th s7.

* He who wrongfully confiscates the wealth of a Brdhman, bestowed by him*

self,’ &c.

This couplet, with insignificant verbal deviations, is quoted by Jagannatha Tar.

kapaiichanana Bhattacharya, in the Vivdda-bhangdrnava, through the Bipa-kalikd,

See Colebrooke’s Digest of Hindu Law, &c., Yol. II., pp. 165, 166 ; 8vo. ed.

Once more, from the Bhdgavata-^purdna :

ir: virftvvT: i

«fw ^ ornrir ii

11th akandha^ 27th adhydya^ 64tb

* He who disseizes the gods or Brahmans of property conferred hy himself

others, is born, during ten thousand times ten tliousand years, a feeder on dung^'

* This couplet, but rend a little otherwise, is cited, as from the A'dipurdoa^

by Jagannatha Tarkapanchfinana Bhat^acharya. See the last note; and Cola*

brooke’s Digest, dec., Vol. II., p. 163 ; 8vo. ed.

The word would well be exchanged for

According to Ydjnavalkya—III., 230,—the forcible usurpation of land is iiaarlj

tantamount, as a crime, to theft of gold* Compare the Laws of the Mdaavas

XL, 68.
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8. The donations—a source of merit, riches, and distinction

—

once bestowed, here on earthy by kings, rank with the reliques of

sacrifices and with vomitings. What respectable person, forsooth,

would take them again P*

The stealing of gold, agreeably to an anonymous text adduced in the Trdyas'*

ehiitoddyota, is counted among offences in the first degree

:

^ ?n^T irvr ii

Equal explicitness on this article is wanting in the Laws of the Manavas, IX,

235, and XL, 55 ; and in Yajnavalkya, 111., 227.

In expiation of the purloining of gold, the Mitdkshard, a commentary on Yaj-

navalkya, prescribes one observance of the ardent penance, a fast of three days’

continuance, and eight thousand burnt offerings of clarified butter, with repetitions

of the ydyatrt. It is added that the seizure of land is atoned by mortifications of

half this severity.

The Prdya8'c?tUia tnapUkha would visit with a much lighter animadversion, the

delinquency thus absolved.

Bbat^ Dioakara is author of the PrdyaM*chittoddyoia. His father was Rama*

hyisbinia Bhatta, son of Narayana Bha^^, son of RamesVara Bhatta.

My reason for calling the classical * Laws of Menu' by the more correct title of

* Laws of the Mfinavas* will be seen by reference to an interesting letter of Prof.

Max Muller, in Mr. Morley’s Digest of Indian Cases, Vol. I., Introduction, pp.

cxcvi. seq.

* Of this couplet we owe the following version to Colebrooke : The gifts

which have been granted by former princes,—producing virtue, wealth, and fame,

—are unsullied reflections. What honest man would resume them ?” Miscell. £s-

Hys, Vol. II., p. 313. For Colebrooke print,>er«p^fin

his facsimile giving, however, tdnti

:

and vdnti may, by a strain, be

taken, here, to import the same as vdnta. Vdnti occurs in this Journal for ]838»

p. 738. But either reading is fatal to this great scholar’s construction. This cou-

plet, worded as in the present inscription, but ill-rendered into English, will be

found in onr Journal for 1839, pp. 299, 303 ; and for 1841, pp. 101, 104. For

the like reading, and a correct interpreution, see this Journal for 1839, pp. 487,

494. Compare, farther, the As. Res., Vol. 1., p. 365, 8vo. ed. ; and Vol. XV.,

p. 452.

An obvious objection to Colebrooke’s lection,—which seems to be a tacit alter,

ation of his original,—resides in the awkward, and perhaps impurely formed word

nirmdlyavatf to signify scarcely more than what is expressed by nirtnala

;

and in

the unnatural air imparted to the whole stanza, as the result of taking pratimdnif
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9. Inconstant as the rack is this vaunted kingship. Sweet for

but the passing moment are the delights of thitigs of sense. Like

for the plaral of the substantive pratimdna. Another proof that the Tiew which I

here adopt is correct, is afforded by the fact that, in other inscriptions, the words

nirbhukta^mdlya stand in the place of nirmdlya»tdnta. See this Journal for 1838,

pp. 914, 973. Nirlhukta^mdlya^ * discarded flowers,’ or flowers once flung on an

idol, and not to be re-employed in the same manner.

Professor Wilson, in his Sanskrit Dictionary, neglects to distinguish, with re-

spect to their derivation, between the terms nirmdlya * pure,’ * purity’ and ninnd-

lya * the remains of an offering.’ As to the latter, its second factor, which is md-

flowers,’ has nothing to do with mc/c ‘ impurity.* When our nirmdlya

taken in its ordinary comprehensive acceptation, the element mdlya is to be under-

stood illustratively, as sub-indicating or connoting all articles of food, &c., while

literally denoting blossoms ; all which are alike rendered, by oblation, unfit to be

used again for a like purpose.

The reliques of oblations to S’iva form a fertile theme of disquisition in Hindu

law-books. The subjoined injunctions and distinctions have been collected from

the Nir^aya^tindhu, which treats of this subject in the first section of its third

book.

According to the Siddhdnta-it ekhara, as there quoted, edibles, water, betel,

powdered sandal-wood, and flowers, which have been devoted to S'iva, become the

perquisites of Chai.ida or Chandes’a. To sell them, or other things so offered, or

to give them away, or to take any of them for food, whether voluntarily or invo-

luntarily, is reputed a grave offence, and requires the reparation of grievous pe-

nances. The Smrityariha^gdra pronounces chat whoever perseveres in eating any

article thus offered, is degraded from his class ; and that great, though inferior,

guilt is incurred by partaking in diet of the sacrificial leavings of any deity what-

ever, in times exempt from distress. A reservation is made, however, by the Bka^

vinkya^purdiutf on behalf of all votaries of S'iva, and all who have received his

initiatory incantation, as concerns objects presented to the twelve Jyotirlinyas,

phalli from the river Dana near Jubulpore, auch as are spontaneous, or ideal, or

set up by gods or divine sages, or composed of ammonite, the moon-stone, or any

metal. Chanda baa here no cluim. The phalli meant to be excepted are those of

stone, erected by common mortals, and such as are fashioned of plastic mud, tur-

meric, clarified butter, &c.

The Traivikrami cites the Skanda-purdna as farther imputing great sanctity to

images of S'iva in the human form. The eatfng, by a proper person, of offerings

consecrated to such idols, avails to expunge even the crime of Drahmanicide. An
improper person, on the credit of this Puraoa, is one unbathed. Other authoritiea

consider as out of the pale, all who do not wear the thread of regeneration
$ and

S’ridatu would deny the privilege to all save initiated followers of S'iva. The
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a dew-drop on the point of a spear of grass is the vital breath of

human kind. Ah ! virtue is one*s sole companion on the journey

S'iva-purdna is still more comprehensive in its enumeration of those who are dis-

qualified for partaking of the sacred food. The Kas^ukhatj^^ eulogizes the prac-

tice of wetting the head with water with which the priapic emblem of S'iva has

been sprinkled. The merit of so doing is alleged to be equal to that of bathing in

the Ganges ; and he who thrice drinks water that drips from the linga^ is cleansed

from aU the three classes of sin,—the corporeal, verbal, and mental.

The Tithi-tattway Hemddri, and Paridiuhta assert that food, leaves, flowers,

fruit, and water, offered to S*iva, acquire purity only when he is represented by

the ammonite, in the worship of the panehdyatanay or * receptacle of five detftes,

or typei,*

The deities represented, or symbolized in the panchdyatava are S'iva. Vishnu,

Surya, Ganes'a, and Durga. Four of the images, or types are arranged around the

fifth, the most highly considered of all ; and this varies accordingly as the wor-

shipper is a S'aiva, a Vaishnava, a Sawra, a Gapapatya, or a S'akta.

In the Nirnaya-iindhUf Bopadeva and the Faddrihddarda and vouched for the

disposition of these idols, or symbols. In the A'chdr&rka a memorial verse is,

more commodiously recited, to suggest their succession ;

S*am stands for S'ankara, or S'iva; JVd, for Narayana. or Vishnu; 8Uf for

Surya ; Go, for Gaqes^a ; and BAa, for Bhagavati, or Durga. The first named

divinity of each group comes in the centre. The rest, in the order here shown, are

placed about him, at the interquarters, beginning with the N. £.

Bonwthnes these images are seen collected in temples. They are then of liberal

dimensions ; and only one of the five objects, the obscene emblem of S'iva, has

other than an animal form, more or less distorted. Most Hindus have a private

set of the five types, on a small scale. These they curry in a metallic vessel, hemis-

pherical in shape, about an inch and a half in diameter, provided with a cover, and

having a stiff paper bottom to preserve these reverend remembrancers from falling

into horizontal confusion. The vessel Is now and then constructed in the simili-

tude of a lotus. The symbolical* substitutes of S'iva, Vishnu, Sdrya, Ga^es'a, and

Durgd, are, in order as enumerated, a phallus of stone from the fia^u, an ammo-

nite from the Gapfakf, a piece of the crystal called tfuryakdntCy some leaves of the

red-blossomed oleander, and a lump bf pyritic iron-ore.

The Nin^ya-nndhu or NinsMya^kamaldkara has, for its author, KamaUkara

Bha^s, son of Ramakrieb^a Bhat(a and Umfi, and younger brother of Divdkara

It was composcd in the Samvat year 1661, or A. D. 1718. The A*chd»

rdrka is by S'ankara Bbat^, son of Niiakaq^ba Bha^, son of S'ankara Bhat^a.
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to the other world.*

10. This ratification of patent, promulgating Jiia father’s dona-

tion, the auspicious Madava Deva procured to be executed, with his

proper seal thereto attached.

Engrossed by the respectahlef and thrifty Sahadeva, scrivener.]:

Prosperity he here ! May favourable fortune and great felicity

Attend !

Executed by the illustrious Madanapdla Deva.

Of the inscription given below, a negative facsimile in litho-

graph will be found in the Journal of the Archmological Society of

Delhi, for September, 1852. To test this facsimile I have been as-

sisted by a careful transcript of the original, for which I am in-

debted to the late Mr. F. Taylor, Principal of the Delhi College.

In the Journal above mentioned is a professed translation of the

inscription under consideration. Its inaccuracies, as to facts of

* Colebrooke*8 version of this stanza is as follows :
** This sovereignty of the

earth totters with the stormy blast ; the enjoyment of a realm is sweet but for an

instant ; the breath of man is like a drop of water on the tip of a blade of grass ;

virtue is the greatest friend in the journey of the other world.’* MiscelL Essays,

Vol. 11., p. 309; also p. 304.

But vdtdbhra is certainly a cloud borne by the wind, or tossed by the storm ;

rack, in a word. Again ; where 1 have written ' kingship,’ Colebrooke puts *' sove-

reignty of the earth,” instead of * sovereignty of earth.” The word eisAoyar, which

1 have translated * things of sense,* may mean ** realm but to render it so in this

place produces at least an approach to tautology which I cannot believe is designed

in the original.

t The original term, Colebrooke twice renders by “ venerable.” Miscell.

Essays, Vol. 11., pp. 305 and 314. In the present instance 1 suspect that it de-

notes some office.

t In Sanskrit, ^ related to kara^ the usage or

practice of the writer-caste,” according to Professor Wilson. It therefore signifies

a Kayastha or hereditary scribe. An allowable form, in the same sense, is kora*

which makes Jtara^i in the nominative. Oan it be from this that the word

* cranie* is corrupted? See Sir H. M. Elliot’s Supplemental Glossary, pp. 196,

197.

I hate not ni«lected to obMrro the word* end » tbu Jouiul

for 1837, p. 783, and for 1838, p. <6, reipactifely.

K
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minor importance, are numerous
; but it seems unnecessary to make

them the subject of detail. The remarks, by the Secretary of the

Society, while correcting* some of Mr. Prinsep’s statementsf touch-

ing the dynasty in discussion, were obviously made without re-

course to that gentleman’s reference, and in ignorance of what
had been written, by Professor Wilson,§ regarding the later kings

of Kanoj.

I

Ml4 A <: I

’IT fsws a ^ I

«n^t^tn^f«nf«:arni^tn^jnwre fN anti^ \

’TWT rftuT

^Jl5RXTl^^Tf«ra«q«WiT ?Tf?w^anTfa5?iH # s i

^xfar 11

Trfcxn^RJTTTifWiair I

^anarWT 0 1

1

»?^ann^ ¥fir f^>!r-
^wf^PnRR^ faririrT’rtrar: i

* Joamal of the Arehaolog. Society of Delhi, for September, 1853, p. 3.

There !• a mistake^ however, in qubting the year 1075, initead of 1072.

t Uiefal Tables, Fart the Second, p. 110. The carelesineaa here exhibited ia

a rare thing to meet with in this laborioos and most convenient compendiam.

t Journal of the Aaiatio Boo. of Bengal, for 1834, p. 311.

5 As. Res., Vol. XV., pp. 460 seqq.
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?n5»T^^i?rir firaTWffwiaw flff-

^WSTJEHl?^^ SW^T vmt ^
irfir^ t^Tj<;i.Tirs i c i

fn^S 3r«iT^ I

^flfW WHWW^lW-
TjfHwCT irwii o 4 n

^^in:^^wtncwwfTC«imTTTTmfiRtgrireHvcir^:w»n-

'i>^r^;’!f^fl^^^IT5r^«Wl^ i^«iT<mwwfK«»iv^ianfV^rrarire-

^^xr^wn^tT^xfwjr3T trf<R^t:TTHT?:m^^ifgTTferfirfiif"

fsrPswsnnr^’rinrfTPrPr ^ ^t-

gfif^rfiraTfpTt%^pw;^rc<ftf;i^f<g^»HTy4c^cqT»T3hgwt-
finfTf«:^^*rnTw^f«r ^^iUTPriiPf ^ 1

T^mPcPfffewuws ^rsnr^w: «wr-

?r5Fr«^«ir?:! bjwtsr:* ^rH^mw^sr^rfe^nft^Tr-

?tWVpwnrcTT?f*»!: If-

2ft»rPrt^TCT:?RR^ ^n^wiPer ^
5^?r?^ ^ ^iir ^siPt^t^ hwt^ ^tmr PiPr-

^ W^wPrOT^Rj^jnrJiri'snfPim Prfwiz^nns^-

vis 441««iB^ifV^TTWT^f«TTPr2r«w5?: Pi^-

ft tPwt

2 K 2
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ti?nTjfwi*5t ^Ruaify^r^nngfitw^wt aw-

^rnranw ^r^ir ^iTir’ftww wwt to ^toto^i^jt-
TORt3lTOITO^«?r«fTOf^T»rTOf^lW^ I

^r^l* I

wW srfJrJTFTfir »jfiT TTTOfH I

TO ti ^^btoSt frof ^irrfw^T i \ i

inr TO^ qf^^TTO; I

frof^ i ^ g

^ ^T ^rrTOf: »

<nfiylTn^rt^ uninftm v^ft: I ^ I

^arfirf^T ijun xmfini ^rrof^w i

TO TO TO ^jfirTO TO TO ^w I 8 »

'TOT ^rrorraTfir TO^TOTTORil,i t g

TOntT*TT VTO^niOPS^TO^’T ^ I

TO ^Rlf^TOTO >jfTO«T ^ JS’JlfW g ^ I

ftrfJsw TOTirf

I

Tbakslatiok.*
* •

8. From him ^ns bom Oovindachandra, as the moon woe pro-

* The fint eeren etansai of the present inscription are a mere repetition of the

opening of the former grant, if a few rerbsl discrepancies be left out of account.

It maj be that, in the fourth stansa, we should read for • * resolute’

in place of * valiant.’ In Jayachandra’s grant, at p. 98 of this Journal for 1841,

the word is ^9t^. Oapt. Fellf from bis version of another of Jayachandra's pa-

tent a,—in the fifteenth volume of the Asiatic Researches, p. 447|—seems to have

had the same word before him. The Sanskrit of that patent has never been

printed.
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duced from tbe main ;* a king by whom, with his far-reaching creep-

ers of armSjt elephant-like upstart governments;]: were seized and
coerced ; and who was a fountain of eloquence copiously distilling

the essence of rhetorical nectar

:

In the sixth stanza, ' the accumulated dust,* &c. is substituted

* All the dust,* or * the dust, wholly,* &e. Capt. Fell is too

general to suggest what expression was here employed in his original just alluded

to. The other grant of Jayachandra’s has ^9^^.
The same stanza, in this inscription, as in the last, in extolling Madanapala,

exhibits * bears sway,* a present tense; though an indication of past time

is here indispensable. It should seem that, notwithstanding the exigency of a new

reign, the later poetical conveyancers entertained by the kings of Kanoj, were

either unwilling or unable to mend the verses of their predecessor under Madana>

pala. Capt. Fell puts ** was a victorious prince ;** but without comment. ** Was
glorious’* is the rendering given elsewhere ; and likewise unaccompanied by any

remark. Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal, for 184 1 , p. 101.

* The more popular origin of the moon is from the ocean of milk, at the time

it was churned by the immortals and the demons. Mahdbhdraia, A'duparvan, s7.

114.5.

According to other accounts, the moon was son of Atri. ** The Vdpu says the

essence of Soma-— —issued from the eyes of Atri, and impregnated the

ten quarters. The JBhd^avaia says merely that Soma was bom from tbe eyes of

Atri.** Translation of tbe Vithnu-purdnaf p. 392, foot-note.

The history of tbe moon, prior to its extraction from the milky sea, in a legend

which has a very Pauranika air, but which I have not been able to authenticate, is

thus told by Capt. Fell : A ray of glory from the eye of the holy saint Atri was

so effulgent, that the Eastern quarter could not endure it. It was, accordingly,

thrown into the ocean, where it became tbe moon.** As. Res. Vul. XV., p. 455.

In the Purusha^rikia of the Rip-eedis, the derivation of the moon is stated still

differently. See Colebrooke’s Miscell. Essays, Vol. I., p. 168.

t Long arms, or ‘ arms reaching to the knees,* are reputed, among the Hindus,

a token of high lineage. Tbe arm is, further, frequently compared, by them, to a

vine, or to a staff. •

% Capt. Fell ineptly explains the compound here translated * upstart govern-

meats,*—or naoa-rdsAfra,—as intending •* Navardsh^ra, a country in the South of

India; mentioned in the chapter of the MuAdbhdraia, detailing Sahadeva’a eon-

quests.** As. Res., Vol. XV., p. 455.

But a king would, most assuredly, be much more likely to boast of suooeasfhl

subjugation, than of being endowed with bone and muscle sufficient to overmaster

a wild beast, however powerful.
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9. Whose embattled elephants in no wise succeeded in finding,

in three of the quarters, celestial elephants equal to the confiict;

whereupon, as it were rivals of the mate of Abhramu, tbej wended

to the region of Vajrin.*

The same :—whose feet are highly revered by the universal fra-

ternity of potentates : son and successor of the auspicious Mada-

napala Deva, supreme sovereign, great king, chief ruler, lord para-

mount, emperor: xclu> was son and successor of the auspicious

Chandra Deva, supremo sovereign, great king, chief ruler, lord para-

mount, emperor ; who gained, with his own arm, the primacy of

happy Kanyakubja :—the fortunate Govindachandra Deva,t su-

preme sovereign, great king, chief ruler, lord paramount, emperor

;

* The Hindu mythology places an elephant, to uphold the globe, at each of its

quarters and interquarters. Of these eight supporters, Airavata is esteemed the

most redoubtable, and the chief of his kind. A female companion is attached to

each of them ; that of Airivata being Abhramn. Vajrin is an appellation of Indra ;

.

from veyra, the name of his weapon : and his region is the East, the station of

Air^vata.

Prof. Wilson, in his Dictionary, erroneously places Airavata in the North, the

locality of Sarvabhauma. In this mistake he is followed by Mr. Thomson, in his

translation of the Bhayavad-gUd^ p. 125.

The original of this exordium, from which Capt. Fell translated, was, beyond

question, everywhere substantially, and almost everywhere literally, identical with

the Sanskrit as printed in this paper. His version throughout is not, however,

entirely trustworthy ; as an examination of the mode in which he renders the last

two Btanxas might authorize one to infer, a general scrutiny apart.

** As the moon was produced from the ocean, so from Madanapdla was descend-

ed Govindachandra. He was a prince of such vast strength that, by the grasp of

his mighty arm, he was able to restrain an elephant of the kingdom of Navarash-

tra. He possessed cows giving streams of the richest milk.

His herds of elephants could never meet with equals for eombst in three re-

gions—the North, South, and West. They, therefore, roved to the quarter sacred

to Indm—the East ;— seeking for Air&vata. They were like warriors seeking for

tiieir adversaries.** As. Res., Tol. XY., p. 448.

t The seal attached to the plate of copper containing this inscription, bears,

according to the lithograph in the Journal of the Archaeological Society of Delhi,

the words : Bat this must be a mistake for ^nyifq st^-

;
* The auspicious Govindaohaadra Deva.’ Above the name is a figure of

Garu^a ; and below it is a conch.
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suzerain of the three classes of Governors styled masters of cavalry,

masters of elephants, and masters of infantry ;* a Vdchaspatif for

inquisition into various sciences ; victorious ; charges, acquaints,

and enjoins the inhabitants of the village of A'go4ali,:|; in the can*

ton§ of Haladoya
; and all his subjects ; and likewise sojourners

from abroad
; as also kings, queens, princes consort, imperial coun*

* As'wapaii, gajapaii^ and narapati. The import of these phrases, as here em-

ployed, is undetermined. A cognate term, chhatrapati ‘ master of umbrellas,'

may be named as sometimes associated with them. The first three expressions

might be taken to denote, severally, the possession of a component part of an

army ; were it not for the omission of chariots, which are necessary, as a fourth

element, to make up a complete martial host. But the word rathapati ‘ master of

chariots’ is never found, instead of chhatrapati^ connected as above ; and, if so

found, in order to stand as a synonyme of it, chhatra must bear a sense at present

unrecognised.

The epithet gajapaii is known to have been affixed, from a certain age, to the

names of the rulers of Orissa ; the title of narapati—an ordinary equivalent of

* king’-—is said to have been specially borne, at one time, by the sovereigns of

Telingana and Kar^a^ ; and the designation chhatrapati was affected by the Pesh-

was. The appropriation of aa*wapaii niay admit of doubt.

It seems not impossible that, by these distinctions, so many feudatories, or

classes of feudatories, of a paramount power were once discriminated. On this

point, however, authentic history is, at best, only suggestive. As for the rest, it

had already become the custom of Indian governors, early in the middle ages, to

arrogate the lordship of three of these orders of royalets,—if they may so be con-

sidered. Among the Kanoj kings, Govindachandra was, apparently, the first who

laid claim to this sort of pre-eminence. That a similar superiority was not assert-

ed with respect to the chhatrapatis, is a circumstance worthy of note. Can it be

that the Chhatrapati rdjd, or rdjdSf whoever they were, enjoyed sufficient power

to deter such a pretension ? As. Res., Vol. IX., p. 123 ; and Vol. XV., p. 254.

Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal, for 1838, p. 49 ; for 1839, p. 485 ; and for

1841, p. 103. Mackenxie Collection, Vol. II., pp. ccxxxv., ccxxxvi., and

ocxxxviii. ; where the mere names, of like aspect, of Ga^apati, Venkafapati, and

Setupati will also be seen. Useful Tables, Part the Second, p. 119. Preface to

the ^raatfha-pratdpa^mdriai^a, a law work. Preface to the 8iddhdnta»ch€aSf

drikd^ the earliest commentary on the S'dttra^dipikd of the Mimausa.

f Or Brihaspati ;
preceptor of the gods. *

% There is, possibly, on the copper-plate, a stroke of punctuation after the word

preceding this name, and a mark of suspense under its final consonant. In that

case, we must read ‘ Go^iall.’

§ In the original, imffafd. See a note on the preceding inscription.
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Bellors, chaplains royal^ warders of the gate, generalissimos, trea-

surers, justiciaries, physicians, diviners, custodians of the female

apartment, envoys, and persons holding the proprietorship of ele-

phants, of horses, of towns, of mines, and of herds of black cattle.

Be it known to you accordingly as U here written .* that the

aforesaid village, with its water and soil, with its iron-mines and

salt-pits, with its fisheries,* with its holes and saline wastes, with

and including its groves of madhdkas and mango trees, its orchards,

timber, grass, and pasturage, with everything above and below, its

four abuttals being adjusted, as far as its borders : on the sixth day

of the dark semi-lunation, in the month of Mdgha^ in the year

eleven hundred and eighty-two ; or, expressed in numerals, on Fri-

day, the 6th day of the moon’s wane, in M&gha^ Samvat 1182 : was

by us granted,t by patent, for ^ long as the moon and sun shall

endure :—having bathed in the Ganges, at S rfs'a-pratishthfina

having satisfied, in due form, the divinities of the Vedas, the saints,

deeeaeed mortals, malignant spirits, and our own group of progeni-

tors
;
paying homage to the sun, of brilliance potent in penetrating

the regions of darkness ; worshipping him on whose brow is a seg-

ment of the moon ; adoring Vdsudeva, the protector of the triple

world; offering to fire an oblation of abundant rice, milk, and

sugar ; nnd in order to promote the desert and renown of our mo-

ther, of our father, and of ourself ; taking water in our palm puri-

fied by bending it into the shape of a cow’s ear, and by hus*a grass :

—^to the fortunate Chhichh4 S'arman and V^chhata S'arman, sous

* This sppnrCenance of landed property is an addition to the particolarities of

the former grant. Its recital may be taken to mark an advanee in the refinements

of conveyancing.

f Several nnqnesfionable blunders of the lithographer, or of the engraver, 1 have

silently corrected, in transcribing the original : for instanee, in the Sanskrit of this

word, f®** for WW,
for and a general misuse of the sibilants. This inscription, like the

former, also has 8 *hich have already been the subject of

remalk.

t S'ris'a, or * the lord of S'rf,’ is Vishnu. If S^Ss'a-praUshtbdna be not the

name of a town. It may, perhaps, indicate the celebrated temple of Bindu-mddhava

at Benares, on the bank of the Ganges.
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of the venerable''^ and auspicious A'lhapa^t grandsons of the vene-

rable Uttama, and descended from the stock of Gautama and the

three lines of Gautama, A^ngirasa, and Autathya.

Giving heed to this endowment^ and observant of owr commands,

you will discharge all dues, as they fall to be liquidated ; to wit^

share of produce, tribute, quadrivial tolls, Muhammadan amerce-

ments,$ and the like.

Bearing on this topic are these couplets :§***•#*#*
6. Not by the digging of a thousand reservoirs, nor even by a

hundred hippocausts, nor by the gift of ten millions of kine, does

the resumer of land make expiation.
||

* The original word is ihakkura ; and so^f the * venerable,* qualifying the name

of Uttama. St*e a note at p. 24 1, supra.

t In the abstract translation of this inscription, above referred to, this name is

strangely metamorphosed into Alhad Pathuck Ras, a Brahmin of Singolee.**

A'go^ali will account for ** Singolee.”

{ The latter two classes of impositions are not specified in the previous inscrip-

tion. From the first of them it may possibly be inferrible that the impoverish-

ment of the imperial coffers had recently given rise to a new species of fiscal

exaction ; and, from the other, that the encroachmenta of the Northern invaders

were asining head, and that their domination was beginning to be recognised.

§ Of the six stanzas with which this instrument terminates, the first five are,

with the exception of various readings, identical with the first five at the end of the

former inscription. In the second distich at the conclusion of the present grant,

we have, but without chauge of import, place of

In the fifth distich, again, we here find a transposition; equally

immaterial : JTTWf ^
II

In one place where thia couplet occurs, the reading is

* by a thousand repetitions of the t^apeya sacrifice at which aeventeeu victims

wore immolated ; and mffif ‘ obtains emancipation’ for ^QU|f<T
* performs atone-

ment.’ See Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal, for 1841, p. 100.

Elsewhere, the word in the first measure of this couplet, is omitted.

Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal, for 1839, p.*493.

The immolation of a horse was once accounted " the king of sacrificea,” and

equal to efface all sin. See the laws of the Manavas, XI., 261 ; and Colebrookc’t

Miscell. Essays, Vol. I , p. 238.

2 L
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This g^rant on copper was indited by the respectable and thrifty

Yis'wariipa.

Index to the Metres in these Inscriptions.

Stanza. First Inscription, before the prose.

1,

3. Anushtuhh,

2.

IndravajrA,

4, 7. S^&rdulaviJcridita.

5, 6. VasantaiilaJc&,

After the prose.

1, 2, 4—7, 10. AnuAituhh.

3.

8*dUni,

8. IndravajrA,

9. Tasantatilakd,

Second Inscription, before the prose.

1—7. As in the first inscription.

8 . Vasantatilakd .

9. Drutavilamhifa,

After the prose.

1—5. As in the first inscription.

6 , Anmhtahh. ^

EorU8augoT^ July 9, 1837.

The proper time for enterine on the performanre of this sacred rite was, accord-

ing to Malifdhara, the eighth day of the moon’s increase in Pbulguna
; and, in the

fabnlous days of longevity and leisure, it was pioubly proloim|^ to twenty-seven

years. Weber’s White Yajur^veda, pp. 692 and 772.

That the sacri6ee of a horse was not, originally, allegorical, is now placed beyond

doubt. The animal was cooked, and some of it was eaten. Prof. Wilson thinks

that part of the flesh waa boiled, and part of it roasted. More probably, however,

after the preparation of a broth, the meat was transferred from the caldrons to the

spits. In the present day, Hindus who use animal food invariably deal with It

after this manner. See the English Translation of the ^ig~veda, Vol. II., p. 117,

foot-note. «

* From the Mahdbhdrata it appears that, at a later period than the Vaidika, it

was held soffleient to inhale the fumes of the seething gelatin of the victim. The
whole was afterwards burnt. AMwamedha-partan, s'l. 2644-2648.
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Catalogue of the Coins in the Cabinet of the late Col. Stacy, with
the estimated muses attached.^—Bg £. Thomas, Esq.^ late of the

B. a 8.

Gold. Silver. Copper.
Gbeek Coins.

Bs. As.

1

1

— 1

— 2

P.

0Drachma Alexahdeb the Great, 5
Hemid raclima—Seleucus Nicator,

Obv. Head with Lion’s-skin as in Alexan-
der's Coins. Hev. Jove seated. In- |-12 0 0
fieri ptioii BASIAE02 SEAEYKOY. Mo-
uogram Ifi ^

Tetradrachma of Antioohhs Magnus

—

Wt. 252 grains—Obverse a very per-

fect head, in high relief. Beverse, Apollo
sitting on the cortina, Inscription

BASIAEQS [AN] XrOXOY 50 0 0
Ptolemy—with Eagle reverse—Wt. 211

grains, 10 0 0
Ditto less perfect, at 6 each, 12 0 0
2 Copper Coins, at 1 each (2 silver casts) 2 0 0

Bacteian Coins.

Euthydemus.
5 — Four Tetrudrachms as in “ Aruma An-

tique*^ plate 1. figs. 6, 7 and 8—one
ditto as No. 11, at 8 Bs.,@ 40 0 0

— 6 One very perfect specimen A. A. pi. I.

fig. 13, 16 0 0
One ditto very good 6—three bad at 2 12 0 0
Demetuius.

3 — *^Two Oboli as in A. A. pi. II. figs. 4 & 5,

one very perfect, at 12 and 5, 17 0 0
One with Kausia as in A. A. supp. pi.

fig. 12, 14 0 0
Apollodotus.

1 — A. A. pi. IV. fig. 15, coin imperfect, ... 8 0 0

2 — A. A. pi. IV. fig. 14, in very good order,

at 6, 12 0 0

„ 17 7 210 0 0
•

* This Catalogue was received through Mr. Grote sfter the subscription had

been set on foot by the Society for the purchase of this collection in its integrity.

It is published with the valuation of each piece as fixed by Mr. Tboinas when the

Trustees of the British Museum wire negotiating for the purchase of the Cabinet,

because it is believed that Mofussil collectors will be glad to have such particulars.

—Bus.

2 L 2
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Gold. Silyer. Copper.
Brought forward, 21/)

A. A. pi. IV. fig. 16, in bad order, "|

Four of the type given under No. 17, pi. I q
IV. A. A. and two of a slightly varied T
device, at 1 each, j

Eucbatides.
A Drachma, not in A. A., Cunningham,

pi. V. fig. 2, in very good order, 20
Oboli, A.A. pi. HI. fig. 5, imperfect, at 1-8, 15
Ditto, A. A. ditto fig. 6, ditto, at 1-8, ... 6
Coin as A. A. ditto fig. 9, very perfect,... S

Copper damaged, at 8 as., 3
Heliocles.
Hemidrachma, No. 8, supp. pi. A. A. ... 50
Cunningham, pi. 11. fig. 9. Hare but im-

perfect, 2
Antimachus. #
Six very perfect Silver Coins, A. A. II.

16, at 7 each, 42
Amtittas.
In very good order. Orijrinal engraved

J. A. S. B. Vol. V. pi. 46, fig. 1, [ 16
Type as in fig. 14, pL II. A. A )

Antialcib.vs.
One 8. Coin. Fig. 12, pi. II. A. A. very

perfect and rare, 12
Hemidrachma’s as No. 11, pi. II. A. A.

very perfect, at 7, 21
Ditto as No. 3, pi. VII. Cunningham,

(not in A. A.) two specimens imper-
fect, one in very good order, at 6, 18

Copper, as fig. 13, pi. II. A. A. in good
preservation, 8

VONONES.
Cunningham, pi. VII. fig. 5. Bare, but

in bad order, at 1-4, 2
Vonoues and Azas, unpublished type.

Obv. Hercules with Club. Rev. Pan-
ther as In A. A. VII. 8, but in the
reverse direction, in fair order 16

Abcbebius,
Circular Coin,.Victory and Owl, imperfect, 10
(1 Silver Forgery.)
Square Spalygis, A. A. VIII. fig. 13, in

goodoraer, 6
(1 Silver Forgery do.)

46 81 469 8 0
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Gold. Silver. Copper. Rs. As. P.

46 31 Brcugbt forward, 409 8 0
— — 8 Hermajus, imperlecfc, at 8 as., 4 0 0
— — 4 Kadaphcs, A. A. XL 14, in fair order,

at 14, 5 0 0
— — 25 Kadpliises, bad, at 1 anna, 19 0

Aibbaoases.— — 1 In fair order—rare, 2 8 0
— 1 — Small Silver Coin Gondophares, 2 0 0
— — 14 Copper Coins of ditto, at 2 as., 1 12 0
— — 6 Ditto of dynasty of ditto, at 2, 0 12 0

Menander.
— 41 — A. A. IV. 1.—Very perfect coins with 4*^

varieties of mint-marks,
j— 13 — Bare-headed obverse, 0 0

— 21 — Helmed head obverse, all in first rate
j

condition, (75 coins, at 12 as. each),...J— 1 — Helmed head, withDwl reve^'se, 10 0 0
— — 8 Copper Coins, at 8 as. (and five Silver

Forgeries), 4 0 0
Moas, &c.

— 2 — Elephant head, type A. A. pi. VIIl. fig.

11, worn at 2 Bs., 4 0 0
* — 2 — Azas,—one Cunningham, Xll. 6 ; one

new type, obv. Horseman. Eev.Minerva
PromacbuB, at 6 and 12, 18 0 0

— 2 — Small Coins Azas, at 1 B. each, 2 0 0
— — 57 Fifty-seven Copper Coins, some good

types in fair order, at 4 as., 14 4 0
— — 29 Pakores, imperfect, at 2 as., 3 10 0
— — 33 Small Eucratides, at 1 anna., 2 10
— — 10 Pakores style of obverse, with reverses,

Fire Altars, each 2, 14 0
— — 2 Old ludo-Bactrian type, A. A. XV. figs.

26 and 27, at 12 as., 1 8 0
— — 29 Nameless King, A. A. IX. 11, 12, &c, at

1 anna., 1 13 0
A lYia A r*! T1 4V

— 24 — Various Kings, at 1-8, 86 0 0
„ — 8 Ditto Ditto, at 10 as.,...* 5 0 0
— — 13 Small Copper Coins, various reverses, at

1^ anna 1 8 6
_ — 27 Ditto, less perfect, at 1 anna., 1 11 0
— — G Small Eucratides, at 1 an., 0 6 0
— — 36 Kadphises, at 1 an., 2 4 0— — 56 Kanerkis, at li an., various reverses, ... 5 4 0
— — 84 Ooerkis, Elephant, J an., 2 10 0

153 487 653 15 6
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Gold , Silver. Copper.

„ 153 487
Bb. Ab. P.

Brought forward, 653 15 6
0
0

>30 0 0

— 58 Ditto, seated figure, | an., 1 13
— 211 Miscellaneous Coins, at 1 an., 13 3

Sassanians.
21 — Pure Sassanians, various kings, at 1 E.,*]

3 — Khdsrfiis, at ditto,

4 — Indo-Sassanians, at ditto, aud broken bits,

2 Es.,

— 74 Sassanians, damaged^ 2
— 367 Indo-Sassauians of later date (some silver), 6

YarIhas and Inbo-Sabsanian lower

types.

8 — Good selected specimens,

29 — Small Fire Altar Eeverses, 21 g
134 — Miscellaneous mixed specimens

2 as..

i’; in’afcj

'

352. 1197
Hindi} Coins.

728 5 6

Kdbul Kings. Brahmans.

— 1 — Kheddva, V. B. See Jour. Eoy. As. Soc.,

Yol.IX.pl. fig. 5, 6 0 0
— 7 3 Syalapati’s, at 12 as. See Ariana Anti-

qua. FI. XIX. fig. 6, &c., 7 8 0— — 6 4 Yanka Devas, 2 Samantas, Elephant
type. See A. A. figs. 11 aud 12, pi.

XIX., at 12 as., 4 8 0
— 47 — Samanta Deva’s, at 8 as. each. A. A.

XIX. fig. 1, &c., 23 8 0— — 34 Eude (Horseman and Hindi Eeverse)

J. A. S. Bengal, Yol. lY. pi. 36, fig.

11, at 2 as., 4 4 0— —* 4 SelectedCoins,oneuupubli8hed,in all 4-12, ^4 12 0
— — 10* Madanp^las, at 6 as. Ariana Antiqua,

XIX. 23, 3 12 0— — 13* Chaliera devas, at 3 as., A. A, XIX. 16,&c., 2 7 0
— — 4* AnuQgap41as,at 8as., A. A. XiX. 15, &c., 2 0 0— — 8 Malaya Yermis at 8 as., J. A. S. Bengal,

Yol. lY. pi. 36, fig. 17, : 18 0— — 10 Gobiudas, C. at li as., 0 15 0— — 16 Kutlugh Khans,, at 3 as., A. A. XIX. 88, 2 0 0
.— 38 — Silver Coins of these types, at 4 as., 8 4 0
— 57* Billon ditto, at 3 as., 10 11 0— — 1-^7 Copper Coins, at i an., 4 14 6— — 2* Madanp4las, at 6 as., 0 12 0

99
88.319 87 11 6
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Gold, surer. Copper. Rs. As. P.

„ 88.819 Brough forward, 87 11 8— — 1* Anungap6la, 10 0— — 4* 1 Prithvi liaja, at 6, as., A. A. XIX. 18.

—

8 Someswaras, at 1 11. each. A. A. XIX.
28, Jour. R. A. S. Vol. IX. pi. fig. 16, 8 6 0— — 8 Selected Kangra Coins, at 4 as. each, ... 0 12 0— — 10 10 Selected Specimens, at 12 as., 7 8 0— — 447 Coins of the Kangra Dynasty (unarrang-
ed), at 1 an., 27 15 0— — 46 Comprising nine varieties of Coins of the
Datta and Mittra families, at 8 as

, ... 23 0 0— — 59 Coins Miscellaneous, Mittra’s,&c. at 8 as. 29 8 0—^2 — Silver Ayodhya, at 8 Rs. each, 16 0 0— — 2 Copper ditto, at 5 each, 10 0 0— — 26 Copper Miscellaneous, at 6 as., .9 12 0

“ » »

1 — — Skanda Gupta, at 20 Rs., 20 0 o
1 — — Samudra very perfect, 60 Rs., 60 0 0
5 — — Ditto, at 1 8 Rs. each, 90 0 0
(5 — — 5 Chandra Guptas, at 19 each, 1 Kacha,

at 20, 115 0 0
4 — — Kiim&ra Giiptas, at 19 each, 76 0 0
1 — — Ditto, castj 6 Rs., 6 0 0— 17 — Saurashtran and Gilpta Coins, at 12 as., 12 12 0— 16 — Gdpta Coins with Peacock Reverse, at

12 as. J. A. S. Bengal, Vol. IV. pi.

49, fig. 10, 11, &c., 12 0 0— — 4 Copper, at 4 as., 10 0
2 — — Debased Gold (Electrum) Coins, Frata-

paditya, at 4 Rs., 8 0 0— — 18 Copper ditto, at 2 as., 2 4 0
15 — — 15 Gold Kanouj Coins, at 8 Rs. each, ... 120 0 0— 2 — 2 Silver at 1 R., 2 0 0— — 2 Copper, at 2 as., 0 4 0
6 — — Indo-Scythic Bardno, at 19 Rs., 95 0 0
2 — — Kaudrkis, one very perfect 35 Rs., the

other IS, 63 0 0
1 — — Oodrki, 18 Rs., (three Pergeries also),... 18 0 0
8 — — Later Gold Coins, at 10 Rs., 80 0 0— 7 — Silver Hyrkodes, one very perfect, 14 Rs.,

— — 109 Cast Coins, at 1 an. each, 6 18 0— — — Small Coins of the Type depicted in fig.

83, pi. XXXIX. Vol. IV. Jour. A. S.

Bengal; (in number 8,479 !) 6 0 0

46 182.1094 980 1 6
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GK>ld. Silver. Copper. Rs. Ab. P.

46 132.1094 Brought forward, 980 1 6
— 373 30 373 Silver punch-iuarked Coins. J. A. S.

B. Vol. IV. pi. 35, figs. 25, 26, &c. The
average weight of these coins is about

50 gr., ut 5 as. each, 116 9 0
30 Copper, at 1 an., 1 14 0

13 — — 13 Small Gold Coins of Nip4l—total

weight 12 grains, 3 0 0— 11 — 11 Silver Coins, at 1 E. each, 11 0 0
— 3 — 3 S. Assam Coins, at 3, 9 0 0
— 3 — 3 Ditto, at 1-8, 4 8 0
— 30 1 30 Silver and 1 Copper, at 10 as. each,... 19 6 0— 6 — Tipperah Coins, at 2-8, 15 0 0
— 2 — Knell Bohar, at ditto, 5 0 0
— 8 — Kuelmr, at 14 as., 7 0 0
— 4 — Holkars, at 2-8, 10 0 0
— 2 — Arrakan, at 14 as., 1 12 0
— 10 — Ten Local Rupees, at 1-2, 11 4 0— — 5 Ceylon Coins, at 10 as., 3 2 0
3 — — Gold Coins (and two small pieces of

Gold), 20 0 0
— 2 — Tippd Sahebs, 5 0 0
S — — 0 Gold Hdus, weight 65 gr. each, 36 0 0— — 41 41 C, Kashmir Coins, at 3 as. each, 7 11 0— — 40 40 TJjain Coins, at 10 as. each, 25 0 0— — 11 6 Satrap and 6 Ariauo Pali Coins, at

8 as., 5 8 0— — 46 Inferior ditto, at 2 as., 5 12 0

70.586.1268 1303 7 6
Mohammebak Coins.

The Khalifs.
1 — — Dated A. H. 157, 14 0 0
1 — — Small Coin, without date, 5 0 0

— 1 — Struck at Isfahan, A. 11. 129,

— 3 — Ditto at A. H. 151 and 191, ...

— 2 — Ditto Medinat ul Saldm. A. H. 155 and
,

192 ^45 0 0
—- 1 — Mint illegible, dated A. H. 158,
— 1 — Struck at •ibiu.j/t A. H. 169. V. E.
— 1 — Ditto BokbirA A. H. 194,

* 9 Coins, at 5 Es.J— • 1 — Unique, minted at JUTish^^. A.

U. 211. On the Obverse is the name

on Bev. ... 16 0 0

2 10 0 60 0 0
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Gold. Silver. Copper Be. As. P
2 10 0 Brought forward, 80 0 0
— 8 — Miscellaneous Silver Coins of nearly

similar types and a number of broken

coins, 12 0 0

SamAnis.
1 — — Nasr biu Ahmad—Nish&pdr. A. H. 324, 12 0 0
1 — — Mahmdd of Ghazoi—Herat. A. H. 412, 12 0 0
— I — Ditto, 10 0— — 22 Mixed Khalif and SatnAnis, at 12 as. each, 16 8 0
— 4 Broad Coins, Mint illegible, dated A. H.

348 and 349, 2 0 0
... — 13* Miscellaneous Ghazni and Ghor Coins,

each 6 as., 4 14 0
^ — 19 Ditto, of various types, at 3 as., 3 9 0
— — 11 Unique Fire Altar Coin, device com-

posed of Arabic legends curiously ar-

ranged to imitate the original design, 20 0 0— — 135 Copper Coins chiefly Samanis, at 4 as.,... 33 12 0

Miscellaneous Silter Coins.

— 29 — Coins of Samarkand ?

dated A. H. 761 ? at 10 as., 18 2 0— 2 — Herdt Coins, dated A. H. 751, at 1-8, ... 3 0 0
— 1 — Il-Khan Bokhdra Mint, 18 0— 10 — Shdh-U<5kbCs, at 9 as., 5 10 0— 1 — A Gliazui Coin of ? A. H.

773, 8 0 0— 3 — 1Abusaid : 1 Khdkdn aUi JLj^ A. H. 742

:

1 Abdullah A. H. 945, 6 0 0
— 3 — Two more of a similar class, 2 Es. One

Seljuk Kai Kliusrd bin Kai Kobdd,
3 Es 5 0 0— 4 — Miscellaneous Silver Coins, at 8 as., 2 0 0

Ghazni Coins.

2 — — Manstir bin Nob Samani, struck at He-
rat, A. H. 360 and 361, 24 0 0

— 6 — Subuktagins, at 1-8, 9 0 0
— 1 — Ismdil, V. E.' 6 0 0
2 — — Mahmdd, Herdt and Ghazui, at 14, 28 0 0
— 2 — Seif ud dowlut, V. R. 5 : one Unique

type 6; 11 0 0
— 12 — 4 Ghazni Mint, A. H. 375, at 12 as. : 8

ordinary, at 8 as., 7 0 0
—^18 — Miscellaneous Silver Coins of Mahmdd,

at 6 as., 6 12 0

838 11 0

2 H
8 111 194
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Gold. Silver. Copper.

8 111 194i

2 — .

1 — —
— 2 —
— 4» —— 2 —
— 1 —
— — 19
1 — —
— 2 —
— — 22

1 — —
l — —
1 -- —
— 3 —
_ 4 —
— 4 —
_ 6 —
— 1 —
— 1 —
-T 17 —
— 16 —
— 14 —

— 6 —
— — 2
— 6

~ — 2

Brought forward,

Masaud’s 1 Ghazni, A. H. 423 at 12 ;
a

second at 14,

Balkh Goins, at 12 as.,

Gold Coin, dated A. H. 428,

Moddds, at 1-8

Ibrahim's, at 12 as.,

Behrdm Shdhs, at 1-8,

Khusrii Shah,

Copper Coins, at 2 as. each,

Ala-ud-diu Muhummad bin Takash,

One large and one small Silver Coin, at

3 Bs. and 1-8 each,

Copper Coins, at 5 as.,

PATHAif Kings of Delhi.
— Tughlak Shdh, A. H. 721, (wt. 168 gr.)

— Muhummad bin Tughlak, A. 11.727, ...

— Ditto. New Tjpe, Deogir, A. H* 727,

(200 gr.)

— Nasir-ud-diu Mahmdd, at 2,— Balban's, at 3,— Peroz’s, at 3,— Kaikob^ds, at 4,— Tughlak Shah, 5,

— Khusrd unique, but in bad preservation,

— Ald-ud-din Mohammed Shdh, at 1-8 each,

— Shir Shdhs, at 1-8,

— Islam Shdhs. Oue at 6 Rs., the rest at 1-8,

PathIn’b (Copper.)

64* Muhummad bin Sam, at 2^ as., \
32* Altemsh, at ditto, j

23* Masaud Sbdh, at 2 as.,

61* Mahmdd, at 1-^ as.,

44* Balban, at 2 as., r

16* Edi Kobdd, at 2| as.,

48* Perdz Shdii, at 2 as.,

102*Al&-ud-din, at 1 an.,

37* Dmbarak Shdh, at 3 as.,

44* Tughlak Shdh, at 3 as., :

Muhummad bin Tughlak.
Debased Silver Coins, at 2 Bs. dated 727,

(729,) 730,

Bare Doulutdbdd Coins, at 2-8,

Varieties of Nos. 104 and 106— Pathdn

Kings, Delhi,”

Unpublished varieties, at 4,

15 194 716

[No. 8.

Bs. As. P.

333 11 0

26 0 0
2 4 0

14 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
2 6 0
8 0 0

4 8 0
6 14 0

24 0 0
20 0 0

50 0 0

G 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
20 0 0
6 0 0
50 0 0
25 8 0
2*2 8 0
24 8 0

15 0 0

2 14 0
5 11 6
6 8 0
2 8 0
6 0 0
6 6 0
6 5 0
8 4 0

10 0 0
5 0 0

5 0 0
8 0 0

766 11 6
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Gold. Silver. Topper. Hs. As. P,

16 194 716 Brought forward, 766 11 6— — 4 Three Easht-GKuis, at 2 Bs., one Do-
Gdni, at 5, 11 0 0— — 55 Selected Coins (many Silver), at 4 as.,... 18 12 0— — 28 Ordinary Bronze (forcedeurreneg) 9

at 2 aa. 2 14 0— — 1* Billon Coin, dated 726, A, H 0 4 0— — 31* Feroz Shah, large Coins, at 6 as., 11 10 0— — 51 Ditto, small ditto, at 2 as., 6 6 0— — 11* Bahldl Lodi, at 5 as., 8 7 0— — 38 Sekaudar bin Bahldi, at 2 as., 4 12 0— — 37 Shir and Islim Shahs, at 2 as., 4 10 0
Moghul Coins.

6 — — Akber, at 18 Ks., 108 0 0
5 — — Jehangir (Libra, Pisces, Taurus) four at

20, one at 18, 98 0 0
2 — — Shah Jehan,

)

1 — — Aurunozeb, > at 17 Us. each, 68 0 0
1 — — Shah Alum, )

1 — —.A small Gold Coin, 4 0 0
Moghul Silver Coins.

— 51 — Akber’s, at 1-2, 57 6 0
— 6 — Jehdngir’s, 2 Leo, at 4, 2 Capricornus at

8, one Oeiiiiui, 10, 34 0 0
— 3 — Ditto in the name of Niir Jeh&n B4guin,

— 24 — Ordinary Goins of Jeli6ugir, at 1-2,

at 7, 21 0 0
— 24 — Ordinary Goins of Jeli6ugir, at 1-2,

— 20 — Aurunjrz^b’s, at ditto, ^119 4 0
— 7 — Ferdkshir’s, at ditto,

j— 12 — Muhumraed Sh4h, at do., 106 at 1-2, ...J— 1 — Mor&d Buksh, 10 0 0
— 18 — 6 Sh4h Alem, 12 Md. Akber 2nd, at 1-1, 19 2 0
— 6 — Bengal Sult4ns, at 2-8, 15 0 0
— — 43 Akber’s, &c., at 1 an. each, 2 11 0

Miscellaneous Mohammedan.
— 30 9 Ghaznatis, at 5 as.

;
14 curious and

rare Coins, at 4 as. ; 7 ditto at 6, 8 15 0
278 Mixed Coins, at 1 an., 17 6 0

The S6fi Baoe, in Persia.

1 — Ismail Sufi very perfect, 12 0 0
42 — Silver Coins various, at 14 as., 86 12 0
42 — Silver Persian Coins, Nddiris, &c. at 1-2, 47 4 0

— 8 — Coins Md. Kajar, at 1-1, 8 8 0
— 18 — Small Coins, at 7 as., 6 11 0
^33 — Miscellaneous Silver Coins, at 9 as.,... ... 18 9 0

31 528 1817 1S86 14 6
2 M 2
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Gold. Silrer. Copper. Ri. As. P.
81 523 1317 Brought forward, 1536 14i G— 18 — 7 Large and 11 siuall Futteh Ali Kajar^

at 1 U. and 6 as., 11 2 0— 80 — Kabul Bupees, at 15 as., 75 0 0— — 158* Billon Coius of Jaunpobe Dynasty {three

Kings) at 2 as., 19 12 0— 6 60 Malwa Coins, six Silver, at 12 us., and
about 60 Billon, at 1 an., say 4 Bs.,... 8 8 0

31 627 1535 1661 4 6
Mibckllakbous Coins.— 1 — An Oude Silver piece, wg. 7J- tolahs, ... 12 0 0— 16 — A paper of Miscellaneous Si.ver Coins,

A, at 6 as., 6 0 0— — 43 Copper ditto A, at ^ an., 0 10 9— 4 0 Silver Coins, B, at 2 Es. each, 8 0 0
*— — 19 Copper ditto, B, at 2 as., 2 6 0— 3 — Silver Coins, C, at 2 Bs., 6 0 0

Some Chinese Cash and other Copper
Coins, C, 1 0 0

About a seer (2 lbs.) of worn Copper
Coins, at 1-4 per seer, 14 0— — 236 A bag containing 236 modern Local

pysa, at^, 3 11 0— — 12 Twelve selected Goins, at 3 as., and a bag
containing six seers, seven chittuka of

Copper Coins, at 1-4 per seer, 9 4 9
— 132 — Miscellaneous Rupees, at 1, 132 0 0
— 110 — Smaller Silver Coins, at 3 us., 20 10 0
— 11 — Small S. Coins (in another packet), at

3 as., 2 1 0
— — 4 Sassanian Coins of rare type, at 8 as.,... 2 0 0

About half a seer of Copper Coins, at 1-4, 0 10 0
— — 53 Roman second bronze Coins, among themA

some rare types of Agrippa, Flotina, l go 4 qFaustina the Elder and Faustina the f

Younger, at 1-4 each, J
— — 17 Lower Empire Coins, at 6 as., 6 6 0

277 884 277 8 6
Summarg.

Gold. Silver. Copper. Rs. As. Pie.

Greek, Ac 8S2 1,197 728 6 6

Hindu, 70 686 1,268 1,303 7 6

Mohammedan, . 81 627 1,585 1,651 4 6

Miscellaneous, . ... 277 884 277 3 6

’"

Total Coins,... 101 1,842 4,884 8,960 6 0 Total Rs.



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

Fob Mat, 1858.

The monthly General Meeting for May was held on the 5th In-

fitaut.

The Hon’ble Sir James Colvile, Kt., President, in the Chair.

The proceedings of the March Meeting were read and confirm-

ed, no meeting having been held in April, in consequence of there

not being a sufEicient number of members present to form a quo-

rum.

Presentations were received

—

1. From the Hon’ble the Court of Directors, through the Go-

vernment of Bengal, two* sets of Photographic drawings of the an-

cient buildings at Bejapore.

2. From the Maharajah of Burdwan, a collection of stuffed

birds and animals, as described by Mr. Blyth in his list, and a block

of fossil wood (the last has not yet arrived).

8. From the Government of Bengal through Mr. Under-Secre-

tary Buckland, the 3rd volume of the Beg Veda Sanhita, edited by

Dr. Max Muller, and recently published under the patronage of the

East India Company.

4. From Boy Lokenauth Bose, Batiadur, Principal Sadder

Ameen, 24-Pergunnahs, a copy of his Bengali treatise on the Hindu

Beligion. •

5. From Colonel Abbott a small Indo-Greek sculpture with the

following note :

—

• The Jummah Musjeed and Ibrahim Boza.
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I have the pleasure to present to the Society a piece of Indo-

Greek sculpture, representing a man seated on the earth, the left

hand supported on the left knee. The only garments are a pair

of short drawers and a species of Hessian boot. The features are

nobly developed. It has evidently formed part of the freize of a

cornice which has rested upon the head.

** To denote the weight thus supported, the neck is far buried

in the bust, and the muscles are swollen in volume. It must have

been executed before the Greek taste carried by the J\Iacedoniaus

to Ariana had been greatly impaired by the barbarism around.

I purchased it when in charge of the Hazara of a native, who

had found it in an old Fort of the Toosufzye at the foot of the

Mountains.”

0. From the same gentleman a copy of Pantogrnphia. The

following note accompanied the Book

:

1 have the pleasure to send for deposit in the Library of the

Asiatic Society, if approved by the Committee, a volume* which

I purchased of a man sent by me into Bokhara and the neighbour-

ing districts to collect coins previous to quitting the Punjaub.

It is a valuable, I believe, rare, work. But my object in plac-

ing it with the Society is to enable any person properly authorized

to claim it. It has evidently belonged to the enterprising and

sagacious traveller, William Moorcroft.

‘^It was purchased, so far as I remember, at Cabul. But I

could learn from the purchaser no particulars of interest connected

with it.

Should the Volume be not claimed by any authorised person,

I make over my interest in it to the Asiatic Society.”

7. From B. Oust, Esq., C. S, copies of his Lives of Bama, and

of Alexander the Gtretit, pamphlets.

8* From Captain B. Maclagan, Principal Boorkee Thomason

College, three copies of Dr. Jameison’s Beport on the Botanical

Gardens of the N. W. P.

9. From a gentleman (name unknown) the first 15 volumes of

the IVish Academy Transactions.

* The Fsntogrsphia, By Fiy.
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10. From Dr. A. Weber, a copy of the White Tajur Veda, part

111 .

11. From the Imperial Academy of Sciences and Belles-Lettres

at Dijon, through Mr. Oldham, the Memoirs of the Academy, Volumes

1 to 6, Second series, with an Atlas.

12. From Dr. Falconer through Mr. Oldham, a pamphlet on

the description of two species of the fossil Mammalian Genus Pla-

ginulax from Purbeck.

13. From the Geological Society of Dublin through Mr. Old-

ham, a series of its publications.

A note from Mohamed Uosaein Ally Khan, Ex-Ameer of Scinde,

conveying his wish to withdraw from the Society, was recorded.

The election of Mr. B. H. Hodgson and Dr. Falconer, as Honorary

members of the Society was postponed under rule 6 of the Society's

code.

Mr. Sutherland was named for ballot at the next meeting, pro-

posed by Eev. Dr. Kay, and seconded by G. H. Freeliug, Esq., C. S,

Communications were received

—

From Baboo Badanauth Sikdar, an Abstract of the Meteorologi-

cal Observations taken at the Surveyor General’s Office during the

months of October to January last.

2. From Mr. Cope a paper on Inscriptions on the public build-

ings of Lahore.

The Librarian and Zoological Curator submitted their usual re-

ports for the mouths of March ax^d April last.

Colonel R. Strachey exhibited a model of the exceedingly in-

genious apparatus, designed by Mr. Stokes, Locomotive Superin-

tendent of the E. 1. Railway Company, by which the motive power

of Locomotive Engines is made applicable to drive paddle-wheels

of steamers. Several river-steamers have been built under Mr.

Stokes’ superintendence, and fitted with focoinotive engines on this

system, and have been found to answer excellently in practice.

Colonel Strachey entered into some explanations as to the mecha-

nical principles involved in this apparatus, illustrating his remarks

by a model and some diagrams.
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LIBRA.RT.

The Library received the following acoessions during the months of

March and April last

Presented,

Big-Yeda-Sanhita together with the Commentary of Sayancharya,

edited by Max Muller, Vol. III. 4to. London, 1856.—By the Hon’blk

THE CoDKT OF DIRECTORS, THROUGH THE GOVERNMENT OF BeNGAL.

Selections from the Public Correspondence of the Funjaub Adminis-

tration, Lahore, Vol. III. No. 4, 4 copies.

—

By tub Punjaub Govern-

ment.

Ditto from the Records of the Bombay Government; No. XLVI. New
Series.—Annual Progress Reports of the Executive Engineers in the

southern, central and northern Provinces of the Bombay Presidency in

1856-57.

—

By the Government of India, Public Works Depart-

ment.

Tables de la Lune, par P. A. Hensen, London, 1857, Royal 4to.

—

By
THE Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty.

The JummaMusjeed at Beejapore, being a Photographic drawing of the

Ibrahim Eoyal.—By the Hon*blb the Court of Directors.

Report of the Results of the Administration of the Salt Department

during 1856*57f folio.

—

By the Government of Bengal.

Die Germanen und die Romer in ihren Bechselverhnr, pamphlet.—By
THE Prussian Academy of Sciences at Munich.

The Almanac and Companion for the North Western Provinces and

the Punjaub for 185S.-~By Mr. W. H. Carey.

Journal Asiatique, Nos. 39 and 40.~By the Royal Asiatic Society

of Paris.

A Catalogue of the Bibliotheca Orientalis Sprengeriana.

—

By Dr.

Sprengrr.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for January and February, 1858.*—

By the Editor.

The Oriental Baptist for March and April, 1868.—By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for March and April, 1868.—By the

Editors.

Hbhundlungen der Akademie Historischen Classe, Vol. VI.

—

By the

Academy.

der, Philosophe Classe, Vol. VI.—By the same.
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Bouverd Tables Astronomiques.—

B

ythb Venerable Archdeacon

Pratt.

Vividbarta Sangraba, Nos. 48 and 46 .—By Babu Rajbndralal Mit-

TBA.

llecueil des Actes de L’Acadeniie Imperiale des Sciences, Belles-lettres

ct arts de Bourdeaux, 3 Trimestre, Bourdeaux.—By the Academy.

Report of the Director of Public Instruction in the Lower Provinces

for the Jialf year ending October 1857, Calcutta.—By the Director op

Public Instruction.

Life of Alexander tlie Great, known in the East as Sikundar, Agra^

1854, pamphlet. 11. Gust, Esq.

Rama the son of Dkaaratlia, Xing of Ajodya, Agra, 1854.-^By the
SAME.

Transactions of the Liimean Society, Vol. 22, Part 2.—By the Society •

Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society, Yol. I. No. 4, and
Vol. II., Nos. 5 and 6.

—

By the same.

List of tbe Linnean Society.

—

By the same.

Address of tbe President T. Bell, Esq. to tbe Society.

—

By the same.

Memoires de PAcaddmie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-lettres de Dijon.

Tome 1. to V. Second series, 8vo., with an Atlas of Plates, 4to.

—

By the

Academy.

Description of two species of the fossil Mammalian Genus Plagialax

from Purbeck.— By Dr. H. FaXconer, pamphlet.-^

B

y the Author.

Journal of tbe Geological Societ}' of Dublin, Vol. 11. Parts 2 and 3,

Vols. III. to VI. 8vo.

—

By the Academy.

Address at tbe 3rd and 5tb Anniversaries, pamphlets ,

—

By the same.

Journal of tbe Statistical Society of Loudon, Vol. XXI. Part 1.

Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, No. XLVI.
Report on Civil Dispensaries for 1856.

—

By the Madras Govebnmbnt.

Maguetical Observations made at the Ilon’ble East India Company's

Magnetical Observatory at Madras, 4 to.

—

By the same.

Speech of Col. Sykes in tbe House of Commons on February 18, 1868,

on the proposed India BiW, pamphlet,—By the Author.

Report on tbe Revenue Administration of the Lower Provinces for tbe

year 1855-56, pamphlet,—

B

y the Government of Benoal.

Report on tbe Botanical Gardens of the Government, N. W. Provinces,

by Dr. W. Jameson, Roorhie, 3 copies, 1855, 4to.—By the Government

OF the N. W. Provinces.

Pantogruphia containing accurate copies of all tbe known alphabets in

the world ; together with an Englisli explanation of the peculiar force or

2 N
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power of each letter, to which are added specimens of well authenticated

oral languages forming a compreheusire digest of Phonology. Dy E.

Ely, 1799, 8vo.—

B

y Col. Abbott.

Beport (35thJ Annual ofthe Parental Academy orDoveton College, y?ai»-

phtet^ 1858.—By the Secbetauy to the Doteton College.

A Treatise on the Mysteries of Hindu Religion in Vernacular, by Babu

Lokenauth Bose, pamphlet .

—

By the Author.

Exchanged.

Athenseum for December and January, 1858.

The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal

of Science, Nos. 97 and 98.

Annaler der Chemie und Pharmacie, November, 1858.

Purchased.

American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. XXV. No. 73*

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2135 to 2139.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Vol. 1, Nos. 1 and 2, 3rd

series, supplementary No. for December, 1857*

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Tome VII. Nos. 3 and 4.

Description de L’Assique Septentrionale par Abon-obeid-eb-Rekri, 1857,

8yo.

Comptes Reudus, Nos. 23 to 26, December 185 7> Nos. 1 to 5, January

to 1st Pebruary.

Tables Ditto, Tome XLIV. 1857*

Edinburgh Review for January, 1858, No. 217.

Journal des Savants for November, December, 1857, and January, 1858.

Die Orientalischon Miinzen des Akademie Munzenbenets in Xongs-

berg on £. H. F. Neplman, Liepzig, 1858.

Revue des Deux Mondes, January and February, 1st and 15th, and

let March, 1858.

et Magasin De Zoology, Nos. 11 and 12, March 1857*

The Natural History Review, Vol. V. No. I. January 1858,

The Quarterly Review, No\ 205, January 1858.

Atharva Veda Sanhita von Both und Whitning, Erste Abth.

Goubdass Bysa'ck,

Librarian and Assit. Secy.

the Asiatic Society's Rooms,

1st April, 1858.
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Report of Curator^ Zoological Department for May^ 1858.

1. Dr. G. von Liebeg, Laving kindly permitted a native collector in

the pay of the Society to accompany him, in his recent visit to the new
penal settlement at Port Blair, on the eastern coast of the southern island

of Great Andaman, I have now much pleasure in reporting on the spe-

cimens that were obtained by him and by Dr. Liebeg himself, under cir-

cumstances of considerable difficulty.

In the class of mammalia, there are only a human bone and some skulls

of the undescribed wild Hog of the Andamans.

The bone is the left femur of probably an adolescent female. Length

14^ in., by 2^- in. in circumference at middle of trunk ; the epiphyses

imperfectly anchjlosed. It is charred throughout ; having been found

among the smouldering remains of a recently fired village.

On the same occasion were found the following bones of the wild Hog.

1. Skull of an adult boar, wanting the tusks and lower jaw. 2. Lower

jaw of a rather larger boar, with the series of teeth complete. 3. Skull

of an adult sow, with teeth in lower jaw complete, and the upper series

wanting only some of the incisors. 4, 5. Skulls of adolescent sows. 6, 7.

Heads wanting lower jaw, of adult sows. 8. Lower jaw of adolescent

sow. 9. That of a younger individual. All of these skulls are daubed

over with regular stripes of red ochre, and had been hung up as trophies

in the huts of the natives.

Sns ANDAHANENSis, nobis, n, s. Seemingly akin to the S. papusksis

of New Guinea, and to Mr. Hodgson’s Pigmy Hog of the Nepal saUforest,

which he terms Fobcula salvania. The entire length of the skull of an

adult male, from occiput to tip of the upper jaw, is only 10-} in. : breadth

at zygomata 4i in.
:
palate to tip of intermaxillaries, 6 in. : series of

molars six (properly seven, the first having been displaced by the growth

of the tusks, which are shewn by the shape of their sockets to have been

large and abruptly curved outward and upward) ; longitudinal diameter of

the tusk-sockets } in. : series of six grinders 3} in. : from tusk-socket to

tip of intermaxillaries, 1} in. : breadth of occiput above, where nar-

rowest, 1 in, ; and of bony palate, 1 in. The lower jaw of a rather larger

male measures Sf in. to tip of incisors ; and, height to summit of ooronoid

process, 3f in. : the tusks project If ip., as in the Indian boar, and

are proportionately robust and keen-edged : series of six grinders 3f in.,

thence to the tusk I in., and midway, a little nearer the tusk, is situate a

small prmmolar : the hindmost grinder is longer, in its antero-posterimr

diameter, than the penultimate by only one-half ; and in the upper series

2 V 2
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the hindmost is scarcely larger than the penultimate. This lower jaw is

that of a fully grown boar, whose hindmost molars had long been brought

into wear: in the other the hindmost molars are fully developed, but are

not abraded.

Of the sow, tlicre are three skulls of fully adults, with the hindmost

molars worn ; but one only has the lower jaw : in this, the upper plane

of the occiput, where narrowest, is only i in. ; being in the two others

H In. : the series of grinders is seven above and below; the tusks small,

as in S. indicus. In other respects they resemble the boar skull, except

in being smaller : length, from occiput to tip of intermaxillaries, 9^ in.;

and greatest width, at the zygomata, 4 in.

From the size of the skull of the adult boar, it may be estimated that

this animal would not exceed 15 in. in height, if indeed it is even so

high at the shoulder. The skull is much less elongated anterior to the

orbit than in ordinary Swine, that portion occupying somewhat less than

three«fifths of the entire length. Profile a little concave anterior to the

eyes, the forehead bulging into a convexity.

It is probable that the same species inhabits the Cocos islets, lying

north of the Great Andaman, and also the group of the Nioobars to the

south ; though on the Great Coco it would appear that Hogs have only

been recently introduced by the Barmans, and may therefore be of a

domestic race derived from the continent. I have long had reason to

suspect that the Hogs of at least the Andaman islands would prove to be

of a peculiar species, and therefore called Dr. Liebeg's attention particu-

larly to the subject. The Kev. J. Barbe describes the Nicobar Pigs as

being apparently derived from the Chinese, and says nothing of their

being of a diminutive size :* moreover they appear to be domesticated ;

but so, 1 believe, are a few of the Sus pafuensis in N. Guinea. Pro-

ceeding to the south and east, according to Dr. S. Miillei*, the Sus vit-

TATUS inhabits Sumatra, with Java and Banka ; S. vrrrucosus also inha-

bits Java ; 8. barbatos, Borneo ; 8. cblebbksis, besides the Babarussa

(which is also in Burn and Ternate), Celebes ; S. timoriensib, Timor and

Botti ; and S. fapubnsis. New Guinea : a goodly series of wild swine,

to which we now add the S. andamanrnsis, which needs comparison most

with S. PAPUBN8I8.

The wild Hogs of the mainli^nd of Asia have not yet been properly

del^nnined. They are found at all habitable elevations, and in all climates^

* J. A, 8^ XY, 852. In Mr. H. Busch’s * Journal of a Cruise amongst the

Nioobar Islands,’ it is remarked that, in Teressa, ** the jungle abounds with wild

Pigs, which afford the islandm both sport and provisions.”
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Those of Siberia and Tartary (in the most extended sense of the latter

appellation) are probably identical with S. scbopha. of Europe
; perhaps

also those of Persia and Afghanistan :* but there would secxn to be more

than one race in India, to judge from the skulls ; and while the ordinary

Indian wild Hog is also that of Ceylon, our museum contains a skull

from that island which considerably resembles the skull of S. bxbUatus,

(as figured by Dr. S. Muller) ; this is the S. zeylonbnsis, nobis, J. A. 8,

XX, 1/3. The ordinary wild Hog of India is designated S. indicus by

Gray (being also S. cbistatus, Wagler) ; but the distinctions from S.

SCBOPHA mentioned by Dr. Gray are not very satisfactory ;t and he also

indicates a S. afeinis from the Nilgiris.j; The countries eastward are

likely to yield some peculiar species, even to the south of China : but the

only peculiar Hog as yet properly determined from the whole mainland

of Asia is Mr. Hodgson’s tiny Forcitla salyakia.

Of birds, twelTe species were obtained, one of which is a beautiful new

Chdma.

Kittacincla ALBiYBNTRis, nobis, n. 8. Differs from K. hacbouba,

(L.) in its colouring, and in form of tail, the four middle feathers of

which extend little beyond the next pair, and the medial pair but

(instead of commonly 2 in., as in the other). Abdominal region, vent,

tibial plumes, and inside of the wing anteriorly, pure white, like the upper

tail-coverts in both species ; the hindmost portion of the flanks, and the

lower tail-coverts, only, being deep ferruginous : four pairs of outer tail*

feathers more deeply tipped with white than in K. macrouba : in other

respects resembliug that species ; being a true Shdma, as distinguished

from a Dhyal (Cofstchus). Length of wing 3k in., and of tail 4i in. A
third species of this genus, as distinguished from the nearly afiiued Afri-

can genus Cercotrichas, exists in the K. luzonibnsis (Copsychus luzo^

fiiensis, Kittlitz), of the Philippines.

The other species of birds from the Andamans ore*—

Halcyon coromandelianus, (Scopoli).

H. SMYBNEKSIS, (L.)

CoBVUB coLMiNATus, Sykes.

Sturnia ebythbopygia, nobis. The only specimen has the upper and

lower tail-coverts, with the rump and tips of the tail-feathers dull white*

instead of deep ferruginous ; but ther^ is a faiutly perceptible shade of

* Since writing the above, I have been assured of the existence of three most

distinct species of wild Hog on the plaius of Mesopotamia.

t Vide Proe. Zool. Soo. 1862, p. 130.

X List the Oeteoloyical epecimene in the Collection of the BrUiAl Mnemm.
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the latter, which I doubt not is fully developed in other Andaman exam-

ples. Heretofore only known from the Nioobars.

TspHRODOBins GBisoLA, Tiobis. This species we hare also from Cal-

cutta, Arakan, Finang, and Java ; so that it has probably been named by

the late Professor Temminck.

Obocichla tBNOTATA, nobis. Discovered in the Nicobars, and sub-

sequently obtained in Province Wellesley.

CoFSYCHUs SAULARis, (L.) Uudistiiiguisliable from Bengal specimens.

Artamus leucorhtrchos, (L.) Badly so named ; for the bill is of a

fine blue.*

Edolius P The Malayan species of B&im-rdJ, with rudimentary

frontal crest.

Ftcnonotus J0C08U8, (L.) The Burmese and Finang variety, with

shorter and deeper-coloured crimson ear-tufts than in the Indian race.

Carpophaoa 8TLTATICA, Tickell {C. (Bnea of India, auctorum, and of

Sumatra apud Raffles), Two fine specimens, quite similar to the con-

tinental race on either side,—t. e. difiering from the marked peculiar race

of the Nicobars,—C. insulabis, nobis.f

In the class of reptiles, a species of Yabanus was procured, but cir-

cumstances did not permit of its preservation.

In that of fishes, the most remarkable is a curious new genus of the

Blenny group, with broad expanded pectorals, thrown out as in the

Loches of the genus Homalofteba (apud Bleeker, Balitora^ Gray, Fla-

iyeara, McClelland) :

—

Andamia, nobis, n. g. Form elongated, with large expanded pectorals

and caudal, and a long serrated anal which is also permanently expanded

;

the ventrals short, even with the pectorals, and consisting each of an

outer simple ray and an inner divided ray, which are separated nearly to

the base. Head depressed, with rather small eyes, placed vertfcally, and

distantly apart; the mouth opening downward, and furnished with a

remarkable labial apparatus : in front it is covered by a thin overflappiug

upper lip, which is connected laterally by a plicature with a fold or fiap

of membrane underneath, at ^ short distance from the mouth behind it

:

minute marginid teeth in both jaws, which are perceptible to the touch

as a slight asperity. Dorsal fin extending the whole length of the back,

•

* Th^ldleged new Indian species of Abtauus, described by Dr. Nicholson in

the Froe. Zool. Soe. 1851, p. 196, by the name A. euotdlaius, seems to be no

other than Cahfbfhaoa sxxssi, Strickland

!

t The Chaloofhafs of the Nioobars appears to be Oh. auoubta of the late

Prince of Canino.
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becoming higher on its posterior half ; its spinous and soft rays not easily

distinguishable, and the second and third rays are a little elongated in

the males (at least of the species described, which also has a small pal-

mated appendage over each eye).

A. EXPANSA, nobis, n, s.

D. 36.— F. 26.—P. 14.—a 11.

Colour dark plumbeous above, with slight pale mottled transverse bands

on the sides : the gill-covers studded with minute dusky specks : dorsal

fin dusky ; the ventral surface and anal fin whitish, with a dark spot on

each ray of the latter : membrane of the tail colourless, with conspicuous

black rays ; the caudal rays extending beyond the membrane : the tail

having a rounded form, and being almost continuous below with the anal

fin. In a young individual, the dorsal fin is pale, with the exception of

the first two rays, which are black. In adults the pectorals and posterior

half of the dorsal arc marked (more or less distinctly) like the caudal^

black rays on colourless membrane : ventrals pale. Length 3} in.

Salarias olivaceus, nobis, n. s. One of the crested species of this

genus, having also a small appendage over each eye.

P. 12-19.— F. 22.—P. 13.—C. 12.

General colour dark olive-green, paler below, and also on the hinder

half of the body, where inclining to dull reddish : a few obscure dark

spots along the back, at base of the dorsal fin, not visible in all specimens,

and some minute black specks also towards the tail. Length 3^ in.

pERioPTHALMUs FUSCATUS, nobls, ». s. Pectorals rather large : ven-

trals deeply divided : anterior dorsal moderately high, with no elongated

filaments : caudal pointed, and as if obliquely truncated below.

D. 12.13.-F. 11.—P. 11.—C. 17.

Colour dusky leaden-brown above, obscurely mottled ; the lower-parts

pale : the two dorsal and the caudal fins speckled with black ; the pec-

torals less distinctly so ; and the ventrals and anal spotless : on the gill-

covers are a few white specks ; and the sides of the body are obscurely

marked with numerous small black spots. Length in.*

Gobius bbeviceps, nobis, n. s. A small nude-headed Goby, with the

eyes placed remarkably forward, imparting 'somewhat of a feline aspect

to the visage. Fins ordinary, or presenting no peculiar character.

P. 6.—1-9.—4. 1-8.

Colour a pale red-brown, with a row of large blackish spots idong the

* We have a small Pebiopthalmtts from Mergui, which, in its edbuxing^ iq>-

pioiimates the P. aboentiIiIRBAtus, C» and Y., but has merely a alight infiis-

cation of the first dorsaL P. 9-13.— F. 12. If distinct, P. BOXXmLAlIB^ nobis.
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side from pectoral to caudal, tending rarely to form a continuous band,

aboTe which the back is irregularly freckled with dusky specks of different

sizes: the two dorsal and the caudal fius are also minutely speckled with

dusky ; the other fius and the lower-parts pale and spotless. The largest

of several specimens measures I J iu.

6. coBTPHiENULA, Valcncienues. This curiously formed species ap«

pears to be very common both at the Andamans and Nicobars, frequent-

ing the coral-reefs.

Apogon quinquevittatus, nobis, n. a. About I in. in length, with

four vertical black bands, a fifth at base of tail, and the occipital region

also of this colour. Form compressed ; the mouth small ; scales also

small, numberiug about 24 to end of lateral line, which terminates at the

posterior base of the second dorsal fin, and 3 rows above and 10 below

the lateral line, downward from the first dorsal. Fye large, occupying

two-fifths of the vertical height of the head.

D. 13—10.—A. 3-9.—P. 15 (?).— r. 5.

Pectorals peaching beyond the second lateral band ; the posterior dor-

sal and the anal fins projecting similarly as far as the base of the tail-fin,

Micbophis TENU18, nobis, n. s. A very slender Syngnathous fish, with

16 body and 36 caudal rings, and dorsal fin upon the first 7 caudal rings'

D. 24P—P. 16?—C. 9P

Snout half the length of the head, and scarcely more compressed than

the neck ; body slightly heptangular, the two dorsal angles alone strong-

ly marked ; tail quadrangular, and nearly twice as long as the head and

body. Dorsal aspect unmottled brown; the other facets of the body

(between the angles) marked, more or less distinctly, each with a white

band, the continuity of which is broken at the rings : on the tail similar

markings are but slightly indicated : no silvery appearance at the gill-

eovers. Described from two female specimens, the longer of which mea-

sures nearly 4 in.

Of Molluaea, 22 marine species were procured ; but all of them are

well known kinds, common iu the Bay, and which need not therefore be

enumerated.

Among fihe Crustacea are 'five specimens of a magnificent land-Crab,

which sufficiently agrees with the description of Cabdiboha cabnifex#

(Herbs t.), by Milne Edwards ; but which are nevertheless probably dis-

tinc|and new, as no land-Crabs approaching them in size seem to be

knoTO <m the peninsula of India. There are two marked varieties (one

of them probably the result of former mutilation of a claw), each attain-

ing to above 3 in. across the carapace. In one of these varieties the claws

of the male are excessively unequal, and the huge nippers of the great
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elaw (which in three specimens sent is on the dexter side) are armed at

the middle (typically) each with an enormous tooth. In the other variety

the claws are unequal in the male (the left being rather the larger in the spe-

cimen sent), and quite equal in the female,—in both sexes much exceed-

ing in size the small claw of the male of the other variety. There is also

a marked difference in the colouring of the claws ; those of the second

variety being weaker in hue,—whence not improbably the whole difference

may depend on the latter having cast and renewed the organ. In Gsla-

siMUs and other Crabs with very unequal claws, the big one is as often on

the right side as on the left. From the size and seeming abundance of

this fine land-Crab, it is pVobably much eaten by the Andamaners.

A fresh-water species sent is the female of a new genus akin to Yaru-
NA, remarkable for the small size and nearly round form of the last arti-

culation to the tail, which is placed within a notch of the penultimate

articulation, that accordingly half surrounds it, and is the largest of

the series.

Other species of Crabs sent are a new Zozymus (since received also

from Ceylon), Ebifhia tuberculata, nobis, n. s. (Common on the Bur-

mese coasts), Trapeza febbugimea (P Latr.), Pilttmnus vespebtilio,

GbAPSUS BTRIOOSUS, Gb. messob, Sesarma tetbagona, Cjbkobita bu-

008A, C. , a Pagubus, and Gonodactylus chiragba of the Si^uiL-

LA group.

A species of Scorpion and Scolopbndra korbitans are also sent ; and

of Padiata a species of Comatula, two of Ophiocoma, one of Echinus,

a Holothubia, and a Sibinx (?). Several interesting forms likewise of

Annelides,

2. E. F. Kelaart, Esq., M. D., Trincomali. To this gentleman we are

indebted for a very interesting series of marine Crabs, amounting to 15

species, with specimens of Ophiocoma, Ophiuba, Ubaster, Asterina,

Ac. Also a FiLABiA from the ovaries of the Pearl Oyster.

3. I have next to announce the presentation of a large collection of

stuffed specimens, from his highness the Maharaja of Burdwan. This

collection contains numerous duplicates, and some very acceptable spe-

cimens—especially one or more undescribed species of mammalia, so far as

1 have been able to discover.

Of QfUadrumann, adult male and femple of the Mandrill (Papio mai*

mon), and a young male of the Drill (P. leucophmus),

—

well set up & a

Monkey, also, which I take to be the Inuus assamensis (v. pelope) j and

other species with which we have long been well supplied. Two kinds of

Lemur are sent; one the L. albifbons, Geoffroy ; and the other is pro^

bably

—

2 o
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L. FLAViYBNTBB, Lessou (Rev. Zool, &c., 1851, p. 24). la tliis case,

howerer, the remarkable colouriog of the face is unnoticed by its de*

Bcriber. The face and between the eyes are black ; but the broad bilobate

band above the eyes of L. niorifbons, is in the present species grizzled

with fulvous-white, vaguely divided by blackish along the middle, and the

latter continued as a more distinct black line from the vertex to the occi-

put ; the periphery also of the greyish frontal band is dusky-black. Fur

more dense and frizzled than in L. niokifbons, especially upon the

head : of a nearly uniform dull grizzled fulvous-brown on the upper-parts,

limbs, and tail; palest rn the limbs, but darker towards the anterior

hands, and the digits light fulvescent : below dull fulvescent-white,

purer white on the chin and throat, and passing to deeper fulvous towards

the tail, and likewise on the fore-limbs towards the palms ; some pale

colour also on the cheeks, and the fur upon the ears ; and the moustachial

brisUes black. Size rather exceeding that of L. nigrifrons and L. albi-

FROKS.*

A species of Paradoxubtts would seem to be P. lanigbr, Hodgson

;

but with the woolly fur much shorter (as produced in confinement), only.

i in. long upon the body, and Lemurine or Bat-like in character, close

and frizzled : but the relative proportions of the tail and body do not

agree, this having the tml about equalling in length the head and body

;

whereas in P. lanigbr it is described to be ** barely more than a third

of the entire dimensions.” The prevailing colour of the fur is a maronne-

brown, grizzled with hoary tips ; darker on the head, occiput, cheeks^

and ears ; and a narrow median white line along the nose
:
paws also

darker, especially those of the hind-feet, and the terminal third or more

of the tail : lower-parts whitish, passing up the sides of the neck so as

almost to form a collar : the whiskers long and black : ears naked within,

and nearly so for the terminal half externally ; no dark lines along the

back; but a vague appearance of a broadisii fulvous streak along the

middle of the back. Length about 32 in., of which the tail is half (or

very nearly so) : head 4 in. ; and hind-feet from heel, 2J in.

Here may likewise be noticed

—

P. LBUOOTis, nobis (Horsfield’s Catalogue). Length about 3 ft., of

* We have now the following species of this genus

:

1. L. ICACAOO, L. ; the Buffed Lemur.

2. OATTA, L. The Ring-tailed Lemur.

8. L. BXGBB, L. The Black Lemur.

4. L. ALBXVBOHS, Gleoffrc^. The White-fronted Lemur.

5. L. KIGBIFBOBS, deoffroy. The BlaCk-fronted Lemur, with skeleton.

6. L. FLAVIVBBTBB (P), Lesson. The Gr^-fronted Lemur.
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which the tail is half. Fur dense and woolly at base* but with long

straiglit hairs intermixed : the prevailing colour pale dull yellowish or

fulvous-brown, with three blackish dorsal streaks ; below paler, more or

less albescent : a white streak on the nose to between the eyes ; and the

ears black at base, with the terminal half flesh-coloured and scantily

furnished with white hairs : crown more or less dusky, grizzled with

whitish ; and the paws and terminal half (or nearly sol of the tail black-

ish. Whiskers long and black. Inhabits the Burmese countries (Arakan,

Tenasserim, &c.) ; and is said to be found likewise in Syliiet.

P. BTJBiDus, nobis, n, s, A large species, of a prevailing deep maronne

colour, with black paws and terminal third of tail ; the nape also black-

ish : no dorsal stripes or : a whitish band across forehead, extend-

ing broadly in front of the ears ; and a duller white streak upon the nose,

passing to pale ruddy on the forehead : ears black externally : whiskers

conspicuously white : lower parts paler ; but the fore-part and sides of the

neck blackish, with a pale lateral streak continued downward from the

white in front of the ears. Fur rather coarse, obscurely grizzled, with

dusky-grey woolly pile at base. Entire length about 44 in., of which the

tail is 18 in. : hind-fooc from heel 3^ iu. A broad pure white tail-tip in

the specimen, which was purchased already stuffed ; the individual having

its nape much abraded from being tied up when alive. Hah, * P*

Among the mammalia sent by the Maharaja of Burdwun, are a stuffed

Tiger, 8 Leopards, and 9 Bears, an albino Jackal,f 2 Batels, Abctoktx

coLLABts, numerous Tbaguli (or * Mouse Deer*), with various others un-

necessary to particularise, and 5 species of Kangaroo, three of which are

new to our museum, viz, IIbteropus penicillatus, Bbttonoia fbni-

* Of this genus we have now 8 species, counting mfsano4 uiid t^pus as one, and

excluding the debbianus as not properly appertaining to it,

1. P. BUBinus, nobis, ut svpra. Hob. ?

2. P. Oka VII, Bennett : P, nipalensisy Hodgson. Hab, Himalaya, and moun-

tains of Arakan. One specimen from the latter iocrality has the entire tail ful-

vous-white.

3. P. LANiasB (?), Hodgson, ut supra. Hah. lliinalaya ?

4. P. LEUCOAIYSTAX, Qruy : Amblyodon auratusy Jourdain. Hub. Malayan

peninsula, Ac.

6.

P. ZBYLONiCUs, (Schreber). Hah, Ceylon.

6. P. LBUOOTis, nobis, ut supra. Hah, Burmese countries.

7. P. TBiviBOATUS, lieinwardt. Hab. Malayan peninsula, Ac.

8. P. HUSANGA, (Marsden) : P. iypusy F. Cuv. Hab, India, Burma, and

Malay countries.

t We have specimens of the Jackal in the museum,—pure white, ooal-blaok,.

and bright rufous.

2 o 2
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ciLLATA, and a large species of Lagorchbstbs, vhioh cannot be identified

with any one of the four described by Mr. Waterhouse.

L. OYMNOTis, nobis, n. s. Most nearly akin to L. conbpicillatus,

Gould ; but much larger, a stuffed feraale measuring about 2^ ft. from

nose to base of tail, and the tail 16 in. : the skin may be distended ; but

the following admeasurements can be better depended on : ears externally

1} in. (more when fresh)
;
palm to tip of middle claw 1| in., the claw

i in. ; tarse to tip of longest claw 5f in., the claw 1 in. ; from muzzle

to base of ear 4} in. Muzzle as in L. conspicillatus : ears naked within.

Prevailing hue rufous-brown, grizzled with dull white ; each hair white

towards the end, with a black tip : limbs more rufescent : under-parts

dull rufescent-white throughout : from the mouth proceeds a dark choco-

late-brown line or ill-defined band, contrasting with the white of the

throat; and a similar vague band passes from the nostril to the eye,

which latter is surrounded witli dark hairs : chin also dark : the hairs of

the tail are excessively abraded in the specimen, save chiefly a median

line underneath ; and they seem naturally to be very short, and scanty

above and laterally : there is sn exceedingly slight indication upon the *

haunches of the pale band of L. conspicillatus. Jffab.— f*

Of the specimens of Traoulus (or * Mouse Deer’) under examination,

four (if not five) species are distinguishable,—in addition to the Mbminna

JNDICA.

I. Traoulus eanchil, (Raffles) ; of which Moschusfilvivenier. Gray,

is a common variety. This is by far the most abundant species, and its

range of distribution extends northward into the Tenasserim provinces.

Fourteen specimens are before me, besides an albino. It is constantly dis-

* The Society’s museum now contains the following species of Macbopodidje,

1. Macbopus oioabtbus, (Zimmerman). Young male, and sheletou of the

same ; with skull of an older individual.

2. Laoobohbstbs otunotib, nobis, ut supra*

8. Haxmatubus buficollis, (Desmarest). Adult male and female, skeleton

of latter, and skull of a younger specimen.

4. H. Bbkkbttu, WaterhoUse. Adult male and female, with skeletons, and

skull of a younger individual

6.

H. UALABATUs, (Lessou and Gamot). Stuffed male, and skull.

6. H. nxEBlARUS, Gray. Stufifefi male and female.

7. 41. Billabdibbi, (Pesmarest). Skeleton, with skin of head and neck.

8. Hbtbbofus PBirxciLLATUB, (Gray), ut supra. Stuffed female.

9. Bbttovgu pbkioillata. Gray, ut supra* Male.

10. B. cuvzcuLUs, Ogilby. Skull only.
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tiDguiBhed from all the rest by the median dark line between the fore>legB

:

neck rufous^ with a median dark nape-band strongly defined. A rufous

hue commonly pervades the entire lower-parts, with the exception of the

white on either side of the pectoral line ; and this white w ith its medial

dark streak extends more or less backward, in proportion as another

white streak is continued forward on each side of the belly from behind.

2. Tr. PELiKDoc (P) ; Moschus pelandoc (?), Ham. Smith : Tr, affi^

ttis Gray. This species accords better than any other with Bufibn’s

figure of le C/ievrotain de Java. It is smaller than the Kanchil, with a

conspicuously shorter head and larger eye: also smaller accessory or

Buccentorial hoofs. The head and neck are very differently coloured ; and

the hue of the body is more uniformly rufous and much less nigrescent

than in the E.anchil, each hair, however, being black-tipped. Head of

adult male from base of ear to muzzle in.; from eye to muzzle

If in. : the corresponding dimensions in an adult male Kanchil being

3 1 in. and 2^. in. : from hock to point of succentorial hoof 3} in*

in the present species, 3| in. in the Kanchil. Head rufous, with

a strongly marked dark patch on centre of forehead, contrasting much

with the broad rufous superciliary mark ; but the black of the forehead

faintly continued as a nape-streak, whereas in the Kanchil the contrast of

the same colours is transferred to the nape. In our present species, the

throat is white, continued into three stripes down the front of the neck,

w^hich alike terminate in a pale fulvescent cross-band : the rest of the

under-parts white, with merely a fulvous tinge on centre of belly : back

and sides of the neck, w^ith the two dark bauds in front which alternate

with the three white ones, of a peculiar and similar grizzled colouring,

contrasting much with the rufous of the body ; the former being con-

stantly rufous, and the latter more or less nigrescent, in the Kanchil

:

tail bright rufous above, white below and at the tip : limbs also bright

rufous. Tusk protruding about in. in the specimen described.

3. Tr. JAvxNiciTS, (Pallas). An adult male and female which I refer

to this species, as described by Dr. J. E. Gray in the Proc. Zool. Soc. for

1836, p. 64, are remarkable (more especially^ the female) for the blackish

hue of the whole neck, and of the two dark streaks alternating with the

three white ones in front of it. General colour rufous, the black tips to

the hairs shewing much ; the breast, a^^d towards the hind-legs, whiict

separated by fulvous which occupies the medial region of the belly, ex*

tending quite across it. From hock to point of succentorial hoof 4 in»

4. Tb. JAVANicus, var. S^anleyanus; Moschus Stanleyanus, Gray,

P. Z. S. 1836, p. 65. 1 take this to be merely a variety of the last, having
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the neck, and the marks in front of it, briglit oheaout-rufous. The gener-

al colouring also is less nigroseent ; and one female has a strongly defined

dark line from eye to nose, and another along middle of nose, separated

by a contrasting pale space. A male and tvro females are before me.

5. Tn. FUSCATUS, nobis, n. s. : Meminna malaccensis (/), Gray, Brit,

Mus. Catal, Larger than Tu. javanicus $ an adult female measuring,

from hock to point of succentorial hoof, 4^ in. General hue wliitish, vritli

prevailing dusky tips to the fur : beneath wholly white : neck of the

same hue as the body, but with a dark nape-streak commencing from the

forehead, and the usual white markings in front, alternating w'ith the two

dark ones, which are broad and nigrescent. Perhaps a third variety of the

jAYANicus ; but, if so, a very distinct one. Hab, ?

The second species, however, which I have doubtfully assigned to Tr.

PBLANDOC, is most assuredly no variety of the Kanchil ; and 1 do not

in the least hesitate to regard it as a well characterized species.

The birds comprise numerous Lories, Cockatoos, and other Parrots

;

of which the follow'iiig are new to the Society’s museum. Eolophus

PHILIPPINARAM, (Gm.), LOUIUS CYANAVCURN, Mullcr,* and CllALCOP-

siTTA KoTJE GuiNEJE : ulso 2 Eineus, 3 Swans, 3 S^rds Cranes, a couple

of white Crows, a white (or rather latino) ‘ Hurrial’ or fruit-Pigeon

(OsMOTRERON bicincta), Sundry GnllinacetP, and otliers which need not

be particularized: the only novelty being two specimens (old and young,

in very bad condition,) of the Phapb uistrionica, (Gould). The fol-

lowing Australian species are, however, worthy of notice, as having evi-

* Sty. L. superhitSf Fraser ; but the L. yoby, (L., v, tricolor^ Stephens,)

is subject to so much variation, that I have great doubt if the present bird is

more than an occasional variety of it. The principal difieronce tliat this is

blue under the wing (brighter than in L. 1)ouicf.ll(7b), whereas L. lory is usu-

ally red under the wing : there is also an unusual amount of red up the back,

and the blue of the hind-part of the neck is particularly brilliant ; but the latter

varies much in brightness in different specimens of L. lory, as do also the

relative proportions of the blue and red both above and below,—some haying

nearly the whole under-parts blackish-blue, passing to vivid prussian.bluc pos-

teriorly, and others being crimson as far back as the thighs, with various inter-

mediate phases. This particular specimen of cyayaxtohry has lost many of its

appennape-feathers, so that it cannot be ascertained whether the usual red occi-

pital band had been pzoaent ; but I observe that some of tlie black feathers of

the hindmost port of tha cap are partly red at base. 1 repeat my doubt that it

is more than an occasional variety of L. ix)RY.
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(ienily been set up from cage specimens brought alive to this country

—

Ptilinobhtnchus Cookii and Entomyza cyanotis.*

The reptiles are Crocodilus falubtbis and Gavialis oangbticus.

While describing new or little known birds, I may here bring to notice

a Plieasautf of remarkable beauty, four living specimens of which (all

males) have recently been obtained by Babu Rajendra Mallika for his

• Tlio following, if not tho Eos bioiniata or E. semilabvata, Bonap., de-

scriptions of which I have not seen, would appear to be a new species of Lory.

Eos rtrsCATA, hobis, n, e. (?) Structure typical. Length of closed wing 6 in.

Prevalent colour browu-bluck, tlie rump.fcatliers marginal with dull- white, those

of the nape with ruddy-brown, and of the breast with bluish-grey : a dull orange

band across the crown, from eye to eye, 2)erhaps typically crimson, a crimson

band crossing the upper and another crossing the lower part of the breast ; the

abdominal and tibial feathers also crimson, and the flanks and lower tail-coverts

dull purple.black : tertiaries ruddy-brown, perhaps brighter in fine specimens :

a large ruddy-yellow spot on the inner web of each primary, as seen from above

in the spread wing
;
and the unapread tall dull ruddy.brown above, with a shade

of blue at tip, all but its middle feathers having the inner web crimson to near

the tip ; under surface of the wings chiefly yellowisli red. Hab.— ?

Tbicuoglossus ocnuEOCEPHALirs, nobis, n. a. Size and structure of Tb.

ohlobolbpidotus, (Kuhl). Upper-parts uniformly vivid green j the lower yel-

lowish, passing on tho belly and flanks to pure yellow with green tips : crown,

ear-coverts, and cheeks, ochreous-yellow, streaked : a broad pure yellow band on

the under-suriace of the wing, on the inner webs of the primaries and second-

aries. Length of closed wing 5 in. Hab. ?

The following is perhaps but a cage variety of Tb. bjematodus, (L.) ;
unless

tliat the tail is more developed, attainiiig to 5 in. and upwards. Tho red of tho

breast and beneath tho wing in HjBHAtodus is repkiccd by glowing yellow,

faintly tinged with red towards the centres of most of the feathers : a slight ad-

mixture of red also on tho axillaries and on the under-surface of the wing
:
pec-

toral feathers without dark margins, or with obscure traces of green terminal

edges, chiefly towards the flanks : abdominal patch green, with very slight ad-

mixture of blue : the blue of the forehead and cheeks dull and little extended ;

and the occiput green, above the greenish-yellow* nape-band : no yellow at base

of iiiter-scapularies, abruptly defined, as red in H.SB[ATODTrs. Perhaps a distinct

species,—the Tb. Fobsteni, Bonap. ? The next is certainly distinct.

Tb. iiCMABQiBATus, nobU, n, a. Smaller tlian HJEiiCATODns, the feet conspi-

cuously so. Length of wing 5 in., and of tail 4 in. Crimson of tlie breast and

beneath the wing much brigliter than in Tb. hasmatobvs. and little or no timoa

of dark terminal margins : nape-featliers with fuscous tips, below wbufli a Ibw

featliers are red at base, but shewing less than in HAiiiATonuB
;
great abdominal
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aviaries. Hahiiat nnknown.* It appears to constitute a second species

of the genus Diardigallus of the late Prince of Canino ; but still is

closely akin to Gallophasis, Hodgson, and Nycthbmerus, Swainson.

D..FABCIOLATUS, nobis, If. Size of a Jungle-fowl ; and the tail well

arched, as in typical Oallus : papillose crimson skin of the cheeks great-

*ly developed, as in the common Silver Pheasant (Gallopbabis nycthb-

MBBUs), rising on either side into a distinct lappet over the forehead, but

not uniting medially to form a comb ; also continued downward into well

marked incipient wattles, and backward into a peak above the ears. Prom
the crown of the head a most elegant Peafowl-like crest, composed of

feathers 3 in. long, the slender black stems of which are quite bare for

2 im, and then each divides and subdivides in a remarkable manner, toge-

ther forming an acute triangular barbed tip, truncate at the extremity,

and of a steer<*blue colour. Crown black, passing downward into minutely

Termiculated feathers on the neck, fore-part of the back, and breast ; the

vermieulaiion less distinct upon the last, which appears of a somewhat

dark. blended ash-colour: belly, flanks, and tibial plumes, black, the fea-

thers of the flanks tipped with steel-blue : scapularies and wings like the

back, but more coarsely vermiculated, each feather terngluating in a trans-

erse black band, with narrow whitish margin above, broadest on the

scapularies : the great alars, tertiaries, and largest range of wing-coverts,

are not thus tipped,but are vermiculated like the iuter-scapuliiries : across

the back, above the rump, a shining coppeiy-golden band ; and the rump

and upper tail-eoverts black, tipped with shining steel-blue, and finully

with very rich shining maronne-red : legs bright Vermillion, the shank

well spurred; and the ‘bill dull waxy-greenish. Irides reddish-hazel.

Iiength of torse 3^ in .

;

of bill to gape in., and anterior to nostril } in.

:

closed wing 9 in., or somewhat less. Pemaie unknown. The figure of

the living bird is particularly gracile and yasie-lookiag ; Und the bright

carmine legs are a isonspicuous feature, also the handsome crest, and

great development of the papillose naked skin of the cheeks, continued

downward into wattles, which are more distinct than in the nycthb-

MBBtrs.

patch dusky-purple : blue of the forehead and cheeks loss developed tlian in the

other.

(Chese various i^Srikeetsare notoinoommonly brought idive to Calcutta; but

mdbh less nooiinoasly than Ta. obnatos, the range of which extends eastward

to Celebes,—certainly, however, not to Sumatra, as stated by Baffles.

* Since writing the abov^ 1 have seen another in the possession of a gen-

tleman, who has reason to believe that it is from Borneo.—All are now dead.
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4. A small collection'* from Major Berdmore, sent bj him from tlie

Ritang valley, Pe^u. It consists chiefly of species previously forwarded

by that officer ; though several of them are still highly acceptable. Of
mammalia, Rhinolophus affikis, Horsfleld,—

S

ofex fulioinosus, nobis

CJ, A. S. XXIV, 362), and Sciuroptera saoitta apud nos (J, A, S.

XXIII, 73V. Of birds, a flne pair of Bctcbros cavatus. Of reptiles

and fishes, a few known species, inclading a small MASTACEMBAnus 4 in.

in length, which seems to be M. unicolor, K. and V. H., bat with

37 dorsal spines (in8.tead of 34), and a row of black spots along the soft

dorsal and more obscurely along the anal.’'^ Also a few Crustacea and

some good insects.f

We have another Mastacrmbalus from Maulmein, which seems to be

undesoribed, and may therefore be designated

—

M. ZERRINU8, nobis. Tail detached from the dorsal and anal fins, as

in the common M. fancalus of Bengal. Series of 28 or 2!) dorsal spines.

Colour pale brown, deeper along the back; and marked throughout

(more distinctly in the young) with dusky transverse stripes, alternating

with fainter stripes more or less regular, which latter are often double or

more or less divided, and are set offby the narrow pale interspaces,—much

as in the * Dauw’ or original Zebra (Equus Bubchbllii). lu the larger

specimens the stripes are more or less obsolete, except towards the tail.

Dorsal and caudal fins minutely striated ; the anal with broad stripes, as

on the sides. Our largest specimen, apparently full grown from its bulk,

is 8^ in. in length.

We have also a small Slluroid fish from the same locality, which

appears to be new both as regards genus and species.

Ambltcrps, nobis, n. g. Affined to Olyba,^ McClelland, but the head

much broader and flatter, with minute eyes, placed near the hind aperture

of the nostrils: two pairs of cirri above and below, the inner almve

situate between the fore and hind apertures of the nostrils
:
pectorni anil

dorsal spines short and concealed, but comparatively robust : the second

or adipose dorsal short and low ; and the ventrals and anal also short

:

tail largo and moderately furcate : a band of card-like teeth above and

* The Emys formerly sent by Mojor Berdmore, and refened to E. oosllata,

Bumeril and Bibroii fJ. A. 8, XXll, 64$), proves to be totally distinct from tlie

latter, of which I have lately obtained two living specimens in the Calcutta bazar.

The Burmese Terrapin may therefore now bear the name B. Behdxoibbi, nobis,

t Another, 9k in. long, since received, luw 36 doraal spines, including the

comparatively large one immediately anterior to the soft-rayed dorsal,

t This name is pre-ocenpiod in Botany.

2 P
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heloir, bat no palatal band discernible in the spl&cimen : body subcylin-

drical, compressed, becoming more so to the tail.

Amb. c^cuTiENs. nobis, n. s. Head broader than tho body, flat, obtuse

at the muzzle ; tho mouth moderate, its cleft scarcely continued back

laterally ; cirri large ; the upper labial cirrus reaching to tip of pec-

toral iin, and the exterior lower one nearly as long. Body long and

CoBiTis-like. The number of fin-rays is difficult to determine, but seems

to he

D. 1-6.—P. 1-2 or 3.—V. 6.—A. 6.^

Colour dark brown above, paler beneath. Length of specimen 3 in.

To describe this little mud-dsh properly, a series of specimens are

required, or the sacrifice of our only individual. It will, however, bo

readily identifiable from the above notice. The individual described was

procured by Mr. W. Theobald, Junr., at Maulmein ; and others, but

in much injured condition, have since been received from Pegu, from

Major Berdmore.

Although I have attended pretty regularly the Calcutta fish-bazars

during the last year, and have procured many good specimens, and added

largely to our collection of fish-skeletons, the only species new to the

museum which have been obtained are Sbrranus lanceolatus, C. and

V. (small), Gebbbs tobt^, C. and V., and Otolithus maculatub, C.

and V. (four individuals).* I have procured, however, a fine series of a

somewhat rare fish which is perhaps the Chbybofhrts lonoispinis, C.

and y., apud Bleeker, from Calcutta ; but the dentition of which difiers

altogether from that of CnBYSOPHBYS, there being no palatal teeth, but

only a band of “card-like” teeth in each jaw, with reverted tips, especially

those in the upper jaw in front, which are much curved backwards. Now
the teeth of Chr. lonoispibis are described in the Hist, des Poissons

to be “small, and disposed in three ranges.” Our species otherwise

approximates the Chr. calamaba (Russell, pi. 92), but is leas deep in the

body, the eye is larger and is situate higher in the head, which last is

throughout covered with small indistinct scales. Pre-operculum minutely

toothed mouth slightly protrusile. The dorsal spines are alternately

stouter and more slender, as in RuppelPs figure of Cbbysophbys sabba,

and also in Datnia and Datbioipbs, Bleeker (founded on the Coius

poloia of Buchanan Hamilton.).*!;

* Add Mesopbioh banovs, C. and Y. ; July 2iid : and since Obbbxs fila-

MEBTOSUB.

t Is not this, however, an Anoplus of Temminck and Schlegel ? Vide Fauna

Japonica^ which I have not seen.
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D. 12-14.—il. 3-8.—P. 18.— r. 1-5.—a 1-16.

The first dorsal spine is short, about half the length of the second^

which is two-fiftliB that of the third, which nearly equals the fourth and

longest : thence the spinous portion of the fin slopes gradually backward

;

and the soft portion is as high as the seventh spine and nearly even. The

first anal spine is short, the second long and robust and much flattened,

and the third one-sixth shorter than the second and much less robust.

Ventral spine longer and more slender than the third anal. Pectorals

pointed, their tips reaching to the vent. Ventrals also pointed, termi-

nating in a slight filament. Tail scarcely furcate. Scales of the body

somewhat large, especially below the lateral line ; numbering about 20 in

oblique series descending from the first dorsal spine: those composing

the lateral line are about 50 in number.

Colour bright silvery, trith a pink iridescence along the back and above

the eyes ; the membrane of the dorsal fin spotted with dusky, becoming

nearly or quite obsolete in large individuals. Rest of the fins white, the

tail slightly suffused with dusky towards its tip. Irides white with

brilliant nacreous lustre. Our largest specimen measures 17& in. in

length, with longest dorsal spine 2-^- in. In small specimens (3 in. long),

about 9 or 10 transverse bands are faintly discernible on the body, traces

of w hich appear in larger individuals, broken up into spots more or less

obscure. As seen on a fish-stall, the brilliancy of the silvery hue of this

species attracts attention even from a distance, considerably surpassing

that of the common Datnia. augentba, and equalling that of the rarer

Geubes foet^. Should both genus and species prove new, as 1 suspect,

this fish may be named Polotus nitidus, nobis.

The Siluroid fishes have engaged my particular attention; but the

following species only have been procured in the bazar.

Wallago Russelli, Illeeker : Siluras hoalis, 13. H. ; S, tcallagoo, Val.,

&c. Extremely common : attaining to an immense size.

W. FABDA; Silurus pahda, Vi. H. : S, Quicrocephalus, Val. Pdhda of

Bengalis, and certainly the true pahda of Buchanan Hamilton. Common

;

attaining to 9 or 10 in. long, at most.*

ScHiLBB OABUA ; SUurus garua, B. 11. Common : attaining to 14 in,

in length.

Ailia coila ; Malapiemrus coila^ B. H. : Malapierus (Ailia) henga*

lensis. Gray ; Ailia bengalensis, Val., &c. Common.

Baoeus aoe ; Pimelodus aor, B. H. Tolerably common.

B. AORELLUS, nobis, n. s. Hitherto confounded with the preceding, but a

* W. ANASTOSIUB, (Val), is also enumerated from Calcutta by Br. Bleeker.

2 f 2
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much thicker iish iu proportion to its leugtli ; the dorsal spine smaller,

and uniformly granulose anteriorly,—instead of shewing a narrow white

ridge, set off laterally with black, as in the Aoa ; the adipose dorsal

iin less elongated, but higher, with the same black spot posteriorly

;

occipital bony process more developed, and posterior to this a small bony

plate, not exceeding the occipital process in breadth (whereas the corre-

sponding oval plate in B. aob is fully twice as broad) ; at base of the first

short dorsal spine, a bone formed of two lateral triangles well united in

the middle,—whereas in B. aob the union of the two lateral triangular

bones is generally imperfect, and they are mostly quite distinct ; occasion-

ally, even in small specimens of B. aorellus, these bones are anchylosed

to the oval bone in front of them,—but never iu B. aok. The palatal

teeth in B. aor are arranged in a subeven crescentic band ; whereas iu

B. AORELLUS they are iu two lateral sub-trian^lar musses united in the

middle. Ten distinct soft rays to the pectorals and fourteen rays to the

ventrals. Colouring much the same ; but in B. aorellus there is a consi.

derable admixture of black on the pectorals, ventrals, and membrane

of the dorsal fin, which does not occur in the other. The two species arc

about equally common in the Calcutta bazar.*

B. CAVASius; P. cavaaiuif B. H. Common: rarely exceeding 7 io*

long.t

B. TEROABA ; F. iengara^ B. H. Common.

B. GULio ; F. guliOi B. II. : B. alhilahris, Val.;]^ The Nuna Tengara

of the Bengalis, corrupted into Nonalora in the Hiutoire des Poissons,

Extremely common : attaining to about 10 iu. long.

* Another, closely akin, exists in the B. sinoiiala fPlatgstoma sitighala,

Sjkes) ;
and a fourth in tho B. aorinus of Jacqueinont. Tlie latter is not

represented to have the conspicuous black spot on the adipose dorsal seen in the

others; but neither is it represented in Jacqncniont’s figure of B. aor!

Buchanan Hamilton's figure of B. aob represents a young specimen, but still the

dorsal spine is not represented of sufficient magnitude. There is also a B.

aorides^ Jerdon, Madr. Joum, XY, 336, witli maxillary cirri reaching to the

taO. In B. aOBELLus they reach to the middle of second dorsal. B. aob, B.

AOBBLLUS, and OaTBOGBViosrs Cantobi, are frequently attacked by an .^ga,

whi^i buries its head in the adipose flesh anterior to the second dorsal and the

caudal fins.

t The nearly afiined B. keletius^ Yal., is enumerated from Calcutta by Dr.

Bleekcr.

i Dr. Bleeker adds, as synonymes, B. ahhrsmatus and P,fuscus of the Sistoire
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B. ME170DA ; P. menoda, B. H. : B. carsio, Cuv. B. A. (nee P. cardo,

B. H.) ; B, corsula, Yal. ; by mistake marked Mugil corsula in pi. 1 of

Buchanan Hamilton's * Bishes of the Ganges’ ; but the original drawing

(or a copy of it) marked P. menoda in B. Hamilton’s hand-writing.

Tolerably common : attaining to 14 in. long. A very mucous iish ; and

those brought to the bazar are commonly much clotted over with an

adhesive clayey mud, as if they had burrowed into it; and they are

mostly brought many together, appearing as if dug out from the mud of

ponds orjhils more or less dried up.

B. UEUA ; P. urua, B. II. : B. exodon, Yal. Identified from a drawing

by Buchanan Hamilton. Common ; but not often brought to the bazar.

Auius GAGORA apud Bleekcr; P. gagora^ B. H. (in part). Excessively

common ; but 1 have not been able to obtain it over 17 in. long, whereas

B. Hamilton’s gagora is described to attain to about 3 ft. : he having

evidently confounded this and the next species. The present is indeed

the commonest of the whole tribe in the Calcutta fish-bazars, and Bagrus

gulio is the next in abundance : both of these may daily be obtained of

all sizes ; but 1 have rarely met with any but adults of A. gagoridbs

and A. akioides, and only adults of Bagrus menoda, w hich when brought

are generally in quantity. The spines of A. gagoba are less strongly

pectinated in front than in B. Hamilton’s figure of the species; and

there is the usual prolongation of the dorsal beyond its spine. Dorsal

and pectoral spines moderate, comparatively slender, and granulated in

front only, the sidesi^ being striated. The upper labial cirri reach back

to base of pectoral spines. Mouth comparatively small, its cleft scarcely

reaching back one-third to below the eye. Palatal teeth mammilliform^

and totally unlike the maxillary teeth j w'hereas in the next two species,

the palatal and maxillary teeth are similar. liTo blackish tinge on the

ventral and anal fins ; nor trace of aureous wash on the upper-parts. A
specimen 10 in. long has the dorsal spine IJ in. ; and one of 15 in. has

the dorsal spine 2 in.

A. GAGOBIDES ;
Bagrus gagorides and B, trachypomus^ Yal. : P. gagora^

B. H. (in part). Nearly affined to A. abioidbs ; but the interparietal

plate diflers in shape, and the upper cirri reach only to base of pectorals,

as in A. gagora. Upper lip, as seen from beneath, protruding in

the middle, so as to be there twice as byoad as at the sides. Dorsal and

pectoral spines much stouter than in A. gagora, and granulated half-way

on the sides towards the front. General hue dull lurid purple with a

dee PoiseonSy—and B. gulioides^ B, melas^ B. SchlegeUi^ and B, rhodi^terygiue^

Jileeker.
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golden shine ; the head browner: fins purple ; no dark spot on the adipose

dorsal ; and the lower-parts subdued white, studded over with minute

dusky specks (which also occur in A. arioidbs, but to a less extent).

This species is rarely procurable of small size, and it commonly occurs

2^ ft. or more. In a specimen 5i in. long, the dorsal spine measures I-}}

in.; in one of 10 in., 1| in.; of 15 in., in. ; of 2 ft., 4 in-; of 2i ft.,

4 f in. ; and of 2^ ft., 5 in. : the membrane of the dorsal is scarcely pro-

longed beyond its spine, to a much less extent than in the two other

species. Occasionally, though rarely, one or more of the cirri are

divided in this fhih, as usual in several of the Nilotic SiLuniOiB. It is

not uncommon.

A. ARioiDEs ; Bagrus arioides, Val. ; JPimelodus auratus, J3. H. (M8»

on coloured drawing, nec B. auratus, Val.). Tolerably common, or

rather now and then brought in quantity : attaining to about 12 or 13 in.

long. Upper cirri reaching back to base of dorsal spine. Tlie dorsal

and pectoral spines proportionally larger than in A. oaoobidbs, also more

strongly pectinated behind, and more extensively granulated on the sides

;

the membrane of first dorsal prolonged beyond the spine, as usual as in

the present group. All the fins are suffused with black, more or less. A
distinct aureous wash on the upper parts, which begins to make its appear-

ance when the fish is about 6 in. long
;
prior to which the general hue is

plain plumbeous or livid, with the fins conspicuously almost wholly purple-

black. Eyes proportionally large. Mouth (as in A. gagorides) broader

than in A. gagora ; its cleft reaching half-way to below the eye, as seen

in profile. A specimen 12 in. long has the dorsal spine 2g in., and one

exceeding 13 in. has it 21 in.

Rita Buchanani, Bleeker : Pimelodus rita, B. H.; Arius riia et A.

ritoideSf Val. Common, chiefiy in the hot season.

OsTEoGENEiosus Cantoei, Blccker : Atdtis militaris of GUngetic rivers,

auciorum. Somewhat rarely brought.

Pamgasius Buchanani, Val. : Pimelodus pangasius, B. H. Very

common.

SiLUKDiA GANGETICA, Vol. : Pwiclodus silundia, B. H. Very common.

Bagabiub Buchanani, Sleeker : Bimelodus bagarius, B. 11. Not rare.

Attains an enormous size, but large specimens are seldom brought to

the bazar.
^

PiMELODUS GAGATA, B. H. Not rare during the rains.

CiABiAS MAGAB ; Macvopieronotus magur, B. H. Very common.

Saccobbaechus FOSSiLis; Silurus fossilis, Bloch: 8, singio, B. H.

Extremely common.

Flotobius CANius, B. H. Very common.
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Of Esocid.^, Buolianan Hamilton notices only three species, all of

which arc assigned by liira to the old genus Esox. These are—

B

elonb

CANCILA, (B. H.)| HeMIKHAMPHUS ECTUNTIO, (B. H.—ANGULATU8, ihid.^

on unpublished drawing), and Pancuax Buchanani, Val. Two species of

Belone and three of Hemibhamfhus, however, are about equally com-

mon in the Calcutta provision-bazars ; and another species of each genus

occurs at the Sandheads, at the mouth of the Hughli. A second Pan-

CHAX also is sometimes brought in great numbers to the fish-bazars.

Belone tenuirostbis, nobis, n. s. As compared with B. caudiua-

CULA, Cuv., the general form is more slender, elongated, and compressed;

with jaws of equal length (minus the cartilaginous tip of the lower),

narrow and considerably more tapering in width to the extremity. Head

a third of tlic entire length. Eyes moderately large, occupying about

three-fifths of the vertical diameter of the head. Series of longer teeth

slender and uniform in both jaws, becoming gradually smaller towards

tiicir tips ; the minute intermediate teeth being so small as to be barely

perceptible. Cheeks distinctly scaled. Low hind portion of the dorsal

and anal fins much developed : the other fins of the usual proportions.

D. 19.--A. S4.—P. 11.—V. 6.—C. 15 (exclusive of the short exterior

rays).

Colour greenish above, silvery below, with a very brilliant silvery stripe

along each side, broadening posteriorly ; the lower portion of the oper*

culum also brilliant silvery, and likewise the sides of the lower jaw. Fins

yellow more or less, with some black at the tips of the pectorals, and

middle of the fork of the caudal—no spot at base of caudal, as in B.

CAUOiMACULA.—Ffom the Sandheads.

Our other species are

—

B. CAUDiMACULA, Cuv. ; Eussell, pi. 176* Found also in the China seas.

B. CANCILA; Esox cancila, B. Hamilton.

The B. ANNuLATA, C. y., keeps farther out to sea, but is common on

the coast of Orissa.

Of Hemibhamphus, the next three species are brought commonly to

the Calcutta bazars.

H. ECTUNTIO ; Esox ectuntio, B. H. With upper jaw about a third as

long as the lower, fiat, and tapering from about the middle to an obtuse

point. Eyes but half the vertical diameter of the head. Tail rounded,

Ventral fins small, placed near the anal, and reaching close to the anus.

In a specimen 6| in. long, the lower jaw exceeds the upper by 1 in., and

the upper from cleft of mouth measures 4 in- According to Buchanan

Hamilton, this fish '* does not exceed a foot in length.’* I have not

obtained it so large as 7 in. He states, also, that
** each side has a broad
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longitudinal stripe, shining like silver.’* The sides are indeed silvery,

but ill-defined, except where forming a narrow streak towards the tail.

D. 13.—A. 11.—P. V. 5.—C. 14.

This species seems to be affined to H. Ebynaldi of Yalenciennes.

H. BRACHTNOTOPTEBus, Bleeker : Esox augulatus, B. H. {MS. on draw-

ing). Upper jaw very short, triangular, broader than long, almost flat

but with distinct ungulate ridge. Eyes three-fifths of the vertical diame-

ter of the head. Tail furcate. Yentrals placed midway on the body, far

anterior to the anus. In a specimen 7 in. long, the lower jaw exceeds the

upper by U in., and the upper jaw from cleft of mouth measures in. I

have not seen it larger. A narrowish well deQued silvery stripe extends

from the base of the pectorals to the middle of the caudal. The dorsal fin

contains 11 to 13 rays in perfect specimens.

D. 11 to 13.—A. 15.~P. Y. r,.—C. 14.

H. STBiOA, nobis, n. s. With upper jaw subtriangular, rounded in

front, a little longer than broad, fiat, with very indistinct trace of angulato

ridge; the lower jaw much longer than in tlie two preceding species.

E^es three-fifths of the vertical diameter of the head. Tail rounded.

Yentrals small, placed near but not reaching to ihc anus. In a specimen

8i in. long, the lower jaw exceeds the upper by 2Ji in., and the upper jaw

from cleft of mouth measures i in. Lateral silvery stripe narrow and

little perceptible, excepting towards the tail, where broader and distinct.

A medial dusky line along both mandibles and middle of the fore-part

of the back. Operculum brilliant silvery.

D. 12 or 13.—A. 8 or 9.—P. 9 or 10.—Y. 6.—C. 14.

H. FLUMATUs, nobis, n. s. General aspect of preceding species, but

the eye less than half of the diameter of the head : the lateral scales of

the body also much larger; and the upper jaw tapering to an obtuse

point, and distinctly angulated. Each nostril covereS by a remarkable

plume of filaments. Tail furcate. Yentrals placed near the anus, but

not reaching to it. In a specimen 11 in. long, the lower jaw' exceeds the

upper by 2k in., and the upper from cleft of mouth measures I in. A well

defined silvery stripe from base of pectorals, becoming rather broad

towards the tail.

D. 16.—A. 13,—P. 9.-Y. 6.—C. 15.

Prom the Sandheads, and alsQ the coast of Ceylon.

Our species of Panchax are—

P. Buchanani, Yalenciennes ; Esox panchax^ B. H. To the numerous

synonymes of this species collated by Dr. Bleeker, add Aphchcilus ru*

hrostigmut Jerdon, Madr, Journ, XY., 331.

P« cYANorrHALiCA, Dobis, n. «. Smaller than P. Buchabani, not
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exceeding li in. long, with fins less elevated and tail much less pointed

;

the eyes also less distantly apart, and of a brilliant pale nacreous azure

(those of the other being yellow). Colour whitish, diaphanous, studded

with dark specks which are less numerous below the lateral line : scales

large, barely discernible.

D. r.—A. 22 or 23.— F. 3.—P. 6 P—C. 14.

This minute fish is sometimes brought to the bazar in considerable

quantities, many pounds* weight of them together. Occasionally, a few

of the P. Buchanani may be picked out of the mass, and some fry of

other fishes, especially Mugil corsula ; but the present species, remark,

able for its conspicuous iight blue irides, predominates in the rate of 60

or more to 1 of any other. Wherever it occurs, therefore, it would

seem to abound excessively.

The following Gtprinidas may likewise be here described.

Systomus iciCROLEPTs, nobis, n. Much resembling S. Ogilbii

(Rohtee Ogilbii, Sjkes^ ;* but with still smaller scales, and the dorsal spine

is more finely pectinated behind. Scales larger on the anterior two-fifbhs of

the body ; and a series of 44 of them, counting obliquely downward, and

of 73 along the lateral line.

D. 3-7.—A. 1-18.—P. 13.-V. 7.—C. 19.

Spinous ray of anal fin minute : the pectorals not reaching to base of

ventrals : tail furcate. Colour (blanched in spirit) silvery throughout.

Length of specimen, to end of tail-lobes, 6i in. ; and depth at base of

dorsal fin. 2^ in. Form very Bream-like.

Sab. P

Leuciscus salmoidbs, nobis, n. s. Affined to L. goha (Cyprinus^

BarHian goha, B. H., . Opsariui gracilis, McClelland) ; but larger and

deeper in the body, ^with the spots smaller, much more numerous, and

more regularly disposed, many of them occurring below the lateral

line, and others on the opercula and pr»-operoula ; upper lip studded

with pores.

D. lO.-A. 13.—P. 14.-V. 9.—C. 18.

Lateral line composed of 88 to 90 scales ; and oblique series of 26

scales descending from anterior base of dorsal. Length of specimen

11 in. Colour blanched in spirit. Procured at AlUhabad by the late

Major Wroughton. •

L. LiNBOLATUs, uobls, w. 8. A PxBiULMPUB of McClelland, affined in

* Dr. Jerdon refers the species of Sohies, Sykes, to Abbakis ; but th^ dearly

appertain to SYsroxus, as assigned by Dr. Bleeker : vide dorsal spines, Ac.

2 Q
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form to L. biniookius (Cgprinug danieonius, B. H.), but the lateral line

placed veiy low^ as in Danoila ; and readily distinguished by its peculiar

markings. A dusky spot behind the gill^oovers, placed in a whitish space

;

beyond which a broad darkish band extends to the middle of the tail,

bordered by a narrow pule line nbore and below, the lower not reaching

so far forward as the upper : below this again another dark band, and

then white; and above a second and trace of a third pale line.

D. 12—A. 14.-P. 11.—V. 8.—C. 18 P

Series of 10 oblique scales, tlie lateral line on the 9th of them, and

numbering about 32 scales. Length of specimen 3^ in. Procured at

Darjiling by Major Sherwill. •

L. BixoTATUS, nobis, n, s. Affined to L. casuatis, (B. H., . Sgstomus

fnalaeoptems^ McCl.), but less deep in the body, and the dorsal fin much

smaller; with a conspicuous black spot on the middle of base of tail,

and another at hind base of dorsal : the rest green, with silvery lateral

streak and below, and traces of a dark band along the lateral line ; which

last is medial and is composed of about 25 scales : oblique series of scales

7 ; the line passing along the fourth of them from above. Eyes rather

large, and silvery.

D. 9.—A. 8.—

Length of specimen H in. From Ceylon. Dr. £.‘F. Eelaart.*

* The Ststomxjs TBiruxoTATua^ Jerdon, is perhaps a Lxuciscus akin to

the above.

From Messrs. T. H. Hamilton A Co. The nest of a common Crow (Cobvub

srLBBBBVs), constructed in great part of the wires used in fastening down the

corks of soda-water bottles. Two Crows* nests thus composed are noticed in the

*Oilctttta Beview,’ Vol. XXVlll. p. 187; where it is observed that—“As it

may well be wondered whete such an accumulation of these could be prooured,

we may remark that Bengali servants are in the habit of treasuring them up till

they amount to a saleable quantity; and that enormous heaps of them may

accordingly be seen in the shops of those not very respectable small dealers,

whose proper avocation is, with similar shops in England, indirectly purported

by the announcement.^' Dealer in Marine Stores.* The supply of materials,

therefore is eomprehensible, however curious its application.

—

1&, B.

Nots ov thv Hogs op thx Bicobab Islaitds (vide p. 268.)

In some “ Sketches at the Nicobars,** published in the Journal of the Indian

Archipelago^ Yol. Ill, we read Xp. 265) of preparations made for a fbast.

*^Enormoue Figs strung by their to long poles, were carried, some by four

others by six athletie men. These Figs were truly most gigantic animals.’* This

was in the island of Oar Nicobar ; and the Figs in question were doubtless

originally derived from the shipping. We have met with another notice referring

to the large sise of the Pigs in the Nicobar Islands.—E. B.
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Fob July, 1858.

The Monthly General Meeting for July was held cm the 6th

instant.

Sir James Colvile, EInt., President, in the Chair.

The proceedings of the May meeting were read and confirmed.

No meeting was held in June on account of the repairs.

Presentations were received

—

1. From the Boyal Prussian Academy of Sciences at Berlin, the

latest publications of fhe Academy.

2. From the Ceylon Branch of the Boyal Asiatic Society, the

latest journals of the Society.

Mr. B. H. Hodgson and Dr. Falconer, duly proposed in 1^1arch

last were ballotted for and elected Honorary Members of the

Society.

Mr. Sutherland duly proposed and seconded in May last, was

balloted for and declared elected.

Communications were received

—

1. From Baboo Badanauth Sikdar, an abstract of the Meteorolo-

gical Observations taken at the Surveyor General’s Office during

the month of February last.

2. From the Venerable Archdeacon Pratt, m. a., a paper on the

great Indian Arc of Meridiaa and the Figure of the Earth.

Mr. W. T. Blanford gave an account of the observations which had

been made in Orissa by a party of the Geological Survey during the

past season’s field work, and exhibited to the Society the map of that

province coloured geologically. The results ofthe examination were,

that Orissa is mainly formed by the combined Delta of the rivers

Mahanuddee and Brahmiui, the deposits formed by which at their

mouth have caused the laud to gain upon the sea, and thus pro-

duced a considerable projection from the general run of the coast.

A similar effect is seen at the mouth pf the Godavery. While the

Eastern portion of the province is formed of an extensive level plain,

the western part is dotted over with detached hills, and near Bala*

sore bounded by the fine range known as the Nilgici hills.; All of

these peaks and ranges are composed of gneiss, except in the case of

2 Q 2
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a cluster of low ranges South and West of the town of Cuttack.

These are composed of sandstone which has been referred to the

same age as the rocks of the Mahadewa hills in Central India, but

the connexion is not clearly established.

Laterite occurs largely in Orissa forming terraces like plains

around all the kills up to a certain level, which level diminishes in

height towards the East until at length the laterite is covered up

by the alluvium of the low country. From various considerations

it appears probable that there are, in Orissa, two kinds of laterite,

one formed by detrital action and containing sand, rounded pebbles

and boulders, the other resulting from the alteration in situ of

gneiss or sandstone. The former appears to be invariably present

where any laterite occurs. The quantity of iron contained appears

difficult to account for.

Besides the flat Delta alluvium of Southern and Central Orissa,

a considerable area in Northern Orissa is covered by an alluvium of

older date which generally contains a gravelly form of laterite.

Wherever the coast faces to the South-East sand hills occur,

generally in several successive ranges one behind the other, each

marking an old coast line.

In conclusion the uses to which many of the rocks of Orissa are

put for building and other purposes were pointed out aud the

availability of some of them remarked on.

In a discussion which ensued Captain Sherwill explained the

mode of occurrence of laterite in the Bujmahal Hills.

Captain Young gave some details relating to the satiie rock near

Rangoon.

Professor Oldham described some curious phenomena connected

with the occurrence of laterite in Ceylon and elsewhere, at the same

time shewing that the name laterite had been applied without good

reason to a number of different rocks distinct from that for which it

was originally proposed.

Professor Oldham also menJ:ioned that he had just been informed

by a member, that a belief existed to the effect that formerly the

bay between the mouths of the Brabmini and Soobunreeka was cuU

tivated land, the sea being kept out by a bund which has since been

destroyed. This rumour seems opposed by the present Geological
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configuration of the coast, but it would be interesting to ascertain

what foundation it has.

The Librarian submitted his usual monthlj reports for May and

June, 1858.

Libeabt.

The following additions wore made to the library daring May and

June, 1868.

Presented.

Abhandlungen der Icon. Akademie der Wissenschaften, zu Berlin, for

1856, Royal 4to.—Bv thb Fbxtssuk Royal Academy of Scibmcbs.

Archieologia : or. Miscellaneous Tracts relating to Antiquity, London,

Vols. 36 and 37, 4to.

—

By the Society of Antiquaries ; London.

Biblioteca Arabo-Sicula ossia Raccolta di Testi Arabici che Toccano La
Geografia, la Storia, le Biografie, e la Bibliografia della Sicilia, Fasc. I. to

III. lApsia, 1855 and 1856.—By the German Oriental Society or
Libpzio.

Calcutta Christian Observer for May and June, 1858.—By the Editor.

Correspondence relating to the establishment of an Oriental College in

Jjoodoii , pamphlet, 1858.—By the Writer.

Half yearly Paper of the Chamber of Commerce.

—

By the Chamber.
Journal Asiatique, 19 os. 41 and 42.

—

By the Asiatic Society of Paris.

—

of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, Vol.

X. Part. I., Calcutta, 1858, 8vo.—Bv the Society.

of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Yol. 11.

Hos. 1 to 3, and Part 1. of 1856-58.—By the Society.

(Madras) of Literature and Science, Yol. III. No. 5, for Octo-

ber and December, 1857.—By the Madras Asiatic Society.

Memoire della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino, Seiie seoonde.

Tome XYI. Torino, 1857, 4to.—Btthe Academy.

Monatsbericht der kon. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften su Berlin,

from January to December, 1857.—By the Academy.

Macgowan’s (Dr.) Remarks on Chinese Foreign Relations, pamphlet,

1857.

—By the Author.

Meteorological Observations made at Dodabetta, 1851-55, 4to. Madras.

—Through the Govt, of India (Hoke Dept.)

Oriental Baptist for May and Janc), 1858.—By the Editoe.

—

Christian dpectator firom March ip May, 1858.—By the
Bditors.
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FhKseedings of the Rojal Society, Yoi. Ylll. No. 27 and Yol. IX.

Nob. 28, 29 and 30.

—

By the Society.

"
' of the Boyal Society of Edinburgh, Yol. III. No. 47 .—By

THE Society.

of the Society of Antiquaries of London, YoIb. III. and

lY. Nob. 43 to 46.—'By the Society.

Title-page of Yol. III. and List of Members of the Society.

—

By the
Save.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Nos. 53 and

64.—By the Society.

Recueil dea Actes De I’Academie Imperiale des Sciences, Belles Icttres,

et Arts de Bourdeauz, 1 et 2 Trimestres, 19th Annee, 1857.

—

By the

Academy.

Report of the Calcutta Mechanics’ Institution and a few other pamphlets.

—By Babu Ra/endbalal Mittba.

Transactions of the Philological Society, London, for 1854, 1855 and

1856, 8yo.—By the Society.

- of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Yol. XXI. Part lY.

4to.

—

By the Society.

Tattwabodhini Patrica, Nos. 177 and 178.—By the Editor.

Weber*8 (Dr. A.) Indische Studien, Band lY. Heft. I. and II.—By the
Acthob.

Weber’s White Yajurreda, Part III. No. 12 .—By the Authob.

Werken van het Xoninklijk Instituut voor Taal,—Land—en Volken-

kunde van Nederlandsch,—Indie, Riezen en onderzoekingen in den Iiidis-

cben Archipel door, D. S. Muller, Peel I. and II. 8vo.—By the Royal
Iestitution of Netherlands.

Ditto, ditto Het Boek Adji-SakI, Anuterdam,—By the Same.

Yiridhartha Sangraha, Nos. 47 and 48.

—

By Babu Rajendbalal

Mittba.

Zietsebrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, Band XII.

Heft 1, By the Germajt Oriental Society.

Exchanged.

Athenmum for February, Maxrh and April, 1858.

Annaktti der Chemie und Pharmacia from December to Mandi, 1858.

Calcutta Review (The) No. 69, Marob, 1858.

The London, Edinbmg^ and Dablin PbUosophicol Magazine and Journal

of Science, Nos. 99 to 101, March to May, 1858.
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Purchased.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Nos. 8 to 5, 1858.

American Journal of Science and Arts, No. 74.

Annales des Sciences Naturellcs, Nos. 5 and 6, Tome YII.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 6 to 18, February 8th to Srd May, 1858.

Edinburgh Review, No. 218 for April, 1868.

Journal des Savants for February and March, 1858.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2140 to 2156, and extra Nos. 17 to 19 of 1856.

Natural History Review, No. 2. Vol. V. April, 1858.

Quarterly Review, No. 206, April, 1868, Vols. 92, 93, 94, 95 and 96.

Revue des Deux Mondes, 15th March to 1st May, 1858.

" da Zoologie, Nos. 1 to 3, 1858.

Booes.

Andersson’s (C. John Mr.) Lake Ngami; or Explorations and Dis*

coveries during four years’ Wanderings in the Wilds in South Western

Africa. London^ 1856, 8vo.

Atkinson, T.Witlam, Oriental and Western Siberia, and Chinese Tartary.

BufPon’s Histoire des Insects Lbpidopi^rcs, Tome X. 8vo.

Barth’s (Henry) Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa:

being a Journal of an Expedition undertaken under the auspices of

H. B. S. Government in the years 1849 and 1855 inS Yols, Reed. Yols.

3, 8vo. London.

Barges’ Epistola.

Benfey *6 Indies.

Bopp’s (Franz) Uber den Einfiuss der Pronomina auf die Wortbildungim

Sanscrit und den mit ihm, verwandteu Sprachen, BerUn, 1832, pamphlet.

Burnouf et Lassen’s ' Observations Grammaticales sur quelques Pas-

sages de L’Essai sur le Pali, Pam, \S27, pamphlet.

Bellot’s Sanscrit Derivations.

Boehtlingk's (Otto) Die Un^di Affixe, pamphlet, 4to.

Bochinger’s (J. J.) La Yie Contemplative, Ascetique et Monastiique chez

lea Indous et chez les Penplcs Bouddhistes. Strasbourg, 1831, 8vo.

Brougham’s (Lord Henry) Political Philosophy, Yol. 1. 8vo.

Crawfurd’s (John) Dictionary of tlie Indian Islands and adjacent coun-

tries, London, 1856, 8vo.

Candolle’s (M. Alph. de) 05ographie*Botanique Raisonnde, Tomes I.

and II. Paris, 8vo. 1855.

Deslongchamps’ (A. L) Amarkoclia ou vocabulaire D’Anuutasinha publid

en Sanskrit avee one Traduction Francaiso, Parts I. aod 11.^ Paris, 8vo.

1846.
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FonniePs (Henri). Etude ear La Conqu^te do TAfrique par lee Arabee

Part L Pam, 1857, 4to.

Hardwioke’e (C.) Christ and other Masters : an Historical enquiry into

some of the chief parallelolisms and contrasts between Christianity and

the religious systems of the Ancient World. Part 11. Religions of India,

Cembridget 1857, Bvo.

Julien’s (St.) Histoire de La vie de Hiouen*thsang et de ses voyages

dans L’Inde, Parts, 1863, 8?o.

Eoeppen (C. F.) Die Religion des Buddha und ihre Entstehung, Berlin,

1857, 8vo.

Leguest’s (M. L’Abbe) Etudes sur la formation des Races Semitiques

suives de considerations g5ncrales sur I’origiue et la devcloppement du

jMgasige, pamphlet, Paris, 1858.

Malkuma*s Poems.

Hene (F.) Essai sur le Mythe des Ribhavas premier vestige de L’Apo-

theose dans le V^da. Paris, 8vo. 1857.

Notices et Extracts des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi et autres

Biblioth^ques, Tome X. to XIV.XVol. 14 has 2 parts) and Tome XVII.'

Parte 2nd, 4to.

Pavie (Theodore) Tarikh i Asham Recit de Texpedition de Mir Djumluh

au pays D’Assam, Paris, 8vo. 1845.

Rubuer II Die Riese Seiner Koniglichen Hoheit des Prinzen Waldemar

von Preussen noeh Indian in den Dohren, 1844 bis 1846, Berlin, 1857.

Spier’s (Mrs.) Life in Ancient India, London, 8vo.

Spiegel’s (Dr. F.) Anecdota PhMcn, pamphlet, Liepzig, 1845.

Thuillier’s (H. L.) and Capt. R. Smyth’s Manual of Surveying for

India, 8ro. 1855.

Vuller’s (Joannis Augusti) Lexicon Persico-Latinum, Faa. V. Parts I.

and II. 4to. Bonera, 1856^7*

Weber’s Indische Studien, Band IT. P. 2.

Westminster Review, No. 26, April, 1858.

Wilson’s Leighton (Rev. J.) Western Africa; its History, Condition

and Prospects, London, 8vo..l866.

Woodward (S. P.) A Treatise of Recent and Fossil Shells, 3 Nos.

—

M

.i,,,—— Ditto (new copy) 12mo.

• Gousnisa Btsa'ck,

Librarian and Asstt, Secg,

The AeiaUc Bodeifs Rooms,

mJulg,lSBe.
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Fob August, 1858.

The Monthly Oeneral Meeting for August was held on the 4th

instant.

Hon’bijs Sib James Coltile, Et., Preridenty in the chair.

The proceedings of the July Meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received

—

1. From Capt. Bivar at Debrooghur through Dr. Mouat, some

fragments of Hindu sculpture consisting of an image of the Hindu

Deity Durga or Dossovooja and a portion of a cornice frieze. Capt.

Bivar has promised a communication on the subject, but it has not yet

been received.

2. From the Acting Principal of the Government Grant Medical

College Bombay, a copy of the Beport for the session 1857-58.

3. From the Baja Pertap Chundra Singh Bahadur, a copy of the

Batnavali Natika in Bengali, with an English translation by M. M.

S. Dutt, Esq.

A note from Lieut.-Col. Jenkins expressing his wish to withdraw

from the Society was recorded.

The Council submitted a report announcing that they had appoint-

ed Dr. Crosier, a member of their body, in place of Dr. Boycott,

who had left India ; and also that they had added Babu Bamgopaul

Ghose, to the Finance Committee, and Dr. Crozier to the Committee

of Natural History.

Communications received

—

1. The following note, accompanied by a copper plate, from Mr.

Biss, Assistant, Bevenue Accountant’s Ofidce

Deab Sib,—The accompanying copper plate was unearthed some

20 years ago in Lot No. 55 of the Soonderbunds in digging a tank.

In the vicinity of the spot where it was found there are ruins of the

abode apparently of some wealthy person.

Whether or not the inscription on the plate is of any interest I

cannot say, but as I have reason to suppose it to be of ancient date^

1 would leave it with you to submit it for the inspection of the Soeie*

ty, or not, as you may deem fit. 1 can at present only offer it for in«

spection it being the property of another.

Yours foithfully,

(Sd.) T. W. Biss.
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Babtt Uajendralal Mittra supplied the following information re-

garding the plate :

—

The plate is an oblong of Ilf inches by 6 inches with an arched

projection at one end with two perforations. It has a Sanskrit in-

scription of 15 lines on one side and 14 on the other
;

tlie charac-

ters being the Gour of the same date as the Backergunge plate

noticed in the 8th volume of the Asiatic Society’s Journal. The

plate has been very much injured by exposure to the atmosphere

and the inscription is almost illegible. From a few lines in the

centre of the obverse it appears that the plate was inscribed (as ge-

nerally such plates are) to record the grant of a piece of laud in the

Soonderbuns, bounded on the east by the bank of the Matanga

Biver, on the south by the sea and on the west by Kukuta pattana.

The date is illegible, but from the occurrence of the name Yaidyaka

Sena, and the style of the writing, the gift is supposed to be of the

period of the Sena Bajas of Bengal.

2. From Babu Badhanauth Sickdar, being an Abstract of the

Meteorological Begister kept at the office of the Surveyor General,

Calcutta, for March and September last.

Lieut.-Col. Strachey explained to the meeting the application of

certain sliding scales to arithmetical computation.

The Librarian submitted his usual monthly report for July last.

Libbary.

The following additions were made to the Library during July 1858.

Presentations,

Annals of Indian Administration. The Indian Official Thesaurus, being

Introduction. Compiled by M. Townsend.—By thb Hons Govbrk-

JiSNT.

Ditto, Parts III. to VL—By thb same.

Calcutta Christian Observer for July, 1868.—By thb Editors.

Oriental Baptist, No. 140, for July, 1858.—By thb Editor.

Oriental Christian Spectator fixe June, 1858.—By thb bamb.

Report on the Bevenue Administration of the Lower Provinces f<»r

1856-57.—By thb Bbvgal Govbhbmbnt,
Ditto on Public Instruction in the Madras Presidency for 1856-57.—

By thb Homb Oovbrithbbt.
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1^0. XLV. £eport on the upper portion of the Eaitem Ifanoi^ and the

Beport of the Eonnugor Seminary, Seasiona 1837>58.-Bt Babu Seib*

chundirDeb.

Calcutta Mew, No. CO, for June, 1858,-By tub Editob.

Emtttfn, p. 17, first line, For “ C. 1-16,” read C. 16.
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Afew remarht on thefretfateioulut ofProfetsor WniBOS’s Sanskrit

IHetionarjf, as “eaftended and improved^' by Db. GIoldbiucebb,—

by Fitz-Edwabd Hali., M. A.

The first eighty pages of the work ia question—all of it that we

hare yet seen—correspond to a little more than twenty«mne pages

of Professor Wilson's dictionary in its second impression. No
small portion, indeed, of this increase of matter is only apparent,

and due to a more sumptuous style of typography
;
and yet Dr.

Goldstucker’s own additions are by no means inconsiderable. The

literature of the Veda, and of Sanskrit law, medicine, philosophy, and

rhetoric will doubtless be rendered much easier of acquisition than

formerly, if the editor carries his design to the end on the same

plan with that of its commencement. The subject of etymology

has, also, at last received the attention of a scholar familiar with

the terminology of the native grammarians; and, if only as a

necessary consequence, the arrangement of the signpeations of.

homonymes is now noticeably less bewilderipg than it was of old.

In general, there ia scarcely a page of the new revision that does

not testify to extensive research and to great and conscientions

labour.

On the other hand. Dr. Ghildstfiokef's scheme appears to ns tq

be, in some respects, susceptible of amendment. Why, for instanea,

the constantly recurring compounds, which even ^ merest tyro

can resolve for himself, when he meets thraaP !13ie voeabiilaty et,

the Sanskrit has, for artificial copiousness, a very im^erfoet iBSlcftiS^^

No. XOV.—Nbw Sibus, Von. XXVIL 2 1
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in that of the Greek. la the first place, as to the verhal elements

of the latter language, the line has been clearly defined which

demarcates what is classical, or legitimately developed, from what

is inadmissible ; chronology being, for the most part, the criterion.

Experience, moreover, has shown it to be practicable to embrace,

within a reasonable compass, all the complex terms that occur in

extant Greek authors : and the accession of such terms, from works

likely still to be discovered, is contemplated without apprehension.

But the case is found to be very different indeed, when we turn to

the Sanskrit. For who, here, is not classical, or, at least, is not of

weight for his words ? The next century may solve the problem ;

but our own—for which Dr. Goldstiicker is working— will not. We
propose this consideration with a definite object. Let it be pre-

sumed that, by and bye, accidental critics will concur in distinguish-

ing certain compositions, say to the number of two hundred, as

possessed of the characteristic of classicality. Yet, even in these

circumstances, we should scarcely expect a lexicographer, after well

weighing his functions, to go about to accumulate all the words

occurring in them, of the sort to which we refer. Still more

unfeasible, and equally supererogatory, would it be, if the entire

body of Sanskrit literature were ever thought deserving of lexical

treatment, to attempt a complete collection, from it, of vocables of

this description. No twenty folios might avail to exhaust them.

The assertion is not to be questioned, that the ancient Hindus

invented compounds at will
; and such, to this day, is the practice

of the pandits. No such terms, to our thinking, shou^ ever have

place in a dictionary, unless they are technicalities, or unless their

acceptation is not at once to be gathered from their factors ; the

knowledge of one or two facts of Hinduism, and a moderate acquaint-

ance with the grammar, always being postulated in the inspector.*

* Dr. Trench has spoken boldly^ but wisely, on the sutject of bettering our

English Dietionories j and one inos*t important respect in which they are capable

of m^oration is, as he urges, in the way of retrenchment. On the point of the

daim of eompounds to he inserted in our dictionariee, he holds the following

language: **When words have been brought into close connexion with one

another, not in the choice or caprice of one writer, and on a single occasion or
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We will illustrate our meaning by a single example, and one which

we have not gone Ssr to seek. In common Sanskrit there are some

thirty current words for ‘ earth/ ten for * man/ four for * master’ or

Mord/ and six verbal suffixes for * holder/ * protector/ or *en*

joyer.’* Now, in our own limited reading we have, with only a

few exceptions, met with a majority of the words for ‘master*

and suffixes for ‘ holder’ or ‘ enjoyer* annexed to each of the words

for ‘ earth ;* and so of the synonymes for ‘ man,’ followed by the

synonymes for ‘ lord :’ the result being always the same, the equi-

valent of ‘ king.’ And, if any one of those three hundred and

forty allowable regal composites may claim to be represented in a

lexicon, why may not all P On the principle with which Dr. Gk>ld-

stiicker has set out, we are to have all, in process of time ; on the

condition, possibly, that, in the course of his studies, he obtains

proof of their having actually been used. The same remark applies

to the words for ‘ sun/ ‘ moon/ ‘ Br&hman/ &e. &c. Three lines of

explanation in the preface would economize many times three pages

of quite gratuitous symbols. Our fear of seeing the new edition of

Professor Wilson’s dictionary overloaded with superfluities has only

too good ground, if we may augur from the sample before us. Out

of the twenty articles which make up the first page—and it is not

a full page—there are six which, in our judgment, have no right

there: ^ipnar, ;

and so onward everywhere. The particular specimens just given

were, we are aware, in Dr. Ooldstucker’s original : but, even though

he may not have been permitted to strike them out, yet we suppose

he was under no compulsion to add, indefinitely, new ones of the

same stamp. Hundreds of words begiuuing with the negative

two or three occaflions, but by the consenting usS of many, appear in constant

alliance, being in this their recognised juxta-position to all intents and purposes

a single word, they may then claim their admission of right.’* On some

eiewHes in our Snglitth Dictionaries^ p. 50. Why not exclude, as a rul^ all that

we do not naturally write without a hyphen ?

* We might have gone veiy muohfurther. There are, in post^vaidika Sanskrit,

upwards of sixty words Ibr ‘earth.’ See Professor Wflliams’s Boglish and Smk
skrit Dictionary.

2 £ 2
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prefix n or and with the intensive partible oonldi without

the slightest lossi also be dispensed with. If have a

title to presentment, why should any combination whatever of a

particle, an adjective, and a substantive, into an epithet, be extruded,

when it shews itself P ^
Nor have we yet done. The proper names of heroic and mythical

personages mentioned up and down the Makdbhirata, the

the Purinas, &c., can hardly be less than a hundred thousand. Yet

none of them is to be neglected by Dr. Ooldstiicker, if be adheres

to the method, on which he has begun, of pouring a biographical

index into a dictionary proper. Half a quarto page and more is

assigned to Angiras, two-thirds of a page to Atri^ one-third of a

page to Agasti, and as much to Agni. Descending to the limits of

sober history, the kings of Cashmere, their wives, their daughters,

their bhamberlains, and their generals, have, each, a niche. Even

Adwaitdnanda is remembered : one of the founders of the Vaish-

aava sect in Bengal. He lived about the end of the fifteenth

ceiitusy.” Nor are the shadowy actors in avowed fictions reckoned

unworthy of commemoration; such as Anangaseud, “the proper

name of a courtesan in a drama.’* That the cloak of indefiniteness

is thus thrown about this frail beauty may, by possibility, not be a

squandering of generous delicacy : but, at the same time, it is perti-

nent to enquire why she should here be obtruded on us, even for

half-acquaintance. The Visavadattd of Subaudhu introduces us,

in one place, to a whole novenary of nymphs, aud, in another, to a

drawing-room of as many as two and thirty
;

all of them, on cha-

ritable presumption, quite as it was expected they should be, in

spite of the somewhat warm tone of their conversation. Though

the alphabetical leader of them, Anangalekb6, has, we perceive,

eluded Dr. Goldetucker’s attentions, he should thank us for iutimaU

ing to him that just two score still await the courtesy which he

cannot now, with any more grace than consistency, deny them.

Again, in the Sarshchoharita ye read of thirty-eight lads and lasses

^tl^ir names all spelled out at length—who used to assist B&ga

when he played at royalty. And why, by parity of reason, should

Charan&karanka. KalikaUda, Haranika, aud the rest be forgotten P

The 8'afikara-diff^vyajfa likewise contains some hundreds of proper
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names; and it is no sufficient reason to reject them, that they

belonged mainly to misbelievers. To say nothing so special of the

other divinities, the spots held sacred to Siva alone are all but

innumerable; and so are the phalli which bear separate desig-

nations. Once more, the eighty or ninety Sahasra-ndmaa of them-

selves furnish as many thousand accredited epithets of gods and

goddesses. Why should a single one of them be slighted ?

Looking still more narrowly into Dr. Goldstucker’s undertaking,

it appears, in fact, to wear the pretensions of a veritable encyclo-

pedia
;
bibliography and geography, no less than biography, consti-

tuting a component part of his comprehensive enterprise.*' TJpa-

nishads, sections of the Veda, apocryphal hymns, the Atri-sanhitd^

the Adbhuta-rdmdyana^ and the Anarghya-rdghava of Murari, all

have articles. As the number of distinct Sanskrit works in exist-

ence is, probably, not less than ten thousand, a mere list ^ them,

be it ever so meagre of details, would alone take up a volume.

It must be obvious, by this time, that the system on which the

dictionary of Professor Wilson is undergoing reconstruction involves,

in copious proportion, many specialties that are altogether mis-

placed. The new edition, which aiming at much more than is

attempted in any rationally digested lexicon of Latin or Greek, yet

falls short of their standard in, at all events, one most essential

particular. We mean, in its citing no authorities.t On countless

* Our industrious Teuton appears, in truth, to have copied, however uncon-

sciously, the method of our English dictionaries, as they were loosely styled,

which preceded that of Johnson. These disorderly repertories, Dr. Trench

describes as being ** not dictionaries of words only, but of persons, places, things

:

th^ are gazetteers, mythologies, scientific encyolopesdias, and a hundred things

more ; all, of course, most imperfectly, even according to the standard of know-

ledge of their own time, and with a selection utterly capricious of what th^ put

in, and what they leave out.*' On tome I>eficUSwi€9^ &c., p. 45.

t The learned and judicious critic already twice cited speaks for all the world,

equally as for himself^—-the sdolists who cling to the shade of Dr. Webster

excepted,-—when he says :
** To me there is no difference between a wmd abeent

from a dictionary, and a word there, but unsustained by an authority. Sven if

Webster’s Dioftofiavy were in other respects a better bool^ the afaaost total

absence of illustrative quotations would deprive it of aU valiiein my oyet.^’ €bi

some Ac., p. 7, foot-note.
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occasions lia^e we gone back from Professor Wilson's second edition,

which likewise gives none, to the first, where they are often noted,

and have thus obtained a clue by which to satisfy our misgivings.

And what student of the Sanskrit does not do so constantly P Who,

above all in the infancy of our knowledge of the Sanskrit, will not

insist upon some better warrant for what be accepts, than a simple

implied disit magieter ? In the present instance, a want of space

can scarcely be received as an apology for the defect here indicated

;

for space in all abundance might have been secured by sacrificing

but a small fraction of what we have designated as intrusive. The

present observations are written without an opportunity of inspect-

ing the thesaurus of Messrs. Boktlingk and Both. It is to be

hoped that the procedure adopted in it, as concerns the adducing

of authorities, is more scholastic than that of Dr. Ooldatiicker. As

for the Snglish of the sheets before us, considering that they were

printed in Germany, its correctness is highly commendable. Nor

are such errors as meet the eye of a kind to occasion perplexity.

The principal that we have noticed are ‘*a pumpkin born out of

season,” a woman who ^'has born him children,” bypotbenuse,”

neutre,” filtre,” “shrewed,” ^‘ennuque,” and different than.”

The system of romanization is not uniform throughout : for example,

** dwandwa'^ and dvandva*^ ahankdrci^ and ahamkdra^^^ man-

vantara^'* and earwakarman.'* is a mistake* for

It is high time, on other grounds, tbat the superficial but pretentious work

here glanced at, should receive a thorough exposure at the hands of some such

man as Dr. Trench. Before learning English himself, Dr. Webster undertook to

teach it to others. Here is a sample, ** Feel this piece of silk, ot feel of it.**

We could easily bring forward a hundred otlier proofs of ignorance as gross as

this. A Yankeeism, however, was, to Dr. Webster, even when he knew it for

such, no solecism. Are Englishman who confide in his awards generally aware of

this fact? ,

• HHli '•qrow: I

'liriranRnfNw ^ i

Meod-mdkdknya^ 2fith chapter.

This seems to mean that Ajiplla, king of Ayodhy£, beiiig afflicted with one

hundred and eight bodily ailmeDts, relieved himself by turning them into she-
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and “ for We should, farther, write * Bji-

haspati* for “ Vrihaspati,” ‘unjWTf’ for ‘wr^* for

for ‘^ifir^TS’ for “ and

for ** The neuter ^‘Brahma” occurs written

‘^Brahman’* also.

How far Dr. Goldstiicker has consulted the native vocabularies is

left pretty much to conjecture. Many compilations of this kind,

unkoowu to Professor Wilson, could be procured, in this country,

without difficulty ; and probably not one of them, however insigni-

ficant or unoriginal, would be without value. Such as have fallen,

as it were spontaneously, iu the way of the writer of these lines,

are here enumerated.

1.

—The Amara-kosfa-vivriti, by Lingaya Yangala, commonly called

Liugam Bhatta. The author is said to have lived in the south.

A commentary on Amara.

2.

—The Budha-manohara^ by Mahddeva, sumamed the Ted^utin.

Another commentary on the Amara-kos'a, Imperfect, so far as seen.

3.

—The Ndma-ratn&hara^ by Koi Deva.

4.

—The N&mthsangraha-mdU, by Appayya Dikshita—^not Arya

Dikshita.

5.

—The S^ahda^prakiiia^ digested at the instance of some Muham-
madan of note, whom the author styles Ehfiua Nfipati.” It is a

dictionary of homouymes. The only MS. which we know of is

defective. It was copied in the Samvat year 1575.

6.

—The S^ahda-prahheda, by MahesVara. This is a work of small

extent, on words variously written, and is in verse. It is not to be

confounded with a section of like character in the VUfu>a-prakd$*a^

which likewise has a MahesVara for its author.

7.

—The N&ndrth€hko9'a^ by S'asVata.

8.

—The NdndrtlM^atna-tilaka^ perhaps by Mahipa. It was com-

posed in the year 1430, of an unspecified era.

9.

—The Lakihnd-nivdxiibhidhdM^ by S'ivar&ma Trip&tbin, the scho*

goats, which hh nourished. Whatever tlie absurdity of the stoiy, it has its

worth, to the maker of a mythological dictionary, in determining the oenreetness

of a long tillable as against a short one. That the text is not depraved ia

preeumed.
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Hast on tbe VdeaieadaUd. This is a collection of the VnMi deny*

atives, with definitions. It is said to have elicited a Yolnme of

annotations.

10.

—The Qana^ighantu^ by Chandrachandana.

11.

—The MadafUhvinoda-nigliantUy by Madana Pila. It was

written before the middle of the fifteenth century. Like the last,

it is concerned with the materia medica.

12.

—The 8*iva-prahd^ay by Slradatta, son of Karpurfya Chatur-

bhuja. The author annotates his own work, which bears date in

the year 1599 of S^aliv^ihana. In subject, it is like the last.

13.

—The Draw/a-ratndhara-nighantUy possibly by an anony*

mous author. It cites the S'iva-prakds'a. This, tooi is medical. The

sole MS. which has been consulted is incomplete.

14.

—^The B&jorvallabhay by Ndr^ynoadasa. It treats of officinal

substances. It has been printed at least twice, with a Bengali

translation.

PuUie Inecfiptioni at Lahore.—Bg Henbt Cops, Esg.

Sureehe vid Umriteury 22iuf March, 1858.

The Secretary of the Aaiatie Society, Calcutta.

Sib,—Looking over some of my papers, I found copies of ail the

inscriptions in existence on the public buildings of Lahore, which

had been carefully taken under my directions daring my residence

there, and as I believe they have not been published, and it is

desirable to preserve all available records of the kind, I do myself

the honor to forward them for publication in the Journal of your

Society, if you think them worthy of the honor.

1 have added a brief memoir of the several buildings from which

they are taken.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Xour Obedient Servant,

Hurst CoPB.
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No. 1.—Moteb Mxtndub.

(Pernan Inscription.)

T11A.V8LATION.—Completed in the twelfth year of the reign of

the emperor, (the shadow of God, a Solomon in equity) Noor^od-

deeu, Jehungeer Pddsb&h, son of Jelal-ood-deen Akbar P&dsbAh

Ghazee, A. H. 1020, under the superintendence of- the least of his

lowest slaves, Soondur Khan.

The palace, or fort of Lahore, was commenced by the magnificent

Akbar, and many elegant fragments of the style, peculiar to his age,

were to be seen before the barbarous improvements of an executive

engineer demolished or defaced what the Sikhs had left when tl^ey

became masters of Lahore. The design of Akbar was carried out

by his son, and we may reasonably consider the date of the comple-

tion of the Motee Mutidur, formerly Motee Musjeed, as the date

of the completion of the palace. It corresponds with the year of

our Lord 1614. Jehdngeer made Lahore his capital for many years.

He died in the Beembur hills ; his remains were conveyed by Noor
Jehan to Lahore, opposite to which at Shadera on the right bank of

the liavee, she raised the splendid mausoleum that still attracts

numerous admiring visitors. (I have not given the inscription on

JehdLigeer’s tomb, as it is recorded in the Asiatic Begister by an

English officer, name not given, who visited Lahore in 1808, and

wrote a most interesting account of the town and of the Court of

Bunjeet Singh. He travelled from Hurdwar in the train of one of

the Maharfya*s wives).

The Motee Mundur was the private chapel” of the palace, and

used as such, till Bunjeet Singh began to grow rich, when he selected

it as a suitable place for the storing of his wealth in gold, silver

and jewels. It is believed at ono time to have contained treasure

to the amount of two millions sterling. It is small, has been, since

it was converted into a Treasury, surrounded by a strong wall, and

has continued to do the duty imposed on it by the Sikh sovereign,

ever since annexation. It boasts of
^
the most beautifully chaste

marble dome on any Muhamroedan building I have ever seen,

deeply scored with the marks of balls fired during the Sikh troubles,

after the M&h4rfijah’s death, from the Miners of the imperial

mosque.
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No. 2.—Ha-tipaxtr Gatb ov the Fala.os.

(Persian Inscription.)

Tbakslation.—The Idng, a Jumsheed in dignity, a Solomon in

reputation, whose court is in the seventh heaven, whose noble

standard waves above the region of the sun, a second Sahib Kiran,

Sbdh Jeh4n,” who in justice and liberality surpasses Nousheerwdn

and Fureedoon,

Ordered a (Royal?) tower to be erected, which in height should

be beyond measurement and conception, like unto the highest heaven.

In brightness, loftiness, and excellence such a tower never has

been, and never will be seen under the sky. After its completion

his sincere slave and pious disciple Abdool-Kareem, comprised the

year of its erection in the following couplet :

—

Like the empire of« this all-powerful monarch who has an army

equal to that of Jumsheed,

May this propitious and lofty tower ever remain free from injury.

(The date thus illuminated is the lO^lst year of the Hijra, cor-

responding with A. D. 1631).

It would appear, from the above, that Sh&h Jeh&n added a tower

at the north-west angle of the palace, which, unless the sincere

slave” wrote in an unusually hyperbolic style even for a servant

of the **kiug of kings” has entirely disappeared. The inscription,

may, however, allude to the SheeshMuhul with which the gate

communicated by a tramp constructed for the use of the elephants

who conveyed the ladies of the Harem to and from their apartments.

The Sheesh Muhul is in the Sumun Bourj (Jasmine tower) cer-

tainly the most conspicuous part of the palace, and its decorations

partake more of the style prevalent in the time of Sh4h Jehdn than

those introduced by Akbar or Jehangeer.

No. S.-t-Thx Impebial oe Badsbahbb Mosque. '

(Persian Inscription)

Tbaeslatxok.—This mosque of Ab-ool-zuffur Mohee-ood-deen

Mahomed Alumgeer Pddshdl^ was finished in the year of the Hijra

108|i, under the superintendence of the humblest of his slaves

Fid&ee Eh&n, Kokah.

Tradition ascribes a much older date to this edificOi built by the

emperor Aurungzeb in A. D. 1678« during one of the few visits
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he paid the Punjab. It differs from edifices of the kind by having

four minars of lofty proportions at each corner of the spacious

quadrangle, at the western extremity of which it stands, instead of

two on the northern and southern walls, as in the Jumma Musjid

of Deliii which it otherwise resembles. The gateway on the eastern

side of the quadrangle now stands out isolated in handsome relief

at the top of a noble flight of steps, facing the western entrance of

the fort
;
prudential motives having removed the cloistering on either

side so as to leave the terrace open to sight from the fort walls*

The mosque served, for upwards of forty and odd years, as a maga-

zine both to Runjeet Singh and the British Government, but the

ordnance stores have, within the last three years, been removed

iuto the fort, and the mosque restored to the Musalm&ns of Lahore.

Tiieir gratitude might have assumed a painfully practical shape in

1857, had less vigorous councils prevailed than those which, on the

13th May in that year, saved the Punjab from an insurrection and

a mutiny.

No. 4.

—

The Mosque op Wuzeeb Khajt.

(Persian Inscription,)

Tbaksla.tion.—Completed during the reign of [Jboo’l*Moozuffur

the second, Sahibi Kiran Sh&h Jehan Bddshfib Gbazee.

This sacred temple was founded by his devoted follower and

esteemed disciple and old servant Wuzeer Khan, 1044, Hijra,

A. D. 1634.

Tins is one of the most elegant buildings of Lahore, ornamented

throughout in that beautiful tesselated style which the architects

of those days borrowed from the Chinese (workmen were brought

across the Himalaya to give it the true “ Porcelain*’ character) and
which the meu of the present day cannot even imitate, much less

equal. It has suffered very little at the hands of the followers of

Nanuk, whose intolerance should have taught patience at least to

the Mahomedan, though they desecrated its courts, and its pools

by killing swine and sprinkling the ways with their blood.

No. 5.—A SMALL TESSELATED MoSQUE KEABTHB MOOCHBE GaTE.

(Persian Inscription)

Tbakslation.—Zuhoor Bukhsh laid the foundation of this mosque,

Mahomed Sdlih completed it, A. H* 1072, (A* D. 1661).

2 8 2
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Neither the Dames of Ziihoor Bukhsh or Mahomed Salih are

known to fame; nor recorded in history. The mosque is known as

the “ Cheeneean-walee Musjeed.”

No. 6.—The Goldeit on TilIeb Mosqttb.

(Persian Inscription,)

Tbahslitioh.—

F

ounder of this mosque Nujwaree Kh&u. (No

date).

This building has been made much more of bj travellers than it

deserves. It is small, advantageously situated on a high terrace

at the bifurcation of two streets, but so surrounded by high houses

that it can only be seen from a distance. Attached to it is a

curious baolee of great depth, whence the best water in the town is

procurable.

Henbx Cope.
Hureehe via Umritsur^ 22nd March, 185S.

No. 1 .—Motes Munduk.

j^)l laJi jdXio jd

*s^\j ^U3t iyUSi f*Ujiab
I
• r •

^ **

No. 2.—Insceiptiojt ok Hatip^ub oattc op the Palace.

otjlj ^[yif jO^oUjA*. ili

cIUa U)^V;A^Ue^L*

j iej*jS iji Hi*

c/UaixjUa)j Cm.) *iS,**j J o*»j j Uue

Jim oib is»jU* (•UjI om JaSj Sam

trfi *1^ yj| oJjij L.j|,i

1*1*1

No. 3 .—Ikscriptiok ok the Iupebial Mosqoe.

^U*b Aar*-» *JLyO^ ^13
AUi Jymj Amai^ ill ill il

J ilxUjiytii Aiu. (^jU »L&ib ^^x>^JitJ|JJ| A»r^

tzJli |*U3| e>liD *51^ j»UA*b {^/f^ I •ai*

No. 4.—WozEEB Khak’s Mobqhe.

* The metre of this line is defective,—a word is wanting before —Ens.
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cujb ^US| sU»|^b

No. 6.

—

A SMALL Mosque eeab Mooches Dubwaza.

I •vr^ «^b ^U3|

No. 6.—SOKEEEB MusJEEB.

I nr^ tt)iA j^‘b

Notes on the distribution ofsome of the land andfreshwater shells of

India : Part IL--Bt W. Theobald, 3 unb.

BiRMAH A5D THE TeKASSEBIM PbOVDiCES.

(Continued from page 261^.

Freshwater Shells.

Order. Prosobbahchiata.

Family. Melaniadj:.

Melania, Lam,

1. M. voriabilis, Bens.—Birmah and Tenasserim provinces, passim.

A very large and fine variety occurs in the Tenasserim river and is

eaten by the Karens. A decollated specimen of four whirls mea-

sures 2.40 by 1.05.

A sharp pointed smooth variety is met with at Noung-ben-ziek, on

tlie Irawadi near Frome which measures 2.50 by 0.86, number of

whirls 10.

2. M. lirata, B.—Birmah and Tensssei^m provinces, passim. This

shell usually occurs of a small size in the Tenasserim valley. A
very large variety is found in Pegu prominently studded with

tubercles, length about 2.25, but 1 Iftive no specimen to refer to

Usual size of the common variety 0.90 by 0.46.

3. M. tuberculato, Mull.—Small and poor. A specimen from

Thaiet-mio measures 0.90 0.26. A Bombay specimen 1.40 0.41.
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4. M. spinulosa, B.—Tenasserim river. Very small and rare.

5. M. Jugicostis,* B.—Teuasserim river, rare. A doubtful species.

Faludomus.

6. P. Begulata,* B.—Common in marshy places and streams near

Prome and Thaiet-niio. This is a sharp pointed shell, having little

resemblance to the typical species of the genus.

7. P. labiosa,* B.—A small species tolerably abundant in the

Tenasserim valley in running streams and the head waters of Tavoy

Province.

8. P. ornata,* B.—Prome and the neighbourhood. Not a ploiiti-

ful species.

Family, Litoeinidje.

Stenothyra. B,

9. S. Monilifera, B.—Mergui. In wet ditches.

Assiminea. Leach.

10. A. Francesiaj, Gray.—Maulmein, common.

Family. Paludikidje.

Baludina.

11. P. Bengalensis, Lam. Prome. Bangoon. Very common, and

fine. A dark ferruginous stained variety is not rare at Uangoon.

The Birmese shells, however, do not equal some Bengal specimens.

A large specimen measuring 1.44 by 1.05, whilst a specimen from

Benares measures 2.05 by 1.40.

12. P. Crassa, Hutton.—Thaiet-mio, rare and small.

13. P. Melanostoma.—Henzada. Rangoon. Common.

Bithinia. Gray.

14. B. Cerameopoma, B.—Ava, (procured by Mr. Oldham).

Maulmein.

15. B. pulchella (?)—Maulmein.

Amphellaria. Lam.
16. A. Globosa, Swain.—Prome, very common, Maulmein. Tavoy.

Family. NsEiTinjE.

Nerii\na. Lam.
17. N. Humeralis,* B.—Salween river, within the tideway—of

the type of N. reticularis.

Note.—

N

ew tpeoies described by Benson mariEed thus. *
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18. N. Crjpfcospira,* B. Tenasaerim river. This little species

occurs abundantly on stones in rapids just above the tideway.

19. N. Fuligiiiosa,* n. s. mihi.—Test^ neritinaDformi, subglobosd.,

Bpir& minimi ; colore luteo-flavescente rubro reticulati
;
intus flaves-

cente-pallida ;aliquando cssrulescente
;
non raro fasciis duobus cincta

in aperturifaciliiis visis. Epidermide plerumquenigro colore, eztraneo

fucato; semipolita, operculo pallide aurantiaco, margine anteriore

rubro. Longitudiuis 0.40. Habitat in regno Burmanorum proper

urbem Amrapoora sive Ava dictain. Teste, T. Oldham.

Order. FuLMOKirERA.

Family. Limk^id^.

Limncea. Lam.

20. L. Succineus, Desb.—Prome, common.

Flanorhis, Mull.

21. P. Coromandelicus, Fab.—Prome and Rangoon, &c. Common

but not large.

Class. COHCHIFEBA.

Family. AiiciDJj.

Scaphula. B.

22. S. Pinna,* B.—Tenasseriin river within the tideway but in

freshwater. Tliis species appears to have been previously noticed

and recorded as a Dreiuuia in Mason’s work on the Birmese Fauua,

till 1 forwarded specimens to Mr. Bensou, who described the species

in the annals of Natural History for 1856. It adheres firmly by

means of a short byssus to porous rocks (Laterite) in the cavities

of which it nestles.

Family. T7kiovii).£.

Retr.

23. IT. cmruleus, Len.—Thaiet-mio in small streams and feeders

of the Irawadi, not large or common.

24. IT. crispisulcatus,* B.—^Yery coiAmon in small streams near

Thaiet-mio, where it is eaten by the Birmese, 1.96—1.28*

25. XT. Pugio,* B. Irawadi river near Ava. Procured by Mr.

Oldham.

26. IT. marginalis, Lam. P—An allied species, if not a variety of

this shell occurs near Prome, 4.80—2.00.
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27. XJ. Parma,* B.~Common in tlie Irawadi and TenasBerim

riverB, 2,66—1.90.

28. TT. Bcutura,* B.—Common in the TenaBseriin river, 3.90—2.06.

Family. Cxoladidjb.

Corhicula. Muhlf

29. C. Arafca,* B.—Common in the Tenasserim river.

Family. Solekidje.

Novaculina. Benson.

30. N. Gangetica, B.—Tenasserim river. This shell occurs in

great quantities in mud banks within the tideway, but in freshwater,

and is collected for food. My largest specimen measures 2.03

—0 .88 .

The above is very far from being a complete list of the fluviatile

shells of the Provinces, but is given in default of a better. Many

species of sheila are probably yet to be found, and I have a single

valve of a large species ironi the Bangong Nulla near Tbaiet-mio,

which stream deserves attention.

Mhow^ June dth, 1857«

DaUJILlNG KD THE KhaBIA. HiLLS.

In endeavouring to contribute (from personal observation as far

as practicable) to our knowledge of the distribution of land shells

in India, I think it will prove convenient, not to say necessary, to

divide India proper into three distinct regions, viz. the Himalayan,

the Central and the Southern region—neither do 1 think these

divisions will be found to be mere arbitrary ones, for though a few

species may be common to all and a still larger percentage to any

two, yet each is diatanguished by a sufficient number of character-

istic forms, to render such*an arrangement not one of mere conve-

nience, but essentially a natural one. In like manner Ceylon and

the Tenasserim Provinces fqym two very natural divisions, and

though 1 could wish that this subject had been taken up by one

having greater experience than myself, yet, as a beginning, I venture

to offer in the present paper, the results of my observations within

the area which has fallen beneath my examination.
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The Himalayan region has only been partly examined by me, and

I shall therefore confine myself to its eastern portion, availing

myself to some extent of the observations of my colleague Mr. W.
Blanford, who obtained, when at JDarjiling, several shells which had

escaped my notice.

The central region commencing in the plains below the lower

slopes of the hills, embraces the entire area outside the hills?

drained by the Ganges and Muh^nddi to the east, the Nurbudda and

Taptee to the west, and the Indus and its tributaries to the north,

west, a large and important area, but of a richness by no means

commensurate with its extent.

Of the southern region, I know nothing personally, but the known

shells of that quarter sufficiently support its claim to rank as an

independent division.

Khasix Hills.

The shells which are here given have mostly been named and

described by Mr. Benson, save in one or two instances, though many

names are still merely manuscript ones, but for practical purposes

1 think a mere description unaccompanied by a figure of the shell

is of little use in discriminating between nearly allied forms, though

required by custom to establish the currency of the name applied

to a new species.

Ctclostomid^.

Pterocyclos^ Bensok.

No. 1. P. HispiduSj Pearson.—Teria ghat at the foot of the hills

on the road to Cherra. This handsome species is very abundant on

rocks at tlie limestone quarries a little above Teria ghat, where a

dwarf variety also occurs sparingly. Diameter over peristome, 1.20.

Ditto in dwarf, 0.70.

2. P. Albersif Pf.—^Tcria gh4t. A dwarf variety.

Cyclophorus^ Moktfobt.

8. 0. Siamensis^ Sow.—Teria gbfit (the quarries). This very

handsome species occurs abundantly. The apex is generally imper-

feet, probably from falling among rocks ; as it is a heavy shell.

4. 0. Fearsonif B.—Lacat. Very common. Varies in size

1.90 1.20

from to

1.60 0.90 2 T
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0. ZehrinuSf B .—Nanclai Poonji on the northern water-shed of

the Khasia hills, 92^ 30^ east; 25^ 15' north. It is by no means

an abundant species.

6.

* O. Tomotrema, B. Teria ghat, rare. This shell is of the same

type as the Birmese C. scissimargo.

7.

* O. Finnulifer^ B.—Teria gbfl^t. Not rare, varies from O.GO to

0.30.

Leptofoma^ Pfb.

8.

* L. Cyleus, B.—Teria ghat, rare. Nanclai, rare. A thin

shell of arboreal habits.

Alycaus, Gbay.

9.

* A. Prosecius^ B.—^Teria ghat ; very common on rocks.

10.

* A. HeheSj B.—Teria gh&t, not rare.

Diplommatina^ Benson.

11.

* 2). PolypUuris^ B.—Nanclai. Not rare on rocks.

12.

* JD. Bipheheilust B.—Teria gbit. A short species common

on rocks.

Pupina^ Yionabb.

13. P. Imhrieifera. B.—Teria ghat, rare. Found on rocks an

decayed trees, but mostly on the latter. The operculum exhibits

the spiral structure observable in Gataulus.

Hydrocena^ Pabbtess.

14. JET. Sarrita, B.—Teria gh&t. Cberra, Nanclai, common on

rocks and amongst moss on trees.

Helicidjg.

ILeliXy L.

15. jET. Plectostoma^ B.—Teria ghat, very common, a large variety

is found on limestone rocks, a smaller one on trees, juvenile shells

of this species are remarkably hirsute.

16. S. Serrula^ B.—Teria ghat. Common. A beautiful diaphan-

ous species with sharply chisselled striss causing a toothed periphery.

Beeve’s figure conveys a poor idea of the shell.

17. S. Delibrata^ B.—T^ria ghat. Yery rare. This shell extends

to Birmfkh and when fine has a hirsute epidermis.

18. B. Tapeina^ B.—^Teria gh&t and along the foot of the hills.

This shell chiefly affects Areca palm trees. It is very closely allied

to the Birmese H. rotatoria.
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19. JT. Climacterica^ B.—Teria ghdt. Not rare. A dwrarf varie-

ty occurs at Cherra.

20. H. CestuSf B.—Beneath Cherra. Not very common.

21. IL Decussata^ B.—Teria gh&t, rare.

22.

* JET. Baseunda^ B.—^Teria gh4t, rare.

23.

* II, Qalea^ B.—Teria ghat, rare.

24.

* H. Biplodon, B.—Teria gh&t, rare.

25.

* JT. CastrOy B.—Teria ghi,t, rare. A Darjiling species. •

20. H, Flaniuseula^ Hutton.—Cherra, rare.

27.

* II. Fuellula^ B.—Teria gh4fc, rare.

28. II. Oxytes, B.—Nanclai poonji,* rather common among lime-

stone rocks.

29.

* JI. Castor^ ii. s. raihi.—^Testa lenticnlari, subdepress^, vix um-

bilicata, acute curinata, confertim striatd ferrugine—fusca anfractibus

5^'—G, maguitudinis 1.40—0.60. Habitat apud Nanclai» in montibus

“Khasia’* dictis.

This shell is not common, and I have only a barely adult specimen

in good condition. It closely resembles H. oxytes which it accom-

panies, and from which it differs in its nearly closed umbilicus, and

less ornate sculpture. The keel too is a trifle more acute and

divides the body whorl in a symmetrical manner, from the shell not

being so flattened down as H. oxytes. The shell is rather stout

and the peristome probably thickened more or less.

30.

* S. FoUux, n. s.—Testd lenticnlari, subdepressa vix umbi-

licata, acute carinata, tenue striatfl, translucente, colore stramiueo^

polita, peristomate acuto anpactibus 5}—6, magnitudini 1.40—0.55.

Habitat prope Teria gh&t, ad pedem montium Khasia dictarum.

This shell is a very distinct species of the same form as the above,

from which it differs in sculpture, want of solidity and colour. As

far too as I can judge, its habits are arboreal, whilst the last species

affects rocks in company with H. oxytes.

A few more helices occurred, of the naninoid type, but not in a

satisfactory state for determination, bat the hills below the Cherra

plateau ofibr a tempting ground for future exploration aii the rich-

ness of the fevr spots examined near Teria gb&t proves.

Fooigi = village.

2 T 2
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Streptaxis^ Gbay.
31.

* Theobaldiy B.—Nanclai. Bare ; amongst limestone rocks.

Vitrina, Drapabnavd.

32. F. Oi^as, B.—Near Teria gb&t» but at some elevation, and

also at Cherrapunji, length of a large shell 1.45.

33.

* F. Scutelloy B.—Teria ghat, rare.

34.

* F. Saliusy B.-—Teria ghat, rare. The animal is a livid

pluigbeous colour, addicted to limestone rock in the sinous cavities

of which it is chiefly to be found. It is very active and when

touched, leaps several inches by rapidly twisting and whirling its

tail in a very vermiform manner, indeed till this habit is known, it

is not easy to secure in the rough places it mostly frequents.

Bulimusy ScoPOLi.

35.

* B. Bolypleurisy B.

—

h. pretty little scalariform species, of

which a single' specimen only was found at Teria ghat.

36. B. Sylheticus, B.—Not met with by me but included in

Mr. Benson’s list of Sylhet shells. It is found in the orange tree

plantations at Lacat.

Aekatina, Lamabck.

37.

* A, JPyramiSy B.-—Teria gh&t. Abundant under leaves and

rubbish.

38. A. Crassilabrisy B.—Teria gh&t, rare.

39. A, Cassiacay B.—Not found by me but included iu Mr.

Benson’s list.

40. A. — sp. In too poor a state for description.

41. A. — sp. Ditto ditto.

Pupay Lamabok.

42.

* P. YarOy B.—Nanclai. Very rare.

43. P. PlicidenSy B.—Cherra.—’Very common on limestone rocks

This is a Western Himalayan species.

Clausiliay Dbapabkaud.

44. O. loxostomay B.—Teria gh&t. Very common, attached to

rocks or stones. This shell differs much in appearance, being some-

times found entire and with clean epidermis, in others covered with

green matter and decollated. This difference is the result of situ-

ation, those specimens taken from rotten trees and beneath the

loose bark being perfect, whilst those attached in exposed situations
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to rocks and boughs, being constantly moist for months together

and generally with a drop of water pendent from the apex become

decollated and covered with a green oonfervoid coat.

45.

* O, Ignota^ n. s.—Teria gh&t. Bare, my two specimens at

present in Mr. Benson’s hands for description, so that the name

here given is merely provisional. It is allied to C. eylindrica.

46. O, Bacillunf B.—^Nanclai. Yery rare. A new species but

unfit for description, of the type of C. Insignis. ^

The freshwater shells may be dismissed in a few words, the most

remarkable of them not being found by me. I allude to Scapula

eelox^ which inhabits some of the streams in Sylhet.

Faludomus Stephanus^ B. and P. Conica^ Gray, occur at Teria

ghat, the former in immense abundance.

Ampullafia also reaches a large size at Sylhet, one specimen of

A, Globosa, measuring 3.45 by 3.18, the mouth being 2.41 by 1.40.

A very heavy Calcutta specimen being only 2.43 by 2.28, and the

mouth 1.65 by 1.03.

A dwarf var. not rare about Calcutta, measures only 1.20 by 1.07.

DABJiLriirG.

My present list of Daijiling shells, will, 1 regret to say, be found

very meagre, owing to more than oncAause over which 1 have no

control. Since my visit to Darjiling, a large addition to previously

known species, was made by Mr. W. Blanford, who has sent his

unique specimens to Bogland. Of the others, he has liberally fur*

nished me with specimens, some of the most interesting of which

I had described for insertion in the present paper, but at the last

hour failed to obtain the donor’s permission for so doing, the present

list therefore embraces only published species, though it is to be

hoped Mr. Blanford will himself soon remedy this, and adopt the

course which his prohibition baa debarred me from.

CrcLosToxmiB.

Oj/elophorus,

O. JBKmalojfonus^ P.—Not common.

O, Tryhlkm^ B.—Bare.

0. Aurora^ B.--C!omman. This shell varies very greatly in size
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w following meosureinents ohew, 1.05-^1.80 to 1.20—0.80, and

amallw apedmena than thia laat' are not rare.

O. Phaenotopien*, B.—A amall apeciea of the pterocycloid group

of Cjrolophorua.

Megdlonuutoma.

M. iPunieulatwn, B.—^Tolerably abundant at Daijiling on moasy

banka.

M. (?) n. a.—A amall pointed aealariform apeciea with strong

costulato striatioD.

Alycaui.

A. Uhtulay B.

A. Ocmstrietus, B.

A. Ofipiorus, B.

A. Stylifer B.

A. n. B.

A- n. 0.

A. Q. S.

An n. 8«

An n. 8.

StreptauluSn Bn

Sn Blanfordi^ B,

^plommatina.

D. Pachycheilus^ B.

B. sp.

Helicipjs.

Bulimm.

B. SSekimmensit, Keeve. Bare.

B. (small sp.)

Aehatina.

A. HknuUpiraf B.

An Crassula, B.

•

Clausilia,

0, Io$^ B. m

Pupa.

P. (ap.)

TUrkttt.

r.(ap.)
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Helix.

K. Cyehphlax^ B.

H. Tugurium^ B.—Bare.

//. Cctsira^ B.—Bare.

H. Orohia^ B.—Bare.

//. Luhriea, B.

H. Huttoni^ B.

II, Borida^ B.—CommoQ on shrubs in Darjiling durii^ earlj

morning.

H, CUmaoterioay B.

H, Blectostoma^ B.

To this a dozen maj safely be added to complete the list^ of shells

which are uudescribed and of which 1 have not seen specimens.

Calcutta, ZOth August, 1858.

Account of a Cyclone in the Andaman Sea, on the and lOth

April, 1858.—By G. von Liebio, M. D.

The Briend of India of the 13th May publishes the following

notice : The Mauhnain Advertiser records a severe gale in the

Bay of Bengal on the 9th and 10th of April and two preceding

days. The shipping suffered considerable damage and the Brig

Dido bound from Bangoon to Penang foundered at Sea ; one mau

was saved, &c, <fcc.”

Having been iu tlie Andaman Sea about that time, doing duty on

board the Honorable Bast India Company’s Steam Prigate SenUra^

mis, Capt. Campbell, which had left Calcutta on the 4th of March

for the Andaman Islands and Maulmaiu, 1 bad an opportunity of

collecting some information with regard to this gale, a well defined

Cyclone, the publication of which I think will be of impor<j|Snce for

the navigation of the Andaman Sea. 1 consider the puhltcatiou> of

this account the more in the light of a dul^, as we have had only

lately to regret the loss of Mr. Fiddington, who has for a number of

years conferred so much benefit on the navigation of Indian

seas by collecting facts illustrative of the laws of eboiil^ riMssnm
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and by popularising knowledge by wliich to avoid their dangers. I

have no doubt that he would, with his large experience, have done

better justice to the subject than 1 can hope to do, and I am happy

to avail myself of this opportunity to pay tribute to his memory.

The Gycloue of the 9th and 10th April deserves particular atten-

tion as it followed a direction didering from the common course of

Cyclones in the Bay of Bengal, or in the tropical latitudes generally

on the northern hemisphere. This course is usually from the south

of east to the north of west, but the Cyclone of the 9th and 10th

travelled from the south of west to the north of east—(a direction

which we are accustomed to see the Cyclones assume only after

they have passed the northern tropic)—passing from the north end

of the Andamans to the main land and touching the coast a little

south-east of Cape Negrais.

In drawing up this account, I am in a great measure indebted to

the kind assistance of Capt. Campbell, 1. N., whose experience has

guided me where I was deficient in nautical knowledge.

The Semiramis left Fort Blair (11'* 4r north latitude, 92^ 45' east

longitude) on the 7th of April for Maulm'ain. The wind had been

blowing from E. N. E., E.,and E. S. E. for the whole fortnight previous

to our departure, conveying large summer clouds across the Island.

On the 6th, the clouds thickened with much lightning, and occasion-

al showers fell, and on the morning of the 7tb, the sky was overcast

and rainy. Soon after we had left Port Blair on the 7th, the wind

turned to south-east with rain and squalls and lightning to south-

ward, but on the morning of the 8th had changed to the north-east,

the weather clearing a little. During the day it went to the north

and west of north and in the night returned to north-east, from

which quarter it continued until we approached Amherst, where we

anchored at 1 p. h. en the 9th. Here the wind changed through

E. to S. E. daring the afternoon of the 9th, the squally weather

continuing. During the night with much lightning to the south-

east and south the wind increased considerably in force (from 4 to

8 and 9)* turning to S. and blowing a gale on the forenoon of the

10th with occasional squalls of rain, but no increase of clouds or

unusual electric phenomena during the day, blue patches of the sky

being occasionally visible.
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The Semiramis weighed anchor at noon and proceeded up

river to Maiilinain, where she arrived at 2 p. u. The wind after mid-

day gradually changed to S. W. diminishing in force. The readings

of the barometers, having followed a most regular course since the

day we had left Calcutta, showed on the nioniiug of the 10th a re-

markable irregularity. The barometrical curve of the 9th had still

been regular, rising from 6 o’clock to 9 and 10, then falling till 4 and

5 p. M. and rising again in the evening. On the 10th the Mer-

cury rose only till 8 o’clock, when it commenced to fall, being at

10 o’clock much lower than it might have been expected, and nearly

0.200 inches lower than the day before at the same hour. (For the

observations on board the Semiramis as well as abstracts from the

logs of the ships mentioned hereafter, vide Appendix.)

The mean barometrical pressure on the 10th (mean of hours

8 X. M. and 4 p. m.) was 0.15 inches lower than the mean of the 9th.

011 the 11th, the barometer rose again, nearly to its former height

and returned to its regular course. The mean temperatures of both

diiys (9lh and 10th) were about the same, but with a greater varia-

tion on the 10th.

The concurrence of the low and irregular barometric pressure

and the increasing force of the wind made it very probable that a

Cyclone was passing near, of which we felt the extreme edge, the

changes of the wdnd being slow and the general disturbance in the

atmosphere not great. The change in the direction of the wind

Iniving taken place from S. E. by S. to S. W. would indicate a posi-

tion in the right semicircle of the Cyclone, its centre having been

nearest on the forenoon of the 10th. A few days after our arrival

at Maul main, we obtained the confirmation of this conjecture.

On the 12th, the survey brig Mutla\ Lt. Sweney, L N. came

in, having been obliged to quit her station opposite the middle Anda-

man in consequence of bad weather, on the 8th April. The Mutlah

had the first indication of bad weather on the 7th when at anchor

in Diligent Straits (vide* Appendix). The wind which had before,

been blowing E. N. E. and E. S. 1). the same as at Port Blair,

clianged on the 7th to S. E. with squalls and rain in the evening.

It will be remembered that the Semiramis experienced the same

change on the same day ^and in about the same lougitude or rather
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n^re to the eastward but further south. On the 8tli the gale in-

creased, the wind veering to S. 8. E. The Brig now left her anchor-

age and ran before the gale, standing N. E., the force of the wind

still increasing and blowing furiously on the forenoon of the 9tb

from S. On the 10th the force of the gale moderated, the wind

veering; to S. S. W. and S. W., the Brig running for tiie Maulinaiu

river. The barometer continued to fall from the 7tb, and was low-

est on the 9th.

On the 10th it rose again. According to the veering of the wind

the Mullah was also in the right semicircle of the Cyclone and by

the barometer nearest to its centre on the 9th, the centre bearing

west. Judging from the violence of the weather she experienced,

she must liave approached it much nearer than the Semiramis. She

met the gale two days earlier than the SemiramUy and further west.

Although the observations of the two Ships coincided so far, it

was a strange circumstance that in these latitudes (15^ to 17° N.)

a Cyclone should travel in the direction indicated, namely, from

west to east, the common course of Cyclones in these latitudes being

from east to west, and confirmation was still required of the nature

of the storm having been that of a Cyclone.

This was given by the Mail Steamer, Cape of Oood Hope^ which

experienced bad weather on the 9tb, passing along the Arracan

Coast from Akyab to Bangoon. With her, the Cyclone sec in from

the east about noon near Cheduba, the wind increasing and veering

round to N. E. and the sympiesometer falling. The violence of

the storm was greatest and the sympiesometer lowest about and

after midnight, wind N. when she was about forty miles N. W. of

Cape Negrais. After this the wind changed to N. W. the storm

moderated and ceased at noon on the lOtb. The Ship arrived at

Bangoon on the evening of the lltb with fine weather.

The wind having commenced with E. veering by N. to W., the

Cape of Oood Hope was evidently in the left semicircle of the

Cyclone, and nearest its centre about midnight, on the 9th the cen-

tre beatfng E.

On the morning of the 9th, when approaching Amherst we had

sighted the ship Alma on her way from Amherst to Port Blair. She

passed us with N« B. wind which she kept till late in the afternoon.
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At 9 p. M. a squall from S. E. blew away her main top sail ; at mid-

night the wind came from S. with terrific squalls, thunder and light*

ning, the gale blowing till noon on the 10th, when it moderated

with S. W. On the 11th the weather was fair with light airs from

the westward. The Alma in the right seiuicii'cle of the Cyclone

had been driven N. Westward into the gulf of Martaban, where she

had the worst of the storm at midnight from the 9th to the 10th

,

tlie centre bearing west, at a time when Amherst partook only of

the changes of the wind without experiencing the violence of the

gale. From the observations of the Alma and the Cape of Good

Hope it is possible to fix the centre of the Cyclone at midnight on

the 9th. Judging from the great violence of the gale at Port Dal*

housie where the storm is said to have been worst, it was about

forty or sixty miles E. N. E. off Cape Negrais on the main land

(vide Charts).

The Honorable East India Company’s Steamer Coromandel bound

for Madras, loft Bongoon on the 8th with N. aud N. E. wind and

rain. She kept the usual course and in 15 latitude, a., h. on the

9th she steamed westward. The Cyclone commenced at 11 . ic.

on the 9th, the wind changing from N. to S. E. barometer 29.96.

She soou clianged her course to W. by N. and W. N. W., the wind

veering to E. S. E. at 1 p. m. increasing fast and barometer falliug.

At 4 p. 1C. the Ship was a little north of Preparis Island, the wind

had suddenly changed to N. N. E. increasing to a heavy Cyclone

with thunder aud lightning and heavy rain. The barometer falling

rapidly, but the urgency of the occasion not leaving time to record

the observations.

The Ship now hove to with her head to E. ; much damage was

received (vide Appendix). The gale coutinucd heavy, the wind

veeriug to N. W. until 7 p. ic. when an observation of the barome*

ter could again be recorded, which was very low 29 20. After that

hour the weather moderated, the wind drawing to the westward and

the barometer continued rising. It \ya8 at 10 p. ic., 28.49. From
the great violence of the storm experienced about 4 p. ic. the and*

den change of the wind to the northward, and the rapid as well as

great fall of the barometer, the Coromandel must have been close to

the oeutro of the Cyclone about that time.

2 u 2
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v.

Tlie Cyclone had struck the Ship first witli S. E. the same as was

the case with the Mutlah and Ahna, but at a later date and to the

east of the former, and earlier and to the west of the latter, the

Coromandel being in a position between these two Ships. This con-

firms the view already taken of the Cyclone passing from S. W. to

N. E. The Coromandel instead of passing through the right semi-

circle of the Cyclone, as the other slups, must have steered right

across its tract into the left semicircle, narrowly escaping the centre

itself. That she was closer to the centre than any of the other

ships is proved, as already mentioned, by the rapid changes of the

wind between 1 p. if. and 7 p. M. from E. S. E. to N. W. The ob-

servations of tlie Coromandel allow us to fix the centre to about 20

or 40 miles north of Preparis Island at 4 p. m. on the 9th, and its

passage to the main land between that hour and midnight is sliowii

by its position at midnight which we have fixed from the observa-

tions of the Cape of Oood Hope and the Alma,

We are now also enabled to trace the position of the centre at

noon on the 9th« The Coromandel had at that time the wind from

S. E., the centre bearing S. W. At the same hour the Mutlah had

the wind from S. the centre bearing west. Proceeding from the

positions of the two ships at noon on the 9tli these bearings unite

in fixing the centre to about ten miles north of tlie little Cocos

Island (vide charts.) This agrees well with the observations of the

Oape^ the wiinl about noon near Chiduba being east.

It now remains to trace the positions of the centre at noon on

the 10th. At that hour, the Alma in the Gulf of Martaban, very

near the coast had S. W, when the Cape of Oood Hope about 40

miles S. west of Cape Negrais had N. W. The bearings of the

centre from these directions of the wind point to a position about

40 or 60 miles to the North of Rangoon, on the main land. This

is further confirmed by the change of the wind about noon at

Amherst from S. to S. W«, I have delineated the tracks of the

ships and that of the storm op the 9th and 10th on the two accom-

panyipg charts.

By information received, the storm was not felt at Akyab, but its

widest circle about noon on the 9th touched Chiduba Island and

shortly after that hour Amherst, where 1 take the change of the
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wind to S. E. and its subsequent Teering bj B. to S. W. as sufficient

evidence. Starting from the position fixed for the centre at noon

on the 9th near the Cocos Islands, this would give it a radius of

about 300 miles. On the 8th when it commenced, probably a little

W. of tlie Andamans, it was felt at Port Blair.

Having fixed the centre for noon of the 9th for the midnight fol-

lowing and for noon of the 10th, we are enabled to form a conclu-

sion as to its rate of travelling and the difference of its speed on

the surface of the Sea and on the land. In the period from noon

to midnight on the 9th, the centre accomplished a distance of about

IGO—170 miles and in the 12 hours following about 90—100 miles.

Accordingly it travelled at the rate of about 14 miles an hour on

the water and of about 8 miles an hour on the land.

The track of the Cyclone does not keep a straight line but is

slightly curved, the concavity of the curve pointing to the south-

east.

For determining the position of the centre, I have only used such

positions of the sliips as could be defined with sufficient approach to

their real place, as otherwise the uncertainty of some parts of the

ship’s tracks and also of the observation of the wind’s changes when

further removed from the centre, w-ould often lead to error.

To complete the information, I mention that by a letter which

Capt. Dicey, Master Attendant at Calcutta, had the kindness to

communicate to me, the Cyclone caused considerable damage at

Henzadak latitude 17* 40' N. and longitude 95*^ 15' E. on the fore-

noon of the lOtb, when its centre passed between that place and

Bangoon. The destruction caused at Bangoon was also great, as

1 conclude from verbal accounts, but it is to be assumed that

the violence of the Cyclone must have been considerably lessened

by the time it had progressed so far inland. This would also

appear from the small disturbance of the atmosphere experienced

at Amherst and Maulmain on the 10th.

It will be interesting to mark the, limits of the region in which

the Cyclone raged, and the winds that prevailed in these limits

before and after it.

The region in which the effects of the storm were felt may be

included between the 11th and 19tb degrees N. latitude and between
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the 92^ and 98^ E. longitude. There is no doubt it must hare

extended to the west of 92^ E. longitude on the 8th and 9th, but,

no observations being available, I will not go beyond that limit.

Ill this region the polar current prevailed before the commencement

of the gale, as shown by tlie observations of the Semiramist Fort

Blair and Mutlah before the 7th and of the Alma and Coromandel

on the Stii (Amherst and Kangoon, vide Appendix.) On the 7tli

and 8th a south-eastern current from the equator first entered the

south-western quarter of the region between 93^ and 95^ latitude.

{Semiramie and Mutlak on the 7th) at a time, when in the eastern

half the polar current still prevailed {Semiramie^ Coromandel and

Alma on 8th.) The entrance of the southern current seems to

have introduced the atmospheric disturbance, but the rotatory motion

was not observed before the 9th and 10th, when the Cyclone bad

been formed, travelling now from S. W. to N. E. The MutlaVe log

makes it probable that the Cyclone took its origin west of the

middle Andaman on the 8th.

After the Cyclone had passed, the prevailing winds in the region

were westerly, with calms, and later the polar current prevailed

again.

To the south-west of the region (latitude 6^ 10^ longitude

88^^90* ship Edwards) on the 8th and 9th S. westerly winds pre-

vailed, giving way on the 10th to the polar current.

To the north of the region (Dalhousie, Calcutta and Sea and Cafe

tf Chod SopOf forenoon of 9th.) The 8. W. sea breese common to

the coast of Bengal and Arracan, prevailed before as wetl as after

the gale (Dalhousie, Calcutta to 16* 51' N. latitude and 92* 16' E.

longitude from 7th to 11th.) The log of the Edward shows that

the south-eastern current, which ushered in the Cyclone, was con-

fined between very narrow limits, not reaching west of the Anda-

mans. It was on the 7th probably confined between longitude 92*

and 95* or 96* east longitude.
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Appendix..

Memo,from the Log of S. East India Companfs Steam Erigate or

Semiramis^ Cxpt. Campbell, and also private Journal.

6th April.

7 A. u. Bar. 29.965 84.00

10 80.030 85.00

12 30.015 85.75

2 F. u. 29.975 86.25

4 29.945 86.25

6 29.925 86.25

8 29.940 85.75

7tU April.

6*30 A. H. 29.910 85.0

8 29.935 83.5

10 29.970 83.0

4 F. 31. 29.850 82.0

6-25 29.850 82.0

8 29.910 82.0

8fch April.

6-30 A. K. 29.850 88.75

10 80.005 80.75

2 F. 11. 29.940 8L25

4 29.940 81.25

6 29.940 82.00

8 29.960 81.75

Latitude, at noon on 8tli

Loo^tude, • • • e •

At Port Blair, sky oTercast,

wiud E. S. E., calm in evening.

Left Port Blair at 6 a. m., much

rain during the night with thun-

der and lightning, wind was

E. N. E. in the morning, changed

in the middle of the day to S. E.

and remained so till evening,

when it was E, S. E., strength of

the wind 4—5
; much rain with

squalls all day. Ports closed since

9 A. M., ship rolling.

At midnight the wind lulled

and then set in from N. E. In

the middle of the day it changed

from N. E. to the west of N. and

returned to N. E. in the evening,

strength 2—4, raining and over-

cast all day with some lightning.

14* 80' N. by account.

96* 10' E.
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April.

6-80 A. M. 29.976 80.5 During tlie night wiud conti-

9 30.040 80.75 uued N. E. until about 7 a. m.,

10 30.010 81.0 after that hour it turned easterly

12 29.980 81.0 and about nooff became S. E.

2 p. )c. 29.940 81.5 strength 3—4. At noon we took

4 29.925 81.5 the pilot on board in sight of

6 29.920 81.0 Amherst and anchored at 2 p. m..

8 29.960 80.5 raining with interruptions all day ;

daring the night following the

9th, lightning was observed ail

round, but principally to S. E.

and S.

Latitude at noon on 9th 4' N. by account.

I^AMMVAW,. • • 97* 85' E.

10th April.

7 A. V. 29.860 78.00 The wind after midnight of the

8 29.900 78.50 9tb changed from S. E. to S. and

10 29.870 80.50 remained so, increasing in strength

11 29.875 81.75 (8—9) till about noon, when it

12 29.850 81.00 diminished, the wind gradually

2 P. K. 29.830 84.50 changing in the afternoon to

4 29.805 78.50 S. W., left Amherst at noon and

6 29.815 79.00 anchored Maulinain about 2 p.

8 29.800 79.00 H., raining with interruptions all

day.

lltb April At Mauhnain, wind S. W. and

calm, clouds from N. W.

Mmo.from the log of the Brig Mutlah^ Lt. SwBNBr, 2, AT.

7th April.
1

Aneroid ' Teu){ At anchor off North Button,

4 A. K(.

Bar.

80.00 M.5

Diligent Straits (middle Anda^

man,) Overcast, slight showers,

iii 80.02 ra.6 wind from E. N. E. in the morn-

1

4 P. K. 29.98 82.5

ing tamed after 10 a. x. towards

S. B. strength increasing as it

10 29.98 8L5 changed from 2—7 and 9, squally

in the erening.
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8th April.

4 A. u. * 29 90 83.25

10 29.94 84.00

4 f. M. 29.87 83.75

10 29.90 84.00

in the Andaman Sea. $88

Gale increasing,incessant rain,

left the Anchorage to gain the

open sea, run before the gale,

standing fo N« E. wind S. S. E.

the whole day strength 6—8.

9th April.

4 A. M. no obs. „

10 no obs. if

4 P..M. 29.79 81.75

10 no obs.

About midnight of 8th, heavy

squalls, torrents of rain, course

N. E., wind changed to S., at

daylight of 9th stood E. by

to steer clear of the Cocos and

Freparis, and steer out of gale,

wind S.

8 A. M. gale increasing, blow-

ing furiously, torrents of rain and

high sea, vessel labouring and

straining. Soon slightly moder-

ating, wind S. stood E. S. E.

10th April.

4 A. M. no obs. „ At midnight of 9th, heavy sea

10 A. M. 29.93 82 gale, heavy squalls, moderating

4 p. M. 29.89 82.5 after daylight, wind turning to

10 29.74 88 8. S. W. and in afternoon to

8. W., moderating; strength of

wind during the morning 7—

8

and 9, at 4 p. k. 3.

Bunning for Maulmain river,

i past 1, struck soundings 16 fa-

thoms, sand.

10—80 p. 1C. anchored in 15

fathbms with Island a head (Gale*

gouk.)

Latitude at noon on 10* 15^ S. •

Longitude, 96* 84' E.

2 X
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^llth April.

4 A. M. 29.88 80.5 Under weigh to Ciiligouk Is-

10 30.00 81 land 3—4 miles B., wind N. west-

4 P. M. 29.94 82.75 erly, clearing up at noon, sighted

10

Bemark.

30.02 84 Amherst Pagoda.

The tempest was worst on the morning of the 9th.

Memo,from Log of the Mail Steamer Cape of Good Ilope^ Capt,

Bobebtsok.

April,—Proceeding down the coast from Akyab to llangoon,

wind S. W. on the morning of the 9th.

Noon,—Wind E. or E. S. E. threatening appearance, Sympie-

Bometer, 29.95.

2 p. M.—Off Chiduba Island, wind E., barometer 29.90.

8 P. M.—Wind N. E. gale, sjmpiesometer falling 29.70.

Midnight,—^About 40 miles N. W. of Cape Negrais, wind N.

sympiesometer 29.49, heavy gale, thunder and lightning, squalls and

rain, deck furniture carried away.

loth April,—About 50 miles west of Cape Negrais, wind has gra-

dually changed to N. W. sympiesometer commenced to rise.

Noon ,—Passed Negrais channel, wind N. W. moderating.

Memarks .—The gale was most severe shortly after midnight. It

ceased in the afternoon of the 10th. Tbe wind veering to W. N. W.
and remaining westerly and N. westerly afterwards. Fine weather

on the 11th, arrived at fiangoon on the 11th at night. At Port

Dalhousie, the cyclone had been worst, two ships were lost on the

9th. At Basseio, also great destruction was caused by the cyclone.

I am indebted for this account to the verbal communication bj

Capt. Bobertson.

Memo*from Log ofehip Alma^ Oaptn D. “Sivrcmafrom Amherst to

Port Blair,

0th April,—^At Amherst, 4 strong breeze from N. W. until about

midnight, when it veered to N. E.

0th April,*^liot% Amherst at 9 M., wind N. E., remained so

until night.
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9 F. M.—A siiddon squall from S. E., blew away the maiu top

it moderated again.

Midnight,—Terrific squull from S., with thunder and lightning,

gale lasted until noon.

lO^A April,—Noon when it moderated with 8. W. course from

midnight until noon undecided N. W. or W. The ship drifted

until she bad onlj*' 8 fathoms of water muddy.

April,—Gale ceased, wind coming round to the westward,

light airs at noon.

Latitude 11th at noon 15* 5' N.

Longitude 96* 7' E.

12th April.—Light airs from the westward, fine weather continu-

ed until arrived at Port Blair on 19th.

I am indebted for this account to the verbal communication of

Capt. llitchie.

The track of the AhnOy as in the chart, was kindly laid down for

me by Capt. Campbell, with special regard to drift and local tide

currents.

Memo,from the Log of Monoralile JSaet India Company*9 Steamer

Coromandely Lt, Stbablinu, I, N,

8th April,—Left Bangoon, wind North, rain.

4 p. M.—Left Bangoon Bar: Gloomy, and rain N. E. 3.

Midnight,—Wind North, rain.

8th Aprily 9 a. m.—Heavy squalls, confused sea, wind N. E. to

N. barometer 29.94.

Thermometer 81.

II A. H.—Cyclone first struck ship steaming to westward, wind

S. E. Gy heavy sea, confused barometer 29.96, rain and gloomy.

Moon,—Latitude 14* 59' 30*' N., longitude 94* 16' E. by account'.

1 p. K.—High sea from south rolling heads, washed away boitt,

wind increasing, E. 8. E. baromet<er 29.59, thermometer 82.5, steam-

ing W. by N. and W. N. W. ,

4 p. ic.—Wind N. N. E. increasing fast, heavy cyclone, squalls,

srith heavy rain, thunder and lightning, barometer fiiUing rapidly*

Hove to with head to eastward, sails blown away.

2x2
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^ p. M.—Wind N. N. W. blowing furiously, cross seo, squally

and rain, barometer 29.20 lost jib boom and 24 pr. gun.

10 p« M.*—-Wind drawing to westward, vessel shipping seas fore

and aft, barometer 29.49.

Midnight.— sails, blown away, furled. Barometer rising,

slightly moderating.

10/^ Aprils 4 A. M.—Stood S. W. ward, shipped heavy sea from

S. E., ship rolling heavily, wind N. W. to W., passed ship standing

to eastward.

Yariable winds to westward all the 10th.

Bemarks.

Gale was strongest at 4 p. M. on 9th, with wind suddenly increas-

ing to north, barometer falling rapidly till 4, then rising, moderated

at 2 A. on 10th, confused sea all forenoon. Capt. Campbell had

the kindness to procure tiiis memo, for me, and also to lay down the

track of the Coromandel.

Memo, from Log of Sonoralle E. India Company*e Steamer T>aV

houne^ Lt. Hellaed, I. N. from Calcutta to Fort Blair

^

7th April.—Biver Hooghly at Calcutta, weather fine, winds vari-

able, barometer at 9 a. m. 29.90 Temp. 83.

8th April.—Biver Hooghly at Calcutta, wind westerly and north-

westerly, weather fine, barometer at 9 A. M. 29.96 Temp. 82.

8th April.—Proceeding down the river, wind westerly 2—4 baro-

meter 30.00 Temp. 83.

10th April.—At 1—80 P. K., the Pilot left the ship, winds between

W. and S. 4. Barometer at 9 a. h., 29.97 Temp. 85.

At noon oflOth.—Latitude 18^ 51' N. longitude 89® 69' E.

11/A April.—Wind S. S. W. 3—4 fine, barometer at 9 a. m.

29.96 Temp. 88.

At noon.—^Latitude 16^52' N. longitude 92* 16' E.

12^i April.—Calm, latitude 14* 36' N. longitude 93* 41' E.

Memo,from Log of Ship Edwardtfrom Kurraehee to

tort Blair.

7th April.—ki noon latitude 7* 18' N. longitude 88* 81' E., wind

northerly and variable with calm*
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%t% April.—At noon latitude 7* 34' N. longitude 89o V E.

S. W., steady breeze and fine.

dih April—At noon latitude 8* 28^ N. longitude 90» 52' E. winds

S. W. and W. S. W., fresh breeze and cloudy.

lOth April.—At noon latitude 10^ 23' N. longitude 92* 40' E.

sighted little Andaman at 8 . M., wind N. W. all day^ fine and

steady.

Memo, ofobservations at Chatham Island^ Port Blair^

Barometer. By Dr. Gamumee.

Tth April. 8^i April. 9th April. 10/S April
Bar. Wind. Bar. Wind. Bar. Wind. Bar. Wind.

Sunrise.—29.82, Easterly. 29.77, South. 29.73, S. W*. 29.86, W.
10 A. M.—29.82, N. E. j29.79, S. '29.83, S. W. 29.88, W.
4 p. M.—29.82, N. B. 29.77, S. ,29.83, W. 29 92, W.
Sunset.—29.80, E. N. E. 29.77, S. W. ,29.85, N. W. 29.92,N.W.

ReinarJcs.—It commenced to blow head at midnight, following

the 7th. The position of Chatham Island being confined within the

harbour, the indications will not follow the smaller changes in the

open sea, but for the greater alterations in the directions of the

wind, they are suiliciently cjose.

On Uypsometrical Measurements by means ofthe Barometer^ and

the Boiling-point Thermometer.—By James Bubqess, Esq*

The whole subject of the barometrical measurement of heights

has been investigated by so many eminent physicists since the

time of Pascal and Descartes, that it is not to be expected that

umch that is new can now be added to the theory. The object

of this paper is—(1) by correcting the constants used in the latest

development of the usual formula, according to the most recent

and trustworthy experiments, to render the results obtained in

practice as accurate as possible ; an^,-»(2) to deduce formulas and

tables for facilitating the computation of heights by means of the

temperature of boiling water, which shall give results more in

accordance with the truth than the tables hitherto employed.
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1.—Barometrical Measurements.

1. The most recent and complete investigation of the theory of tiie

measurement of heights by aid of observations with the barometer^

is that of Bessel in the Astronomische Naohrichten.* This formula

may be written in a general form, thus

P {g){h-h) C {l-d)py.
Log —= •

• < 1— a.— t

F L (1 + a/) ( p- )

where

—

F is the weight or pressure of the atmosphere at the lower sta-

tion, and F' that at the upper, the unit of pressure being that

exerted by a column of mercury of 836.905 Paris lines or 29.9218

English inches at the sea-level in latitude 45*.

h is the approximate height of the lower station, and of the

upper, above the level of the sea; so that if H, and respectively

represent the true altitudes of the stations and r the radius of the

earth, then—*

r H' r H'
j , and h*= .

r + H r + H'

{g) is the ratio of the force of gravity at the sea-level in the latitude

X, of the two stations to that at the sea-level in latitude 45^

a, denotes the fraction of mean saturation of the stratum of air

between H and 11^, and taking the fractions of mean saturation at

the two stations, we may use for that of the stratum ^ + a'*)

a is the co-efficient of dilatation of the air for an increase of

of temperature, t denotes the mean temperature of thelstratum

reckoned from freezing point.

d is the density of vapour in terms of that of air
;

P, the tension of vapour of the temperature t. And

L, a constant depibudant on the relative density of the air and of

mercury.

2. But, in order to obtain accurate results by means of this formula,

it is of importance that the constants shonld be determined as accu-

rately as* possible*

* See Schumocher^s Ait. Nach. No. SS6* Tsyloi^s Mem. Tol. II.
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Now (£\ which depends on the variation of gravity betweei/iihe

equator and the poles, has the form—

(y)= 1— \n cos. 2 X.

where it is 4 times the ratio of the centrifugal force to gravity at

the equator, diminished by the ellipticity of the earth. Slightly

different values have been deduced by different philosophers for the

value of »,* but with Bessel we may adopt

—

in= 0.0026257;

and consequently we have

(y) = 1— 0.0026267 cos. 2 X.

8. The constant L is the most important, and depends on the den-

sity of the air in terms of that of mercury; thus, B being the

standard height of the barometer at the level of the sea in lati-

tude 45*
;
D, the density of air under the pressure B of mercury in

terms of the density of mercury, and M the modulus of the common

logarithms—
B

L=
DM

Bessel, in determining the value of L, has derived it from the

experiments of Arago and Biot on the weight of air, whence he finds

1

D= .

10466.8

Bitter, however, has shewn that according to Begnault’s experi-

ments, the weight of a litre of air containing the average amount

of 0.0004 of its volume of carbonic acid and under a pressure of

760 mm. of mercury is 1.2934963 gramme.f Now the latitude of

the college in Paris is 48* 60' 14'^ and the height above the sea is

1
* If for the ratio ofthe oentrifogal force to gravity we adopt the value—

,

• 289.4i

1 6 11
and Besael’s value ofthe dliptioity— we havea=—* —— =

299.15 2 289.4 299.15

0.0062964^ or 4 a 0.0026482 ; Laplao^ Ovobb and Littrow used for i a the

value 0.002846 ; Poisson (Traite de Mfouiique 2nd ed.) gives i as 0.002588

;

Sabine from his pendulum experiments infers that i a 0.0025914 1 and Baily

(Mem. Aat 8oo« vol. viL p. 94) gives •0025659»

t Memoim de la Sod^t^ de Physique de Oen^ve, tom. iiL p. 881.
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60 kotres. And Poisson has shewn* that the force of gravity at

the height z above the mean level of the sea is

—

3 P\ .

^ X force of gravity at the sea level

;

where p' is the density of that part of the earth above the mean
level of the sea, and p the mean density of the earth. Hence the

weight of a litre of dry air at the level of the sea, in latitude

45* under a pressure of 29.9218 inches is

—

1.2934963 -5-
-I / 1— 1 .82— —.0026257 cos 97* 40' 28"^-io

1.2934963
== = 1.2930586.

1.00033847

Now, if we take the standard height of the English barome-

ter as 30 inches, we have for the weight under that pressure at

32^^ Faht.

As 29.9218 : Soi : U2930586 : L296438.
Sr.

But the weight of a litre of mercury is 13596, and hence,—

1296438 1
D= = ,t

13596 10487.2

in.

and since 30= 2.5 feet and M =0.43429448, wo have,—

B 2.5 X 10487.2
L —60369.15 feet.

D. M 0-43429448

4. a, or the co-efficient of the dilatation of the air has usually been

taken from the experiments of Gay Lussac, who found the expansion

between the freezing and boiling point of water to be 0.375 of its

volume at 82* Faht. ; Budberg found 0.8648 ; Magnus 0.365508

;

* Poisson, Tndte de Mecanigns^ tom. ii. p. 629.

« 1.2880686 1 1

t XJadoraMSifnrBof29.9218iii.,Das —,or— partof
18686 10516.46 472

2.48804
itself less than Bessri’s valnei sod

PM
60869.UMMilKm
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and llegnault 0.36706. Adopting 0.367 as the total expansion be-

tween 32* and 212* Fuht. we have for 1* Faht.—

a=0.0020389.

5. The value of d, or the density of aqueous vapour in terms of that

of tiie air, used by Bessel was 0.62 as found by Berzelius ; Beg-

uuult^s ezperitnents give 0.621 as a more accurate determination,

and hence 1— if=0.379.

6. Agaiu p, the pressure of aqueous vapour in terms of that of the

atmosphere at the temperature reckoned from freezing point,

may be determined by Begnault’s formula, or from any table

calculated by means of that formula.

In tiie usual tables of tensions computed from Begnault’s formula,

the tensions are expressed in inches of mercury,* and if we put p*

for these values we have—

p‘= 29.9218 p.

7.

Lastly, the geometrical mean of the two semidiameters of the

earth, according to Airyt is

r= 20,888,733 feet.

8.

Now if B and B' be the heights of the barometer at the lower

and upper stations reduced to 32* Faht.

—

B' ^ r V*
aadP= x(y)( -) ;

30 Vr +
aud aiuce k ia nearly equal to H,

—

P B 2M (*'—*)
Log—s log—+ —

F B' r

and with sufficient accuracy for our purpose—

'bb
V PF= .

80

* See a Table of this kind in Dixon’s Treatise on Heat, p. 257—860.

t See Hersdiera Outlines of Astronomy, see* 206.

2 X
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NiubsUtutmg these values iu the formula, we have

P (y)(V-J)(

[No. 4;

Log—=
F
B

Log

L(l+ «<)

(y) V-h)

(
0.879

3 1 — o. C and

—

c v'pf)

B' L{1 + o/) 1

2M.L(l + of) o0.379j>')

-j.
G')*’ v^BB'

Beplocing o, by
a + o'

2
and introducing the values of 2M, L,

and r, in the factor within the parenthesis, this equation becomes

B G) (*'-*)
Log— X

B' L (!+«/,)

( (y) 20888733 — 6243G (1 + at) 0.1895 p'. o + o'
^

"bf yC 20888733 (y)

and without any sensible error,

—

B (y) (»'— A)
[
397.37 — at (o + o'). 0.1895 p

L (1 + at) X 39837
Log— =

B'

(y) (A'— A) (397.87— a<)

{

v'b B'

(o ^ o'). 7o.49p

at)^ B B' 1898.87 (1 + sO B I (897.37

Hence, we have for the approximate height,

398.37(1 + 0/) 1 1

A'—ii=(logB—logB') X L X—
897.87— O/, (^) a+ a' 75.40

and for the true height

—

h'bB' 88737—a<

H'— Hs=A' — A +
A'*

r— A' r—

A

It remains to adapt these formula for tabular computation ; and

for the sake of brevity let us write

898.37
A=— .L (1 d-ofb

89737— at

75.49

andC':
mxei—at
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both which depend on t, the half sum of the temperatares atdRie

two stations, so that we may write t — i ( t + t') — 82*, t and

t' being the temperatares of the air at the lower and upper stations

respectively in degrees Faht. The vnlaes of log A and log C' are

tabulated in the first table at the end of this with the argument

i(t + t')

The whole factor dependant on the humidity of the air may be

written

—

1

C =
a+ a'

1— C'.

and its logarithm is given in Table 11 with the argument

—

C' (a + o')

Log .

V'BIJ'

For the term giving the correction for latitude we may write

—

1 1

“
(y) 1 _ 0.0026257 cos. 2 x’

and tabulate log G for the different values of X, as in Table III.

Then

Log (A' — X) = log (log B — log B') + log A + log C + log G.

And lastly from Table IV a small correction due to the decrease

A'*

of gravity above the sea-level is found, and the quantity ^ there

r— A'

A
given, is to be added to A' — A, and the value of— is to be sub*

r— A
tracted, giving

A'* A*

H'— H = A'— A + -;
r — A' r—

A

for the true difference of altitude of the two stations in feet.

In using the tables, it must be observed that r and r' being the

temperatures of the mercury at the two stations and A, A* the

oiierved heights of the barometer,

Log B— log S'= log A — log A'— (1.0000186 (r -< v')

2 T 2
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the expansiou of the mercury aloue has to be taken into

account ; but when the scale of the barometer is brass and extends

from the cistern-—

Log B — log B'= log i — log V — 0.00008905 (t — r),

Uaample.

M M Bravais and Martins made the following observations :—On
inin.

M. St. Bernard 8ir4 feet above the level of the sea B 508.U3,

t= 7.6 Cent, or 43.7 F. and a= 0.59 ; and on M. Blanc B' =s

424!29, t' =— 9'!i C. or 15.9 F. and a = 0.57.

Here

B =22364 . log 1.84955

B'= 16.703.. log 122284
I (« + 0 80.6 F.

a + o'= 1.16

Diffl 0.12671. . log 9.102811
. log 8.7188— 10

'

Table I Log A. 4.780555 Tab. I. log C' 8.5078

Table II, ... . Log C. 0.000842 a+ o'. . log 0.0645

Table III,. . . . Log O’.—0.000033 a + o'

C^ = 7.2861

VB Jl'

J*— i ... 7659 ft. . . log 3.884173

Then bj Table lY. 7659 + 12.9— 8.2 + 8114 = 15782.7 ftet

the height.

11.—Meaiurement qf H^hU htf the Boiling Point qfJFTater.

1. It baa long been known that the temperature of ebullition is

lowered, as the pressure under which a fluid boils is decreased. This

was first used by Archdeacon Wollaston, about 1817, as a means of

measuring altitudes. Wollaston, however, in drawing up his table of

heights corresponding to difibrent temperatures of boiling water,

made use of the empirical formula of Dr. Ure, for the elasticities of

steam of diflerent temperatnrM, and which was not calculated to

give aeburate results.

In the Journal of the Asiatic Society for 1888, the late Mr. James

Frinsep dtscnaaed the sutyec^ nsing Tredgold's formula few the

tension of steam, but modifying the results to make tiiein agree
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as nearly as possible with the experiments of Ure, Southeniiiifad

Dalton.* From these results, lie calculated a table of heights cor-

responding to the boiling point for each degree of temperature from

17G* to 214*. From observations made simultaneously with the

barometer and boiling point thermometer, Colonel Sykes inferred

that Frinsep’s table gave altitudes generally less than those indi-

cated by his barometer. S^kes made no observations at greater

altitudes than 4500 feet, but at that height, the average error in

Frinsep’a table, seems to be over 100 feet.

This subject has since been discussed in a paper by Professor

J. D. Forbes, published in the transactions of the Boyal Society of

Edinburgh for 1842-3, founded on observations made among the

Alps. By projecting the elevations as derived from barometrical

observations, but uncorrected for temperature, in terms of the observ*

ed boiling points, he found that a straight line passed almost quite

through the whole of the projected points. Hence he inferred

that the temperature of the boiling point varies in a simple arith^

metical ratio with the height.

2. This hypothesis seems to require examination. The general

form of the formula for heights as measured by barometrical observ-

ations is,

—

B
A = L >c log — ;

B'

where B' and B are the heights of the barometer at the upper and

lower stations respectively, h the difference of elevation, and L the

constant determined in the preceding section. But were Professor

Forbes's hypothesis true, we should have

—

B
T_r= «iog-, (i)

T and T being the boiling temperatures at the two stations or

under the pressures B and B' respectively. And combining these

formula, we obtain

—

L
J=-(T-D

»
as the expression for the approximate height.

^ Jour. Asial. Soc. of Bengal, April 1883, pp. 194 800.

(2)
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^w, in order to determine whether the hypothesis is correct or

not, it is only necessary to discover whether or not the quantity n,

as derived from observations made at different altitudes is constant.

In the following table 1 have collected a few observations mode by

Professor Forbes,* Dr. Hooker,t M. Marie,:^ and others, tabulating

in column (5) the value of n derived from each, and in column (6)

the boiling point corresponding to the observed pressures given in

column (3) calculated on the supposition that n = 112. Column

(7) shews the differences between these and the observed values.

U) •

Station

(2)

Observer

(3)

Barome>
ter in in*

dies and
at 32* F.

(4)

Observed
boiling

point

corrected

(&)

Calculat-

ed value

of 0.

(6)

Calculat-

ed boiling
point

from
n = 112.

(7)

Diir.

Gt. Bungeet Biver. Dr. Hooker. 29.211 210.*8 103.91 21C*.70 ~C*10
Martigny. Dr. Forbes. 28.489 209.5 117.29 209.61 + 0.11

Mont Pila. M, Mari4. 28.207 209.05 115.19 209.13 -f 0.03

do. „ do. 26.258 205.48 114.88 205.65 + 0.17
do. „ do. 25.819 204.71 113.82 204.83 1 4- 0.121! Dr. Hooker. 25.586 204.3 111.68 204.28 — 0.02
Mont Pila. M. Mari^. 25.433 203.88 115.01 204.09 + 0.21
Oressonay. Dr. Forbes. 25.143 203.58 111.4 203.54 - 0.04
Choongtain. Dr. Hooker. 24.697 202.5 112.4G 202.54 + 0.04
Myrung, Kbasia. do. 84.453 201.9 1 113.76 202.06 + 0.16
PrarayoD. Dr. Forbes. 23.893 200.96

1

113.0 201.06 + 0.10

Darjiling. Dr. Hooker. ; 23.358 199.6
I

114.09 199.83 + 0.23

Tac^. Dr. Forbes. 23.353 199.98
1

111.7 199.94 — 0.04

do. do. 23.154 199.48 112.43 199.53 + 0.05

St. Bernard. do. 22.674 198.46 112.4 198.51 + 0.06
Zemn Samdong. Dr. Hooker. 21.605 195.9 112.93 195 03 + 0.13

Col Collon. Dr. Forbes. 20.77 194.53 110.16 194r24 — 0.29
Mainoin, Sikkim. Dr. Hooker. 20.48 193.4 112 19 193.43 +0.03
Yeumtong, do. do. 19.49 191.1 111.58 191.02 — 0.08
Tungu, do. do. 18.869 189.5 It 1.73 189.46 —0.05
Mont Blanc. Saussure. 17.133 187.23§ 109.97 186.89 — 0.34
Pichincha. H. Wisse. 17.208 185.27 111.26 185.09 — 0.18

Yeumtso, Sikkim. Dt*. Hooker. 16.885 183.2 109.64 182.58 — 0.62

Sebolah Pass, do. do. 16.928 181.9 109.48 I 181.21 — 0.69

* Edin. PhiL Trans. roL xv.

t GfVen in a second paper by Prot Forbes, Edin. PhiL Trans. voL zzi. part 2.

t Quoted by Begnanlt^ Ann. do Chim. et do Phys. July 1844.

§ Saussurc's boilmg*point^ 80* B., corresponded to a pressure of 87 French

inches.

'
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The numbers in columns (5) and (7) of this table at once^ew
that whilst the hypothesis of Professor Forbes is not rigorously

true, n decreasing with the temperature, it is still a very good proxi-

ttiation when the heights are under 10,000 feet, or the boiliog*point

above 193” Faht.
; and as 112 is about the mean value of n, we have

by substitution in equation (2), and using 60360 feet as the value

ofL,—
h = 539.01 (T TO, (3)

as the expression for the height uncorrected for the temperature of

the air. Professor Forbes, in the paper above referred to, gives

64:9.5 as the value of the co-eificieut, and in a later paper on the

same subject he proposes 543.2 feet as best representing observa-

tions when the boiling-point is above 190” Faht. or when the

heights are under 12^000 feet; but when the boiling-point is above

192* F., he states in a note that the co-eiEcieut should be only 535

feet, in order to express the heights as derived from £egnault*s

table of tensions.

3. After making due allowance for errors of observation, it is evi-

dent that the values of n in column (5) ofthe preceding table, decrease

M ith the temperature. Hence, in order to derive a formula which

shall accurately represent heights in terms of the boiling-point of

water, it is only necessary to determine the value of n at the stand-

ard boiling-point, and the mean rate of its variation for tempera-

tures near that point. For this purpose Beguault’s tension series,

from the method by which he obtained his experimental values,

may be taken as representing the pressures under which water

boils at different temperatures.'*' For tempenttures near 100* Cent,

however, Moritz has shewn that the values in Begnault’s table are

slightly in error on account of the constants not having been calcu-

lated with sufficient accuracy. Moritz has corrected and published

the values of the tensions where they 'differ from Begnault*8.t In

what follows, I have used these corrected values.

Now, from equation (1) we at once derive,

—

Ann* de Chim. et do Fhys. July 1844. Forbes, Edin. FluL Trans. voL xxi

put U. p. 288.

t Bullet, do Is elasso Pbyiico*math« do V Aesd. do St* Petorsbooig, xuL 41.
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T — T'

« (4)

log B - log B'

and bence when B = B', and T = 100* cent, uaing Moritz’a Values,

we have
dT B.dT

n s= * 04.307620 . . (5)
d. log B M. d B

and when T'= 80® C., we have, by equation (4)

—

20

n,o 00.412836

logBioo— logB',0

and as the value of n is fuuud to vary pretty regularly with the

temperature between these two points, wo may write

—

**100 ” *iO
«_ =s 64.80768 (100— T)

20

= 64.30768 — 0.1947445 (100— T) (6)

Substituting this value in equation (4) we find

—

100®—

T

Log B — log Bt =! ——
64.8076— 0.19474 (100— T)

6.18498 (100 — T)
(7)

880.216 — (100— T)

We obtain a result almost identical with this by applying the

method of least squares to the logarithms of Moritz’s tensions

at 80*, 85*, 90* and 96*, viz.—

6.108555 (100 — T)

Bioo — log Bt =s

828.62566— (100 — T)

either of the equations (7) and (8) will give the logarithms of the

pressures in millimetres of pereury for temperatures between 80®

and 100* C. generally correct to the 5th or 6th decimal plac^ by

using the following valnes.

_ . . _ .

70^ log B„, a log 760 2.8808186

For log 6.108665 0.7082981

If now we combine eqoatkMis (2) and (8) and introduce the vim
of L for a standard atmosphere at 0^ Cen^ the approsiinste height is
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100 —

T

= 94082 %
228.626 + T

and log = 4.978506+ log (100— T)— log (228.626+ T),

349
^

(9)

when expressed in metres aboire the point where water boils at

100« cent,

4. Now if the boiling-point on Fahrenheit’s scale coincided exactly

with that on the centigrade, that is if 212* F. represented the tem-

perature of boiling water under a pressure of 29.9218 inches of

mercury,* this formula, and the logarithms of the pressures in the

table of Moritz might at once be modified to suit the English scales.

But if the thermometer be so constructed that the boiling-point is

at 212« F. under 80 inches of pressure, the centigrade ought, in the

same circumstances, to shew 100« 0729 ;
and as the freezing point

may be considered invariable, 176* F. will coincide with 80*.0583

C, To make the necessary correction for this difference, which is

often overlooked, I have, after interpolation among Moritz’s pressures,

derived the following formula of essentially the same form as that

first used by Biot,t and which accurately represents the results

derived from Moritz’s table,

—

Log Bt = log 30 — 0.008641566 (212* — T) 'I

Kio)
—0.0000143365 (212* —T)’— 0.00000003161 (212* — T)\)

This formula,which is adapted to Fahrenheit’s scale, will give the same

results as the more complicated one of Begnault when T lies be.

tween 172* and 216* Faht. The values of the logarithms of the

pressures in the table of Moritz may, in like manner, be represented

between 78* and 102* C. by the fprmula,—

* J* adopterai lea temperatures, au thennom^tre kmeroure, divise en cent

degres, d^uis la temperature de la glace fondante, jusqu'k eelle de Teau bouil-

lante sous une pression equivalente au poids dHine ooloxme de mercure, de soiz-

ante et seize centimetres de hauteur.*’ JBkpoiUiom du SjysiSma dm Momdm
•--atmimemeiU.

t Biot,Tmite de Physique (181Q tom. I. p. 278f also Eiicj. MetropoL (1845)

toL iv. p.Mr
a
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0*— T)*}

350 On H^piometfical MeoiwremnU,

lh>g B ,= log 7«w”— 0.01555026 ( 100* — T)

— 0.0000464227 (100*— T)*— 0.00000018515 (100*

By means of equation (10), Table V. has been constructed, giving the

logarithms of the pressures in inches of mercury for every fifth

part of a degree from 176* to 215* F. ; and from the same equation

we derive for Fahrenheit’s scale—

B J T
«= = 115.71976,

m.<;b
and from the table, bj least squares,

—

te. 212* — T
Log 30— log B,

115.71970— 0.1957 (212

6.108278 (212 — T)

(11 )
879.819 + T

where log 5.108273 = 0.7082741.

And, as before, the elevation in feet above the point where water

boils at 212* Faht. will be found by multiplying the right band side

of this equation by L = 60309 feet, viz.

:

808382 (212'— T) n

””
879.319 + T ’

[
(12)

or log 4 s= 6.488089 + log (212 — T) — log (379.819 + T). I

5. Ifthe boiling-point be observed at two stations, whose difference

of level is required,—writingD= 212*— T, and D' for 212*—T',

wo have,

—

808882 (T— TO
V_*a:

,

167.819 + (T + r) + 0.00169 DD'

1 BJ)
or, sboe 0.00169 is very nearly—, we may nse—, , , ,

600 600' K^)
.-. Log (F - *) a= 6.488089 + log (T— IT)

— kg aW-SW + T + r-l- )
600.
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The same value of A as found from equation (12) may aW be

derived, in a different form, from equation (10), by multiplying

log 80 — log B by L, thus ;

—

h= 521.684i (212 — T) + 0.8655 (212— T)*

+ 0.0019 (212— T)* (14)

or, as a good approximation in two terms,

—

k= 620.476 (212 — T) + 0.967 (212 — T)*. . (16)

7. For the height in metret in terms of T on the Centigrade scale,

we may, instead of equation (9), use,

—

*„=286.2(100—T)+.8646(100—T)*+ 0.00841 (100—T)*,

)

[(16)*
or approximately, km— 285.54 (100— T) + 0.965 ( 1(X)— T)*.

)

8. The equations now deduced for expressing the height in terms

of the boiling'point of water require to be corrected in the same

manner for the temperature of the air, Ac. as those derived from

barometrical observations. Hence substituting equation (11) in the

formula already given for the barometer, and omittmg the terms

depending upon the hygrometrical state of the atmosphere, and the

diminution of gravity with the height, we have for the correct height

—

5.10827 (T — 'F)

H'— H
1

167.819 + T + r + D jy
600

898.87 (1 + at) 1

X L. X (17)

897.87 — at (g)

or, adopting the notation already employed

—

* PndeMor Torbes ho* arrived at almost efuXig the same results. For

equation (15), he gives—

617 (21**— T) + (*12*— T)*|

and tat eqaathm (16)—

A. 884 (100— T) + (100- 1)* t

theequatlOB—

MOHM (818*— T}+ (8Ue— 1)*

will give siNoat esacthr the ssne results as equatisB (16).

2x2
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VLog (ff — H) = 0.708274 4- log (T — T') \

DD' f (18)— log (167.319 + T + r + ) + log A + log G.

)

600

9. To facilitate computations of this kind, Tables V and YI have

been formed. Table YI gives the height in feet above the level

where water boils at 212* Faht. for every fiftli part of a degree be-

tween 176* and 215* F. Tiiis Table and the column containing the

Multiplier for the mean temperature of the air in Table I will enable

us to obtain the heights, uncorrected for latitude, without the use of

logarithms. Table Y containing the logarithmic pressures will bo

of use when one of the observations is taken with a barometer.

10. When the observations are taken at the upper station only, it

becomes necessary to estimate the mean temperature of the stra-

tum of air between the sea level and that station approximately.

Laplace estimated the diminution of temperature with the elevation

at 16* or 17* cent, for 30(X) metres of ascent,* but taking the mean

of observations made on mountain sides by Saussure, Kaemtz,

Bravais, Martins, Schouw, Humboldt, Boussingault, and the receut

French Commission to the North, the diminution is 1* Faht. for

every 303 feet of ascent.t Hence we may reckon that for every

degree which the boiling-point falls, the temperature of the air

decreases 1«.8 F., so that the mean temperature may be esti-

mated at,

—

* (t + to = t' + 0.9 (212* --- T'),

* Laplace, Systsme da Monde^ tom. i p, 172 1836.)

t On this subject^ see a peper Firofmior Ghsllis^ in the TraasaetionB of the

Cambridge PhiloM^hioal SodetyivoL vi % and l)aiiidl*a Heteorologyi voL i. pp. 40^

41.
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11. With respect to the method of making observations wiij]^ the

boiling-point thermometer, it is only necessary to observe that the

instrument described by Professor Forbes in the paper already re-

ferred to* seems the most convenient and trustworthy of any that

has been proposed, and very superior to that described by Colonel

Sykes,t and still more so to that manufactured by Casella and sold

in India along with Prinsep’s Table—an instrument which never

could be expected to give accurate results. Professor Forbes’s

boiling apparatus consisted of a thin copper pan heated by a Bus-

sian Furnace,” having a powerful jet of inflamed alcoholic vapour,

which might be removed to one aide until the escape of steam be-

came uniform and moderate, and could be used in a gale of wind.

The thermometer had its bulb immersed in the w^ater, of which a

moderately large quantity is requisite to a good result.

The following examples will shew the use of the tables and for-

mulae.

Example I. The following data are given in Smith and Thuil-

lier’s Manual of Surveying” (p. 436)—Boiling-point at the lower

station 208^.7 and temperature of the air 83*’
;
at the upper station

B. P. 204*’.2, and air 75** Faht., to find the difference of elevation,

By the formula (18)

—

D = 212 — 208.7 == 3.3. D' = 212 — 204.2 = 7.8.

And DU' = 25.7. T + TT = 412.9. T — T' = 4.5.

And i (t + t') = 79**.

Sow 167.32 + 412.9 =s 580.22

25,7
•+• =5 0.04

600
580.26. ar. co. log 7.23638 — 10.

T— r= 4.5 log 0.65321.

^ (t + t') = 79® log A 4.82176.

Const, log 0.70827.

Height 2628 feet •••••. T. • • log 8.41961.

* Bdin. Trans, vol. xv.

t See Joonial of thoBoyalGeographiesl Society, vol. via. p. 486-
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Othenoiae^ Tahle VL

Height corresponding to 204*.3 4123 feet

M 12 12 208.7 1781 „

Difference, or Approximate height, .... 2892 „
79* Multiplier from Table I, 1.099

Corrected height, as before, 2628 feet.

Col. Sjkea by barometrical obserrationa fiada the height 2649

feet, the difference being within the limita of error of obaemtion.

Example II. The following data are partly taken from Prof

Forbea’a paper.—Sanaanre’a boiling>point, 80* B. was adjuated at

27 French inchea, or 28.777 Eoglish. At that preaanre the atandard

thermometer ahewed 209*.96. De Sauaaure’a atood therefore 2*.04

F. higher. Now on the top of Mont Blanc, the boiling-point waa

187*.23 F. or reduced to the atandard thermometer 185*.19 F. and

at Geneva, 1845 feet above the aea-level, the barometer indicated

27.267 French, or 29.068 English inches, the mean temperature of

the air being about 55* F.

Here, 29.068 log 1.468804

T'= 185*19 (Table V.) „ 1.284523

Diff. of logs 0.228781.. log 9.35842.

f (t -h t') s= 65* log A 4.80186.

Height above Geneva 14497 ft log 4.16128.

Geneva above the sea 1345

Height of M. Blanc 15842 feet,

being Mmoet maetly the height found barometrically Saosante,

and only 55 feet more than MM. Bravaia and Martins's determina-

tion, and 69 feet higher than Oorabeufe trigonometeical measure-

ment. The Bame result may also be found otherwise, tbitei—
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By Table VI. height correBponding to 185M9 14&l!6^eet.

By Barometrical Tables the diff. of heights') 004
corresponding to 80*”* and 29*”*.063 )

** **

Difference, or approximate height, 13811

i it+ t') = 65*, Multiplier from Table 1 1.0497

Corrected height, as before, above Geneva, 14497 ft.

Example IIL (Boileau's Tables, Int. p. xix.) At the Parang

Pass in lat. 32^i^ N. the observed temperature of the boiling-point

was 179*.3, the temperature of the air being 27* F. to find the

altitude of the pass above the level of the sea.

Here, by the formula, ^ (t + t') = 27* + 0.9 (212 — 179.3)= 56*.

Approximate height hy Table VI 18052 feet

i (t + 1")= 66* .. Multiplier by Table I. 1.0517

Corrected height above sea-level, 18985 feet

differing from Soileau’s result principally from the higher value

assigned to f, and partly from the standard pressure in Soileau’s

table being 29*”'.921 instead of 80*% which gives a difference of

about 60 feet in the elevation.

12. A small correction ought to be applied on account of the

variation of the pressure at the level of the sea in different

latitudes from a standard of 30 inches. Tables Y abd VI are

calculated on the hypothesis that the pressure of the atmosphere

at the level of the sea is 80 inches. Observations prove that the

mean pressure varies in different latitudes, and according to the

experimental and theoretical observations of Munke and others, the

following short table has been constructed shewing, in column (2),

the height of the barometer in different* latitudes equal to a height

of 80 inches in lat. 45*, in columns (8) and (5) the mean heights of

the barometer as derived, with some modifications, from Munke and

Dr* Golding Bird^ respectively, azfd in columns (4) and (6) the

n Dt. Odding Bird’sl^atiiral Philosophy, p. 206.
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corresponding* corrections in feet, to be added to, or subtracted

from, the altitudes derived from observations at the upper station

only, by means of the tables and formulm.

(1)

Lat.

12)

Height of ba-

rometer, eqnai

to 80iu. in lat.

45®.

(8)

Mean
heightofthe

barometer

IromMunke

(4)

Correc-

tion ac-

cording to

Muuke.

(5)

lyfean height

of barometer

from Dr. G.

Bird.

Correc-

tion ac-

cording

to Dr. G.

Bird.

in. foet. in. ftet.

0 29.930 Biiia 29.930 — 129,8

10 29.935 BeH 29975 — 86.5

20 29.950 — 96.8 30.064 + 3.2

30 30.039 29.972 — 59.2 30.108 + 69.8

40 30.014 29.999 — 132 30.019 -t- 4.4

45 30.013 4* 11.4 30.000 0.0

50 29.986 30.027 + 35.9 29968 — 15.7

55 29.973 30.041 + 60.2 29.919 <
— 47.4

60 29.961 30.054 + 81.9 29.K03 — ,i:i8.3

6"» 29.949 30.066 + 101.8 29.609 — 299.8

70 29940 30.076 -f- 119.5 29.740 - 175.4

80 29.926 30.091 + 143.9

* Theie oorrectiona an in aome caaea reiy diiTerant, but tliosc in column (6)

an pnbablj in general the most trttatwortbj,>aa best agreeing with the obserra-

tiona of Schouw, Sir 3. Heracbei, Sir Jomea Boss, &c. Sec DauicU's Mcteonlo^,

(Ed. 1845} voL I. pp. 18S, 133.
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TABLE I.

t + t'

Argument :— ]

Alultiplicr.

~
0^744
95949
90154
90859
90504
90708
90973
97178
97383
97588

0.97793
97998
98203
984u7
98012
98817
99022
99227
99432
99037

0.99842
1.00040
00252
00450
00002
0080C
01071
01270
01481
01086

1.01891
02096 '

02301
02500
02711

Log. A.

4.701926
762855
763781
764706
705628
766519
767467
768384
769299
770212

4.771122
772031
772938
773813
774740
775048
776548
777445
778341
779235

4.780127”

781018
781907
782793
783078
784502
785443
780323
787200
788077

4.788951
789824
790695
791504
792431
793297
794101
795023
79Q883

7^742

Log. C'.

8.5001
5190
6378
5552
5723
5894
0005

8.6737
6903
7079
7235
7399
7563
7726
7889
8051
82112



Multiplier. Log. A. Log C'.

1.03940
5

04965
05170
05375
05580
05785

1.05990
(teios

06400
06605
06810
07015
07220
07425
07630
07885

1.08040
08245
08450
08655
08860
09065
09270
09475
09680
09885

1.10090
10295
10500
10705
10910
11115

4.797599
798455
799309
800161
801011
801860
802707
803553
804897
805239

4.806080
806919
807757
80S593
809427
810259
811090
811920
812748
813574

4.814899
815222
816044
816864
817683

'

818500
819315
820129
820942
821753

4.822503
828371
824177
824982

• 825786
820588
82788s
828187
828985
829781

9.1452
1599
1747
1893
2038
2184
2328
2472
2615
2758

9.2900
8042
8183
8824
3464
8603
8742
8880
4018
4165
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Table L continued.

B Multiplier. Log. A.
DiC
for

OM
Log. C.

90" 1.12140 4.830576 79,8 9.4292

91 831369 79,2 4428

92 832161 79,0 4563

93 832952 78,9 4698
91) 12900 83B741 78,8 4833
95 13105 U34528 78,6 4968
90 13370 835314 78,5 5090
97 13575 836099 78,3 5233

98 13781 830883 78,2 5365
99 13986 837665 78,1 5497

100 1.14191 4.838446 77,9 9.5628

101 14390 839224 77,8 5760

102 14601 840002 77,6 5889

io;i 14806 8411779 77,5 0019

104. 15011 841554 77,4 6149
105 15216 842327

j

77,2 6278
10(5 15421 843100 77,1 0406
107 1562(5 843871 77,0 6532

108 15831 844640 70,8 0061

109 10036 845408 70,7 6787

no 1.16241 4.840175 76,5 9.0913

111 10446 840941 70,4 7039

112 10051 847705 70,3 7166
118 10856 848468 70,1 7288
114 17002 849229 70,0 7413
115 17207 849989 75,9 7637

116 850748 75,8 7060
117 tAOTm 851506 75,6 7788
118 852262 75,5 7905

119

mu
853017

t

•

75,4 8026

3 A 2
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TABLE II.

Argument—Log. C'.

15'

0.000435
.000488
.000547
.000614
.000(589

.000773

.000868

.000973

.001092

.001118

0.001144
.001171
.C01198
.001226
.001253
.001284
.001314
.00l34r4

.001376

.001408
»

0.001441

.001474

.001009

.001543

.001580

.001017

.001034

.001093

.001732

.001778

Log. C
0.001814
.001850
.001900
.001944
.001990
.002030
.002084
.002132
.002182

.002233

0.002286
.002839
.002393
.002449
.002500
.002565
.002625
.002086
.002719
.002813

0.002880
.002946
.003015
.003080
.003158

.003232

.003308

.003384

.003404

.003545

0003627
.003712
,003799
.003888
.003979
.004072

.004167

.004265

.004865

.004467

Log. C
0.004572
.004679
.004788
.004900
.005015
.0031.33

.005233

.005370

.005502

.005031

0.005763
.005808
.006037
.000178
.006323
.006472

.000624

.006779

.006938

.007101

0.007268
.007439
.007569

.007793

.007976

.008163

.008355

.008552

.008753

.008959

0.009170
.009386
.009007
.009833
.010065
.010302

.010545

.010794

.011048
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TABLE III.

Ahqument:—LA.TrTrDE, X..

Loii, Q.

TABLE IV.

Aequmekt :

—

Heiguts, h, h\

Lat. Log.G.

X +

8 O.OOllOO
9 001086
10 001073
11 001059
12 001043
13 001026
14 001008
15 000988

Log.G.

tmm
0.000795 67
000764, 66
000734 65
000704 64
000671 63
000638 62
000605 61
000571 60

000500 58
000464 57
000427 56
000390 55
000353 54
000315 53

000276 52

Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft.

500 0.0 11500 6.3

1000 0.0 12000 6.9

1500 Oli 12500 7.5

2000 0.21 13000 8.1

2500 0.31 13500 8.7

3000 0.41 14000 94
3500 0.6! 14500 10.1

4000 0.8 1 15000 io.8

4500 1.0

;

15500 11.5

5000 1.2! 16000 12.3

5500 1.4 16500 13.0

6000 1.7 17000 13.8

6500 2.0 17500 14.7

7000 2.3 18000 15.5

7500 2.7 18500 16.4

80U0 3.i 19000 17.3

8500 3.5 19500 18.2

9000 3.9 20000 19.2

9500 4.3 20500 20.1

10000 4.8 21000 21.1

10500
1

5.3 •21500 22.2

13000 5.8
ii

22000 |23.2

Log. 0.
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165485
175194
184868
194508
204112
213683
223219
232721

1.242190
251625
261026
270394
279729
289031
298301
307538
316742
325915

1.424749
433551
442824
^51067
459781
468465
477121
485749
494347

1.147929
157692
167429
177131
186799
190131
206029
215593
225122
234618

1.149877
159642
169373
179068
188728
198334
207945
217502
227024
236513

1.151833

161591
171314
181003
190656
200275
209859
219409
228925
238^107

1.24rl080

253508
262902
272264

1.245968
235389
264777
274132

1.247855
257270
266651
275999

2815^2
290888
800151
809381
818580
327746

283454
292743
302000
311224
820415
329575

285314
294597
303847
313064
322250
331403

1.336880 1.338703 1.310525

345983 847799 319615
855054 356864 358673
301094 865898 367701
373102 374900 376697
382080 > 383872 385663
891027 892813 894597
899944 401723 403502
*408830 410608 412376
417686. 419453 421220

1.426512 1.428278 1480084
435308 437064 488818
444075 445824 447673
452812 * 464556 456298
461520 468258 464995
470199 471931 473662
473849 480676 482801

487471 489191 490911
496064 407779 499493

1.163787 978
163539 I 974

221315
230824
210299

1.219740
259148
268523
277865
287174

1.481798
440571
449320
468040
466781
475392
484026

601206
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TABLE VI.

Heights corresponding to different boiling points from 176^ to 216«

Fabt. ill feet.

Diff

for

eio<i««sroDbi!o^bddDb|

toi^bocbtoie^boobi

ioiUb6cbt&^b)bb*

0^1.
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, Postscript,

It may be here remarked,—1. That tlio formula) (10) and (11)

give very approximate results only when the pressure is above half an

atmosphere, but taking Begnault’s value of the tension of vapour

at 82* Faht., we iiave

7.426375 (T — 32)

log/= 1.25793 + ,
.

422.5743 + (T — 32)

which gives a maximum error of 0.025 in. at 122* Faht.

2. That the quantity a, or the fraction of saturation may be easily

determined with very considerable accuracy from the foriuula-f—

log a= 1 — 0.0170571 (^— t) + 0.0000289866 (^* — t*),

where t is the temperature of the air reckoned in degrees Fahreii-

lieit from freezing-point, and r the dew point reckoned in the same

manner.

3. That to the constants L and a in the general formula for the

determination of heights by the barometer, and to which 1 have

assigned the values 60369.15 feet, and O.002039, respectively,

different investigators have assigned various other values. The

principal of these are as follow'S :

—

L, in. feet. 0
,
for !• F.

Dt*luc, •«. ... ... 58958.2 0.002242.

Schuckburgh, ... 60109.2 0.002425.

General Boy, ... 60032.4 0.002454.

Tremble}', ... .. 60115.6 0.002462.

Bamond, and Littrow, ... 60345.6 0.002222.

Liiidenau, ... ... 60377.7 0.002222.*

Poisson, ... 60101.8 0.002222.

Baily, ... 6OI08.5 0.002083.

Bessel, ... 60094.7
r 0.002222, or

10.002027.

* Lindenan followed Euler and Oriani in supposing the temperature of the

air to diminish in harmonical progression through a series of haghts increasiug

in arithmetical proportion. His form of the term dtpending upon the tempera*

ture was—
^ t+t'—64 (t—to*

1 + ,

900 810,000

t and t' being in degrees Fahrenheit. Lindenau*s Tables (Gotha 1809) were in
some resjiects the best published in the early part of this century.

Calcutta, Idth August, 1868.



PROCEEDINGS

OF TBS

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

Fob Septbhbsb, 1858.

Tlie Monthly General Meeting for September was Jield on the

Ist instant.

Lieut.-CoL B. Strachey, Vice-President, in the chair.

The proceedings of the August Meeting were read and confirmed.

PreBentatiom were received—
1. From the Bajah Badha Kant Deb, Bahadoor, an Appendix to

his Sanscrit Encyclopaedic Lexicon called the Sabda-Kulpa-Druma.

2. From Major H. L. Thuillier through Mr. Smith, a Hindu

Sculpture being the image of Vishnu.

3. From Herr. H. Schlagintweit through Dr. Eatwell an explana-

tory table of the Belief des Monte-Bosa und Seiner XJmgebungen.

Lieut.-Col. Strachey on behalf of,Dr. Mouat presented to the

Society a Photographic likeness of an Andaman Islander* and some

Photographic pictures of the Volcano of Barren Island and of the

vicinity of Port Blair.

Communications received,

—

1. From E. Thomas, Esq., B. C. S., a Catalogue of the collection

of coins and gems belonging to the late Col. Stacy for the purchase

of which the Society is in treaty.

2. From Dr. C. A. Gordon of H. M. 10th Foot through the late

Mr, Piddington an analysis of the Meteorological Observations taken

on board the ship Falmyra during a voyage from London to Calcutta,

1857.

8. Prom Dr. G. Von Liebig.—

First. An account of a Cyclone in the Andaman Sea on the

OtU and 10th April, 1858.

* Tho some msn who wm in OsloatU.
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Second. An account of a visit to Barren Island. This paper

was read to the Meeting by the Chairman.

4. From Capt. G. H. Saxton, 38th M. N. I., Cuttack, the follow-

ing note on the last shock of an earthquake.

“ I beg to bring to your notice, that this place was yesterday

visited by a slight earthquake. As it may be thought desirable that

such an event should be placed on the records of the Society, I am
induced to write. The shock took place at 25 minutes past 3 o’clock

in tlie afternoon, and was of considerable violence, sufficient to give

a feeling of giddiness; it was not accompanied by any thing unusual

atmospherically or otherwise. There was a slight breeze at the tiinOi

and light clouds. In the bed of the river close by, the sand rose

and drifted as though the breeze was stronger there, as at this

aeason (during the rains) it does not so readily rise. The peculiar

position of the earth with reference to the sun and moon,

is remarkable, the occurrence taking place about a couple of hours

before a lunar eclipse. The shock lasted for a very few seconds.

The vibration of a set of ricketty shelves with glasses close by where

1 was sitting, continued after the shock and was a very palpable

evidence of the amount of violence.”

The Chairman communicated to the Meeting the following in«

formation regarding a flood of the Indus.

** At 5 A. H. on the 10th August, the Indus at Attock was very

low. At 7 it had risen 10 feet. By half past twelve in the after-

noon it had risen 60 feet, and it continued to rise till it stood 90

feet higher than it did in the luoruiog. The exact hour of greatest

flood is not mentioned.

The Cabul river continued to flow upwards for 10 hours

!

At Nowshera jthe whole station was entirely destroyed, excepting

the public buildings whiph are all uninjured. But the water was

several feet deep in the barracks.

The above facts are derived from a letter from the Deputy Com-

missioner of Fesbawur.

A similar flood occurred in 1841.

There is no doubt that the present flood, like that of 1841, was

caused by landslips among the mountains blocking up the river in

the upper port of its course. The obstnietiou suddenly giving way
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8Gf

after a great accumulation of water had taken place produced^the

results mentioned.

The obstruction in 1841, was formed somewhere below Hasora.

The spot was visited by the late Messrs. Winterbottom and Agnew,

a year or two after the flood.

The water on that occasion is believed to have risen 800 or 900

feet above its usual level at the landslip, and the stream is said to

have been stopped as far back as to Gilgit, or nearly as far.
,

In 1841 a Brigade or Division of the Sikh Army was encamped

near Attock when the flood took place, and was swept entirely away.

On the present occasion it is understood that the loss of life has not

been great.”

The Librarian submitted his usual monthly report for August,

1858.

LlBRi^RY.

The following books have been added to the Library daring the month

of August, 1858.

Presented.

Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia, Yol. IL Nos. 2 and

8, 2 copies.

—

By the Editor J. R. Logan, Esq.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, January to March, 1858,

Yol. III. No. 6.—By the Madras Litbbart Society.

Proceedings of the Academy ofNatural Sciences of Philadelphia, Janu-

ary, 1868.—By the Academy.

Report (20th) of the Proceedings of the Calcutta School-Book Society,

1857.—By Babu Hajendbalal Mittba.

Ditto (Half-yearly) of the Chamber of Commerce, dlst May, 1858, 8vo.

—By the Chamber of Commerce.

Ditto (12th Annual) of the Grant Medical College, Bombay^ Session

1857-58.—By the Gott. of Bombay.

Selections from the Records of the OoYemment N. W. Provinces,

Mr. Thomason’s Despatches, Yol. II. Calcutta, 8vo.—

B

y the Qoyt.

OF India.

Ditto ditto ditto Part XXXL 2 copies.—By the Samb.

Ditto ditto of the Government of Bengal, No. XXVIIL—By the Govt,
OF Bengal.

Yivi^hartha Sangraha, No. 49.

—

^By Babu Rajendralal Mittba.

The Oriental CUriatian Spectator for July.—By tmb Editor.

8 B 2
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TKe Caleatta Christian Observer for August, 1B58.—Dr tub Editor.

The Oriental Baptist for August, 1858 .—By thb Editor.

Erlauterungsblatt zum Relief des Monte*Bosa und Seiner Umge-

bungen.

—

By Herb. 11. Sghlaointwbit.

Bijdragen tot de Taal-Land-£n-Yolkenkunde ran Nederlandsch Indie,

Deol 1. Nos. 3 and 4.—By the Academy.

Correspondence between the British Indian Association and Government,

pamphlet,^VkY the Secretary B. 1. Associatioh.

Journal of the Statistical Society of London, June, 1858, Vol. XXL
Part 11.—By the Society.

Moore, (F.) Description of some new species of Lepidopterous Insects

from Northern India, pamphlet.

—

By the Authob.

A Monograph of the Asiatic Species of Neptis and Atbyma,

pamphUL—By the Author. •

Ratnavali an Indian Drama in Bengali, by Bamnarain pamphlet,

—By the Raja P. C. Sing.

An English Translation of the same, by M. M. S. Dutt.—

B

y

THE SaMB.

Wcrken van het ke Institut voor Taal on Vdkenkunde.van Nedarlandsch

Indie, 2 Affeeling, Amsterdam, 1858, 8vo.—By thb Royal Institution

OF Nbthbblands.

Exchanged,

Athenesum for May, 1858.

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmaeie, April, 1858.

London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, No. 102, for

June, 1858.

Purchased,

Annals and Magazine of Natural History for June, 1858,'No. 6.

American Journal of Science and Art for May, 1858, No. 75.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Tome VIlI. No. 1.

Belanger’s Voyage Indes Orientelles, Parts 1. to VIlI.

Comptes Bendhs, Nos. 19 to 22.

Dumeril's Histoire des Reptiles, Vols. 6 and 7f Parts 1. 11. VIIL and IX.

Plates for Vols. 6, 7* S, 9 and 10.

Deutsches Wdrterbuch, Vol. II. Part 6.

Journal des Savants for April<and May, 1858.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2157 to 2160.

Prinsep’s Spays, Vols. I and II, 8vo.

Revue des Deux Mondes, 15th May and 1st June, 1858.

—— de Zoologie, No. 4, 1856.
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Voigt's (J. O.) IIortuB Suburbans Calouttensis, 8to. CalcuHa^ 1846.

W3^1(l’s Map of India.

IVusteufield die Clironiken der Stadt Mekka, Band 111. Liepsig, 8vo.

Trouograpbie Zoopliytologique Description par localites et terrains des

Poly piers fossiles de France et Pays euvironnauts par H. Micbelin, Paris,

Plates.

For October, 1858.

The Monthly General Meeting for October, was held on the let

instant.

The ITon’blc Sir James Colvile, Kt., President, in the chair.

The proceedings of the September Meeting were read and con-

firmed.

Presentations were received

—

1. From the Government of India through Mr. Secretary

Edmonslone, copy ofa Persian work publislied by Dr. Polock the

physician of the Sliah of Persia, relating to the diseases prevalent in

that country and their treatment.

2. From the Hon’ble the Court of Directors througli the Govern-

ment of Bengal, photographic drawings of the Gol Goomm at Beeja-

pore.

3. From Baboo Bungolal Baneijee, a copy of his Bengalee Poem

Pudmini.

4. From Mr. Theobald, Junior, through Baboo Bnjendra Lai

Mittra, certain coins as described by the Baboo in the following

note.

« Mt bear Goto,—

S

ometime ago Mr. Theobald, Junior, left

with me 7 silver coins for preseutation, to the Asiatic Society, if

1 thought them worthy of its acceptauce. I find the first 3 to

belong to the Shah Kings of Saurashtra, No. 1 being of Vica Damn

son of Dama Shah, No. 2 of Atri Daina son of Budra Bhah, and No.

8 of Bisva Shah, son of Bhathri Dama. The Society possesses no

specimens of these coins and they will therefore be useful additions

to its cabinet. They have been figured in the Journal and in Mr*

Thomas’s Indian Antiquities, Vol. 11. p. 85.
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Nob. 4 ft 5, the last in triplicate, are very like the silver dabs

found by Major Kittoe, Mr. Thomas and others in Ghingetio India,

and are supposed to have belonged to Hindu Kings of the 2d and

3d centuries before Christ. They bear no inscription, and their

legends are indistinct. They were I understand found in Guzerat.

Yours truly,

(Sd.) Bajesdba Lal Mittba,

The Council reported

—

1. Ttiat the name of Baboo Boma Nauth Baneijee has been

removed from the list of Members, under rule 13 of the Society’s

Code of Bye laws, for non-payment of arrears.

2. That they have granted the Asst. Secretary and Librarian

Baboo Gourdoss Bysack leave of absence for 6 months upon urgent

private affairs, and appointed Baboo Bhobany Persaud Butt to act

for him during his absence.

Confirmed.

Communications received—

1. From Baboo Badha Nauth Sikdar, an Abstract of the Meteoro-

logical Observations taken at the Surveyor General’s Office in the

month of May last.

2. From Mr. James Burgess, a paper on Hypsometrical Measure-

ments by means of the Barometer and Boiling Point Thermometer.

This paper gave rise to considerable discussion chiefly maintained

by Colonel Strachey, Dr. Thomson and the author.

8. From Baboo Hori Sunker Dutt, Deputy Inspector of Schools,

Bancoorah, through Mr. Hand, the Inspector of Schools, South

Bengal, the following letter accompanied by a brick bearing a Ben-

gal Inscription.

1 have the hpnor to submit for your consideration a brick

which I have found in the r^uns of the old temple of the Depee

Baeoolee at Chhatna in Zilla Bancoorah. This Devee is alluded to

in the Poems of Chundee Doss, one of the well known bards of Ben-

gal, apd this excited my curiosity to pay a visit, on one occasion of

my going to Chhatna on duty, to the scene of events now so popular

with numbers of our countrymen. Here the villagers pointed out

the place where Chundee Doss*s dwelHng stood, the stone upon

which he used to sit and compose bis and the old site of the
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temple of the Goddess to whose worship he was devoted, libese

no doubt had some peculiar charms, and I was still more delighted

when I observed that almost all the bricks of the temple bore

inscriptions which I at first could not read. 1 therefore looked for

an entire brick, and at last found the one I now submit for your

consideration.

My main object in thus intruding upon your time is to have the

inscription dccipiiered.
^

I must inform you that I tried if possible to decipher it. I think

I have partially made out some thing, but am very difiident as to

whether my conjectures are correct.

The characters at first appear much like Deva Nagor, but I think

they are old Bengali.

What I have been able to make out is this :

—

*rr: "W as***

The temple seems from this to have been built by the Bajah of

Chhatna.

1 have much doubt about

If tiiesc are old Bengali characters, I would be happy to have the

other letters of the alphabet, in order that the great change which

those characters have uudergone during the last three hundred

years, may be noticed.

I have, &d.,

(Sd.) Iloni SuuKEBB Dhtt.

Baboo Oourdoss Bysack stated that the characters of the inscrip-

tion were Bengalee of the period of Chaitanya Deva, and very like

those of Lassen’s fac simile edition of the Yajnadattabadha.

They differ from the modem Bengali in the letter 7 being written

like ^ without the dot at the bottom, and the latter being represent-

ed with a dot in the centre. This practice still obtains in Cooh

Behar and is not unknown in Bungpur, The letter is very pecu-

liarly formed and its duplication is indicated by the addition of the

figure 2,
and not as usual at present ]^y the repetition of the letter

itself. This mode of duplicating the Sri was not, however, uncom-

mon at the time when the brick was inscribed. In some of the

Nepalese coins of the 16th and 17th centuries figured by Mars-

den in Ilia Nomismata Orientalia, it occurs vary frequently^ and.in a
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cointof Rnjrajesawari Devi the letter Sri has the figure 3 after it to

indicate its triplicatioii. The date of the inscription 1475 Sakd:=

1553, A, C. has been cori*ectlj read by Babu Hurrishaiiker Dutt,

but the name of the party who dedicated the temple is not Sri

Yutara. Kaya as read by him, but Sri Sri Utava Uaya. The read*

ing of the Inscription is

or in English.

The doubly prosperous Utava Baya the owner of the doubly pros-

perous city Ghhatana, Saka, 1475.

4. Lieut.-Col. Strachey read a memo, by Cspt. U. Strachey on

what is kiioaru of the proceedings aud fata of Herr. Adolphe

Schlagintweit.

Foe Notkkbee, 1858.

The monthly general meeting of the Society was held on the

3rd instant.

Col. 11. Strachey, Vice-President, in the chair.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received.

1. From the Secretary of the Eoyal Geographical Society, the

27th vol. of the Society’s Journal.

2. From the Secretary of the Ceylon Asiatic Society, part 2 of

that Society’s Journal.

3. From the Secretary American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

Memoirs of the American Academy^ New series vol. V. p. 11., and

vol. VI. p. L
Letteia were read.

1. .From Dr. Bow intinud^ing bis desire to withdraw from the

Society.

Communications were received.

1. From the Government of India through Mr. Secretary Chap-

man forwarding for aoob use as the Society may think fit, a paper
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Education in China prepared by Mr. Alabaster from information

communicated by Coinmissioner Yeh.

2. From Mr. Hall a paper on Professor Wilson’s 8d edition

of the Sanscrit Dictionary.

3. From Captain Tenant, Engineers. A reply to Archdeacon

Pratt’s recent paper on the Indian meridional arc.

4. ' From Major H. L. Thuiilier the following extract from a

letter from Captain Tenant relating to the Comet. •

As tiie comet now rapidly leaving us has been generally iden-

tified with the one Mr. Hind expected, (which it is not,) and has in

consequence caused an unusual interest to be taken iu it, perhaps the

elements of its orbit will be interesting to some of your Calcutt-a

friends.

Perihelion passage, Sept. 28th, I6h. 16m. 5.

Longitude of perihelion, 16* 36" 4."

Do. Ascending node, 168* 25" 11.'"

Inclination, 66* 20" 35."'

Perihelion distance, 0.5 752,358.

Motion retrograde.

These differ totally from those of Mr. Hind’s expected Comet,

that of 1556.

I was unable to get any observations till the 5th October, and

have only just got enough to get this orbit, but I believe this orbit

will be very fairly close. I have seen no English orbit and I doubt

if any has yet reached India.”

The Secretary read the following extract from a note addressed

to him by Archdeacon Pratt ou the same subject.

“ This comet is the same tis that seen by Dr. Donati at Florence

in June last. Mr. Hind has published one or two letters in the

Xbnes giving the results of his observations upon it. It is not, as

was at first hoped, the 1556 or Charles Yth comet, which may jet

oome. From 1858 to 1861 ia the range which Mr. |Bud has

given it. .

Begarding this, or Donati’s comet, Mr. Hind ahewa, in his lettAt

dated September 13th, that on the 5th and 6tli of October it would

be near Arcturua—which you uiajr remember we observed-HUd

that it would pass its descending node near Venaa-o-whidi we

8 c
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saw where plainly enough on the 17fch or 18th of October. The

motion of the comet is retrograde ; for Yenus is come to this side

of the sun from the opposite side by the left, whereas the comet is

come round by the right. The motion round the sun is conse-

quently opposite to that of Venus and the other planets. This is

fatal to its being Charles Y.’s comet, if, as I believe is the case,

that comet’s motion was direct. No perturbations from the

Planets could account for such a change.”

5. From the Government of India through Mr. Secretary

Beadon, transmitting 3 copies of a letter from the Government of

the N. W. Provinces to the Secretary with the Governor General

with enclosures relative to Mons. Adolphe Schlagiutweit.

Prom Major H. Bahsat, Commissioner ofKumaon Division^ to W.
Esquire^ Secretary to Oovernment^ North Western Pro-

vinceSf No. 335, dated Nynee Tal^ the (Sth September^ 1858.

SiB,—^Wben the Messrs. Schlagintweit left this province to

prosecute tlieir scientific inquiries in more northern countries,

several Kumaon men accompanied them. Most of these men re-

turned long ago, but Hurkishen came last of all, and after making

inquiries about Adolphe Schlagintweit, he requested me to settle his

accounts and receive his instruments.

2. As Captain Strachey had some knowledge of the country

from which Hurkishen had returned, as also of those parts where

he was to carry out further observations, 1 requested that officer to

prepare a statement showing all that could be gathered from

Hurkishen—^the instruments be hod received from A. Scblagiut-

weit, and how disposed of, also the expenditure of the money he

had received. Captain Strachey, at considerable trouble, has kindly

prepared the enclosed memorandum with map to explain the known

and probable route of the missing traveller, and I solicit the favor

of your submitting it for the orders of the Bight Hon’ble the

Governor General.

I solicit orders regarding the pay of Hurkishen recommended

by Captain Strachey, as also in reference to the collections and

instruments left at different places.
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Memobakduu. ^

1. Adolphe Schla^iiitwoit crossed tlie Para Lasa (Pass) from

Garzha {via Laliaul) of Kalla iuto Bapslin of Ladak, f. e, from

India to Tibet, on the Slst of Maj, 1857, taking with him

1. Mahomud Amin, native of Yarkand, guide, &c.

2. Yahudi ditto, Assistant to No. 1.

3. Mahomud Hasan, of Peshawar, Moonshee,

4. Abdul of Kashmir, domestic servant, &c.

5. Ghos Mahomud, of Moradabad, ditto.

• G. Murli, of Bhagsu, Cbuprassj, &c.

7. Moiila Baksh, of Moradabad ditto, and others.

2. The first of these, Mahomud Amin, was a person of ques-

tionable antecedents, nomiiiallj a merchant trading between Yarkund

and Le, but said also to have acted in the capacity of a gang-robber

on the road between those places. Being at Le in 1856, he was

arrested by the Dogra Thannadar Basti Bam, for debt, on the suit

of sundry merchants or for other reasons, and released on the appli-

cation of Hertimn and Robert Schlagintweit, who engaged him to

act as guide for their journey towards Khotin in the summer of that

year (their account of which is on record). On their return to

India in the autumn, he was discharged and remained at Le, when

he soon got into trouble again with the Dogra Government.

3. Some say that Agents of the Chinese Government in

Yarkund having heard of his bringing European travellers across

their frontier (which is high treason in their Code), offered a re-

ward of 1,000 Rupees for his apprehension, and perhaps coerced

some of the Kashmir residents at Yarkund to work upon their

friends in Ladak and Kashmir for the same object, which Gulab

Singii and Basti Bam possibly also turned to a mercantile transac-

tiun. However this may be, Gulab Singh having ordered his arrest

and threatened to hang him soon after Ihe Schlagintweita* depar-

ture, he fled from Ladak into Kalla, where Adolphe Schlagintweit

found him at Sultanpore in April 1857. There had possibly been

some previous arrangement between them. Any way Adolphe

Schlagintweit again entertained him as Interpreter, Guide, and

Baggage Master for another journey into Turkistan. As a speci-

men of bit veracity, it may be mentioned that he informed deponent

8 0 2
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(Huj;ki8lien) t )iat ho was to have a monthly salary of 2,000 Bupees

whilst travelling with A. Schlagtiitwoit, and a monthly pension of

1,000 Bu|)ee8 ailber he had brouglit him back safe to India. Major

Hay, A. C. of Kulla, probably knows more of Mahomud Amiu’a

history.

4. No. 2, name not known to deponent (Hurkishen), being com-

monly called “ Yahudi,” ». e. ‘^The Jew,'* was a native of Yarkund

and dependent of Mahomud Amin : they had some baggage poneys

with them and four Turkish grooms or baggage men, all of which

were engaged by A. Schlagintweit for the journey. No. 3,

Mahomud Hasan, of Peshawar, was engaged by A. Schlagintweit

when he was at that place in December, 18o6, as a Moonshee, assist-

ing also in scientific observations and accounts.

5. The last documentary evidence of A. Schlagintweit’s move-

ments forthcoming here, consists of a letter to Hurkishen from

Changehenmo of Ladak, 14th June, a postscript to the same stating

that it was not sent till the 24ith idem, and one or two notes for

sundry payments of money of the latter date. The letter consists

chiefly of instructions to Hurkishen, and of Adolplie Schlagintweit

himself, only says, I am quite well, and at present all things seeiti

to go on pretty right,” but as it also mentions two “ Dfik parcels,**

one for Lieuteuaub Charles Hall (A. C. of Bhugsa?) sent by tho

same despatch for transmission to Kangra. Other persons have no

doubt received letters from him with particulars of his history up

to that time.

G. These documents were brought from Ladak by tlie chupras*

sies Murli and Maula Baksh (Nos. G and 7 of the above list) who

joined Hurkishen at KbarJing of GarzHa on the 20th of July,

1857. It appeared from the statements of these men (^mude to

Hurkishen) that before they left A.' Sclilagintweit, the Moonshee

Mahoiimd Hasan had deseifted, taking with him one of his Master*^

(or Mahomud Amiii*8} poneys, some little money, and other articles

belonging to A. Schlagintweit. The clmprassies were directed to

overtime him if they could, recover the property, and make it over

to Hurkishen in Kullu, which they succeeded in doiug, but leaving

the Moonshee himself in Ladak, whence be probably made bis way

to Kashmir and Peshawar. He gave them a letter for bis Muster,
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which they brought to Hurkishen and is still extant among his papers,

written in pencil in broken English, excusing bis sudden departure

on the score of inability to endure the hardsliips of such a journey

any longer, and admitting a balance of 72 Kupecs, of which he gave

the chuprassies his account, but did not pay the money. It must

be observed that A. Schlagiutweit makes no allusion to all this in

his letters to Hurkishen
;
from which it may perhaps be inferred

that he did not attacli much importance to the Muoiisbee's de«

sertion.

7. Hurkishen, when at Deyra in November, 1857, gathered from

Captain Montgomery of the Trigonometrical survey and his native

doctor, that they had been in Ladak during the past summer, and

that A. Sclilagintweit bad left Le before their arrival there, and they

knew nothing more of him.

8. From the locality of his last despatch, Changchenmo, (which

may be seen in my map, at the N. E. end of Ladak) I infer that

he crossed the Turkish water shed to the east of the Karakorum

Pass, perhaps to Sugat, on the head of the Karakash Biver,

and thence following the route taken by his brothers the year before,

towards Kilian and Khoten.* It appears that he had laid in a

stock of merchandize in India, with the view of facilitating his

journey by trade or the appearance of it.

9. I hear of him after this through the Bhotiyas of Iwar, who

got their information from Kashmiris of Ludak at the Gar fair in

the autumn of 1857. It was to the effect that A. Schlagiutweit hud

succeeded in reaching the margin of the inhabited country at the

foot of the mountains
;
there he w*eiit out from his camp some way

to reconnoitre, and iu his absence the Guide, Mahomud Amin,

absconded with most of the baggage and cattle towards Yurkund.

A. Schlagiutweit being left helpless, sent back some of the Laduk

baggage-men he had brought with him*with a letter or message to

the Thannadar of Le, requesting him to send assistance in men,

cattle, provisions, and money
;
whether for the purpose of continu-

ing his attempt to penetrate into Turkistan, or merely to return to

Ladak with less hardships, does not appear. When his messengers

• There is also a way through Kokrang and Dong Ailak, by which he might

get into the ordinaiy route on this side of the Karakorum.
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arrived at Le, they found Basti Kanins son in authority there, the

Thannadar himself being away in Kashmir. The son is said to

have refused the required assistance : more likely, in fact, he was too

silly and timid to act upon his own responsibility, and referred for

instructions to his father or Gulab Sigh, in Kashmir, at the ex-

pense of great delay and danger to A. Schlagintweit. The informa-

tion gathered by the Iwaris at Gar goes no further, and is not very

reliable even so far : indeed it is a question whether this story may

not be an exaggerted mis-statemont of the desertion of Mahomud

Hasan in Ladak.

10. The next accounts are derived from two or three letters

which have been published during the last few months in the Delhi

Gazette^ from a correspondent of that paper, apparently at Simla,

and deriving his information from merchant travellers from Ladak.

From these it may be gathered that Adolphe Schlagintweit passed

the winter of 1867-58 at the foot of the mountaine on the border of

Khoten, on this side of the Chinese out-post, among the same tribe

of shepherds perhaps who gave his brothers a friendly reception tho

year before. On his arrival there, the Provinces of Kashgar and

Yarkund were in a very disturbed state from one of tliose invasions

of the Turks from Khokund which have been recurring periodically

every 10 or 20 years, during the past century.

11. On these occasions the forage invaders being joined by the

Turks of the country, usually succeed in driving tho Chinese Gar-

risons into their forts, and subverting the Celestial Government

for a time, till re-inforcements come from the Chinese Provinces

further east, when the rabble of Turks soon become disorganized,

the Khokandis retire to their own country, and the people of

Yarkund and Kashgar are left to settle their own accounts with the

Chinese, which is sometimes done by wholesale massaores of the

Turks of those cities. Th6 invaders are commonly headed by one

of the Khojahs of Andejan, of the family which ruled at Kashghar,

before the Chinese conquest (about 100 years ago), and who still

aspire to the recovery of their former dominions. An unsuccessful

invasion and rebellion of the Turks, as here described, occurred

when 1 was in Ladak in 184i7-48
$ on the present occasion the result

is said to have been the same.
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12. So long as the Chinese were in the ascendant, A4plphe

Schlagintweit would have little chance of penetrating the inhabited

country to any distance : they hare out-posts on all the roads across

their frontier ; from the rarity of population and traffic, individuals

are easily marked
;
and Adolphe Schlagintweit would hardly be able

to barbarize himself enough to bear scrutiny. An European tra-

veller attempting to pass any of these out- posts would probably be

stopped and turned back, and extra precautions taken against him

all along the frontier, but if detected after penetrating the inha-

bited country to any distance, he would more probably be murdered.

It is not likely that Adolphe Schlagintweit would stay more than

one winter in the detui-deserts this side of Khoten, nor that if still

there he would not have opened communications with Ladak

and India
;
it is probable therefore that he took the opportunity

offered by the temporary subversion of the Chinese authority to enter

Klioten or Yarkund. But to go far or stay long there he could

hardly avoid the notice of the insurgent Turks : the natural im-

pulse of these people would be to rob and murder an European,

but in the actual conjuncture, they might perhaps welcome him as

a common enemy of the Chinese, and the mania of travel or ad-

venture might prompt Adolphe Schlagintweit to offer himself in

that capacity. In either case when the Chinese got the upper-

hand again (as they are now said to have done), they would first

regain possession of their southern frontier towards Ladak, and

Adolphe Schlagintweit would probably retire with the invading

Turks through Kashghar into Khokuud.

18. The relations of the English with Ebokund have been very

slight, but so far as they go, wholly amicable, and on the strength

of them, or of his own antecedents in Yarkund, Adolphe Schlagiu-

tweit might possibly meet a friendly reception there : on the other

hand the Ehokandies are (as usual with the Turks) on bad terms

with all their neighbours, including the Russians, who are steadily

encroaching on their North-West frontier ;
and tnis would add to

bis difficulties in leaving their country again.

14. The ways out of Khokuud are eastward to Ili and South-

Eastward to Kashghar, both completely stopped by the Chinese

;

Southward to Sirkol Badakshan and Cabul, but physically aud
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politically this would be most difficult
;
South-West to Samarkuud

and Bukhara, aud Westward to Khiva, both countries probably

hostile .to Khokuud, and certainly so to the British ; an European,

and especially an English traveller, would find safety there only

from Suesian protection ;
lastly to the Kussian out-posts on the

North- V^est and North, Fort Aralskuear the Aral and Ak-lMnsjed

on the Sir (Jaxartes) : once tliere^ he would be in the civilized

world again, under a friendly Government, and if ho over re-appears,

1 think it is most likely to be this way, which would lead him to

Europe and not back to India. It would be futile to discuss

the chances of bis ultimate escape: they bang merely on the caprices

of the vilest barbarians of Central Asia.

15. To return to India: some time in May 1857. before

Adolphe Scblagintweit left Garzlia, he detached a party consisting of

1. Bamchunder, of Lahore, Collector and Observer.

2. Golub Sing, of Maudi, Draftsman aud Assistant to No* 1.

3. „ I,
Compassy*

4. „ „ Ditto.

5. „ „ Gardener and Botanical Collector.

6. „ of the Sultanpore Thanuah, Cliuprassy.

These under No. 1 were sent from Khardoug down the Chauiidra

Bhogah by Kishtwar into Kashmir, with orders to ^turn up at

Jhelum and there wait for Adolphe Schlugintweit himself or his

further orders ; as before mentioned they met the surveyors under

Captain Montgomery in Kashmir, and this is the last,"" deponent

has heard of them.

16. On bis departure from Garzha, Adolphe Schlagiutweit also

left 7 Nagina, of the Sultanpore Tliannah, ebuprassy, in charge of

collections and manuscripts deposited in the Assistant Commission-

er's bouse at Khurdong.

This man was afterwards joined by 8 Moula Buksh, No. 7 of

the first list, one of the two chuprassies who returned fi*om Laduk

in the end of July, aud after taking on letters to Sultanpore (as

already meutioued) brought back money (200 Bupees) for expenses

at Khardoug. Nos. 7 & 8 were ordered to remain at Khardoug till

receipt of further orders firom Adolphe Schlagiutweit and to take
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care (»f hi^ coIlectioiiH there till they could be sent down to K^ngra

after tiie rniiif=«. Deponent knows nothing more of them.

17. The 3rd party consisted of

9. Hurkisseri Towari, of Almorah, Native Doctor, Observer,

and Collector.

10. Krishna „ ditto, Assistant to No. 9.

11. Paiichum „ Paori, Compassy.

12. Magaa „ Kullu, ditto.

13. Sirtaj „ ditto, ditto.

The first of whom No. 9 is the person from whom most of this

iiiforinatioii is derived. They parted from Adolphe Schlagintweit

when he crossed the Para Lassa into Tibet, on the Slst May, 1857.

During the month of June, they were employed in travelling, mak>

ing observations and collections down the Bhagga valley by Shigri

and Kaksuu back to Khardong, where they remained till the

return of the two Chuprassies from Ladak, 20th July. In pursu-

auce of the instructions then received, they proceeded by Koksar

and Shigri again, across the Kulzun-La into S. Pite, where they

were joined in August by 14 Murh, No. 6, of the first list, who after

leaving the despatches from Ladak at Sultaupore, brought back a

supply of money (500 Rupees). The party then continued their

journey through llaugrang and Kundur, up the Baspa valley across

the llupin Pass into Itawuiu, and thence to Deyra, arriving 11th

October. Hurkisheu hearing a bad account of the road across the

Rupiu, sent the Chuprassy Umrli, with the poney recovered from

the run-away Moonshee Mahomud Husan, round by lower Bischr,

in spite of which the animal died on the road at Rampore, as

certified by a letter from the Raja of that ilk.

18. Hurkishen’s instructions were to go on to Euttebgurh, and

expect Adolphe Scblagiutweit there by the end of October, but the

disturbed state of the country in that direction rendering this

impossible, he remained at Deyrab, inaking observations, repairing

instruments, and expecting letters from Adolphe Schlagintweit till

the 12th of December. Getting no news of his master, he then

deposited his collections in the Surveyor Geuerars Office, discharg-

ed some of his Establishment (Nos. 12, 13, and 14), and proceeded

8 B
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to IVioTce, 25tli Deceinbop, 1S57, and Almora, Isfc January, 1858, in

hopes of there getting some inforination or instructions.

He remained in Kuinaon, making many fruitless inquiries, till

the ISth February, and then returuod to Paoree 2ud, aud Deyra

17th March, 1858.

Finding no nevrs of Adolplie Schlagintweit, he then left the rest

of his collections and some broken instruments in the Surveyor’s

Office, dismissed the rest of his Establishment (Nos. 10 and 11) •

brouglit bis observations and collections to an end, aud returned to

his home at Almorah, in April 1858.

In he wrote for information, about^Adolphe Schlagintweit

to the Chief Goramissioner’s Office in the Punjab, and the answer of

tlie Secretary, dated Lahore, the 1858, states that they can

give him none.

19. 1^/.—Hurkishen left in Gorgha in July, 1837,

2 cases of collections, containing

with the Beverend A. W. Heyde, a German Missionary settled at

Kyelaug (near Kbardong.)

2nd,—In the Surveyor General’s Office at Deyra, in Decem-

ber, 1857,

7 cases of Geological Specimens, viz,^ 8 Rocks and Fossils.

2 Earth and Saud.

2 Water.

1 Ditto Botnnicnl ditto „ Plants.

1 „ Zoological „ Birds,

ill all, 9 cases and about a cart load.

^rd,—Instruments 1 Barometer, broken.

I Thermometer ditto.

4tth—Ditto 1 Tent.

* 1 Boring-tool.

1 Hammer.

6th »—He has got with him at Almorah
n «=» *

lufltruiuents 1 Barometer, damaged.

2 Prismatic compasses.

1 Pocket ditto.

1 Strike and dip compass. German.
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Thermometer.

1 Ditto broken.

1 Ditto ground.

2 Ditto dry and wet bulb.

1 Measuring glass.

1 Ditto rod.

3 Ditto tapes.

1 Sundial.

1 Watch.

1 Magnifying glass.

Papers 2 Sheets of map.

5 Books of observations and refer-

ences of collections.

1 Ditto accounts.

I Ditto ditto, Persian, of Maiioin-

ed liosseiu.

Peshawri, and other papers.

Qth .—One case of Surgical instruments (received from tlie

AltnoraU Dispensary).

2 Compasses Tripods.

1 Hammer.

1 Oun and bullet Mould.

2 „ „ „ Bags.

1 Inkstand, &c.

1 Chuprass.

20. The observations appear to have been regularly kept, accord-

ing to Schlagiiitweit’s instructions, from Para-Lassa 31st May, to

Paoree 25th December, 1857, and again in a fragmentary way

between Paoree and Deyra from 2nd to l7th March, 1858.

21. 1 have examined Hurkisheu’s accounts and find them regu>

larly kept. He received an advance of 400 Rupees from A. Schla-

giritweit on the 3l8t May, and 500 Rupees by order on Sultaupore,

cashed in August 1857, together 900 Rupees, the whole of which

seems to have been fairly expended and duly accounted for. This

covers Hurkisheu's own pay at 30 Rupees per month, up to the

end of December, 1857. Hurkishen himself states that A. Schla-

gintweit promised him a farther payment of 25 Rupees pec month,

8 n 2
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making his salary up to 55 Rupees, if, on the winding up of Ins

affairs, his work should be found satisfactory
;
but there is no

allusion to such a promise in any of the documents produced by

Hurkishen, and one of them distinctly states his pay to have been

raised to 30 Bupees^ from the Ist of May, 1857, Hurkishen himself

admitting that it was only 25 before that. I should myself consider

30 Rupees as adequate to the style of his work. Since the begin-

ning of January, 1858, Hurkishen has done next to nothing in the

way of observation or collection, and has been for a large part of the

time at his own home
;
on the other hand, he has been put to some

incouvenience and kept out of other employmeut. For this I think

that a sum of one hundred Rupees (100) would be a fair remune-

ration. There also remains due ten Rupees (10) to the Assistant

Krishna, No. 10 of the 2nd list, for wages from 1st December 1S57,

to 5th January, 1858, at nine Rupees per month, and ten Rupees

(10) to Coinpassy Punchum, No. 11 of the same, for wages for

March and April, 1858, at five Rupees per month.

22. 1 am of opinion that if Adolphe Schlugintw'eit docs not

return to India, or at least to Ladak, within the next three mouths,

his return this way should be no longer expected
;
that any of his

establishments still extant should be finally discharged, and their

accounts closed, and that all collections, manuscripts, and graduated

instruments should be got together, sealed, packed, and sent to

England, to be kept at the London Custom House unopened till

called for by his brothers Hermnu and Robert (from

Berlin*), who should be at the same time*advised to

make arrangements for receiving tiiem. This is

the best way of recovering some value from what has cost the

Goveriiiiient much money, of furthering the interests of science,

and doing justice to the Schlagiutweits themselves. 1 think that all

graduated instruments whatever should be sent home, because the

final reductions of many observations de{)end upon the correction of

instrumental errors which are ^sometimes ascertainable only by a

suhseguent reference to the instruments themselves, some useless

things may be included thus, but in the absence of the Schlagin-

tweits, it is safer to make the rule absolute and send ail.

23. It would be very desirable to have all the eullectious repack-

• Behrew.
Strassc
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ed for transmission to England, as the original packing may in jpany

cases be insufficient, but as this would involve much risk of dis-

placing labels, &c,, (which might impair the scientific value of

specimens) it should be done only by the individuals who collected

them, if forthcoming; by any other hands, the packing should be

confined as much as possible to the cases themselves, and avoid any

turning over of tiie contents. Every thing should be completely

closed in soldered tin-plates.

24. With this view, 1 recommend that the instruments and

papers specified in lisc No. 5, be taken from Hurkishen, sealed,

packed, and deposited in the Commissioner’s Office at Almorah,

against further orders, and himself and two men then dismissed

after payment of the 120 llupees due to them (as shown above), the

things mentioned in list No. 6 (of very little %'alue) being disposed

of as the Commissioners may direct. It is a question whether after

this liurkisheii should not be sent to Deyrah, to repack the collec-

tions which he left in the Surveyor’s Office there, being remuner-

ated for the job by a further payment of 50 Rupees or &o. Colonel

Waugh might be consulted on this point.

25. 1 am further of opinion, that Government should call upon

some of tiieir officers in the Punjaub, to report any information they

may be able to get about Adolphe Schlagintweit, aud to take mea-

sures, such as suggested above, for the preservation of any collec-

tions, manuscripts, and instruments that may come within their

reach, the whole of which things should be sent after the rains to

the Secretary to Government at Allahabad, who could make further

arrangements for their transmission to England in one batch. The

parties best to be consulted are

—

The Deputy Commissioner at Kangra.

His Assistant in Kullu.

The Deputy Commissioner at Simla.

« Any Goveriiineut Agent in Kashmir or Ladak.

The Surveyor General at Deyrah.
^

His Assistants in Cashmir aud Ladak.

The Reverend A. W. Heyde, German Missionary at Kye-

lang, in Lahaul of Kullu.

Maharaja Raubir Shig of Kashmir, and Billah Sah, his

Collector of customs in Ladak.
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2(V Nnsir Khan, Dative of Bajour, domiciled at Guzerat, aud

trader between Turkistau and India, be forthcoming in Ladak, he

would be about the best man to entrust with any further inquiries

in Turkistan itself ;
but if any such commission were given to him,

it should be quite privately. 1 gather from the Delhi Oazette^ that

this person passed from India into Ladak a month or two ago, with

the intention, no doubt, of going on to Tarkund.

(Signed) Henbt Stbachet, Captain,

Qoorkah Begiment,

Almobah, 20th August, 1858.

P. 5.—Since writing the above, 1 have met with the following in

the Bomhay Standard of the l7th July, 1858 : By letters from

Simla of the Srd instant, we learn that an expedition was about to

be organized under Lord William Hay, to ascertain, if possible, the

fate of Herr Adolphe Von Schlagiutweit.’*

(Signed) Henry Stbaohey, Captain,

00th Qoorkah Begiment,

Delhi Gazette, June, 1858.

No. 1.—News has been received of Mr. Schlagintweit, who is

said to have passed his winter at a place called Askiluug, about five

marches on this side of Yarkuud, and near Aktak. It is possible

that the Government is wide awake, aud that Mr. Schlagintweit

was deputed to that part of the world by competent authority, and

that he is duly protected
;
if this be not the case, the news of his

safety should be regarded wuth great caution, and the persons who
have brought the news should be very closely questioned. The

news has come from Leh vid Zautkar, aud the secrecy of Govern-

ment may be so great that the same parties may have conveyed

letters from Mr. Schlagintweit himself.

Delhi Gazette, July 10, 1858.

No. 2.—News from Yarkund has been received by us from a

friend, upon whose information we can entirely rely, he says—“ The
passes from Ladak are open, apd news has been received that the

army of Kathai (China) engaged the force sent from Indijan

(Kohkaii) and defeated them, causing them to return to their own
country.
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From the present meagre account, the encounter does not ^seem

to have been very bloody, in fact it seemed to be more an arrange-

ment between themselves.

Messengers of distinction have been passing from the Shassan

Court to Yarkund, holding secret conferences with the Thannadar at

Leh, the meaning of which did not transpire. I am sorry to tell

you that no news whatever has been received of Mr. Schlagintweit

or the man Mahomed Amin who conducted him to that country.

The news formerly being, that Mr. Schlagintweit had identified

himself with the Indijan party, which party has been conquered by

the Chinese, would place him in au awkward^ position, and as he urould

have been unable to pass the Chinese posts to return to Leh, he

would have, of necessity, been obliged to retire with the beaten

army towards Eohkan.*’

Delhi Gazette^ July 17, 1858.

No. 3.—A merchant named Nasir Khan, came to Hindoostan

about two years ago nominally on a pilgrimage to Mecca, where he

proceeded. He returned at the begiuiiiug of the hot weather to

Sultanpore in Kulu, where he took up his residence, some of his

people joining him from Bombay, and others vid Calcutta. He has

remained several montlis in Kulu, and was narrowly watched by

Major Hay, who w as of opinion that he had other motives than

those of trade.

Being anxious apparently to return to Yarkund, and wishing to

know the exact state of that country, he paid a man 15 Supees to

proceed to Ladak before the passes were considered fairly opened.

About a fortnight ago, this messenger brought him a letter inform-

ing him that the Chinese force had driven back the troops of Indijan,

which attacked Yarkund last year when they were ill prepared for

resistance
;
nor are the Chinese of Yarkund allowed to assemble

troops without orders from Pekin. However, the important portion

of my story as regards Runbeer Singh is to come. This letter stat-

ed that 200 of the rebel sepoys fully^med had been allowed to pass

through the Kashmir territory, and had actually arrived in Yar-

kund 1 1 Nasir Khan is a Fatthan, and communicated this to the

Native Officer of the guard of the detachment of the Police corps

now stationed at Sultanpore.
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'Wfho can tell wliat ia going on up there ? I met a few days ago

two Mahomedans who hod arrived from Leh in 19 days, just to

cross the Sutledgo to Rampoor. One a Kashmiri told me, that Mr.

Schlagintweit was alive, and that he had gone on to Kashgar, with

Mahomud Amin, the native who accompanied him from Kulu. If

true, this is a curious move for him to make, and the Chinese would

certainly never allow him to return the way he went to Tarkuiid.

(True copies)

(Signed) W. H. Lowe,

0/fg. Assistt, Secy, to Govt,^ North- Western Provinces,

Mr. II. liluuford read a paper on the Cretaceous rocks of South-

ern India.

The Officiating Librarian submitted a report of the additions made

to the Library during the months of September and October last.

Libbary.

The Library has received the following accessions during the months

of September aud October, 1858.

Presented,

Catalogue of the Government Central Museum, Madras, 4 Parts.—Bv

THE Madras Government.

Appendix to the Report on the Government Central Museum, Madras,

8vo., Madras, 185S.—By the Same.

The White Yajur Veda, Part 3, Nos. 4 aud 5.—By Albueciit Weheu,

Berlin.

The Oriental Christian Spectator, Nos. 8 and 9, for August and Sep-

tember 1858.—By the Editor.

Indische Alterthumskunde for 1857-58 .—By Charles Lassen.

Abhandluugen fur die Kundo des Morgenlandes, Baud 1, No. 3, 2

copies.

—

By the Royal Academy of Sciences, Berlin. *

The Oriental Baptist for September.

—

By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for September.

—

By thb Editors.

Reports on the Harbour of Beitkul in Sedishaghur Bay, by Col. Cotton

and Lieut. Taylor.—By thb Madras Goyrbnmbnt.

Reports on the direct and indirect efiects of the Godavery Annicut in

Rajahmundry, and the Coleroon Annicut in Tanjore.

—

By the Sams*

Selections No. 2, from the Public Cofrespondence, &c. of the British

Indian Association.—By the Society.
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The Annals of Indian Administration, edited by Meredith Townsejjid.---

By the Home Government.

Selections from the Records of the Madiis Oort., No. 2 of 1854, No.

39, and No. 45 of 1856, 2 copies and No. 4.9 of 1858.—By the Madras
Government.

The Oriental Baptist for October.—By the Editor.

The Quarterly Review, Vola. 50-51-52.

—

By Babh Goubdoss Bybace.

Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. Y.

Part 2, and Vol. VI. Part 1. -By the American Academy.

General Report on the Administration of British India, and

Maps on the Administration Report.

—

By the Homs Government.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of London, Vol. II.

No. 3.

—

By the Society.

Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXVII.—By the
Society.

Photographic Drawings of the Gol Goomuz at Beejapore.

—

From the

Hon’rlb the Court of Directors through the Goyt. of Bengal.

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.—By

THE Academy.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for October, 1858.—By the Editors.

Catalogues of the Government Central Museum in Madras, British

Shells, 1. Iron Ores, 1. Palaeontology, 1. Desoriptive Geology, 1.

Mineralogy, 1. Five Pamphlets.

—

By the Madras Government.

Catalogue of Books in the Library of the Government Central Museum,

Madras.

—

By the Same.

Reports on the Government Central Museum, Madras, and on the

Government Museums at Bellaiy, Ac. Iron Ores, Manufacture of Iron

and Steel and the Coals, 1. Report for 1853.—By the Same.

Report on the Woods of Madras, 1.—By the Same.

Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Bri-

tain and Ireland for 1858.—By the Society.

Notice of Mr. Hugh Miller, Philadelphia, 1857.—By the American.

Philosophical Society.

lie Tresor des Belles Paroles, Choix de Sentences.—TniDUTES Par.

P.E. Foncaux.

Bibidhartha Sangraha for Joysto.—By ^abu Rajendralal MiTTitA.

Bijdragen Tot de Taal land-en Volkenkunde van Nedariandsh Indie,

No. 2, New Series, 8vo.—>By the Royal Society or Sciences,

TBBRLAND8.

The Precepts ofJesus, Ac. eompiled by the late Rajah Ramnudiun Iby

8 E
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by the Unitarian Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in India.—By
Babu Rajendbalal Mittba.

Twentieth Report of the Proceedings of the Calcutta School-Book

Society for 1857.—By the Society.

Kitab Jozabi, or Persian Work on the Diseases of Persia, by Dr.

Pollock.

—

By the Goyt. of India, Fobeion Depaetmbnt.

Catalogue of Birds in the Museum of the East India Company, Yol. II.

—By the Hon’blb the Court op Dibectors.

Pudmini Vopakhayan A Tale of Rajasthan in Bengali.

—

By Runoolal

Banbbjbk.

Voyages d’lbn Batoutah, Par. M. M. Dofremery et Sanguinetti, Tome
4.—By the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Reports on the Districts of Midnapore and Cuttack, by H. Ricketts.—

By the Bengal Government.

Calcutta Review for September, 1858.—By the Editors.

Journal Asiatique, Tome XL No. 43, April and May, 1858.

—

By the
Asiatic Society of Paris.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen : Gesellschaft, Band Xll. Heft 2,

Liejaziy, 1858.—By the German Oriental Society.

Purchased.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 23 and 24 of Tome 46, and Nos. 2, 8, 4 and 5

of Tome 47t 1838.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2161 and 2162, Old Series, and Nos. 1, 2, 3 and

4 of 1838, New Series.

. Vendidad Sade, Part 4.

Sanskrit and English Dictionary, Improved from Professor Wilson, by

Theodore Goldstucker, Yol. I. Paris 1 and 2.

Revue et Magosin de Zoologie, by Mr. F. £. Guerin-Meneville, Nos.

3 and 6 of 1858.

The London, Edinbuigh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Jour-

nal of Science, Supplement of No. 103, and Nos. 104 and 105 for 1638.

Notices et Extracts des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi, .Tome

16, P. 2.

Analectes sur I'Histoire et la Litterature des ArabesD’Espagne, par.

Al-Makarri. Published By M. Reinhart Dozy.

Mutanubbi Cannina cum Commentario Wabidii, Edited by Fr. Die-

terice. Part 1.

L Algebra D'Omar Alkhayyami.—By F« Woiporb.

Xitab-i-Yamini, translated by the Rev. James Reynolds.

Chronique de Matthieu D^Sdesse, Par. B. Dulaurier.

Ibn Abdel Uakem*s History ofthe Conquest ofSpain.—

B

y J. H. Jokbs.
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Bibliotheca Egyptiaca.—By Dr. E. Jolowiez.

Map of Mont Rosa, shewing the Heights of its Peaks.

American Journal of Arts and Sciences for July, 1858.

Athensum for June» 1858.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History for July, 1858, No. 7*

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Yol. Vlll. No. 2, Botanique and Nos. 4

and 5, Zoologie.

Deutsches Worterbuoh von. Jacobb Griciem und. Wilhelm Griciem,

Vol. II. Part 7.

Journal des Savants for June, 1858.

Natural History Beview for July, 1858, No. 3.

Revieu des Deux Mondes, for 15th June and Ist July, 1858.

Westminster Review, No. 27 for July, 1858.

Bhobanypbosid Dutt.
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DeCLSKSIOK of BAhIKO PbOFOOHS XS9 #F Nouvs.

L—Qf Pronouns*
^

M Personal iVotioim.

1. Nom. I, Go.

^
{ WiSu me.

6, (entering, resting in),

6. Abl. From me. WnRe ding (remoTsI),

7. All. Toward! me, Wake la (nearing).

8.— From towards me, Wake Ung (departiiig),

9.— Towards me. Wake tanre (beliaTiog).

10. Soe. With

11. PriT. Withoetme,

12. Init Bj me, Go mi.

13. Log. At, by me, Ws piimdi* (proximity. B. pda).

BmL
1, Gdei, Incl. Gdsdkd, exei.

f Conjanet. f Disjunct.

2. < Fii, inoL < reike. inol. *

(.Wdsi, exol. iWdsike, exei.

8. Gdsi, Ind. Gdsdkd, exoU

• See remark in eeqeel. Taere, gwdre ind pfof ss sabetantlm medL
ttstertUy take the geaitlttl pronmini and .pmlHiiM also is andIm wm
Urifm: butnoteomi, dlaaddiag whieh seem tohealMNreaaaiiiMii.

No. XCV—Nmr Stun, Voa. XXVU. f y
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4. Tsikfgw&re, ind. Wnsikegw&re, excl.

5. Ttiike di, incl. Wanike di, ezol.

6. Isike diugi tncl. Wasike ding, ezol^

7. r«ike la, incl. Wasike la, ezcl.

8. faike lang, incl. Waaike lang, ezol.

9. Goal taure, incl. Gnauku taiire, ezcl.

10. Goal nong, iucl. Goauku nong, ezcl.

11. Goal iDHOthi, incl. Goaukn mantht, ezcl.

12. Goat mi, incl. Goauku mi, ezcl.

Plural

1. G<5*i. incl. Goku, ezcl.

[
Conjunct, r Diajunct.

2. < Ike, incL < Ikke, incl.

I Wake, ezcl. I Wakke, ezol.

3. G<5-i, incl. Goku, ezcl.

4. tkegw^re, incl. Wakegwdre, ezcl.

5. fke di, incl. Wake di, ezcl.

6. Ike ding, incl. Wake ding, ezcl.

7. Ike 14, incl. Wake 14, ezcl.

8. fke lang, incl. W4ke lang, ezcl.

9. fke taure, incl. Wake tanre, ezcl.

10. Got nung, incl. Goku nung, ezcl.

31. Gdi* miinthi, incl. Goku mantUi, ezcl.

12. Go'i mi, incl. Goku mi, ezcU

2ftd Pronoun,

1.

Ga.

Q J Conjunct. C Disjunct

^•1r. [rke.
3. Ga. No sign.

4. Tke gware.

3.

Ike di.

6. Ike ding,

7. Ike la.

8. Ike lang.

9. fke taure.

10. Ga nung.

11. Ga maothi.

12. Ga mi.

13. r pumdi.
Dual

1. GaaL

A /Conjanct CDinunot.
*-irai; Uaike.
3. Gaai. No sign.

4» fai gw4re or Isike gw4re.

5. laike di.

6. Isike ding*

7. Isike la.

,8* Isike lang.

9. lai taure or Isike tanre.

10. Gaai nung*

11* Gssi inantid.

12. Gaai mi.

IX Isi pumdi.
Plural

1. Gani.

« f Conjunct r Di>»jttnct.

^•\Ini. triiikc,

3. Gani. No aigu.

4. Ini Owdre.
5. Inike di.

6. Inike ding.

7. Inike la.

8. Inike iang.^

9. Ini tanre.

10. Gani nung.

1 1. Gani manthi.

12. Gani mi.

13. loi pumdi.

3n7 Parml^
1. Harem (all gendera).

( Conjunct f Diajunet

2.

) A. (Ake.
CHaremke, common.

3. Harem. No aign.

. C Agw4re or Akegwire.
* \ Haremke gware.

5. Akedi. Hmremdt
. /Akediftg.

\l^afeii^ ding.
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( Ake la.

' ^ H aremk^ Im.

r Ake lang.

' \ Haremke lang.

/Ake taure,

’

I Haremke Uure.

. Harem nung,

, Harem manthl*

. Harem mi.

. Apamdi. Haremke pamdi.
Dual.

Harem daasi.

( Conjuact. J Diajanet.

j
Asi. I Alike.

(, Harem daatike, common.
. Harem dauai. No aign.

r Asi gware or Aaike gwdre*
’ 1 Harem daaaike gvdre.

. Astke di« Harem dauaike dt.

. Aaike ding. Harem oanaike ding.

. Aaike la. Harrm daaaike la.

. A<ike lang. Harem daaaike lang.

. Abi taure. Harem damtke taure.

. Harem dauai naiig.

. Harem daaai manthi.

. Harem dauai mi.

{
Aai pumdi.
Harem daaaike pumdi.

Flural
, Harem dau.

{

Conjunct. f Disjunct.

Ani. t Anike.

Harem dauke, common.
, Harem dan, No sign.

S

Ani gware. Anike gware.

Harem dauke gware.

, Anike di. Harem dauke di«

, Anike ding. Harem dauke ding.

, Anike la. Harem danke la.

. Anike lang. Harem danke lapg.

. Anike taure. Harem dauke taure.

, Harem dau nung.

. Harem dau manthi.

. Harem dau mi.

fAni pumdi.
* \Harem danke pumdi.

Near demonatratife. Thia

Tam* (iU gendera).

f Conjniict r Diigunet

\Yamke. \ Yamke meke.

Yam. No aign.

4. Yamke gware or Yam gwarei

5. Yam di.

6. Yam ding,

7. Yamke la. Yam la.

8. Yamke lang. Yam lang.

9. Yamke taure. Yam taure.

10. Yam nung.

11. Yam manthi.

12. Yam ml.

13. Yamke pumdi.
Dual.

1. Yam dauai.

a J Yam daaaike.
*

I Ootij. and Diaj.

3. Yam dauai. No aign.

4. Yam dauaike gware.

5. Yam dausi di.

6. Yam dauai ding.

7. Yam dausike la.

8. Yam dauaike lapg.

9. Yam daaaike taure.

10. Yam dausi nung.

11. Yam dauai manthi.

12. Yam dauai mi.

13* Yam dauaike pumdi.

JPluraL

1. Yam dan.

2
rVam dauke.

XConj. and disj.

3. Yam dau. No aign.

. fYam dau gware.

\Yam dauke gware.

5. Yam dau di.

6. Yam dau ding.

7. Yam dau (ke) la.

8. Yam dau (ke) lang.

9. Yam danke taure.

10. Yam dau nung.

11. Yam dan manthu

12. Yam dau ml.

13. Yam dauke pumdi.

Remote DemonatratiTe*

1. Mjamf (all gendera).

2 r Mjamke, conj.

\ Myamk meke, diaj.

4. Myam. Nodfii.
4. Myimke gwdfU*

5. Myam di.

6. Myam ding.

7. Myamke la.

^8. Myamke lang*

* Yam or yem and to Myam or myem. , AU vowel aotonde ace migeo«

G-yem» the relative, ia evidently a derivatife of yem*

t Myam or Myem^
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Mjnnkttinre.
10. Mjtm nnng.

11. Myam minihL
12. Myani mi.

13. Myamke panidu
Dual.

!• Myam dausi.

A fMyam daaaike.
* \CoDj. and diaj. &e. like aingnlar.

DluraL

1.

Myam dan.

2
f Myam dauke.

' 1 Oonj. and diaj. &e. nt inpra.

Jnierroffative and DitMbuihaa
Who? What person? Any one:m.

and f. Sabatantivd and adjeetifal.*

1. Su.

I
Sake.

2. < Conj. and disj. or

I Sukemeke, diaj«

3. hu. No aign.

4. Su gware.

5. Su di.

6. Sn ding.

7* Sola. Snkela.

8. So iang. Sake lang.

9. Sa taure. Sake taure.

10, Sunang.
11, Sumanthi.
12, Sa mt

CSuapamdi.
* I Sake pamdi.

Dual.

1. Sa daaai.

2. Sa daaaike, &e.

JPluraL

1. Sa daa.

2. Sa daake, &c.

Merrogatipe and DMribuitpa Neuter.

What? What thing? Any thing rf

Snbatantifal and adjectiral.

1. Mdra.
2. M&rako, &e.

DuaL
1. Mdra danai.

2. Mira daaaike, 8te.

JPlurak

1. Mira dan.

2. Mara daake,

JUlatipe qf all gendere.

He, the, who ; that, which i labatan*

tifai and adjeotiral.^

1. Gyem.
2. Gyemke.

Dual.
1. Gyem daaai.

2. Gyem dauaike, &e.
Flural.

1. Gyem daa.

2. Gyem dauke.

Htfleetire. Seff.

1. Daabo or Dwabo.
2. Dwibo ke.

3. Dwibo. No sign.

4. Dwabo gware.

5. Dwabodi.
6. Dwabo ding.

7* Dwdbola.
8. Dwibo lang.

9. Dwibo taure.

10. Dwibo nnng.

11. Dwibo manthi.

12. Dwibo mi.

13. Dwibo pumdi.

Dual and plural aa before.

So also are declined H wappe or Haap«
pe s=s all and erery ; Giako ss bow many :

and aa many ; Metti = ao many ; Dhi
kono = many and much ; Dikho => a
few, a little ; Giako = wboerer and
whate?er ; Kwingnime= other, another

;

Myem= the aame (aee that) { Nimpbo
ss both ; and in a word, all primitire or
personal pronouna. Posaefaire pronouns
are formed from the ganitifea, eicept in

the case of the 3 leading prononna.
I, thou, be or she or it, each of these

has two distinct forms quite separate

from the persooala—thus go has wi=B
mei and mens, in English, of me and
my ; and wake = English mine. So
also ga, the 2nd pronoun has i and Ike,

and harem the 3rd has i and ike. The
first of these two poasemive or genitival

forms are pronominal adjeetlfes or re*

ther adjancts of nouns end eerbs (and
ad?erbs also) by prefix and anfllx retpee-

tifely. Tbeseeoad are pronoons pro*

Equal kon and kSi. Hiodi and Urdu. t Bqoal kya and koeoh.

t Equal jdn and jd. Tha oorrelatifo is Myam am Tin and Td. It is rarely
used because of the relatife character of the participlea*
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per, like mine, thine, in Eni;1iiii.* The
former are indeclinable : the latter, are

declinable, like all other proper poaies-

sives, though with aome confusion ori-

ginating in the imperfect development

of the inflective element, its frequent

coincidence with tlie genitive sign, and

the variableness of that sign.

However, the case signs generally and

their mode of anneiation being uniform,

out of this essentially one declension order

it obtained, despite the distarbing causes

adverted to. 1 give here aa a aample of

the poisessives.

Oauboke = own*
1. Dauboke.

« f Caret ?

1 Dwabokeke.t

8.

Dnuboke.
4. Danboke gware.

5. Dauboke di.

6. Dauboke ding.

7. Dauboke la.

8. Dauboke lang«

9. Dauboke taure.

10. Dauboke nnng.

11. Dauboke manthi.

12. Dauboke mi.

• » /Dauboke pnmdi or Daubo i

Daubo= ap ; dauboke >= apna. Jp*
naka can only be separately expressed

by the cacophonous iteration of the

guttural. Hor is this defect remedied

by the use of the conjunct pronouns,

w4, (, i ; for wadwabo myself gives

a&dwaboke, of myself and my own;
and idwibo, thyself gives idwahoke of
thyself or thy own. See more on the

genitive in the sequel.

II .—Declension of Nounm
lit,—Subitantivet jtroper,

Waipss, a man, m.
Wainsa.

{
Wainsske, disjunct, or

Wsinsa a, conjunct.

Wainsa. No sign.

{
Wainss gware or

Wainsa a gware.

Wainsa di.

Wainsa ding.

Wainsa la.

Wainsa lang.

Wainsa a taure.

Wainta nung.

Wainsa manthi.

Wainsa mi.

Wainaa a pumdt.
JDueL

Wainaa dausi.

Wainsa dausike, disjunct.

Wainsa asi, cunjuitct.

Wainsa dausi.

Wainta daiisyike gware.

Wainsa daqti dsi gware.

Wainsa dausi di.

Wsinsa dausi ding.

Wainsa dausi la.

Wainsa dausi lang.

{
Wainsa dausike taure.

MTainsa dausi asi tsure.

10. Wainsa dausi iiung.

11,

Wainss dausi manthi,

12.

Wainsa dausi mi.

13,

Wainsa dausi asi pumdi.
Plural.

1, Wsinss dan.

A ( Wainsa danke, disjunct. »

i Wainss dsu aoi,} conjunct^

3. Waiosajlsa* No sign.

* The formation of these from the my, thy, series by the addition of ** ki” or
•• ke” is quite Turkic. Ws = my, wd-ke = mine. So Turki Benim = my,
benim-ki » mine. Only Bahing usrs the conjunct form merely (^ssi im, imki)
of the pronoun which in that tongue moreover* is a prefix, m Turk! aa affix,

of nouns.

t Compare nskska in Hindi and Urdn.
•

X A, dsi and dni are the eonjunct forms attaching to nominative which fplfowa^

genitive, thus Wainsa dan dtii ming, or wainsa danke dni mingafetha w^e of
several men, literally men (of) their wife or woman. The use of the samp f<Mrm la
the nest case proves gwdrs to be a substantive used as a preposition, iihe^lil^ ta
Hindi i dni gware» their interior.
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^
^Wainta dauke gware.

* \Wainaa dau ani gware.

5. Wainsa dau di*

6. Wainsa dau ding.

7. Wainsa dau la.

8. Wainsa dau lang.

Q rWainsa dau ke tanre or
* \ Wainsa dau ani taure.

10 . Wainsa dau niing.

11. Wainsa dau mauthi.

12. W'ainsa dau mi.

J3. Wainsa dau ani pomdi.

So also is declined Mincha, a woman,
and min]; a wife, and all feminine nouus.

Declension of a Neuter^
Substantive,

Grokso, a thing.

1. Grokso,

n TGroksoke, disjunct.

* \Grok80 -a, conjunct.

3. Grokso.

4. Grokso i gware.

6.

Grokso di.

6. Grokso ding.

7. Grokso la.

8. Grokso lang.

9. Grokso a taure.

10. Grokso nung.

11. Grokso mantki.

12. Grokfio mi.

13. Grokso a pumdi.

Dual,

1. Grokso dausi.

2 fGrokso dausike, disjunct
' XGrokso dausi asi, conjunct

3. Grokso dausi, &c.

Flural,

1. Grokso dau.

a fGrokso dauke or
* (.Grokso dau dni, dee.

It results from the abo?e that there is

but one declension ; that gender lias no
grammatical eipression

;
that number,

like case, is expressed bj separate post-

positions, number going first ; that all

nouns and pronouns take the signs of
number, neuters as well as others \ that

some of the signs of case are still signU

fieant (gware the interior; taure, the

top
; pum, the side) ; that ke is the

general genitive sign, but rarelf jased

save when the noun stands alone, as in

reply to a question, thus, whose ?—the
man’s, is suke, wainsake ; that when two
substantives come together, the former
is the genitive and has properly no sign

(no qualitive ever has), though the “ ke”
be sometimes auperadded to the special

denotator which is a, the 3rd pronoun
(his, her, its), or dim whose sense is, in

of. Dim expresses a relation of locality

or iniiesa (what ia contained) ; a, almost
ail other sorts of relation. Dim is used
conjunctively and disjunctively, as, of

where the tooth? gyelame khleu: of
the mouth, shrudim. Both precede the

second substantive or nominative—thus

naiiisa i ning = the man's name
;
grok-

so & syanda = the thing's sound ; ru
dim khdn s=s vegetables of the garden

;

baser dim shdri = haxar rice or rice of

the basar
;
pu dim pwaku, water of the

cup, so that this latter may be called

the general way of expressing the rela-

tion of two BubstHntivrs wltich are both

named—the former the general way of

expressing relation when the qualitive

noun only is named, for genitives are ail

qiialitives, e. g. siiigke ^ wooden ; ram-

ke = bodily ; lastly, that pronouns aod

nouns are declined throughout and in

all respects in the same way ; there

being no difference whatever between

them. As to the genitive relation it

should be further noted that the first of

two substantives is by position alone a

genitive ;
that very close connexion and

depeiidance is expreued by a. e. g, the

calf of the cow, gai a tami ; that ** ke”

can be used with d, as wainsake i ning,

the man's his name
;

that where ke is

formative, .as singke, = wooden, from

sing, wood, its conjunctive use is indis-

pensable like that of the ba and na, the

participial formatives; thus syelke be-

tbo, the iron blade neuba muryu, the

or a good mail (properly, the man who
good) from fyei»iron (subs.) and

nru, to be good. Observe further that

the topical aign di, both asks and an«

swers, as, ru dim khan, garden vege-

Ubtes; and, of where? the garden*!

gydlem (or gydleme), rddim.

In this latter instauoe we may observe

* Observe that the iron of the blade is bdtho I syel or betho ke syel. But the

point or haft of the blade is neoemrily bbtho 4 Jmu and batho i rising*
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that, gy^la being where, ^he final m or

me of gy^lam, gy^lame, hai, in respect

ofadferbs, a genitival force and to in

di-m, of in ; and in qualitim we con-

Btantly find a aimilar termination (bu-

bam white ; laiam = red ; Kwa^^name
:=s other &c.), to that the m final ia

aiiown to be generally potseative; and
more eapecially aa ita iteration (baba-
mme= the white one

; lala-mme s=r the

red one ; kwag-namme= the other one)

expreaaea the disjunct form of the same
relation. Tbas, which one will you have ?

the red one or the green, Agyeme blavi,

lalatnme ki gigimine, a sample wherein

the possessive i is welded to the relative

pronoun, gyem. By turning to the

participles it will be seen that all those

which have not a sign of their own (ba or

na)aremade participles by the annezgtion

of the m or me particle. This is in fact

the general attributive affix, and its

auffixture transforms all qualidves (in-

cluding adverbs) into substantives or

words used substantivally, like the hma
gu affix of Newari and like also the

Dravirian van, val, which seem to me to

be the unquestionable prototypes of the

Prakritic, wan, wal^ war, (Gaon-wdr,

Sheto-wala, Gaii wan. Marne wala, &c.)

I subjoin a few comparative samples

drawn from Bahing and Newdri, which

will also show that nearly any word in

these tongues can be used substantivally,

and that all qualitives, in particular, can

by the appropriate affix be made sub-

stantival, e. g. singke, wooden; sing-

kernel the wooden one.
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Remark,—The nboTe list affords, it will be seen, collateral Information as to the

formation of gender in qualitives used substaiitiTally. It also shows that the

formative suffix cha is apt to be equivalent for the suffix, me, tii ; and u oba still

leaves a substantival, word (e. g. Khyim*cha = householder ; Li-oba = bowman)
the genitival sign ke is often introduced before final me, to express potsessiveness, as,

whose bow is that ? the bowman’s, suke li, lichakeme. But Lfcha being bowman,
Ifchame may be used for bowman’s. Newiri avoids all vagueness by its hma and
gu signs, repeated to ties quoties with the genitive sign ya, e. g. Ji-hma, mine,

m. and f. Ji^gu. mine, n. Ji hma ya hma, Ji hma ya gn, Ji hma ya hma ya, Ji hma
ya gu ys, Ji gu ya hma ya. Ji gu ya gu ya, fitc. expresa any number of variation!

in the possession of beiugs and things : and to also in all qualitivea used subatsn-

tivally, tlius, toyu hma ya hma, the white man’s animal, toyn hma ya gn, the white

man's thing, toyu hma ya gu ya, of the white man’s thing, &c. Compare Bahing
khyitD>cha-iiie with Newari Chhen-ya-hma and it will he seen that cha= ya has

a quasi adjetj^tival force though khyitncha mean house-holder* Such vagueness
is normal.

ClASSIFICATIOir OF Bahiko Yebbb.

I.—Transitives in *‘wo.” Infinitive Bla-cbo, to take* Imperative blawo, take it*

Indicative active^ Sing, number, Indieatiee paseiae^ Sing, number, Caueal im-

Rrcsent, Preterite, J^reseni. JPreterite, perative.

1. Bla-gna. 1. Blaptong. 1. Blayi (i). 1. Blati.

2* Blayi (i). 2. Blupteu. 2. Blaye (e). 2* Blate*

3. Biawa. 3. Blapta, 3. Blawa. 3. Blata.

Bla*pfito, tr.

'Bit peso, r.

Bia>payi, p.*

Thus are conjugated Mowo, to vomit. Cbeuwo, to grill, Giwo, to give* Sewo,
to saw. Chwewo, to burn corpse Btfiwo, to scatter. Tfiwo, to get or find,

Jfiwo and Bawo, to eat. £h(«wo, to quarrel with. Ku-wo, to steal. Eiwo, to

cook. Pa-wo, to do. f/cu.wo, to kiss (coitus). Si-wo, to seise. Td-wo, to spit

on. M6-WO, to fight. Wddipa-wo, to assay and all compounda of like kind, i* e.

of a noun and the verb to do or make.
Intransitives in ** wo." Infinitive Pioho, to come. Imperative Pi«wo, come.

1. Pf-gnfi. Pi-ti. „ „ Pi-pato, tr.

2. Pi-yd (e). Pi-td. „ „ Pf*paso, ref.

3* PI* Pi-td. „ „ Pi-payi, pas.

Thus are conjugated Rd-wo, to come. Qlewo, to be hot. H6-wo, to be lighted*

Kd*wo, to be bitter. Ld«wo and l>l«wo, to go. Ku-wo, to come up (slope)*

Yd-wo, to come down (slope). Khf-wo, to tremble. Neu-wo, to be good*

Den-wo, to be reconciled* Sh^-wo, to decrease or dheay* Byd neuwo, to he fat*

Bbld-wOy to slip or slide down. Shd-wo, to itch. Ji.wo» to he ripe, &c.

11.-—Transitives tn ** goo.** Infinitive Kwd-cho, to see. Imperative Kwdgno, see It*

1. Kwd-gnd* Kwd>t6ng« 1* Kwd-yl (I). Kwd-tl* Kw6-pa-to, tr.

2* Kwh-gni* Kwd-t-Ou* 2* Kwd-gnd (h)* Kwd-td. Kwd-pa-so reft, or
^ middle.

8* Kwd* Kw6-td. 3; Xntf* Kwd-ta. Kwd-pa-yj, paa»

* The eanial forms are the sa«w tbronghontt pato, following the mutable trm*
altives in **to;" paeo, all Intraasltives whitover in ** and pdyi (pd-I) all

posse«sives in I. yi hr euphony* \\':i

This classificatioa rests on the Indlcatlvf sii»|Qlar« llo inftnitive and Imper*

atfve and cansal aro given chiefly as does to t)i^,jrooihn4W the hupboaio ofami^*
The form of the clifiiflcatiaa is tbronghowt IbhffiimiL 1, 9, % refer to Ihe three

persons.
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, Thus are eonjni^Hted id-gno, to tell. Ld-gno* to tell. Tii-gno, to drink (««ter).

Ohd-enOf to cultivate and to pay debt. Phli.gno, to tend^ &c.

liitraaBitives ia “gao." lnfiQittve» Giwaa-choy to win. Im|»eratire, . Glwaa-

gno, win.

Indicative aetive^ tingf. number.

Preeent, Preterite.

1. Olwau-gna. Glwao-ti,

2. Glwatt-giie. Glwan-te.

3. Glwau. Giwau-ta.

Indicative paeHve^ tiny, number. CautaL

Preeent.
,

Preterite, Imperative.

^ „ Glwau.pa.to, tp.

„ yy
Gliraa-pa-BO| refl .

^ „ Glwau-pa.yi, pai.

Tims are conjugated Rd*gnOi to be filled (belly) or aatiafied. Ld-gno, toretarn,

Wo.giiOi to enter. (|lu*gnOy to iiiae. Ming-giio, to be rtpet JEko-gno, to be

flavoufsuine.

111.—Traniitifes in ^*ko.^ IntinitiTei Pok-cbo» to make get up, or raiie (not

lift). Imperative, Pokko, raise him.

1. Pd-gd. P6k-tdng. 1. Pdng-yi?(Q» Pdk*ti. Pong.pato.

2. Pd-gi. Pdk-teu. * 2. Pong-ye. Pdk-te. Poiig-paso.

Pd-nye.

3. Pd-gd. Pdk-ta. 3. Pd-ga. Pdk-ta. Pong-payi. }

atsa«

pra.

Thns are conjugated Tuk-ko, to lick. Chuk-ko, to bind. Rik-ko, to reap.

Kik*ko, to beget. Hik*ko, to count. Ru>ko« to crooken. Yok-ko, to share out.

Prwnk-ko, to unknot. Nok-ko, to rub. f‘ok-kon, to make fall. Hok-ko, to open.

Jik.ko, to brrak. Pwak-ko vel Pukko, to burst. Ryak-ko, to write or colour.

Jak-ko, to know. Khryak ko, to enrage and to revile. Eik-ko, to reap. Kok-ko,

to dig. Buk-ko, to eradicate. Tyak-ko, to binder. Wok-ko, to flay. Rblyak ko,

to piaster. Phwiik-ko, to separate. Cbyak>ko, to divide. Pik*ko, to pour or pat

in. Dwuk-ko, to swallow.

K. B.—The doable k is doubtful.

Intraiisitives in '*ko.** Infioitive, Bok-cbo, to get up. Imperative, Bok^ko,

get up.

1. B6ng-gna. Bdk-ti.

2. Bung.gue, nye« Bdk-te.

3. Bong. Bdk-ta.

w w
n 9>

99 99

Bong-pa*to 1

Bongopa^so V

Boiig-pa-yi J

at

supra.

l^hos are conjugated Gruk-ko, to be quick. Jwak^ko, to arrive. Jik-ko, to be

broken, (n and a). Buk-ko, to be burst. Bwak-ko, to remain and to speak.

Gii-ko, to be crooked. Phok-ko, to be sour. Gwak-ko, to walk. Duk-ko, to

move or shake. Prok-ko, to jump, or leap. Byak-ko, to die. Gik-ko, to be

born. Guwak-ko, to weep. Dwak-ko, to desire, Dok*ko, to fliU from aloft (being

only). Here again the double k is doubtful, e. g. Ddko or Dokko : et sie decoet.

IV.—Trausitives in
**

ro.” Infinitive, Phydr»oho, to sew. Imperative, Pbdr-ro,

aew it.

r}

Ut

aupra.

1. Phydr.fi. Phydr-tong. 1. Phyfir-yi (i). Pbydr-tu Pbydr-pato

2. Phydr*i. Phjfdr-t-eu. 2. Phydr*e« Phydr-te. Phydr*pas»

8. Pbydr. Phyer*ta. 3, Phydr. Phydr-ta. Pbyar^payi

Thus are conjugated Chwarro, to out. Kurro, to carry* Tyarro, to aufifer,

endure. Kbwarre, to ahuve or aorape or aeratob (violeatly). N« B^lteruto final

ia doubtful. "
<

’

Intmniitives in ** ro.*’ InfinittfOi Bjrir«eho^ to flj. Imperative Bftrre

1. Byar^fi. Byar-M* „ * „ Byar-pnto

2. Byar.|. Byar-t-e. „ ^ Byar.p«ii^

3. Byar* ‘ „ 99
'

Timm mingeM Bfirro, to inereue. Obyfirro, to ahine it mm,
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V,-^Tr«n8itive8 ia InfinitiYe, Jyal*cbo, to pUee. Imperative, Jyullo,

place

Indicative active^ iing, number. Indicative pae^e^ einp. number. Causal,

Preeeni, Preterite, Present, Preterite, Imperative*

1. Jyul*ii. Jyul-tong. 1. JyuUyi. Jyal-ti. JyuKpato) .

2* JyuM. JyuUtett. 2. Jyal*e. Jyul-te. JynUpaao >
“

3. Jynl. Jyul-ta. 8. Jyal. Jynl-ta. Jyul-payi3
***** ’

Thus are conjugated Syallo, to snatch away. Theullo, to cherish. Yallo, to

rub. Limo chailo. to tell lies. N. H.—^The iterate final consonant again doubtful.

Intransitives in Infinitive, Bai-cho, to be tired. Imperative* Ballo,

be tired.

1. Bal*gna.

2. BaUe.
3. Hal.

Bal-re.

Bal-ta.

Thus are eonjuirated Hjrdito, to be heavy* fi:c.

B£l-pato1

Bal.paso

Bal-payi J

ttt

supra.

VI.—Transitives in “ po.*'

beat him.

1. Teub-u. Teup-toiig.

2. Teiib.i, Teup-teu.

3. Teub-a. Tenp-ta.

Infinitive* Teup-cho* tp..beat. Imperative, Teuppo,

1. Teum-yi (i).

2. Teuin-c.

3. Tenh-4

ut
Teum-pato

|
Teutii'paso >

Te«u,.p.,iJ '“P”-

Teup*ti.

Teup-te.

Teup*ta.

Thus are conjugated Gup«po* to lift (a light thing). Bippo* to suck. Synppo,
to wash and abarpen. Khuppo, to #ollect. Jyappo, to buy. Thappo, to

weigh. Cbappo* to can it, to be able for any work. Kippo, to express. Appo,
to shoot. N. B.—^The iterate consonant doubtful.

Intransitives in **po.** Infinitive Rap-cbo, to stand. Imperative* Rappo*
stand up,

1. Ram-gna. Rap*ti. „ „ Bam.patol .

2. Ram-d. Rap-te. „ „ Ram-paso I

3. Ram. Rap-ta. „ „ Ram-payiJ
*“1

Thus are conjugated Ippo* to sleep. Ryippo, to he ended or to end* n. Dhap.
po* to shine as sun. Deuppo, to be combust. Jippo* to be rotten, Ac.

VII.—-Transitives in mo.’* Infinitive, Lam.cbo, to search. Imperative, Lam-
mo, search for it.

1. Lam-u. Lam-toog.

2. Lam-i. Lam-teu,

3. Lam. Lam-te,

1 . Lam-yi (i).

2. Lam-e.

3. Lam.

ut
Laro-ti. Lam-pato

]

Lam«te. Lam-paao [

Lam-ta* Lam-payi j

Thus are conjugated Nam-mo* to smell. Tbeum.mo* to finish or cause to be-

come. Kblenmmoi to transplant. Fhemmo* to take in one's arms. Sheummo,
to cover. Thimmo, to bury. 1 1ammo, to spread. Here again the iterate conso.
nant is doubtful. This conjugation agrees with IV. and V. 6de remark at VIII.

Intransitives In ** mo.” Ii^nitive, Dyum-cho, to become* Imperative, Dyum-

f*1. Dyum-gna. Dyum-tl.
2. Dyuan-e. Dyum-te.
3. Dyum. Dyumta.

Thus are conjugated RImmo, to be

to be liaht (levta). Kbummo, to stoop.

N. B.—Double consonant douhtftit
* VIIL—Transitivea in ** no.” InflnlUvt, Pun-eb^ to beg. , Imperative, Pun-no,
beg it.

1, Fnn-u. Pun-tong, 1. Fttn-yL Pon^B. Fun-pete
2, Fon-i. Pon-teu* 2, Pnn-e. HKm-te. * Pttn«piso

3, Fnn. Pnn-ta. 3* Fun. Fttn-ta. Fttn-payi

» .
Dj.m-p.to) .

Dyam-puo V

Dyannpo, to be fnlL Hammo,
Eyamme, lio be emoeieted, or thin.

ut

Mpnu
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Thai are conjugated Ninno, to hear. Plenno. to release or set at liberty. 8a1e-

panno, to spin, &c.
*

N. B.->ThiB agrees with the last. Hence IV. V. TIL Till, are one^ and it

seems likely that the common imperative sign should be ** o/’ however near that

be to wo’* or the sign of the very different first conjugation. The four specified

agree moreover in not being subject to any eophonic changes in conjugation. They
might be nnitixed as transitives in a liquid or nasal.

Intransitives in ** no” Infinitive, )iran*cho, to run. ImperativCi Wan-no, run*

Jndicaihe active, ting, number. Indicative pattive, ting, number, Cautal

Pretent, Preterite, Pretent, Preterite, Imperative,

1. Wan-gna. Wgn-ti.

2. Wan-i. Wan-te.

8. Wan. Wan-ta.

>» »
>9

99

Wan-psto

'

Wan-paso »

Wan-payi

,

nt

supra.

Thus are conjugated Blenno, to live, &c. N. B.—Here as before, the doubling

of the consonant is doubtful.

IX.—Transitives in **to.’* Infinitive Brecho, to summon. Imperative, Bre«to,

summon him.

1. Brht-u. Brdttong. 1. Bret*i. Brdtti. Bre-pato^
2. Bidt-i. Brdtteu. 2. Br^t-e. Brecte. Brd-pasoV

”
3. Bret a. Brdtta. 8. Brdt-a. Brdtta. Brc-payi) ®P*^**

So are conjugated Rfto, to laugh a4lll Date, to catch. Nito, to set down
Khleuto, to conceal. Neuto, to make good. Mfi>to, to blow (breath). Khfitu,

to touch. Grfik-to, to quicken. Bi«to, to obey. Rok-to, to lift. Dwak-to, to

approve. Kbryapto, to kindle. Rik*to, to eonuin. Gap-to, to add to. Dnk*to,

to shake it or cause to shake. Grepto, to throw. Dapto, to taste. Nyapto, to

shove. Mimto, to remember. Bldto, to dry at fire. Jito, to wet. Chamto, to

arouse. Teuto, to know. Yokto, to remove. Le-to, to t.ike back. Syanto, to

recognise. Hanto, to cheat. Jato, to stop, detain. Xblamto, to spoil. Lwakto,
to put upon. Bapto, to jeratch for ease. Plepto, to fold. Timto, to squeeze.

Lipto, to turn over. N. B.—Those which have a consonant before the s^n, as

Rok-to, Dsp-to, Dwak-to, Cham*to, Han-to and Khlam*to, 8tc. do not double the
** t” in the preterite of either voice ; and consequently, in the passive, there is no
mark of the distinction of time, e. g. Dapti, is 1 am tasted and I was tasted ;*

and, again, Daptu is I taste, Daptoug, 1 tasted, but Dapu, is he tutes or he
tasted—•the last, however, is a general trait.

X.—Transitives in ** to” which change the ’ t” into ** d.” Infinitive^ £UUdio, to

kill. ImperatiTe,B4.to, kill him.

1. Sdd-tt. Satong. 1. SayL Sdti.

2. $dd-i. Siteu. 2. Sfine. Sdte.

3. Sfid-a« l^ta. 3. Seda. Bdta.

Sd*pato

Sd-paso

Sa«payi

I *
j

supra.

Thus are conjugated Wd*to, abandon or leave. Td«to, to kick. Tdto, to split*

Vto, to fell. Ld-to, to take away, ^^o, to do tor auother. Krd-to,.jto bite.

Kld5-to, to undress. Mdto, to tell Cnfto,. to tear. Pfto, to bring, Kd^to, to

bring up. Limldto, to feel Yd-to, to bring down. Jd-to, to make steqdy or

firm, nd-to, to sow. Ndto and Prdro, to gather. Bhd«to, to exchange. BM-to,
to grind, H6«to| to piefoe. Hd-to, to distil

• In such caaea the sense is dstsrminrd by the nss of the sepan^
proooniia in the inatramentai and objective reiq^ively. Difi«feuoe^lMidl|^^

an adverb.
'
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Intruniitiyes in ** to.’* liifiiiitiTe, 0ol-cfao, to be efrtld. ImperatiTe, Gni^tOf

be afr£d.

/ndiea/tee aetht^ tm£. ntonder.

iVeten/. JPreieriie.

IndieathB paaite, sinp, number. Cautal.

Preeent. jPreteriie, Imperative,

1. Gni-gna. 6nf*ti.

2. Giii^ne. Giii>te.

3. Gill. Gui-ta.

So are conjoaated Ji-to, to be tom. Kha to» to he in pain

ground). 8lieo>to, to lose. Ld-to, to return. Jyukok&to,
sharp. Br^to, to vociferate.

Gnfpatol
Gni-paao L

Gnf-payi J

. IT-to, to fall (on

to dee. Heto, to be

at

lupra.^

XT.—^Neuters in “to.” Indnitive, Bo*cho» to dower. Imperative, Bo-to,

dower.

1. Bdt-n. B6tti.

2. Bdt-i. Bdtie.

3. ti<5t-a. Botta.

u
n
>»

Bd pato 1

Bd-paeo V

Bd-payi J

at

supra.

Thus are conjugated Khfto, to blow as wind. ‘ Sfto, to frnit. Wamto, to sink

or set as sun. But the last gives, owing to the consonant before the sign. Wamtu.
Wamti, Wamta: Wamti, Wainte. Wamta. Indnitive, wam-ebo. (See Kwsilo
and Sddo). Si-to is often conjugated 8ida, Stdi, Sida ; Siti, Site, Sita.

XII.—Transitives in •* to.”

do, hale him.

1. Gramdu. Gramtong.
2. Gr<imdi. Gramteu.
3. Gramda. Gramta.

Infinitlv^Gram-cho, to iMte. Imperative, Oram-

1. Gramdi.
2. Gramde.

*3. Gramda.

Gramti.
Granite.

Gramta.

Gram«4>ato 1

Gram-paso V

Gram*payi J

nt

supra.

Thus are conjugated Chyurdo, to wring. Rimdo, to expect. Ch&yi^do or Cby*
dndo, to teach. Kwddo, to pat on the dre. Wando^ to put or pour in. Wardo,
to throw away. Pleitdo, to forget. Ohamdo, to divert, amuse. Glundo, to extract

or take out. Jyuldo, to place for another. Tundo, to cause to drink. Sddo, to

tell for another. Gremdo, to roast. Heldo, to mix. But Kwado and Sddo, having
no consonant before the sign ; doable the t, as in XX. that

1. Sd-da. Sdttong. 1. Sd>di. Sdtti. Sd-pato.
2. Sd-di. Sdtteo. 2. Sd-de. Sdtte. S6-paao.

3. Sd-de Sdtta. 3. Sd*da« S^ta. 8d*payi.

N. B.—^Tbia, like Sbgno of conjugation II. makes infinitive Sd*cho and causal

Sfi-pato, 9to, and in fact the various modifications of the verbs by voice and in the
pecaliar manner bora in question (to«gno, tell ; so-do, tell for aiiotfaer) are aadly

deficient in cormiKindent forma of the infinitive and ffiitticiplea. See on.

Intransitives In **do.” Infinitive MjeUcho, to be aleepy. ImperstiTe, Myel-de,
be sleepy.

1. Myeldo. MyoKI.
2. Myeldi. ISyelte.

3. Myslds. Myelte.

H

W

w
99

99

ICyoUpito
klyelopaso

Myel-payi}

at
supra.

N. B.—This nearly agrees with'XI. only that tbe rbpt^ bavtng a finsl eonso*
nsnt, tbe preterite ** t” is not doubled. 90 men ooyiji^M (I bftfo foond no other
verbs of this coojogatioa).

* IJto end Sheoto, UIgs Jlkko siseirbsis, een both neater end transitive. See
them under the rrspeetive heeds* . ICbf#p, to tremble Is neuter t to faeitil if tr«u»;
sitive. Brd-to, to cry out is neater i BrAoi to sumnion is active.
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Xin.^-Intriniitiref
•It down,

Inflicaiive aeiitef sinff, numder.
JPregent Preterite.

fo.” Inlfinitlffl^ NiiucbOy to sit ImperstUoi Ntio»

Indicatiffe pauive^ einp, number,
Preeent P^erite. *

1. Ki8i*gna.

2. Ni le.

3. NC-fe.

Ki-8>te.

Caueei

hnperutwe,

„ Nwi-psto)

„ Nitt-pngo f

;; NW-payi)
Thii conjngatton interposes its reflex sign or ** s,** between the. root end the.

ordintry intransitiTe conjngational forms. Nearly all transitives can be eonjngated
in this form as a middle voice. Bnt it has also many primitives as will be seen by
the instances given. So also are conjugated Waso cacare. Cbarso miiigere. Piso
crepitum facere. Naso, to take rest, Cbyenso or Chayinso, to learn. Khlenso,^
to lie hid. Syinso or Shaymno, to wake. Saso, to kill one’s self. Teumso, to beas
one’s self, Bamso. to scratcii one's self. R{so» to laugh. 61^0, to lie down,
ChisO| to bathe. PhisOi to dress. Ohamso, to play. Prdnso, to begin.

CoitjuoATioN o^Bahikg Verbs.

I.—Paradigm of verbs tranaftWe in “ wo.”

Root Jd| to eat. Imperative ja-wo.

Active Yoioe,

1. Singnler ofAgent.

Ja*wo, eat it.

2. Dual gf Otgeet

Jd-wosi| eat them two.

3. Plural pf OljeeU

Ja-womi| eat them alL

Imperutm Mood.

1. Dual of Agent,

Ja-se, ye two eat it.

2. Dual of Objeei,

J4-sesi, ye two eat

them two,

3. Plural of Object,

JaaemI, ye two eat them alL

1. Plural ofAgent,

Jd-ne^ ye all eat it.

2. DualifO^feet.

Ja-adai, ye aU eat them twoi,

3.

JNuralpf Object^

Jdadmi, ye all eat them aO.

Hf^ative Ibrm,

By mi prefixed Mdjd wo, &c. and ro Inall the subsequent moods.

lirsiOAnTB Moos.

aitd BOwre Tmm.
r ,

'

Sbug^kur if Dul PUrni

Pint Petimt,

1. mV. 1. • liiMlrarMdwtai. ]. •
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Jhuilivf Oiifeei,

X eat them twd,

JPhraiiff Oltfiet.

m \Ja-giia.mi,
^ j I eat tlm all*

1- K-(y) U
2. Ja.(7)«i«ti.

3. H (7}-i-mL

1. Ja-wa.

2. JX-wa-ii.

3. JX-wa^ml.

Dual^ (HJeei,

^ Ja-ea-ti, Ineloaive,

o Ja-aukuai, exclnaife.

We two eat them

t two.

Dlurali^ Obfeet.

/Ja-ia-mi, incluaife,

^ \ Ja-aokiioiDi, ezol.

i We two eat them

C all,

Seeofid Perton.

1. JX-si.

2. JX.ai.aL

8« JX*8i*mi.

Third Dbrum,

1. Jl-M.
2. J4«te-ai.

3. JfX*ae-mi.

Dual^ Objaal.

{

JX-7a*ai, ioelailTe.

cxclnaife.

We aU eat them
two.

Dlural tf Object.

S

Ja«7ami| InoL

Xa-ka-miy ezoL

We all eat them
aU.*

1. Ja-ni.

2. JlL-niHii.

8. JX-ni-mi.

1. JX-me.

2. Ji-me-ii.

3. Xa*me*ml#

Preterite Shnee.

Fitii Perwu.

1. Ji-tong.

2. JX«t*6ng-ii«

3. J£»t«6Bg.mi.

I J4.ti«a6kii| exel.f

JX*t£-a& at, incU

JX-t4»iitk6-al, excK

« /JX-Ui.ai«mi, inch
^ tJ^-t4-bu*k4-miyexcl.

. r J4D.ta*7d, inch
*• lJXk-tX-ko,excl.

o r Jan.t6-70-ai| IneU
^ J4k-U.kd.ai, excU

J4ii-t4*7d«iiiiy ioel.

J4k-ti«k<$*ml» eicl.

N. B.—^The iatercalated n and k are derloiip. See on.

Second Perton.

1. Jap-t-en. 1, Jd-tX^aL

2. Jdp.t-en-ai, 2. Jd.td«ai.8l.

3. J4p*t-ea»mi« 8. Jd-ta.ii*mi«

N. B.—The intercalated p and n are deriona.

Third Fentm.

1. Jdp-t-a. 1. Jd-ta-ae.

2. •Idp.t*aai. 2. Jd-td-ae-ai.

3. Jdp-t-a-mi. 8. Xd-ta-ae-mu

N. B.*«The Intercdatod p and m are dcfioiia.

1. Jdn*tdmi*

2. Jdn.td*ni*ai.

3. Jaa*ta>ni*mi.

1. Jdm*ta*me.

2* Jdm*ca«me<ai.

3. Jdm-u*me-mi.

•

* The form of die conjngation in the ramilnkm pefeme of die indieatife mood
being the aameaa in tlwnmpeivon (and alao III dk^w^yilitlfe) It ia needieaa to

load the paper widi repelitloM of the namea «f agentifo and objeo.

tife, or wtdi the Sni^ eqnitalenta*
^

t Ob*emtktta.«purtMortiwqrlI«bl«ilte*lidy
cenprebemioB, *94 Alt I iWl da *0 no fartkHkfiw tk* gealttigf dH JmImvi !•*

tmM to m; tatli ttwtMBi of it« SiwlyMufm otomati.
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I^finiHoe Mood.

J&-cho, to eat or to have eaten, aoristie.

Partieiple9,

(Take notice that all the participlea are essentially relative and tha** they corre-

spond as to sense with nouns, aubstantivttl or adjectival ad libitum.)

1st. Pabtioiple of the AoE9T.

Impersonal Form,

J&.ba, the eater, who eats, or ate, or will eat ; aoristie.

N. B.—This participle has no impersonated equivalent.

2nd. Paticiplb of the Object and of the Instbumbnt also
EXPBES8ITE OF HaBIT AND OF PlTNESS.

jPresent and future time.

Impersonal form,

Jacho-me, eatable, what is nsually eaten or is fit to eat (to be eaten) what or
whom any one eats or will eat (food), and what he eats or will eat with (teeth).

Sad. Pabtioiplb of the Object and of the Instbumbnt.

Fast time.

Impersonal form,

J&.na, eaten, what or wherewith any one ate (also what baa been eaten).

4th. Febsonated equiyalknt of 2nd Pabticiple, bupba.

Singular qf Agent,

1. Ja-gname, the one
that I eat.

DwUqf Olgeet.

2. Jagnaslme, the two
that 1 eat.

Plural qf Object.

3. Jagnamlme, the all

that 1 eat.

1. Jayiroe.

2. Jayiaime.

3. Jajimime.

1. Jewene.
2. JawMiaac.
3. Jewemine.

First person.

Dual of Agent,

{

Jasame,
Jasnkume,

the one that we
two eat.

Dual of Object,

{

Jasasime,

Jasukusime,
the two that we
two eat.

Plural qf Object,

1

Jasamime,
Jasnkumime,

the all that we
two cat.

Second pereoml

1.

Jisime.

2.

Jesisime.

3.

Jaaimlme. •

TMrd pei%om,

U Jaaeme.

2. Jaeesime.

3. Jasemime.

Plural of Agent,

rJayame,
. J Jakame,

*
I

the one that we
L all eat.

Dual of O^eet,

{

Jayasime,
Jakasime,

the two that we
all eat.

Plural qf Object,

^Jayamime,
« \ Jakamime,

* 1 the all that we
V. all eat.

1. Janime.
2. Janisime.

3. Janlmtme.

1. Jameme.
2. Jameainoe.

3. Jameminie,^

3 H
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These (2ncl and 3rd person) of course mean respectively what or wlierewitb

thou ahd he (or she) eats or will eat, &c. see note to 1st person of indicative mood*

6th. ImPEBSONATJCH equivalent of fhlD PaUTICIPLE, SUPllA.

Firist Person,

1. Jd tongme, (the one

that I ate.)

- f.Tatasame

* \«Jiii:a>ukume.

. r Jantayome.
’
\ Jakukonie.

2. Jatongsime. /Jatasfisitne.

l^Jatasukiisiine.

o r Jaiitayosime.

*
[ Jakltikooime.

3. Jatongmime. ^
^Jatasaiuime.

l^Jatasukumime.
/ JantHVOinimp.

\Jakiukomiiiie.

Second Person.

1. Japtenme.

2. Japteusime.

3. Japtruinime.

1. JatAsime.

2. Jatusisime.

3. Jatasimime.

1. Jniitanime.

2. .luntfliiisime.

3. tL'mtauimiiie.

Third Person^

1. Japtame.

2. Japtasime.

3. Japtamime*

1. JatRseme.

2 Jatasesime.

3. Jatasetnirne.

1. Jumtnmenv*.

2. Jfiiiif!iin^i«ime.

3. iluiitaiiuniine.^

Gebuxds.

Oerund of the present andfuture iime^ impersonal.

There is none.

Oerund ofpresent andfuture time personated.

IST.—With main Verb in buesest or futcre time.

First person.

Singular of Agent, Dual of Agent, Plural of Agent,

Jagnana, 1 eating it,

shall do so and so.
j

fJasana, exclusive.
*^ \Ja8akuna, iiicl.

- fdayan'), incl,

l^J.ikaiia, excl.

Dual of Object, Dual of Object, Dual of Object.

2. Jagnasina.
o r Jaiasina, incl

* Xjasakusina, excl.
2

rJayMsiiiB, incl.

’ \jukasin», excl.

Plural gf Object, Plural of Object, Plural qf Object.

3. Jagnamina.
A TJasamina, incl.

(.Jasukurniiia, excl.

"0 fJMysmiua, incl.

* \«lakaiuiiia, excl.

Second person.

1. Jayina.

2. Jayisina.

3. Jayimiua.

1. Jasioa.

2. Jaaiaina.

3. Jaaimina.

1. Janina.

2. Janisiua.

3. Jauimina.

*Third person.

1. Jawana.

2. Jawasiiia.

3. Jawamina.

1. Jasena.

2. Jaaesina.

3. Jasemina.

1. Jamena.

2. Jameaina.

3. Jamemiua.

* The above forms of the participle and gerund add merely the respective form-

ative particles to the several tease forms ; being ^ me” for the jiarticiple and **iia'’

for the gerund.
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2sd.—Same Obbund, peiisonated with main vbbb ih^

Peetebite.

1 . Jatoiijrna, (I entinj^

it, did ho and so).

2 . Jatuiivaina,

3 . Jat<>ii;;mina.

1 . Japtpuna.

2. Japtpii*>iii:i.

3 . Japttiuriiiiia.

1. jHptsina.

2 . Japtasina.

3. Japtamiiia.

First person,

j
/Jatasttna, inclusive.

i,Jataaiikaiiu« esc).

2
/'JaUsHBiiia, inch

(.Jatasukuaitia, ex cl.

g
/jHtaBNTTiiria, iticl.

I^Jatabiikumiiia, pxcl.

ffccond person,,

1. Ja^Hsiiia.

2. J.daBisina.

3. Jjta^iitiina.

Third person,

1. .lataspiia.

2. daraae^itiu.

3. Juta«em)na.

1
/Jantaydna, iticl.

(.Jaktakdna, excl.

2
/Jantayusina, inch

* k'^aktakoaina, ezcl.

2
rtFaritaydmina, inoU

’ Itlaktakdininai excl*

1 . Jantanina.

2 . J'Uitaiiisina.

3 . Jantan Imi iia.

1 . Jamtarnena.

2. J.iriitamesina.

3. Jaintamemina.*

Gerund of past time, impersonal Jtiso, and JdsomamLf

Same Gerund, personated.

IdT.—

W

ith main vueb in puesent ob futtjee.

Sittffular of Af/ent.

1 . Ja^nakn, (1 having ate

It, will du so and $o).

Dvfil of Object,

2. JagiiHsiko.

plural of ObjecU

3 . Jagnamiko.

1 . Jayiko.

2. Jayiaiko.

3 . Jayiiuiko.

1 . Jawako.

2 . Jawaaiko.

3 . Jawamiko.

First 2*ersoH,

Dual of Apent,

^
rjasako. incl.

’ kJasiikuko, excl.

Dual of Object,

Jasasiko, iiicl.

JasukuMko, excl.

Plural oj Object.

2 ( Jaaaniiko, inch

^ Jasukuiiiiko, excl.

Second jierson,

1. Jasiko.

2. Jasisiko.

3 . Juaiiniko.

7'hird ffcrson,

1 . Jaseko.

2. Jaaesiko.

3. Jaseoiiko.

Plural of Agenta

fJ yako, incl.

* XJakako, excl.

Dual of Object,

2 ( Jayasiko, incl.

( Jakasiko, excl.

.
Plural of Object,

2 r Jayatniko, tiicL

\ Jakamiko, excl..

1 . Jaiiiko.

2 . Janisiko.

3. Janiiniko.

1. Jameko.
2 . Jamesiko.

3 . Jauieniiko,

* The above forms of the participle and geauiid adil meridy the respective form-
ative particles to the several tense tonns ; being ** tor the participle and
for the gerund.

t See remark in the sequel on Jasdgno with the ausiliary.

3 H 2
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—The same Gedititu with the math Vebb ih the

PUETEBITE.

Firti petion.

1. Jtttangko, (I having

ate it did so and so.
I

( Jatasako, incl.

( Jatasukuko, ezcl.
^

( Jantayoko, incl.

( Juktakoko, ezcl.

2. Jatongsiko. 2 ( JatMSMsiko, inri.

^ Jatusukusiko, ezcl.
2 f Jantayosiko, incl.

* \ Jaktakosiko, excl.

3. Jatongmiko. ^
f JatMsamtko, incl.

*
[ Jatasukumiko, eicl.

2 ( Jantayomiko, incl.

^ Jaktakomiko, excl.

Second penon.

1. Japteuko.

2. Japteusiko.

3. Japteumiko.

1. Jatasiko.

2. Jataaisiko.

3. Jatasiiniko.

1. Jantaniko.

2. Jantunisiko.

3. Jantanimiko.

Third person.

1. Japtakn.

2. jMptNsiko.

3. Japtaniiko.

1. Jatateko.

2. Jatasiaiko.

8. Jatasemiko.

1. Jamtameko.
2. JMmtame.'>iko.

8. Jamtameuiiko.*

Bejlex transitive^ or middle voiced of the transitive verb to eat.

Imperative Mood.

Singular.

Jaso, eat tbyself.

Dual. Plural.

jM-che, ye two eat f J£iine,} ye all eat yonr-

youraelvea. \ selvea.

* Here as before, the gerondtal impersonated forms are constructed by merely

adding the past gerund sign or ** ko’* to the sereral forms of the tenses ; and aa

ill the indicative mood, there are 33 personal forms proper to either time (present

or future and preterite) so there are 66 forms of the gerund of past time aud in

like manner are there 66 of the gerund of present time ; and so also of the parti-

ciples, not to add the three impersonate forms of the latter, making with them 69 !

This is a more than Manchuric luxuriance of participial and gerundial growth. 1

have nouf gone through the most essential and characteristic forms of the verb, and

shall reserve the less essential or the several other so called moods &c. for the

sequel, proceeding first to the refiex or middle voice and then to the passive upon

the present model. The gerunds are purely verbal with no touch of the noun,

and they are essentially continuative, serving in lieu of the conjunction ** and.**

t There are a great many primitives or neuters in “ so," besides the derivatives

or refli-x forms of the transit!ver which I csil their middle voice. All transitives

make their middle voice by changing their appropriate sign into **so.*’ This form

is perfectly uniform for all primitives and derivatives. The French amuser and

s*amuser, = cbam«cho and cham-s-cbo give a good idea of it.

t There are of course no objective forms of sn intransitive verb, and all verba

in *‘so," whether primitively neuter or derived, as here from tiansitives, are so

regarded. See and compare the transitive forms in the aotivd voice aforegona.
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^

Inbtcatite Mood.

Present and Future Tense*

Firtt perton.

Singular. Dual. Plural,

Jasigna.
Jas-chfl, inrl

Jas chuku, excl.

Jasiys, incl.

Jasika, excl.

Second person.

Jase. Jas'chi. Jasini.

Third person.

Jase. JaS'Che. Jasime.

Peeterite Tense.

First person.

Janti.
f Jaetasa. inch ( Jastayo, inch

\ Jaatasuku, excl. \ Jastako, excl.

Second person.

Jaste. Jastasi. Jastani.

Third perion.

Jasta. Jastasa. Jastame.

Infikitite Mood.

JaacbOi to eat, or to have eaten one’a self, aoristic.

Participles.

IsT.—

P

aeticiple op tub Agent, impeesokad.

Jasiba, the self-eater, one who eats, or will eat or ate himself, aoristic.

2nd.—Paeticiple op tub Object and Instedment.

Present and Future Time.

Impersonal Form.

Jaschome, his own that any one eats or will eat, self eatable, what is self eaten

or wherewith to eat self.

3ed.—Same Paeticiple op time past, impeesonal.

Jasiiia, his own (flesb) that any one ate, or what has been selfeaten by any one;

and wherewith it has been self eaten* or his own (teeth) wherewith any one ate.

47H.—Impbbbonatsd equivalent op Paeticiple 2nd in Ghomb.
First person^

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Jastgname, my own that ( Jaschame, inch • C Jasiyame, inch

I eat or eat with. ( Jaaobukume, eacl. ( Jasikame, excl.

* The participles in cho-me and in na are scarcely useable in derivative verbs

in ^^so" like Jaso, but more freely in primitives of the same formation such as

wdso^ oaoo, e. g., was-obome khli voidable ordure, and wasina kbli = voided

ordure, that is, the ordure which will be and has* been, voided. This shows the

passive bent of these participles and the affinity of neuter verbs to paasises. See

Classification of Verbs.
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Second person.

Jasemdi! Juscliime. Jasinime.

Thhd person.

Jaseme. Joficheme. Jasimeme.

6ni.—Impersonated EtiriVALKST or Participle Sud in “na.**

Singular, Dual, IHural,

First person.

Jastime, my own that

1 ate.

fJasta^ame, incl.

l^Juatosukuine, e.Tnl.

rjastayorae, incl.

\ Jastukome, excl.

Second person.

Jasteme. Jastasiine. Jastanime.

Third person.

Jastame. Jusfaseine. Justameme.

Gerunds.

Gerund ofpresent and future time, impersonal.

There is none .

Gerund ofpresent andfuture time, personated.

1st.—With main verb in same time.

Singular, Dual, Flural,

First person.

Jasignana, (I eating my
own iiebh shall do so)

and so).

/ Jasrhana, incl.

i Juschukttna, escl.

/ Jasiyana* incl.

V Jasikaiia, excl*

Second penon.

Jasena. Jaschina. iTuMiiina.

Third person. •

Jasena. Jascheiia. Jaitimena.

2h».—Same Gebunu fEUBOXATEo WITH MAIN VERB IN

PAST TENSE.

Firsi person.

Jastlna. (I eating my J Jastasana, me). ( Jastayona, incl.

own flesh did so and so.) 1
Jastasukuiia, exi*l. Jastakona, excl.

Second person.

Jastena. Jastasina. Jastanina.

Third person.

Jastana. Jastasena. Jastamena.

Qerund of past time, impersonal,

'i Ficre is uoae.

Same gerund personated,

1st.—With main verb in present or putube.

Fir$\ person.

Jasignako, (I having
eaten niy own flesh

shall do so and so.)

Jaschuko, mol.

Jaichttkuko, excl.

I Jssiyako, tncl.

1 JasikskOi encU
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Second person. •

Jaseko. Jaschiko. Jasiuiko.

Third person.

Jaseko. Jascheko. Jasimeko.

2nd.—Same oekund with main vkeb IN THE FBETERITS.

Singular, Dual, Plural,

First person.

Jastiko, (I having eaten

my own did so and
so).

7 Jastasako, incl.
|

w Jastasukuko, excl.
|

Jastayoko, incl.

Jiistakoko, excl.

Second person.

Jasteko. Jastaaiko. Jastaniko.

Third person.

Jastuko. Jastaseko. Jastameko.

Passive voice of the same verb,

(Uasis, Jayi = eat me).

Impkhatite Mood.

Singular of Object,

1. Jayi| eat me tliou.

Dual of Agent,

2. Jayisi, eat i^e ye

two.

Plural of Agent,

3. Jayini, eat me ye all.

Dual of Object.

1. Jasiki, eat us two thou.

Dual of Agetit,

2
r Jasikisi, eat us two

* \ ye two.

Plural of Agent,

A rJaMikini, eat us two

1,
ye all.

Jkdicatite Mood.

Plural of Object,

!• Jaki, eat us all thou.

Dual of Agent,

A C Jakibi, eat us all ye

I two.

Plural of Agent,

A /Jakini, eat us all ye

all.*

Present and Future Tense,

Singular of Object,

1. Jayi, eats me be, =
1 am eateu by him.

First person.

Dual of Object,

Jaso, iticl.

Jasiki, excl.

\Ve two are eaten

by him.

Plural of Object,

Jaso, incl.

Jaki, excl.

We all are eaten by
him.

* Observe that of tbe active voice of the transitive the object is him or her or

it ; of the midille voice the object is self ; and of tbe passive the object is me,

but that tbe order of arrangement of agent and object is reversed in the passive

as compared with the active voice and so also in tbe indicative mood. This is

done in conformity to the genius of this laug^iage which requires the attention to

be primarily fixed on the agent in one voice, on the object in the other. It will

be seen in the sequel that there are further special fortns of the verb to denote the

action which passes from me to thee and from thee to me. These are necessary

complements of the passive voice in a language whicli makes the mention of agenta

and patients inseparable from that of the action.
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Puttl nf Afftnt, Dual Agmtt,
*

rJaioBi, inch

2. Jayisi, I am eaten by o J Jasikisi, excl
*1 S fir. ..them two.

Fhtral af Agenia

1
We two are eaten

by them two.

Dual (if Agent,

/ Jasoii,

a-n'lS**!'

i
We all are eaten by
them two.

Plural (if Agent,

3. Jayimi, I am eaten

by them all.

1. Jaye.

2. Juyeai.

3. Jayemi.

f Jasomi, inch

We all are eaten by
them all.

Plural of Agent,

{

Jaaomi, inch

Jaaikimi, ezcl.

We two are eaten

by them all.

N. 6.—^The azent is always of |he 3rd person, he, she, or it ; if it be 2Dd person

the conjugation is another.

Second perton,

1. Jhsi.

2. Jasisi.

3. Jasimi.

Third pereon.

1. Jawasi.

2. Jasesi.

8. Jamesi.

1. Jawa.

2. Jase.

3. Jume.

1. Jani.

2. Janiai.

8. Janimi.

1. Jawami.

2. Jasemi.

8. Jamemi.

Preterite Tense,

Pint perion.

1. Jati.
« fJataso, incl.

* \Jatasiki, ezcl.

• f Jataso, incl.

* tJdkUki, ezcl.

2. Jatisi.
A fdatasosi, incl.

* XJatasikisi, ezcl.

a / Jatasosi.

1 Jaktakisi.

8. Jatimi.
o /Jatasomi, incl.

I^Jatasikimi, ezcl.

„ /Jatasomi.
* i,Jaktakimi.

Second perton.

1. Jate.

2. Jatesi.

3. JatemL

1. Jatasi.

2. Jatasisi.

3. Jatasimi.

1. Jantani.

2. Jantuuisi.

3. Jautanimi.

Third perton.

1. Japta.

2. Jatase.

3. Jamtame.

1. Japtasi.

2. Jatasesi.

3. Jamtamesi.

1. Japtami.

2. JaWtsrmi.

8. Jamtamemi.

IsFiviTiTE Mood.

There is none properly so called.

The sense is conveyed by placing the separate pronoun in the objective case

before the verb in the active voioe. G6 jimbo, =: to eat me, to be eaten.

Pahticiplss.

1st.—Participle of the agent in ba** is of oourie wanting.

2nd.—Participle of the object in " cbome*’ ia rather passive than active though

used m both voices, as we say in Btiglish what (or whom) any one eats or is wont
to eat or what is wont to be eaten by any one.
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3rd.— Participle in “ na,” is yet more purely passive, Ji-na, what has been eafen.

But it is used with more than English license as though it belonged to thctictive

voice, what any one hath eaten.

4th.—Personated equivalent of the 2nd of the above. It is formed by adding

the formative suffix ** me’* to the several tense forms of the indicative present and
future of this voice, e. g.

Singular nf Agani,

1. Jayime.

Dval nf Agent,

•I
Jiisome, inch

Jabikiine, excl.

Tlural of Agent,

f Jjicome, incl.

* \ Jakime, excl.

and so on through the whole of the thirty-three forms above given in the indicative.

5th.— Personated equivalent of the 3rd of the above participles or that in “na.”
It is lornied as above by adding the formative “ me” to the several forms of the

preterite indicative of this voice, e. g.

1. Jatime.
.Tatasome, incl.

Jatastkime, excl.
j

f J.'itasome, incl.

‘
1
ilatakime, excl.

and so on through all the Z?* forms of the three persons of the preterite passive.

da\iiMe niran’*' I ^^lu) am the eateu of him, and Jatime, I who was the eaten of him,

aiiil so (if aii the real.

N. B.—The impersonal forms in this, and of the active and middle voiees are

declinable like nouns. The p<'isonatpd in “me” wmcIi take so much of the verb

characlcr are indeclinable. Both arc thoroughly and intrinsically lelaiive in sense.

Gerunds,

]. Juyina. 1 1 .

Gerund of future and present time, impersonal.

There is none.

The same gerund personated.

1st.—With the main verb in same time.

It is formed by the addition of the appropriate formative or “na’’ to the several

forms of tiie lirt'ijent and tuture indicative of this voice, e. g.

tSingular, Dual.

{

Jasona, inch

Jasikina, excl.

and so on through all the 33 forms of the three persons of the indicative.

2nd.—The same gerund pfTsonated with the main verb in the preterite.

It is formed by suffixing the “ iia” to the preterite indicative forms, e. g.

Singular, Dual, Tlural,

^ . . r Jwtasona, incl. . f Jatasona, incl.
j. Jatina. *

"l
Jatasikina, excl. * X Jatakinn, excl.

Sample.<i of the seii.se. l(eing eaten I shall cry out, Jayina bregna ; being eaten

1 cried out, Juiiiia bicti.*

Tlural,

{

Jasona, incl.

Jakina, excl.

* Observe that the root bre, to cry out, is here conjugated as an intransitivt'.

Elsewhere I have given the same root conjugated as a transitive in the sense of to

Bummoii. The infinitive and imperative (bre-cho, bre-to) are identical. Tliis

double indicative conjugation from the same root of Vords having nearly identical

senses is very common, as iiio, to fall and to fell, Jikko to be broken, and to break,

&c. Bicto, the intransitive, is conjugated like gnito, to be afraid, the type of

regular intransitives iu “ to.”
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1. Jatiko.

Gerund of p&st time, impersonal.

•“
Tliere is none.

Same irerund personated.

Ist.—With main verb in present or future.

It is formed by adding the foimative ** ko” to the several forms (33) of the

indicative present and future, e. g.

Singular, Dual, Flural,

- » • r Jasoko, inch
i / Ja-<oko. inch

1 tJasikiko. excl. \ Jakiko, excl.

2nd.—Same gerund with the main verb in the preterite.

It is formed as above by adding “ ko*’ to the several forms of the indicative

preterite, e. g.

1 Tafilrn 1 / J^tasoko, iucl. - f Jstasoko, incl.

*
[ Jatasikiko, excl.

'
‘ \ Jatakiko, excl.

and so on through all the 33 forms of the indicative preterite of this voice. The
senses respectively of Juyiko and Jatiko are, having been eaten 1 shall be, and,

having been eaten, I was or have been, (forgotten)
;
and so of the rest.

Paradigm of certain special forms of conjugation supplementary of the passive

and denoting

1st, tbe action that passes between me as the agent and thee as the patient.

2rid, tliat in which thou art the agent and I the patient. The first of these forms

is very distinct, but is eonfmed to the indicative (and subjunctive) mood.

It has no imperative or iiihnitive. The second runs much into the ordinary

passive and iias an imperative, ^ee on.

1st form, 1—thee.

(Verb Ja, to eat, as before).

Im)icatite Mood.

Freaent and Future Tense,

Singular of Agent,* Dual of Agent, Plural of Agent,

*’

'^ar^e!t?n
Wc all e«t thee.

Dual of Object, Dual of Object, Dual of Object.

2. J4niUi.le.tyoutwo. y®"

Plural of Object, Plurgl of Object, Plural of Object,

3. J4,.4nl, 1 eat you all. {
you

J

Jammi. We all eat you

* This form is rather allied to the passive than active, and may be called the
supplement of the former, which is very incomplete and alien to the genius of the

tongue, being cramped at the thresholfi by taking the. Ist person objective for its

starting point, thus, jayi = eat me. There is no lie thou eaten. And here jana,

and its participial janame look to the object chiefly, thou ait eaten by me and thou
vrho art the eaten of me.
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Breterite Teme.

]. Jantan^ I ate thee, or,]

thou waat eaten by oJatesi. We two ate thee. Jatemi. We all ate thee,

me.

2. Jaiitaiiasi, I ate you
two.

3. Jantanani, I ate you
all.

Jatasisi, We two ate you f Jatasimi. We all ate you
two. [ two.

Jaiitaniai, We two ate you f Jantanimi. We all ate you
all. 1 all.

Farticiples.

There are none of the impersonal form.

Partiri))le of the future personated.

U is formed, as in the ordinary conjugation, by adding the appropriate particle

or me” to the forms of the indicative, e. g.

Singular, Dual, Plural,

Janame. Jayesime. Jayemime.*

and HO on through all the 9 forms above given in the indicative present.

Participle of the past personated. It is formed from the preterite by adding

the “me,” e. g.

Jantaname. Jatesime. Jatemime,

and so on through the above 9 forms of the preterite.

The sense of Janame is, thou who art the eaten of me
;
of jantaname, thou who

wert the eaten of roe, and so of all the rest.

Gerunds,

There are none whatever impersonated.

The personated forms are, as in the ordinary conjugation* four, two of the pre-

sent and two of the past, and they are constructed, as before, by adding, respec-

tively na” and ** ko” to the tense forms above, e. g.

Gerund of the future and present with the main verb in same time.

Singular, Dual, Plural.

Junana. Jayesina. Jayemina,

and so on through all the 9 forms of the tense.

Same gerund with the main verb in the preterite.

Singular, Dual, Plural,

Jantanana. Jatesina. Jatemina,

and so on througli all the 9 forms above. ^

Gerund of the preterite with main verb in the past time.

Singular, Dual, Plural,

Jantanako.f Jatesiko. . Jatemiko,

and BO on through the 9 tense forms.

The “ y” is merely to keep the vowels apart.

t Samples of the above gerunds. Eating thee»I shall fill my belly, janana rugna

:

Eating thee 1 filled my belly, jantana ruti; Having eaten thee I will go, janako

lugna: Having eaten thee 1 slept, jantuiiako ipti : We all having eaten thee, were

pleased, jatemiko gyerstako: We two, having eaten thee, will flee, jayesiko juksu-

kasuku : We all, eating thee, fled, jatemina jukkatuko.

3 1 2
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• 2nd.—Special form, Thou—me.

Imperative Mood.

Singular of Agent,

1. Jayi,^ Eat me thou or

let me be eaten by

thee.

Dual of Ohject.

2. Jasiki.

ritiral of Object,

3. Juki.

Dual ofAgent,

1. Jayisi.

Dual of Object,

2. Jubikisi.

Phtral of Ohject,

3. Jukisi.

Plural of Agent,

1. Jayini.

Dual of Ohject,

2. Jasikini.

Plural of Object.

3. Jakini.

N. B.—This tallies with the ordinary passive ni will be seen by readiin; the

vertical columns of the one with the horizontal of the other.

Indicative Mood.

Present and Future Tense.

1. Jayi, (Thou eatest me,

or I am eaten by

thee.)

2. JaMki.

3. Juki.

1. Jati.

2. Jatasiki.

3. Jaktaki.

»]. Jayisi.

2. Jasikhsi.

3. Jakisi.

Prelenle,

1. Jatasi.

2. Jatasikisi.

3. Jaktukisi.

1. Juyini.

2. Jnsikini,

3. Jakmi.

1. Jatini.

2. Jatasi k ini.

.3. Jaktakiiii.

N. B,-' Tliese agree respectively with the present and preterite of the ptssive

save Isr, that there are here no inclusive lorms, and 2ud, that the personal ai^n ni

stands here m place of the passive mi.

Infinitive Mood.

Wanting: the ordinary infinitive is used with the separate pronouns in the

instrumental and objective cases, garni go jacho.

Participles.

There are none of the impersonated kind.

The personated are formed, as usual, by the me” suffix added to the tense

forms, e. g.

Singular, * Dual,

Jayime. Jayisime.

and so on through the 9 tense forms.

Singular, • Dual,

Jatime. Jatisiroe.

and so on through the 9 tense forms above.

Plural,

Jayiuime,

Plural,

Jatinime,

* This is the formula of«the passive, because the passive only requires that the
first person be the patient, uliowiug the 2nd or 3rd to he the agent, and hence the
indicative of this form so nearly tallies with that of the passive, jayi, eat me be
or thou, &c.
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The scnseR of Jayime and Jatime are, I who am the eaten of thee, and 1 who was

the eaten of thee. The sense would be equally expressed by thou wMb art my
eater, but eater jaba is purely active, and cannot be admitted into an agento -objec-

tive verb.

Geeukjds.

Unpersonated, there are none.

The personated of the present are formed as before by “ na** suffixed to the

several tense forms ; and those of the past by “ ko” similarly affixed ; e. g. jayina,

jiiiiiiH, and jayiko, jatiko, equivalent to thou eating me wilt do so and so, and did

so and so ; and thou having ate me wilt do, and did, so and so.

Paradigm of transitives in “ to,” not changing the “ t” into “ d.”*

Root, bre, to summon.

Active Voice.

Imjjerative Mood,

Suiyular, Dual, Plural,

1. Brrto. 1. Bretise. 1. Brctine.

J)na/ of Objpct, Dual of Object, Dual of Object

2. Bretosi. 2, Brctibejsi. 2. Bretiuesi.

riural oj Object, Fiiiral of Object, Plural of Object,

3. Bretomi. 3. Bretisemi. 3. Bretinemi.

Inbicative Wood.

Present and Future Tense.

1. Brotu,

First person,

\ Bn'tinuku, excl. * \Bretika, excl.

2. Brctusi. 2
r Bietisasi.

' \ Brctibukusi.
2

f Bretiyasi.

* \ Bretikasi.

3. BrcCumi. ^
C Brciisami.

( Bretisukumi.
2

r Br^tiyami.
' \Brutikami.

Second person.

1. Bri'ti. 1, Brdrisi, 1. Bretini.

2. Bictisi. 2. Br^tisisi. 2. Breiinisi.

3. Bietimi. 3. Brctisimi. 3. Bretmimi.

Third person.

]. Brets. 1. Br^tise. 1, Bretime.

2. Bretasi. 2. Bretisesi. • 2. Bretimesi.

3. Bri'tumi. 3. Bretisemi. 3. Brctimemi.

* Those that change the “t" of the intperative into “ d” in the indicative, do
not take the iiicrementive ti” of the dual and pjural present, nor the double t of
the preterite, and they have i, not ti, in the passive. These peculiarities are in

fact confined to the transitives in unchanging ** to,” but are partially shared by the
changing transitives and by tbe neuters.—See classification of verbs.
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Preterite,

First person.

1. Brcttong. . f Brettasa, inch
' \ Brettasuku, excl.

f Brettayo, inch

\ Brettako, excl.

2. Brettongsi. 2 f Brettasasi, inch
* i Brettasukusi, excl.

f Brettayosi, inch

\ Brettakosi, excl.

3. Brcttongmi. « f Brottasami, inch

\ Brettasuknmi, excl.

f Brcttayomi, incl.

^ Brettakomi, excl

Second person.

1. Bretteu. 1. Brettasi. 1. Brettani.

2. Bretteusi. 2. Brettasisi. 2. Biettainsi.

3. Bretteumi. 3. Brettasimi. 3. Brettauimi.

Third person.

1. Br^tta. 1. Brettase. 1. BrcHtnme.
2. Brettasi. 2. Brettasesi. 2. Brcttamesi.

3. Brettaini. 3. Brcttasemi. 3. Brettainemi.

Infinitive Mood.

Bre-cho, to call or to have called, ^c.

Pabticiples.

1st, in ba, Brc-ba, who calls or called.

2nd, in chome, Brcchome,
/whom any one calls or will call.

Vwho will be called.

3rd, in na, Brc-na,
{
whom any one has called,

who has been called.

4th, in me, Bretume, &c
{

whom I call, or shall call.

W'ho will be called by me.

5th, in me, Brdttongme, &c. >

fwbom 1 called.

i^who has been called by me.

Gerund of the past, impersonal, Brcso or Bresomami.

(None of the present).

Gerunds personated,

Ist, in na, Bretuna, &c. I calling (will do so and so.)

2nd, in na, Brettongna, &c. I calling (did so and so.)

3rd, in ko, Bietuko, &c. I having called (will do so and so.)

4th, in ko, Bretcoiigko, &c. 1 having called (did so and so.)

Middle Voice.

Breso, call thyself. Precisely like J4bo.

Passive Voice.

Imperativir Mood,

1. Broti. 1. Br^tniki. 1. Bri^tiki.

2. Bietisi. 2. Bretisikisi. 2. Bretikisi.

3. Bretini. 3. Brecisikini. 3. Brdtikini.

[No. 5.
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Indicative Present.

First person.

1. Breti. j
/Brutiso, iiicl.

tBrutisiki, excl.
1

/Brctiso, incl.

’ \Bretiki, excl.

2. Br^tisi. 2
/Brutisosi, incl.

^Brutisikisi, excl.
n /Bretisosi, incl.

* Bretikisi, excl."

3. Br^timi, „ /Bretisomi, incl. n fBretisoTni, incl.

* V.Breti8ikimi, excl. * \Bretikimi, excl.

1. Br^te.

Second person,

1. Bretiai. 1. Bretini.

2. Brt-te«i. 2. Bretisisi. 2. Brctinisi.

3. Brutemi. 3. Bretisimi. 3. Bretinimi.

1. Bruta.

Third person,

1. Bretasi. 1. Brctami.

2. Breti •«e. 2. Bretisesi. 2. Brecisemi.

3. Brulime. 3. Bretimesi. 3. Bretimemio

Preterite,

First jterson.

1. Bretti. j
fBrettaso, incl.

\ Br^^'ttastki, excl.

- fBrettaso, incl.

* \Brettaki, excl.

2. BruttUi. 2
/Brettasosi, incl.

' \Br<.Hta8ikUi. excl.

n J' Brettasosi, incl.

i^Br^ttakisi, excl.

3. Brcttimi. 2
fBrettasomi, incl.

i^Brettasikimi, excl.
2

fBrettasomi, incl.

' \Brettakimi, excl.

Second person.

1. Brottc,

2. Brettesi.

3. BriHtemi.

1. Brettasi.

2. Brcttasisi.

3. Bruttasimi.

1. Bruttani.

2. Brettanisi.

3. Brettanimi.

Third person.

1. Bretta,

2. Brettase.

3. Bruttame.

1. Brettasi.

2. Brettasesi.

3. Brettamesi.

1. Brettarai.

2. Brettasemi.

3. Brettamemi.

Infinitive Mood.

Brucho, precisely as in the last verb.

Paeticiplbs.

Ist, in bsi. Wanting, as in ihe last.

2nd, in chomr. Brcchome
,
precisely as in the last.

3rd, in na. Brt'na, ditto, ditto. •

4th, in me. Bu'iime iicc. hs before,

5th, in me. Bruttime, Ifcc, as before.

Gebbnds.

Ist, in na. Br<'‘tina,

2iid, in na. Brettina,
|

3rd, in ko. Brutiko,

4th, in ko. Bruttiko,:S

&c. as before*
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SPKCTAii Form I.

Indicative present,

1. Brctina. 1. Bietpsi. 1. Bretemi.

2. Bretinusi. 2. Bri'tiaisi. 2. Brctiaimi.

3. Bretiiiani. 3. Bri'tinisi. 3. bretiiiimi.

Preterite.

1. Rrotfana. 1. Bretteai. 3. Brottemi.

2. B*ettanasi. 2. Br^ttasiai. 2. Brettasirni.

3. Brettunuui. 3. Bri'ttanisi. 3. BrcUtuniiui.

iKi’iNiTivE Mood.

None. Gomi ga brccho, expresses the sense.

Participles,

Impersonal none.

1st personated. Brotiname. &c.

2nd „ Brcttaname, &c.

Gerunds.

Impersonal none.

1st ])ersonated. Bretinana, &c.
2nd „ Bn'ttHiiana, tScr.

3rd „ Brotinako.

4 th „ Bicttaitakoy 3cc.

Special Form II.

Imperative,

1. Brrti. 1. Brrtisi, 1. Broiini.

2. Bictisiki. 2. BrtHisikisi. 2. Brt'tisikini.

3. BriHiki. 3. Bruiikisi. 3. Breiikini.

Indicative present.

1. Brai. 1. Rrc'txsi. 1. Brrtini.

2. Bietisiki. 2. Brotisikisi. S. BiL‘ri«(ikini.

3. Bietiki. 3. Bretikisi. 3. Brctikini.

Preterite,

1. Br«'tti. 1. Rri'ttisi, 1. Brcttini,

2. Brettasiki. 2. Bruttaaikisi. 2. Btutiasikini.

3. Brdttaki. 3. BrcCtakisi. 3. Bretukiui.

Infihitive Mood.

There is none. Garni go brecho expresses the sense.

Participles.

* Impersonal none.
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Gebunds.

Impersonal of the past (none of present).

Br^ or Br^aomami.

Ditto personated.

Ist personated. Bretina, &c. "I

2iid „ Brcttiiia, &c. I As before bj ** nd*’ added to the several forms
3rd „ Bretiko, &c.

|
of the tenses.

4 th „ Brettiko, &c.J

Paradigm of verbs intransitive or neuter.

Not having the silibant sign.

A neuter in ** ivo,’* Pi-wo, come thou.

Impebatiyb Mood.

Singular, DwU,

Pi wo. Pise. Pine.

luDiOATivE Mood.

Present and Future Tenses,

Pint perton.

Singular, Dual.

Plural.

Plural.

Pigna.
rPisa, incl.

\Pisaku, eicl.

fPiya. incl.

XPika, excl.

Second person.

Piye. Pisi. Pini.

Third person.

Pi. Pise. Pime.

Preterite Tense.

lirst person.

Singular Dual.

Fiti.
fPitasa, incl.

\Pitasuka, excl.

fPintayo, in

tPiktako, ej

Second person.

Pite. Pitasi. Pintani.

Third person.

PiU. Pitase. Pirntame.

Plural.

lEPiiriTiVE Mood.

PichOt to come or to have come, aoristic.

FaBTIGIPIiBS. .

Ist of the Agent, impersonal, aoristic.

Piba, who or what comes, or will come or came.

Vslkfiitktt* khihUo Uhiai
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2iid of the object and instrument.

Future, impertonal.

Pichome. fit to come by (road), and fit for coming with (ftiet)i and what any one

will come by (road).

3rd the same, past time, impersonal.

Pina, what any one came by (road) and what he came with (feet).

Impersonated form of 2nd and 3rd.

It is formed by **me** added to the sereral forms of the tenses, pigname,

pitime, &c.*

Geuunbs.

That of present time,

Pii^nanaft &c. with main verb in same time.

Filina, with main Terb in preterite.

That of past time.

Pignalco, Set, with main verb in future.

Pitiko, &c. with main verb in past.

Ail intransitives not having ** so” in the imperative are conjugated ai above,

except certain ones in ** to,*’ which I shall distinguish as neuters and which arc

conjugated as follows.

Paradigm of neuters in “ to.”

Root fio, to flower. Imperative, Bd-to.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Flursl,

Roto. Rdtise.

Indicative Mood.

Present and Future.

Bdtine.

Singular, Dual.

Fint per9on.

Plural.

Bdtd. J Botisa, incl. 1

\ Bdtiauku, excl. 1

Second person.

r Hdtiya, incl.

[
Bdtika, excL

Bdti. Bdtisi.

Third person.

fidtini.

B6ta. Bdtise.

Preterite.

First person.

Botiroe.

B6tti. J Bottaaa, incl. 1r Bdttayo, incl.

\ Bdttaauku, excl.
|[ Bdttako, excl.

* e. g. Pigndme kholi, the feet which I come with, Pigname lam, the road which
1 come by* Pitime kholi, the feet which I came with

; Pitime lam, the road which

1 came by.

t PigQADB pagna == 1 will come and do it, literally I coming will do it.
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fecund perMon,

IVitte. Uuttasi. BiUtani.

Third person.

Botta. Bdttase. Buttame.

Infinitive Mood.

B(5-cho.

Participle of the agent in “ ba."

Buba, what flowera, or will flower, or hag flowered.

y, B .—The 2nd and 3rd participles in “chome” and “na” are wanting,* and
so also their derivatives in me.**

Geednds.

Ist. Bdtuna. Botina. Bdtana, &n.

2nd. Bdttina. Botteoa. Bdttana, &c.
3rd. Bdtuko. Bdtiko. Bdtako, &c.

4tii. Bottiko. B6tteko. Bcittako, &c.

What, as opposed to the above, called neuters (see conjugation XI.) for distinc-

tion's sake, 1 have elsewhere called intransitives in *‘to,** as Jito, Khato, Sec, (con-

jugation X.) are all regular and conjugated like the verb to come above given.

Ill fact, all the so-called intransitives, whatever their sign, have one uniform conju-

gation, those in
**

so,** merely interpolating the reflex sibilant, as may be seen by
comparing the aforegoiie samples of both* But the neuters in ‘*to,’* here ensam-
pled by Bdto, are quite unique, leaning to the model of unchanging transitives

with the same sign, for which see Breto aforegone.

By comparing the above samples of complete conjugation with the summary
view of the same subject which precedes it,t it will be seen that there is at bottom
but one conjugation, because all transitives and intransitives follow the one general

model with the material exception, however, of the singular indicative. Of that

the various forms are therefore brought together in the classification of so-called

conjugations
;
and it is only necessary to add that beyond tlie singular indicative

of transitive verbs, there are no deviations from the one model of conjugating in

the three voices. The whole force of conjugation is, it will be seen, thrown upon
the actors, who do and suffer. Of the action itself there is little comparative heed,

only two moods and two times being developed and the active and passive voices

being perplexed. There are not in fact any inflexional or inherent verbal forms to

exfireis the various modifications of the action. Nevertheless these modifications,

of course, have periphrastic means of expression, 1 shall call them moods, and now
proceed to enumerate them.

* These participles can rarely be used with intransitive or neuter verbs, never

with such of the latter as relate to the action* of things. They imply an agent

who produces that effect on a thing which these participles express relatively to

future and past time respectively. Out of the vast number of intransitives enu-

merated elsewhere hardly a dozen make use of these participles. Some of these

exceptions are bwakko, to apeak, which gtvq^ bwangna i6,=^spokeo words. Bokko,
to get up, whence bongna blocho, = bed, whence any one has risen : Niso, to sit,

whence nisina-khosingba, the chair on which any one has sat, &c*

t To wit, ** Classification of Verbs.”

2 H 2
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SuvJVNCTiTE or CoNoiTiowAii Mooo.

If, or ihould, 1 come.

Indicative Preeent.

Pint perion.

Smgnlar,

Pigna kbedda.

Pije kbedda.

Pi kbedda.

Duah

fPisa kbedda. inch

\Pi8uktt kbedda, eicl.

Second person,

Piai kbedda.

Third person.

Pile kbedda.

Plural,

/Piya kbedda, incl.

tPika kbedda, excl.

Pmi kbedda.

Pime kbedda.

Preterite,

Pigndfra kbedda.

Piydwa kbedda.

First person,

fPisawa kbedda, incl. /Pijawa kbedda, tncl.

\Pi8ukawa kbedda, ezcl. (^Pikawa kbedda, excl.

Second person,

Pisiwa kbedda. Piniwa kbedda.

Third person.

Piwa kbedda. Piaewa kbedda. Piroewa kbedda.

Tbe negatife la formed, as uiual, by m4 prefixed.

Another negative, allied if not equivalent, ia imperaonal and aubatitotea tbe par-

ticle tbeum for kbedda, adding the separate pronouns personal in lieu of tbe

pronominal suffixes of verbs.

Should I not come, &c.

Present Tense,

Singular,

Go mi pitheum.

Gi ml pitbenm.

Hurem mi pftheum.

First person.

Dual,

{
Gdsi ma pftbeum, incl.

Gdsttku mi pitbeum, excl.

Second person,

Gasi mi pitbenm.

Third person.

Harem dausi mi pltbeum.

Plural,

fGdyi md pitbenm.

\6(5ku md pltbeum.

Gani ml pitheum.

Harem dau md pitheum.

Tbe preterite of this is formed by adding the ** wa” above gone to tbe corre-

lative part of the sentence, as, bad 1 not come, be would not have come, gd ml
pitheum, harem ml piwa.

In tbe present or future it is, %6 ifll pltbeum, harem ml pi = should I come

not, be will not come. In. both forms of the conditioual, wl, added to the indi-

cative, ti^es the place of the regular preterite piti, pile, pita.
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Contingent Mood.
1 may (perbapa) go.

It is expressed by the future in the alternative way, e. g. lagna ma Ugna, ma
teutu= 1 shall go, shall not go, 1 don’t know I may go, or perhaps 1 shall go,

perhaps not, (root, la, to go).

Potential Mood.

It is formed by adding ne to the root of any main verb (e. g. la to go) and
then subjoining the several conjugational forms of the subsidiary verb to can,

which is a regular transitive in
** po.” This, not having been given above, shall

be fully set down here, though it differ not much, save eupbonically, from the

foregone samples of transitives, especially breto.*

Singular,

1. L&ne chappo.

2. Lane chapposi.

3. Lane chappomi.

1. Lane chabu.

2. L&ne chabusi,

3. Line chabumu

1. line chabi.

2. line chabisi.

3. line chubimi.

1. Lanechaba.

2. Lane chabasi.

3. linechabami.

Root, chap, to can. Infinitive, chap-cho»

Imperative,

Dual,

1. Lane chapse.

2. Lane chapsesi.

3. L6ne chapsemi.

Indicative precent,

Firti perum,

« fLane chapaa, incU
* (line cbapsuku, ezcL

A fLane chapasi, incl.

* Lline chapsttkttsi, ezcL

« riine chapsami, inch
' (line chapsukumi, ezcl.

Second penon,

1. Lane chapsi.

2. line chapsisi.

3. line cbapsimt.

Third person.

1. Lane chapse.

2. Lane chapsesi.

3. line chapsemi.

Preterite.

Plural.

1. L&ne chamne.

2. line chamiiesi.

3. Line cbamnemi.

. TLine ehamya, incl.

(line chapka, ezcl.

A I Lane chamyasi, incl.

* (Lane chapkasi, ezcl.

« fLane cbamyami, incl.

* (line chapkaml, ezcl.

1. line chamni.

2. line cbamnisi.

3. Line chamnimi,

1. line cbamme.
2. Line chammesi.

3. Line cbammemL

1. Line chaptong.

2. line chaptongsi.

3. Line chsptongmi.

Firti person.

I
/Line cbaptau, incl. • fline chaptayo, incl.

* (Line cbaptasukn, ezcl. * (Line chaptako, ezcl.

Q /line chaptasasi, incl. a /Line chaptayosi, incl.

* (line chaptasukusi, ezcL ‘ (Line chaptakosi, ezcl.

Q fline chaptasami, ind. , f Line chaptayomi, incl.

(Line chaptasukumi, ezcl. ( Line chaptakomi, ezcl.

* Compare chap-cho, chap-po, chab-u, chab-i, chab-a, chap-tong, cham-i with

bre-cho, bri-to, brit-u, brit-i, brit-a, br^-tong, bre-ti; and observe in regard

to the former that its radical p becomes b before a vowel and m before a nasal

(n. m), but remains p before a sibilant or hard dental. It is so in all transitives

in po, of all which chappo is a perfect sample.
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. Second person,

1. Lane chapteu. 1. Lane ohaptasi. 1. Lane chaptani,

2. Lane chapteusi. 2. Lane chaptasisL 2. Lane cliaptaiiiai.

3. Lane cbapteumi. 3. Lane chaptaseini. 3. Lane chaptanimi.

Third person,

1. Lane chapta. 1. Lane chaptase. 1. Lane chaptanie.

2. Lane chaptasi. 2. Lane chaptasesi. 2. Lane cbaptaiiifai.

3. Lane ebaptami. B. Line cbaptaaemi. 3. Lane#iaptanteini.

Infinitive.

Lane chapcbo.

Participles.

let in “ ba,** Line cbapba.
|

2nd in “ cliome/' Lane cliapcbome.
|
Iinpersonal as before.

3rd in ** na/* Line chamna. J
4th in “ me/* Lane cbabume, &c.

1
Personated and formed by adding me**

5tb in ** me/* Lane cbaptongme, &c. ) to tiie tense forms.

Oerunds,

1st in ‘‘na/’ Lane chabuna, &c. ^ Personated all and constructed as before

2nd ill
** na/* Lane chaptongna, &c. t by adding na, or ko. to the aeveral

3rd in ** ko/* Lane chabuko, 3cc. 1 tense forms. The impersonate paat

4tb in ko/’ Line cbaptongko, dec. j gerund is Line cbapso or chapsomami.

Middle Voice,

Lina chamso, and so on, precisely as in the verbs to eat and to summon.

Passive Voice.

1. Lane cliamyi.

2. Lane chamyisi.

3. line dbamyiui.

1. Lane chamyi.

2. line chamyisi.

3. line chamyimi.

1. Lane chamye.

2. L&ne cbamyesi.

3. line chamyemi.

1. Lane chaba.

2. Lane chapse.

3. Lanecbamme.

Imperative Mood,

1. line chapsiki.

2. Lane chapsikisi.

3. Line cliapsikini.

Indicative present.

First person,

I
r Line cbapso, inch

'
I line chapsiki, excl.

A f line chapsosi, inch
* \ line chapsikisi, ezcl.

A ( line chapsomi, inch

*
( Lane cbapsikimi, excl.

Second person,

1. Line chapsi.

2. Lane chapsiai.

3. line ebapstmi.

Third person,

1. linechabasL
2. line chapsest.

3. line cbammeii.

1. Lane chapki.

2. Lane cbapkisi.

3. Line cbapkini.

. r L^ne cbapso, incl.

( Lane chapki, excl.

2 ( Lane chapsosi, inrl.

Lane cbapkisi, excl.

Q C line chapsomi, incl.

* I Line cbapkimi, exol.

1. Lane cbamni.

2. Lane rhamiiisi.

3. line chamnimi.

1. lineebabami.
2. line cbapsemi.

3. line chainmem i.
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Preterite.

1. Lane chapti.

2. Lane chaptisi.

3. Lane chaptimi.

1. Lane ch>ipte.

2. Lane chaptesi.

3. Lane chaptemi.

1. Lane chapta,

2. Lane cliaptnae.

3. Lane cbaptame.

First person.

j
f L4ne chaptaao, incl.

'

[ Lane chaptaaiki^ excl.

^
C Lane chaptasosi.

\ Lane chuptaaikUi.

^
/Lane chaptaaomi.

*
I,Lane cha^taaikimi.

Second person.

1. Lane chaptasi.

2. Lane chaptaaiai.

3. Lane chaptaatmi.

Third person.

1. Lane chaptaai.

2. Lane chaptaseal.

3. Lane chaptameai.

Infinitive.

j
/Lane chaptaao, incl.

* \Lane chaptaki, excl.

2
C Lane cliaptaaoai.

* Lane chaptakisi.

.. f Lane chaptaaomi.
'

* kLane chaptakimi.

1. Lane chaptani.

2. Lane chaptaniai.

3. Lane chaptanimi.

1 . JJine chaptami.

2. Lane chaptaaemi.

3. Lane cbuptamemi.

It is wanting aa in all the paasivea.

Participles.

lat in “ ba/* wanting.

2nd in cbome,*’ Lane chapchome.
3rd in ** na/* Lane chamna.
4tb in ** me,*^ Lane chamyime, &c.

5tb in ** uie/’ Lane chaptime, &c.

Gerunds.

1st in ‘‘na,'’ Lane chamyina, &c.

2iid in ** na,” Lane chaptina, &c.

3rd in ** ko,*' Lane cbamyiko, &c.

4th in ** ko/* Lane chaptiko, &c.

Kemnrk.—The precedent in given in full, lat, becauae it afforda a aample of

transitives, in '*po:*’ 2nd, becauae it demonstrates that these so-called moods are

merely compound verbs which (like the case signs) can be multiplied ad infinitum,

but have little to do with grammar.

Duty, necessity ; I must, or ought.

It is ezpreaaed by the impersonal use of the verb dyum to become, put after the

main verb in the regular infinitive with the separate objective pronoun preced-

ing both.

Imperative wanting.

ISDICATITE Moos.

Singular,

Go lacho dyum.*

Dual. Flnral.

f 66ai lacho dyi^m, incl. / Gdyi Ificho dyum.

I Gdauku lacho dyum, excl. \G6ku Ificho dyum.

* Quasi mihi ire fit, i. e. decet vel necease est, in Ehaa, mai^lai janu parcha,
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Ga lacho dyam. Gaai lacho dyum.

Third pereon.

Gani Idcho dyum.

Harem lacho dyum. Haremdauai Idcho dyum.

Preterite,

Haremdau Idcho dyum.

Pint pereon.

Go lacho dyumta.
( Gdai Ucho dyumta. /Gdyi lacho dyumta.

\Gdauku lacho dyumta.

Second pereon.

VGdku lacho dyumta.

Ga lacho dyumta. Gaai lacho dyumta.

Third pereon.

Gani 16cho dyumta.

Harem lacho dyumta. Haremdauai lacho dyumta. Uuremdau lacho dyumta.

Optatite Mood.

Wiah, desire.

Indicative present.

Pint pereon.

Singular, Dual, Plural,

1 . Wa lala dwang.
rial l&la dw&ng, inch ffke lala dwang.

\Wasi Idla dwdng, excl.

Second pereon.

\Wakc Idla dwdng.

2. r lala dwdng. fsi Idla dwaog.

Third pereon.

fni lala dwang.

3. A Ulla dwdng. All lala dwiog.

Preterite,

Ani lala dwang.

1. Wi lala dwakto.
( fai t&la dwakta, iucl. r Tke lala dwakta, incl.

\ Waal lala dwaktsi excl. [ WHke lala dwakta, ezcl.

2. r lala dwakta. rai Idla dwakta. Tiii Idla dwakta.

3. A lala dwakta. Aai l&la dwakta. Ani lala dwakta.

Formed of the conjunct pofsessifet, of lala, a Ycrbal noun from to go, and

of dwdog, dwakta, the 3rd pereon of the intraniitive dwakkot to be dcairoua,

preaent and preterite nied imperaonally.

Pbkcatitjb Mood.

Oh 1 that 1 might go.

Let me go.

Imperative.

Sineuiar. Duei, PiuraL

1. Lachogiyi. 1. Ldeho gfsiki. i. Lilehogiki.

2. Licho gijisi. 2. Ij&eho gisikiai. 2. licho gikiai.

3. Ldcho giyini. 3. Lacbo gikiai. 3. Licbo gfkini.
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Indicative present.

First person.

1. Lacho giyi.
Lacho giso.

^
L&cho gisiki.

I
Lacho giso.

1
Lacho giki.

2 . Lacho giyisi. 2
Lacho gi.Hoki.

2
* Lacho gisikisi.

1
Lacho gisosi.

{ Lacho gikisi.

3. Lucho giyimi. ^
Lacho gisomi.

^
' Lacho gisikimi.

Lacho gisomi.

Lacho gikimi.

And 80 on ronjiigatini; the transitive criwo, to give, in the passive voice, like the

)ias$ive of jawo, to eat aforegone. Laeho giyi := let me go, give me to go. But
observe that in order to say let him go, you must use the active voice, aa below.

Singular,

Let me so, Isicho giyi.

Let )iim go, lucho giwo.

Dual,

Let us two (TO. lacho gisiki.

Let them two go, lachu giwosi.

Plural,

Let us all go, hicho giki.

Let them all go, lachu giwomi.

f Remark,—If to these forma we add those of
the middle voice. S. Lacho giso. D. Lacho
gische. F. Lacho gisine, we have a good clue

to the character of the three voices in this lan-

guage which are based upon the idea of me,
the speaker, being the exponent of the passive

;

of self, the spoken to, being that of the middle

;

and of him, or her, or it, the spoken of, being

that of the active voice, Gi>wo-~give him:
Gi-so rrr- givc tliyself : Gi-yi = give me, are

respectively the starting points of the active,

(^middle and passive voices.

IXTEBROGATITE MOOI).

It resembles the indicative, lagna I shall go, or shall I go P

Pkoiiibttia’e ard Negative Mood.

There is no separate form of the negative verb as in Dravidian tongues, nor even
any |)rohibittve particle distinct from the negative.

Mii pictixed expresses verbal negation and prohibition and also nominal priva-

tion, e. g. Ma jawo, eat not. Ma jagna, 1 do not eat. Ma neuba, not good= bad.

Inceptive Mood.

It is formed by subjoining to the ordinary infinitive form (cho) of the main
verb, the subsidiary intiaiisitive verb prenso, to begin, or the transitive pawo, to

do. to make : e. g. tuebo pawo, begin to drink ; tucho papta, he began to drink:

jucho picuso, begin to eat
;
jacho, preusigua, 1 begin to eat.

FiNiTivE Mood.

It is formed as above, but substituting for pawo or prenso the transitive tbeumo
(coiiiicio). e. g. jncho thriimo, tiiiisli eating, jacho theumtong, I have done eating,

tioinetimes replaces the iuhnitival ‘*cho’* of the main verb.

* The inhiiitival sign varies, not always intelligibly. Where purpose is meant
**

tha*’ is the sign, as jatha lati, 1 went to drink, i. e. for the purpose of drinking.

Where commencement and end are expressed, ** ne” ia more frequent than ** cho**

jane prensigna, jane theumu, I shall begin to eat^ and 1 shall have done eating,

also where wish is expressed jane dwaktong, 1 wished to eat. But cho is the

common form and always used atone, as Jaoho ma jacho agyem neu, which is better

to eat or not to eat.
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JV. fi
,—The neuters ryipo (desino) and dyumo (fio), to be ended or to end

cannot be used in this way and pronso, to be begun or to begin (self) is much
rarer in such use than pawo. Hyipcho pawa is, it ueara its end, literally it mukea
to an end, or to be ended.

CoNTlNlTATIVB MoOD.

It is formed by iiddina sdgno (sense doubtful) to the root of the main verb and

therewith conjugaiing the intransitive verb bwalcko, to remain (see coiij. Ill ), e. i;.

continue eating, jdsogno bwakku. N. B.—The detiiiite jircseut and past aie also

thus expressed.

Imperative.

Singular,

JahO-^no bw'akko (eat con

tiimously or keep eat

iiig.

Juso-gno bwanggna.

Jasogno bwangye.

Jasogno bwang.

Dual,

Jaso'gno bwakse incl.

Indicative present.

First person,

}

Jasogno hwaksa, incl.

Jasogno bwaksuku, excl.

Seco7id person,

Jasogno bwakst.

Third person,

Jasogno bwakse.

Preterite,

First person.

Plural,

Juso-gno bwangne.

}

Jiisogno hwangyn.

Jasogno bwukka.

Jasogno bwangiii.

Jasogno bwamme.*

Jasoeno bwakti (I ate

continuously or i was
eating,

Jasogno bwakte.

Jasogno bwakta.

;

Jasogno bwaktasa, inrl. I Jasogno bwaktayo.

I

Jasoguo bwttktasuku, excl.
[
Jasogno bwuktako.

Second person,

Jasogno bwaktasi. Jasogno bwaktaiii.

Third person,

Jasogno bwaktase. Jasogno bwaktame.

Infinitive,

Jasogno bwakcho.

Participles.

Ut in ba, Jasogno bwakpa (ba); (Surd requires surd).

2iid in cbome, Jasogno bwakchome.
3rd in na, Jasogno bwangna,

4 th in me, Jasogno bwanggname, &c. 1 1 forms, ut supra.

5th in me, Jasogno, bwaktime, &c. /*itto ditto.

* Observe the change of the radical k into ng and m, bwak-ko, bwang-gna,
bwam-me. It ia coiiitant in all ?erba neuter in ** ko.’*
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Gerunds,

1st in na, Jasojcno bwane:i;[nana, ike. 11 forms.

2iid in iia, Jasogno bwaktina, &c. ditto.

3rd in ko, Jasoi^no bwiitiggnako, &c. ditto.

4tk in ko, Jasogno bwaktiko, Sec. ditto.

Remark .—The above is given in full as an exemplar of intransitiyes in “ko.**
The transitives of the same cunjugation (III.), have the like euphonic chariges, and
for the rest their conjusatioii may be determined by analogy with the help of the
premises already supplied. The indicative prest^nt singular alone vanes and that

is set down in the classifieation of verbs. The radical •* k*’ becomes “ g’* in the

active voice, and “ iig** in the passive and causa), e. g. pdk-ko, pdg-u, p(>ng>yi,

puiig-pato.

iTEUATivifi Mood.

liaise repeatedly, pokko, mdkho, bwakko.

It is formed by adding to the imperative of the main verb, whether transitive or
intransitive, the word mokho (sense unknown) and to it subjoining the verb
hwakcho, to remain, as in the last mood to which this is very nearly allied in sense.

Tiieie however we have compound conjugation according to the sense of the pi i-

maty and secondary verbs which are both conjugated with mokho, immutable,
between them. e. g.

I'po mokho bwakko, sleep repeatedly. Pdkko mdkho bwakko, raise repeatedly.

I'nigna mdkho bwanggna, 1 sleep re- f Pugu mokho hwanggna, 1 raise repeat-

peatediy. \ edly.

I'pti mokho bwakti, I slept repeat- fPoktong mokho bwakti, 1 raised re-

edly. i peatedly.

And so on through the whole of the intransitive conjugation in “ po” (VI.) and
of the transitive in “ ko'* (H^*) The definite sense of the present and preterite.

1 am sleeping, 1 was sleeping, 1 am raising, 1 was raising, is likewise thus expressed.

Conjugation with auxiliar substantive verb and participle.

Of the 4 substantive verbs, ka, khe, gn6, and bw4, the three first express essence

and entity
;

the last, presence, being in a certain place, corresponding respectively

to the Khas ho and chapiiid to the Newuri kha and du, or chona. Of the Balling

4 the last or bwa is alone used as an auxiliar and it is compounded with the (appa-

rent) participle oi gerund afuregone, or jusogno to procure, definite preseuc (or

luture) and past tenses of any and every verb in the manner there seen, e. g.

pisogno bwanggna, 1 am coming
:

pfsogno bwakti, I was coming : teupsogiio

bwuiiggna, 1 am beating : teupsogno bwakti, 1 was beating.

Remark.—Misoono, which gives the continuative and the definite form of the

tenses above, seems to spring from the impersonal past gerund in “ jaso vel

jasoinumi. But that is not clear, though it be so Jthat, whatever else ja^gno is, it

is a form of every verb useable with the auxiliar in conjugation.

Jasogno bwanggna= I am eating.

Jasogno bwdkti I was eating.

PiBOgno bwanggna =- I am coming.

Pisogno bwakti 1 was coming.

Bresogno bwanggna = I am summoning.

Bresoguo bwakti — I was summoning.

2 1 2
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Compound verbs with each element conjugated.

Jwagdiwo, to arrive.*

iMPEiiATivE Mood.

Singular,

J wagdiwo.

Singular.

Jwangguadigiia.

Jwanggnediye.

Jwangnidi.

J waktiditi.

J waktedite.

J waktadita.

Dual. Plural.

Jwafi;di8e. Jvragdme.

Indivafive present.

Pint person.

Dual.

f Jwakaadisa, incl.

iJfiaksudisukU) excl.

Second person.

Jwakstdisi.

PAird person.

Jwaksedise.

Preterite.

Plural.

Jwangyadjya. incl.

.Iwukkadika, excl.

Jwangnidmi.

J arangmedime.

First person.

f .Iwaktagiiditasa.

[ J waktasuduusuku.

Second person.

Jwaktaaidi'tati.

Third person.

Jwaktaaeditaae.

{

.Tvraktayodi'ntHvo,

J vraktakodnitako.

Jwaktanidiiitani.

J waktamedioitame.

INFINITIVE Mood.

Jwakchodicbo.

Participles.

l»t in ba, Jwakpadi'ba.

2iid ill cborae, Jwitkcbodichome, &c.

3rd in na, Jirangnad/na, &c.

4ili ill me, Jwanegnamedigname, &c.

5lb in me, J waktimeditime, &c.

Gerunds.

Iiii{f^raonal of tbe preaent. None.
Imperaonal of tbe paat.

Jwakaomamidiaomani or Jwakaodiao.

* Jw^kko, is an intranaitive in **kd'* meaning to arrive, and it can be conjugated

separately ; but, with that love of apecialisatioii wbicb is so cbaracteristic of

Kiranti verbs, it is always nsed in conjunction witb the verb to come (piwo) or to

go (diwo). Jwagdiwo aa a single word can be aUo ao conjugated. The remark*
able thing is that each verb of the compound can be coi^ugated.
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Personated Gerunds .

,

l8t, .Twant^gnadignana,

2tid) Jwuktiditiiia,

3rd, Jwani;friiHdie;nako

4th, JwiiktadiUko,

j
present.

*

j
past.

Caudal Verbs.^

All verba whatever can be made causal by adding to their root the transitive verb

pato, from paf to do or make. But pa makes its regular transitive in “ wo,”

pawo. Pawo is do; pato, do for him. on his behalf ; and this leads me to observe

that every transitive verb, save those in to,” has the following six forms.

1. Teupo, strike him, active transitive in ‘*po.”

2. Teum-so, strike thyself, reilex transitive, or middle in “ so,**

3. Teum-yi, strike me, paasive in “ i.**

4. Teiip-to, strike it for him, active transitive in “ to.**

Teuni-so, strike it for thyself, middle in ** so.'*

fi. Teujiti, strike it for me. “ passive in “ ti.**

So also pa, to do, has pu-wo, pilso, payi
;
pato, peso and pati : and kwd, to see,

has kn(j<;iio, kwdio, kwuyi ;
kwoto, kwoso and kwoti : and pok, to rHise has

pokko, pokso. ponuyi
;
pokto, pukso, pukti; and in like manner every other tran-

sitive, except tho^e in ** to’’ as the primary form. It is the secondary form of

the transitive of the verb to make, or pato, which is used for constructing causals,

but yet it takes the passives in ),” not **ti,** whim thus employed, though, when
Used sefiaratelv, it assumes its regular form in ^*ti**—an anomaly, like that of the

use of the reilex or middle voice in one form and two senses (2.5),

Hut besides the regular causal formed by puto added to the root of the main
verb (e g. kwopato, cause to see), there are other means of constructing causals

which shall be first mentioned before proceeding to exhibit the conjugation of the

former. l

These means are, Ist the hardening of the initial consonant of an intransitive, as

—

Dokko, fall. Tokko, cause to fall.

Dyumtuo, become. Thyummo, cause to become.

Giikko, be crooked. Kukko, crooken or make crooked.

* Besides its ordinary use, the causal form of the verb is frequently used, espe-

cially ill Its middle voice, as a passive. Thus, japaso is, be thou eaten, or suffer

thyself TO be eaten, implying voluntariness on the part of the patient
;
aud so pempaso

is let thyself be kissed. All three voices, however, can be used thus and frequently

are so, whenever the complex pronomenaiization of the primary veib causes

embarrubsment, TlA passive use of the causal is very common in Himalaya, and
18 often, as in Newari, the only substitute for u passive. This is not wonderful in

so crude a tongue as Newari : it is so, howesfer, in the Kiranti language which
possesses the great secret of the most refined conjugation in its neat personal

suffixes and its power of euphonic compounding. Owing however to too much
attention to the agents, and too little to the action, the Kiianti verb with all its

constructive richness on one side, shows^equal poverty on another, aud Ueuce the

passive use of the causal form.
•

t The root pa, pi in Vay a, ao allied Himalayan tongue, is the same as the Dravi-

dian causative.
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Gi'kkn., bo horn.

Jito, be born.

Hokko, get up.

Dukko, be burst.

Kikko, beget or give birth to.

Cln'ro. tear.

Pokko, raise, or make get up.

Pukko. burst.

2nci. by dropping the intransitive sign whatever it be. and eubstituting the

transitive sign in “to/* or " ndo** (do).

Piwo, come.

Rawo, come.

T)iwo, go.

I.nwo, go.

Kiiwo. come up.

Yiiwo, come down.

Dwnkko, be desirous or long.

Tugiio, drink.

Womio, issue,

Ciliisziio, enter.

('I'.siyinso, learn.

^ 1"*^^
j
S'l.

Kbleusu. lie hid.

Pito, bring.

Rtito, bring.

Diu), take away.

Lato, take away.

Kuto, bring up.

Yuio, bring down.
Dwiikto, desite it, or long for it.

Tundo, cause to drink.

AVondo, extract.

Glundo. insert.

Clmyindo, teach, i. e. cause to learn.

Nito, set down.

Khleundo, hide it.

I need not point out what an important analogy with the Dravidiim tongues the

first (nay, both) of the«e two processes presents, but I may add that this iiiialngy

IS in periect keeping wirn the lurtlier huoit of this lliiuiiliiyan language of burden-

ing or doubling the indicative present sign by way of making a preteritti as

Myeld i, he is sleepy.

Siida. he kills.

Kwada, be puts on the tire,

(rramda, he hates.

Teuba, be strikes.

•Preta, he summons.
K blent a. be conceals.

Soda, he tells it.

Myelta, be was sleepy.

Sata, be killed.

Kwiita, be put on the tire,

Grumta, lie hated.

UVupta, lie struck.

BiciCa, he suininoned.

Kbleuttu, he concealed.

Sotta, he told it.

Add to these, analogies the common habit of Bulling and Tamil of annexing the

conjugational sign to the imperative and that that sign is inditferenlly applied to

intransitives and transitives (leaving the style of the indicative to ditiereiice them)

;

and further tliat the conjunct piononu tiulization of their verbs and nouns is by

prefixing in regard to the nouns and Mittixing iii regard to the verbs,* not to men-
tion several other analogies cited iti the sequel, and .Messrs. Muller and Caldwell will

find it difficult to maintain their assertion that there is nothing Dravidiau lu the

structure of the Himalayan tongues !

• Teub-u, 1 strike

Teub-i, Thou strikest

Teub-a. He strikes

Pog-u, I raise

I’og-i, Thou raisest

Pog-B, He raises

Bret-u, 1 summon
Bret i, Thou summon’st
Bret-a, He summons

\Va pope, My uncle.

I popo, Thy uncle.

A popo, His uncle.

Wagu, My hand,

1 gu. Thy hand.

A gu» His hand.

Wa ciaubo, Myself,

f daubo, Thyself.

A daubo, Hissclf.

'‘Remark,—Wa, i, a, the pro-

nominal adjuncts are perfect-

ly distinct from the separate

pronouns ; and, wa being

u, the adjuncts of verb and

I
noun tally to identity. Here,
then, is the alleged diagnosis

of Hravidiaiiuin more fully

developed than iu auy Dravi-

dian tongue.
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Mnny verbs, identical in form, in the imperative yet differ in sense ns Kh^wo, n.

tremble and kbiwo, a. quarrel, utn, n. fall ; uto, a. fell. Many, utrain, materially

change their sense in passing into the causal or transitive form from the inn ansi,

tive or neuter; and, lastly, the caiisal form of neuters and of tr msitives, though

very generally of the normal construction in puto added to the mot (uwt, sleep;

*impaTo, cause to sleep), yet in the case of many verbs of both sorts in “ po” and

in **gno,** is not so, tht* alteration being effected by changing their sien into the

transitive “ to” vel “do” sign, as ipo, sleep ; ipto, cause to sleep (a synonyme of

impato) ; tugno« drink, turido. (= Cupato) cause to drink. When the sense is

much altered in such trartsition, the derivative causal of a neuter is constantly

regarded as an iiiuependunt crord and primitive verb, and the neuter takes ihe

normal causal form, thus lawn, ii. =^'- go, has lato fur its caus il
;
^but, lato being

used to signify take away, laputo is made to express the precise sense of cause

to go.

All this shows, when taken in connexion with the general transformability of all

transitives not primitively in “to” into th it form, the pre-eminent transitive and
preterite character of that widely diffused sign.

It also shows how apt causal is to be equivalent to transitive—anoiher widely

prevailing Tuninian trait, and one harmonising with the almost id nitity of neuter

and intransitive. And here we may remark another special ctiuraeterisLic conunoii

to the Hmiulayan and Dravidian tont^ues, viz. double causation. Thus iii Bairiig

(and it IS the same in many others of our tongues) ipo. sleep, iiupato, cause to

sleep ; inipa; ato, cause to cause to sleep. Gikko, be born ; Kikko or Gingpaio,

cause to be born ;
Kingpato or Oingpapato, cause to (*au<e to be born

;
to \%hich we

may add, King|)apato expieosing cau>ation in the Mtrd degice from the primitive

gikko: and the like holds good with regaid to every ueuter undergoing a similar

change with Gikko.

1 proceed now to e.\hibit an exemplar of the normal cousative form of verbs,

taking the instance of tlie verb to eat. Root, Ja. Causal tran»itivc, Japato.

Causal reflex, Japaso. Causal pa-csive, Japayi. The prefixed root does not aflect

the grammatical form of the auxilia's save as .‘ibove stated. Puto therefore in this

roinbination will afford a sample of all transitives in “ to” which change the “ t”

into “d.” Of the unchanging transitives in “to” 1 liave given a model in Bieto.

1 shall here give Pato in full in its combination with Ja, as a sample of the chang-
ing conjugation in “t” (see conjugation X.) nietely premising that }»aso, as an
intransitive in “so” (see conjugation Xlll.) and payi as a passive in “i” (yi to

keep the vowels apart merely)*^ have already been given in full, as also the passive

in “ti,” (vide Breto).

Paradigm of a causal verb.

Active Voice.

Singular of Agent,

1. Japato.

Ihial of Object,

2. J^patosf.

l*lut at of Object,

3. tUpatomi.

Imperative Mood.

Dual of Agent,

1. dapase.

Dual of Object.

2. Japaiesi.

Plural of Object,

3. Japasemi.

Plural of Agent,

1. Japane.

Dual of Object,

2. Japanesi.

Plural of Object.

3. Japdnemi.

* M also requires the y, for example, teum-yi, stnikes me he or thou, = I am
struck, see remarks afuregone. It is because the agent may be he or thou (any
one) in the passive, that the passive runs so near parallel with the 2nd special form
of the verb.
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Shiffitlar,

1. Japadu.

2. Jupadusi.

3. Japadiinii.

Singular,

1. Japndi.

2. Jacudisi.

Japudimi.

Singular,

1. Jnnad.t

2. tlapfidasi.

3. Japiidaiiii.

Singular,

1. Japatong.

2. Japatongai.

3. Japatongmi.

Singular,

1. Japateu.

2. Japateuai.

3. Ja{ aieumi.

Singular,

1. J<t]iata.

2. JapaCaai.

3. Japataiui.

JB&Mng Yocahulary,

Indicatite Moob.

Present and Future Tense,

First person.

Dual,

j
f Japasa. inch

*

(,
Japasuku, excl.

c, r Japasasi. iucl.

I tlnpasukusi, excl.

^
f Japasami. incl.

t *^apa'ukumi, excl.

Second person.

Dual,

1. dapasi.

2. •Inpu'^iai.

3. «)apa>iini.

Third person.

Dual.

1. Japase.

2. Japajie»i.

3. Japasemi.

Plural,

^
I dapava, iucl.

\ Japakii, excl.

^ f diip/iyosi, iucl.

\ dapakosi, excl.

^
f da'ipayomi. incU

\ Japakoini, excl.

Plural,

1. dapani.

2. Jaifiinisi.

3. Japaiiitni.

Plural,

1. Japiirne.

2. dapunaeai.

3. Jiipaineml.

Preterite,

First person.

Dual,

JupiitaRa, iucl.

Jaiputasuku* excl.

tlapatasaRif incl.

Japiitasukusi, excl.

2 f Japanisuini, iucl.

Jupatasukumi, excl.

Second person.

Dual,

1. dnpatasi*

2. Japata^dai.

3. JupatHHimi.

Third person.

Dual,

1. Japatate.

2. JaptVaseai.

3. Japatasemi.

Plural,

r Japatayo, incl.

X JawaUko, excl.

2 ( iapatayosi, incl.

( JupHtakuei, excl.

^
r dapatayoiiii, incl.

X Jdpatakomi, excl.

Plural,

1. Jtif'atiini.

2. Jitputanisi.

3. Jupatanimi.

Plural,

1. Jap&came.
2. ddpatameai.
3. Japatamemi.*

* Observe for a moment the singula; neatness, euphony and precision of these

forms. The single words dujiatumesi and Japatamemi must be rendered into

English by they all fed them two and they all fed them nil ; into Newari, by
aiiiisang, amiuihiua yata nakala, and amisang amita iiukula. And, but for the
happy term to feed in English, the distinction would be greater still. In Khas the

ecpiivalents are. uni beru le u ttwi lai khuwaiyo and uiii hern le u heru lai khuwaiyo
or six words fur one

!
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Infinitive Moob.
Jap^cho, aorUtic as uaual.

Participles,

• 1st in bfl, Japaba, who feeds or will or did feed,

2nd iu chouie, Jupucbome, feedabie, whom or with what any one feeds or will

feed.

3rd in iia, Japana, fed, whom or with what any one has fed.

4th in me, Japadume, Sic, 33 forms. Feedable by me; whom or with what 1

feed or will feed, &c.

5th in me, Japatongme, &c. 33 forms. The fed of me; whom or with what
I fed, &c.

N, B,— 1—3 are impersonal, as before : 4—5 are personated.

Gerunds.

Impersonated of the present and future. None,

liiijtersuuaied of the past, Japaso, or Japasomumi.

Personated present,

Ist in na, Japaduna, &c. 33 forms.

Sind in na, Japatongnu, &c. 33 forms.

Personated past.

1st in ko, Japaduko, &c. 33 forms.

2iid tn ko, Japatdtigku, &c. 33 forms.

Specimen of the Kirdnti language (Bdhing dialect),

Kwong miiryeu bupo ke di bretlia latd. Oyekhopaso bretha

duyaiiu. Wa kbyiui di kwoug miiryeu, riisogao bwaktako, wa ming

iiuiig dwdugmdse. Go harem gyaoaiyo md tdgna, syii, syd. Ike

ijyau dsra jajiilso, iiiyem aicbo, Idma, ddso, binti* papta.

JMokodiug bdpomi barem kwdiig ri xiyiibu gyaira dyainpattame

giptako cbyautu, yem sisi i ming giptako, syuyo md giwo, ddso,

lopdso, giwo. Harem mdryeumi myem kbbgno pdpta. Hdpoini yo

cliiwacba dau bretamiko cbyautami. Sy uke di riuyuba gyavra rindm,

iiiycm radio.

Mekediug ryamnfpo bcia* kwdsomami ming ke di difca. Myem
miugmi wadi rinydba gydwa kblyakti giptdko mdcho preusta, mdra

* N, B.—Nyau, dsrs, binti, and betm «re«JIindi terms having no precise equira*

lenta in the Kiranti tongue
;
though it would be,easy to turn the phrases so as

to rejilace them by pure Kiranti terma 1 leave them aa samples of a process every

where going on in the Central Himalaya whose still primitive Unguagea will pro-

bably in time become first mixed and then obsolete.

2 X
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dajana, wa wancha lui sju (or su) giwo luotime bw&. Naka ga

wa ram khoine bwagne, i kamdi m&ra kheda syu ke kani di ra data

(or iiidta). Mekediug ryamuipo kby\m ding glutana cliiwuchadauiui

A ri tamtameko, myem simtauicko, hdpo ke di cbothu diiutume.

Mekediug hopomi a wancha bretako, mdta, yem i ryaiimipo,

dw^kti kbedda cby^ro, dwaktikbedda plyeuti giwo (or plyeuoiuko)

daso data.

Translation of the specimen of the Kirdnti language (Bulling dialect).

A certain person went to Ins prince to complain of a man wlio

was in the habit of coming constantly to his bouse to make love to

his wife, but whom he could never contrive to identify. To Ins

sovereign he said, ‘relying on your justice, 1 appeal to you to have

this man arrested.’ The liajab thereon gave the petitioner a pliiul

filled with scented oil and said to him, ‘give this phial to your wife

and caution her at the same time not to give it to any one.* Tlio

man did as he was bade and the Ilujah, when he was gone, instructed

his spies to look after the matter and to seize and bring to his

presence any person they might detect coming from the plain tifl*’a

house, w'hose clothes had the s::eut of atter.

By and by, the lover finding an opportunity went, as before, to

his mistress who rubbed the atter on his clothes and said to him.

*My husband desired me to give this atter to ho one, but you are

my life, my soul, how should 1 refuse it to you ? If you like it

;

take it. I can have no other use for it.’

As the lover, thus anointed with atter, thereafter left the house

of his mistress the spies of the lidjah w ho were on the look out

for him, seized him and carried him to the Bajah.

The Bajah thereon sent for the woman’s husband and said to

him, ‘ this is your wife’s lover. If you please, kill him : if you

please, let him go.’

Octolerj 1857.

B. H. Hodgson.
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On the Vdyu tribe of the Central Him&laya,—By B. H.

lloi)GSOir, Esq,

The Vajus, vulgarly called Ilayua, inhabit the central Himalaya,

and the central region of that part of the chain.* Tliey are sub-

jects of Nepal, tenanting the basin of the river Kdsi between the

confines of the great valley of Nepal proper and that point where

the Kosi turns southwards to issue into the plains. The Vajus belong

to that interesting portion of the Himalayan population which, in

the essay adverted to, I liave denominated the broken tribes—tribes

whoso status and condition, relatively to those of the unbroken

tribes, snlliciently demonstrates that they are of much older stand-

ing in llimulaya than the latter. The Vayus are in an exceedingly

depressed condition, gradually passing to extinction probably. Their

numbers do not now exceed a few thousands, how many, I have no

means of ascertaining.

Their high antiquity and the complex character of their language,

give them, espc'cially in connexion with other tribes of Himalaya

similarly characterised, very great interest as an element of Hima-

layan population. They consider themselves as a single people

distinct from all their neighbours. Their language, which has no

marked dialects, and is quite unintelligible to any but themselves,

supports this view. So also does«thcir perfect community of habits

and customs, though they recognise certain distinctions among

themselves, of no practical importance, but marked by specific desig-

nations, of which the chief are Y^iim, Ddphdm, Kousiuo, Balung,

riioucho, Kamalechho, <fcc.

Billing, I know, means exorcist in the Vayu tongue; and the

other terms probably point to some perhaps now forgotten avoca-

tions. At all events they cannot explain the force of the terms.

They have a tradition of a very remote time when they were a

numerous and powerful people, but never having had the use of

writing, their remote past is too vaguie for ascertainment, no foreign

and cultivated people having ever noticed and recorded their exist-

* See new edition of essay on physical geography of Uim4laya now isaulng from

the press under the auspices of Government.
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ence. Tlie religious ideas of the Vayus aro extremely vague, nor

does tlieir language afford any term for the Deity or even for any

deity though they have, as usual, an exorcist who is their only

priest and physician and to whom they look for relief from all those

evils which malignant influence, whatever it be, afflicts them with.

They are a very iuoffensive industrious race employed in the culti-

vation of the earth. Their use of the plough is noticeable from its

rarity in these regions.

As it has been the chief object of this paper to illustrate the

highly interesting language* of the Vayus I shall not at present say

more of their status, nianuers and customs than by a reference to

their own account of these conveyed in tlie statement subjoined

to the language as a sample thereof and of which translation was

there furnished.

But the physical traits of the Vayu are of an importance second

only to that of his language, and the following description will

help to illustrate them.

Dimensions of a man named P4te, a Yiiyu of the Y^kum caste,

aged twenty-eight years, in the service of Captain Gojrij Tb^pa of

Nepdl.

Height, m • odd••

Crown of head to hip, •

.

m m .. i.ii.i

Hip to heel,.. • • .. 8. 0.1

Length of arm and hand, .. 2. 2.1

Girth of* head. .. 1. 9.0

Girth of arm, .. 0. 9.0

Girth of forearm, .. 0. 9.J

Girth of thigh, .. 1. 60
Girth of calf. .. 1. 1.0

Girth of chest. .. 2.11.0

Pite is rather below than above the standard height of his fellows,

which may be taken at about five feet three inches. His colour is a

a

* 1 meant to have prefaced the details by a few general remarks under the vanal

heads of article, nonn, pronono, Sm. But time runs short and the philological

reader will readily apprehend these from the details already given whilst other

classes of readera are little likely to pay any attention to the matter.
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pure isabelline brown without the least trace of ruddiucBs in the

skin or hair. The eye is dark hazel and the hair long, straiglit,

black, ample on the head, scant every where else.

* Vertical view of the head oblate ovoid, rather wider behind than

before but not much, and flatlish behind.

Bachycephalic. Facial angle very good, the mouth being only

moderately salient and the forehead of good height, forwardness

and breadth, but the chin defective. Eye-brows even, scantish.

No beard or whisker, and a very small moustache. Eyes small,

flush with the cheek, oblique, very wide apart, drooping upper lid

bent down at the inner angle. Nose rather short, straight, depressed

between the eyes, moderately salient elsewhere, broad at end and

having large round nostrils. Mouth moderately salient, the pecu-

liar tiiickening of the upper gum, which chiefly causes the saliency,

being not great, and the lips not tumid, only moderately full. Teeth

vertically set, strong, white. Chin retiring and small. Zygomoe

and cheek bones very salient to the sides and profile flat. Front

view of tlie face squarish, owing to the large angular jaws which

are as salient laterally as the zygoinoe.

Remarlc,—This young man’s physiognomy is distinguished by the

full Turanian breadth of head and face. Two others of his race

whom 1 exainiued—a man of fifty-eight years and another of thirty

years—had not the same breadth nor the same perfectly Kalrnae

eye. These men measured nearly 5.'>.0 and were several shades

darker in colour thau Fate
; and upon the whole 1 incline to regard

them as more normal samples of the race than P4te. In a word,

I think that I have sufficient grounds for concluding that the Vayue

are in general somewhat barker and of a less decidedly Mongolic

cast of countenance than the Lepchas (for example), from whose

perfectly Turanian type, they lean towards the Turkic and Dravidian

subtypes, vrhich again approach the Arian, and are seen in the

Kir^uti tribe of Himalaya more clearly and more frequently thau in

the V6yu tribe.

The elder of the two individuals above adverted to, I was enabled

to examine rapidly whilst Mr. Scott photographed him. Ha was

5.4.i in height, moderately fleshy and dark brown. Vertical view

of the head oblate. Wider and flat behind, greatest breadth between
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the ears, lliaing pyramidally from the zygoma) to the crown of

the head. Facial angle not bad, the forehead retiring and narrow-

ing only slightly, the mouth not being porrect, nor the chin retiring

but pointed. Eyes remote, not small, but the upper lids flaccid

and somewhat down-curved at the inner canthns. Nose pyramidal,

not levelled between the eyes nor the extremity much thickened,

but the nares large and round. Mouth large but well formed, with

neatly shaped lips and vertical fine teeth.

The younger man above alluded to was 5.5.0 and as dark as an

ordinary native of the plains whom he further resembled in his

uuflatted, face though his eye wanted the fullness and shapeliness of

that of the lowlaiiders beside whom I placed him.

Wiien placed beside some Dhangars of the Uraon tribe the impres-

sion made upon me by a comparison of tlie wlude was, that tlie

physical type is one and the same in the highlanders and low-

landers
;

that the typo is flexible to a large extent
;
and' that the

general eftVet of the northman’s residence for ages in the malarious

and jungly swamps of the plains is to cause the Turaiiian typo to

incline towards the Negro type but with a wide interval from the

latter. The Uraon compared with the Vayu has le.ss breadth of

head and face, more protuberance of mouth, and a better sliaped,

larger eye, not down curved next the nose
;
and it is thus, I conceive,

that the Negro type diflers from the Turanian.

On the Kiranti tribe of the Central Himalaya.—2>y B. U.

Hodgson, Ks2-
^

It has been the main purpose of one of the preceding papers to

examine the grammatical structure of the Kiranti language as a

second sample of that class of Himalayan tongues (the Vayu tongue,

already examined, being the first) which I have elsewhere denomina-

ted the pronomenalized or complex.*

The opinion of such scholars. as Muller and Caldwell that the

Himalayan tongues have ^nothing Dravidiau about them, can thus

* See eesay on physical geography of Himalaya and other papers now issuing

from the Cdlcu'ta press under the auspices uf Government.
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be tested, and 1 think shown to be a mistake
;
and it will be further

demonstrated, 1 trust, bj these and other investigations wtiich I

hope soon to complete, that the Hinialayans are closely connected,

• as well with the southern as with the northern members of the

family of Tiir—members by no means so disjoined and dissimilar as

it is the fashion to represent them.

As a supplement to the grammatical details, I will now give

such a sketcli of the Kiranti people, as at present existing in Nepal,

as will, 1 hope, add to the interest and value of the philological

portion of my essay.

The Kirautis, on account of their distinctly traceable antiquity

,aa a nation and the peculiar structure of their language, are perhaps

the most interesting of all the Himalayan races, not even excepting

the Newars of Nepal proper.

13y means of tlie notices contained in the Classics of the east and

west* wo are assured that the Kiranti people was forthcoming in

their present abode from 2000 to 2500 years buck, and that their

power was great and their dominion extensive, reaching possibly at

one time to the delta of the Gauges. ]\Ioreovor, the general tenor

of tln*se classical notices is confirmed by the Vansavalia or chro-

nicles of Nepfd proper which show a long line of Kiranti sovereigns

ruling there from the mythic age of the shepherd kings (Gdpal)

down to the IHh century of our aera. And lastly, tliese distinct

historical data harmonise with a well-known tradition which assigns

a very unusual (in these regions) amount of power and population

to the “ inany-toiigued” Kiranti, Wo know not when the Kirantis

were expelled froiu the plains of India; if indeed they ever held

permanent possession there. J3nt it was the IMall dynast v of Nepal

proper which about the middle of the 14tli century expelled them

from the great valley
; and the Sahs of the eastern or Vijayapur

branch of the Makwiinis by whom tlieii? iudependance in the moun-

tains, probably about the same period, was greatly trenched on,

whilst tho Sails of the house of Gorkha, now sovereigns of the

modern kingdom of Nepal, completed the subjection of the Kirautis

about a century ago.

* See Muller apud Bunsen and Caldwell and lists of castes taken from Menu
and the Purduaa apud Calcutta Quarterly.
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Adverting to the high recorded antiquity of the terms Kirdt or

Kiraut and Kirati or Kirdnti (vngue nasal) as applied respectively

to the country and people, even to this hour, it is remarkable that

the Kirdntis themselves do not readily admit the genuineness or

propriety of those terms, but prefer the names Khwonibo vel

Khombo and Kirawa as their general personal designations and seem

to have none at all for their country. But the Kirdutis, always

ignorant of letters, have been now for a long time depressed and

subdued ; and, huddled as they now are into comparatively narrow

limits, they are yet divided among themselves into numerous tribes

and septs speaking dialects so diverse os not to be mutually intel-

ligible
;
and hence they are wont to think only of their sectional

names and to forget their general or national one.

It is difficult, owing to the varying limits at diverse seras, to

ascertain the precise force of the territorial term Kirdut iu the

view of the people themselves. But the following statement of

boundaries, divisions and included septs may, 1 believe, be considered

sufficiently accurate for all present purposes.

1. Wallo Kirdnt or

Kirdnt,

Mdujh Kirdnt or 3. Pallo Kirfint or

Hither Kiraut. Middle Kiraut. Further Kiraut.

Ydkha.

Bespective tribes,

Bontava. Cliourasya.

Limbu. Bddoiig.

Lohorong. Duuginali.

Chhingtang. Klidling.

Hiltiii.

Sdugp&ng.

B&l&li.

LambichhoiJg.

Bdhing.

Thuluug.

Kdlung.

Waling.

Nachhereng.

This is Kirdnt in the larger sense, and including Khwombudu or

Kiraut proper, and Limbu&n or the cotmtry of the Limbus. The
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Liiiibuaii.

popular inclusiou of the latter people is important and 1 believe

well founded, as also that of the Yakhas, though both are often

alleged to be not Kir^utis. They are at all events closely allied

• races, having essential community of customs and manners with

the Kirantia, and they all intermarry, nor probably do the dialects

of the Limbus and Yakhas differ much more from the Kliwombu*

tongue, than that tongue now does from itself, as seen in the several

dialects of the septs set down above under “ Middle Kirant.” The

comparative vocabulary already submitted to the Society will go far

to decide these questions when taken in connexion with that gram-

matical analysis of the Limbu tongue which 1 am now engaged on.

Ttie boundaries of Kiraut in its three subdivisions are

—

1. Sunkdsi to Likhu, 7 u
2. LikLutoA'run, ’

j
K;hwoi..buau.

8. Arun to Mechi and 7

Singilela ridge, )

Sucli are the territorial limits of the extant Kirauti race, in the

larger sense. Their numbers probably do not now exceed a quarter

of a million ;
but the tradition which I referred to above, assigns

two and a quarter millions as the amount of their population at

some remote and not well ascertained period when their country

was customarily spoken of as the *‘no lakh kiraut,” and the

phrase was interpreted to mean that a house tax at two annas per

family yielded nine hundred thousand annas, whence, if we allow five

souls to a family, we shall obtain two and a quarter millions of

people for the Kirautis inclusive of the Limbus and Yakhas, and

possibly tiie Yayus also. The Kirautis occupy the central or health-

ful region of the mountains, and never descend, to dwell there, into

the lowest and malarious valleys of that region. Consequently

tiiey are not reckoned among the Awalias or tribes inured to malaria.

Nor can they be placed among the ^broken tribes, great as is

their antiquity and devoid as they long have been of political

independence, and moreover, allied as they are by the character

of their language to the above tw sections of the population of

Himalaya or the Awalias and the broken tribes, (see Essay

referred to above). The Chiefs or kings of the Kirantis were

* Potiui Khombtt. The intercalated ** w” is a dialectic peculiarity of B£hing«

2 L-
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enlled HaDg or Hwang. There are of course none such now nor

have been for five centuries. Their village headman they still

denominate Pasung, equivalent to Rai in the Khas toiii^uo of tlieir

present masters the Oorkhulis. The pasung has still under the

Gorkhali dynasty, a good deal of authority over his people. lie

collects their taxes and adjusts their dis[)ntes with but rare reference

or appeal to the Rajah*a Courts.

Unlike most of the subjects of Nepal, the Kinintis retain posses-

sion of the freeholds of their ancest(»r8 which they call walikha, and

the owner, thangpung liangpa. Each holding is extensive, though

not generally available, owing to the high slope of the surface, for

the superior sort of culture. The boundaries of an estate are defined

by the run of the water. The tax paid to tlie Government by eaeh

landholder or thangpung hangpa (literally, lord of the soil) is 5

rupees per annum, 4 being land tax, and 1, in eominutatiou of the

corvee.

The general style of cultivation is that appropriate to the uplands,

not the more skilful and profitable sort practised in the level tracts,

and, though the villages of the Ivirintis be fixed, yet their cultivation

is not so, each proprietor within his own ample limits, shifting his

cultivation perpetuallj', according as any one spot gets exhausted.

Arvain annos mutant and superest ager. The plough is sometimes

used, but very rarely, and tlie use of it at all is recent and borrowed,

nor has the language any term for a plough. The produce is

maize, buckwheat, millets, peas, dry rice and cotton. The general,

almost exclusive, status of this people is* that of agriculturists.

They did not till lately take military or menial service.* They

have no erdftsmen of their own tribe, but buy iron implements,

copper utensils, and ornaments for their women from other tribes,

and' supply most of tbeir simple wants themselves. The useful

arts they practise are all duniestic : fine arts they have none, nor

ever bud : no towns, and only stnnll villages of huts raised obliquely

on the outer side on wooden posts some tiiree to six feet, so as to get

a level on the slope of the hill : sizb small because the children separate

* Jang Bahadur has lately raided some Kir&nii regiments. He is wise and has

seen in time and provided against the risk of a too homogeneous army. The

Kirantis have of late fieely taken mental service with us in Sikim.
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on marriage
;
walls of thick reed, plastered, and the pent roof of

grass. Each family builds for itself. The women spin and weave

the cotton of native growth, which constitutes their sole wear, and

• the men and women dye the clothes with madder and with other

wild plants—whereof one, a climber, yitdds a fine black colour. They

make fermented and distilled liquors for themselves, and use the

former in great quantities—the latter moderately.

The Kirantis have not, nor ever had, letters or literature.* Their

religious notions are very vague. They have no name for the God
of gods, nor even for any special deity whatever, though the term

mang may be construed deity, and that of khyifumo or khyimmang,

liousehold deity or penate. Nor is there any hereditary priesthood,

or any class set ajjart and educated for that office. Whom the

mang inspires, he is a priest and his duty is to propitiate the Khyitn*

mang or Penate of each family by an annual worship celebrated

attt*r the harvest, and also to perform certain trivial ceremonies at

marriages and deaths, but not at births. The priest is named
^akchhong, and he has, moreover, once a year, to make offerings to

the manes (samklia) of the ancestors of each householder, or rather,

to all the deceased members of each family.

The Kirantis believe heartily iu the black art, and call its

professor Krakra, Kunyainayawo, &c. The professional anta*

goiiist of this formidable person, who undoes the mischief, bodily

or mental, which the other had done, who is at once exorcist and
physician, is named in the various dialects, Jatiicha, Mangpa, <fcc.

There are only two religious festivals per anuum, oue to the

Khyiiuino or Penate and the other to the samklia or souls of the

deceased.

As already said, birth is not attended by any religious obser-

vances.

The Kir&iitis buy their wives, paying usually 25 to 30 rupees,

frequently in the shape of copper household utensils. If they have

* The Limbu**, like the Lepehas,have aa alphabet seemingly original but neither

people has made much use of it. I submitted these alphabets to the native and

English scholars of Madras, Ava and Arrakan and was told they could not be

traced to any Indo-chinese or Dravidian source. I bad priorly received a like

disclaimer from the Lamas of Tibet.

2 L 2
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no m^ans, they go and earn their wife by labour in her father’s

family. They marry usually at maturity—uay, almost universally

so. Divorce can always be had at the pleasure of either party
;
but

if the wife seek it, she or her family must give back the price paid

for her, and all the children will remain with the husband in every

event of divorce. The marriage ceremony is as follows. The priest

takes a cock in his left hand and strikes it on the back with the

blunt side of a sickle till blood flows from its mouth. According

as the blood marks the ground, the priest prophesies that the

oflspring will be boys or girls
;
and if no blood flow, that the mar-

riage will be childless. This is the essence of what passes and it

seals the contract.

The Kirantis bury their dead on a hill lop, making a toinh of

stoues loosely constructed. The burial takes place on the day of

decease. The priest must attend the funeral and as he moves

along with the corpse to the grave he from time to time strikes u

copper vessel with a stick, and invoking the soul of the deceased,

desires it to go in peace and join the souls that went before it.

The law of inheritance gives equal shares to all the sons, and

nothing to the daughters, unmarried or married. Concubines are

unknown. Polygamy is allowed and not uncommon. Polyandry

unheard of and abhorred.

Tattooing is unknown. Boring of ears .and nose common with

the women
;
rare with the men. The hair is usually worn long and

so as to liide tlie Hindu-like top knot tiiat is however always

forthcoming. The general character of tin? Kiiiuitis is rather bad

among the other tribes who consider them to be somewhat fierce

and prompt at quarrelling nnd blows, especially iu their cups,—

a

state very frequent with tliem. But at Darjiling they have now

for 15 years borne an excellent character as servants, being faithful,

truthful and orderly, so that their alleged fierceness should, I think,

be culled manly independence ; or be referred to their long past

days of political independence and martial habits.

I proceed now to the physical character of the tribe. Premising

that 1 have long been habituated to these physical observations, by

no means confined to the bills, I would repeat once* more that the

* See Preface to my Eetay on Kocch Bodo and Dhimal.
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Himalayan type, though upon the whole Mongolian, is not to bo

judged, (any more than the African one by the negro) by the Kalmak

exaggeration of that type
;
and moreover, that the type exhibits

> here, as to the north and to the south of us, a large range of variation,

indicating, like the lingual type, that the Himalaya has been peopled

by successive immigrations of northmen belonging to many, pro-

bably to all, of the various subfamilies into which the restless progeny

of Tiir has been (1 think prematurely) divided by European philo-

logists and ethnologists. I tiunk, moreover, that 1 can discern this

sort of accord between the physical and lingual types, to wit, that

the tribes with simple languages have more, and the tribes with

eompli'x languages have leas, of the Mongolian physical attributes,

after careful elimination of the presumed effects of mixture of

breed (and such facts are always notorious on the spot) where such

mixture has taken place. Thus, a Lepcha or Gurung or Magar or

Murmi to a simple language unites a palpable Mongolian phy-

siognomy and frame, whilst a Kuswar, Dhimali or a KiiAnti with

a language much allied to the higher Turkic, Ugrofiunic and Dravi-

diau type* possesses a face and form tending the same way.

1 will now describe my samples, adding, lest 1 should be supposed

to Ijavo selected them unfairly, that they are men long in my own

service.

Dimensions in English feet and inches.

(1) JBontawa (2) Baiting (3) Thulung

Total height, ... 5 4 0 s 0 0 5 2 0

Crown to hip, ... 2 5 0 2 2 0 2 3 0

Hip to heel, ... 3 2 0 2 11 0 3 0 0

Eore and aft length of head, ... 0 9 i 0 8 i 0 8 i

Side to side width of Ditto, .. ... 0 6 0 0 e 0 6 0

Girth of Ditto, ... 1 9 i 1 9 1 8 0

Breadth of face, ... 0 5*
i 0 5 1 0 5 i

Length of arm and hand, •• ... 2 5 0 2 3 2 4 0

Girth of arm, ... 0^ 10 0 0 9 i 0 9 i
Ditto of fore arm, ...

0*
9 i. 0 9 i 0 10 0

* The complex pronomenalization of the Eiraiui verb, points to a special

connexion with Muihr's Munda snbdivision.
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Girth of thigh, 1 G 0 1 G 0 1 G I

DittoofcaU; 1 0 i 1 0 i 1 0 J

Girth of chest, .! 2 0 J 2 10 0 2 10 i

No. 1, A Bontawa, age 55. HeaJ, long, narrow, vertical view

elliptic, equally wide fore and aft, widest between the ears. Front

view of the head and face oval, with the cheek bones little prolrud*

ed and the forehead not narrowing upwards. ProGlo or side view

good, nearly vertical, tlie mouth not being at all inclined to progna-

thism, and the forehead very little retiring, but chin somewhat

defective. Forehead of good height and breadth, nearly as wide as

the cheek bones. Eyes of good size, remote
;
upper lid flaccid, but

hardly perceptibly bent down ncj:t the nose. Nose, long, straiglit,

pyramidal, well eleruted though thick and with the nostrils elongat-

ed, not round. Mouth well formed, not protuberant, of good size

and having shapely lips and vertical teeth not at all exposed, chin

not retiring but not advanced and rather defective. Jaws, neitlmr

heavy, nor square. Colour, a clear light brown, deeper and less olive

than usual. No trace of ruddiness. Hair jet black, ample, straight,

glossy, strong but not coarse. Moustache, full and jet black. No
whisker. E\ e-brows scanty and horizontal. No hair on chest.

Figure good but trunk and arms long, and legs short. Very moder-

ate development of bone or muscle for a bigidauder, and scarcely

more than iu a plainsman.

2. A Balling, 30 years old. Head broader and shorter, vertical

vievi^ oblate ovoid, wider behind than before, but not flattened behind.

Front view of the face shows (like the head,) more breadth than

iu No. 1, and is somewhat square owing to the projection of the

cheek bones and of the angles of the jaws. Profile, vertical as in

the last, with very little saliency of the mouth, a vertical but

somewhat narrow forehead, and a chin flush with the front of the

jaw. Forehead less fine than in the lust, vertical to the front but

somewhat narrow or rather seeming so, owing to the lateral projec-

tion of the jaws and cheek bones. Eyes of good size remote,

showing faintly but distinctly the usual flaccidity and deflexion

towards the nose, of the upper lid. Nose, as in the last, long,

straight, pyramidal, broad but not depressed. Nostrils large and

round. Mouth of good size and shape, with moderately full lips
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of which the upper has a tendency to advance more than the

lower, owing to the normal thickening of the gum. Teeth fine and

vertical and not at all exposed. Chin devoid of the promiuout

• roundnoss of the part, flush with the jaw in front. Jaws heavy

and angular. Colour as in the last, pale ruddy brown, deeper and

less dull tiuin the usual isabelliue colour. Hair jet black, straight,

strong. No whisker. A scanty moustache. Eye-brows full. Chest

hairless. No more development of bone or muscle than in the last,

and figure, as before, good but noticeable for length of trunk and

arms.

No. 3. A ThuUing, 22 3^oars old, has the breadth of head and

face of the last, vertical view' of the head show ing great and remark-

ably uniform width in proportion to length. Profile line vertical, as

before, and all the details of the features wonderfully similar, as in

a strong family likeness, and figure also and colour.

General remark. All these three men have a depth of colour and

defect of bone and muscle assimilating them to the lowland Turanians

generally and dillerencing them from the highlanders generally

but especially from the Palusen, the Gurung, the Sunwar, the Murmi,

the Magar and the Lepcha ;
and the liontawa has a head and face

canyiiig on the resemblance with the lowland Turanians and which

I believe to be so fiecpient among the Kirantis as to deserve to be

called tlie rule, not the exception. Iii conclusion, I may perhaps

be permitted to say, as the result of long years of practised observa-

tion tliat the ('fleet, upou the Turanian norlhmen, of passing from the

cold high and dry plateau of “ Asie Centrale,’’ dow n the various steps

of the Himalayan ladder into the hot and moist plains of India is to

diminish the v6i(ime of bony and muscular development, to diminish

also the extreme breadtii of head and face with the consequent wide

separation of all the double organs of sense and to modify the

defects of the eye, giving it a freer auJ straighter aperture and less

flaccid upper lid
;
moreover, that such tribes as, in the throng

of successive immigrations, have been broken, barbarized and driven

to seek refuge iu malarious tracts, seem to manifest a tendency to

pass from the low Turauiau to the low African or Negro type ;*

• Narrowness of heud and face, and projec' ion of mouth are the great marls

of the Negro type. Now I have an (Jraon in niy service in whom these marls



^.5p On the Kiranii tribe of the Central Himdlat/a,

and lastly that, after these effects have been produced in the

course of numberless ages^ it must always be unsafe to dogmatise

upon physiological or philological grounds only respecting the

special relations and characteristics of any given tribe without

abiding advertence to the general relations and characteristics of

such tribe, aud to the proof of both that may be had by carefully

seeking out and weighing all the available evidence, whether

physiological or philological, moral or traditional.

The evidence of any reflux towards the north of the great tide

of Turanian population flowing wave after wave over India through

the numberless passes of the llitnalaya, and also perhaps round the

'VV’esternand Eastern extremities of the chain, is faint, seeming to be

confined to the >iewar tribe of Nepal Proper, who have a tradition

of their return to Nepal after having reached so far south as Mala-

bar. Nor arethero wanting coincidences of arbitrary customs, of

the shape and use of agricultural and other implements aud of words

and grammatical forms to countenance and uphold that tradition,

as I have already adverted to in my paper on the Nilgirians.

wiiitod to a very dark skiu are conspicuous and his lips arc very tluck and his eye

good, aud Lis hair crisply curled, but not at all woolly.



Meteorohgical Ohttervations,

Ahstract of the^ Mesults of the Hourly Meteorological OhsermtionB

taken^ at the Surveyor OeneraVe OfficOy CaleuttUy

in the month ofJanuary

y

1858 .

Latitude 22<’ 33^ V North. Longitude 88" 20' 34" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea levels 18.11

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Date.

Mean

Height

of

the

Barometer

at

32»

Faht.

Range of the Barometer
during the day.

Mean

Dry

Bulb

Thermometer.

Range of the Tempera-
ture during the day.

Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o o o

1 30.090 30.181 30.018 68.5 77.6 60.6 17.0

2 .025 .107 29.940 .167 68.1 77.4 16.6

3 Sunday.

4 .011 .111 .948 .163 67.0 76.6 59.6 17.0

5 29.986 .062 .932 .130 67.7 78.5 60.4 18.1

a .908 .071 .038 .138 66.1 76.7 58.6 18.1

7 30.009 .114 .912 .172 66.6 77.2 57.6 19.6

8 29.992 .084 .936 .148 66.6 77.7 58.4 19.3

9 .971 .063 .917 .146 65.9 76.6 56.6 20.0

10 Sujiday.

11 .957 .031 .881 .150 69.2 80.6 60.8 19.8

12 .936 .019 .878 .111 67.6 78.1 59.4 18.7

13 .966 .061 .912 .152 65.2 75.4 50.8 18.6

14 .966 .051 .896 .155 64.9 76.6 56.6 20.0

15 .983 .084 .911 .173 66.2 78.4 56.2 22.2

16 .988 .081 .943 .138 66.7 79.2 67.5 21.7

17 Sunday. i

18 .922 .005 .865 .140 72.2 84.0 63.8 20.2

19 .910 29.984 .856 .128 72.9 83.8 65.0 18.8

20 .958 30.038 .886 .152 69.4 75.4 64.6 10.8

21 .873 29.955 .812 .143 69.9 79.2 64.2 15.0

22 .879 .940 .841 .099 66.7 74.8 61.4 13.4

23 .990 30.092 .902 .190 64.8 76.4 56.4 19.0

24 Sunday,
1

25 30.040 .111
1

.978 .133 68.1 79.8 68.4 20.9

26 .062 .138 .976 .162 69.9 80.2 61.0 19.2

27 .075 .164 80.010 .154 69.1 79.2 62.0 17.2

28 .073 .140 ,019 .121 70.3 79.4 62.4 17.0

29 .064 .136 .009 .127 ?1.3 79,6 65.2 14.4

SO .112 .208 .057 .151 69.4 77.6 63.0 14.6

31_ Sunday.

The Mean height of the Barometer, os likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Tliermometers acederived from the twenty-four houriy observatioQa made during

the day.



Metewologioal ObservalionSi

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of January^ 1858.

Honrlj Means, Sec. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. fContiwued,J

Hour.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Ther-

mometer.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

Force

of

Vapour.

a
*o

^

*» a •

!§>o^
^ ~ o-

^ *-2

S |S
Additional

Weight

of

Vapour

required

for

complete

satu-

ration.

Mean

degree

of

Hu-

midity,

complete

saturation

being

unity.

0 0

1

o o
i

Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

Mid-
60.3 3.8 57.6 6.5 5.36 1.31 0.80

night.

1 60.0 3.5 67.6 6.0 .481 .36 .19 .82

2 59.6 3.3 57.3 5.6 .478 .33 .10 .83

3 69.2 3.1 57.0 5.3 .473 .29 .02 .84

4 58.5 3.0 56.4 5.1 .464 .19 0.97 .84

6 58.4 2.9 56.1 5.2 .459 .15 .97 .81.

6 67.8 2.9 55.5 5.2 .05 .96 .84

7 67.5 2.9 65.2 5.2 .445 .00 .95 .84

8 58.9 3.4 56.6 5.8 .465 .20 1.11 .82

9 60.6
I

5.7 67.2 9.1 .476 .27 .88 .74

10 61.8 8.0
1

57.8 12.0 .486 .35 2.60 .67

11 62.8 10.4 57.6 15.6 .483 ' .27 3.55 .60

Noon. 63.8 11.6 58.0 17.4 .489 .32 4.11 .56

1 64.4 12.7 58.0 19.1 .489 .30 .62 .53

2
’

64.8 13.0 58.3 19.5 ! .496 .34 .79 .53

3 64.8 13.0 58.8
.

19.5 .494 .34 .79 .53

4 64.1 12.1 58.0 18.2 .489 .81 .35 .55

5 64.0 10.4 56.8 15.6 .47 3.68 .60

6 64.1 7.5 60.3 11.3 .528 1 .80 2.60 .69

7 63.1 6.4 59.9 9.6 .621
1

.73 .15 .73

8 62.2 5.6 58.8 9.0 .55 1.93 .74

9 61.7 4.8 58.8 7.7 .508 .66 .63 .77

10 61.1 4.4 58.5 7.0 .498 .52 .46 .79

11 60.5 4.3
«

57.9 6.9 .488 .41 .42 .79

All the Hygrometrioftl elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.



Meteorological Oheermtione, jr

Abstract of the Besults of the Mowrly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Swrveyor QeneraVs Office^ CalcuttOj

in the month of January^ 1858 .

Solar Badiation, Weather, &c.

*s

p
Max.

Solar

radiation.

Bain

Gauge

5
feet

above

Ground.

Prevailing direction

!

of the Wind.
General Aspect of the Sky.

1

0

129.8

Inches.

N. W. Cloudless : also slightly foggy between

2 129 0 W. & N. E.

Midnight and 6 A. M.
Cloudless : also foggy between 9 p. u.

s'

4
Sunday.
131.6 W. & S. W.

and Midnight.

Cloudless : also foggy between Mid-

135.0 S. W. & N. W.

night and 7 A. h. also the same be-

tween 8 P. H. and Midnight.
Cloudless.

132.0 Calm&N. W. &W. Cloudless.

132.0 N. W. N. E. & N. Cloudless till 11 A. M. Scatd. ^i and

H
131.0 N. W. & N.

i till 3 p. M. cloudless afterw'ards.

Cloudless.

130.0 N. W. & N. E. Cloudless, also foggy between 9 & 11

1
Smdag,
136.2 S. W. & Calm.

P. M.

Cloudless.

Itq 135.0 N. W. & Culm. Cloudless.

13 135.0 N. W. & W. Cloudless till 11 A. H. Scatd. ^i & ^i

14 134.0 S. W. &Calm &W.
till 6 P. M. cloudless aftervrards.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. Scatd. '^i till 5

15 136.4 W.&S.W.&N.W.
p. H. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 5 A. m. Scatd. i tiU 3

16 133.4 Calm & W.
p. H. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 4 A. M. Scatd. ^i till 5

17
lb

Sunday.
139.0 • •

1

s. & s. w.

p.M. cloudless afterwards : also foggy

between 9 A 11 P. u.

Cloudless: also foggy between 4 & 8

19 134.0 a s. w. & s.

A. M.
Cloudless till 8 p. m. cloudy afterwards

;

20

1

• • • • Variable.

also slightly driszling between 9 A
Ip P. M.

Cloudy; likewise slightly raining be-

21 132.0 S.W.

tween 4 A 5 P. 11. A also between 8
A 9 P. M.

Cloudy ; also slightly drizzling at 5 P. M.

22 128.5 N. W. *Cloudless.

23 134.0 Calm & N. E. & E. Cloudless ; also slightly foggy between

24
25

SuTtdag.

136.0 a a S.

7 A 11 P. H.

Cloudless. «

M Cirri, ^-i Cirro strati, '^i Cumuli, «-i Cumulo strati, Wi Nimbi, —i Strati

Vi i Cirro cumuli.



Meteorologieal Ohservatiotu,

Abitraet of the BesuUt ofthe Hourly Meteorological Ohsermtiont

taken at the Surveyor OeneroTe OJlce, Cateutta,

in the month ofJanuary, 1858.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &o.



Meteorological Oheereatione. lii

Ahstract of the Results of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of January^ 1858.

Monthly Besults.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month,

Max. height of the Barometer occurred at 10 A. ic. on the 30th,

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 4 P. M. on the 2l8t,

Extreme range of the Barometer during the month, • •

Mean of the Daily Max. Fressures,

Ditto ditto Min. ditto,

Mean Daily range of the Barometer during the month, •

.

Iifches.

29.994

30.208

29.812

0.396

30.078

29.931

0.147

Mean Dry Bulb Tliermometer for the month, ••

Max. Temperature occurred at 3 F. M. on the 18th, ••

Min. Temperature oecurred at 7 A. H. on the 15th, • •

Extreme range of the Temperature during the month, ••

Mean of the Daily Max. Temperature, •• ••

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, •• ••

Mean Daily range of the Temperature during the month.

68.1

84.0

56.2

27.8

78.3

60.3

18.0

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, .. .. 61.4

Mean Diy Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer,.. 6.7

Computed Mean Dew-point for the month, . • • • • • 57.4

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point, • • 10.7

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month, •• •• 0.480

• Troy grains.

Mean Weight of Vapour for the month, •. •• •. 5.29

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation, • • 2.26

Mean degree of humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.70

Bained 3 days. Max. fiill of rain during 24 hours,

Totid amount of rain during the month,

Prevailing direction of the Wind, ••

Inches.

• • •• 0.07

•• •• 0.07

.. K. W. & & W. & W.



Meteorological Oleei^atiom,v«i.

Aletract of the BeeuUs of the Hourly Meteorological Obeervatione

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of January^ 1858 .

^
Mouthlt Hesults.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on wiiich at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.



Meteorological Ohscrmtions.

Abetraci of ike Results of tke Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of February

,

1858 .

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 34" East.

feet*

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Mean

Height

of

the

Barometer

at

32°

Faht.

Range of the Barometer
during the day.

Mean

Dry

Bulb

Thermometer.

Range of the Tempera-
ture daring the day.

Date.

Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o o o

1 29.993 30.077 29.919 0.158 69.8 81.2 69.0 22.2

2 .959 .032 .873 .159 70.7 81.4 62.1 19.3

3 30.028 .124 .979 .145 68.9 78.6 61.7 16.9

4 29.988 .058 .917 .141 68.0 79.4 56.8 22.6

5 .965 .026 .874 .152 71.3 82.6 61.0 21.6

6 .970 .061 .924 .137 73.1 81.8 64.6 17.2

7
8

Sunday.
30.061 .142 30.007 .135 66.6 74.1 61.6 12.5

9 .046 .140 29.981 .159 65.1 75.5 20.5

10 ,020 .102 .964 .138 67.2 77.4 67.2 20.2

11 29.986 .056 .932 .124 67.3 77.6 61.0 16.6

12 .943 .033 .869 .164 70.0 80.0 62.6 17.4

13 .950 .035 .900 ,135 71.7 79.2 67.0 12.2

14
16

Sunday,
.950 .029 .886 .143 68.4 79.4 58.8 20.6

16 .977 .046 .923 .123 69.5 69.4 21.2

17 30.023 .108 .969 .139 71.2 83.6 62.0 21.5

18 .018 .097 .959 .138 71.6 83.4 60.4 23.0

19 29.972 .049 .912 .137 72.7 84.9 61.2 23.7

20 .945 .018
1

.874 .144 75.2 86.6 66.2 19.3

21
22

Sunday.
30.000

1

.084 .949 .135 76.3 86.0 69.6 16.4

23 .015 .112 .945 .167 73.4 84.2 63.6 20.6

24 29.969 .059 .886 .173 • 72.8 85.6 60.8 24.8

25 .921 29.999 .842 .167 74.8 86.9 65.0 21.9

26 .898 .982 .826 .156 73.6 82.8 66.7 16.1

27 .886 .977 .821 .156
A

74.6 85.9 65.2 20.7
1

28
• o

Sunday.

• • •• •• •• • • ••

a

•• • • • • • • •• ••

• • • • •• • • • • •• •• • a •• •« •• •• • •

• • mm •• •» •• 1
• • • • BH %• •• •• •• ,» •« • • ••

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb

Thermometers are derived from the twenty«four hourly observatioiu made during

the day.



Meteorological Observations,

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1858.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued,)

Date.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Thermo-

1

meter.

j 1

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

force

of

Vapour.

Mean

Weight

of

Vapour

in

a

cubic

foot

of

Air.

Additional

Weight

of

Va-

pour

required

for

com-

plete

saturation.

Mean

degree

of

Humidity,

complete

saturation

be-

1
ing

unity.

o 0 o o Inches. T. gr. T. gr.

1 61.3 8.5 67.0 12.8 0.473 5.20 2.7.'> 0.65

2 62.4 8.3 58.2 12.5 .493 .41 .77 .66

3 60.2 8.7 55.8 13.1 .455 .02 .72 .65

4 59.0 9.0 53.6 14.4 .422 4.C7 .86 .62

5 65.4 5.9 62.4 8.9 .567 6.22 .11 .75

6 67.8 5.3 65.1 8.0 .619 .78 .01 .77

7

8

Sunday,
58.2 8.4 53.2 13 4 .416 4.G2 .59 .64

9 57.5 7.6 52 9 12.2 .412 .59 .30 .67

10 59.3 7.9 54.6 12.6 .437 .83 .52 .66

I'l 62.7 4.6 59.9 7.4 ..521 5.77 1.60 .78

12 66.6 3.5 64.7 5.3 .611 6.73 .84

13 67.2 4.5 64.9 6.8 .615 .75 .68 .80

14
15

Sunday,
60.5 7.9 65.8 12.6 .455 .66

16 59.4 10.1 54.3 15.2 .432 4.76 3.12 .60

17 62.1 9.1 67.5 13.7 .481 5.28 .02 .64

18 62.2 9.3 67.5 .481 .28 .10 .63

19 62.9 9.8 58.0 14.7 .489 .34 .34 .62

20 67.9 7.3 64.2 11.0 6.54 2.83 .70

21
22

Sunday.
67.6 8.7 63.2. 13.1 .582 .32 3.37 .65

23 62.1 11.3 56.4 .464 6.06 .81 .67

24 62.2 10.6 56.9 15.9 .472 .15 .56 .59

25 65.3 9.5 60.5 14.3 .532 .80 .46 .63

26 64.9 8.7 60.5 13.1 .632 .81 .12 .65

27 66.3 8.2 62.2 12.3 .563 6.14 .67

28 Sunday,

• • •• •• • • •# •• •• • • •• • • •• • • • • •• ••

• • •• • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • • mm • • ••

•• • • •• B •• •• • • •• • • •• mm mm • • • •

All the Hygrometrical dements are computed by the Greenwich constants.



Meteorological Obeercatiom. XI

Abstract of the Sesults of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

tahen at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of February, 1858 ,

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Ranue of the Barometer for

Hour.

Mean

Height

the

Barome

at

32®

Faht.
each hour during the

month.

Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Incites. Inches. Inches.

Mid-

night.
29.98t 30.031 29.886 0.165

1 .976 .045 .876 1 .169

2 .965 .028 .870 .158

3 .955 .029 .863 .166

4 .952 .036 .868 .168

5 .962 .040 .879 .161

6 .078 .069 .901 .168

7 30.005 .086 .935 .151

8 .033 .111 .957 .154

9 .053 .128 .977 .151

10 .060 .142 .977 .165

11 ,044 .128 .96b .165

Noon. .013 .101 .933 ,168

1 29.978 .073 .892 .181

2 .950 .043 .856 .187

3 .929 .024 .838 .186

4 .921 .007 .821 .186

5 .922 .013 .821 .192

6 .928 .024 .824 .200

7 .945 .036 .839 .197

8 .967 .061 .865 .196

9 .979 .063 .874 .189

10 .985 .074 .880 .194

11 .985
1

.060

1

.876 .184

a c
ss »

G6.1.

65.5

64.8

64.3

63.8

63.1

62.4

62.1

65.2

69.6

73.0

75.7

78.3

80.0

80.9

81.3

80.4

79.1

75.7

73.1

71.3

70.0

68.6

67.7

Range of the Tempera*

ture for each hour

during the

month.

Max. Min. Diff.

72.4 61.2 11.2

71.6 58.8 12.8

71.4 58.0 13.4

71.1 56.6 14.5

70.4 58.8 11.6

70.2 55.6 14.6

70.0 65.2 14.8

69.6 55.0 14.6

71.6 58.0 13.6

75.0 64.0 11.0

77.6 66.6 11.0

80.8 69.2 11.6

83.2 71.2 12.0

85.2 72.5 12.7

86.6 73.0 13.6

86.9 72.0 14.9

85.5 69.6 15.9

84.4 67.4 17.0

81.4 67.4 14.0

79.0 66.8 12.2

78.2 64.6 13.6

77.1 64.6 12.5

74.2 63.0 11.2

72.0 61.8 10.2

The Moan height of tho Barometer, as liko^setho Mean Dry and Wet Bulb

Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours

during the month.



XU Meteorological Obeervations,

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taTcen at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of February^ 1858.

Hourly Means, &c. of the ObserTations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. fContimed.J

Hour.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Ther-

mometer.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet. .2
*o
P4

a
a>

Q
V

g.

a
o Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

Force

of

Vapour.

Mean

Weight

of

Va-

pour

in

a

cubic

foot

of

Air.

*0*3 4

.2P 0* a,U V ”

— 'S.

C s Q e0 0 S g
-
5^*2 2
<

Mean

degree

of

Hu-

|

midity,

complete

j

saturation

being

1

unity,

1

0 0

1

0 0 Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

Mid*
night.

61.9 4.5 59.2 7.2 0.509 5.65 1.52 0.79

1 4.2 58.8 6.7 .603 .57 .41 .80

2 61.0 3.8 68.7 6.1 .501 .67 .26 .82

3 3.7 58.0 6.3 .489 .44 .28 .81

4 60.1 3.7 67.5 6.3 .481 .36 .25 .81

6 69.6 3.5 B7.1 6.0 .475 .30 .17 .82

6 59.0 3.4 56.6 5.8 .467 .22 .11 .83

7 58.9 3.2 66.7 5.4 .469 .24 .84

8 60.6 4.6 67.8 7.4 .486 .40 .51 .78

9 62.4 7.2 58.8 10.8 .503 .53 2.37 .70

10 63.4 9.6 58.6 14.4 .499 .46 .62

11 63.9 11.8 58.0 17.7 .489 .31 4.20 .56

Hoon. 64.6 13.7 67.7 20.6 .485 .23 5.05 .51

1 65.3 14.7 67.9 22.1 .488 .25 .56 .49

2 65.8 15.1 58.2 22.7 .493 .29 .81 .48

3 Km 15.3 58.3 23.0 .494 .30 .94 .47

4 65.6 14.8 58.2
.
22.2 .493 .31 .63 .49

6 65.5 13.6 68.7 20.4 .501 .41 .12 .51

6 66.0 9.7 61.1 14.6 .543 3.61

7 65.2 7.9 61.2 11.9 .544 .95 2.84 .68

8 64.5 6.8 61.1 10.2 .543 .96 .37 .72

9 63.9 6.1 60.8 9:2 .537 .91 .74

10 63.0 5.6 60.2 8.4 .527 .82 1.85 .76

11 62.7 5.0 59.7 8.0 .518 .73 .73 .77

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Qreenvich constants,



Meteorological Obsermtione. im

Abstract of the ’Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office, Calcutta^

in the month of February, 1858 .

Solar Badiation, Weather, &c.

Date. Max.

Solar

radiation.

Bain

Gauge

5
feet

nboTe

Ground.

Prevailing direction

of the Wind.
General Aspect of the Sky.

1

0

133.7

Inches.

W. & N. W. Scatd. ^i and M till 6 a. M. cloudless

2 136.0 S. W.

till 10 A. M. Scatd. M and ^-i tiU 6
p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

3 135.2 B.W. &N.&N.W.&W. Cloudless.

4 136.0 N. Cloudless.
5 140.0 S.&N. Cloudless.

6 140.0 S. E. &, S. Cloudless till 7 a.m. Scatd. ^i till 5

7
8

Sunday.
128.7

0.12

N. W.

p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudy till 7 A. M. Scatd. and M

9 131.0 a • N. W. & N.
till 4 p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.
10 134.2 • • K. W. & N. Cloudless.
11 133.5 0,08 N. W. & N. E. Cloudless till 4 A. M. Scatd. ^i till 10

12 • • 0.34 N. &N. E. &S. E.

A. M. cloudy afterwards. Also slight-

ly drizzling between 2 and 5 P. M.

Cloudy also raining between Midnight

13 • • N. W. & N. & W.
and 1 A. M. [8 A. M.

Cloudless : abo foggy between 6 and
14
15

Sunday.
130.6 N. W, & Calm. Cloudless.

16 135.0 N. W. & S, W. Cloudless.
17 137.0 Calm & N. & S. Cloudless.

18 143.0 • • S. W. & s. Cloudless till Noon, Scatd. ^i till 4

19 138.6 W. & S. W. &. S.

p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

20 138.0 S. W. & S. Cloudless till 7 A. M. Scatd. V-i till 8

21
22

Sunday.
133.6 a • W.^S. W.&N. W.

p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Scatd. i.

23 138.0 • • N. W. Cloudless till 6 A. M. Scatd.W after-

24 137.4 N. W.&W.
wards.

Scatd. ^^1.

25 135.0 W. & S. W. Scatd. N-i till 1 A. H. cloudless till 6

26

27

132.0 W.&N.W.

A. M. Scatd. i till 8 P. K. cloudy

afterwards. Also very slightly driz-

zling between 8 and 11 P. M.
Scatd. clouds till 8 A. ic. cloudless

137.0 S. W. & S.

afteHrards.

Cloudless till 11 A. M. Scatd. N-i tOl 6

28 1 p. X. cloudless afterwards.

M Cirri, v-i Cirro utrati, -^i Cumuli, Cumulo strati, Vui Hunbi, —i Strati,

V\ i Cirro cumuli.



XIV
c

Meteorological Observations,

Abstract of the ItesuUs of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1858 .

Monthly Besults.

Inches.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, •• •• 29.978

Max. height of the Barometer occurred at 10 A. K. on the 8th, •• 30.142

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 4 & 5 p. M. on the 27th, •• 29.821

Fxtreme range of the Barometer during the montli, .. •• 0.321

Mean of the Daily Max. Pressures, .. .. .. 30.060

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, .. .. .. 29.914

Mean Daily range of the Barometer during the month, . . . . 0.146

o

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, .. .. 71.0

Max. Temperature occurred at 3 F. M. on the 25th, •• •• 86.9

Min. Temperature occurred at 7 A. H. on the 9th, . . . . . 65.0

Extreme range of the Temperature during the mouth, •• •• 31.9

Mean of the Daily Max. Temperature, «• *• •• 81.6

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, •• •• .. 62.0

Mean Daily range of the Temperature during the month, • • 19.6

Mean Wet Bulb Tlicrmometer for the month, . . .. 63.0

Mean Diy Bulb Thermometer aboTo Mean Wot Bulb Thermometer, . • 8.0

Computed Mean Dew-point for the month, .. .. .. 59.0

Mean Dry Bidb Thermometer above computed moan Dew-point, • . 12.0

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month, . . . . 0.506

Troy grains.

Mean Weight of Vapour for the mohth, •• •• •• 6.55

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation, • • 2.70

Mean degree of humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.67

<

Inches.

Sained 4 days. Max. fall of rain during 24 hours, •• •• 0.34

Total amount of rain during the month, •• •• .. 0.64

Prevailing direction of the Wind» •• • • N. W. & S. W. & W.



Meteorological Observations. tv

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1858 .

Monthly Eesults.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.

Missed,





Meteorological Observations. xvj^

Abstract of the Itesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Sw'veyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of March, 1858.

Latitude 22® 33' 1" North. Longitude 88® 20' 34" East.

Feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

D.iily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrumetrical elements

dependent thereon.

Date.

1 5 .
0> «

^ I c2

Ranse of the Barometer
during the day.

fcs

a »

« 1

ft s

Range of the Tempera-
ture during the day.

PQ

* 'tj
1 U CS

1-^"-- -

Max. Min. Diff.
n r®
0^ eh Max. Min. Diff.

i Tiioliea. Ilicllt'.s. ti idles. Ini'hes. n o o o
1

i
29.822 29.909 29.721 0.188 77.4 89.8 68.8 21.0

2 .807 .880 .741 .139 76.0 85.8 67.8 18.0
8 .811 .915 .775 .140 77.2 85.4 71.6 13.8
4. .871 .952 .822

1 .130 77.6 87.4 70.0 17.4
5 .876 .963 .812 i .131 77.3 87.7 67.0 20.7
G .838

j

.937 .806 .131 78.0 88.6
i

71.6 17.0

7
8

Sunday,
.883

j

.905 .838
1

.127

I

80.3

1

89.6 73.8 15.8

9 .877 .959 .809
'

.150
II

80.0
'

89.3 72.3 17.0

10 .8G8 .941 .816 1 .125 80.6 88.5 75.3 13.2

11 .8.83 ! .9GI .819
'

.142 80.9 90.7 74.4 16.3

12 .879 .973 .791 .181. 80.4 91.2 71.6 19.6

13 .857 .914 .788
1

.156 81.9 93.7 72.6 21.1

11
15

Sundaff.

.857

i

.931

1 1

.799 i .135 83.4 95.6 74.7 20.9

IG .8tl .927 .701 . .163 83.9 95.6 74.3 21.3

17 .823 .893 .757
j

.136 81.1 95.6 73.8 21.8

18 .851 .9 3 .792
:

.131 83.9 97.0 75.4 21.6

lU .908 .981) .844 . .136 83.4 93.8 74.1 19.7

20 .943 30.01G .878
;

.138 82.7 92.6 73.6 19.1

21
22

Sundat/,

.836 29.911

1

.767 .144 83.4 94.4 74.8 19.6

23 .827 .907 .759 .148 83.6 93.4 77.4 16.0

24 .8G2 .9 15 .799 .146 84.1 94.7 74.2 20.5

25 .8Nl .976 • .793 .183 83.4 94.2 75.6 18.6

26 .8G(i .953 .800 .153 83.3 92.6 76.9 15.7

27 .837 .915 .721 .194 81.9 92.0 75.0 17.0

28
29

Sundat/.

.772 .880 .703 .178 61.2 87.4 76.2 11.2

80 .744 .825 .686 .139 82.8 92.0 76.2 ' 15.8

81 .758 .827 .698 .129 83.2 91.6 77.2 14.4

The Mean height of the Bivrometcr, as likewise the Mosji D*y andWet Bulb

Ttiermomotors, aiw derived from the twent>-four hourly observations made, during

the day

.



r.viii Meteorological Ohservatione,

Abitraei of the Results of the Hourlg Meteorological Ohse^'vaiions

taken at the Survegor QeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 185S.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continvc(L)

k
11 I1 ii

»
1l

-s
1 a .h 1 4 a 11 4 i

Date.

ean

Wet

Bulb

The

mometer.

ry

Bulb

above

Wet.

)rnputed

Dew

Point.

ry

Bulb

above

D(

Point.

ean

Elastic

force

Vapour.

s.-
ee

^ z

Z^

5
?? «

c «
es So —

litional

Weigrht

of

1*

pour

required

for

coi

piete

saturation.

ean

degree

of

Hum

dity,

complete

satur

tiou

being

unity.

1 1

Q
1

«
I

o
!

^ n-n

r'. 1? M

o n o 0 Tiu'hes. T.gr. T. (jr.

1 71.0 6.4 67.8 0.6 0.677 7.33 2.68 0.73

2 69.2 6.8 65.8
1:

10.2 .63 4 6.90 .70 .72

8 71.6 5.6
{

6H.8 1 8.4 .690 7..>9 .36 .76

4 68.4 9,2
1

63,8
1j

13.8 .593 6. 42 3.(i'5 .6 4

5 67.6 9.7
,

62.7 11.6 .572 .20 .78 .62

6 69.8 8.2 65.7 12.3 .632 .85 .34 .67

7 Sunday,

8 70.0 10.3 i 61.8 15.5 .613 .61 4.30 .61

9 72.0 8.0 68.0 12.0 .681 7.*io 3.16 .68

10 74.2 6.4 71.0 9.6 .751 8.09 2 92 .74

11 72.0 8.9 67.5 13. t .670 7.23 3 87 .65

12 69.8 10.6 61.5 35.9 .(>07 6..n 4dO .60

13 70.7 11,2 65.1 16.8 ,619 .66 .78 .58

14 Sunday,

15 72.4 11.0 66.9 16.5 .657 7.03 .93 .59

16 74.8 9.1 70.2 10.7 .732 .82 .31 .65

17 74.7 9.4 70.0 14.1 .727 . .78 ! .43 .64

18 74.0 9.9 60.0 14.9 i .704 .53 .60 .62

19 72.8 10.6 67.5 15.9 .670 .18 .78 .to

20 70.8 11.9 64.8 17.9 .613 6.58 5.14 .56

21 Sunday.
22' 74.4 9.0 69.9 13.5 .725 7.76 4.20 .65

23 74.9 87 70.5 13.1 .739 .92 .11 .66

24 74.6 9.5 6d.8 14.3 .722 .73 .48 .63

25 73.7 9.7 68.8 14.6 .699 .48 ,48
!

.6;)

26 76.0 8.3 70.8 12.5 .746 .99 3.94
j

.67

27 75.6 6.4 72.8 9.6
j

•
.783 8.41 .03 .74

28 Sunday. m

2.56 .7729 75.8 5.4 78.1 8.1 •803 .65

30 76.4 6.4 73.2 9.6 .806 .64 3.11 .74

81 77.0 6.2 78.9 9.3 .824 .85 .04 .74

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwioh Constants.



Meteorological Obeervations,

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of Marc\ 1858 .

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

’Hour.

O .

s -5

£ Bbi

CflQ Cl

c ©

Range of the Barometer
for each hour during

the month.

Mean

Dry

Bulb

Thermometer.

Range of the Temperature
for each hour daring

the month.

Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 0 0 0 0

Mid-
xiiglit.

29.857 29.969 29.729 0.210 76.6 80.0 68.0 12.0

.846 .055 .723 .233 76.0 79.2 68.2 11.0
2 .833 .935 .yTs .217 75.6 78.6 68.5 10.1
3 .821 .927 .709 .218 75.4 78.0 69.4 8.6
4 .821 .035 .703 .233 74.6 77.9 68.2 9.7
5 .833 .942 .710 .232 74.5 77.6 68.0 9.6
6 .853 .965 .753 .212 73.9 77.8 67.0 10.8
7 .878 .989 .775 .214 74.1 78.6 67.0 11.6
8 .909 30 007 .801 .206 76.9 79.6 71.6 8.0
9 .927 .016 .824 .192 79.9 84.2 74.8 9.4
10 .928 ! .009 .822 .187 82.9 87.8 76.2 11.6
11 .912 .014 ,807 .207 85.8 90.8 79.3 11.5

Noon. .887 ' 29.990 .785 ,205 88.2 93.4 ' 81.4 12.0
1 .855

;

.964 .751 .213 90.0 95.7 83.2 12.5
2 .822 .926 ,735 .201 90.9 96.4 84.6 11.8
3 .800 ,897 .698 .199 91 4 97.0 85.4 11.6

4 .787 .885 .694 .191 90.8 95.6 85.0 10.6

5 .784 .878 .686 .192 88.8 94.8 83.0 11.8

6 .795 .885 .687 .198 85.6 89.7 80.6 9.1

7 .807 .882 .695 .187 82.8 87.2 78.0 9.2

8 .833 .905 .716 .189 60.9 85.4 75B 9.6

9 .857 .942 .740 .202 79.2 84.0 69.6 14.4

10 .866 .962 .755 i .207 78.4 84.0 69.8 14.7

11 .866 .957

1

1

757
j

1

1

1

1

1

1

.200

1

1

1

1

77.6

a

82.0 68.8 13.2

The Mean Height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers, are derived from the obs»ervations made at the aev^ral houra

during the month.



Meteorological Observatmis.

Abstract of the Results of the ITourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 1858.

Hourly Meaiii, &c. of tlie Observation* and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.—(‘ContinuedJ

Hour.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Thermometer.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

point.
I 1.

! «
a
>
O
.o

—

a

'o

o
u
Lt

£
o

s *-

-2 3
4/ o

.Mean

Wt^ight

of

Va-!

pour

III

a

Cubic

foot

of

Air.
Additional

weight

of

vapour

required

for

complete

saturation.

I s a
« •

O
0, .ti

u ^

I Ba
: 8S
* iT —
Ji ‘I* s
KT. rs •

-

s s

0 0 0 o Inches. Troy grs. Troy gps.

i

!

Mid-
night.

72.4 4.2 70.3 6.3 0.7.34 7.99 1.79 0.82

1 72.8 37 70 4 5.6 .736 «.oo .60 .83

2 72.0 3.6 70.2 5.3 .732 7.97 .19 .81

3 72.2 3.2 70.6 4.8 .741 8.07 .36 .86

4 71.4 3,1 69.8 4.7 .722 7.87 ..31 .86

5 71.4 3.1 69.8 4.7 .722 .«7 .31 .86

6 71.0 2.9 69.5 4.4 .715 .82 .19 .87

7 71.1 3.0 69.6 4.5 .717 .82 .25 .86

8 72.5 4.4 70.3 6 6 .734 .97 .89 .81

9 73.5 6.4 70.3 9.6 .734 .92 2.86 .71

10 73.8 9.1 69.2 ; 13.7 .708 .69 4.20 .64

11 73.7 12.1 67.6 18.2 .672 .17 5.66 .56

Hoon. 73.5 14.7 66.1

!
i

22.1 .640 6.79 6.97 .49

1 73.7 16.3 65.5 24.5 .628 .64 7.86 .46

2 73.6 17.4 64.8 26.1 .613 .48 8.41 .44

8 73.1 18.3 i 63.9 27.5 .595 .27 .83 .42

4 73.0
i

17.8 64.1 26.7 .599 .32 .52 .43

6 72.7 16.1 64.6 24.2 .609 .45 7.65 .46

6 73.4 12.2 67.3 18.3 .666 7.10 5.66 .56

7 73.8 9.5 68.5 14 3 .692 .44 4.31 .63

8 78.1 7.8 69.2 11.7 .708 .62 3.48 .69

9 72.8 6.4 69.6 9.6 .717 .74 2.82 .73

10 72.9 6.5 8.3 .7i9 .90 .41 ,77

11 72.8 4.8 70.4
•

r.2 .736

•

.99 .08 .79

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich Constants.



Meteorological Observations,
^
wa

Abstract of the Mesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs OJjicc^ Calcutta^

in the month of March ^ 1858.

Solar Kadiatioii, Weather, &c.

a ^ ^ =
1

Prevailing direetio General Aspect of the Sky.

B X £ of the AViud.

0
1
inches

1

141.0
i 0.22 s.

1
Cloudless till 6 P. M. cloudy afterwards

1 witli little rain and thunder and

1
lightning at 8 P ir. Also foggy be-

1

tween .AlidnighL and 7 A. M.

131.5 8. \V. i S.
1
Seatd. i and i till 3 a. m. cloudless

till 4 P. M. Seatd. clouds alterwards

with little drizzling at 11 P. M.
3 133.0 S. WiX.W.

1
Clolldlc^s till 7 A. M. Seatd. till 2

p. M. cloudless afterwards.

4 140.0 S. W.&W.&N.W.I Cloudless.

h 138.0 y. E. & S W. & N W
1

Cloudless.

13C.0 8. A N. W. & 8. W. Cloudless till 11 A. M. cloudy till 8 P. M.
cloudless afterwards. Also foggy be-

tween 4 and 8 A. n.

7 Sundai/.

8 1-40.8 is.w. &K. &N.\V. Seatd. till 6 A. M. cloudless after*

wards.

9 141.5 AV. & S. & S. \\^ Cloudless till 3 A. M. Seatd. and '^i

till 3 P. M cloudless afterwards.

10 138.0 S. AA". & AV

.

Cloudless till 3 A. H. Seatd. clouds till

3 P. 31. cloudless afterwards.

11 137.0 S. AV. & AV. Cloudless.

12 138.0 S. & S. AV. & AV. Cloudless till 6 A. 31. Seatd W till 6
p. 31. cloudless afterwards.

13 145.0 S. W. & S. & W. Cloudless till 2 A. 31. Scald, till 9

!

A. 31. cloudless ufterw^ards.

11 Sunday. I

15 141.0 ;
AV. & S . & N. Cloudless.

10 142.0 ! S. ife S. W. Cloudless.

17 113.0 : s. & s. AV. Cloudless.

18!
i

145.0 . s. & S. AV. Cloudless till 5 A. 3i. Seatd. till 3
1 p. 31. cloudless afterwards.

19
j

136.5 N. W. & W. Cloudless till 4 P. M. Seatd. i till 7
p. H. Seatd. clouds afterwards.

20 137.0 N. W. fit S. W. Clpudless till 7 a. m. Scat<i. ^-i after-

wards.

21 Sunday,

22 137.0 s. & s. w.
j

Cloudless till 8 A. 3C. Seatd. and
cloudless after short intervals tiU 9

*1
p. H. cloudy with thunder and light-

ning afterwards.

23
1 136.6 S. & W.

1

Cloudy with thunder and lightning and
drizaliug at Midnight, cloudless till

M Cirri, cirro strati, ^i cumuli, M cumulo strati, nimbi, ^i strati,

V\i oirro cumuli.



Date.

xjH Meteorological Obeervatione.

Abstract o/the Results of the Sourly Meteorological Obsermixons

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofMarch^ 1858 .

Solar Radiation, Weather, &o.

Date.

1

I|

1
Rain

Gauge

5
feet

above

1
Ground.

Prevailing direction

of the Wind.
General Aspect of the Sky.

24

0

138.0

Inches.

s. w. & w.

1

5 A. M. cloudy till 1 p. M. cloudless

afterwards.

Cloudless till 1 p. H. Scntd. ^i till 6

25 140.0 E. & S. & W.
p. M . cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

26 137.8 S. Cloudless till 2 A. M. Scatd. clouds till

27 134.0 • a s.

9 A. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 9 A. M. Seatd. ^-i till 4

28
29

Sunday
111.0 • * s.

p. M. cloudy with thunder and light-

ning and raining till 8 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

Cloudless till 4 a. v. Scatd. clouds till

80 129.6 • • s.

8 P. H. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

81 132.4 • • s. & s. w. Cloudless till 5 A. H. cloudy till 5 r. M.
cloudless afterwards.



Meteorological Oheervatione.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of March^ 1858 .

Monthly Besults.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month,

Max. height of the Barometer, occurred at 9 a. M. oH the 20tb,

Min. height of the Barometer, occurred at 5 P. M. on the 30th,

Extreme Range of the Barometer during the month,

Mean of the Daily Max. Pressures,

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, .« •• ••

Mean Daily range of the Barometer during the month,

Inches.

.. 29.849

.. 30.016

.. 29.686

.. 0.330

.. 29.930

.. 29.781

.. 0.149

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for tlic month, ,

Max. Temperature, occurred at 3 P. M. on the 18th, .i

Min. Temperature, occurred at 6 & 7 A. m. on the 5th,

Extreme Range of the Temperature during the month, •

,

Mean of the Daily Max. Temperature, •• .

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, •• •,

Mean Daily range of the Temperature during the month, •

81.3

97.0

.. 670

.. 30.0

.. 91.5

.. 73 6

•. 17.9

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, ,, 72.7

Mean Diy Bulb Tliermometer aboTC Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, . . 8.6

Computed Mean Dew Point for the month, .. •. 68.4

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer abore computed Mean Dew Point, . . 12.9

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Tapour for the month, . . . . . . 0.690

Troy grains.

Mean weight of vapour for the month, •• •• .. 7.42

Additional weight of vapour required for complete saturation, • . 3.82

Mean degree of Humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.66

Bained 4 days. Max. fiill of rain during 24 hohrs,

Total amount of rain during the month,

Prevailing direction of the Wind, . •

Inches.

• • 0.22

.. 0.22

8. A S. W.



XXIV Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the llourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QenvraVs OfficCy Calcuttay

in the month of Marchy 1858.

Mo>'TnLt Eesttlts.

Tuble showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on w'hich at the same hour,

when any particular wind was blowing it rained.



Meteorological Ohsereations. fwr

Abstract of the Results of the Ilourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1858.

Latitude 22*^ 33' 1" North. Longitude 88*^ 20' 34" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea leveU IB.11

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

© «
" t!
S *5

£P 5 eS

t-e « o

Range of the Barometer

during the day.

Mean

Dry

Bulb

Thermometer.

Range of the Tempera,
ture during the day.

Q
Mean

1

the

8
at

32

Max. Min. Diff.

<

Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o o o

1 29.801. 29.887 29.732 0.155 81.6 95.1 76.8 18.3

2 .775 .852 .707 .145 85.7 9G.8 19.8

3 .7j0 .833 .049 .181 87.1 99.8 77.4 22.1

4

c

Sunday

»

.813 .895 .737 .158 87.0 9G.1 79.8 16.6

6 .80(5 .912 .709 .203 86.1 97.0 77.0 20.0

7 .742 .821 .662 .159 85.9 97.4 76.6 20.8

8 .780 .870 .715 •153 86.1 97.1 77.8 19.6

9 .792 .899 .699 .200 85.8 96.1 76.8 19.6

10 .705 .801 .609 .192 86.7 97.8 77.6 20.2

11
12

Sunday,
.(598 .773 .621 .152 85.7 93.0 79.9 13.1

13 .725 .790 .039 .151 86.4 93.6 81.0 12-6

11 .762 .836 .710 .126 86.2 93.0 81.6 ll.l

15 .787 .855 .724 .131 86.

1

94.2 80.6 13.6

10 .813 .882 .758 .124 85.2 93.4 79.1 1 4.3

17 .805 .875 .746 .129 85.9 91.1 79.4 14.7

18
19

Sunday,
.768 .851

1

.685 .169 as.7 101.6 78.8 22.8

20 .757 .831. .690 .141 88.0 99.0 80.0 19.0

21 .789 .859 .729 .130 87.3 97.0 16.U

22 .830 .920 .766 .151 87.0 96.4 a>.8 15.6

23 .762 .8(50 .660 .200 sae 99.7 79.8 19.9

24 .681 .756 .566 .190 87.4 98.0 79.8 18.2

26
26

Sunday,
.735 .881 .577 .301 84.5 93.0 72.6 20.4

27 .790 .867 .700 .167 82.6 91.6 72.7 18.9

28
29
30

.809 .880 .729 .151 84.4 92.2 80.0 12.2

.829 .909 .7(50 .149 65.7 93.6 79.0 14.6

.776 .869 .656 .213 85.6 92.6 79.7 12.9

•• •• •• e • e •
.... • • • • ....

The of the Barometer, aa likowiao the Moan Dry and Wet Bulb

Tliermometera aredoriTod turn the twenty-four hourly obaervationa made during

tho dajr.



xjLyi Meteorological Oheervatione.

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of April, 1858.

Daily Means, See. of the Observations and of the llygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued.J

Date.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Thermo-

meter.

U

o
•s

*3

SQ

k.

C
—

Computed

Dew

Point.

j

Drv

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

force

of

Vapour.

Mean

Weight

of

Vapour

in

a

cubic

foot

of

Air.

*21
O tm

.

c
o

.S a

a «
O t. V
ts 2 «
*3 S “

<
Mean

degree

of

Humidity,

complete

saturation

be-

o o o o I niches. T. gr. T. gr.

~

1 77.1 7.3 73.3 11.3 0.809 8.65 3.74 0.70

2 77.6 8.1 73.5 12.2 .SU .69 4.11 .68

3 76.a 10.2 71.8 15.3 .771 .20 5.13 .62

4
5

Sunday.
75.3 11.8 69.3 17.7 .711 7.55 .74 .57

C 72.1 14.3 61.U 21.5 .615 6.55 6.51 .50

7 74.7 11.2 69.1 16.8 .706 7.02 5.35 .58

8 74.1 67.9 18.5 .679 .22 .84 .55

9 76.7 72.1 J3.7 .778 8.29 4.54 .G5

lU 74.7 12.0 68.7 18.0 .697 7.41 5.77 .56

11

12

Sunday.
78.9 6.8 7.'>.5 10 2 .P6S 9.27 3.53 .72

7a.4 H jm 10.5 .S79 .36 .70 .72

79.3 10.4 .876 .3.1 .61 .72

J5 78.9 10.8 .802 .19 .76 .71

IG 79.2 6.0 76.2 9.0 .881 .49 .12 .75

17 79.5 HliB 76.3 9.6 .50 .37 .71

18
19

Sunday.
78.1 10.6 72.8 15.9 .795 8.43 5.53 .60

20 80.1 7.9 76.1 119 .885 9.40 4.28 .69

21 79.6 7.7 76.7 11.6 .873 .28 .13 .(>9

22 80.0 76.5 10.5 .896
1

.64 MEm .72

23 80.0 8.6 75.7 12.9 .873 .26 4.66 .67

24 78.6 8.8 74.2 13.2 .832 8.85 .60 .66

25
2G

Sunday
77.4 7.1 73.8

*

10.7 .822 .78 8.57 .71

27 76.0 6.6 72.7 9.9 .792 .51 .17 .73

28 78.8 6.6 76.0 8.4 .882 9.45 2.»G .77

29 78.8 6.9 75.3 10.4 .862 .21 3.50 .72

SO 79.4 6.2 76.8 9.3 .890 .52 .24 .7r>

• • • • • • • « •• •• •• • • • • • • • . • a • a • • • •

AU the Hygrometrical olemonti are computed by the Greenwich coustanta*



Meteorological Observations, xjLvii

Abstract of the Results of the Ilourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1858.

Hourly Means, &c, of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

fc-

O lU

a,
-

C
ea ,a *» -

a> «i* cs •

Hani:e of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.

Mean

Dry

Bulb

Thermometer.

Range of the Tempera-
ture for each hour

during the

month.

Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Ditf.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 0 0 o 0

Mid-
nigiit.

20.781 29.815 29.090 81.5 83.6 76.3 7.3

1 .771 .822 mW^HB 81.1 83.0 70.0 7.0

2 ,755 .802 BSS 80.8 83.4 74.8 i
8.G

3 .748 ,812 .C(J6 ,146 80.2 82.8 74.2 8.6

4 .758 .818 .681 .137 70.S 81.8 73.7 8.1

6 .771 .810 .6SS 79.3 81.8 73.0 8.8
r> .793 .800 .701 79.0 81.6 72.7 8.9

7 .814 .876 .720 .150 79.8 83.7 74.2 85
8 .837 .908 .719 .159 83.1 86.0 79.0 7.0

9 .848 .tt20 .752 .168 86.3 8S.8 82.6 G.2

10 .818 ,912 ,717 .165 89.1 92.3 NkO 6.3

11 .835 .889 .727 .162 91.7 95.6 87.6 8.0

Noon. .810 .867 .698 .169 93.4 9S.3 90.0 8.3

1 .778 .838 .662 .170 91.8 100.0 HS-.O 11.0

2 .747 .816 .632 .184 95.2 101.3 1 81.6
1

16.7

3
1

.718 .782 .597 .185 95.3 101.6
i1

87.7 13.9

4 .098 .766 .572 .194 91.5 101.1 88.7 12.4

5 . .692 .766 .566 .200 92.5 100.0 67.6 12.4

0 a .774 .598 .176 89.6 91.3 8:..s 8.5

7 m\m .808 .622 .186 87.1 91.4 81.2
i

7.2

8 .817 .646 88.3 72.6 15.7

9 .783 .881 .665 74.0 12.0

10 .7S7 .887 .078 81.8 73.4 11.4
11 .781 .874 .669 .205

•

82.0 83.7

1

73.6 101

Tlic Mean height of tlio Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the observulious made at the several hours
during the mouth.



Meteorological Observatiofis.xiyrni

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraTs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of Aprils 1S58.

Hourly MeanSi Sec, of the Obaervatioiis and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. ('ConlinuedJ



Meteorological Oheervatione,

Ahatract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofApHly 1858.

Solar Bodiation, Weather, &c.

General Aspect of the Sky.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudy till 7 A. M. cloudless till 3 F. M.
Seatd. '^i & ^i afterwards.

Scatd. i till noon cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Scatd. clouds till 4 A. H. cloudless tiU

5 P. M. Scatd. atlerwards.

Cloudless till 4 A. 1C. Scatd. clouds
afterwards.

Cloudless till 8 A. U. cloudy afterwards.

Cloudy till 4 A. H. Scatd. v->i & till

4 P. M. cloudy afterwards.

Various clouds till 8 P. M, cloudless

afterwards.

Cloudless till 4 P. sc. cloudy till 9 P. sc.

cloudless afterwards.

Cloudlcib.

Cloudless.

1 131.2

2 135.0
3 117.0

4 Sunday,
6 139.U

C, 137.0

7 131.0
8 111.2

9 118.0
10 135.2
11 Sunday,
12 132.6

IS Sunday,
19 118.6
20 138.0

21 130.0

22 132.5

23 150.0

21 113.0

25 Sunday,

27 128.0

29 130 0

80 130.0

S. & N. W. & E.

S. & S. W.
s. & w.
S. & N. W.
s.

s.

S. & S. E. (high.)

8. (high.)

S. & S. E.
S.

S. k S. E.

Calm & S.

•• s. Scatjll^ &W till 3 P. 1C* cloudy after*

m m s. Scatd. clouds.

s. Cloudless.

8. & 8. VT. Cloudless.

0.60 s. Scatd. i till 6 P. 1C. cloudy afterwards,
also raining, thundering and light-

ning between 8 and 10 p. ic.

K. E. & S. & S. E. Scatd. clouds.

0.37 S. & 8. E. Various clouds also raining between 1
• and 2 P. H.

•• S. Scatd. M & ^i till 1 p. k. doudlesa
afterwards.

• • S. (high.) Scatd.

M Cirri, Cirro straiit Cumuli, Cnmulo strati, V^i Strati,
V% i Cirro cumuli.



Meteorological Observations,

Abstract of the Remits of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofAprils 1858 .

Monthly Hesults.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, • •

Max. height of the Barometer oconrrcil at 9 A. M. on the 22n(1,

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 5 P. M. on the 2-i<ih,

'Extreme range of the Barometer during the mouth,

Mean of the Daily Max. Pressures, . . . •

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, •• ..

Mean Daily range of the Barometer during the month, • •

Inches.

29.772

29.920

29.500

0.351

29.857

29.090

0.10*7

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month.

Max. Temperature occurred at 3 r. M. on the 19th,

Min. Temperature occurred at 8 r. M. on the 2Gth,

Extreme range of the Temperature during the month,

Mean of the Daily Max. Temperature, ••

Ditto ditto Min. ditto.

Mean Daily range of the Temperature during the montli,

8G.2

101.0

72.0

29.0

95.8

7s.o

17.2

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, 77.S

Mean Dry Bulb Tljcnnomctcr above Mean Wet Bidb Thermometer, . . 8.1-

Computed Mean Defr-
2
)oint for the month, .• .. 73.0

Moan Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew>2>oint, • . 12.G

Inches.

McanElasticforceofTapour for the month, •• .. 0.817

Troy grains.

Mean Weight of Vapour for the montli, .. .. •• 8.70

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation, . • 4.29

Mean degree of humidity for the montli, complete saturation being unity, 0.07

Inches.

Bained 4 days, Max. fall of rain during 24 hours, •• •• 0.60

Total amount of rain during the month, •• •• •• 0.97

Prevailing direction of the Wind, •• •• •• S*







Meteorological Observations, xixjii

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of May^ 1858.

Latitude 22® 33' V North. Longitude 88® 20' 34" East.

Height of the Cietern of the SUnderd Barometer abore the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Meana, dec. of the Ohservationa and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Range of the Barometer

during the day.

Range of the Tempera-

ture during the day.

= -

c r

w 2

Min. Diff.

i

e S
« r“« e-i

Max.
1
Mill.

Inches. Inches. 0
94.3

o

29.606 0.175 86.9 81.3

.620 .190 83.6 92.2 75.8

.613 .140 86.0 94.2 79.0

16 Sunday,

17 .505

23 Sunday,

24 .511

Sunday
, .626

.533 .146 87.3 95.0 81.0 14.0

.559 .124 88.1 96.0 82.1 13.9

.561 .111 86.3 95.8 79.8 16.0

.484 .151 82.9 91.6 78.6 13.0

.435 .142 82.0 87.6 79.4 8.2

.312 .143 84.2 90.8 79.8 11.0

.201 .146 80.7 86.2 78.2 8.0

.321 .105 86.1 94.0 78.0 16.0

.358 .140 87.7 95.2 83.4 11.8

.459 .128 87.4 94.8 79,0 15.8

.498 .109 83.9 89.8 78.0 11.8

.552 .139 85.0 90.4 81.8 8.0

,511 .164 86.6 95.2 79.4 15.8

.514 \126 88.0 96.6 82.3 14.3

.536 .117 89.8 99.6 83.8 15.8

.670 .104 88.2 100.6 82.2 18.4

lur 1 ftf ehfl Barometer, as likewise the Mean Diy and Wet Bulb

-mm^XJtSderiTod fSm the tirenty-four hourly obaerrationi made during

the day.



x,Txir Meteorological Oheervatione,

Ahetract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of May, 1858.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon, fContinued

J

Date.

6
ahe

s
9
m

1 ®
0?.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

1

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

o

tt
o

s
o

<s

o

u
SS

Mean

Weight

of

Vapour

in

a

cubic

foot

of

Air.

Additional

Weight

of

Vn.

pour

required

for

com-

plete

saturation.

Mean

degree

of

Humidity,;

complete

saturation

be-|

iiig

uuity.

1

1

o

79.9

o
7.0

o

76.4

o
10.5

Inches.

0.893
T. er

9.51

T.gr.
3.74 0.72

2

3
Sunday.

77.4 6.2 74.3 9U1 .835 8.96 .07 .75

4 78.9 7.1 75.3 10.7 .862 9.19 .72 .71

5 80.6 6.1 77.5 9.2 .925 .86 .32 .75

G 80.6 6.8 77 2 10.2 .916 .7i .70 .73

7 78.3 8.2 74 2 12.3 .832 8 87 4.23 .08

8 80.8 6.5 77.5 9.8 .925 9.81 3.57 .73

9
10

Swntat/.

79.2 5.4 76.5 8.1 .896 .59 2 80 .77

11 79.5 6.5 76.2 9.8 .887 .47 3.44 .73

12 80.3 7.0 76.8 10.5 .905 .61 .80 .72

13 80.1 7.2 76.5 10.8 .896 .54 .87 .71

14 80.6 7.5 76.8 11.3 .905 .61 4.11 .70

15 80.0 6.3 76.8 9.5 .905 .63 3.39 .74

16

17

Sunday, i

79.4 3.5 77.6 5.3 .928 .97 1.82 .85

18 79.0 3.0 77.5 45 .925 .94 .53 .87

19 79.3 4.9 76.8 74 .9U5 .69 2.55 .79

20 77 6 3.2 75.9 4.8 .879 .47 1.57 .86

21' 81.3 4.8 78 9 7.2 .967 10.32 2.63 .80

22 88.3 4.4 81.1
1

6.6 1.037 11.01 .55 .81

23
24

Sunday
82.6 4.8 80.2 7.2 .008 10.73 .72 •80

25 78.7 5.2 76.1 7.8 0.885 9.48 .65 .78

26 80.3 4.7 77.9 7.1 .937 10.02 .51 .80

27 79.2 7.4 75.6 11.1 .868 9.25 3.89 .70

28 80.2 7.8 76.3 11.7 .890 .46 4.22 .69

29 80.9 89 76.4 13.4 .893 .47 .95 .66

80 Sunday,
81.5 6.7 78.1 lO.l .943 10.02 8.74 .78

All the Hjrgrometrical elemeuts are computed bj the Chreenwich constants.



Meteorological Obeermtions, xx|^v

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of May^ Ib^oS.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.
leight

of

laronieter

®

Faht.

Ranue of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.

£ u

n »

og

Range of the Tempera-
ture for each hour

during the

month.
esi

c ««
25 • • Max. Min. Diff.

g-S
£h Max. Min.

1

Diff.

A 1

• Inches.

i

Inches.
"

1

Inches. Inches. 0 0
1

1

0 0

Mid-
night.

29.601 29.747 29.306 0.441 82.9

1

86.2 75.8 10.4

1 .5S8 .736
j

.283 .453 82.6 86.0 i 76.6 9.4

2 .572 .718 .272 .446 I 82.4 85.8 78.8
1

7.0
3 .570 .712 .262 .450 81.8 85.4 76.4 9.0
4 .583 .725 .255 .470 81.5 84.6 76.4 8.2

5 .581 .729 .266
!

.463 81.1 84.8 76.8 8.0

6 .603 .765 .284
1

.471 81.1 85.0 76.6 8.4

7 .618 .770 .296 .474 82.2 86.2 78.0 8.2

8 .635 .798 .302 .496 84.5 89.0 78.6 10.4

9
1

.646 .815 .298 .517 86-6 90.8 79.6 11.2

10 .640 .808 .297 .511 88.6 93.4 80.2 13.2

11 .625 .787 .288 .499 90.1 96.8 80.1 16.7

Noon. .606 .763 .272 .491 91.1 98.9 79.4 19.5

1
1

.586 .736 .248 .487 91.7 100.6 80.6 20.0

2 ) .561 .697 .212 .485 92.4 100.3 79.0 21.3

3 .539 .680 .201 .479 91.9 99.6 78.6 21.0

4 .521 .667 .208 .449 91.2 99.3 78.7 20.6

5 .522 .667 .231 .426 89.7 97.8 79.5 18.3

6 .532 .690 .254 .436 87.9 96.0 79.3 16.7

7 .553 .710 .278 .432 86.0 89.8 79.7 10.1

8 .671 .781 .279 .452 84.9 88.0 79.6
,

8.4

tf .595 .748 .338 .410 • 84.1 86.8 79.0
1

7.8

10 .608 .736 .345 .391 83.6 85.8 78.2 7.6

11 .606 .763 .331 .432

•

83.2 85.6 79.2 6.4

The Mean height of the Barometeri as likerae*the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours
during the month.



Meteorological Oleervatione,x^ivi

Abeiraet of the Sesulte of the Sourly Meteorological Obeervatione

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVe Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofMay

^

1853.

Hourly Mcuns, &c. of the ObterTations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued,)

Hour

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Ther-

mometer.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

a
«>

Q
6)
>
O
JD

cfi .S

o

a>
uw

£
S« a
.2 9

“£
S o Mean

Weight

of

Va-

pour

in

a

cubic

foot

of

Air.

Additional

Weight

of

Vapour

required

for

complete

satu-

ration.

JL ^ hfi

X «.S

s
® o
V u

1 -2

£i s i
s

1

0 0

1

0 0 Inches. 1 T.gr. T.gr.

Mid-
night.

79.3 3.6 77.S 5.4 ' 0.925 9.94 1.85 0.84

1 79.2 3.4 77.6 5.1 .925 .94 .74 .85

2 3.4 77.3 5.1 .919 .88 .73 .85

8 78.6 3.2 77.0 4.8 .910 .79 .61 .86

4 78.2 8.3 76.5 5.0 .896 .65 .66 .85

6 78.0 8.1 76.4 SI .893 .62 .55 .86

6 78.2 2.9 76.7 n .902 .72 .45 .87

1 79.0 3.2 77.4 4.8 .922 .91 .63 .86

8 79.8 4.7 77.4 7.1 .922 .87 2.48 .80

9 80.6 6.0 77.6 BSI .928 .89 3.25 .75

10 81.0 7.6 77.2 11.4 .916 .73 4.19 .70

11 81.4 8.7 77.0 13.1 .910 .63 .91 .66

Noon. 81.6 9.5 76.8 14.3 .905 .55 5.42 .64

1 81.6 10.1 76.5 15.2 .896 .46 .77 .62

2 81.7 0V 76.3 16.1 .890 .38 6.16 .60

8 81.6 £ m 76.4 15.5 .893 .41 5.91 .61

^ J 81.2 S3 76.2 fmm .887 .37 •65 .62

5 w^mi 9.2 76.9 18.8 .879 .65

6 80.1 7.8 76.2 11.7 .887 .43 4.21 .69

7 79.9 6.1 76.8 9.2 .905 .65 8.26 .75

8 79.5 5.4 76.8 8.1 .905 .67 2.82 .77

9 79.6 4.5 77.8 6.8 .919 .84 .37 .81

10 EEMI 77.6 .928 .95 .08 .83

11 79.8 8.8 77.8 5.9 .919 .86 .03 .83

All the Hygrometrical demeuta are computed by the Greenwich conatanta.



Meteorological Obaervattone. zictii

Abstract of the Seaulte of {he Hourly Meteorological Ohservationa

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVa Office^ Calcutta,

in the month ofMay, 1858 .

Solar Badiation, Weather, &c.

«•

"eB

P
Max.

Solar

radiation.

Bain

Gauge

5
feet

above

Ground.

Prevailing direction

of the Wind.
General Aspect of the Sky.

0 Inches.

1

2
131.2

Sunday. i!84

S. Scatd. i till 4 P. M. cloudy afterwards.

8 137.6
•

• • S. Cloudy till 5 a. m. cloudless till 10
A. M. Scatd. ^i till 6 P. ]£. cloudy
afterwards.

4
•

134.0 • a S. & S. K.

i

Cloudy till 7 a. m. Scatd. ^i till 4
p. M. cloudy afterwards, also driz-

1
zling at 8 P. M.

5 134.0 * * s. Qoudloss till 5 a. ic. Scatd. ^»i after-

wards, also thunder and lightning

and drizzling at 7 P. H.

6 127.0 S. E. & S. Scatd. clouds.

1
130.4 •• S. & S. B. Scatd. clouds tUl 5 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

1
129.0

Sunday.

«

•

s. Cloudless till 3 a. h. Scatd. ^-i and
till 5 P. M. cloudless afterwards.

10 129.4 0.13 S. & S. B.
1
Scatd. clouds nearly the whole day, also

raining between Noon and 1 p. u.
Scatd. clouds till 7 P. H. cloudless

afterwards.

11 124.0 a a s.

12 134.0 a a S.&S. E. Cloudless till 6 a. m. Scatd. ^i after-

wards.

13 129.0 a • S. Cloudless till 7 a. x. Scatd. ^-i and ^i
till 5 P. M. cloudless afterwards.

14 136.0 a a S. Scatd. clouds till 6 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

15

IG

131.0

Sunday.

a a S.&N. Cloudless till 7 a. m. Scatd. ^-i and
^^i till 3 p. X. cloudy afterwards, also

drizzling at 6 P. x.

17 m • 0.79 S. & S. B. Goudy, also drizzling between Noon
to 5 P. X.

18 • • 0.14 B. Cloudy nearly the whole day, and also

raining between 11 a. x. to 1 p. x.

19 • • •• N. & N. B. Scatd.W till 5 a. X. cloudy after-

wards.

20 • a 0.23 N. & N. W. Goudy and drizzling nearly the whole
day..

21 126.4 • • S.&S. W.&N. B. Cloudy till 2 A. X. Scatd. W after-

wards."

M Cirri, v.i Cirro strati, ^i Cumuli, Cumulo atiaii, Wi Nimbi, Strati,

Vt i Cirro cumuli.



xixriii Meteorological Olservationc.

Abstract of the JResults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office^ Calcutta^

in the Month ofMay

^

1858.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &e.

•a g

§ Frerailing direction General Aspect of the Sky.
M ^ •£ «§ 2 of the Wind.

5^0

[Inches.

22i 130.5 s.

23;
24'

Sunday,

S. & S. £.

25| 0.15 Is.
26

1
S. £. &t S.

27 134.8 s. w. & s.

28| 125.9 s. & w. & s. w.

29j 143.6 S. & W. & S. £.

30 Sunday,
(

31 127.9 S. £•

Cloudy the whole day.

Cloudy, also very slightly drizzling at

6 A. M.
Cloudy, also drizzling from 2 to 7 a. u.

Cloudy nearly the whole day.

Scatd. and till 0 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

Scatd. M and i till 7 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

Cloudy till 7 A. H. Scatd. ^i afterwards.

Scatd. ^i till 7 A. M. cloudy afterwards,

also very slightly drizzling at 2 p. m.



Meteorological Observations, ]^fix

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of May^ 1858 .

Monthly Eesults.

Inches.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, .. •. 29.586

Max. height of the Barometer occurred at 9 A. if. on the 10th, •• 29.815

Min. licight of the Barometer occurred at 3 p. M. on the 20th, •• 29.201

Extreme range of the Barometer during the month, . . • . 0.614

Mean of the Pail)b Max. Pressures, . . . . . . 29.653

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, «• .. 29.513

Mean daily range of the Barometer during the month, . • . . 0.140

o

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, •• •« 86.0

Max. Temperature occurred at 1 p. if. on the Slst, •• •• 100.6

Min. Temperature occurred at Midnight on the 3rd, •• .• 75.8

Extreme range of tlic Temperature during the mouth, •• ,, 24.8

Mean of the daily Max. Temperature, •• •• 93.6

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, •• •• 80.4

Mean daily range of the Temperature during the month, • • 13.2

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, ,, 80.0

Mean Diy Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, . . 6.0

Computed Moan Do«v-point for the montli, •. .. 77.0

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point, . • 9.0

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month, •• .. 0.910

,
Troy grains.

Moan Weight of Vapour for the month, *. .. 9.71

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation, . • 3.20

Mean degree of humidity for the mouth, complete saturation being unity, 0.75

M I .1 miiM
^

. Inches.

Bained 10 days, Max. fall of rain during 24 hours, .. .. 1.84

Total amount of rain during the month, •• •• •• 3.28

Prevailing direction of the Wind, •• •• •• S.&S.E.



xf Meteorological Ohaervatione,

Alatract of the Reaulta of the Hourly Meteorological Ohaervationa

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVa Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofMay

^

1858.

Monthly Eesvlts.

Table showing the number of days on which st a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of duys on wiiich at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.

11

Misseu.



Meteorological Oheeroatiom.

Abstract of the jResults of the Hourhf Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of June^ 1858.

Latitude 22® 33' 1" North. Longitude 88® 20' 34" East.
Feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.1

1

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

»ate.

!

i

Mean

Height

of

the

Barometer

at

31®

Faht,

Range of the Barometer
during the day.

Mean

Dry

Bulb,

Thermometer.

Range of the Tempera*
tare during the day.

Max. Mtn. Diff. Max. Min. Diflf.

Incljcs, Inrhes. Inches. Inches. 0 0 0 0

1 .

29.602 29.654 89.517 0.117 87.4 101.2 81.6 19.6
.517 .601 .476 .125 89.8 99.8 82.6 17.2

s
'

.518 .573 .454 * .119 9 '.8 102.0 84.4 17.6

4 .578 .444 .134 93.6 105.5 84.8 20.7

6 .502 .575 .433 .140 98.9 105.8 85.8 80.6-

6 Smdatf,

7 .465 .512 .382 .130 92.4 101.5 85.7 15.81

8 .505 .617 .444 92.2 100.8 85.9 14.9

9 .534 .592 .481 .111 91.1 101.0 85.8 15.8

10 .628 .574 .446 .128 90.3 96.9 85.6 11.3

11 .505 .548 .441 .107 88.1 97.0 81.6 15.4

12 .492 .541 .406 .138 89.9 98.0 84.8 13.8

13 Sunday,

14 .541 .618 .488 .130 89.6 96.5 84.2 12.3

15 I

.o95 .617 .531 .116 86.6 90.6 83.8 7.4

16 .590 .63,4 .541 .09;: 85.1 96.0 80.0 16.0

37 .517 .600 .477 .123 86.4 94.3 79.9 14.4

18 .527 .586 .462 .ist 83.8 93.9 79.3 14.6

19 .515 .576 .442 .134 83.4 90.4 78.6 11.9

20 Sunday,
1

«

21 .450 .514 .375 .r-9 82.0 85.8 79.4 6.4

22 .419 .512 .403 .109 82.1 86.6 1 79.0 7.4
.597 .484 .113 82.0 85.7 79.0 6.7

.638 .539 83.3 86.8 77,8 OS

.639 .537 .102 85.3 92.0 81.0 11.6

26 .586 .517 a2i 84u4 91.6 8U.8 ^ 11.6

27 Sunday, • li i r

28 .511 .544 .467 .077 88.6 87.8 SOS' 69
29 .524 .558 .486 ’ 90S 89.6 18J9

80 ..545 .583 .502 4»l 89.6;;

HWHiimHammiIlx,,.

The •«.«« h^ht of the m likewiM^lieM U17 MedWet Bnlh

ThermoittoteMare derived from the twenlgr-fou' during

the day. / 'V*v
’



i\»i OhMervatian^.

Abntnrcf of the BeeuUft of the FTourltf Meteorological Oheervaiione

taken at the Surveyor General'e Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofJune

^

1858.

Unity Menns^ &o. of tlit* OlMervatioiis aiiil of tlie Hycrometrical elements

dependent tliereon. (ContinnciK)

il

ja
H

' *3

1 ^

4.2

e

&
3

1^

1

t o
!

!
S

1 .s

a

t-

i s
t s

Zad
.Sf'^

il
JE a •

1
<». 6^ ta
® « g

Date.
n

P M

c 5
£ S

O
Ji

CS

&
1
0
0.
fi

ry

Bulb

a

Point.

*

ean

Elastic

Vapour.

0
b «

e «
.

S.S

5 ? Sk 0 0
0*^5

*3 £ 0
g 6. «
•= o «
•3 “•e.

1 'H. ^
' 2 S ?
srg 5
-o

g=ISt;..
Q o

!

fi
1

S 5 .
S

1
« o o

(
'

o Inches. T. gr.
1
T- P--

1 80.6 6.8 77.2 , 10.2 0 910 9-75 8.70 0 73
2 ' 8.1.8 6.0 80.8 ' 9.0 1027 10.87 .55 .75

3 83.4 74 79.7 1

!
11.1 0.902 .48

,

4.36 .71

4 80.» 12.7 71.6
j1

19.1 .810 8.83 7 25 .55

6 83.1
1

I 10.8 77.7

j

16.2 .931 9.78 1 6.44 .60

6 * Sun^aif.

1 79 8

1

1

>

,

1

7 83.7 8.7 13.1 .979 10.31
1

.5.23 .66

8 84*3 7.9 80.3 11.9 l.Oll .65 ! 4.80 .69

9 88.8 7.3 80.1 11.0 .005 < .60 1 .37 .71

10 88.6 6.7 80.2 10.1 .008 .66 3 97 .78

11 82..1 6.8 79.4 8.7 0 983 .43 .29 .76

12 84.0 5.9
1

81.0 8.9 1.034 .94 .52 .76

IS Sunday,
1

' 78 314 82. L 7.5 11.3 0.949 .05 4.28 .70

15 80.7 ‘ 5.9
,

77.7 8.9 .931 9.92 3.22 .76

16 79.9
,

6.2 77.3 7.8 .919 .82 2 75 .78

17 81.3
{

6.1 78.7
I

7.7 .961 10.24 .82 .78

18 80.3 ^

> .H.5 ! 78.5 5.3 .95i .2i 1 85'
1

.85

19 79.1 1 4.3 76.9 6.6 .903 9.72
11

2.24 .81

20 Sunday,
77J}

•

.8721 79.1 2.9 4.4 .928 .99 1.48

22 78 8 33 77.1 6.0 .913 •K2 .6<4 .85

2j 7H.7 3.3 77.0 5.0 .910 .79 .68 .85

2i 79.0 3.8 77.3 5.0 .919 .88 .70 .85

25 80.1 6.2 77.6 7.8 .925 .88 2.76 .78

26 80.5 3.9 78.6 5.9 .955 10.23 .03 .88

27 Sunday, «

.93728 79.5 8.1 77.9 4.7 .06 1G2 .86

29 78.2 2.4 77.0 8.6 .910 9.81 .20 .89

80 79.5 4.0 .77.6 6.0 d»25 .92 2 08 .83

All the lljgromHnoil ^Innents are computed tgr the ClreeB&wioh Conetaut*.



Meteorological Oheei'catione, Jiiii

Ahsiraet of the Beeults of the Hourly Meteorological Observaiione

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVe Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of June^ 1858.

Hourly Meant, &c. of the Obeer^atioiit and of the iHygrometrical elementa

dependent thereon.

^ Sj9 4i^ • Uiiiis'e of the Barometer
•O tl— V Range of the Temperature

for each hour during ffl s for each hour during

Hour.
2 fa

^ * oS Cl

the month •

c i

the month.

•

= 2 Max. Min. Diff.
> c ^

S e* Max. Mim Oiff.

A s

§

Inches. 1 Inches.
1

Inches. Inches. 0 0

j

0 o

Mid-
night.

29.547

1

29.633 29.464 0.169

{

83.4 87.7

!

1
78.8 a9

1 .533 ,619 .451 .168 83.2 87.2 78.6 8.8
2 .525 .616 .433 .183 83.1 87.2 77.0 10.2
3 .517 .606 .415 .191 82.8 86.7 76.8 9.9
4 .513 .697 .403 .194 82.8 86.4 76.7 9.7
5 ,527 .609 .405 .201 82.5 85.9 77.8 8.1

6 .638 .619 .421 .195 82.5 86.4 78.0 8.4
7 .555 .629 .445 .184 83.5 H7.5 78.6 8.9
8 .587 .6.39 .463 .176 85.5 90.4 79.5 10.9
9 .574 .654 .465 .189 87.8 94.0 80.4 13.6

10 .573 .647 .466 .181 89.9 97.2 81.4 15.8
11 .564 .643 .464 .181 91.8 99.6 83.0 16.6

Koon.

1

.549

1

1

.643 .452 .191
i

92.4 101.8 81.0 20.8

1 .627 .602 .488 .164 92.9 ia4.4 80.0 244
2 .504

1

.574 .405 1 .169 93.3 105.6 79.4 26.2
3 .486 •667 .384 ;

.183 92.9 105.8 80.8 25.0
4 .475 .549 .376 .173 91.3 105.3 80.4 249
6 .477 ..579 .375 1 .204 89.8 103.6 78.4 25.2

6 .488 .673 .384
j

•189 87.9 100.1 78.3 21.8

7 .506 .5S4 .407
1

.177 86.4 95.6 78.8 16.8

8 .528 .602 •434 !
.168 *85.5 92.9 79.8 13.6

9 .545 .609 .453 ; .156 84.8 90.9 802S 10-7

10 .552 .618 .480
1

.138 846 90.0 79.7 10.8

11 .554 .631 .481

i

j

.150
•

840

•

88.6 79.8 88

1

The Mean Height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Biy ailtt Wet Bvtb
Thermometers, are derited from the observalioiit made at the eoTeiiil houvt
during the month. ^



Meteorological Oheervatione*

Abstract of ihe 'Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

4ahen at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofJune

^

1858.

Hourly Meant, See, of tlie Obfferrationt anti of the Hygrometrical elenenta

dependent thereon.—fContinued.

J

Hour.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Thermometer.

V

s
o
•s
JO
*3

ea

O

Computed

Dew

point.

&

1
A

4.

Q
Mean

elastic

force

of

Vapour.

Mean

Weight

of

Va-|

pour

in

a

Cubic

footj

of

Air.

1

Additional

weight

of

tapour

required

for

complete

saturation.

S 9
f -
o ; -

§

-S fl
V ^ tS

S ^ 'S

fi 2

o 0 0 o Inchca. Troy grs. Troy grs.

Mid-
night.

80.2 3.2 78.6 4.8 0.958 10.28 1.G8 0.86

1 80.2 3.0 78.7 4.5 .961 .31 ..'iS .87

2 80.2 2.9 7P.7 4.4 .961 .33 .53 .87

3 79.9 2.9 78.4 4.4 .952 .23 .53 .87

4 79.9 2.9 78.4 4.4 .952 .23 .52 .87

5 70.7 2.8 78.3 4.2 .949 .20 .44 .88

6 79.8 2.7 78.4 4.1 .9^2 .23 .41 .88

7 80.4 3.1 78.8 4.7 .34 .66 .86

8 81.3 4.2 79 2 6.3 .976 .43 2.29 .81

9 82.0 5.8 79.1 8.7 .973 .34 3.26 .76

10 82.5 7.4 78.8 11.1 .964 .21 4.25 .71

11 83.1

•
8.7 78.7 13.1 .961 .14 6.13 .66

Koon. 82.9 9.5 78.1 14 3 .913 9.93 .61 .61

1 82.8 10.1 77.7 15.2 .931 .80 .97 .62

2 82.6 10.7 77.8 16.1 .916 .63 G.32 .60

8 82.6 10.3 77.4 15.5 .922 .69 .08 .61

4 81.7 9.6 76.9 14.4 .908 .58 4.5H .64

5* .81.3 8.5 77.0 12.3 .910 .63 .79 .67

6 810 6.9 77.6 10.4 .925 .84 8.80 .72

7 80.8 5.6 78.0 * 8.4 .940 10.03 .08 .77

8 80.7 4.8 78.3 7.2 •S7Vi9 .14 2.68 .80

9 80.7 4.1 78.6 6.2 .958 .26 .20 .82

10 80.9 8.7 79.0 5.6 .970 .37 .02 .84.

11 80.6 3.4 7&0
%

•

6.1* .967 .87 1.80 .86

All the Hygrometnoul dbmentf oomputed \ss the Qteanwioh ContUnts.



Metearologieal Ohiervation$. i^Iv

Alsiract of ihe TtemlU of the Sourly Meteorological Ohservationa

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVa Office^ Calcutta^

in the month ofJune^ 1858.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &c.

li
Si -s

a Srs
2 § Pi’OTailing direction

g-g .3J2 of the Wind.

o linches.

140.0
:
0.26 S. & S. E. & E.

140.0

140.0

149.0

144.0

6; Sunday.

7j I4r4.7

S. & S. E.
S.

I S. E. & S. W.

S. &. R. E.

142.5

142.0 b. & S. E.

124.2 • • !s-

1

ii:
1

125.0 0.32 i S. & S. E.

12 135.0 U & S. E.
13

1

Sunday.
S. E.&8.&E.14

1
142.0

15 S. & S. E.

16, 126.0 0.18 ' S. & S. W.

17

1

•• 's.
1

1

1.89 ^ S. & S. F.

19 S.&N.

20
! Sunday. 1.18

N. E.&N.&B.21 0.24

22 N.E.&S.E.&.

23 0.46 S« S* & E>

24 ai2 S. & S. E.

General Aspect of the Skj.

Cloudless till 3 A. Scatd. ^-i till 3 P.

M. cloudy afterwards, also raining at

4 and 6 P. H.
Scatd. M and i.

Cloudless till 10 a. h. Scatd. clouds till

6 P. sc. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudy till 6 A. u. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 1 p. ic. Scatd. ^i till 7 P.

M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 8 A. ic. Scatd Ni and
till 3 P. H., cloudy till 8 P. M. cloud-
less afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 5 A. V cloudy till 11 a.

1C. cloudless till 5 P. M. Scatd.

afterw^ards.

Scatd M till 5 A. u. Scatd. clouds after,

wards.

Cloudless till 3 A. 1C. cloudy afterwards

also drizzling between 5 and 6 P. M.
Cloudy the whole day.

Cloudy till 5 A. H. Scatd.W till 11

A. H. cloudy afterwards.

Cloudy the whole day and also slightly

drizzling at 4, 6, and 9 A. K.

Scatd. ^i till 11 A. M. cloudy afterwards

also raining at Noon and 6 P. ic.

Cloudy till 10 a. m. Scatd. >-i and
till 3 p. 1C. cloudy afterwards.

Cloudless till 3 A. M. cloudy afterwards

also raining between i to 6 P> M.

Cloudy also slightly raining between 7
and 8 P. H.

Cloudy nearly the whole day and also

drizzling between 8 A. H. to 1 p. h.

Cloudy nearly the whole day, also

slighty drizzling between 11 a. K. to
1 P.*X.

Cloudy till 6 P. H. Soatd. andW
afterwards, and also raining at Noon.

Cloudy, and also raining at.2 and 9 A. K.

M Cirri, oirro strati, ^i cumuli, M cumulp strati, nimbi, —i strati,

V>i oirro cumuli.



Metmohjical Ohmatim,

Jidraet of the HetuUt of Ihe Jllourlji Uetemhgwd Obtmatmt

tfiken at the Surveyor Gem'ol't Qffioe, Citlcuttii,

in ike month of June, 1858.

Solnr KadiatioOi Weather, he.

c
e

ft

Maz«

Solar

,

radiation.

' !
-j, ©

®-i
lie
«ioO

Frerailing direction

of the Wind.

General Aapect of the Skj.

0 Indiea.

1

25 120.0 S. Seatd. cbuds.

26 0.82 8. Cloudy, and also raining at 4 and 5 i.

i u, and between 8 dnd 6 p. u.

27 Sutida^, 1.24

28 •« 0.21 S.W.&S. Cloudy, and also drizzling occasionally

between h'oon and 9 P. K,

29 a • 1.19 S.4S.W. Cloudy also raining nearly the wboll

day.

80

1

i

•*

1

0.08

1

IS.&S.W. Scald, clouds, also raining at 4 1, M.

'



Mefeorohffical Ohnermtions, «Tvii

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month ofJune, 1858.

Monthly Besults.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, .

«

Max. height of the Barometer, occurred at 9 a. K. on the 1st,

Min. heigjit of the Barometer, occurred at 5 P. V. on the 21st,

jExtreme Range of the Barometer during the month.

Mean of the Daily Max. Pressures, •• ••

Ditto ditto •Min. ditto, •• •» ••

Mean Daily range of the Barometer during the month, ••

Inches.

.. 29.580

.. 29.654

. 29.375

0.279

. 29.584

. 29.469

. 0.113

o

Mean Diy Bulb Thermometer for the month, «• 86.9

Max. Temperature, occurred at 3 F. ic. on the 5th, •• 105.8

Mill. Temperature, occurred at 4 a. x. on the 29th, •• 76-7

.Crfreitie JSaii^e of the Temperature during the month, •• 29.1

Mean of the Daily Max. Temperatures, •• •• 94.9

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, .. •• 81.7

Mean Daily range of the Temperatures daring the month,., 13.2

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, .« 81.2

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, 6.7

Computed Mean Dew Point for the month, . . 78.3

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed Mean Dew Point, 8.6

Inches*

Mean Elastic force of vapour for the month, • • . • 0.949

Troy grains.

Mean weight of vapour for the month, •• •• 10.09

Additional weight of vapour required for complete saturation, • • 3.16

Mean degree of Humidity for the mouth, complete saturation being unity, 0.76

y—
Inches.

1.89

8.22

8. A $• £.

Bained 16 days. Max. fall of rain during 24 hours,^

Total amount of rain during the month,

Pmailing direction of the Wind, . . • •



MsUorohgieal OUervatioM.

Abstract of the Jtesults of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of June^ 1858 .

IVlOKTHLX BeSULTS.

Tibte showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour,

when any purticular wind was blowing, it rained.



Meteorological Oheewaiione, xlic

Ahetract of the Results of the Sourlg Meteorological Observations

tahen at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of July

^

1868.

Latitude 22® 33' 1" l^orth. Longitude 88® 20' 34" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Bxroiueter above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, Sec. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

!5>§f2
« s
Hall

1

2
3

4

5
. 6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
SO
31

Range of the Barometer

during the day.

Majc.

Indies.

29.573

.586

.583

Sunday.
.546

.546

.581

.611

.649

.628

Sunday,
.519

.496

.526

.524

.596

.641

Sunday,
.513

.526

.575

.563

.507

.856

Sunday,

.485

.591

.637

.684

.638

.674

Min.

Inches.

29.623

.624

.616

.592

.618

.624

.655

.093

.677

.571

.540

.558

.569

.657

.690

.591

.589

.618

J08
i85
.454

Inches.

29.519
' .528

.534.

.488

.467

.532

.569

.600

.538

.483

.435

.478

.462

.545

.579

.422

.470

.584

.508

.416

.263

» Range of the Tempera-
W

I ture during the day.

D S

.570

.635

.668

.673

.687

.724

.480

.647

.678

.567

.577

Diif.
= V

Max. Min. Diff.

Inches.

0.104 85.1

o
90.3 78.4 11.9

.096 85.3 93.1 78.2 14.9

.112 85.S 91.8 81.8 10.0

.104 84.3 91.4 81.2 10.2

.151 85.2 93.7 81.0 12.7

.092 84.7 92.0 80.4 11.6

.086 84.8 88.6 81.6 7.0

.093 84.3 89.6 81.2 8.4

.139 85.3 91.8 80.9 10.9

.138 84.0 90.0 80.6 9.4

.105 83.4 88.2 80.2 8.0

.080 81.4 84.8 79.2 5.6

.107 83.3 88.0 79.2 8.8

.112 81.3 85.9 79.2 6.7

.111 83.6 88.8 70.0 9.8

.169 84.6 91.2 79.8 11.4

.129 83.7 89.8 80.8 9.0

.084 83.9 90.8 81.0 9.8

.100 82.1 87.8 79.8 8.0

.169 79.9 81.8 78.0 3.8

.191 • 81.2 83.4 80.0 3.4

.140 ' 82.5 85.4 80.0 6.4

.088 84.0 87.6 8L9 5.7

.090 84.7 90.5 80.6 9.9

.106 *85.7 91.2 81.4 9*8

.110 86.0 92.0 80e2 11.8

.f07 82.6 85.5 81.4 41

' Mm Mean hdaht of tUe Bwoiatrtw, m likewiM tlw Mmh Ito and Wot

•niemiometoH,w derived from the twonty-four hourly obeerrutioiu made dnnag

the d»j.



I Meteorological Oheervations.

Abilraet of the Reeultc of the Hourly Meteorological Ohservations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVe Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of July, 1858.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued.)

Date.

0

1
H
£*3
PQ

4»

0 «
s S

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

1
o

s
6.

o
w

w S
o

JS

Mean

Weight

of

Vapour

in

A

cubic

fnof

of

Air.

> o

O h

0
C

07 ‘i:

— s
B *- «•

0 u a>

1 §5
<

Mean

deEreeof

Humidity,

complete

saturation

be-

ing

unity.

o o o o Inches. T. El

.

T. gr.

1 80.9 4.2 ?8.8 6.3 0.964 10.31 2.26 0.82
2 81.3 4.1 79.1 6.2 .973 .40* .24 .82

3 81.5 4.3 79.3 C.5 .979 .44 .39 .81

4
5

Sunday,
80.9 3.4 79.2 5.1 .976 .45 1.R3 .85

6 81.2 4.0 79 2 6.0 .976 .43 2.18 .83

7 81.0 3.7 79.1 5.6 .973 .40 .02 .81
8 81.0 3.2 79.4 4 8 .983 .51 1.73 .86

9 80.5 3.8 78 0 .958 .26 2.02 .84

JO 81.0 4.3 78.8 6.5 .964 .29 .33 .81

11

12
Sunday,
80.5 3.5 787 5.3 .961 .31 .85

13 79.8 3.6 78.0 5.4 .940 .09 .87 .84

14 79.0 2.4 77.8 36 .934 .05 .22 .89

15 79.4 3.9 77.4 5.9 .922 9.8ti 2.04 .83

16 79.0 2.3 77.8 3.5 ^934 10.05 1.19 .89

17 80.2 3.4. 78.5 5.1 .955 .25 .78 .85 .

18
19

Sunday.
80.9 3.7 79,0 5.6 .970 .37 2.02 .84

20
*21

80.9 2.7 79.6 4.1 .989 1.47 .88

80.7 3.3 79.1 4.8 .973 \ .42 .71 .86

22 79.8 2.3 7&6 3.6 .958 .30 .21 •90

23 78.5 1.4 77.8 2.1 .934 •09 0.69 .94

24 79.4 1.8 78.6 2.7 .955 ,29 .92 .92

25
26

Sunday
79.4 8.1 773 4.7 ' .934 .03 1.61 .86

27 81.0
1

3.0 • 79.6 4.5 .986 .55 .62 .87

28 81.1 3.6 , 79.3 M ,979 .48 .94 .84

29 81.5 4.2 79.4 " 6.8 .983 .49 2.81 .82

KTiB 81.7 4.8 79.6 65 .986 .51 .40 .81

81 80.2 2.4 79.0 3.6 .970 .42 1.26 ,B9

AU the HjgrDmeirusfil elemeutem oomputed the Greenwich constaate.



Meteorological Observations. 1i

Abstract ofthe Hesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs OJlce^ Calcutta^

in the month of July

^

1B58.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

1.

o u

5|i
Rmme of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.

-a .*

*5 5
£3 a>

oa

Range of the Tempera-
ture for exch hour

during the

month.
M

a ««
S W a ^lax. Min. Diff. Sh Max. Min. Diff.

A

• Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 0 0 0 0

Mid-
night.

20.585 29.077 29.454 0.223 81.7 83.8 78.2 5.6

1 .573 .609 .442 .227 81.6 83.8 78.3 5.5

2 .550 .655 .397 .258 81.4 84.6 78.6 6.0

3 .551 .649 .393 .256 81.2 84.0 78.4 h.6

4 .51-6 .65

1

.390 .264 81,1 83.8 78.5 6.3

5 .557 .6.18 ,1-04 .264 81.0 83.2 78.4 4.8

6 .574 .681 .405 .276 81.0 83.2 6.2

7 .580 .697 .407 .290 81.8 78.4 5.6

8 .5fi9 .703 .402 .301 83.6 86.0 79.2 6.8

9 .603 .717 .419 .298 85.2 87.8 79.8 8.0
10 .600 .724 .408 .316 86.5 89.9 79.6 mMM
11 .597 .718 .394 .324 87.8 90.8 80.2 10.6

Noon. .583 .696 .374 .322 87.9 91.9 80.0 11.9

1 .562 .695 .342
1

.353 87.6 92.6 79.4 13.2

2 .540 .658 ,309 .349 87.1 98.7 80.9 12.8
3 .524 .639 .295 .344 86.5 92.4 80.8 11.6
4 .611 .617 .263 .354 85.8 Mill 80.2

5 .617 .633 .278 .360 85.2 88.9 79.8 9.1

6 .624 .641 •273 .368 84.2 87.6 Kii£l 7.3

.643 .645 .283 .362 83.1 86.0 80.4 6.6

8 1 .665 .670 .291 .379 82 9 85.8 79.8mm
9 .586 .673 .303 .370 • 82.4 84.8 KliO 4.6

10 .598 .698 .813 .885 82.1 84.0 80.2 8.8

11 .698 .704 .810 .294

•

81.9

•

83.7 78.4 6.3

Mesn height of thp Barometer, as like^^ihe Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
tEhoniioinetors, are derived from the observations made at the sevend hours
daring the month.



Meteorological Observations.Ki.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of July, 1S5S.

Hourly Means, ^c. of the Observations and of the FI ygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued

J

Hour.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Ther-

liiometer.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

«)

£
V .

*1.

M SS
O »

! w 3*

t a <*-

1 4U O

!

^
Mean

W'eight

of

Va-

pour

in

a

cubic

foot

of

Air.

Addiiional

Weight

of

Vapour

required

for

coijipltte

satu-

ration.

1
^ Z s— -re

c
® 1
s ^ gw O
bo ..’U^ ss *

s f?
= ."2 5*2
V s s s
2 t

0 0

»

1

^ 0 Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

Mid.
night.

79.6 2.1 78.5 3.2 0.955 10.29

1 79.6 2.0 78.6 3.0 .958 .33 mM .91

2 79.4 2.0 78.4 3.0 .962 .25 .02 .91

3 79.8 1.9 78.3 2.9 .919 .22 .91

4 79.3 1.8 78.4 2.7 .952 .25 .92 .92

6 79.2 1.8 78.3 2.7 .919 .22 .92 .92

6 79.3 1.7 78.4 2.6 .952 .25 .89 .92

7 79.8 Ha 78.8 .964 .38 1.02 .91

8 80.7 2.9 79.2 4.4 .976 .48 .55 .87

9 81.2 79.2 6.0 .976 .43 2.18 .83

30 81.8 4.7 79.4 7.J .983 .47 .63 .80

11 82.1 5.2 79.5 7.8 .966 .49 .92 .78

Noon. 82.3 5.6 79.6 8.4 .986 .49 3.15 .77

1 81.9 • 5.7 8.6 .970 .31 .21 .76

2 81.9 5.2 79.3 7.8 .979 •42 2.91 .78

8 81.7 4.8 79.3 ms^m .44 .66 .80

4 81.4 4.4 79.2 .ini ,976 .41 .42 .81

80.9 4.3 78.7 mim .961 .26 .35 .81

6 80.5 8.7 78.6 .958 .26 1.98 .84

7 80.0 3.1 78.4 4.7 .952 .21 .65 .86

8 79.8 3.1 78.2 4.7 .946 .15 .64
I

.86

9 79.8 26 78.6 3.9 .955 .27 .89

10 79.6 2.5 78.8 as .949 .20 KI .89

11 79.6 2.3 78.4

•

8.5 .952 .23 1 .89

4U the Hjgrometrioal elementa sxe computed hj Greenwich oonatenta.



Meteorological Obeervatione. ^ liii

Ahetraet of the Reeulte of the Bourly Meteorological Obeervatione

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVe Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of July

y

1858 .

Solar Badiation, Weather, &c.

ts

Q Max.

Solar

radiation.

Bain

Gauge

5
feet

above

Ground.

Prevailing direction

of the Wind.
General Aspect of the Skj.

0 Inches.

1 •• 0.26 S. Cloudy, also raining between 10 and
11 P. M.

2 125.0 %. S. Scatd. clouds.

3
4

117.0

Sunday.

1 S. Scatd. clouds.

5 •• 2.38 S.&E. Cloudy, also raining between 1 and 3
P. M.

6 126.8 •• S. E. & S. Scatd. clouds till 8 i.. 3£. Scatd ^i till

3 P. M. cloudy afterwards also driz-

zling between 8 and 9 p. h.
7 116.6 0.62 S. E. & S. Cloudless till 5 a. 1£. Scatd. after*

wards, also raining between 3 and
4 P. V.

8 115.4 0.26 E. &) S. E. Cloudless till 4 a. k. Scatd. clouds

afterwards also raining at 10 a. H.

Noon and 5 P. IC.

9 • • S.&E. Cloudy, till 5 P. H. cloudless afterwards.
10

11

mo

Sunday.

• •

0.38

S.&E. Cloudless till 7 a. m. Scatd till 3
p. ir. cloudy till 7 P. m. cloudless

afterwards.

12 • • 0.53 N. £. &. E. Cloudlese till 4 A. M. Scatd '^i till 9
A. M. cloudy till 4 p. H. Scatd.

and ^i afterwards also raining at 11

A. M. J, 4, 7, and 8 P. M.
13

• • 1.08 N. E. & E. i Cloudy also raining between Noon and
3 P. M.

14
• • 0.16 E. Cloudy, also drizzling occasionally.

15
• • . K. E. & S. E. i

Cloudy nearly the whole day.
16

• • 0.66 £• & S. E. Cloudy also raining occasionally.

17 • • 0.12 a E. & E. Scatd. clouds till 7 Pt ic. Scatd. i

afterwards also slightly raining at

2 P. 11.

18 Sunday, 0.13 •n-

Scatd. till 7 A. ic. Scatd. till 3
p. H. cloudy afterwards, also raining

between 6 and 10 p. H.

19 116.0 1.20

i

E« & S. E. & calm

20 If. E. & a E. * Cloudy till 5 p. H. Scatd. N-i afterwards.
21 loao 0.36 E.&a Clpudy till 5 A. u, Scatd. tiU 2 p. x.

doudy afterwards also rain at 2 P. x.
«

M Cirri, ditto 0tr«ti| ComuliiM Comulo stmtii Xfinih^ «-*i Btfoit

V%i CiiTo omuttlL



lir Meteorohgieal Ohtmationt,

Jhsfraet of the BetuUa of the Hourly Meteorohyieal Oheervatione

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVe Office, Oaleutta,

in the Month ofJuly, 1858.

Solar Badiation, Weather, &€•

•*»

Max

Solar

radiation.

O 4)
QC

«S .0*9

05§
.SJ2

Prevailing direction

of tho Wind.
General Aspect of the Skj.

0 Inches.

22 •• 2.35 N. W. & W. Cloudj also raining oonstantlj.

23 • m 3.04 S. W.& W. Cloudy also raimiig between Midnight
and Noon, and at 5 P. M.

24

25

• «

Sundatf.

1.61

1.22

N.&W.&N.E. Cloudy also raining between 2 and 6
F. H.

26 • * 0.10
i !• Cloudy also raining at Noon.

27| »* 0.10 8. Cloudy also raining at Noon.

28 • • «« s. Cloudy also very slightly drizzling at

7 l\ M.

29 117.0 •• S.&S. w. Scutd, W and ^i till 4 r. M. cloudy

afterwards.

80
[

131.0

1

• •

I

S. Acolm. Cloudy till 8 a. m. Scatd. till 4 P. M.

cloudy afterwards also slightly driz-

zling from 7 to 10 1*. M.

31:

1

• « 1.40 N. E. k S. Cloudy also raining at 9 A. M. and 1

P. M.



Meteorological Obeervatione. ly

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of July^ 1B58.

Monthly Hesults.

Inches.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, • • « . 29.566

Max. height of the Barometer occurred at 10 A. M. on the 31st, .. 29.724

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 4 A. M. on the 24th, • • 29.263

JSxtreme range of the Barometer during the month, . . •• 0.461

Mean of the Max. Pressures, • . . • . . 29.620

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, .. .. .. 29.505

Mean daily range of the Barometer during the month, . • . . 0.115

o

Alcan Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, 83.8

Max. Temperature occurred at 2 p. M. on the 6th, ,, 93.7

Min. Temperature occurred at 6 A. M. on the 23rd, •• 78.0

Rxtreme range of the Temperature during the mouth, • • 15.7

Mean of the daily Alax. Temperature, «• •• 89.1

Ditto ditto Alin. ditto, •• •• 80.3

Mean daily range of the Temperature during the month, 8.8

o

Atean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the montil, 80.4

Alean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, . . 3.4

Computed Mean Dew-point for the month, ., .. •• 78.7

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point, . . 5.1

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month, . . • . 0.961

Troy grains.

Moan Weight of Vapour for the month, .. .. .. 10.31

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation, .. 1.79

Mean degree of humidity for the month, complete saturatioii being uxiity, 0.85

" '

' •

Baches.
*

Bidned 25 days, Max. fidl of rain during 24 hours, *« 3.04

Total amount of rain during the month, •• •* 17.96

PreyaUing direction of the Wind, •• »• 8« A A 8. S.



Ivi Meteorologieal Observations.

Abstract of the Sesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs OfficCy Calcutta,

in the month of July, 1858.

Moiythly Results.

Table showing the number of days on which at a giren hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.



Meteorological Ohcervatibna,
j

Ahtf.racf of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological OhsermUoM
taken at the Surveyor G^neraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of August^ 1858.

Ueijrht

Latitude 22« 33" 1" North. Longitude 88* 20' 34" East.

feet.

of the Cistern of the Standard Oarometer above the Sea level, IB. 11

Daily Means, itc. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dp|u*ndrnt thereon.

Date.

fa.

i'!^— — 6i

=
s ^ a

Raiiire of the llarumeter

diiTitig the day.

iZ

S 2i

« 2
u. =
C c>

}

Range of the Tem|iera-
< ture during the day.

*
Max. Min.

i

Diff.
1

(Z a
- Z
z ^
V H

1

Max.

1

Min. Diff.

Inches. liiciies. Inches.
j
Inches. o

1

1 o
1

o o

1 *^}in(1ny.
1

2 20.003 29.712 29.603 0.109 8L0
1

88.6 80.2 8.4

3 .(>16 .OOO .510
' .126 sr».6 92.0 80.6 11.4

4 .590 .(>:)0 .523 .127 80.1 92.6 81.8 10.8

5 .531 .5‘)0 .4.‘1 .139 8t).l 92.6 81.8 10.8

« .407 .5.37 .392 .115 86.2 91.7 82.0 9.7

7 .450 .495 .402 .093 85.4 90.8 82.2 8.6

8 Siimht y.

0 .425 .468 .857 .111 81.2 89.4 81.7 7.7

20 .454 .5(H .408 .093 83.7 88.1 mm 7.5

11 .530 .6u5 .177 .128 84.7 89.8 81.7 8.1

22 .5S5 .021 .510 .081 81.1 89.0 8.4

13 .020 .089 .587 .102 83.5 87.0 81.2 5.8

It .681 .735 .618 .117 88.6 8.0

15 Sunday,
3G .586 .611 ,530 .111 83.5 87.8 77.6 10.3

17 .611
I

.0(51 .506 .095 81.1 83.4 78.4 5.0

18 .589 .633 1 .530 .103 81.1 78.6 7.4

19 .522 ,102 82.7 88.6 78.8 9.3

20 I Si .513 .144 81.0 89.6 80.3 9.3

21 19 .417 .159 83.6 80.6 8.4

22 Sunday,
23 .528 .576 ,164 .113 . 84.7 89.2 81.6 7.6

21 .535 .613 .490 .117 83.0 85.6 ESm 5.0

25 .590 .631 .528 ,103 79.2 79.8 77.8 2.0

28 .534 .588 .463 .125 82.9 89.3 78.8 10.5

27 .535 .590 .467 .^23 83.3 88.8 79.7 9.1

28 .562 .629 .512 .117 81.4
t

84.8 78.4 6.4

29 Sunday, «

30
i

.563 .614 .496 ,118 81.7 85.3 79.6 6.7

81_ .507 .511 .129 83.2 88.2 79.4 a.8

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wot Bulb
Tlmrmoineters, are derived from the twenty-four hour]|y observations made duno^
the day.



Ivin 2S^eteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Itesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs OJfice^ Calcutta^

in the month of August^ 1S58.

Daily Mean8,9tc. of the Oimervations and of the Hygromctrtcal elements

dt'peuileiit thereon. (Continued,)

F>aU’.

1
®
s
u.

' 0.1

!

H
I ^
i

"s

!

1 «

. e <u
) X a
,

0/ 3
Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

force

of

Vapour.

Mean

Weight

nf

Vapour

in

a

.cubic

foot

of

Air.

Additional

Weight

of

VnJ

pour

required

for

com-i

plete

saturation.

!

Mean

degree

of

Humidity,'

complete

saturation

be-’

i

o o
1

o O Inches. T. gr. T.gr.

1 Sunday.
2 80.3 3.7 78.4 6.6 0.952 10.19 1.98 0.84
3 81.0 4.6 78.7 6.9 .961 .26 2.50 .80
4 1 81.9 4.2 70.8 6.3 .995 .62 .33 .82
5 ' 82.0 4.1 79.9 6.2 .998 .65 .30 .82
C 81.8 4.4 79.6 6.6 .54 .45 .81
7

1

81.2 4.2 79.1 6.3 .973 .40 .28 .82

8
! Sunday. •

9 81.0 3.2 79.4 4.8 .983 .51 1.73 .86
10

1
804 3.3 78.7 5.0 .961 .31 .76 .85

1

1

1

80.4 4.3 78.2 6.5 .946 .11 2.31 .81
12 80.5 36 78.7 6.4 .961 .31 1.90 .81
13 80,8 2.7 79.4 4.1 .983 .54 .40 .88
14

1

80.8 3.2 79.2 4.8 .976 .45 .72 .86

Ilk Sunday.
If} 80.7 2.8 79.3 4.2 .979 .51 ; .49 .88
17 i 78.7 2.4 77.5 3.6 .925 9.96 1 .21 .39
18 i 78.6 2.6 77.2

1
3.9 .916 .87 .30 .88

19 79.6 3.1 78.0 4.7 .940 10.09 .63 .86
20 81.0 3.0 79.5

1
4.5 .986 .55 .62 .87

21 80.8 2.8 79.4
1

4.2 .983 .54 .49 .88

22 Sunday,
'

23 81.2 79.4 5.3 .985 .51 .91 .85
21 80.7 2.3 79.5 8.5 .986 .57 .25 .89
2r> 77.6 1.6 76.S 2.4 .905 9.79 0.77 .93
26 79.2 3.7 77.3 e 6.6 .919 .86 1.93 •84
27 79.6 3.7 77.7 5.6 .931 .98 .95 .84
28 79.3 2.1 73.2 3.2 .946 10.19 .08 .90

29 Sunday.
•

30 78.9 2.8 77.6 4.2 .925 9.96 .41 .88
31 79 0 4.2 76.9 6.8 .908 .74 2.15 .82

AH the Hjrgvometrtcsl el«inentsm computed bj the Gfeenwieh oonstantc*



Meteorological Dbservations. •Hx

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Ohservations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of August^ 1858.

Hourly Means, ike. of the ObservaHons and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.
leight

of

laroiiieter

Faht.

Raiii'e of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.
)ry

Bulb

mometer.

Range of the Tempera-
tare for esch hour

during the

month.
P.. M4 CM

C ««
S ts Max. Min. Diff. Sh Max. Min. Diff.

1

i Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 0 0 0 o

Mid.

night.
29.574 29.706

i

29.459 1 0.247 81.6 84.2 78.3 6.0

1 .562 .690 .41.2
'

.248 81.4 84.2 77.8
' 6*4

2 .552 .682 .4.34
.

.248 81.2 84.2 78.8 ! 5.4

3 .541 .672 .416
;

.256 81.2 83.8 78.8 6.0

4 .531 .672 .417
!

.355 80.8 83.0 78.6 4.4

5 .5143 .680 .420 .260 80.7 83.0 78.6 4.4

6 .563 .698 .443
1

.255 80.6 82.8 78.4 44
7 .575 .705 .413 .262 81.1 83.2 78.6 4.6

8 .592 .727 .419 .278 82.9 85.4 79.8 5.6

9 .600 .731 .461 .273 84.0 87.2 79.8 7.4

10
,

.603 .735 •455 .280 85.4 88.6 79.6 9.0

I

.595 .730 .447 .283 86.1 89.1
t

79.6 9.5

Noon. .580

1

.715

!

.

.429
1

j .286 86.8 90.4

1

79.6 10.8

1 I .559 .704 .421
i

1

.283 87.6 91.6 79 6 12.0

2 .533 .667
1

.401 .366 87,5 92.0 79.8 12.2

3 .514 .663 1 .376 .287 87.4 92.6 79.6 13 0
4 .502 .639 .857 .283 86.5 91.6 82.0 9.6

5 1 .501 .618 .364 .251 85.5 91.2 79.8 11.4

0 .514 .635 •374
,

.261 816 87.8 79.7 8.1

7
,

.534 .652 .394 .258 83 4 86.6 77.9 8.7

8 1 .558 .661 .420
1

-2^1 82.8 85.6 77.6 ao
9 .578 .688 .410

1

.248* 82.6 85.3 78.2 7.1

10 .588 .689 .447
i

.212 822 85.2 77.6 7.6

11 .587

i

.693 .456 .237

•

82.0

•

84.3 78.6 5.7

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb

Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours

during the mouth.



Meteorological ObservaHone,

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological OhservatioTts

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of August

,

1S5S.

Hourly Means, &c. of the OlMervat ions and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. fContinued.J

AU the Hjgron^rical elemenit are oomputed by the Greenwich eonatantar



Meteorological Observations. Mxi

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of August

^

1858.

Solar Bacliatiou, Weather, &c.

3i

•4:

'3 .2 =

.2 w § I

Prevailing direction

|.E S 1 of the Wind.
o

!

Sunday.

135.2

133.0

132.0

113.8

121.3

Sunday.

'Inches, i

0.13

O.IG

a.

a. & a. E.

3. E. & a. & calm.

S. & S. E.

S. E. & calm.

N. E. & calm & E.

10

11 £• & S* & S* £

12

13
14
15
16

119.0

lt4.8

Sumlajf-

17

18
19

0.27 '

S. £. & a. & E.

1

0.30 ' S. £. & E.

0.71
I

S. & S. E.

0.07
I

S. & S. E.

2.47 8. W. & S. & W.

1.36 a. w. & w.
a. w. & w.

General Aspect of the Skj.

Scatd. M and i till 6 A. ii. Scatd.
clouds till 8 P. M. cloudless after-

wards.

Cloudless till 7 A. M. Scatd. i and
till 8 p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 3 A. M. Scatd. '^i till 8
P. M. cloudless afterwards, also

slightly drizzling at 8 P. M.
Cloudless till 3 A. itf. Scatd >—1 and

till 5 p. jdi. cloudy afterwards, also

sUghtly drizzling at Boon and 6
P. M.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. cloudy till 3 P.

It. Scatd, and afterwards.

Cloudless till 7 a. m. Scatd. i and
afterwards, also drizzled at 4 p. 3£.

Scatd. V—i till 7 a. m. cloudy after-

w’ards, also rained at Boon, 1 and 5
P. M.

Cloudless till 3 A. M. cloudy afterwards

also drizzling between 10 and 11

A. M.

Cloudy till 5 P. M. Scatd. M and V-i

afterwards, also drizzled at 11 a. sr.

and 4 F. M.

Cloudy, also raining between 9 and 10
A. H.

Cloudy, also drizzling occasionally.

Scatd. clouds also rained at 4 p. u.

Gpudy, also thundering and lightning

and ruining after sunset

Cloudy, also incessantly drizzling the

wliole day.

Cloudy, also raining between 4& 9 F. H.

Cloudy the whole day also rery slight*

iy drizzled at 1 A. M.

M Cirri, N-i Cirro strati, Cumuli, Cumulo strati, V\-i Bimbi, Strait,

Vii Oirro cumuli



Ixit Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the Month of August,

Sobr Radiation, Weather, Slc,

1
Date. Max

Solar

radiation.

Rain

Gauge

5
feet

above

Ground.

Prevailing direction

of the Wind.
General Aspect of the Sky.

0 Inches.

20 •• 0.36 W.&S. W.&N.W. ; Cloudy, also drizzling between 7 and 9

21

22 Sunday,

0.16 S. W. & S. & N. W.
1 U*

^

Cloudy and also drizzling occasionally.

23 • • •• S. k S. £. Scatd. clouds and also very slightly

drizzling at 10 P. M.
24 • • 0.69 S. W. & S. & W. Cloudy and also drizzling constantly.

'

25 • • 3.16
1

W. & S. W. Cloudy and also ruining and drizzling

the whole day.

26 •• 0.22 S. & S. W. Cloudy and also drizzling between

Midnight and 1 a. m. and at 11 P. M.

27 • • 1.26 W. k 8. Cloudy and aho raining at 7 P. M.
28

29 Sunday,

0.14

2.56

S. E. k W. Cloudy and also drizzling occasionally.

30 .. 0.25 S. & £. & S. E« Cloudy and also drizzling occasionally.

31 124.0 S. E. & S. W. & S. Scatd. ^i and ''i till 7 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.



Meteorological Obeervatione, hiiii;

Abstract of the Results of the Howrly Meteorological Ohservationa

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of August^ 1858.

Monthly Ebsults.

Inches.

Mean height of flic Barometer for the month, .. 29.558

Mux. height of the Barometer occurred at 10 A. tf. on the 14th9 •• 29.735

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 4 p. M. on the 9th, •• 29.357

of the Barometer during the month, .. .. 0.378

Mean of the daily Max. Pressures, .. .. .. 29.613

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, .. .. .. 29.497

Mean daily range of the Barometer during the mouthy .. .. 0.116

o

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, .. 83.6

Max. Temperature oecurredat 3 P. M. on the 4th and 5th, •• 92.6

Mill. Toinperaturt‘ occurred at 8 and 10 p. M. on the 16th, •• 77.6

Extreme range of the Tomponiture during the month, .. •• l.i.O

Mean of the daily Max. Temperatures, .. .. ,, 88.3

Ditfb ditto Min. ditto, .. •• .. 80.2

Mean daily range of the Temperatures during the month, •• 8.1

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, .. ,, 80.3

Mean Dry Bulb Tlicrmoiiicter above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer,.. 3.3

Computed Mean Dew-point for the mouth, .. .. •• 78.6

Moan Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point, •« ' 5.0

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Yapour for the month, . . . . 0.958

Troy grains.

Mean Weight of Yapour for the month, I. .. .. 10.28

Additional Weight of Yapour required for complete saturation, .. 1.75

Mean degree of humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.86
•

Inches.

Baiued24days, Max. fidl of rain during 24 hours, .. .. 3.16

Total amount of rain during the month, •• •• •• 14.65

Prevailing direction of the Wind, «• •• $• A S. £«



lxi« Meteorological OheeroaHoni*

Ahetract of the BeeuUe of the Hourlg Meteorological Ohsermtione

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^*

in the month of August^ 1858.

Monthly Results.

Table showini^ the number of days on whico at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of daya on which at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.



Meteorological Ohservationx. Jxv

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological ObservatioM

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the Quouth of Septemher, 1858.

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 34" East.

Feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, Kc. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

depf^ndcrit tI«=Teon.

Date.

o S

*"-5 0

Ranee of the Barometer
during tl»e day.

L. ^

Range of the Tempera-
ture during the day.

£ ~ ea

??

Max. Min. Diir. ^ H Itax. Mm. Diff.

1 in inelK-fc. 0 0 0 0
1 2!l.fd;S 2;i.7i.s 29.025 0.093 8.3.8 8S.G 7U.4 9.2

2 .7<»t .7«;3 .017 .110 8 1.9 90.t» 80.4 10.2
» .095 .772 .G-*S .lU 85.2 9O.0 81.6 9.0
4 .tM4 .708 .551 .151 85.1 89.0 81.4 8.2

5

0
Sfuithty,

.00*9 .070 .518 .122 8k3 89.0
,

80.0 9.6

7 .070 .722 .599 .123 86.0 93.0 81.5 12.1

8 .087 .7I3 .013 .130 85.7 92.8 82.4 lO.t

9 .()*.)! .751 .027 .127 85.1 90.8 81.C 9.2

10 .729 .782 .050 .120 85.5 91.8 81.4 10.4

11 .717 .795 .043 .152 85.2 Ul.! 81.8 9.0

12
13

Sitnthii/,

.5.‘)S ! .010 .100 .150 K8.1 95.0 83.2 11.8

lli .S-T
!

.588 .4 10 .1 18 : 89.1 95.0 84.6 10. f

15 .589 I .070 .,55 :; .143 82.J 85.4. 79.0 0.4

10 .737
j .797 .037 .100 S3.3 88.5 78.S 9.7

17 .7.55
i

.817 .07

1

.143 S.3.2 S.9.9 8ii.a 9.7

18 .091
]

.700 .009 .151 85.5 88.0 bO.6 8.0

11)

20 .581
i

.013 .501 .139

1

83.8 88.8

i

80.2 8.0

21 ..597 .051 .530
i

.112 86.0 79.8 6.2

22 ,0.5(»
!

.711 .593 .1 IS S2.8 87.6 80.0 7.6

23 .731 .805 .079 .126 81.2 80.0 80.4 8.6

21 .755 .825 .090 .129 81.8 81.8 80.2 4.0

25 .758 .818 .091 .127 80.0 82.4

1

79.0 3.4

2fi

27

Sidulai^.

.774 .816 .708 • .138
j

79.8

1

83.1 78.0 6.1

28 .794 ,8.51 .739 .112
'

81.0 86.3 78.0 8.3

29 .829 .892 .708 .124 ‘ 82.7 86.8 79.2 7.6

30 .780 .817 .695 .152 .82.7 87.0 79.5 7.5

Tho Mean height of the Barometer, as Ukewiao llio Mean Dry and Wet Bulh

Tliermoniclerauiv derived from the twenty-four hourly obseiTations made during

the dnv.
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Meteorological Ohservations.

Abstract of the JRcsults of the Hottrlg Mrfeorologicat Observations

taken at the Surregor OeiteraVs Office, Oalcutla,

in the month of Se2)tcmher, 1S5S.

Daily Means, ^c. of tiie Observations aiul of the Hy^rometrienl elements

de})eiident thereon.

—

(CoutinneiL)

A
H
£*3

4.*

u
if

o
>

i i

^
!

^ :

b
o
Q

1

'1 of

Hum!

cte

satura

iiuty.

Date
o

Im

o
Xi
CO

0)

Q ;

V...

f. 2 ' iC S S ^ tn
t* “ cV 0^ X

*3 J i
w 1

!tr o -
4- ‘J

C o ca E. 1

5;= 2
Z a >,

I i

Q
1

C

o Tiiclies. ‘ T. ?r. :r.

1 80.2 3.6 78.4 5.4 0.952 10.21 1.89 Oftt

2 80.8 4.1 78.7 6.2 .9(il .29 2.20 .82

8 80.8 4.4 78.6 6.6 .958 .23 .38

1.96
.81

4 81.5 3.6 79.7 5.4 .992 .61 .84

5 Sundat/,

6 81.1 3.2 79.5 4.8 .986 .73 .86

7 81.8 4.2 79.7 6.3 .992 .59 2.32 .82

8 81.6 4.1 79.5 6.2 .9M» .53 .27 .82

y 80.9 4.5 78.6 6.8 .958 .23 .15 .81

10 81.1 4.4 78.9 6,6 .967 .32 .40 .81

11 81.4 3.8 79.5 5.7 .980 .53 .08 .84

12 Sunday,

13 83.2 4.9 80 7 7,4 1.024 .89 .83 .79

14 83.8 5.3 81.1 8.0 .037 .99 3.13 .78

15 78.7 3.4 77.0 5.1 0.910 9.79 1.72 .85

16 80.0 3.3 78 3 5.0 .919 10.18 .75 .85

17 80.3 3.0 78.7 4.5 .961 .31 .58 .87

18 80.6 2.9 79.1 4.4 .973 .15 .55 .87

19 Sunday,
.8720 80.9 2.9 79.4 4.4 .983 54 I

.66

21 80.1 2.3 78.9 3.5 .9(;7 39 :
.22 .90

22 80.3 2.5 79.0 3.8 .970 42 .33 .89

23 807 8.5 78.9 5.3 .967 37 .87 .8.>

24 79.1 2.7 77.7 4.1 .931 02 .38 .88

25 n.i 2.3 76.5 3.5 .896 67 .14 .90

26 Sunday,
0.9527 77.9 1.9 76.9 2.9 .908 .80 .91

28 78.5 2 5 77.2 3.8 .916 .87 1.27 .89

29 79.7 3.0 78.2 4.5 .946 10.15 .57 .87

30 79.4 3.3 77.7 5.0 .931 .00 .73 .85

AU the llygrometrical elements arc eoiiiputod by the Greenwich Constants.



Meteorological OhBervations. Jxvii

Ahstraet of the HesitUs of the Hourly Meteorological Olservatime

talcen at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of September

,

1858.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygron^etrical elements

dependent thereon.

•2 2 -^
&r o

*

Rrtngo of the Barometer
|

^ «

for each hour during
,
K g

the month. ! ^ S

Range of the Temperature
for each hour during

the month.

C <U
^

S8 .S
Oi *-• as

!

' '

! Max.
i

1

Min,
1

Diir.
'

1

O g
= ^
% H

!

j
Max.

1

Min.

j

DifF.

•

luohe?. 1 Iliclu‘3. Inche^. Inclu‘5.^ 0 0

1

1

“ 0

Mid-
niglit.

29.702

i

29.831 29.510 0.291
1

82.0 85.8

i

1

78.6 7.2

1 .GS9 .821 .513
i i

81.7
1

83.0 ' 78.3 7.3

2 .GSl .812 .537 • .275
'

81.4 ' 85.0 ' 78.0 7.0

3 .GOS .81 »9 .531 .278 81.4 81.8 78.0 0.8

4 .GG3 .798 .200 81.0 84.7 78.1 6.6

.G79 .810
j

.537 .273 81.2 81.0 78.2 6.4

fi .GilS .823
1

.517 .270 80.9 81.8 78.0 6.8

7 .71G .8 15 .501 .28

1

81.2 85.1 78.8 6.6

H .733 .SSI ,581 .300 83.3 88.2
!

70.2 9.0

.712 .892 .588 .301 81.3 89.0 77.0 12.0

h) .715 .890 .581 .309 85.5 91.0 70.0 12.0

11 .731 .871 .577 .294 80.7 91.5 70.4 12.1

N(V)n. .711. .855 .51)0 .300

1

87.7 92.8 80.2 I2G
1 .GSG .833 .521 309 8S.1 93.4 81.4 12.0

2 .GoS .789 .487 .302 8S.1 91.2 81.0 13.2

3 .G3(i .775 .450 .319 87.7 95.0 81.4 13.6

4 .(520 .7(58 .452 .310 8(5.7 95.0 70.8 16.2

5 .(529 .7(59 .440 .329 85.0 93.0 79.2 14.4

G •610 .779 .452 .327 84.1 92.0 70.0 13.0

7 .GG2 .811 .4(58 .313 83.5 91.0 70.8 11.2

8 .(58G .813 .505 ..338 83.3 90.0 79.6 10.4

0 .709 .801 .524 .337 82.8 89.2 70.4 9.8

10 .721 .801 .559 .302 82.5 87.0 79.2 7.8

11 .720 .852 .551 .301 82.3 86.4 79.0 7.4

TIio Meuii ll«*ight of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wot Bulb

Thermometers are derived from the obsor^atious made at tho several hours

during tho mouth.



Meteorological Observations.Izvjii

Mstraci of {he Results of the Ilourlg Meteorological Ohservations

taken at the Survegor GeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of SepternheVy 1858 .

Hoarlj Means, &c. of tlie ObserTations and of the Hjrgrometrical elements

dependent thereon.-—

Hour.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Thermometer.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

point.

*o

V
u

.2

o

S 3
^ o

« J

“I
9

- o
bt

X «

55 .£ C

5 l<

1

br ^
3: -S B
tc

£ ®
•3 »- «>

S u CJ

.- 9 "T

ii-r
^ > t)

Mean

decree

ofhu-,

midity,

complete

satu-|

ration

oeiiig

unity.

0 0 0 o Indies. 'Troy grs. Troy grs.

Mid-
night.

79.7 2.3 78.5 3.5 0.955 10.27 1.20 0.90

1 79.6 2.1 78.5 3.2 .955 .29 .08 .91
2 79.5 1.9 78.6 2.9

;

.9 :» r> .29 0.98 .91
8 79.5 1.9 7 .8.5 2.9

! .955 .29 .98 .91
4 79.3 1.7 78.4 2.6 .952 .25 .89 .92
6 79.4 1.8 78.5 2.7 .9:.5

1
.29 .92 .92

6 79.3 17 78.3 2.6
,

.919 .88 .92
7 79.5 1.7 78.6 2.6

j

.*158 .32 .89 .92
8 80.5 28 ! 79.1 4.2 .973 .15 1.48 .88
9 80.8 3.5 79.0 6.3

1 .970
i .40 .88 .85

10 81.1 44 78.9 6.6
j

.967
j

.32 2.40 .81
11 81.5 5.2

j

78.9 7.8 1 .967
1

1

1 .30
\

1

’
1

.88 .78

Noon. 81.7 60 78.7 9.0 .961 1 .22 * 3.3 i .75
1 81.9 6 2 78.8 9.3 .96

1

.25 .47 .75
2 81.9 6.2 78.8 9.3 .961 .25 .47 .75
8 81.9 58

1 79.0 8.7 .970 .31 .25 .76
4 81.4 5.3 78.7 8,0 .961 .24 2.94 .78
5 81,1 4.5 78.8 6.8

!

.9f>l. .29 .47 .81
6 80.6 3.8 78.7 5.7 .961 .29 .02 .84
7 80.4 3.1 78.8 4.7 .964 .34 1.66 .86
8 80.3 3.0 78.8 4.5 .964 .34 .59 .87
9 80.2 2.6 78.9 3 9 .967 .89 .36 .88
10 80.1 2.4 78.9 3.6 .967 .39 .25 .89
11

1

79.9 2.4 78 7 3 .6 * .961 .33 .25 .89

All the Hygrometricol dementi mA computed by the Greenwich ConatanU.



Meteorological Ohaervatione.

Ahatract of the Reaulta of the Hourly Meteorological Obaervationa
taken at the Surveyor OeneraVa Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of September, 1858.

Solur Radiation, Wcatlier, &c.

Date.

cr.^
1^1: 1 Prevailing direction

of the Wind.

1
0

• •

Inches.

0.21 R. & S. R.

2 • • .. S. &£.

3 130.5 S. & s. w.

4 •
•

1

0.12 s.

•

5 Sunday,

0.G5 S. W. & S. & R.

7 UiA S. i N. E.
8

1

130.8 N. R« & S. R.

9 130.8 • 9 N. R. & Calm

10 134.2 0.52 N. R. Sc R,

11 ••

1

•• S. R. & S.

12!

13

1

Sundai/,

13G.b m • N. W. & S. R. k S.

14 123.7 •
•

j

K”, W, & calm

15 ••

1 1

0.54 1In. R.

16 129.0 R. & S. R.

17 139.5 oVii R. &S.

18 • • 0.21 N. E. & £.

19 Sunday, 0.16

N. E. & S.20 • • 0.48

21 • • 0.42 E.

22 • • .. N. E. & S.

M Cirri, i cirro strati, cumuli,

W cirro cumuli.

General Aspect of the Skj.

Sactd clouds and also raining at 7 A. M.
and 6 p. M.

Cloudless till A. M. Scatd clouds

afterwards.

Scald clouds and also very slightly

drizzling at 8 A. M.

Cloudless till 6 a. m. cloudy till 6 P. M.
cloudless afterw ards, also raining

between 2 and 3 F. M.

1 Scatd M and '^i till 6 A. M. cloudy

i
afterwards also raining at 6 P. M.

j

Scald clouds nearly the \\hole day,

I
Cloudless till 3 A. M. Scatd clouds till

7 P. M. cloudless afterwards also

very slightly drizzled at 5 P. M.

Cloudless till 7 A. M, Scatd ^i andW
afterwards.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. Scatd clouds till

6 P. M. cloudless afterwards, also

raining between 3 and 4 p, M,

Cloudless till 2 a. m. Scatd clouds till

6 P, M, cloudless ufiorwards also

very slightly drizzled at 3 P. M.

Cloudless till 5 a. ar. Scatd clouds

afterwards, also slightly drizzling at

7 P. M.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. Scatd clouds

afterwards also slightly drizzled be-

tween 7 and 8 P. M.

Cloudy, also drizzling between 3 & 8
P. M.

Scatd clouds.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. Scatd clouds

'afterwards also raining between 3
and 4 r. m.

Cloudy nearly the whole day also

drizzling betw'eeu 1 and 2 P. u,

Scatd clouds also drizzling occasionally.

Cloudy nearly the whole day also rain-

ing al 7 P. tf.

Cloudy till 7 P. M. Scatd ^i and

cumulo strati, Vui nimbi, i strati,



Ixf. Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta^

in the month of September^ 1858 ,

Solar Kadiatioii| Weather, &c.

1
Date. Max.

Sola;

radiation

vu »»

3 0
ca .o^
0 « C
at; 9

•s«2 2
Ml-sO

!

;

Prevailing direction

1

of tlic Wind.
1

General Aspect of the Sky.

23

0

• •

Iiiclios,

• • S. £. & £. & S.

afterwards also drizzling at 7 A. H.

anil 7 r. xt.

Scatd Ni & ^-i till* 5 p. 31. cloudless

24

t

• • a. E.iN. E.

afterwards.

1 Cloudy ul>o slightly driz/ding between

23
1

* *

1

•• 0.S2 E. & S. E.

2 and W v, xi.

Scatd clouds also raining at 8 and 10

1

26i

27

Sunday,

••

0.18

0.26 E. & S. & a. E.

A* M. and 1 P. M.

Cloudy, also drizzling between 7 & 11

1

28 •• 0.36 S.&8. E.iE.
A.

Scatd clouds also mining between 8

29 • • • • a.&B. E.

and 1) A. M.

Scald <'louds also very slightly drizz-

30 • • a.

ling at 10 A. M.

Scatd clouds.



Meteorological Observations

,

Jfxi

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of September, 1S58.

Monthly Eesults.

Indies.

Mean of the Barometer for tlie nioiitb, 20.(589

Max. height of the Barometer, occurred at 9 a, m. on the 29th, 29.892

Min. lieight of the Barometer, occurred at 5 P. M. on the 14th, 29.140

JExtreme 'Range of the Barometer during the month, 0.452

Mean of the Daily Max. Pressures, .. ,, 29.754

Ditto ditto |Min. ditto, .. .. •• 29.620

Mean Daily range of the Barometer during the month, • • 0.134

Moan Drj- B\ilh Thcrmomcti'r for the month, . . ,

,

Max. Tenii)erature, occurred at 3 and 4 p. M. on the 13lh and 14th, ••

Min. Tejuperature. occurred at 2, 3 and 6 A. H. on the 27t-h and 28th,. •

Rxtreme Range of the Tomporaturo during the month, •• ,,

Mean of the Daily Max. Teinjicrat are, .. ,,

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, .. ,,

Mean Daily range of the Tenipcraturc during the month,.* ,,

83.9

95.0

78.0

17.0

88.9

80.5

8.4

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, .. 80.5

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above MeanWet Bulb Thermometer, 3.4

Comjmted Mean Dew Point for the month, .. 78.8

Mean Di^’ Bulb Thermometer above computed Mean Dew Point, 5.1

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of vapour for the month, • . . . 0.964

Troy grains.

Moan weight of vapour for the month, .. .. *. 10.34

Additional weight of vapour required for complete saturation, .. 1.79

Mean degree of Humidity for the mouth, complete saturation being unity, 0.85

Earned 22 days. Max. fall of rain during 24 hours,

Total amount of rain during the mouth, •

.

Frovailing direction of the Wind, .. ••

Inches.

.. 0.65

4.74

S. & S. S. & N. E.



Meteorological Ohservations.Ixfiif

Abstract of the Results of the Ilourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Siirvn/or OcnrraVs OJpce, Calcutta^

in the month of September^ 1858.

Monthly IvEsui/ra.

Table showing the number of days on w’hich at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on whieli at tiie same hour,

when any particular wind was blowing, it rained.

Hour,

N

{

1

i

1

1

' c
A

!

\

« C

E. y? x

{

Ruin

on.

X

1

i

U-

,1^

r
‘/i

1

1

! =

''i
s

{

No. of

!

days.

I

1

!

Midnight.
1

5 0
\

0 r
i 1 2'

1 5 (> 5 8 1 2'

2 f 5 a 4 i) 1 2

3
1

4 a 3 .s 2

4
I

i 8 2 7 i 2

6 4 7 5 7 2

6 4 J 7 5 0 1 1

7 5 2 8 1 i. 5 1
1

i! i' 2

8 8 5 J 3, 1 4 1 1
j

1 1 2 f

9 1 «' 8 1
1

i|
f

1

1,

10 2 5 4 1 5 5 2 2 !

”*

j

11 1
1

1

j

4\

i

7

j

1 5 1
1

' 1
1

2; 1

1

Noon. 1

1

4 7 r,! 5 1 3

j

1 i; 3 6 7; 1 G 1 1 2
1

j

2 2 1 3 , 5 8 5 1 1 2

3 21 6‘ 1 3 8 2 fi I 1 1

4 3| 5, 1 1 1
6 8 1 1 2 1

6 1 1 4 1 3 4, 1 2 1
1

6 11 5 2 4. 1 4; ol 2 1 1
1

7 1 1
2' 7 1 4‘ 1 10 1 1 1

1

8 1 8 1 •i; 9 1 1 1

9 3 1 7 5l 9 1 1
i

10 3 7 5l 8 1 1 ii

11 3 7
1

8 1 1 I!

1



Meteorological Observations, Ixtiii

Abstract of the Itesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of October, 1S5S.

Latitude 22® 33' 1" North. Longitude 88® 20' 34" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, &r. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

W. t.
C 9i

^ X ^

if?

Ranere of the Barometer
during the day.

*S «

a
r* a

Range of the Tempera-
ture during the day.

Date, S w es Max. Min. ijiff.

I—1
—

a V

C H 1

Max. Min. Diff,

• liH’hes. Inches. Indies. Inches. o o o

1 20.710 29.804 20.070 0.12.5 81.1
1 R4.S 78.0 6.2

2
3

.7S5

Suiulau.
.813 .728 .120 81.9 87.2

j

78.2 0.0

4 ,835 .805 .780 .109 83.2 89.6 79.8 0.8

6 .8 41 .011 .700 .148 S3.7 88.S 79.9 8.9

(1 .800 .SS7 .730 .148 81.0 89.6 79.8 0.8

7 .77 4 .i'50 .700 .114 84.5 i 00.2 80.3 0.0

8 .801 .808 .738 .130 8.1.3 00.6 80.G 10.0

‘J

It)

.832
Sundai/.

.010 .777 .133 85.3 1 00.6 80.6 10.0

11 .830 .80S .781 .117 81.8 00.6 80.1- 10.2

12 .8.50 .010 .800 .110 83.5 80.8 77.8 12.0

13 .807 ,011 .815 .120 83.3 S0.8 77.6 12.2

n .807 .017 .802 .115 83.0 00.1 77.(5 12.8

15 .8.33 .IM »0 .75(> ,1.50 83.<;
;

80.0 70.0 10.0

10
17

.703

Sundat/.
|

.800

j

.731

j

.138 81.7
j

8S.7

!

78.8 9.0

18 .8.50 .013 .800 .113 80.1 ' 88.1 74.3 11.1

11) .8,57 .033 .800 .133 77.H i 87.

4

60.2 18.2

20 ,S;55 .oil .707 .14 4 781) ,
87.6 71.2 16.4

21 .030 .704 .1.30 80.(5 ! 80 0 73 8 15.2

22 .80.7 .037 .800 .137 81.1
1

SO.O 74.0 15.6

23
21

.817

Sundat/.

.801 .7 IS .143 • 81.1 80.2 710 15.2

25 .005 .721 .4.59 .202 76.4 79.8 71.2 5.6

20 .040 .874 .201 .683 74.3 77.4 71.6 6.8

27 .004 .077 .815 .132 .77.7 85 8
1

69 8 16.0

28 .017 .000 .870 .120 79.3 85.9 75.6
i

10.3

2U .009 .970 .808 .102 7«.5 ! 84.7 73.6 1 11.1

30
31

.074
Sundat/.

30.049 .013 .136 76.7 83.6 7l.t) 1 12.6

The Mean height of the Bjirometor, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb

Tlierinoiucl4?rs, are derived from t he twenty-four hourly observations made during

the day.



Ixlif Meteorological Observations,

Abstract of the JResults of the JTourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surv^eyor OcneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of October, 1S5S.

Daily Means, &c. of the Ohservations and of tlie Hyi^rometncal elements

de]ieiuUMit thereon. (Continued,)

Date.
I

{

o o

1 78 8 2.3 77.6
2 79.2 2.7 77.8
3 Sunday.

4 79.1 4.1 77.0
5 79.7 4.0 77.7
6 79.S 4.2 77.7
7 79.7 4.8 77.3
8 80.7 4.6 78.1.

9 80.1 5.2 77.5
10 Sunday.

1

11 78.5 6.3 ' 75.3
12 76.5 7.0 73.0
13 77.2 6,1 71.1
14 77.6 1 6.3 7M
lA 7S.0 5.6

!
75.2

10 77.4 4.3 1 73.2
17 Sunday

IH 71.8 8.3
!

67.6
19 68.4 9.4 63.7
2D 71.4 7.5 67.6
21 73..^ 7.1 r»9.9

22 73.ft 7.3 70.1

23 74.1 7.0 70.6
21 Smiday.

j

25 74.3 2.1 73.2
26 71.6 2.6 70.3
27 74.1 8.6 72.3
28 75.4 4.4 ' 73.2

73.3 5.2 70.7
30 70.7 6.0

i
67.7

31 Sunday, 1

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

force

of

Vapour.

Mean

Weight

of

Vapour

in

u

cjubic

fnot

of

Air.

Additional

Weight

of

Va.

pour

required

for

com-

plete

satnralinii.

.o

:2 c
c 2
Z «

9

i

SS

1

-1'

1 = £

:

^ c 8 .!

0 Inches. T. gr. T. gr.

3.5 0.928 0.99 1.18 0.89

4.1 .93 1- 10.05 .39 .88

6.2 .910 9.77 2.12 .82

6.0 .93

1

.98 !o9 .83

<;,:i .931 .98 .19 .82

7.2 .919 .81 .51

6.9 .952 10.17 .17 .81

7.8 .925 9.88 .76 .78

1

9.5 .862 .21 3.25 .74

H».5 .801 8 «>/ .43

9.2 .830 .91 .02 ! .75

9.5 .838 .97 .16
!

-71.

8.1 .860 9.22 2.'<1
i .77

6.5 .86*0 .2

1

.13
i

.81

12 5 .672 7.25 3.50 .67

14.1 .591 6.41 .72 .63

11 3 1 .672
1

7.28 1 .19 .70

10.7
i

.725 .80
i

.21 .71

11.0 1 .729 .85 .32 .70

10.5 .741 .97
1

.20 .71

‘ 3.2 .806 8.77 0.95 .90

3.9 .73 1
,

.02 1.07 •88

5.4 .78.3
!

.49 .61 .84

6.6 .806 .70 2.05 .81

7.8 .744 .05 .30 .78

9.0 .<;74 7.33 .47 .75

All the Dygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.



Meteorological 'Cbservations. Ikxv

Ahalract of the Itesultn of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ (kdcutta^

in the month of October^ 1858.

Hourly Meuiis, !ko. of the Observations am) of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

Mean

Height

of

the

Oarometer

at

32°

Faht.

•

Rauire of the Barometer for

each hour during the

mouth.

.Mean

Dry

Bulb

Thermometer.

Huiige of the Tempera-
ture for each hour

during the

month.

Mux. Min.
j

Diff.

i

i

Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
1

i

1

0

Mid-
1

I

1

ni.t:ht.
29.824 29.937 29.349 0.5S8 78.5 82.2 71.6 10.6

1 .810 .926 .329 ' .507 78.1 82.0 71.3 10.7
2 .801 .021 .310 .011 77.8 81.7 71.0 10.7
3 .013 .291 .022 77.3 81.0 71.0 10.6
4 .798 .031 .311 .503 70.0 81.3 69.8 11.5
5 .810 .010 .303 .553 76.8 80.3 69.8 11.0
<; .vS37 .974 .521 .453 76.5 80.6 69.2 11.4
7 .859 30.003 .507 .406 77.1 81.8 70.6 11.2
8 .81)0 .020 .696

j

.333 80.8 85.6 76.2 9.4
ii .Si)8 .013 .082

I .301 81.0 86.0 73.6 12.4
10 .800 .010 .080 .350 83.0 87.0 74.2 12.8

11 .881 .023 .078 .345

1

(44.5 89.2 74.4 14.8

Noon. .857 .001 . .051 ! .317 85.7 90.2 1 73.0 16.6

1 .831
,
20.082

j

.C3(> .310 8().3 89.8 75 0 14.8

2 .803 ; .050 1 .573 i
: .377 80.0 90.6 75.4 15.2

3 .787
i

.018 ‘

.630 .400 87.0 90.6 75.6 15.0

i

.780
i

.041
i

.528 .413 86.2 90.6 75.0 15.6

5 .783 : .013
'

.507 .436 81.8 89.2 76.0 14.2

(> .780 : .055 *,'»05 .450 83.0 87.0 74.4 12.6

7 .800 : ,mi
1

.513 .453 81.7 86.0 73.2 12.8

8 .827
1

.081 ' ..518 .406 80.8 85.5 72.8 12.7

V .838 .008 : .100
j

.500 80.0 84.6 73.(! 12.0

10 .813 30.002
;

.402 .540 70.4 83.7 72.0 11.7

11 .811
1

1

.005
:

.150
1

.546 79.0 83.4 71.6 11.8

i
1

i

i

1

i

•

1 _

The Mean height of the Ihiromctcr, ns liliewfsotho Mean Dry and Wet Eulb
I'lierinoineters arc derived ii’um iho ub^icrvaiious made at the several hours

during the mouUi.



Meteorological Observations.hjS\

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of October^ lSt>S.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hyi^rumetriral elements

dependent thereon. (Continutd.)

Hour.

Mean

Wet

HulbTher-

inoineter.

i

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.|

Computed

Dew

Point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

Force

of

Vapour.

.“•1

•o
“

5 ? 5

1“ £2
j'S

“

!-£|
Zm * —

: 1 1 i 1
*

i S c*— -r «

r.i
I ~ 5 .ti

(i. S u. s

o
!

^
;

0 o

1

' Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

Mid-
night

75.4

i

. 3.1 73.8 4.7

1

0.822 8.80 i 1.16 0.86

1 75.3 1 2.8 73.9 4.2 .824 .9t .28 .88

2 74 9 2.9 73.4 4.4 .811 .80 .33 .87

3 74.(5 1 2.7 73.2 4.1 .806 .75 .23 .88

4 71.2 i 2 7 72.8 4.1 .795 .6 1. .22 .88

6 74.2 2.0 72.9 3.9 .797 .66 .17 .88

6 73,9 2.6 72.6 3 9 .700 .59 .16 .88

7 71,5 2.6 73.2 3 9 .806 .75 .17 .88

8 76 0 1 4.8 73.6 7.2 .817 .SO 2.27 .80

9 76.2
' 5.7 73.3 8.6 •WiO .68 6.7 .76

10 76 2 6.8 72.8 10 2 .795 .?>4 3.28
;

.72

11 76.8 7.7 72.0 11.6 .797 .83
,1

Koon. 77.0 8.7 72.6 :
13.1 .700

i

.43 ! 4.37 .66

1 77.2 9.1 72 6 ' 13.7 .700 .42 .60 .65

2 77.6 9.3 72.0 14.U .797 .49 .76 .6t

3 77.2 9.8 72.3 14.7 .783 .32 .97 .63

4 77.0 9.2 72.4 ! 13.8 .785 .36 .63 .64

6 77.0 78 73.1 11.7 .803 .58 3.88 .69

6 77.2 5.8 74.3
’

8.7 .835 .96 2.86 .76

7 76.8 4.9 74,3
;

7.1 .835 .99 .38 .79

8 76.2 4.6 73.0
;

6.9 .824 .88 I .19 .80

9 76.0 4.0 74.0 6.0 .827 .93
{

1.88 .83

10 75.7 3.7 73.8 5.6 • .822 .87
1

.75 .84

11 75.4 3.6 73.6 :

c

5.4 .817 .84 ! .66 .84

jUl tho Hygrumctrical elements arc computed by the Greenwich ooiistaut».



Meteorological Observations, Jjftvii

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OenernVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of October, 1858.

Solar Eadiafioii, Wcaflier, <tc.

s s ;

’c .2 1

i/j ^
V

i !

75

O

o

)

1 !

!

*>
133.0

'

1

*3
I

Suildaif.
1

4- 13S.4 '

5 1

••
!

G 135.0

7 147.0
j

8 IIS.O

9 145.0

10 Sundaj/.

11 1 15.6

13 ItG.O

13 142.0

- 142.6

u 118.0

IG 13C.0

17 Sundtty,

is: 139.0

19 111.0

20 145.0

21 142.6

22 135.0

5 f § i Prevailing direction

vS 2 I

of the Wind.
.aO I

Inehcr'.

General Aspect of the Sky.

S. E. & S.
I

Cloudy, also slightly drizzling at 5 and

!

11a.m.
S. A. S. E.

i
Scald, clouds till 7 P. M. cloudless aftcr-

;

wards, also drizzling at 3 A. M, and
• 3 p. M.

i X.

W. iS: S. E. &calm.
W. A fe. K.

;
S. \ E. A X. W.

AS.

A s. \y.

0.08

|E.

1 s.

!

i S.

i

S. A X.

: N. A W.
^V. A X.

I

X. A W. A N. E.

S. A X. W.

N. A S A S. W.

* Scald, clouds.

Cloudless till 5 A. M. Scatd. \-i and
afterwards.

Cloudless till 7 A. M. Scatd. and
till 6 r. M. eloudlc>s afterwards, also

slightly drizzling at 1 r. M.

Cloudic-s till 7 A. M. Scald, ^-i and
till 8 r. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 9 A. M. Scatd. till 4 P,

M. cloudless at terwards.

Cloudless till 1) A. M. Scatd. ^i and
till G P. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 9 A. m. Scutd. ^i till 8
P. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 9 A. M. Scatd '^i till 3 r.

M. eloiidlcs.s afterwards.

Cloudless till Noon. Scatd. till 4 i*.

M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 5 a. M. Scatd. clouds till

7 P. M. cloudless afterwarils.

Cloudless till 4 A. M. cloudy afterw'ards.

W. A X. W. A X .E. Cloudless.

X. W. A AV. A X.
;
Cloudless.

X.AX.W. AW. Scatd, \i tiill 5 A. M. cloudless till

Xoon, Scatd. M till 6 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

W. A X. W. Cloudless.

X. W AW. Cloudless.

M Cirri, ^-i Cirro strati, Cumuli, M Cumulo strati, Nimbi, —i Strait,

Vi Cirro cumuli.



IxAyi Meteorobgieal ObtervatioM.

Abstract of tie Results of the Ilourh/ Meteorological Observations

taken at the Survegor General's Office^ Calcutta,

in the Month of October, 1S58.

Solar Radiation, Weatlier, &c.

'•»4«a1
Mnx

Solar

radiation.

o :i

tc >
Z O'
0 « =

^ rh
•>t» lO w
ir*

1

1

‘ Prevnilinp: direction

of t lie Wind.

General Aspect of the Sky.

0 Inrhes.

23 13i0 N. W. i N. Cloudless till 4 A. M. Scatd, and ^-i
•

^1

i afterwards.

24 Suibday, 1

t

2.') 1

i

•• 1783
‘

N. W. & R. Cloiidv, also ndninij the whole day.

20
1

• •
|/.80

j

W. Cloudy also raining between Midnight

to 7 A. M.

27 114.2 ••
1

S. W. k \\\ Cloudless till 1) A. M. Scatd. and
1

( i
afterwards.

28 140.0 .. iS.\V.&N. \V.
1
Scatd. clouds till 5 r. M. cloudless after.

1
1 wards.

29, 132.0 ..
'

S. W. k W.
;
Cbudlosj.

30: 1.38.0 ••
1
S.W. iW.iN. 1 Cloudless.

31 Smiday.



Meteorological Ohservations, l;^ix

Abstract of the Bcsulls of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Sarveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of October, 1858 .

MoNxnLY Kesults.

Mcnn of the Barometer for the month.

Max. Iiei;;lit of the Barometer oeeurred at 10 A. M. on tlic 30th,

Min. h»‘i^ht of the Barometer ofcinrecl at 3 a. m. on the 26th,

J^A'lrnnf^ ranrje of the Barometer during the month, ..

Mcnn of the dailj' ]\fax. Pressures,

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, ..

Mean dailif range of tlie liurometcr during the month ..

Inches.

.. 29.829

30.019

29.291

.. ^ 0.758

29.907

29.751

0.153

Mean Dry Bulb Therinoinefer for the month, ..

Max. Temperature oceuiTodat 2.3 and d p. M. on tlic 8lh, 9th, and 11th,

Min. Temper.'dure oeeurred at 0 A. yi. on the 19tli, *•

Jixtremv range of t lie U'emper.it ure during the month, •• ••

Mean of the daiJ\ .Max. Temperature, •• •• ..

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, .. .. ••

Mean daily range of the Temperatures during the month, ••

o

81.3

90.G

69.3

21.4

87.6

76.2

11.4

Mean Wet Bulb Tlierinometer for (he montli, .. 75.9

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Tlicnuometcr, . . 5.4

Computi'd Mean Devr-poinl for the nionlli, .. .. 73.2

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point, .. 8.1

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month, •• 0.806

Troy grains.

Mean Weight of Vapour for the month, ‘ .. .. 8.68

Additional Weiglit of Vapour required for complete .saturation, . . 2..*)G

Mean degree of liumidity for the montli, complete saturation being unity, 0.7 7

Inches,

.. 0.10

8.03

N. W. & W. & N.

Rained 6 days, Max. fall of rain during 21 hours*,

Total amount of rain during the month,

Prevailing direction of the Wind,



Meteorological Observations,Ixx^

Abstract of tie Sesnlts of the Iloitrlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of October, 1S58.

Monthly Results.

Tttblr showing the Tiumber of days on whirh at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the iiumiier of days on which at the same hour when

any i^aiticular wind whs blowing it rained.

Hour.

i

N.
Rain

on.

1

I

. 3
tsi z

• «
x; ca E. ' S. E

<

1

j

‘ c

"*

s. .sV

i_

CO

1

Kmiii

on.

W.

c

j

z

I

*
s?

y.

?•

i

S

i

No

i~

ol days .

1

1

i

1

Midnight. 3 1 2 7 2 4 G 1

1 2 2 7 2 5 1 7 L

2 2 . 2 7 2 5 1 7 1 li

3 2 i 2 1 5 3 5 1 7 1 ll

4 2 1
») 5 •> 5 1 7 1 1

5 2
1

1
*>

1 5 •>
(3 1 7 1

6 3 !

1 1 5 3 4 1 y 1

7 5 3 1 4 3 1 1 t> 1

8 7. 4 2 1 3 1 2 5 1

0 s 3 2
'

1 2 *> 3
i

1

30 ti' 3 1 4 1 2 J 4 r>

11 5

1 i

4' 2
;

2 I 1

!

2

1

1
1

3 2

1

G

1

i

Noon.

1 !

!6
i

1; 3 2

1

2 4 2 G 1
i

1 ' G 1
2‘

[ 2 2 .3 4 7 1
1

1

2
1

1 4 2 1
1

J 2 1 4 5 <5
i

3

3 11

5‘ 1 1 2 5 3 7
i

1

4 1
0 2 3 3 1 G 5 1

.*1
! 5 1 1) 2 !

2 3 3 7 3
I

6 3 1 1 2 i 2 4 2 G i 7

7 i
3 1

1

2
'

2 3 3 7 . G i

8
1

3 1 > 2 2 3
1

4 8 3 1

9 3 1
1

1
2 2 j 4 3 8 3 1’

10 3 1
i

2 2 1
4 3 8 3 i:

11
“1

1

1
1

2 2 5 2 8 3



Meteorological Observations.
^
ftxxi

V

Abstract of the Itcsuffs of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of November, 1858.

LutitmK* 22® 33' 1" North. Longitude 88® 2i»' 34" East.

Feet.
Height of tin; (hsicni of the Standard ILrometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, iN.e. of the Ohservaiions and of the llj gronietrical elements

dep^'Tideiit thereon.

*. X Hanwe of the Barometer
J
Range of riie Tempera-

“Tf § duiing the. day.
j

tore cJunng the dav.

Date

f-l? 1 Max. Min. O.fi-. Mi-X. Mir Diff.

Inriu Il'( !u i o o
1 2:».Hii OJIO / *’.-

;
1 70.2 13.2

O .(>53 .0311
!

.Ill 7* >.7
,

S3.8 70. s 13.0
3 .tC)') .012 .118 7^.0

1 S5.2
,
72.2

,

13.0
4 .1/7 .(•:w .03 4 .li;3 77-7 81 6 72.2 12.1
r» ;i'».u('2 .('OS .053. .1 15 70 8 ' 83.1 1 712 12.2
0
7

.( oO .077 .050 .127 713) 82.4
i
60.1

1

1

* 13.3

8 2l».0r)5 .021) .013 .116 73 7 80.2 68.0 11.6

!1 .071 '

.(»;u .O.iO .113 73 0 81 1 1 ns. 2 12.0
1(» .oos .073 .011 .132 7-12 S1.6 : fiS.O 13.6

li 30.0« IS .f)53 .120 75 0 80.1
,

70.6 0.8

12 2*J.H'.il .(H.S .032 7.3.7 81.2
I 87 J n.i

13
14

.vi»r»

Sim.fdti.

0{’)2 .1)15 .117 72 » 80 S 1 (>6.2

i

11.6

15 :u».':r)S .133 3u.O'»4 .120 72.5
;

SI 2 04. ! 16.8

n; .072 .1 15 .(107 .13S 73.

s

1
81 8 (*.7 2 11.1

17 .U'^1 . 1 5S .U23 .J.’.2 7h0
j

s:*.2 87.0 16.2

IS .0\»3 .i;o .037 .133 75.0
!

8:i.o 87.6 10.3

li) .1 10 20.0S0 .151 73.7 82.S 86.2 16.6

2i)

21

.tUi.i

Snmiitf/.

.1 17 30.t‘ol) ..:»s
1

1

73.1) 82.U (>0.5 15.5

22 .()3r» .] 7 20.051 .173 72.2 ! SI 2 01 8 10.1

23 2i».‘‘r)7 .037 .Si)3 .III 71.(> so.o (> 1..S 15.2

21* .iUi'J .012 .013 .I'll 71..3 70.0 85.1 13.0

25 3(1 l'2i .01)3 .051 .130
,

70.2 78.6 (i;) 2 15.1

28 .0f>(» .1 k; 30.0 1(> .130 1
70.0

1

70.0 65 0 11.0

27
28

.111 20.009

'
1

71.0 • 80.6 02 5 18.1

20 .('53 .no ‘ 30.002 .117
i

*
71.7

j

SO.O
'

64.0 16.0

30
1

1

.OoS

!

.120
;

.tK)7 ,113 :

1

72.0
!

70.0
;

i

'

1

67.1 11.6

Tho j

Thonno
the day

ht of the Biiroiiicti

' I __

likewise the Moan Dry and We t Biilh
iVa i «l II III

iiietors arc derived iVoiii the twoiUy-lhur hourly observations made during



MvleorolofficaJ Ohservations.

Abstract of the Results of the IlourJj/ Meteorological Ohservatiom

taken at the Survej/or GeneraVs Ofice, Calcutta^

in the month of Xoeemhery IS58.

Daily Meansi He., of the ()hstM‘\'ntioii& anil of the II yt;rometrioal elements

clepeiideiit tliereoii.— ( Contiiitieti.

)

L.
'

.

H
??

i3
Q
4>
>
C

force

0

>z
8: 0

i> I

l!|.
: .2

3 2
Z 3

«5 >
*4

)ate.

9
CG o 0}

c
.0
as

0
w

zs
f.-s

i 2 »• X ®

£ E 2

? \
s 5

”3

1

~
c w

1
3

5? «
rt , i 3 2

* - 2 a; 3 >•§
>• 9 >-;2 « C

a; ...
fi -r
4, *3 4-1

sJ <

o 0 0 Ti)ch»‘.^. T. Rr.

1

:
T. cr.

1 09 5 0.7 00.1 10.1 0 010 i;.90 2.70 0.72

2 70.9 5.S os.o H.7 .r»Hi 7.39 .11 .75

8 72.0 hA 09.9 8.1 .85 .31 .77

4 72.3 5.4 09 0 8.1 .717 .77 .33 .77

6 70.7 59 07.7 8.9 .071 .33 .41 .75

6 07.8 7.1 04.2 10.7 ,001
'

0.51 ,
.71 .71

7 Stindtiy.
'

8 OS.l 5.6 G5.3 8.1 .82 .14 .76

‘J 07.

H

0.1 017 9 2 Cll .08 .33 .71

10 0S.8 5.4 00.1 S.l .010 .99 .10 .77

11 0,^.9 fi.l 6 ..S 9.2 .031 .91 .40

12 07.0 0.1 01.5 9.2 .01 >7 .Ot 3**
i .71

13 00. t 0.4 . 03.2 9.0 .0S3
,

.30 .35
,

.73

It Sli7i(l‘ll/.
1

ir»
j

00.6 .5.9 03.0
1

8.9 .690 .45 i .18
1

.75

10 5.5 0i.'».5 ! 8.3 .028
J

.87 .11
1

1

.77

17 09.3 : 5.0 , 00 5
,

8.4 .018*' 7.'

7

.21
'

.76

IH 09.0
,

GO 00 0
1 9.0 .G,38

:

0,95 .36 .75

19 1
07. i

I

G.3 04.2
i

9.5
,

.001 1 .60 . .U) .73

20 i 00.9
!!

0.1 ; G3.K 1 9.2 i .593 i .49
i

.27 .74

21 ’ Sumitiy,

22
,

00.7 6.5
;

03.9 8.3 .595 ! .52 . .03 .70

23
i

05 8 r>.8 02 9 . 8.7 .676
,

.31 .09
1

.75

24 !
05.3 i

0.0
j

02 .{

:

9.0 .505 .20
;

1

.74

25 1 63.8 : 0.1
j

00.0 1
f • 9.0 .634

i
5.80

;
.19 1 .73

20 1 04.6 ;
0.4 C1.3

11

9.0 1 .510 } O.OO
.

.23
1

1

.73

27 : 01.3
1

1

<57 60.9 11 10,1 .539
'

5 92 .33
!

.72

28
.
Suminy, !

i

'

j

1

1

29 1 65.5 6.2
' 62 4 9.3 .567 ! 0.22 .21 .71

30 > 67.6
j

1

6.3 <>4 9 8.0 .515
j

.74
,

1.99
i

.77

All tlic Hygromutrical olemonU are computed by the Greenwich ConstantH.



Meteorological Oheervatione,

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of November, 1858.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

c it .

Si
W5 C Cfa

SZ C'l

- CO

Mid-
lllflllt.

1

2

3
4
r»

k\

7
8
y
10
11

I ,007

;
Am

30.0<»2

.02S

.050

;
.070

' .()UU

,
.Oiifi

1
.005

Rani;e of the Haiometer

for each l»our during

tlie month. 5

C i

Range of the Temperature

for each hour during

the month.

Max.
I

Min.

1

Diff.

— - '

s5 ^ 1

lllfllCf'.

’

Inches. Inches. 0 '

30.105 29.930 0.175
1

70.4 '

.091 .928 .163 69.8

.071 .920 .154 69.2
’

.066 .920 .146 68.5
,

.061 .919 .112 68.0 1

.076 .
.919 .157 67.5

.100 i .959 .141 67.5

,121 .981 .141 67.8

.155 30.001 .151 71.9

.161 ,028 .136 74.1

.170 .023 .147 76 4

.139 29.995 .144 78.0

75.0
j

74.6
I

74.0 '

73.8 '

73.2

72.4
’

72.4

73.6

77.6

78.8

80.2

82.2

Min.

C5.5

65.0

61.7

64.2

63.4

62.9
62.5

62.8

66.1

69.6

72.9

75.8

Diff.

9.5

9.6

9.3

9.6

9.8

9.5

9.9

10.8

11.2

9.2

7.3

6.4

Noon. .036 .11.5 .965

1 .004 .087 .931

2 29.979 .056 ! .tK)8

3 .967 .040 .893

4 .965 .037 1
.896

5 .972 .0 47 1
.903

6 .982 .060
j

.911

7 30.(K13 .o7t» .9.52

8 .021 .09(1 .913

9 .030 .103 .958

10

11

.032

.028

.113 :

.114
i

.9(i0

.962

.1.50 80.0 82.6 75.4

.156 80.7 83.7 77.(}

.118 81.2 84.4 78.0

.147 81.0 85.2 77.5

.141 79.3
j

83.2 76.4

.144 77.9 81.4 74.6

.149
!

75.9 79.8 72.8

.144
j

74.5 79.7 71.5

.153 1 73.4 78.0 70.0

.117 72.C 77.4 61h0

.153
1

71.8 76.6 68.2

.152 71.1 75.8 67.4

7.2

6.1

6.4

7.7

6.8

6.8

7.0

8.2

8.0

8.4

8.4

8.4

Tlic Moan Hoiijlil ofU'c I'.arometor, ns likewise the M<»n

Tlienuom^ derived from the observatioue made at

diu'iiig the luuuths

Dry and Wet Bulb

the several hours



lxxii\' ^If'tt'oroJotjical Observations.

Abstract of the ItesuUs of the Tfourly Mefeorolot/ical Observotioms

taken at the iSnrvet/or QcneraVs O/Uve, Calcutta,

ill the month of J^ovember, 1S5S.

Hourly Moan**, &(.*. of the Ohservaliuuh anil of lljf llyi;rotnrti loal eleinontB

()t*prii(it lit thereon.— f('oufhittciI

)

Hour.

9
CQ

e** i

H

1

i i?

1 3^

j

..

T

!

*9

i ZS

I
>•

1
u

C

I*

1
a

c

^ -

*0

Cj

£

ii
a. o

*- ^
Ti

i Lt

\
i

Jc X

*1 ^ s

i f *

.S *-
'r

i s

'jli
t ~ S
ts x ta
J: c s:

= ^ ^

i

5 2

0 0 0 0 Tiiehos. Troy 'J'rcy jjiv.

1

l\vh
00,8

1

3.0
1

C5.<» 5.4 0.017 r;.s9 1.39 0.81.

1 I 9.5 0 1..5 5 3 .6(>7 .09 .20 .SI

2 05.9
1

9.3 5.0 .r.oi .02 .19 .K5

3 05.5 , 3.0 OJ.O 1.5 .r.97 .5S .97 .SO

4 (iri.2 : 2 S r.j .5 1.5 .ts .( '5 so

C 04.7 2.S O.i.O •t.5 .57 s .33 .(13 .so

0 0.1.7 ' 2.S (*3.0 ' 1.5 .57S .39 .<^3 .so

7 01.9 9 1.0 .r.sii . 13 .05 .s(;

8 OO.S 5.1 M.2 7.7 .Ot'l .5S .99 .7«

u 07.S 0.:{ Oi.t; 9.5 .01 2 13 .73

10 0.S.7 7 7 Ol.S li.O ,013 .0.7 3 5 .09

n 09.3 9.3 01.0 11.0 .009 .59 .01

NcfOn. 09 1 10.6 61.1 15 9 .599 .9? 1.35 .0,1)

1 Oli.S 1'».9 Oi.3 10.1 SA) .51
:

.59

2 7(‘.o 11.2
1

OJ,^ : 10,S .ft <5 .51 .70 i .ns

3 70.0 11.0 01,5 1 0, ,0(17 .53
: .61

1

.59

4 69.1
,
10.2 ‘ 61.0 1.5.3

'

,597 .45 !1 1 1. ! .01

6 69.4
1

8.5
1

0.5 1 12.8
1

,619 .71 11 3.15 .0)0

6 09.8
1

6 1 i 60.7 9 2 .0.53 7.1 U 2.17
1

.74

7 09.4 5.1 CO.S 7.7 1
,0,55 .14 .04 .78

8 09.0 4.4 OO.S . 0/» j .655 .16 1.71 1
.81

9 08.4 4.2 00..) 6.3 ; .641 .06 .60
1

1

.82

30 07.8 4.9 05.8
j

6.0
;

.o;m
,

6.;h; .49 .82

11

i

67.3 3.8 ' 65.4
1

I
.

j

5.7 1
1

j

.626 1

1

!

.87 .41

i

.83

All the Ihgrometrical olcjiicntb art* t'Oiiiputcd hy <hc UrceuMich Coiistaiitb.



Meteorological Ohsrnations. I^xv

Mstracl of the Hemlts of the Jlourlj/ Meleorologicnl Olservations
taken at the {Surveyor GeneraVs OJJire^ OalcuLla,

in the month of ^uvemhery ] 85S.

Solar Kadiation, Wi-atlier, &c.

1 *-

.i i
-i

r. 1
n

e.
1

p-

1? •

Prevailing direetioii

of till' Wind.

1. IM.O
Indies.

AV.
2' 115.11 W. .k N.

3; 13S.8

i

•

W. cV N.

4. iiy.d W. N. W. A N

5 1 K>.0 •• N. c<i K.

<> It (.2 K. N.
7

8 137.(1
I

•• W. S. W.

13S.0 • • \V. .V N. W.

)(• 131.G « • W.

11 •• W. \ N. \V.

1 '2 13 t.O ,

,

N. W. W.

13' 137.0
i

*• N. W. 4k W.
1

1
1-j

Suiiihij/.

lo! 1 kM» .. w. .

IG 13S.0 W. tk N.

17 Itl.OI N. K. N.
IS ll3.o; N. A N. \\\

19 Ji;u)i N. iV N, W.
l»l» Itl.oj N. A N. \V.

iil Sinultrtf.l

22 137.0
j

• • N. W.
I

23 139.0 • • N.iiN. W.& W

24 133.0

j

• • N. W. & \V.

25j 135.G
i

L".
N. & N. W.

1

'vi Cirri, N—

1

cirriJ strati, cumuli.

ciiTo cumuli.

General Aspoet of llie Sky.

Cloudless.

Cloudk-s*» lill 4 A. M. Scatd. i ami
^’1 fill f! r. Ar. (•lomik*"'- r.fft’rw iinls.

Soatd. till 5 r. Ai clouLlJcsd after-

w jvrd**.

Cloiul!i“<-< till 10 A. AT. Scald, and
^ ; till 0 r. M. cioudlf'— artel-ward's.

('loudle‘5.'j lill (» A. M. Soatd. and
till 1 V. M. cloudlc“js5 afterwards.

Cloi4dic'<>.

Seatd. W and till 7 P. M. cloudless

alterwards,

Cloiidlo^s till 1- A. M. Scatd. ami
till 5 r. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloiulles? till 7 A. M. Scald. \—i and
afterwards.

•Scald, till 3 A. AT. cloudless till 9
A. M. Sc-itd. clouds till G P. M. cloud-

,
le-s afterwards.

Scatd. '^i and •^i till 4 P. M. cloudless

altcrn arils.

Cloll'^le^< till 11 A. M. Scatd. '^i and
^i till 0 P. M. cloiullc::s aiter\\ard>.

Cloudless t.ll 10 A. M. Scatd. till 6
A. M. ilouiDoa afterwards.

Cloudlos till 9 A, M. ^cald. ^i and

'^i till G p. Ai. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 11 A. Ai. Scatd. ^i till 7
*
p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless lUl 10 A. M Scatd. '^i till 4
p. M. cloudless till 8 P. M. Scald. i

afterwards

1
Scatd. ^i till 10 A. M. Scatd. till 4

p, M. cloudless till 9 P. M. Scatd. N—i

afterwards.

! Cloudlin^s till Noon cloudy till 6 p. M.

I

cloudless afterwards.

eiuuulo strati, nimbi, — i strati,



hxEvi Meteorological Ohermtiom.

Ahtraet oj the Results of the Jlourlg Meteorological Ohservations

taken at the Sitrvegor Genenirs Ojjice, Calcutta^

in the month of Kocember, lisoS.

Sulur Kudiatiui., Weather, &e.

Sc
"c-S 5i,
<»3

1 i'i

fi' a"
1

-I §

's ~ i,

KrtO

Trevailing (liredioii

of the Wind.

0 Inches,

26' 135.0

1

* * N. W. i S. E. & N.

2r 139.7 i

'

1

• • N. E. 4 W.
1

1

28 Sunthii/.
1

29 139.1 ! • t N. 4 N. E.
*

30 ..

1

1

.. iN. 4 E.
,

!

1

1

General Aejicct of (he Sky.

''i till 3 1’. M. cloutflebs alliTwarils,

Clouillea^ till Kooii Seattl. clDuds till 6

Cloudlci-s.

Cluudy abo drizzled Iroui 10 till 11 r.

u.



Meteorological Observations, lisiKvii

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taliien at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of November

^

MojsTjiLr Kesults.

Inches.

Mean ht'iiihl of the Ihiroinctcr for 1 ho month, .. 30.017

Max. hcMijlil of the IJaroinetiT, oocurivd at 10 a. "yi. on the IStli, •• 30.170

Min. lu iijlit of the Ihivomotor, otrurml at 3 r. M. on the 23rd, •. 29.893

Rxtremt of the Ihironieter dui*ijig tlie inontli, .• 0.277

M<*au of the Daily Mux. Pressures, .. .. 30.091

Ditto ditto , Min. ditto, .. .. 29.961

Alcan Daily range of the Ihiromcter during the month, •• 0.130

o

IMean Dry Bulb Thomiometor for the montli, 73.8

Max. TtMiiperature, ooeiiiTed at 3 p. K. on the 3rd, 85.2

Min. Temneraturo, omirivd at 6 A. M. on tlie 27th, .. 62.5

ICxtrcme U tngf' of tlie Temperature during the mouth, .. 22.7

Moan of the Daily Max. Temperature, ,, 81.5

])ilto ditto Min. ditto, .. 67.3

Mean Daily range of llic Temperature during the montli,.. 14.2

o

Mean Wot Bidb Thermometer for the inonth, .. 67.8

Mean Dry Bulb Tliennometer above ^leun Wet Bulb Thennometer, 6.0

Computed Mean Dew Point for the iiK^iith, .. 61.8

Mean Dry Bulb Tlienm)nieter above eomiiuted Mean Dew Point, 9.0

Indies.

Mean Elastic force of vapour for tlie mouth, . . . , 0.613

Troy grains.

Mean weight of vapour for the month, .. .. .. 6.71

Additional weight of viij>our required for complete Fotiiration, .. 2,27

Moan degree of Ilumidity for the month, complete saturation beingunity, 0.75

Inches.

Nil.

Nil.

W. & N. W. & N.

Drizzled 1 day. Max. full of rain during 24 hours,

Total amount of rain during the month,

Prevailing direction of the \1 ind, . • ..



hx!tviii J^eteorological Observations,

Abstract of the Bcsults of th^ Uourltj Meteorological Observations

talccn at the ti^nrvegor QeneraVs Office^ Oalvutta^

in the month of Nocemhe)\ 1S58,

]\10NT1TLY JvESULTS.

Table sliOTcing tbe number of iluvs on whicii nt a crimen hour any particulai wind

blew, togitlur \\ith the number of days on which at the same hour,

when aii> particular wind was blowing, it ruined.



Meteorological Ohservations, Ixftxix

Abstract of the Jtcsnlts of the TTonrlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Purveyor GeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of December, 1858.

Latitude 22° 33' 1'' North. Longitude 88° 20' 34" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Mean

Height

of

the

Barometer

i

at

32'

Faht.

'

•

Ranee of the Barometer
during the day.

Mean

Dry

Bulb

j
Thermometer.

i

1

Range of the Tempera-
; ture during the day.

Date.

(

Max. Min.
j

Diff. Max.

i

Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. > Inches. o
1

o
i

0 o

1 30.033 30.119 29.989 0.130 70 2
i

7.i.-l i 6S.6 4.8

2 .010 .OS 1 .956 .128 7(K1 73.0 ‘ 08.1
I

4.6

3 .012 .071 .961 .107 68.6 , 70.2
1

07.8 2 1

4 2i».y79 .053 .906 .117 69.3
j

7(3.0 G5»4 10.6

5
0

StimJat/.

30.021 .098 .972 .126 67.4
1

;

75.!) 60.0 15.3

7 .031 .121 .9/9 .115 0(1.7
j

75.6 60.8 14 8

8 29.983 .072 .921 .151 65.5
1

75.2 57.8 17.4

y 30.005 .077 .93.'» .112 66..4
j

76.8 58.0 18.8

10 .(»37 .122 .988 .131 65.6 1 7.1 .« 57.8 18.0

11 .037 .101 .984 .120 6^1.7 74 2 56.6 17.6

12
13

Sun(hi/.

29.959 ,031 .902 .132 65.2

!

! 71.6 57.2 17.4

11 .991 .(Mill .919 .114 66.2
1

7.1.0 57.6 18.0

15 30.026 .110 .977 .133 66.9 75.3 59.4 15.9

](> .009 .086 .965 .121 67.

1

1

76.1 60.0
i

16.

1

17 .031 .132 .983 .1 19 67.8
!

76.8 61.1 15.7

18 .037 .110 .992 .118 6S.2
i

77.8
j

60.2 17 6

19
20

Stmdai/,

.010 .099 .997 .102

1

66.6
j

j

i 7kl 02.5 11.6

21 .087 .163 30.035 .128 65.5 74.3 59.0 15.2

22 .085 1 .172 .037 .135 63.9 72.3 57.4 11.8

23 .053 .141 29.982 1 .159 64.5 73.S 56.4 17.4

21 .019 .109 30.000 1 ,109 6.">#6 75.9 58.2 17.7

25 .017 .120 .003 ,117 66.5 76.7 57.8 18.9

26
27

Sunday.
.031 .101 29.972

•

.132 ,
64.6 73.0 57 6 15.4

28 .015 .114 30.002 .112 65.0 74.2 57.6 16.6

29 .081 .156 .029 .127 • 66.4 77.1 57.6
I

19.8

30 .105
1

.206 .057 .149 68.1 78.0 58.8 19.8

31 .065
1 .117 .005 .142 69.8 78.8 61.6 1 14.2

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Theriuomctcrs, arc derived from thetwenty-four hourly observations made during
the day.



xc Meteorological Observations,

Abstract of the Hesults of the Tlourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Sui'veyor QeneraVs Office,, Calcutta^

in the month of December, 1858.

Daily Means, 5cc. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

—

( Continm^d.J

Date.

Mean

Wet

Bulb

Thermo

meter.

Dry

Bulb

above

Wet.

Computed

Dew

Point.

Dry

Bulb

above

Dew

Point.

Mean

Elastic

force

o

Vapour.

Mean

^^'eight

of

Vapoui

in

a

cubic

foot

of

Air.

Additional

Weight

of

Va

pour

required

for

com

plete

saturation.

Mean

degree

of

Humidity

complete

saturation

he

1

ing

unity.

0 o o o Inches. T. gr. T. gr.

1 67.9 2.3 66.7 3.5 0.653 7.17 0.8S 0.89
2 G7.9 2.2 6r».8 3.3 .655 22 .81 .iK)

3 67.0 1.6 66,2 2.4 .6i2 !o9 .58 .92

4 65.7 3.6 63.9 6.4 .595 6.r>6 1.27 •8t

5 Sifttdai/.

6 62.6 4.8 59.7 7.7 .518 6.73 .66 .78

7 60.8 5.9 67.3 9.t .478 .29 .94 .73

8 50 0 5.9 56.1 9.4 .459 .11 .87 .73

9 60.4 5.9 56.9 9.4 .173 .22 .93 .73

JO 50 1 6.5 55.2 in.j. .1 ir» 4.95 2.05 .71

11 59.2 5.5 55.9 8.8 .456 5.U7 1.73 .75

12 Sundav.
J3 .^>9.7 r>.5 ;»6.4 8.8 .464 .15 .76 .75

14 60.9 5 3 57.7 H.5 . IS5 .36 .76 .75

J5
!

62.0 4.9 59.1 7.8 .51)8. .62 .66 .77

16 62.8 4.6 CO.O 7.4
1

.523 .79 ‘ .60 ! .78

17 62.9 4.9 6U.0 7.8
!

..523 .78
,

.70 .77

18 63.1 5.1 6U,0 8.2
1

.523 .78 .80 .76

19 Sunday
1

1

20 62.5 4.1 60.0 6.6 .623 .79 .42 .80

21 60.0 5.5 56.7 8.8 .469 .19 .79 .74

22 58.5 5.4 54.7 9.2 .438 4.88 .75 .74

23 58.9 5.6 55.5 . 9.0 .450 5.01 .75 .74

24 6:».l 5.5 56.8 8.8 ! .470 .21 .79 .74

61.6 4.9 58.7 7.8
•

.601 .55 .6*4 .77

26 Sunday.
i

j •

27 59.4 5.2
I

56.3 8.3 .462 .15 .63 .76

28 59.8 5.2 66.7 8.3 .469 .21 .66 .76

29 60.9 55
1

57.6 8.8 .483 .34 .83 .75

30 63.0 5.1
1

59.9 82 .521 .76 .79 .76

31 64.7 5.1 62.1 7.7 .561 6.17 .78 .78

All the Hjgrometrical elements ere computed by the Qrocnwicli constants.



XOl'Meteorological Observations.

^Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Obl^ations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs OJfce^ CalouttUy

in the month of December^ 1858 .

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

Mean

Height

of

j

the

Barometer

;

gt

32®

Faht.

;

Range of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.

Mean

Dry

Bulb

Thermometer.

Range of the Tempera-

ture for etich hour

during the

month.

Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 0 0 0 0

Mid-
nii^ht.

30.029 30,095 29.960 0.135 63.4 71.2 60.2 11.0

1 .020 .085 .915 .140 62.7 70.8 59.6 11.2

2 .010 .005 .930 .129 63.3 69.8 58.4 llA
3 .002 .001 .930 .134 61.9 69.7 59.0 10.7

4 .002 .os-t .931 .150 61.3 69.5 57.8 11.7

5 ,010 .097 .913 .154 60.9 69.2 57.2 12.0

6 .033 .112 .962 .150 60.5 69.2 56.6 12.6

7 .050 .117 .981 .166 60.4 69.2 56.4 12.8

8 .000 .181 30.007 .174 C3.5 69.6 59.6 10.0

U .108 .205 .032 .173 60.1 70.8 63.2 7.6

10 .110 .200 .031 .173 68.3 72.0 65.4 6.6

11 .OUl .181 .018 .166 71.0 73.6 67.6 6.0

Noon. .000

1

!

; .138 29.081

i

1

.151 7.3.2 70.1

!

j

70.2 5.9

1
I

.028 .111 : .950 .161 74.5 77.5
1

; 70.2 7.3

2
1;

.(K)3 .082 .921 : .161 75.1 78.6
1

09.8 8.8

3
‘

29.990 i .073 .900
;

,107 74.6 78.8 1
69.2 9.6

^
\1

.ysj. .002 .902 .100 72.9 76. 4
i

68.6 7.8

5 !! .991 : .0(i3 .907 1 .156 71.3 75.2 68.2 7.0

«
i

30.003 1 .003 : 922 .141 69.1 72.4 66.2 6.2

7 .019 ' .082
11

.937 .145 67.7 71.7 65.0 6.7

8 .033 i .097 1 .915 .152 66.6 70.0 64.0 6.0

9 .043
1

.101 ! .956 1 .145 65.6 69.4 62.8 6.6

10 .019 i .113
j

.961 .149 61.8 69.8 61.4 8.4

11 > .042 .096 ! .953

i
1

1

1

.143

I*

64.0 70.0 61.2 8.8

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb

Thermometers arc dcri\ed iroin the observations mode at the several iiours

during the month.
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Metewological Observations.

Abstract of the Itesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor QeneraVs Office^ Calcutta,

in the month of December, 1S58.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the iIyi;rometrical elements

dependent thereon—(Continued.)

3 i £ 1
^ i.2 l*— «a •

' =» 5 =f - i
.3
H

'

i?

! ^

*3

1 ^

1 P
“

• w

!

£ 'o lip
«
•“

— T S

Hour. i 1 .
.5

,
S3

u
p l| 1

_o .

« 9

** ee J
Tf «

• 3

a 5

Mean

Wet

Diomete

£
3
a
u
Q

•3

! ^
1 2
' S

o
U Dry

Hulb

Point.

' a O
K r

1 o Mean

Wei

pour

ii

foot

of

-

"a A s
^

li 1" 1
'1.= o'=

!<
1 . ..

S>f
-

^ i:* as

' 1'^ s
*r ‘s S3 n.

1

0 0

1

0

1

^ Inches.
j

T. gr.

I

.

T.gr. 1

1

Mid-
night.

60.6 o 7
1

58.6 ' 4.8 0.199 5.56 0.97 0.85

1 60.1 j
2.6 68.3 .191 .52 .87

1

.w;

2 59.7 2.5 57.0 i 4.3 , ash .45 .81 .87

3 59.5 2.4
:

67.8 .486 .41 .79 .87

4 59.0 2.3 67.2 1 4.1 .476 .33 .79 .87

5 68.6 2.3 66.8 ! 4.1 ' .470 .27 .77 .87

6 58.3 1 2.2 56.5 40 ' .165 .22 .75 .87

7 58.2 2.2 56.1 4.0 .461 .20 .75 .87

8 60.3 1 3.2 5S.1 5.4 1 .491 .47 l.os
i

.84

9 61.7 ! 4.4 50.1 7.0
1

.508 .63 .17 ! .79

10 62.6 5.7 59.2 9.1 i .509 .63 .97
,

.74

11 63.7 7.3 60.0 11.0
.

.523

j

.71 2.51
^

1

1

Noon. 64.7 8.5 60.4 12.8

I

j

.530 .80

1

3.02 .66

1 65.1 9.4 60.4
1

14.1 1 .530 .78 .10 .63

2 65.2 9.9 60.2 14.9 ' .527 .73 .61 .61

3 64.8 9.8 09.9 14.7 1 .521 .67 .53 .62

4 . 63.9 9.0 69.4 ;
13.5 1 .513 .60 .13 .64

6 64.0 7.3 60.3 11.0 .528 .80 2.53 .70

6 64.0 6.1 61.4 ’ 7.7 .518 6.04 1.74 .78

7 63.4 4.3 60.8 6.9 .637 5.94 .52 .80

6 62.8 3.8 60.5 6.1* .532 .90 .31 .82

9 62.3 3.3 60.3 5.3 .528 .87 .13 .84

10 61.7 3.1 69.8 6.0
.
.520 .77 .06 .85

11 61.1 2.9 69.1 4.9 .508

i

.65

i

.00 .85

All the Hygrometrical elements arc coxnputed by the Greenwich eoustautSt



tLClllMeteorological Ohservatiofis,

Abstract of the Results of the Mourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of December, 1858.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &c.

Rato.

1
^

1.2 :

u. ^

' si
!

^ Cl 1

'S 1

O ^ , rrovailinj; direction

of the Wind.
General Aspect of the Sky.

1

0
(

1

i

• •

liiolie.**.

0.10

[

i

N. E. & E. 5. N.‘
!
Cloudy and also drizzling occasionally.

2 • • 0.28 N. K. & i: E. Cloutly and occasionally drizzling.

3 ! • • 0.70 N. E. & N.
1

Cloudy and constant iv drizzling.

dl 132.0 X. \V. ic K. E. & X.]
1

Seatd. clouds till 4 P. M. cloudless

6j Sumliii/.

C 13(!.a
1
i

1

N. \ W. & N. W.

* afterwards.

Cloudless.

7 ! 133.1 N. W Cloudless.

8 13G.1 ;
W. & E. Cloudle^^ and foggy between 7 till 11

11

1

' 131.0 N. L W.
11 P. M.

Cloudless.

itt i;wj,G
1

N. Cloudless.

11 133.0 !

:

i
N. & S. Cloudless.

12
13

. Suiulay, '

1
130.8

1

1

1 N. k N. W. Cloudless, also foggy between 7 and

11
1

! 135.0 N.
11 P. M.

Cloudless till 11 A. M. Seatd. and

15

!

;
128.0 N. W. & N. & W.

''i till 6 P. M. cloudless afterw'ards.

Cloudless till 5 A. Ji. Seatd. M and i

1

IC 137. t
’

N. k N. W. k W.
till 3 P, M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 11 A. M. Seatd. till 4

17 1 135.0 N. W. &N.E.
! p. SI. cloudless afterwards.

1 Cloudless.

18 : 138.9 N. & N. W. <SL E. i Cloudless till 1 p. M. Seatd. \i and

lU, Suiuiay,

20i 127.i N. W. k N. k W.
I

i till C p. M. cloudless aftcrw'ards.

1
Seatd. clouds till 7 A. M. cloudless till

21
1

133.C N. & N. V^.

' 11 A. M. Seatd. till 4 P. M. cloud-

less aft-erwards.

Cloudless till 11 A. H. Seatd.W till 4

22 131.5 N. W, & N.
F. M. cloudless afterwai'ds.

Cloudless.

23 131.0 N. & N, W. Cloudless.

2l! 135.5 N. & N. W. Cloudless.

25 135.2 N. & 8. W. Cloiddless.

20' Sumlay,

27| 131.0 N. W. & N. Cloudless.

M Cirri, v-i Oirro strati, "‘i Cumiili, ^i Cuinulo strati, '^i Nimbi, —i Strati,

V«i Cirro cumuli.
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Metmoh^ml Ohsermtim.
t

Abstraei of the Setulte of the Hourlj/ Meteorologies Okerwims

taken at the Survegor General'i Office, CalciUta,

in the Month ofDeecmler, 1858.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &c.

28

2D

80

31

b •

"o 0
rr,
Cfl

mI
OS es

s
^

bctf

pO 'iii<

C5- =

•S|2
General Aspect of the Sky,

137.6

140.0

138.6

136.0

Inches.

IN.W.&W.
I W. 4 N. W.

W. & N. W.

iN.iW.
I

Cloudless.

Clomiless till 2 p. if. Seatil. ^i till 6

1’. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 6 a. M. Scald, '
i and

till ti p. M. cloudless alterwards.

I
Cloudless till 7 A. M. Scatd. \ till

3*

I
i>. H. cloudless afterwords.



Meteorological Ohservatione,

Abstract of the Bcsults of the Hourly Meteorological Observatiom ,

^ taken at the Surveyor OeneraVe OJJice^ Calcutta^

in the month of December^ 1858.

Moktult Eesults.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, ••

Max. liciglit. of tlie Barometer occurred at 10 A. M. on the 30th,

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 4 P. M. on the 13th,

Extreme range of tlic Barometer during the month, •

,

Mean of tJic dail^ Max. Pressures,

Ditto ditto Min. ditto,

Mean daily range of the Barometer during the month, .

.

Inches.

30.034

30.206

29.902

0.304

30.111

29.981

0.130

Mt'an Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, ,,

Max. Tempv'i’ature oeeuvred at .3 4 p. M. on the 31st,

Tewiperature o(‘( urred at 7 A. on the 23rd,

Extreme range o( the Temporal ure during the moutli, ••

Mean of (lie daily Max. Temperature, ..

Ditto ditto Min. ditto, ••

3reait daily range of the Temperatures during the mouth.

66.7

78.8

66.4

22.4

75.2

60.2

15.0

Mean Wet Bulb Tlicmiometcr for the month, ..

Moan Dry Bulb Tlierniometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer,..

Computed Moan Dew-jioiiit for the niontli, .. .. ..

^loau Dry Bulb Tliermomcter above comjmted mean Dew-point, ..

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month,

61.9

4.8

59.0

7.7

Inches.

0.506

Mean Weight of Vapour for the month, ...

Ailditional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation,

Mean degree of humidity for the monthj complete sat uration being unity, 0.78

Inches.

.. 0.70

1.08

N, & N. W. & W.

Troy grains.

^.60

. 1.63

Bainod 3 days, Mux. fall of rain during 24 hours,

Total amount of rain diu'ing the month.

Prevailing direction of the Wind, ••



Meteorological Obcervatione.

Abstract of the Brsulls of the TTourlg Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office^ Calcutta^

in the month of December^ 1858.

Monthlt Hesults.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing, it rained.

Midnight. 9

1 10

2 11

3 !io

4 11

5 10

6 !
8












